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The first encounters between the Islamic world and Tibet took place in the
course of the expansion of the Abbasid Empire in the eighth century. Military
and political contacts went along with an increasing interest in the other side.
Cultural exchanges and the transmission of knowledge were facilitated by a
trading network, with musk constituting one of the main trading goods from the
Himalayas, largely through India. From the thirteenth century onwards the spread
of the Mongol Empire from the Western borders of Europe through Central Asia
to China facilitated further exchanges. The significance of these interactions has
been long ignored in scholarship.
This volume represents a major contribution to the subject, bringing together new
studies by an interdisciplinary group of international scholars. They explore for
the first time the multi-layered contacts between the Islamic world, Central Asia
and the Himalayas from the eighth century until the present day in a variety of
fields, including geography, cartography, art history, medicine, history of science
and education, literature, hagiography, archaeology, and anthropology.
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preface

Most of these papers originated in a conference entitled Islam and Tibet: Cultural
Interactions, which was held at the Warburg Institute, University of London, on
16-18 November, 2006 as part of a project supported by the Arts and Humanities
Research Council (AHRC) (AP~19294and website http://warburg.sas.ac.uk/
islamtibet/indexit.htm).In addition to the contributors to this volume, ~ o s s e f
Rapoport talked about the evidence for trade route through Tibet in a map in
the eleventh-century Book of Curiosities (see p. 7 below). Benno van Dalen of
Frankfurt University presented his findings on the astronomical handbook of
al-Sanjufini ('Islamic Astronomy in Northeastern Tibet (14th century)': see
pp. 11-12 below). John Newman, of the New College of Florida, discussed the
KZlacakra Tantra as a source for Tibetan knowledge of Islam, and Deborah
Klimburg-Salter of the University of Vienna gave an illustrated evening lecture
in the elegant Islamic setting of Leighton House, investigating the most likely
kind of Buddhist statue that was allegedly sent by the King of Tibet to the caliph
al-Ma'mCln in the early ninth century. The conference was enriched by the expert
chairing of the sessions by Alexander Berzin, Peter Jackson, Charles Ramble,
Emilie Savage-Smith and Edward Henning, and by the concluding discussion led
by Geoffrey Samuel. In addition to the AHRC, the conference received generous
funding from the Shelley and Donald Rubin Foundation, the British Academy
and the Wellcome Trust. Further support towards the publication of this book
was made by the Shelley and Donald Rubin Foundation. We are very grateful
to Bruce Payne, the Executive Director of the Foundation, for his constant
encouragement of research in Islam and Tibet. We would also like to thank
the following libraries for having granted us permission to reproduce images:
the Nasser D. Khalili Collection of Islamic Art, the Archaeological Survey of
India, the British Library, the Forschungs-und Landesbibliothek Gotha and the
Bodleian Library (Oxford). The lion's share of the editorial work has been done
by Anna Akasoy, but all three editors have contributed their expertise in their
respective fields, and Charles Burnett has prepared the index. We would like to
thank Tsering Wangyal Shawa for designing the maps. We are very grateful to
the Warburg Institute for providing congenial surroundings and much practical
support for the pursuit of the Islam and Tibet project in general, and for hosting
this conference in particular.
The transliteration of non-European languages has been standardized in
this volume except where authors have preferred a different system. Diana
Altner's article, referring to present-day issues, uses the simplified Chinese
character system (we are grateful to Tim Barrett for checking the Chinese
characters). unless otherwise indicated, years are those of the Common Era.
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The only abbreviations for publications referred to in this volume are
~ 1 (Encyclopaedia
'
of islam, second edition [ ~ e i d e n 20061,
,
online edition) and
Elr (Ehsan Yar-Shater [ed.], Encyclopaedia Iranica [14 vols to date, London,
1982-20081; available at www.iranica.com).
Languages are abbreviated as follows:
Ar. - Arabic
Arm. - Armenian
Ch. - Chinese
Mo. - Mongolian
Pe. - Persian
Sa. - Salar
Skt. - Sanskrit
Syr. - Syriac
Tib. - Tibetan
Tu - ~ u r k i s h
Uy. - Uyghur
The ~ d i t o r s

Chapter 1

slam and ~ i b e tCultural
:
Interactions An ~ntroduction
Ronit ~oeli-Tlalim

In the mid-eighth century three major empires abutted each other: the Abbasid
Empire, founded in 750, which established its new capital at Baghdad in 762 and
embraced the culture of Persia; the Tibetan Empire, which reached its height in
the early ninth century; and Tang China (618-907) in the east, with its capital
t
now
of Chang-an (Xi'an), spilling out into the Tarim Basin ( ~ a s Turkistan,
~injiang).Cutting across these political regions were two powerful religious
movements: Buddhism, which from its origins in northern India, challenged and
eventually displaced local religions in China and Tibet, and Islam, which spread
from the West over the Indian subcontinent and South East Asia, reaching China
and the Tibetan borderlands. These political and religious movements of the
eighth century were to shape the development of Central Asian civilizations for
many centuries to come, and can still be discerned in the societies of the region
today. It is to the ways in which the Islamic empire, in particular, impinged on
Tibet (and vice versa), and to the role of Muslims in Tibetan society that this book
is devoted.
By 'Tibet' is meant more than the geographical area of the Tibetan Plateau, or
any current political construct such as the 'Tibetan Autonomous Region' (TAR).
Regions that participated in Tibetan culture, such as Ladakh and Baltistan,
are also included. Above all, Tibet is viewed as it was conceived throughout its
changing history by its Islamic neighbours. And similarly, the lands of Islam are
considered as viewed in Tibetan literature. Thus this book begins with an essay
by Anna Akasoy on Tibet in Islamic geography and cartography: what names
did the Arabic authorities have for Tibet, and what land did they mean when
they referred to 'Tubbat' (which is taken to be the Arabic equivalent to Tibet)?
How did they obtain their information? And did their knowledge of the area
change over time? The primary aim of the article is to trace the tradition of the
concept of Tibet in Arabic literature, rather than to exploit that literature for
reliable information about Tibet in historical times. Thus the Arabic tales refer
to conversions to slam in ~ i b e tthey
;
claim that those who visit the country are
so overwhelmed with such joy that they cannot refrain from laughing and that
the country abounds with gold and musk.
In ~ i b e t a nthere are a number of terms that refer to the ~slamicempire and
its people, of which the most important are stag gzig, par sig, khrom/phrom and
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kha che. Stag gzig in its various spellings (stag gzigs, ta zig, ta zhig, ta chig) as well
as par sig (par si2, pa ra si ka) refer in many cases, but not always, to Muslims or
to Arabs in general. The earliest mentions of these names are to be found in
the Tibetan Dunhuang material.' In Pelliot Tib. 1283, dated to the second half of
the eighth century or the first half of the ninth,2 we find a reference to the par
sil tribe3along with a mention of the ta zhig.' A reference to the land of ta zig is
documented in a Tibetan medical text from Dunhuang which describes methods
of moxibustion, and mentions the land of ta zig as a source for paper.=The early
renderings of the name par sig support a direct linguistic link, as suggested by
e
or possibly S ~ g d i a n . ~
Uray, between Tibetan and Early ~ i d d l Persian
The name ta zig is related to 'Tajik', now the name of Tibet's closest Persianspeaking neighbours. Another Tibetan term that refers to lands in the West
derives from 'Rome' (or 'Rum', Byzantium): Khrom (or: Phrom). As Dan Martin
explains in his contribution here, it is hard to know where the exact delineation
between Tazig and Khrom stands from the Tibetan point of view, and probably

'

The Mogao caves at Dunhuang, western China, were discovered at the beginning
of the twentieth century. In addition to the multitude of artistic treasures found there,
the discovery of Cave 17, nicknamed 'the library', has had a revolutionary effect on
Asian studies. The manuscripts have been dispersed among libraries in Paris, London, St
Petersburg, Tokyo, Beijing and elsewhere. For electronic versions of some of these texts,
and a bibliography see: otdo.aa.tufs.ac.jp and the website of the International Dunhuang
Project: idp.bl.uk.
See Louis Ligeti, 'A propos du "Rapport sur les rois demeurant dans le nord"', in
Etudes Tibhtaines dhdihes iz la mhmoire de Marcelle Lalou (Paris, 1971), pp. 166-89, at p. 172.
Pelliot Tib. 1283, 1.10. See Jacques Bacot, 'Reconnaissance en Haute Asie
Septentrionalel,]ournal Asiatique, 244 (1956): pp. 137-53, at pp. 141 and 145. lmaeda et al.,
however, have transliterated the name as par mil, see Yoshiro Imaeda, Tsuguhito Takeuchi
et al., Tibetan Documents fiom Dunhuang (Tokyo, 2007), p. 179,l. 542.
Pelliot Tib. 1283, 1.85. Clauson, basing himself on old Turkic inscriptions, infers
that the reference to the ta zhig in Pelliot 1283 refers to Arabs (and not to Persians). See
Gkrard Clauson, 'A propos du manuscript Pelliot Tibdtain 1283', Journal Asiatique, 245
(1957): pp. 11-24.
Saying: 'If there is bleeding from the nose use paper from ta zig': Pelliot Tib. 127,
1.174. Luo Bingfen et al. (eds), Tun hong nas thon pa'i bod kyi gso ngyig cha gces bsdw (Pe cin,
2002), p. 222.
Gdza Uray, 'Tibet's Connections with Nestorianism and Manicheism', in Ernst
Steinkellner and Helmut Tauscher (eds), Contributions on Tibetan Language, History and
Culture, vol. 1 ( ~ i e n n a1983),
,
pp. 399-429, at p. 409. Uray discusses another early (eighth
century) mention of the name par sig. In the Vimalaprabhii, the commentary on the
~iilacakratantra, the ~ i b e t a nversion of the name appears to be based, as one would expect,
on the Sanskrit (pirasika) - pii ra si ka in Bu-ston, see Bu-ston s in-chen-grub, The Collected
Works ofBu-ston, ed. ~ o k e s h~ h a n d r a( ~ e w
Delhi, 1965), vol. 1, fol. 391.1.5. It might be the
case that when the transcription is par sig (or par sil) the name is derived from Sogdian or
Early Middle Persian, and when it is pa ra si ka it is derived from the Sanskrit.
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all we can state with any degree of certainty is that in Tibetan they refer to areas
in close proximity to each other.
A significant contact with Muslims was through neighbouring Kashmir.
So many Muslims had arrived in Tibet through plying their trade via Kashmir
that Muslim settlers in Tibet were called by a name deriving from the name
'Kashmir': kha che. Whether this term already meant 'Muslim' in general, rather
than 'Kashmiri' in a mention of kha che silk in a Dunhuang manuscript from the
ninth century is not clear.'
Kashmir had already been an important cultural junction in the seventh
and eighth centuries when Buddhist scriptures and scientific works were
transmitted from there both to Tibet and to the emerging Islamic culture.
This is the subject of the article by Kevin van Bladel. Barmak, the father of the
Barmakid family, was an educated Buddhist official from Tokharistan (Bactria),
an area where Buddhism and its related Sanskrit sciences flourished at the
time the Arabs arrived. The family then became very important in the Abbasid
court in Baghdad and the Barmak's grandson, Yahyi, became the tutor and
then the powerful minister of the caliph, Harun al-Rashid (reg. 786-809). Van
Bladel demonstrates how, as a result of YahyZ's Buddhist roots and his family
ties with Tokharistan and Kashmir, YahyZ facilitated a substantial translation
enterprise from Sanskrit to Arabic in the Caliph's court. A major outcome of this
enterprise was the monumental translation of the Indian medical classics into
Arabic: the Suiruta, the Astangahrdaya samhitii of ~ Z g b h a t aand the Siddhasira of
Ravigupta. These same texts were also translated into Tibetan a short while later
and thereafter became core texts in the Tibetan medical tradition. Although
the full impact of the Indian tradition on Arabic medicine is yet to be studied,
van Bladel provides sufficient evidence to show its importance, particularly in
the area of pharmacopoeia. The cultural links facilitated by the Barmak family
are inherently rooted in the special conditions developed in Central Asia in the
century after the Arabs arrived and when Buddhism was still widely practised.
Another outcome of the coexistence of Buddhists and Muslims in Central
Asia is discussed by Christopher Beckwith, who suggests that the adoption of
the scholastic method in the Islamic world was a result of the conversion of
the Central Asian Buddhist vihiiras (monastic colleges) into Islamic madrasas.
According to Beckwith, the conversion incorporated not only the structure,
but also the people - and with them their method of learning too. The earliest
known examples of the scholastic method appear to be, Beckwith suggests, in
commentarial texts of the Sarvistiviidin school of Buddhism, which flourished in
Central Asia. The first Muslim writer known to have used the scholastic method
is Ibn STnZ, who was born and educated in Central Asia. The sudden appearance

'

In IOL Tib J 756 1.33. The term is: kha che dar, which could be rendered either as
Kashmiri or ~ u s l i msilk. See ~ i n g f e net al. (eds), Tun hong nus, p. 133. A similar expression
l bstanpa, where it appears as: kha cherdar. See Ronald E. Emmerick,
is found in the ~ i y ulung
Tibetan Texts Concerning Khotan ond don, 1967), p. 33.
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of the scholastic method in Western Europe followed the translation of one of
the most important of Ibn Sins's works from Arabic into Latin, and coincided
with the transmission of the madrasa to Europe as the college.
Whereas texts can often demonstrate precise details of transmission
between cultures, as in the cases presented by van Bladel and Beckwith, visual
evidence of transmission is not always so clear-cut. Souren Melikian-Chirvani,
however, draws attention to some tantalizing hints at this evidence in regard to
links between Tibet and Iran. The evidence suggests that at a very early age - at
least as early as the mid sixth century BCE - the artefacts of horsemanship, of
hunting and warfare of a type known from western Iran, became familiar to the
populations of present-day Tibet. Other, later evidence, suggests a clearer link:
Melikian-Chirvani discusses three types of silver wine banquet vessels made
in the Iranian world which reached Tibet around the seventh-eighth century
CE. He also explores the provenance of Persian silk amongst Tibetans: pictorial
and material evidence indicate that Persian brocaded silks were used as royal
garments in Tibet as early as the seventh century. This includes a fragment of
Sasanian silk with a Pahlavi inscription establishing its royal ownership which
was recovered from a Tibetan tomb. He also notes the enduring memory of these
textiles in the traces they left in western Tibetan mural paintings in Ladakh
(Alchi) and Spiti (Tabo). Could it be that the reference found in the Dunhuang
manuscript to kha che silk refers to what Melikian-Chirvani is describing from
visual evidence? This question is yet to be investigated.
A study conducted by Christopher Beckwith in the late 1970s' brought to
light the significance of the influence of medical knowledge originating in areas
lying to the west of Tibet on Tibetan medicine. Beckwith mentioned references
to medical influence deriving from Tazig and Khrom. These links, as mentioned
in one of the earliest histories of Tibetan medicine, are further discussed in this
volume by Dan Martin.
The sources discussed by Beckwith, as well as other sources which have come
to light in the three decades since he published his article, mention a certain
Ga le nos, as one of the four sages who introduced medicine into ~ i b e t This
.
'~alenos'obviouslydoes not refer to Galen himself, but rather to the transmission
of elements of Galenic medicine, which could have arrived in Tibet via Arabic,
Persian or Syriac intermediaries.
Interestingly enough, in the earliest extant Tibetan medical history discussed
by Martin, this 'Galenos' is not mentioned. In this medical history by Che rje,
composed in the thirteenth century, there is a reference to another figure who
is associated with medicine originating from the West: Tsan pa shi la ha, or as
Martin suggests reading his name: Tsan Bashilaha. He suggests 'Tsan' refers to
his origin from the shores of the b lack Sea, and reading 'Bashilaha' as 'Basileos'.
More research will be needed to ascertain more about this figure, and the
Christopher I. Beckwith, 'The Introduction ofGreek Medicine into Tibet in the Seventh
and Eighth Centuries',]ournal of the American Oriental Society, 99 (1979): pp. 297-313.
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knowledge he may have brought with him. Martin also embarks on a revealing
account of the medical content of the book ascribed to this Tsan Bashilaha: the
Bi ci'i pu ti kha ser, which has recently been published. A method for detecting
invisible skull fractures discussed in this text resembles methods described in
Greek and Arabic medicine.
How one might explain the later appearance of the name 'Galenos' in Tibetan
medical histories remains an open question for the time being. In any case, by
the seventeenth century details concerning this 'Galenos' are abundant in the
Tibetan historical narratives. One of the most detailed accounts of the contacts
between Tibetan and western ( ~ e r s i a n )medical sciences is in the medical
history by De'u dmar bstan 'dzin phun tshogs (b. 1672).~De'u dmar tells us not
only about Ga le nos and Biji Tsan pa shi la ha, the representatives of what seems
to be an Arabo-Persian tradition, but also about an entire 'Biji' lineage, spanning
from Persia to Tibet, or rather from the Persian court and into the Tibetan
court. One of the predecessors of the Biji lineage was a certain Ga le thos, who,
according to De'u dmar, served as the personal physician to the king of the stag
gzig.1° According to De'u dmar, Biji Ga le thos's son was the Ga le nos who was
invited to Tibet during the reign of Srong btsan sgam po (617-49). We are told
that he cured Srong btsan sgam popsillness and hence was requested to become
chief doctor. The younger brother of Ga le nos had two sons - the older was Biji
Tsan pa shi la ha, who was invited to Tibet by the Tibetan prince Ljang tsha lha
dbon, son of Mes ag tshom (d. 755). Furthermore, De'u dmar tells us, Tshan pa
shi la ha: '... arrived in the Tibetan kingdom after having been dispatched by the
king of Khrom together with 300 [other] masters and students [of medicine] and
hence the medical teachings spread'."
What is particularly interesting about De'u dmar's account is that it portrays
the links with stag gzig doctors as spanning through a continuous period of time.
Not only the famous 'Galenos', but an entire lineage is associated with stag gzigs
and khrom. The significant input from the stag gzig doctors described by De'u
dmar leaves us with the question: what was the nature of the medical knowledge
that arrived from the Arab-Persian world into the Tibetan medical system? This
is a vast question. But some indications can be gained from the analysis of the
urine section from the early Tibetan medical text, the zla ba'i rgyal po,12in which
doctrines and practices from Western medicine appear among the more evident
9

For a discussion of this source, see Frances Garrett, 'Critical ~ e t h o d o l o g i e sin
Tibetan Medical Histories',journal ofAsian studies, 66 (2007): pp. 363-87.
lo
De'u dmar bstan 'dzin phun tshogs. 'Gso ba rig pa'i chos byung rnam thar rgya
mtsho'i rba rlabs drang srong dgyes pa' 'dzum phreng', in Gso rig gces btus rin chen phreng
ba bzhugs so (zi ling, 1993), pp. 632-764, at p. 704.
"
De'u dmar bstan 'dzin phun tshogs. 'Gso ba rig pa'i chos byung', p. 705.
l2
Ronit Yoeli-Tlalim, 'On Urine Analysis and Tibetan Medicine's Connections with
the West', in Sienna Craig et a]. (eds), Studies of Medical P2uralism in Tibetan History and
Society ( ~ a l l e2011),
,
pp. 195-211.
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influences deriving from the Indian and the Chinese spheres. The Zla ba'i rgyal
po is an early example of a synthesis of medical ideas deriving from different
cultures. How and when did the Western input come to Tibet is still a question to
be resolved, but the material acquired so far suggests that further research into
theses questions will be highly worthwhile.
Following the initial relations between Tibet and its Muslim neighbours
during the time of the Tibetan Empire, contacts continued predominantly via
trade. There is evidence that a trade route from Arabia to Persia, via northern
India and into Tibet was in operation already in the eighth century and continued
to be active until modern times. Another trade route is described by Binyamin of
Tudela, the Spanish Jewish traveller who appears to have travelled to Baghdad in
the second half of the twelfth century. He writes that Jewish traders with Tibet
proceeded from Baghdad to Persia, to Shiraz, Ghazna and Samarkand. From
there, he says: 'it is four days to Tibet, which is the land where muskn is found
in its forests'.I4
A medieval map in the Arabic Book of Curiosities, written in Egypt in the
eleventh century discussed in the Islam and Tibet conference by ~ o s s e f
Rapoport, follows what seems to be a trade route which begins in India, goes to
~ i b eand
t from there to China.15This not only highlights the place of ~ i b ealong
t
the Muslim trade routes, but also is interesting in locating Tibet on the route
to China. Indeed ~ i b e can
t also be seen as an intermediary between China and
the Islamic world in a cultural sense, a point which is reflected in Paul Buell's
contribution.
Tibet was an important point on the Eurasian trade routes and a source for
a number of exotic goods. he most famous among these was musk, used both
in medicine and in perfumery. his is the focus of Anya King's contribution.
We know that musk from ~ i b e was
t traded and used in the Near East and the
Mediterranean from as early as the third century CE. Musk appears as a highly
desired substance in a great variety of ~ r a b i cgenres (geography, zoology,

l3

The word used here is: i i n (mor). On the identification of mor with musk in Hebrew
sources see Shapirah, 'Al khomrei ha'bosem meha'khai bamkorot ha'ivriim' ('On Animal
Perfume Substances in the Hebrew Sources'), Harofe' Haivri: The Hebrew Medical Journal, 2
(1959): pp. 95-103.
l4
Benjamin of Tudela, fol. 82, in The Itinerary of Benjamin of Tudela, ed. and trans.
Marcus Nathan Adler (London, 1907).
l5
Emilie Savage-Smith and Yossef Rapoport (eds), The Book of Curiosities: A Critical
Edition. Online publication (www.bodley.ox.ac.uk/bookofcuriosities)(last accessed: March
2007).T'he map in question is in Book 2, chap. 18. See also ~ossefRapoportand Emilie SavageSmith, 'Medieval Islamic View of the Cosmos: The Newly Discovered Book of Curiosities',
The Cartographic Journal, 41 (2004): pp. 253-9 and ~ o s s e Rapoport,
f
'The Book of Curiosities:
A Medieval Islamic View of the East', in Andreas Kaplony and Phillip For6t (eds), The
Journey of Maps and Images on the Silk Road (Leiden, 2008), pp. 155-71.
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medicine, religion) as well as in accounts of merchants and travellers. In most of
t is deemed the best.
these it is the musk from ~ i b ethat
~ u s k in, addition to being a highly desired perfume, is a substance which
is found both in Tibetan and Arabic medical literature. Based on a comparative
study between the Arabic and the Tibetan uses of musk in medical contexts, we
have come to the conclusion that, alongside trade, there were also exchanges of
ideas.16 Hence the overall name we have suggested for the cultural exchanges
discussed here: the Musk Route."
The case of musk is an example of the ways in which 'super-drugs', as well as
other luxury goods, were marketed through their exotic appeal. The construction
of desirability and its associated lucrativeness are intertwined with trade and
power. A similar point is raised by van Blade1 with respect to Central Asia, where
the patronage of wealthy rulers funding Buddhist travellers, is intertwined with
the existence of Buddhist texts where precious commodities were promoted.
An echo of trade contacts is also attested in the nature of many of the loanwords from Arabic and Persian which are found in Tibetan.lBThese include, for
. kum; gur kum or gur gum) from
example, the words in Tibetan for saffron ( ~ i bkur
the Persian and Arabic kurkum; or the word for gold brocade: zar babs (from Pe.
zar bafi, discussed here by Melikian-Chirvani), or the word nal, the Tibetan word
for ruby, from the Persian Id, a much sought-after commodity in the Arab world
which arrived from Central Asia.
A pivotal period of cultural exchanges between Tibet and the Islamic world
occurred during the Mongol period, which is discussed here by Peter Zieme, Paul
Buell and Arezou Azad. During the thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries, the
Ilkhan Mongol rulers in Iran maintained close relations with Tibetan Buddhism.
With the help of Arabic, Persian, Tibetan, Syriac and Armenian sources we can
trace the extensive Tibetan presence in the Ilkhanid court in Tabriz, where most
of the rulers were Buddhist and their spiritual advisers were lamas (bakhshi).19
Rashid al-Din (1247-1318), a court physician, who became an extraordinarily
powerful (and rich) minister ofthe Ilkhans, realized the exceptional cosmopolitan
milieu that the Mongol rule had created.20As he tells us:
Anna ~ k a s o yand Ronit ~ o e l i - ~ l a l i m long
,
the ~ u s kRoutes: Transmissions
between ~ i b e and
t the ~slamicworld', Asian Medicine: ~raditionand ~ o d e r n i t y 3, (2007):
pp. 217-40.
l7
1 would like to thank Philip Denwood for first discussing this idea with me.
'' Berthold ~ a u f e r'Loan
,
words in ~ i b e t a n 'T'oung
,
Pao, 17 (1916): pp. 404-552. or the
sections on loan words from Persian and Arabic see pp. 474-85.
l9
For a discussion on the bakhshis in the Ilkhanid court see Rashid al-Din, Histoire des
Mongoh de la Perse, trans. Etienne Quatremkre (Amsterdam, 1968), pp. 184-99, n. 51. See
also Leonard van der Kuijp, "'BaySi" and BaySi-s in Tibetan Historical, Biographical and
Lexicographical Texts', Central Asiatic]ournal, 39 (1995): pp. 275-302.
20
See Anna Akasoy, Charles Burnett and Ronit ~ o e l i - ~ l a l i(eds),
m Rashid al-Din: Agent
and Mediator ofCultural Exchanges in Ilkhanid Iran ondo don, forthcoming).
l6
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Now that the world from one end to the other is under one or the other branch
of the Chingiz Khanids, philosophers, astronomers, scholars and historians of
,
India, Kashmir,
all sects and religions connected with China [ ~ h i t a ]ancient
Tibet, Uyghur, as well as other people like the Turks, ~ r a b sand Franks are
before our eyes in large numbers and every one of them has books containing
the history, chronology and religious thought of those countries ...21

In addition to the more well-known association of Qubilai Khan with ~ i b e t a n
Buddhism through the Sa skya Pandita, we now also have evidence of the
influence ofTibetan Buddhism in the ~lkhanidas well as the Chagatai Khanates2'
The first Ilkhan, Hiilegu (Tib. Hu la hu or: Hu la; reg. 1256-65), was, like his
brother Qubilai in China, a follower of Buddhism. As has been discussed by
Sperling, Hulegu became a patron of the Tibetan Buddhist Phag mo gru sect and
repeatedly sent gifts to their abbot, rGyal ba Rin po che Grags pa brtson 'gruseZ3
The Red Annals (Deb ther dmarpo), a Tibetan historical chronicle of the fourteenth
century, tells us that the last presents reached Phag mo gru two years after the
death of Hulegu (i.e. in 1267).'~We also know that Hulegu, while already ruling
in Iran, had a representative in Tibet, who is named in several Tibetan sources as
Go go chu (Kokochu), and that through this representative, Hiilegu maintained
his jurisdiction over a number of areas in Tibet. There are also references to this
representative's son taking part in the political life of the Phag mo gru several
years later.25The Phag mo gru in central Tibet (in U, based at sNe'u gdong)
had considerable religious and political power at the time, and it appears that
the financial and military support from Hulegu was key in the power struggle
between the Phag mo gru on the one hand, and on the other the Sa skya rulers,
who were supported by the Mongol court of the Great Khans.
An interesting testimony of the link between Geikhatu (reg. 1291-95), the
fifth ~lkhan,and Tibetan Buddhism, is found on a coin minted in his time, which
includes his ~ibeto-Mongolreligious name: Rinchen Dorje (rin chen rdo rje,

''

Rashid al-Din,]imi' al-tawiir-ikh, translation in Thomas Allsen, Culture and Conquest
in Mongol Eurasia (Cambridge, 2001), p. 83.
22
See Samuel Grupper, 'The Buddhist Sanctuary-VihZra of Labnasagut and the
11-Qan Hiilegii: An Overview of 11-Qanid Buddhism and Related Matters', Archiwm Eurasiae
Medii Aevi, 13 (2004): pp. 5-77.
23
These relations are attested to in a number of Tibetan sources. See, for example,
Kun dga' rdo rje (1309-65),Deb ther dmar po (Peking, 1981),pp. 122-4. The Blue Annals say
in reference to rGyal ba rin po che: 'Having heard about the fame of his accomplishments,
king Hu-la from sTod presented on three occasions great offering to him.' 'Go lo ts2 ba
gzhon nu dpal, The Blue Annals, trans. George Roerich (Delhi, 1996), p. 580. For a detailed
study see Elliot Sperling, 'Hiilegii and Tibet', Acta Orientalia Academiae Scientiarum
Hungaricae, 44 (1990): pp. 145-57.
24
Deb ther dmar po, p. 122. is cussed by perl ling, 'Hiilegu and ~ i b e t ' p.
, 151.
25
Sperling, 'Hiilegii and Tibet', p. 153.
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meaning 'precious diamond') in its ~ o n g o l i a nform in Arabic transliteration ,in
addition to the Muslim profession of faitheZ6
GhZzZn (reg. 1295-1304), the seventh Ilkhan, grew up as a Buddhist. Rashid
al-Din tells us that GhZzZn's grandfather, AbZqZ, surrounded him with Buddhist
lamas, and hence he maintained a great affection for their religion. According
to Rashid al-Din, Ghazan spoke Tibetan. He also patronized and constantly
consorted with lamas who came from Tibet and Kashmir, and who were very
influential among the Mongol upper classes up to his g e n e r a t i ~ n . ~ ~
A revealing text in this respect is Rashid al-Din's Life of the Buddha, based
on the input of the Kashmiri pandit, Kamalairi, and which is a part of Rashid
al-Din's History of India.28As I have discussed elsewhere, the text reflects some
interesting connections with Tibet and Tibetan Buddhism. The Life of the Buddha
section contains, for example, one of the earliest (if not the earliest) piece of
.~~
external evidence for the assembling of the Kanjur (bka' ' g y ~ r ) Considering
that Rashid al-Din's Life of the Buddha was composed around 1310, being more
or less contemporary with the assembling the first Kanjur in Narthang, this
mention is very interesting.
The Ilkhanate court was influenced not only by Tibetan Buddhism, but also
The significant input of Tibetan
by Kashmiri, Uyghur and Chinese Buddhi~m.~O
Buddhism in Kashmiri Buddhism of the
as well as in Uyghur Buddhism,
helps to explain the mirroring of a Tibetan type of Buddhism in Rashid al-Din's
Life of the Buddha. The important role of Tibetan Buddhism amongst the Uyghurs
26

De Saulcy, 'Lettres sur quelques points de la numismatique orientales', Iournal
Asiatique, 13 (1842): pp. 113-49, at pp. 129-32; Stanley Lane Poole, Catalogue of Oriental Coins
in the British Museum (10 vols, ond don, 1875-90), vol. 6, p. 32.
27

Arsenio P. Martinez, 'Third Portion of the History of ~ i z i Xin
n in RaSidu 'd-Din's
Ta'rix-e Mobiirak-e Giiziini, Archivum Eurasiae ~ e d iAevi,
i
8 (1994): pp. 99-206, at p. 111, n. 13.
The relevant sections in Rashid al-Din's Tarikh-e Mobirak-e Ghiiziini quoted by Martinez
are: pp. 165ff., 171ff. and 188.
See Karl Jahn, Rashid al-Din's History of India h he Hague, 1965); Gregory Schopen,
'Hinayina Texts in a 14th Century Persian Chronicle', Central Asiatic]ournal, 26 (1982):
pp. 225-35.
29
See the facsimiles in Die Indiengeschichte des R&id ad-Din, trans. Karl Jahn (vienna,
1980), ms. Istanbul, Topkapi Sarayi. Hazine 1654, fol. 348r, 1.28 (Persian version) and ms.
Khalili collection (formerly Royal Asiatic Society A 27), fol. 2077v, 1. 1 (Arabic version).
The text says that after the death of S ~ k ~ a m u nai ,stranger 'collected the words and
useful sayings of SZkyamuni in a book, the entirety of which he called Kashurdy (A: #A,+
P: pJ+)'. 'Kashurdy' is presumably a transcription of 'Kanjur'. See Ronit ~ o e l i - ~ l a l i m ,
'Rashid al-Din's Life of the Buddha - Some ~ u d d h i s tPerspectives', in Akasoy et al. (eds),
Rushid al-Din.
30

See Grupper, 'The Buddhist Sanctuary'. See also: Klaus Rohrborn, 'Die ~slamische
Weltgeschichte des RaSiduddin als Quelle fiir den zentralasiatischen Buddhismus?',
Iournal of Turkish Studies, 13 (1989): pp. 129-33.
See Jean Nadou, Les Bouddhistes Kajmiriens au moyen age (Paris, 1968).
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is discussed here by Peter Zieme. Influence of Tibetan Buddhism on Uyghur
)
is attested to both in the numerous
culture during the Yuan ( ~ o n g o l period
Buddhist texts that were translated from Tibetan into Uyghur during this time,
and also in the influence which can be detected in Buddhist art in the Kurutka
caves near Turfan. This influence went hand in hand with increasing Muslim
presence. The tension between Buddhism and Islam in the Turfan area at the
time, is attested to by an Uyghur Buddhist poem, that exhibits a hostile attitude
to Islam.
~ndeed,also in Iran the Buddhist days were not to last. Upon his ascension to
the throne, Ghizin converted to Islam. He then:
Commanded that all idols be smashed and all temples and other places of
worship disallowed by law in the lands of Islam be destroyed. Most of the idolworshipping bakhshis were converted to slam, but since God had not slated
them for success, the faith they held was not correct: outwardly they appeared
to be Muslims, but from their foreheads showed traces of infidelity and error.

The text goes on to say that, after a while the Padishah of Islam [ie: ~ h i z i n ]
comprehended their hypocrisy and said, 'Let any of you who so desires, go to
India, Kashmir, Tibet or his native country.'32
The Persian term for a Buddhist place of worship is butkhifna. The aim of the
research expedition on which Arezou Azad reports here, was to assess whether
the references to butkhifnas by Persian historians of the Ilkhanid period can be
identified with any of the three rock-cut sites in the regions of Marigha and
Sultiniyya. During the Mongol period, Marigha was the focus of scholarly
exchanges between Iranian and Chinese astronomers, following the creation of
an observatory commissioned by Hiilegii and supervised by the famous scholar
Nisir al-Din Tusi (d. 1274). Having examined these sites, Azad reaches the
conclusion that, despite the literary evidence, in the absence of any specifically
Buddhist epigraphy, iconography or artefacts, it is difficult to confirm that any
of these caves indeed served as Ilkhanid Buddhist worship sites. They rather
seem to be a monumental melange of Mithraic, Buddhist, Islamic and Christian
episodes.
The exchanges between Iranian and Chinese astronomers and the possible
role of Tibetans in the process was the topic of Benno van Dalen's paper at the
t
(not included here)." In addition to the observatory
Islam and ~ i b econference
at ~ a r i g h athere
,
was also an ~slamic~stronomicalBureau with an observatory
32

Rashiduddin ~azlullah's/ami1u't-tawarikh: compendium of Chronicles. A History of the
Mongols, trans. wheeler M. hacks ton (3 vols, cambridge, 1999). vol. 3, p. 676.
" See Benno van Dalen, 'lslamic and ~ h i n e s eAstronomy under the ~ o n g o l s :
A Little-~nownCase of Transmission', in Yvonne old-Samplonius, ~ o s e p hW. Dauben,
Menso Folkerts and Benno van ~ a l e n(eds), From china to Paris: 2000 Years Transmission of
Mathematical Ideas (Stuttgart, 2002), pp. 327-56.
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founded by Qubilai Khan in his new capital near present-day Beijing in 1271,
which was headed by ~hamaluding(presumably the Muslim Jam51 a l - D T ~
al-~ukhiri),and had a large number of ~ u s l i mastronomers. The main surviving
source for the achievements of the Bureau is a Chinese translation of an ~slamic
astronomical handbook with tables, called the ~uihuilifa,which was composed in
the early Ming dynasty (1383) and was later reworked in Nanjing in 1477, as well
l 1442. In recent years a Persian manuscript in St Petersburg and an
as in ~ e o uin
Arabic one from the Bibliothkque Nationale de France in Paris have been found
to be related to the Huihuilifa. The Paris manuscript is an astronomical handbook
by the otherwise unknown astronomer al-Sanjufini, who worked for the Mongol
viceroy in northeastern Tibet in the 1360s and who based himself heavily on the
material which is also included in the Huihuilifa. Van Dalen discussed the various
characteristics of this work and showed through which route the knowledge it
contains may have reached Tibet.
As in the court of the Great Khans, a major attraction for the Ilkhans was
Buddhist medicine, and particularly substances, which supposedly had lifeprolonging effects. Indeed, the parallels found between Tibetan and Arabic or
Persian alchemy, as signalled by Michael Walter's studies on the Tibetan JZbir,
provide scope for further illuminating research in this dire~tion.'~
Tibetan medicine provides an interesting case of a cultural intermediary, as
discussed here by Paul Buell. Looking at the role of Tibetans as key conduits of
knowledge between 'East' and 'West', particularly between China and the Islamic
world, Buell shows how the Tibetans played a decisive role in interpreting
medicine at the Mongol court, since their own medicine involved some of the
same syntheses as the cosmopolitan 'Muslim' medicine of Mongol China. As a
medical system which synthesizes Greco-Arab, Indian and Chinese systems, Buell
argues that Tibetan medicine stood in a favoured position, bridging the Chinese
and Islamic systems during the Yuan dynasty. Tracing Tibetan influences in the
s
Recipes') and in the imperial dietary
Chinese Huihuiyaofang ( ' ~ u s l i m Medicinal
manual of Mongol China, the Yinshan zhengya ('Proper and Essential Things for
the Emperor's Food and rink'), Buell argues that the role of Tibetan medicine as
a cultural intermediary was central.
Following the demise of the Mongol empire, another area of cultural
interactions emerged in Ladakh and Baltistan, also known as: 'Middle Tibet'
and 'Little Tibet' respectively. Inhabited by ethnic ~ i b e t a n swho
,
speak Tibetan
dialects, north-western India has witnessed various forms of co-existence
between its two main religions: Tibetan Buddhism and slam. An essential form
of interchanges is seen in the reciprocal exchange of princess-brides, as told
here by Georgios Halkias. Halkias discusses the practice of royal inter-marital
-

34

-

Michael alter, 'Jsbir, the Buddhist Yogi I1,]ournal of Indian Philosophy, 20 (1992):
pp. 425-38; 'Jiibir, the Buddhist Yogi 11: 'Winds' and ~mmortality',Journal oflndian Philosophy,
24 (1996): pp. 145-64; 'Jabir, the Buddhist Yogi, Part 111: Considerations on an ~nternational
Yoga of ran sf or mat ion', Lungta, 16 (2003): pp. 21-36.
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alliances across the Buddhist-~uslim divide in the Himalayas, primarily as
depicted in local folk-songs and written histories. Bridal exchanges among
peasants and aristocrats in Ladakh and Baltistan preserve accounts of an age-old
Muslim-Buddhist symbiosis, celebrating the influence enjoyed by the ~ u s l i m
queens in the Ladakhi court and by the descendants of such marriages. The
marriages widened the basis of power of the royal families in question. ~ o t h
parties were expected to respect each other's faith and neither party had to
undergo religious conversion. The convention of Islam and Buddhism coexisting
in a family was common in Ladakh until recent times.
As Akasoy mentions, the conversion theme also appears in the earliest
Muslim sources. Already Ya'qiibi (ninth century), for example, claims that under
al-Ma'mun the King of Tibet converted to Islam and then sent a golden image
of the Buddha as a token of his c o n v e r ~ i o n A. ~ fascinating
~
visual account of
this episode was presented by Deborah Klimburg-Salter in the Islam and Tibet
conference, but unfortunately it is not included in this collection.
Looking at conversion narratives in a broader sense, we find that it is often
alliances - whether military or for love and marriage - that serve the background
for these conversion narratives. The conversion stories are often found to use
mythical devises to reverse agonizing realities. The powerful 'other' becomes
subdued in one form or other. The case of the Buddhist Kdacakra tantra and its
Shambhala myth provide such a case of a conversion narrative. The Kiilacakra,
composed in India in the eleventh century and subsequently translated into
Tibetan, contains an eschatological account describing the reign of the 25th ruler
(rigs ldan) of Shambhala at the time when the entire earth will be conquered by
Muslims (referred to as 'barbarians', Tib: kla klo). The Kdacakra recounts that at
that time the Shambhala army will enter into battle with the kla klos and defeat
them. ~ollowingthat, the 25th ruler of ~hambhalawill reign over the entire
earth, propagating the teachings of the ~ u d d h ain general, and the Kiilacakra
specifically. his eschatological account has been widely disseminated both in
Tibet and ~ o n g o l i and
a used to various political ends.
Although it is often stated that the ~iilacakrawas composed in north India as a
reaction to the growing dangers of slam, it also reflects co-existence with Islam
and, indeed, an assimilation of several ~slamicideas.36~ c h o e sof the Kiilacakra's
35

Christopher I. Beckwith, The Tibetan Empire in Central Asia: A History ofthe Struggle for
Great Power among Tibetans, Turks, Arabs, and Chinese during the Early Middle Ages (Princeton,
1987), pp. 160-62.
36
For some of these see Giacomella Orofino, 'Apropos of Some Foreign Elements
in the Kilacakratantra', in Helmut Krasser et al. (eds), Tibetan Studies: Proceedings of
the T h Seminar of the lntemational Association for Tibetan Studies, Graz 1995, vol. 2 (Vienna,
1997), pp. 717-24 and Alexander Berzin, 'Holy Wars in Buddhism and Islam: The Myth of
Shambhala'; 'The Kalachakra Presentation of the Prophets of the Non-Indic Invaders';
'Religious Conversion in Shambhala', all in The Berzin Archives, available online: www.
berzinarchives.com.
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references to Islam are found in later Tibetan literature. One such case is found
. his account of how
in the writings of the sixteenth-century author ~ i r a n a t h aIn
slam began, ~ P r a n a t h arecounts that Muhammad was in fact a Buddhist disciple
who had lost his faith in the Dharma, violated his vows and was subsequently
expelled from the sangha. Later he:
Concealed himself under the name ~ a - m a - t h a rchanged
,
his robes, composed
the mleccha scripture preaching violence and kept it concealed in the place of
Bi-ili-mi-lil, the great demon ...

The story then continues (in quite a peculiar way!) and then Taranatha tells us:
[fol. 42b] Along with a thousand attendants, he became the sage of the mlecchas
under the name Bai-kham-pa [ ~ a kham
i
pa]. He went to the region in the
vicinity of Makha cityS3'

Here we encounter another sphere of loan-words: the religious. In addition to
the words which have come from the Kiilacakra (via the Sanskrit), such as the
mention of Mecca and the 'mantra' BismillZh, here we encounter another
interesting word - the word Taranatha uses for the name of the sage of the
Muslims, Pai kham pa. The ~ i b e t a nhere is derived from the Persian word for
'prophet', paygambar (P: 2+).38 We may also note that the name used here for
~ u h a m m a dis different from that which is known in the Sanskrit Kiilacakra
literature - Madhumati (and its Tibetan equivalent, sbrang rtsi'i blo g r ~ s )This
.~~
sphere of loan-word usage seems to reflect direct contacts with Muslims, which
l
at this time existed not only in neighbouring countries, such as ~ u g h a India,
but also in Tibet itself.
Religious conversion becomes a key issue in later narratives, although it is
often not clear whether they are historical or mythical. Important accounts
of religious conversion can be found among the Tibetan Kashmiri Muslim
community, who trace their arrival to Tibet to the time of the Fifth Dalai
Lama (1617-82). An oral tradition which has previously been recounted by
Marc Gaborieau, tells the story in which Khayr al-Din secretly converted the

"

Tiranitha's History of Buddhism in India, trans. Lama Chimpa and Alaka

Chattopadhyaya (Delhi, 1997): pp. 117-18. This account has been mentioned by Cabez6n.
See: Jose lgnacio Cabezhn, 'lslam in the Tibetan Cultural Sphere', in Abdul Wahid ~ a d h u ,
lslam in Tibet: Tibetan Caravans, Louisville, KY, 1997, pp. 13-34, note 45 at pp. 30-1.
'13
See Laufer, 'Loan Words in Tibetan', p. 481.
39
1 have not come across this form of ~ u h a m m a d ' sname in other Tibetan sources.
The more common form, as it appears in the Kilacakra literature is ~ a - d h u - m a - t i For
.
appearances of this form see John Newman, 'lslam in the Kalacakra ~antra',jouma/of the
International Association ofBuddhist Studies, 21 (1998): pp. 311-71, at p. 333.
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~ i f t hDalai Lama to Islam, after defeating him in a competition of magic.*
In ~aborieau'scontribution here, the presence of Muslims in Tibet before the
time of the Fifth Dalai Lama's reign is testified by Portuguese missionaries in
Tibet in the early seventeenth century.
With clearly documented Muslim presence in and around Tibet from this
period onwards, the evidence of Buddhist-Muslims relations is attested to in
various forms. Some of these are discussed here by Papas, Zarcone and ~lverskog.
Papas and Zarcone deal with the genre of conversion narratives, stemming from
areas where Buddhism and Islam were in actual close contact. These narratives
of conversion tread, as Papas puts it, 'a delicate path between history and
legend along collective memory and representation'. He relates these
conversion narratives to a broader tradition among the Muslims of the Himalayas
and Central Asia - the tradition of secret conversion to Islam of prominent
Buddhist figures.
Some of the ways in which historical accounts of religious encounters have
been perceived and shaped throughout the last millennium by particular agendas,
specific to time and place, is evidenced in Elverskog's essay here. Throughout
the periods Elverskog describes, two points emerge as the main reasons for Islam
and Buddhism's representation of the other as 'evil': one is particular political
agendas, and the other ignorance. The narration of religious interactions along
lines of 'clash of civilizations' is found both in Buddhist sources from the eighth
century onwards4' and in much Western scholarship.
Throughout this collection there are various discussions of the role of
intermediary cultures. This includes, certainly, the Islamic culture as whole,
spreading from Samarkand to Cordova, but also, more specifically, the Persian
language (Gaborieau, Bray), the role of Kashmir and Kashmiris (Bray, MelikianChirvani and van lad el) and the role of ~ y g h u culture
r
(~ieme).
Gaborieau discusses the role of Muslims and of the Persian language as
an intermediary between Tibet and the West. Focusing on the use of Persian
language for Portuguese missionaries, he discusses its importance in shaping
Western understanding of ~uddhism.~ o h nBray discusses the mediation role of
the Persian language, particularly as used by Kashmiris, for the dissemination
of knowledge about 'Tibet. Although focusing on one case from the nineteenth
century, many of the points of cultural intermediaries raised in his essay are
also relevant for earlier times: the way in which commerce and diplomacy are
intertwined in various forms of mediation; and the way ~ashmiris,with their
international network, and bilingual skills in ~ i b e t a nand Persian, served as
important cultural intermediaries.
In present-day Tibet, there are three different Muslim groups: Muslims
whose origins are in Kashmir, ~ a d a k hand ~ndia,Muslims whose ancestors came
40

Marc Gaborieau, Re'cit d'un Voyageur Musulman au Tibet (Paris, 1973).
See Leonard van der Kuijp, 'The Earliest Indian Reference to Muslims in a Buddhist
Philosophical Text of circa 700',JournaI of Indian Philosophy, 34 (2006): pp. 169-202.
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from china, and ~ i b e t a nconverts to slam. ~ h e s groups,
e
and how they relate
to the modern Chinese general category of hui is the focus of Diana Altner's
contribution. Another contemporary aspect is presented here by
Magnusson,
who discusses the intertwining of the political and cultural agendas of the
contemporary Baltistan Movement. Demonstrating how tradition is mobilized
as a strategy in the reassertion of a cultural, political and regional identity, he
discusses how the ~ a l t i s t a nmovement, whose membership is made up mostly
by Muslims, has mobilized historical narratives of Greater Ladakh, emphasizing
the link with 'Old Tibet'. He analyses their struggle to reintroduce Tibetan script
and the production and promotion of the very popular pop ghazals within this
context. These contemporary issues have their resonance in the historical
parts of the book. The juxtaposition of the historical and the contemporary
in this collection may help us to further understand the multiple facets of the
interactions discussed in these essays.

an

Chapter 2

~ i b ein
t ~slamic~eographyand cartography:
A Survey of ~ r a b i and
c Persian Sources
Anna Akasoy

ABBASID BAGHDAD AND ISLAMIC GEOGRAPHY
From the earliest days of Islam, interactions between diverse religious, ethnic and
cultural groups contributed to the dynamics of its history. The ~ u s l i m sinitially
,
almost exclusively Arabs, had to deal with various groups of non-Muslims who
came under their control during the first expansion, and as they settled in the
provinces formerly belonging to the Byzantine and Sasanian empires and slam
became more attractive for the locals, the Arab character of the religion was
substituted by a more universal approach and new ideas were absorbed. By the
time of the Abbasid revolution in 750, the Islamic empire stretched from the
Iberian Peninsula to Central Asia where the Arab Muslim armies defeated those
of Tang China at the river Talas in 751.
Arabic and, later, Persian literature reflects the contacts with these diverse
peoples.' If we want to study the attitudes of medieval Muslims to other
cultures, we may find ourselves in a more or a less fortunate situation. Abundant
material is available concerning contacts with the Abrahamic cousins of Islam,
Christianity and Judaism, both of which had an enormous impact on the early
development of Islam. In both cases, the need for the Muslims to distinguish
themselves was greatest, too. Another case of relatively early and intense
contact is that of the intellectual heritage of ancient Greece. The translation of
texts on philosophy and science gives a unique impression of how Muslims (or
the Christian translators) understood elements of a different culture which was
no longer practised. A similar phenomenon, albeit on a much smaller scale, can
be identified in the imports of ~ndianintellectual culture to the ~slamicworld. In
this case, however, we are in the fortunate position of having at our disposal an
account of a true expert, the scholar al-Birfini who completed his famous book
on India in 1030. ~ l - ~ i r f ihad
n i been trained in the Greek sciences and obtained
t ~ndianphilosophy when he accompanied ahm mud
knowledge of ~ a n s k r i and
of Ghazni on his campaigns into north-west ~ndia.Even though the exceptional

'

For Islamic attitudes to other religions and cultures in general see the volumes
edited by Jacques Waardenburg (Muslim Perceptions ofother Religions [ ~ e w
York, 19991)and
Robert Hoyland (Muslims and Others in Early Islamic Society [~ldershot,20041).
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character of the author and his work renders these hardly representative of
~ u s l i mattitudes, at least they provide starting points for investigation.
In other cases, we have neither a broad textual basis nor such exceptional
documents. ~f we want to study Islamic attitudes to peoples in sub-Saharan
~ f r i c before
a
the bloom of ~slamicculture in West Africa, for example, we have
to rely on snippets collected from a variety of texts.=We are faced with a similar
dearth of information in the case of Tibet. There are several circumstances
which explain this situation. Geography is one of them: both sub-Saharan
Africa and the Himalayas are difficult terrains and relatively far away from the
main lands of the Islamic world. Cultural reasons may have been even more
important: thriving cosmopolitan cities with a vibrant literary tradition were
probably more interesting. Presumably, there were not many literati in the main
lands of the Arab world who spoke the necessary languages or who found the
local beliefs doctrinally challenging. For the medieval Arabs, Tibet clearly did
not constitute a prestige culture. The relatively slow spread of Islam into the
Himalayas in particular might have been another contributing factor.
In cases where according to our present knowledge no medieval Muslim
author has devoted a substantial study to a certain culture, we cannot avoid the
cumbersome task of collecting short references and anecdotes from all sorts of
Arabic and Persian texts. There is one genre, however, which usually turns out to
provide promising starting points, and this is geographical 1iteratu1-e.~
The rise of geographical literature needs to be understood against the
backdrop of the events referred to above: that is, the creation and expansion
of an Islamic empire. When the Abbasid family took over the caliphate and
moved the capital from Syria to Iraq, thereby reflecting the interests of the
growing number of Persian Muslims, they presented their self-image in a very
visible form. The second caliph, al-Mansir, secured his place in history in 762
as the founder of Baghdad, madinat al-saliim, 'the city of peace', as he called it.
The creation of this future metropolis alone could serve as an exemplary case
of cultural exchanges within Asia. The date of the foundation was set by three
men: Masha'allah, a Jew, and Nawbakht, a Zoroastrian convert to Islam, were
well-versed in astronomy, and they were joined by Khalid ibn Barmak about
whom more will be noted latera4The round outlook of the heart of the city itself

See Anna Akasoy, 'Paganism and Islam. Medieval Arabic Literature on Religions in
West Africa', in John Marenbon and Carlos Steel (eds), Proceedings of the conference
Paganism in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, Cambridge University, 19-20 ~ e p t e m b e r
2006 (forthcoming).
See the authoritative work by Andre Miquel, La ghographie humaine du monde
musulmanjusquhu milieu de l l e sitcle (3 vols, Paris, '1973-75) and Fuat Sezgin, ~eschichtedes
arabischen Schrifitums, vols 10-12 (~rankfurt,2000).
.I Charles Wendell, 'Baghdad: Imago Mundi, and Other Foundation-Lore', international
Journal of Middle East Studies, 2 (1971): pp. 99-128.
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may have been influenced by Central Asian modelse5The city reflected the image
the Abbasid caliphs wanted to convey of themselves. Al-~ansiir'smosque and
palace were at the centre of the round city and the caliph was at the heart of the
known world.
Intellectual life in Baghdad was shaped not only by the image its cultural
patrons intended to promote, but perhaps even more by the more cosmopolitan
and egalitarian character of Abbasid society. The capital offered opportunities
to a great variety of people. The best-known example is probably the family
of the just mentioned Khilid ibn Barmak, the Barmakids, who were formerly
guardians of a Buddhist temple in what is modern-day Afghanistan and rose to a
When people from
position of immense power at the court of Hiriin al-Ra~hid.~
diverse and distant places came to Baghdad, they brought along their linguistic,
literary, religious, political and intellectual traditions as well as their material
culture. Medical and pharmacological treatises testify to the presence of goods,
or at least the knowledge of them, from all over Asia.7The reputation of exotic
, ~ in
drugs to allow swift recovery and even eternal life is an ancient l e g a ~ ybut
Arabic medical literature we find substances from the East which do not appear
in Greek sources. Musk, the main import good from Tibet, is one of them.9
~ i k ethe theoretical framework of Islamic medicine which was largely
derived from Greek sources, Arabic geographical literature too was inspired by
the ancient tradition. However, from its early days onwards and like medicine,
it included new elements which bear witness to the wider geographical scope. It
is also in these early geographical texts that we find the earliest descriptions of
Tibet in Islamic source^.'^

Wendell, 'Baghdid: Imago Mundi'; Christopher Beckwith, 'The Plan of the City of
Peace: Central Asian Iranian Factors in Early 'Abbbid Design', Acta Onentalia Academiae
Scientiarum Hungaricae, 38 (1984): pp. 143-64. But see Kevin van Bladel in this volume for
doubts.
See also the contribution by Kevin van Bladel in this volume.
An exemplary study of this subject is R.A. Donkin, Dragon's Brain Petfime: An
Historical Geography ofCamphor (Boston, 1999).
Laurence M.V. Totelin, 'Mithridates' Antidote - A Pharmaceutical Ghost', Early
Science and Medicine, 9 (2004): pp. 1-19.
Anna Akasoy and Ronit Yoeli-Tlalim, 'Along the Musk Routes: Exchanges between
Tibet and the Islamic World', Asian Medicine: Tradition and Modernity, 312 (2007):pp. 217-40;
and the contribution by Anya King in this volume.
lo
Most of the texts referred to in this article are written in Arabic, a smaller number
in Persian. The expression 'Islamic geography' is not only warranted by the fact that the
authors were exclusively Muslims, but by the worldview which had a region shaped by
Islamic culture at its heart. The term does not suggest a genuinely or primarily religious
nature for this genre.
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TIBET IN ISLAMIC GEOGRAPHY - METHODOLOGICAL PROBLEMS
~eographicalliterature needs to be understood here in a broad sense. Generally
speaking, there are two branches, human and mathematical geography. he
former includes descriptions of the culture and the history of different regions
as well as legends and anecdotes, whereas the latter owes its existence to the
tradition of Ptolemy and determines latitudes and longitudes. But 1 will also look
irito texts which are usually described as 'encyclopaedias' of various kinds or
works of adab. The borders between these genres are often blurred, and we shall
see how this might affect our assessment of the different accounts of Tibet. In
addition to purely textual sources I will examine cartographic evidence at the
end of this article.
Some of the testimonies to early contacts between Tibetans and Arabs
in udab have been fruitfully exploited by historians of Tibet, who naturally
adopted a Tibeto-centric perspective and tried to identify the corresponding
people, places and historical events in the Tibetan past. There can be little
doubt concerning the heuristic value of matching entities in texts and in the
'real world'. The aim of the present contribution, however, is a different one:
that is, to read these references to Tibet within a body of texts that has its own
logic determined by its character as literature, its sources, its authors, their
patrons and audiences and their respective environments.ll While I discuss
the methodological implications elsewhere in greater detail, using the popular
topos of the happiness of the Tibetans as an example,12this article offers a survey
of Arabic and Persian primary sources, pointing out lines of development as well
as elaborating on specific contexts.
There are several questions I would like to raise throughout this article:
The Arabic name for Tibet is Tubbat. Yet, as we shall see, it is far from
certain what Tubbat refers to exactly in ~slamicsources and whether this
is the only way in which Muslim authors referred to Tibet."
Where did Muslim authors obtain their information from and did they
have any particular reasons for including a certain kind of information?
II

For similar approaches to non-fictional medieval Arabic literature as literature see
Stefan Leder (ed.), Story-Telling in theFrameworkofNon-fictional Arabic Literature (wiesbaden,
1998); Philip F. Kennedy (ed.), On Fiction and Adab in Medieval Arabic Literature (wiesbaden,
2005); Julia Bray (ed.), Writing and Representation in Medieval Islam o on don, 2006). In the
last volume see especially Robert Hoyland, 'History, Fiction and Authorship in the First
Centuries of Islam' (pp. 16-46).
IL
Anna Akasoy, 'Dying of ~ a u g h t ein
r Lhasa: Tibet in Islamic Geographical ~iterature'
(forthcoming).
' Luciano Petech, 'll Tibet nella geografia musulmana', Atti della Accadernia ~uzionale
dei Lincei, Classe di Scienze moral;, storiche e filologiche, 2 (1947): pp. 55-70, at p. 55. ~ c c o r d i n g
to ~ e t e c hit, is not necessarily the case that Tubbat means Tibet (see below, pp. 38-91.
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How does the description ofTibet in Islamic literature change throughout
the centuries? Should we assume with Luciano Petech that all relevant
information on Tibet had been gathered during the first military
campaigns of the Arabs without later authors taking notice of changes
within the Himalayan region, or should we rather assume that Muslim
authors remained up-to-date with their information on Tibet?
HUMAN GEOGRAPHY AND THE EARLY TRADITION

Among the earliest sources of Arabic geographical literature are two narrative
genres, akhbiir and 'ajii'ib (stories about marvellous events and things). A famous
example is the Akhbiir al-Sin wa'l-Hind.14 These 'Stories about China and India'
were collected by a merchant with the name Sulaymin in the middle of the
ninth century, edited in the tenth century by a certain Ab6 Zayd al-Siriifi and
used by many authors of important geographical treatises.15 Sulaymin's home
was probably South Arabia. He went several times to China and composed the
earliest report of such ajourney. His text includes many ethnological details and
anecdotes. In modern academic literature it is sometimes stated that the text
was compiled without literary ambition, but rather as a guidebook for sailors
and merchants, a distinction which might be rather artificial.lb
One passage in Sulaymin's book leads us into the immediate neighbourhood
of Tibet.17 The author mentions the people of Miija who are white and dress
like the Chinese. They possess musk of excellent quality, inhabit a land of
white mountains higher than any others and are at war with the surrounding
kingdoms. The kings of ~ Z d b u dare neighbours of the Mfija. They are greater
in number than the M6ja and resemble the Chinese more than they do. They
are also in close contact with the Chinese and exchange gifts on an annual
l4

Gerald Tibbetts, 'The Beginnings of a cartographic Tradition', in J.B. Harley and
David Woodward (eds), Cartography in the Traditional Islamic and south Asian Societies
(Chicago, 1992), pp. 90-107, here p. 90.
l5
Sauvaget lists lbn Khurradidhbih, Ibn al-Faqih, Ibn Rusta, al-Mas'idi, al-Birini,
al-Marwazi, al-ldrisi, al-Qazwini and Ibn a l - ~ a r d iSee
. Abbir as-sin wa'l-hind, Relation de la
Chine et de /7nde, ed. and trans. Jean Sauvaget (Paris, 1948), pp. xxiii-xxviii.
"'or
similar problems cf. James Montgomery, 'Serendipity, Resistance, and
Multivalency: Ibn ~ h u r r a d i d h b i hand his Kitib al-Masilik wa-I-mamilik', in Kennedy (ed.),
On Fiction and Adab, pp. 177-232.
l 7 For the following account see ~bbcir@-sin wa'l-hind, pp. 14-15 (nn. 31-2). he
passage about the Mija has been translated into ~ n g l i s hin ~ r a b i Classical
c
Accounts of India
and China, trans. S. Maqbul ~ h m a d(shimla, 1989), p. 45. For a German translation of
the passages under consideration here see lngeborg Pahlke, 'Die Chinareise des
Sulaim3n at-T3kir1,~eitschrififirGeschichte der arabisch-islamischen Wissemchafien, 5 (1989):
pp. 190-224, at pp. 209 and 224.
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basis, but they are not their subjects. Between their land and China there are
only mountains and steep paths. In the final paragraph of his text, Sulaymiin
describes the people of Tibet. They live close to the Toghuzghuz, a Turkic people.
s also ~ u r k sand
, their leader is the ~ h a q a nof ~ i b e t . ' ~
The ~ i b e t a n are
who exactly are these people? And what is Sulaymin's source of information?
Even if the Miija are described as different from the Tibetans,I9 the description
of their land - musk of excellent quality, high snow-covered mountains - fits
exactly that of Tibet in later Islamic literature, where the high quality musk
is one of the most recurrent features. In the section on musk in his Akhbiir,
Sulayman also praises the quality of the Tibetan kind and does not mention
the Miija. The kings of idb bud are probably the kings of lower Tibet, smad
bod in Tibetan. In other Islamic sources we find the expression Tusmat which
probably represents Tibetan stod smad, upper and lower Tibet: upper Tibet being
the centre and the west, lower Tibet the eastern region around Lake Kokon~r.~O
The already mentioned eleventh-century author al-Biruni speaks in his al-Qiintin
al-Mas'iidi of inner and lower Tibet (rubbat dikhil and adni), listing inner Tibet
as part of the third and fourth climatesz1(for which see below) and explaining
There is
that the Indian method of calculating the year is used in lower TibetdZ2
a parallel in the Arabic geography of China which distinguishes between inner
China (sin) and outer China ( ~ e i n ) . ' ~
Some of the information displayed by Sulayman seems to be what can be
expected from a merchant: musk was a highly prized trading good, as were the
white hawks Sulaymin mentions in his last sentence on Tibet. The information
on ethnicity, habits and political structure might have provided a merchant with
a basic orientation.
Political organization equally remained one of the most important themes
in Islamic descriptions of Tibet, which often repeat the claims that the Tibetans
are Turks and that their leader is a Khaqan, the common term for a ~ u r k i s h
ruler. Sometimes they are described as merely similar to the Turks. Maqdisi, an
author of the tenth century, declared the Tibetans a category between ~ u r k s
and Indians. The style of their clothes is Chinese, but they have the flat noses of
i
the Turks and the brown skin of the Indians. Unlike other authors, ~ a q d i sadds
la

Ahbiir q-sin wa'l-hind, p. 27 (n. 73).

l9

For their identity cf. the translation of the passage and the notes in Ahbiir @-sin

wa'l-hind, pp. 54-5.

Lucian0 Petech, 'Nota su Miibd e Twsmt', Rivista degli Studi Orientali, 24 (1949):
pp. 142-4.
Al-Biriini, Kitiib al-qiiniin al-Mas'iidi fi al-hay'a wa'l-nujiim (3 vols, ~ a y d a r a b a d ,
1954-56), vol. 2, pp. 563 and 573. See also Biruni's Picture of the World, ed. A. ~ e k ~i a l i d i
Togan to el hi, 1937), p. 45.
22
Al-Birfini, Kitiib al-qiiniin al-Mas'idi, vol. 1, p. 92.
23
Michal Biran, The Empire of the Qara ~ h i t a in
i Eurasian History (cambridge, 20051,
pp. 98-101.
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that they have a literary tradition and sciences of numbers and stars (a/-kitiiba
wa'l-hisib wa'l-n~jiim).~~
Often they are described as close neighbours. The
remark by Ibn al-Faqih who wrote in 903 that Tibet forms part of the border
of the land of the Turks seems to suggest that the Tibetans themselves are not
~ u r k sSimilar
. ~ ~ remarks are included in geographical lexica such as Yiqiit's (574
or 57511179-62611229) Mu'jam al-buldinZ6(although he introduces Tibet as part
of the ~ u r k i s hregion - balad bi-ard al-Turk - it lies to the East of the lands of the
~ u r k -s bilid al-Turk) and its abbreviation, Safi al-Din's (d. 73911338) geographical
lexicon MarGid al-ittili'27and several other sources dependent on it. Al-Bakri, on
the other hand, an author of the eleventh century (d. 48711094) in al-~ndalus,
to whom I shall return later, presents the historical background of the Tibetan
affiliation with the Turks as follows:
The largest part of the empire (of the Turks) belongs to China and Khorasan
...They had a king, the Khiqin of the Khiqins, who united their lands. When
he died their kingdom dispersed (?). A fraction (fariq) in Tibet received their
name, and they were the ones who submitted to a Khiqin. When their political
order dissolved, they were called by a similar name.28

Yiqiit presents a similar story and adds that the Tibetans were highly
respected among the Turks, because their king used to be one of them and it was
believed among their learned men that he would return.29This is not the only
version of the origins of the Tibetans early Arabic literature has to offer. Mas'iidi
for example, an author of the tenth century, quotes a verse by Di'bil ibn 'Ali alKhuzi'l (1481765-2461860) which might be the earliest mentioning of Tibet in
Arabic sources. In his verse Di'bil refers to the Yemenis and says:

Mutahhar ibn TZhir al-Maqdisi, Kitcib al-bad' wa'l-tcinlh, ed. and trans. ClCment
Huart (6 vols, Paris, 1899-1919). vol. 4, p. 63.
25
Ibn al-Faqih, Mukhtqar Kitcib al-buldcin, ed. M.J. de Goeje ( ~ e i d e n1885).
,
p. 329. For
a French translation see Abrhgh du livre des pays, trans. Henri Mass6 (Damascus, 1973).
p. 388. Not much is known about his biography other than that he was born in am ad an,
see the article by Henri Mass6 on Ibn al-Faqih in EIZ. While Mass6 mentions that he was
indebted to JZhiz and Jayhini, Petech sees him as part of the tradition dependent on the
material collected under al-Ma'miin (Petech, '11 Tibet nella geografia musulmana', p. 61).
26 Yiqit,JacuttsGeographisches ~olterbuch,
ed. ~erdinand~ i i s t e n f e l d(6 vols, Leipzig.
1866-73), V O ~1,.pp. 817-20.
27
Safi al-Din 'Abd al-Mu'min 'Abd al-Haqq al-~aghdidi,Mareid al-ittilci' (3 vols, Cairo,
1954-55), VOI. 1, p. 251.
28 Al-Bakri, Al-Mascilik wa'l-mamcilik, ed. Adrian van Leeuwen and ~ n d r Ferr6
6
(2 vols,
Tunis, 1992), vol. 1, p. 261, n. 389.
29
Yiqit, Geographisches Worterbuch, vol. 1, p. 818.
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They composed writings on the gate of Merw and were scribes (?) at the gate
of China
They called Samarkand 'Shammar' and placed the Tibetans there30

~ i ' b iisl another good example if we want to find out where these early reports
t the Tibetans came from.31Born in the ~ i d d l eEast, he had to
about ~ i b e and
leave his native Kufa after being involved in highway robbery. From 789 until
792 he served as a governor in Siminjan and Tokharistan in present-day northeastern Afghanistan. His association of the Tibetans (~ubbatiyyiin)with the
ancient kings of Yemen (~abiibi'a)might be a simple etymological explanation,
but forms part of a set of widespread legends about the Himyarites in Samarkand
promoted by those who advocated the South Arabian legacy.32Yaqfit too quotes
Di'bil's verse and explains that as time passed, the Tibetans forgot their Arab
ways and resembled more and more the Turks, calling, among other things, their
king khiiqiin instead of t u b b ~ ' . ~ ~
In fact, the legend of the Yemeni origin of the Tibetans is one of the most
t Arabic literature. Abu Sa'id 'Abd
popular elements in the descriptions of ~ i b ein
al-Hayy al-Gardizi, who wrote his Zayn al-akhbiir in Persian in around 1050, offers
in his chapter on Tibet one of the most extensive accounts of the Yemeni roots
of the Tibetans, in which a great variety of Tibetan and Islamic elements are
intertwined in the unusual story of Thabit.34Having heard from his mother of
the natural riches of Tibet, habit, a governor for the Tubba', travels there, but
the devil (~bIis)has him kidnapped. Thiibit agrees on a pact with Iblis and returns
. the story, Thabit's long hair
to the earth where he becomes the king of ~ i b e tIn
and attire are reminiscent of Tibetan style. The devil eats a louse and declares
30

Quoted by MasfLldi, Murtij al-dhahab, ed. Charles Pellat (3 vols, Beirut, 1965-70),
V O ~ .1, pp. 187-8 (5389).

31

On Di'bil cf. the article in El2 on him. AI-Bakri quotes a verse according to which
Di'bil died in Zawila (southern ~ i b y a )See
. ~ e h e m i aLevtzion and J.F.P. Hopkins, Corpus of
Early Arabic Sources for West African History (Princeton, 22000),p. 63.
"
Tilman Nagel, Alexander der Grope in der friihislamischen Volksliteratur ( ~ a l l d o r f Hessen, 1978), p. 21. See also the article by Alexandre Papas in this volume.
YiqLlt, Geographisches Worterbuch, vol. 1, pp. 818-19.
j4
AbLl Sa'id 'Abd al-Hayy Gardizi, Zayn al-akhbir, ed. 'Abd al-Hayy Habibi ( ~ e h r a n ,
134711948; repr. 1969), pp. 263-5. Hansgerd Gockenjan and Istvin Zimonyi, ~rientalische
Berichte iiber die Volker Osteuropas und Zentralasiens im Mittelalter: Die Cayhani-~radition(Ibn
Rusta, Gardizi, Hudiid al-'Alum, al-Bakriund al-~arwazi)(Wiesbaden, 2001), pp. 128-34, where

parallels in the Tibetan tradition are pointed out; A. Martinez, 'Gardizi's Two Chapters on
the Turks', Archivum eurasiae medii aevi, 2 (1982): pp. 109-217, pp. 128-31 for an ~nglish
translation of the passage on Tibet.
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that it grants a long and safe life - a legend which has parallels in the ~ i b e t a n
tradition. In Gardizi's text we can see that a KhiqZn does not necessarily have to
be of ~ u r k i s horigin. When the Yemeni Thibit becomes a king in Tibet, Gardizi
refers to him as Khiqin. Al-Bakri too mentions later in his text the Himyarite
origin of the ti bet an^.^^
Other authors, however, such as Istakhri who wrote in 951, were more
sceptical. He concludes his brief note about the South Arabian roots of the
Tibetans with the words 'and God knows it best'.3bThe same remark appears
in the geographical work Siirat al-ard by Ibn Hawqal who wrote in 977 and
relied heavily on ~stakhri."The North African Ibn Khaldfin in the Introduction
( ~ u q a d d i m a )to his History, written in 1377, even dismissed such connections
between the Yemenis and Tibet as utter nonsense:
It would ... ordinarily have been impossible for the Tubba's to traverse the
land of the Persians on their way to raid the countries of the Turks and Tibet,
because of the nations that are interposed on the way to the Turks, because of
the need for food and fodder, as well as the great distance ...All information to
this effect is silly and fictiti~us.~'

As I argue elsewhere,39this Yemeni legend may very well have developed
as a counter-narrative to the Alexander legend - the great king is also credited
with the foundation of cities in Central Asia. In an etymology which might be
just as simple as the above-mentioned, it is claimed that Alexander left behind
(taraka) the Turks (turk or atrcik) in Central Asia.4oOthers, however, claimed that
the Turks were left behind by the Tubba' and the Himyarite~.~'
For those with
less pronounced sympathies for South Arabia, the Yemeni legend might have
been an attempt to incorporate the Tibetans into the legacy of the Arab Muslims.
The legend may also simply reflect an employment of Yemeni soldiers in the
early Arab conquests in the East, but this issue requires further investigation.
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Al-Bakri, Al-Mdsclik wa'l-mamdik, vol. 1, p. 269 (n. 410).
Istakhri, Viae regnorum, ed. Michael Jan de Goeje (Leiden, 1870), p. 10.
37
Ibn Hawqal, Configuration de la terre, trans. Johannes ~ e n d r i kKramers and Gaston
Wiet (2 vols, Paris, 1964). p. 15.The text includes a number of references to Tibet's location
and to trading goods.
Ibn Khaldun, The ~uqaddimah:An Introduction to History, trans. Franz Rosenthal,
Edited and abridged by N.J. Dawood (Princeton, 1989),p. 16.
39 Anna Akasoy, 'Alexander in the Himalayas: Competing lmperial Legacies in
3b

Medieval Islamic History and ~iterature',]ournalof the Warburg and ~ourtauldInstitutes, 72
(2009): pp. 1-20.
40
Nagel, Alexander der Grope, p. 21.
4 1 Thus al-Qurtiibi (d. 1273) in an eschatological text, ~adhkirafi ahwil al-mawti
(Cairo, n.d.), p. 682.
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~ulaymiinand Di'bil, the former a man of trade, the latter involved in
administration, exemplify the way in which this early material of Islamic
geography was assembled. Both of them might have encountered 'real' Tibetans,
either in the ports of China or in Central Asia. They could have relied on oral
tradition from other merchants, soldiers, administrators, travellers or local
people, or they could have been 'armchair geographers' and simply used earlier
written sources. The fact that they personally visited these places did not
prevent them from using accounts by other writers in their own descriptions. In
both cases the information has to a certain extent a 'real' basis, but it is almost
impossible to find out if Sulaymiin and Di'bil tried to verify it. Both are among
the earliest testimonies of the key Tibetan themes in Islamic literature, the
Turkic or Yemeni origin and the musk.
Travellers continued playing an important role in the development of
geographical literature and often provide sources for fresh Muslim impressions
of Tibet which do not rely on previous texts. A good example is Abi Dulaf who
wrote two treatises about hisjourneys, which took place in the middle ofthe tenth
century.42The first treatise, which is preserved with a number of later additions,
describes his journey from Bukhara to Sandiibil which has been identified as
Kan-Eou. Among several Turkish tribes in the area Abi Dulaf mentions the
Tubbat and gives an account of their way of life which is unrelated to any
previous descriptions of Tibet in Arabic literature, at least as far as we know
them.43In the second Risiila, the traveller mentions the campaigns of the Tubba'
to China who had a castle built between Tus and Nishapur in which he placed
his treasures and family. When he returned, he took some of his belongings, but
left others behind in a secret place. As Vladimir Minorsky has pointed out, 'as a
native of Yanbu', Abi Dulaf is only too willing to connect local antiquities with
south-Arabian lore'.44The same can be said about others who spread the legend
of the Tibetans' Yemeni legacy. Abi Dulaf's account was used by later authors
of geographical literature. The passage on the Tubbat, for example, appears in
the work of Amin RZzi written in c.1593. Another source, fortunately preserved
in a manuscript in the Bodleian Library, is a cosmography entitled The Book of
Curiosities of the Sciences and Marvels for the Eye by an anonymous author, possibly
someone involved in trade, and written in Egypt between 1020 and 1050. One of
the maps which accompany the text shows the route from Daybul to the 'Gate of
China', one of the stations being Tibet.45
42

See the article on him by Vladimir Minorsky in El2.
About the text see ~ o s e fMarquart, Osteuropiiische und ostasiatische ~treifzuge:
Ethnologische und historisch-topographische Studien zur Geschichte des 9. und 10. lahrhunderts
(ca. 840-940) (~eipzig,1903; repr. Darmstadt, 1961), pp. 74-93.
44
AbLl Dulaf, Travels in Iran (circa A.D. 950), ed. and trans. Vladimir Minorsky (Cairo,
1955), p. 59 and pp. 106-7 for Minorsky's commentary.
45
Accessible via http://cosmos.bodley.ox.ac.uk/hms/home.php (last accessed 21
August 2008).See Jeremy Johns and Emilie Savage Smith, 'The Book of Curiosities: a ~ e w l y
43
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More important for the creation of systematic entries on Tibet in Islamic
geographical literature than this kind of sporadic information are the data
collected under the Abbasid Caliph al-Ma'miin (reg. 196/812-218/833). Relations
between the caliphs and the Tibetans started as early as the second decade of the
eighth century. Ya'qibi in his History, written around 891, reports for the reign of
the Umayyad 'Umar I1 (991717-101/720) of an embassy despatched from Tibet to
the governor of Khorasan, JarrHh ibn 'AbdallHh, to ask for missionaries to teach
Islam in Tibet.46Ya'qibi also mentions the king of Tibet as one of the rulers who
submitted to the Abbasid Caliph al-Mahdi (1581775-1691785). Under al-Ma'miin,
Ya'qibi claims, the king of Tibet converted to Islam and sent as a token of his
Again, although Ya'qubis
conversion a golden idol set on a throne to Kh~rasHn.~'
ist tory reveals something about the historical relationship, we should carefully
evaluate the text within its own literary context.
Yet, our scepticism should not go too far, As Christopher Beckwith has shown,
Chinese sources confirm some of these details and mention political alliances
between the Arabs and the Tibetans in the years in question. But what about
the Tibetan interest in slam? The local population of the newly conquered
territories should have been confronted with the choice between conversion
and expulsion or death, as demanded by Islamic law, but it seems little likely
that there were any substantial conversions among the Tibetans. Other authors
such as the ~ndalusiangeographer Ibn Sa'id (610/1213-685/1286) claim that
slam entered Tibet as a consequence of the Islamization of the Turks who were
unbelievers in the era of the Barmakid al-Fad1 ibn ~ a h y and
z entered later the
service of the Seljuk~.'~
As in other cases, the submission to the Islamic faith
might not have meant more than a submission to an Islamic army,49as is also
Discovered Series of Islamic Maps', Imago Mundi, 55 (2003): pp. 7-24; Evelyn Edson and
Emilie Savage-Smith, Medieval Views of the Cosmos (Oxford, 2004); Yossef Rapoport and
Emilie Savage-Smith, 'Medieval Islamic View of the Cosmos: The Newly Discovered Book
of Curiosities', The Cartographic]ournal, 4 1 (2004): pp. 253-9.
46
Ya'qiibi, Ibn- Widhih qui dicitur al-Ja'qubi historiae, ed. Martijn Theodoor Houtsma
(2 vols, Leiden, 1883; repr. 1969), vol. 2, p. 362, and Kitib al-boldin, ed. Michael Jan de Goeje
(Leiden, 1892), p. 301. Christopher 1. Beckwith, The Tibetan Empire in Central Asia: A History
of the Struggle for Great Power among Tibetans, Turks, Arabs, and Chinese during the Early Middle
Ages (Princeton, 1987), p. 87. Douglas M. Dunlop, 'Arab Relations with Tibet in the Eighth
and Early Ninth Centuries A.D.', Isliim Tetkiklen Enstitiisii Dergisi, 5 (1973): pp. 301-18, at
pp. 307ff.
4 7 Ya'qibi, Historiae, vol. 2, p. 550. The idol is also mentioned by Ibn al-Faqih in his
M u k h t ~ a rKitib al-buldin, p. 21; Abrbgb, p. 26. See Beckwith, The Tibetan Empire in Central
Asia, pp. 160-62.
48 Ibn Sa'id, Kitib al-jughrifiyii, ed. Ismi'il al-'Arab? (Beirut, 1970), p. 175.
4 9 Yohanan Friedmann, 'A Contribution to the ~ a r l y
History of lslam in ~ndia',in
Myriam Rosen-~yalon(ed.), Studies in Memory of Gaston Wiet (lerusalem, 1977). pp. 309-33,
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pointed out by Jan Magnusson in his contribution to this volume. Alexandre
Papas and Thierry Zarcone analyse conversion narratives which point to much
later periods. ~ u r t h e rinformation regarding al-Ma'min's contacts with the
~ i b e t a n scan be gleaned from Tabari (224-51839-3101923). His account shows a
confused terminology and he seems to refer to the ruler of the Tibetans as being
t well as king of the
AS we have seen, such a confusion is
king of ~ i b e as
far from uncommon among medieval Muslim writers.
In the history of Islamic geography al-Ma'min is credited with a decisive
impact. In connection with the military campaigns al-Ma'miin ordered the
collection of information about the history, geography and culture of the newly
conquered peoples. One of the best-known testimonies to this geographical
enterprise is the famous world map, which was probably produced for political
purposes, to show that al-Ma'min ruled over all that mattered. The map is not
preserved, and its form remains an enigma. Many Islamic geographical treatises
are believed to depend on this information.
A key figure in this early formation of Arabic geography as a science was
al-Khwirizmi (c.184/800-c.2321847). His table with geographical data has been
described as the 'progenitor of the Ma'minic group'.51In this table, Tibet appears
among the places of the fifth climate with the longitude 130' and the latitude
38°.52This position and similar ones are also given by several other Muslim
writers.53I will return to the problem of the position of Tibet further below.
When it comes to the numerous anecdotes and legends, the ethnographic
and cultural information in Arabic and Persian geographical literature, it is more
difficult to determine where it came from and whether it was connected with
al-Ma'min. Let us consider the following example: in his Book on Anima/s the
well-known contemporary of Di'bil, JZhiz (1601776-255/868), says:

at p. 322.
50 We should probably refrain from following Beckwith's suggestion to emend
Tabari's expression (The Tibetan Empire in Central Asia, p. 159), which would be an artificial
harmonizing of a terminology which is inconsistent in the original. For ~ a b a r i ' s
methodology cf. the article on him in Er2.
51
Edward S. Kennedy and Mary Helen ~ e n n e d yGeographical
,
Coordinates of ~ocalities
fiom lslamic Sources (~rankfurt,1987), p. xxiii.
52
Al-Khwirizmi, Das Kitiib siirat al-arg' des Abii Ga'far Muhammad ibn Miisi al-Huwiirizmi,
ed. Hans von Miik (~eipzig,1926), p. 28 (n. 405). Hubert Daunicht, Der Osten nach der
Erdkarte al-Huwirizmis (4 vols, Bonn, 1968-70), vol. 1 ~ 1 1pp.
, 95-6.
53
Al-Battgni (d. 3171929) who relies on al-Khwirizmi and was influential himself
(Opus astronomicum, ed. Carlo A. Nallino [3 vols, Milan, 1899-19071, vol. 3, p. 239 for
the Arabic text, vol. 2, p. 44 for the Latin text). The otherwise unknown Zayn al-Din
al-Dimyiti in his Kitiib al-tahdhib Fma'rifat al-qibla wa-nasb al-mahiirib gives 140" and 38"
(MS.Oxford, Bodleian ~ibrary,Marsh 552, fols 103r-114r).For an extensive list see Kennedy
and Kennedy, Geographical Coordinates, pp. 360-61 for Tibet.
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The merchants ofTibet, from among those who have entered China andllvaka,
who have explored those islands and investigated these countries, maintain
that whoever stayed in the heart (qqaba) of Tibet is overwhelmed with joy; he
does not know the reason for it, and does not stop smiling, laughing without
astonishment, until he departs from it.5'

~Zhizis the first author to mention this widely diffused anecdote in Arabic
literature. Petech assumed that it stemmed from the material collected under
a l - ~ a ' m i i nbut
, ~ ~his view has been challenged by Christopher Beckwith who
claimed that JZhiz's description of Tibet could have hardly referred to the real
place, since merchants on their way to China and Jivaka took the sea route
which does not lead into Tibet.56I think this is a misreading of the Arabic text.
JZhiz does not present a proper travel route, but rather a loose association in the
sense of 'those who travel to the Far East'. The passage appears among several
others on pleasant smells in different regions, and for the entertaining effect
evoked by the curiosity of the phenomenon, the accuracy of the place names
is of little significance. What neither Petech nor Beckwith have discussed in
any more detail is in which ways Jiihiz could or should have been connected to
al-Ma'miin's geographical project. Even though the Caliph admired his work,
there is no reason why JZhiz should have borrowed this particular information
from the geographers involved in the enterprise and not from traders themselves.
In another passage in his Book on Animah also related to Tibet, the author
mentions such a source. In his chapter on mice, JZhiz describes an animal called
the 'musk-mouse' or 'musk-rat'. The existence of this animal is at least in part
due to a terminological confusion. The Arabic word for musk pod is firat al-misk
which could easily be read as fa'rat al-misk, 'musk mouse'. The existence of such
an animal is supported by accounts of small animals which leave a pleasant smell
behind. In the passage in question, JZhiz explains that he enquired from a fellow
Mu'tazilite who was a perfumer what this 'musk mouse' was. he perfumer
replied that it was not a mouse, but rather a small gazelle which was the source
of
With ~Zhiz'Book on ~nimalswe have already left the genre of geographical
literature which, however, is a necessary step if we want to consider this corpus
54 Jshiz, AI-Hayawin, ed. 'Abd al-SalPm Muhammad H2rin (7 vols, Cairo, 1938-45),
vol. 7, p. 230. Beckwith's translation is slightly misleading. See Christopher 1. Beckwith,
'The Location and Population of Tibet ~ c c o r d i n gto Early lslamic Sources', Acta Orientalia
Academiae Scientiamm Hungaricae, 4312-3 (1989): pp. 163-70, at p. 164.
55 Petech, 'I1 Tibet nella geografia musulmana', p. 58. Among the earlier authors, it
also appears in Ibn al-faqih, Mukhtqar Kitib a/-buldin, p. 255; Abrkgk, p. 308.
56
Beckwith, 'The Location and Population of Tibet', p. 164.
57 Al-Jahiz, AI-Hayawin, vol. 5, p. 304. See also Herbert Eisenstein, ~ i n f i h m n gin die
arabische Zoographie (Berlin, 1990), pp. 214 and 221 for animals which produce perfumes.
See also Akasoy and Yoeli-Tlalim, 'Along the ~ u s Routes'.
k
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of texts within its literary context: that is, adab in a broader sense. In a variety
of encyclopaedic works, Tibet appears often in connection with musk and the
animal that produces it, but sometimes also as the home of another curious
creature, the Sannija. This animal which resembles a dragon is, according to
Zakariyyi' ibn Muhammad al-Qazwini (d. 682/1283), the largest beast on the
earth and lives in Tibet. Other animals which see it die.58In illustrations of the
Qazwini's 'Ajii'ib al-makhltiqiit, the flaming wings of the Sannija betray Chinese
influences. The existence of such an animal in Tibet confirms the impression of
its liminal status, at the edges of the civilized world.
In texts about precious goods, Tibet is praised mainly for its musk, but also
. ~ ~ another context in which Tibet is sometimes
for its gold and a r m ~ u rFinally,
mentioned, are apocalyptic Sibylline traditions in which various peoples and
All these diverse bits of information combined
places are destroyed by othersO6O
to a more detailed picture of Tibet in the minds of medieval readers and listeners.
Another genre of geographical literature which developed from the data
collected under al-Ma'min is treatises which are often entitled Kitiib al-masiilik
wa'l-mamiilik ('Book of Highways and Kingdoms'), which largely rely on nonliterary sources such as lists of pilgrimage and post stages and information
about the distance between these stages. The earliest example of this type
which survives is Ibn Khurradidhbih's geographical book, written about 846.
Ibn ~ h u r r a d i d h b i h(2051820 or 2111825-c.2721885 or 300/911) was a postal
. ~ ~ he became the
official and had a professional interest in g e ~ g r a p h y Later,
nadim, boon-companion of the Caliph al-Mu'tamid (reg. 2561870-279/892), and
58

Bilha Moor and Efim A. Rezvan, 'Al-QazwinTs 'Aji'ib al-Makhliiqit wa ~ h a r i ' i b
al-Mawjiidit: Manuscript D3701,Manuscripta Orientalia, 8/4 (2002): pp. 38-68, at p. 50 and
Fig. 8. Another example of the Sannija can be found in the Aleppo room in the Museum
for Islamic Art (Berlin). See Karin Ruhrdanz, 'Fabeltiere des Aleppo-Zimmers vor dem
~ i n t e r g r u n dder ~llustrationennaturhistorischer ~ompendien',in Julia ~ o n n e l l aand
Kroger (eds), Angels, Peonies, and Fabulous Creatures: The Aleppo Room in Berlin ( ~ u n s t e r ,
2008), pp. 47-53, at pp. 47-8. Also ~erda-~enkel-Stiftung,
Jahresbericht 2007, p. 71. I would
like to thank Bilha Moor for having alerted me to this inhabitant of Tibet.
59
See, for example, Ahmad ibn al-Rashid ibn al-Zubayr, Book ofGifts and ~ a r i t i e s / ~ i t i b
al-hidiya wa'ltuhaf, trans. Ghada a1 Hijjawi al-Qaddumi (Cambridge, 1996), p. 62.
60
David Cook, Studies in Muslim Apocalyptic (Princeton, ZOO^), p. 265 ('the Sind [will be
destroyed] by the Hind [~ndians],the Hind by the Tibetans, and the Tibetans by the
~hinese').See also David Cook, 'Muslim ~pocalypticand ~ihid',]erusalem Studies in ~ r a b i c
and Islam, 20 (1996): pp. 66-102, at p. 100 he he army attacking China will bring back its
kings in chains, along with the kings of al-'Aqiba [perhaps ~ i b e t ]receive
,
a great reward
and find that Jesus has arrived in Syria.'). Lists of various peoples destroying each other
are included in geographical sources such as Ibn al-Faqih's Mukhtqar Kitib al-buldin,
p. 258; Abre'gh, p. 312.
6I
Montgomery, 'Serendipity, Resistance, and Multivalency', pp. 185ff. For the postal
system see Adam J. Silverstein, Postal Systems in the Pre-Modern Islamic World (cambridge,
2007).
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as such he probably possessed certain skills and the necessary knowledge for
entertaining at court.
~nhis~itibal-masilikthereareseveral passagesonTibet,someofwhichcontain
information already mentioned in earlier sources, but Ibn Khurradidhbih added
further material. In one of the passages on Tibet he describes how Alexander
the Great afier having defeated and killed the king of India, sends his army into
~ i b e and
t China. The kings of the East have heard of Alexander's victory over
Darius, 'king over Persia and India', and know of his justice and good manners.
he report goes on with the following speech of the Tibetan king ('Tarkhsn'):
'0king (~lexander),I have heard so much about how just and loyal you are and
that you defeat those who oppose you that I understood that you act by God's
will. I would like to put my hand in yours, and I wish neither to oppose nor to

fight you in any matter. For he who combats you and fights you fights the divine
command, and he who fights the divine command will be defeated. I belong to
you with my people and my kingdom. Do with it as you like.' Alexander replied
to him politely and said: 'The right of him who recognises the truthlright of
God is an obligation for us. I wish that what you see of our justice and loyalty
will satisfy you: ... He (the Tibetan king) gave him presents, but he (~lexander)
rejected them. He continued offering them, until he accepted them. Then
he (the Tibetan king) brought him 4,000 donkey loads of gold and an equal
amount of musk. He (Alexander) gave a tenth of the musk to Rushank, the
daughter of Darius, the king of Persia, his (~lexander's)wife. He distributed
the rest among his comrades and made the gold part of his treasure. he king
of Tibet asked him to lead his army to Chinasb2
A less elaborate version of this story appears in Tabari's slightly later Historye6)As
far as I can see, this story of Alexander in Tibet appears only in Islamic versions

of the Alexander romance and from the ninth century onwards. It is. of course,
very similar to the above-mentioned accounts of Alexander as the founder
of Central Asian cities, yet here he assumes the role of the great conqueror.

Ibn Khurradiidhbih, Kitib al-masilik wa'l-mamilik, ed. Michael Jan de Goeje (Leiden,
l889), p. 263.
63 Tabari, The History of al-Tabari (40 vols, Albany, 1985-2007), vol. 4, p. 94. See also
p. 80 in the same volume for the Yemeni king al-Rl'id, and note the mention of Thabit
who appears prominently in the account of the eleventh-century Persian writer Gardizi.
See Gockenjan and Zimonyi, Orientalische Benchte, p. 128, with a different etymological
explanation for the name Tibet which appears in many other texts too. ~ccordingto this
explanation, Tubbat is derived from thabata, i.e. to stay somewhere. Yiiqut adds that the
t h i ' was exchanged for a tn' as non-Arabs did not pronounce the original letter
(~eographischesWorterbuch, vol. 1, p. 818).
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In the brief passage in ~ a s ' i d i ' sencyclopaedia, both roles are combined.64~ o t
unlike the Yemenis in Tibet, this might have been an attempt to accommodate
the geography of the Greek original to the more extensive Islamic empire as
happened in Spain and East Africa. These new versions seem to have followed
the principle that if Alexander went to the extreme ends of the world, he must
have visited the extreme West as well. Again, one can imagine that such stories
were designed to be presented at court where Alexander was known as an
exemplary ruler.
In another passage Ibn ~hurradadhbihrelates the anecdote about the
AS the
happiness in Tibet which we have already encountered in Jahiz'
anecdote was copied over centuries and in different regions of the Islamic world,
more details were added. Al-Bakri, the already mentioned author of the eleventh
century, quotes this story, adds that families in Tibet do not mourn if someone
dies, and offers an explanation for the happiness of the Tibetans: 'In this country,'
he says, 'the humour [or: nature, tabia] of the blood dominates over the living
creature ...'.66We can find the same words in Tuhfat a2-albib, another collection
of curious information written by Abti Hamid al-Gharnati who, like al-Bakri,
Unlike
was born in al-Andalus and wrote a century later, in the early 1160~.~'
his earlier compatriot, however, Abu Hamid from Granada travelled through
Eastern Europe, Khwarazm and Iraq. Yet, the fact that he uses almost the same
words to render this phenomenon confirms that we should not read his account
simply as a direct reflection of what he witnessed and heard during his journey,
but also as part of an already existing substantial corpus of literature. In other
versions this element assumes increasingly fantastical and complex features.
The Persian author Qazvini (d. 74011339) recounts the story with an almost
alchemical tendency:
It is said that in the country of Tibet there is a stone of fine colour, and
transparent; now every foreigner who looks at this stone falls to laughter
against his will, and laughs so much that he dies. On the natives of this land,
however, this stone has no effect.68
~ a s ' i i d i ,Murijj al-dhahab, vol. 2, p. 9 (5673). For ~ a s ' i i d idepending on ~ b n
~hurradiidhbihcf. Montgomery, 'Serendipity, Resistance, and Multivalency', pp. 188-9.
65
Ibn ~hurradidhbih,Kitiib al-masiilik wa'l-mamiilik, p. 170.
66
Al-Bakri, Al-Masiilik wa'l-mamiilik, vol. 1,p. 269 (n. 410).
67
~ b i Hamid
i
al-Gharnati, ~ u h f a tal-albiib/~l regalo de los espiritos, trans. Ana Kamos
adri rid, 1990), p. 107. For his background and biography see the article on Abfi Hamid
al-Gharnati in EI'. For a further elaboration of the theme see YHqiit, ~eographisches
Worterbuch, vol. 1, p. 818, and for a similar account in Ottoman geography see the passage
edited and translated in Raphael Israeli, 'An Arabic Manuscript on China and ~ i b e t ' ,
Arabica, 39 (1992):pp. 207-15, at pp. 214-25.
68
Qazvini, The Geographical Part of the Nuzhat al-Quliib, ed. and trans. Guy Le Strange
o on don, 1915-19), p. 279.
64
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not her variation of the laughing story is quoted by the twelfth-century
geographer Idrisi (work completed in 548/1154) who mentions a 'castle of
laughter' in his section on Tibet:
This castle has no door, and whoever approaches it, feels joy and delight like
somebody does who drinks wine. It is said that who attaches himself to the
castle and climbs it, does not stop laughing. He throws himself into the castle
and is never seen again. I believe that this story is not true. It is made up, but
is a precise and well known account.@

These stories of the dangerous happiness in Tibet might have become mixed
up here with another anecdote with is frequently quoted in Islamic sources, for
example by Qazvini:
In the Khotan province there is a mountain, which is called Kiih Samm (Poison
Hill), and it is for this reason. There is here a valley through which the usual
high road from China to Tibet passes, and in that valley the high road is clearly
marked out, and many images have been set up here on either side. Should
anyone who passes by that high road wander away from the straight line, his
breath is caught by the vapours arising from the ground here round about, and
he perishes therefrom.'O

To some degree these stories have a true background: travelling through
the Himalayas must have been a straining experience for foreigners. But one
could also think of the perils reported in Arabic texts for other distant lands,
such as the cannibalism in Africa. We should consider the possibility that the
local population or traders were involved in the creation of these myths."
Furthermore, some of the elements of these accounts probably derived from an

69

Roberto Rubinacci, '11 Tibet nella Geografia d'Idrisi', in Gururiijamarijarikii. Studi in
onore di Guiseppe Tucci (2 vols, Naples, 1974),vol. 1,pp. 195-220,917.
70
Qazvini, The Geographical Part of the Nuzhat al-Qulfib, p. 280. The same story is
already quoted by his compatriot Zakariyyi' ibn Muhammad al-Qazwini (d. 682/1283) in
his 'Aji'ib al-makhliiqiit. See al-Qazwini, Zakarija ben Muhammed ben Mahmud el-Cmini's
Kosmographie, ed. Ferdinand Wiistenfeld (2 vols, Gottingen, 1948-49),vol. 1,p. 164. In both
texts, Jayhini is mentioned as the source (see below). The bridge over the poisonous
mountain is also mentioned by Gardizi, Zayn al-akhbir, p. 264. Yiqiit, ~eographisches
Worterbuch, vol. 1, p. 820, says that while some people die, others get a 'heavy tongue'.
71
For a parallel see James Montgomery, 'spectral Armies, Snakes, and a Giant from
Gog and Magog: Ibn Fadlin as Eyewitness among the ~ o l g Bulghirs',
a
The ~edievalHistory
]ournal, 911 (2006):pp. 63-87, at p. 71.
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even older literary tradition, the story of the City of Brass which is popular in
world literature and appears also in the Arabian ~ i g h t s . ~ '
However, the issue of the joy and laughter requires a more complex reading.
Let us first consider another example: in the twelfth century the great poet Nizimi
interwove these different threads into a whole new account of Alexander's visit
to Tibet in his lskandamiima:
When his diadem reached to the height of Tibat,
All his army began to laugh.
He asked: -'For what is this laughter
'In a place where it is proper to weep for ourselves?'
They declared:-'This soil, saffron-like,
'Makes man laughterful without cause.'
At that Paradise-like city the king was amazed:
'Involuntarily, how produces it laughter?'

...
He beheld all the plain full of musk (dropped from the musky deer).
When he saw the musk-possessing deer of the plain,
He ordered that none should hunt the deer (so that the musk should not be lost).
In every place where the army used to hold the road-pass,
He used to take up musk in ass-loads.73

This paradisiacal description of Tibet coincides with the image of Tibet in the
West since the nineteenth century which still prevails. Were the Arabs the first
'prisoners of Shangrila,' to borrow an expression of Donald Lopez in his critique
"
seem as if what the Muslim authors
of the Western idealisation of ~ i b e t ?It~ does
display here is a similarly 'Orientalist' image of the 'noble savage'. Yet, the notion
of joy and laughter has a negative, even deadly side, which is evident in the
stories about the stone and the castle. What these accounts reminded me of is
the episode of the lotus-eaters in the Odyssey. In their Dialectic of Enlightenment,
Adorno and Horkheimer took this episode as an example for the mimetic state
of men, a stage before the development of civilization. The lotus-eaters live
in a blissfully innocent state, unaffected by the treacherous emancipation of
civilization. Yet, if we return to this early stage of human history, of pre-history,
72

For the City of Brass see, among many other publications, ~ n d r a sHamori, 'An
Allegory from the Arabian Nights: he City of Brass', Bulletin of the School of Oriental and
African Studies, 34 (1971): pp. 9-19.1 intend to explore the sources of the story of the deadly
laughter and its development more fully in 'Dying of Laughter in Lhasa'.
73
he Sikandar niima, e bara: or, Book o f ~ l e x a n d e the
r Great, trans. H. ~ i l b e r f o r c e~ l a r k e
ond don, 1881), pp. 585-6. For a German translation see Das Alexanderbuch/lskandarnarne,
trans. Johann Christoph Biirgel (Zurich, 1991), p. 261.
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Donald S. Lopez, Prisoners of Shangri-la: Tibetan Buddhism and the West (Chicago,
1998).
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we have to remove the seemingly emancipated concerns from our minds, and
man as a civilized being has to die. It is this ambiguous notion that the later
1slamic sources present.75
THE JAYHANTTRADITION

not her milestone in the history of Islamic geography is the ~ayhHnitradition, a
complex corpus of versions written by a family.76The originals are not preserved,
but several well-known authors rely on them. The two authors from Qazwin, for
example, mention Jayhini as the source for their story about the Poison ill.
Among the writers dependent on this tradition is also the eleventh-century
Andalusian al-Bakri. His Kitiib al-rnasiilik wa'l-rnarncilik contains information which
does not appear in the earlier sources which rely on the al-Ma'miin tradition.
Al-Bakri states for example that the source of the Oxus - or: Amii Darya 0ayhiir-1
in Arabic) - is in Tibet. This curious bit of information appears in many Arabic
geographical treatises77and is key to any attempt to find out where on a map
Muslim writers located Tibet. The Amii Darya is the result of several headwaters
which come together in the western border region of ~ajikistanand Afghanistan,
which was Islamic territory since the mid-eighth century. Arabic sources seem
to have been quite confused about the number and location of the headwaters of
the Amu Darya, and this leads to a very substantial general problem.
A dilemma we are facing very often with these descriptions is that they
are equations with too many unknowns. As is also evident in mathematical
geography, it is by no means certain that Tubbat always refers to a region and
not a city, and in either case there are great differences among Muslim writers
when they determine the location. Since the course of the Ami Darya was
also surrounded by uncertainties, these confusions add up and any attempt to
establish what exactly medieval Muslim authors referred to remains extremely
-
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p~~

A nineteenth-century Arabic testimony to legends which circulate in the West is
discussed in my forthcoming article 'Alexander in the Himalayas'.
76 James Montgomery, 'lbn Rusta's Lack of "Eloquence", the Ris, and Samanid
Cosmography', Edebiyiit, 1 2 (2001): pp. 73-93, at pp. 84-5. In general see Gockenjan and
Zimonyi, Orientalische Berichte.
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Al-Bakri, Al-Musiilik wa'l-marniilik,vol. 1,p. 231, n. 341. Also mentioned by Dimashqi
(d. 727/1327), Manuel de la cosmographie du rnoyen iige, traduit de l'arabe "Nokhbet ed-dahr fi
'Adjaib-il-birrwal-bahr" de Shems ed-Dfn Abou-'Abdallah Mohammed de Darnus, trans. August
Ferdinand Mehren (Copenhagen, 1874; repr. ~msterdam,1964), p. 114 for the Amu Darya
(see also, among other passages, p. 123 for the origin of the ~rahmaputrain ~ i b e tp.
. 129
for musk and p. 376 for the Yemeni connection); Ibn Rusta who wrote between 903 and
913 also mentions Tibet as the source of the Ami Darya which may suggest that this
information is not related to Jayh2ni after all, see ~ i t i i bal-a'liiqal-naftsa, ed. ~ i c h a e]an
l de
Goeje (~eiden,1892), p. 91 and ~ b n~ u s t e hLes
, atours prkieux, trans. Gaston Wiet ( ~ a i r o ,
1955), p. 104.
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hazardous. Another problem is whether the mentioning of regions such as
china or ~ n d i aand possibly Tibet implies states with borders or rather cultural
regionse7"
AS we have already seen from several cases such as Gardizi, who wrote on
the Yemeni legend, Islamic geography clearly developed after these major
authoritative traditions were established. 1 would like to mention briefly two
further examples.
Marwazi, who wrote in the 1120s what is essentially a zoological book
( ~ i t i btabi'i' al-hayawin), used the Jayhini tradition, but his text reflects a
better ethnological knowledge of Tibet than earlier sources. He states - like
other authors - that Tibetans, Chinese and Turks resemble each other, but
emphasizes that the Tibetans are independent and have their own lang~age.'~
More remarkable is a long passage on several Tibetan tribes, in which Marwazi
mentions the following detail:
There is a tribe of Tibetans called Ara, who live in a land and place called in
Tibetan Akhiy.1, which possesses thick woods, meadows and pastures. They
are of the king's people. When the Tibet-khaqan dies childless and there is no
one else in the khiqin's family, a man from among them is elected and made
khaqan.80

He also included important geographical information such as the 'Gate of the
two Tibets' (Bib al-~ubbatayn):
As regards the place called Bib al-Tubbatayn, it is a gate between the
mountain Shiwa and the river Kh.rnib, fixed on a weak wall built of
thorns and earth, and the Tibetans have there a military post where
toll is levied from anyone travelling that way, to the amount of one
part out of forty,e1
Another, earlier example is the anonymous vudiid al-'dam composed in
Persian in 3721982, which relies also on the Jayhini tradition, but includes a
very precise description of Tibet that appears in no other Islamic source.82The
author of the vudiid a/-'ilam begins with a general introduction in which he
describes Tibet as a central point for trade between India and the Islamic world.
Biran, The Empire of the Qara Khitai, pp. 97-101.
Marwazi, Sharaf al-Zamiin Tiihir Mawazion china, the Turks and India, ed. and trans.
Vladimir Minorsky mi on don, 1942), p. 28.
Marwazi, On China, the Turks and India, p. 28.
Marwazi, On China, the Turks and India, p. 28.
82
For the following references see Hudiid al-'dam: The Regions of the world. A Persian
Geography, trans. Vladimir Minorsky mi on don, 1937), pp. 92-4. A facsimile has been
published by ~ a s i l iVladimirovich
i
Bartol'd ba en in grad, 1930), fols 16a-b.
78
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It is a land of few commodities, but there are gold mines, musk and animals like
black foxes, grey squirrels, sable-martens and ermine. 'Its king,' the anonymous
author states, 'is called T u b b a t - ~ h i q i nand he has great numbers of troops and
e
remarks are followed by a description of individual places
arms.' ~ h e s general
in ~ i b e twhich
,
is rather unusual. Most astonishing is the short description of
Lhasa: 'A small town with numerous idol temples and one Muslim mosque. In it
live a few Muslims.'
The interesting question is how to interpret the additional information
provided by and after the JayhZni tradition. A key difficulty we encounter
here is that even though by and large we are able to determine which texts
were influenced by the Jayhini tradition, this is hardly possible for every bit
of information. Moreover, the texts are related to each other in an extremely
complex way which barely allows reconstructing a 'linear' way of transmission.
In other words: the fact that a certain piece of information or anecdote on Tibet
appears for the first time in a text associated with the Jayhini tradition does not
mean that it was unknown to Muslim authors before that time. It might very well
have entered the literary tradition in the eighth century or under al-Ma'miin. It
is also difficult to divide the information into categories which are characteristic
of a certain phase in Arabic and Persian geographical literature, given that the
passages on Tibet are usually very short and that there are several parallel and
partly overlapping developments. everth he less it is my impression that once the
Jayhini tradition started dominating Arabic geographical literature we tend to
find information which is more precise than in those sources which rely 'merely'
on al-~a'mtin,and this seems to be a continuous development. However, this
does not necessarily imply that the information is more accurate in the sense
that it gives a 'better', more realistic picture of Tibet, even though it is probably
easier to identify corresponding 'real' entities. Luciano Petech might have very
well been right when he suggested that from early on ~ r a b i literature
c
preserved
an image of ~ i b e which
t
reflected at least in terms of geography a certain
historical phaseeE3Michal Biran makes a similar observation concerning the
image of China in ~ r a b i cliterature which was based on the acquaintance with
Tang China (618-906)and maintained an anachronistic charactersa4Yet, ~etech's
claim that information on Tibet in ~ r a b i literature
c
was basically gathered under
al-Ma'min and remained unchanged ever since, requires reconsideration as we
shall see in more detail below.

MATHEMATICAL GEOGRAPHY
During the age of translations in early ~ b b a s i dBaghdad. Persian and Greek
literature exercised a great influence on Arabic geography. The Arabs adopted
83
84

Petech, '11 Tibet nella geografia musulmana'
Biran, The Empire of the Qara Khitai, p. 97.
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both the Persian system of seven keshvcir, six regions around a central r rani an)
region, and the Greek idea of seven climates, but they did not simply identify
keshvirs with climates. Tibet was placed together with China in the seventh
keshvcir (see Plate 2.1), but in various divisions of the world we can find it as part
of the third, fourth and fifth climates.
Alongside these general concepts the Muslims adopted what is referred to as
mathematical geography, a tradition based on Ptolemy. They re-measured the
longitudes and latitudes of place-names given by Ptolemy, but their corrections
often seem quite arbitrary and are not necessarily closer to the real position
of a placesa5In Islamic geography a whole tradition of tables with place-names
developed in which either only the climates with latitudes as climate boundaries
were given or latitudes and longitudes. Al-Khwirizmi mentions a city in the
fifth climate with the name T-b-t. Petech stressed that the position indicated for
this place (long. 130" lat. 38") corresponded approximately with the position of
Khotan, a centre of military administration when the Tibetan Empire was at its
height.86Heclaimed that 'Tubbat' in Islamic literature referred on the one hand
to a region in Turkestan and on the other hand to a very specific place: that
is, Khotan. One of Petech's main arguments was that the exact place indicated
in Arabic geographical literature was so precise it could only refer to a
Beckwith challenged this argument and argued that tables with latitudes and
longitudes in Arabic geographical literature include also regions.88Indeed, in
al-Khwiirizmi's Kitcib siirat a/-ard, Tibet is listed alongside cities as well as regions
under the general heading mudun (pl. of madina which is usually translated as
Moreover, the position given for 'Tubbat' in Islamic sources varies from
text to text, as can be seen from the table compiled by Edward and Mary Helen
Kennedy.'O In addition to that, some authors (such as ~ a q d i s i )make a clear
distinction between Khotan and Tibet.9' Likewise, the Andalusian geographer
Ibn Sa'id distinguished between Tibet as a region and a Tibetan city (madina
tubbatiyy~).~~
Beckwith drew the conclusion that Arabs authors were very well
. ~ ~one should
aware of the position of Tibet and its neighbouring c ~ u n t r i e sYet,
For the use of the Greek tradition see ~ i b b e t t s ,h he Beginnings of a cartographic
Tradition', pp. 96-107.
86 ~ e t e c h'1,1 ~ i b e nella
t
geografia musulmana'.
Petech, 'I1 Tibet nella geografia musulmana', p. 60.
Beckwith, 'The Location and Population of ~ i b e t 'p.
, 165.
Al-Khwirizmi, Kitib siirat al-ard, p. 28, n. 405, for Tibet.
90
Kennedy and ~ e n n e d yGeographical
,
Coordinates, pp. 360-61.
"
Beckwith, h he Location and Population of ~ i b e t 'p.
, 166. ~ a q d i s iKitab
,
al-bad' walltcirikh, vol. 4, p. 63, and al-Biruni in his Tahqiq m i li'l-~ind:Alberuni's India: An Account of the
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Religion, Philosophy, Literature, Geography, Chronology, Astronomy, Customs, Law and ~strologyof
India about A.D. 1030, ed. Edward C. Sachau (2 vols, London, 1888), vol. 1, p. 165.
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Ibn Sa'id, Kitiib al-jughriifiyii, p. 176.
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stress with Petech that there are some confusions in Islamic geographical
literature which suggest that at least some authors were not aware of the
position of Tibet or that what they referred to as 'Tubbat' was different from
what other authors understood it was.
The Andalusian writer and poet Ibn 'Abd Rabbih (2461860-3281940) in his
encyclopaedic The Unique Necklace (al-'lqd al-fa~d),for example, describes
' ~ u b b a t as
' belonging to the land of the Turks and as a place full of musk, but
introduces the brief remark with the words 'among the last cities of Khorasan
is a city (madina) which is called Tubbat'." Likewise, Ibn al-Faqih who wrote at
about the same time speaks of a 'city of Tubbat' (madinat Tubbat) built by the
Himyarite ruler Tubba' al-Aqran9=Finally, Idrisi included in the world map he
made for the Sicilian ruler Roger I1 (1095-1154) Tibet in the form of a
CARTOGRAPHY
A kind of material which has not been considered for the question of Tibet in

Islamic geography is of a visual nature: that is, cartography. Tibet appears in a
number of different types of maps. There are, for example, maps which show the
different climates or the keshvirs (Plate 2.1)." In another type of map, the qibla
map, we occasionally find the name Tibet (Plate 2.2).
The most interesting case is a different type of map, something we may
usually have in mind when we think of a map - rather than the highly schematic
maps which divide the world into different zones. The cases 1 will discuss now
are either world maps or sections taken from them.
he most important tradition here is that of the school of al-Balkhi (2361
850-3221934). Al-Balkhi's geographical work itself is not preserved, but it seems
to have been a short commentary on a set of maps. A later author, the already
mentioned Istakhri, wrote a commentary on these maps in the middle of the
tenth century. Some 25 years later this version was updated by ~ b n~ a w q a l ,
also introduced above, a traveller and trader and possibly also a missionary
for the ~atimids.According to ~ i b b e t t s ,he became carried away with his
94

Ibn 'Abd Rabbih, Al-'lqd al-farid, ed. Mufid ~ u h a m m a dQumayha (9 vols, Beirut,
'1987), vol. 7, p. 281.
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Ibn al-Faqih, Mukhtcyiar Kitcib al-buldcin, p. 336; Abrhgh, pp. 386-7.
96 The map is reproduced in Konrad Miller, Mappae Arabicae: Arabische Welt- und
Lunderkarten des 9.-13.jahrhunderts (6 vols, Stuttgart, 1926-31), 1. and, 2. Heft, part Ill (1x1
111) shows Central and South Asia.
97 In a drawing of the seven climates with inserted place names with the title Kitiib
hay'at ashkcil al-ard wa-miqdiruhci fial-FI wa'l-'ard al-ma'nif bi-jughrcifiyah (an abridgement
of Ibn Hawqal's map), dedicated to sayf al-Dawla (d. 3561967). a ~ a m d a n i dSultan, ~ i b e t
appears together with Kashmir in the third and fourth climate. ~ a r l e yand woodward
(eds), Cartography in the Traditional Islamic and South Asian Societies, p. 78, Fig 3.6.
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own improvements and inserted into Istakhri's commentary miscellaneous
information relating to his own travels.98 As far as the position of Tibet is
concerned, the maps which belong to the Balkhi tradition contain a very curious
t
here, between Hind (~ndia)and Sin (china) as a land
feature: ~ i b e appears
with access to the sea. Some of these maps, especially in the later Ibn al-Wardi
(d. 86111457) tradition, even indicate a bahr al-Tubbat, a 'sea of Tibet' (Plate 2.3).
There is a curious parallel in the Marco Polo manuscripts which mention corals
of Tibet which - together with the information stemming from Arabic sources
- must have given the impression that Tibet was a coastal region or at least
included
How are we to interpret this? There are two options: one of them is to
suspect that Tibet follows here the pattern of the better known regions, India
and China. The other option is to assume along the lines of Luciano Petech that
Islamic cartography 'froze' the image of the ~ i b e t a nEmpire at its height when
it stretched as far as the Gulf of Bengal. The only parallel in the textual tradition
I have identified so far is Istakhri who mentions the 'shores of Tibet' (sawiihil
~ubbat)as part of the borders of the Persian Sea (bahr ~ a r s ) .Al-Bakri,
'~~
on the
other hand, describes Tibet and Kabul as examples of lands far away from the
sea.lolAnother possible explanation for the 'sea of Tibet' is that it was confused
'
~ubbat)which is mentioned by Ibn Sa'id and which
with a 'lake of ~ i b e t(buhayrat
Daunicht identifies with the Tengri-nor or Namtso (gnam mtsho).lo2
As we have seen for the geographical texts, Petech's claim, although it
accounts for some features in descriptions of Tibet, needs to be modified, and the
same applies to cartography. In the twelfth century a new tradition developed in
Islamic cartography - that of al-Idrisi, who added new information on Tibet in
his text as seen above, but also in his maps the position of Tibet is different from
that in the Balkhi tradition: it is clearly hidden behind the mountains and offers
a more up-to-date account (Plate 2.4).
Why did this change come to pass? Did Idrisi have more accurate data at his
disposal? Was it because the Arabs had known for a long time that the balance of
power had shifted in the Himalayas and Idrisi was simply the first who expressed
this in a map? Or was it because of the formal, stylistic changes he introduced
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in his map compared with the Balkhi tradition? At this stage we can note that a
change took place, but we might never be in the position of explaining it. Suffice
it to say that alongside the cartographic tradition which had Tibet bordering the
sea another parallel tradition conveyed a substantially different picture.

CONCLUSION
It is difficult to end this article with general conclusions, given that what I would
like to emphasize here is that it is too early for such conclusions. Historians
of Tibet such as Luciano Petech or Christopher Beckwith have presented very
pronounced views regarding the identity of Tibet and the Tibetans in Islamic
geography, but further research needs to be conducted in this area in order to
reach more certain conclusions.
We have only started to explore the descriptions of Tibet in Arabic and
Persian geographical literature on a superficial level. One of the next steps
that is needed has been pointed out by James Montgomery who stresses that
'we must pay scrupulous attention to the context of these texts. his attention
may involve questions of patronage, or considerations of genre and type, or
investigations of audience and intended readership, or an assessment of the
religious environment in which they were
Descriptions of ~ i b e t
in Arabic geographical literature are, as we have seen, usually very brief. It is
often impossible to determine at which stage a particular piece of information
has entered the complex geographical tradition and whether any particular
purpose may have triggered its inclusion. We should probably abandon rigorous
divisions such as the one between oral tradition and the fanciful elaboration
of written sources, or that between fiction and accurate 'realistic' descriptions.
One of the questions we can address at this stage is in which way the particular
context of a particular author might have determined his access to information
about Tibet or his interest in this region. Factors to be taken into consideration
include trade, science, administration and the existing literary corpus. Two
further steps which need to be taken for a more comprehensive analysis of our
material are those I have attempted here in the form of a first outline: (I) to read
geographical texts as literature, and (2) to take the cartographic tradition into
account. what I have tried to offer here are a few more detailed glances into a
material that is very rich, but also very demanding. A comprehensive analysis
of ~ i b ein
t Islamic geography and cartography is a time-consuming task, but we
have reason to believe that it is also a very rewarding one.lo4
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Chapter 3

he Bactrian Background of the Barmakids
Kevin van Bladel'

In the course of the eighth century, Arabic was established as the new language
of prestige and interregional communication from North Africa to the edges of
India. A long period of translations began, in which the parts of older literatures
useful to the new elite were converted into Arabic (c.750-1000). The contents
of these translations, the social contexts that called for them, and their varied
receptions are well documented and have received increasingly refined and
convincing treatments in modern scholar~hip.~
For more than two hundred
years, wealthy intellectuals in the new capital of Baghdad paid translators large
.~
amounts of money to make much older texts available to them in A r a b i ~Justly
the most famous of these translations are the ones from Greek, which, taken all
together, included hundreds of works by dozens of ancient authors, and came to
constitute one of the foundations of early Arabic thought. All this is well known
to historians. But, in the first decades of this period of translations, a relatively
small number of works were translated from Sanskrit into Arabic, including
texts on astronomy, medicine and political maxims. These have received very
little attention among modern scholars, and the social circumstances of these
t
unclear. The utility of such works may be selftranslations from ~ a n s k r iremain
evident, but that does not suffice to explain their westward transmission. Why
would anyone in Baghdad, ~ u s l i mor not, have sought translations from the
literary language of a distant country like India, and not, say, from ~ h i n e s eor

The following abbreviations are used in the notes. BD1 = Nicholas Sims-Williams,
Bactrian Documents fiom Northern Afghanistan I: Legal and Economic Documents. (Oxford,
2000). BD2 = Nicholas Sims-Williams, Bactrian Documentsfiom Northern Afghanistan 11: Letters
and Buddhist Texts o on don, 2007). Fihrist = Al-Nadim, Kitiib al-fihrist, ed. Gustav Fliigel
(2 vols, Leipzig, 1871-72).vol. 1.My thanks are due to Anna Akasoy, Christopher Beckwith,
Michael Cook, Patricia Crone, Christopher Minkowski, Everett Rowson and Jonathan Skaff
for valuable comments on different drafts of this article. The remaining errors are all my
own.
Noteworthy accounts include Gerhard Endress, 'Die wissenschaftliche Literatur'.
in Grundriss der arabischen Philologie (3 vols, Wiesbaden, 1987-92), vol. 2, pp. 400-506 and
vol. 3, pp. 3-152; Dimitri Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Culture: The Graeco-Arabic Translation
Movement in Baghdad and Earb 'AbbGid Society (~nd-4th/ath-l0thc.)(London, 1998);Cristina
D'Ancona (ed.), Storia della filosofia nell'lslam medievale, vol. 1 (Turin, 2005).
Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Culture, pp. 121-50.
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b at in? who would have had the interest and the means to sponsor such projects?
where would they have found the necessary manuscripts? ~f an interest in
~ a n s k r i texts
t
existed in Baghdad, in the late eighth century, why then did that
interest soon disappear completely?
This study shows that one particular family was responsible for a substantial
number of these early Arabic translations of Sanskrit works, indeed almost all
of them, and moreover that their background in Tokharistan, a country whose
culture and history are increasingly coming to light through new discoveries,
explains their interest in Sanskrit learning. The Barmakid family is fairly well
known to historians. They include some of the most powerful secretaries and
governors under the Abbasid dynasty during its first half-century (750-803).
Though several modern studies have dealt with their careers in detail, it is
worthwhile to begin with a brief summary of their best-known achievements.'
~ h s l i dthe
, son o f ~ a r m a kwas
, part ofthe Abbasid revolution. From the beginning
of Abbasid power in 750, he played a major role in administering the Arab empire
as the head of different secretarial bureaus and governing provinces. His son
~ a h ywas
i tutor to the future caliph Hirfin al-Rashid and then, after al-Rashid's
accession in 786, he became his vizier, having near total administrative control
for the next 17 years. Yahyi's sons were similarly important during this period,
governing provinces, leading armies, and tutoring young caliphs-to-be. Reports
stress that the ~ b b a s i dfamily and the Barmakid family were personally very
close even early one5
What has received less attention is the cultural background of the ~armakids.
Historians know that the father of this family, the ~ a r m a kwas
, an educated
Buddhist official of some sort from Tokharistan: that is, Bactria. ~ e y o n dthis odd
Lucien Bouvat, 'Les Barmkcides d'aprhs les historiens arabes et persans', Revue du
Monde Musulrnan, 20 (1912): pp. 1-131 and Dominique Sourdel, Le vizirat 'Abbiiride de 749
h 936 (132 h 324 I'Hhgire) (2 vols, Damascus, 1959-60), vol. 1, pp. 127-81 are the standard
accounts. Clifford Edmund Bosworth, 'Abi Hafs 'Umar al-KirmHni and the Rise of the
Barmakids', Bulletin of the School for Oriental and African Studies, 57 (1994): pp. 268-82,
presents substantial, fundamental new information not available in these works. Tayeb
El-Hibri, Reinterpreting Islamic Historiography: Hiiriin al-Rahid and the Narrative of the 'Abbiirid
Caliphate (Cambridge, 1999), pp. 31-58, contextualizes the tales of the Barmakids in the
historical romances and narratives (as such) told about them as members of the caliphal
court. Also useful are the articles on the Barmakids in the Elr and EP.
Bosworth, 'Abii ~ a f 'Umar
s
al-KirmHni, pp. 271-2, discusses reports that the
women of the Barmakid and Abbasid families suckled each others' children even before
Abi ' I - ' ~ b b ~became
s
caliph in 750. such an arrangement would have created a bond
considered equivalent to kinship (article ' ~ a d i "in ~ 1 ~ everth
) .
he less, as pointed out
by Nabia Abbott (cited by Bosworth, 'Abi ~ a f 'Umar
s
al-KirmHni', pp. 271-2, n. 26). the
closeness of this relationship may have been exaggerated in later accounts to justify
further al-Rashid's action against the ~armakids,which was supposedly a punishment
when the Barmakid ~ a ' f a rhad amorous relations with the caliph's sister. See also the
passages translated by ~osworth,' ~ b i~i a f 'Umar
s
al-KirmHni', p. 276.
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fact, often mentioned, it is not a subject much pursued. This is partly because
historians of the early Arab empire have tended to treat Iran under the Arabs as
a single cultural unit, so that the ~ a r m a k i dpast was more or less a Persian one.
In fact, Iran was a land of many countries with distinctive populations having
different culturese6The more one knows about Tokharistan in the seventh and
eighth centuries, the more obvious it becomes that educated individuals from that
region in particular would be interested in Sanskrit books. A clearer picture of life
in ~okharistanat the time the Arabs colonized it emerges through a combination
of evidence from sources in Chinese, Arabic, Sanskrit and, importantly, Bactrian,
the recently rediscovered and deciphered language of Tokharistan now attested
in numerous short texts. To this must be added the findings of archaeologists
and art historians who have investigated the region and discovered remains not
yet well publicized.' What appears from the evidence collected below is that
Tokharistan was the one and only area colonized heavily by the Arabs where
Buddhism flourished at the time the Arabs arrived, and the only area that was
firmly incorporated into the empire where Sanskrit studies were pursued up
until the c o n q u e ~ tIt. ~will become evident that it was no coincidence that the
Barmak's grandson, who became the vizier of this huge empire, took a personal
interest in Sanskrit works and Indian religions. When the Barmak's descendants
were suddenly and forcibly removed from power by the caliph al-Rashid in 803,
and the Barmakids' influence disappeared, no further translations from Sanskrit
into Arabic are known to have been made until al-Biruni, two centuries later in
India itself, under very different circumstance^.^ To explain the background of
the Barrnakids, one must begin with Bactria itself.

BACTRIA-TOKHARISTAN AT THE TIME OF THE ARAB CONQUESTS
Today the territory of Tokharistan, roughly the ancient Bactria known from
Greek sources, is divided between the modern states of Afghanistan, Uzbekistan
and Tajikistan, but in the seventh and eighth centuries, it was recognized by
Chinese travellers as a culturally and linguistically distinct unity, though

Here and throughout I am not referring to the modern state of Iran or its modern
concept, but to the regions in which Iranian languages were spoken.
7
In particular the publications of Boris A. Litvinsky and Tamara ~eimal',mostly
published in Russian, deserve a wider audience.
Here 1 am overlooking Sind, which seems to have lacked continuous direct social
contact with the Abbasid court and about which under early Arab rule there is little
information.
This point in the argument admittedly rests on a lack of evidence. everth he less,
any translations from Sanskrit into Arabic made in the period between the ~armakids
and al-Birfini have either not come to light so far or their dates have not been recognized.
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politically fragmented.1° According to the most general usage of the name,
~okharistanis the wide valley around the upper Oxus River surrounded on three
sides by mountain ranges, before the Oxus flows out into the open plains. The
Oxus River descends into this valley from the towering Pamir mountains. ~t
winds down around the mountain highlands of Badakhshan before passing on its
way westward. To the north are the Alai and Buttaman mountains, which send
several tributary rivers into the Oxus; beyond these mountains are Sogdia and
FerghZna and long desert roads to China. To the south is the Hindu Kush range,
which separates Iran from Kabul, GandhZra, and India beyond. Some geographers
consider also the northern Hindu ~ u s hto be a part of Tokharistan, so that
the region includes both the mountain highlands in the south up to Blmiyin
and the valley plains around the Oxus. This makes some sense in defining the
region, since, as evidence shows, the Bactrian language was used as far south
as BZmiyZn and even farther." In an official document from the governorship
i
'~bdallahibn ~ Z h i (reg.
r
828-45), registering the payments of
of ~ b 'I-'AbbZs
the kharij tax due from each town of his domain, there is a list of the districts
(kuwar) of Tokharistan. These include lands as far north as Saghaniyin and as
, of the 'frontiers of Tokharistan (minthughtir
far south as the edges of ~ l b u lone
~ukhiristin)'.Among the other places listed as part of Tokharistan are Tirmidh,
Juzjin, BZmiyZn, and Rib and Samanjan, names that will appear again in the
present study.12However, some Arabic geographers used the name Tokharistan
more narrowly to refer just to the southern side of the Oxus valley."
The major city of Tokharistan was Balkh,14 since ancient times one of the
great urban centres of northeasternmost Iran, built where a river (the ~ a l k h - i b )
lo

XuinzAng in the early seventh century said that Tokharistan was divided into 27
states dependent on the Tiirks ( ~ a m u eBeal,
l
Si-Yu-Ki: Buddhist Records of the Western World
[2 vols, London, 18841, vol. 1, pp. 36-68). He includes the valleys north of the Oxus, such
as Caghiniyin, and all of the Hindu Kush region as far as Kapiia, in the Bactrian language
area.
l1
Beal, Si-Yu-Ki, vol. 1,pp. 36-54.
l2
Ibn Khurradidhbih (fl. late ninth century) copied this document into his book
of itineraries (Kitib al-masilik wall-mamilik, ed. ~ i c h a e Jan
l de Goeje [~eiden,18891,
pp. 36-7). His position as Director of Posts and Intelligence (sihib al-barid wal-khabar; see
'Ibn Khurradidhbih', in EI*)in Jibil and then in Baghdad, and as a companion to the caliph
al-Mu'tamid, must have given him access to such documents. See the article by Akasoy
in this volume.
l3
Barthold and Bosworth, 'Tukhiristin', in El2. Vasili Barthold, Turkestan down
to the Mongol Invasion o on don, 31968), pp. 64-8. Ibn ~hurradidhbih(Kitib al-masilik
wa'l-mamilik, p. 34) distinguishes Upper Tokharistan, Tukhiristin al-'Ulyi, as a special
region, apparently the area up the valley to the east from Balkh (including ~ h u l ma, place
called BahPr, and other towns).
l4
Al-Ya'qiibi (d. c.900), Kitib al-buldin, ed. Michael Jan de Goeje (Leiden, 1892).
p. 287: 'Balkh is the greatest city of ~horasan. he King ~ a r k h i nKing
,
of ~horasan,used
to reside there.'
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descends from the Hindu Kush.15It was one of the most important stopping points
for travellers overland between Iran and India, since it was situated near some
of the easier ways southward over the mountains. As the author of the tenthcentury Persian work Hudiid al-'iilam put it, Balkh is a 'resort of merchants', 'it is
' ~ route between ~ n d i aand Balkh was used also
the emporium of ~ i n d i s t a n ' .The
by the travellers between India and China who made the long journey around,
rather than over, the difficult ~ i m a l a y a ,Pamir and Karakorum mountains.17
Other ways led eastward from Balkh up into the Himalayas, through Badakhshan
,
to Tibet. In short,
and the kingdom of Balir (Bolor, modern ~ i l g i t )ultimately
Balkh was situated upon important crossroads and conduits of trade in many
directions, and control of Balkh facilitated control of these trade routes.
When the Arabs conquered the region in the late seventh and early eighth
centuries, they had passed beyond the lands of the Sasanian Empire that they
had previously overthrown through nearly twenty years of war (633-51).
Tokharistan had been outside Sasanid Shahs' control for the preceding three
centuries, during which several dynasties of Hunnic and Turkic origin in
succession had ruled the local population. Most recently the lords ofTokharistan
were subordinates of the Western Tiirk Khaganate of Inner Asia. It took the Arab
armies several generations of regular campaigning to subdue Tokharistan and
the neighbouring lands.
Through all these pre-Islamic dynasties, one important sign of cultural
continuity is now clear. Thanks to recent discoveries, the language ofTokharistan
is now much better known, attested from the second century until the ninth
century, both before and after the beginning of Arab domination, in texts on
coins, inscriptions and on more than one hundred and fifty legal and commercial
documents, mostly on leather. This Bactrian language, a member of the Iranian
language family, is similar in different respects to the other Iranian languages
known from the same period, such as Parthian, Sogdian and Middle Persian.''
l5

'Balkib' in Elr. Its waters do not actually reach the Oxus, since they are carried off
as irrigation into the arid plain around the city. Hudiid al-'Alum: 'The Regions of the world',
a Persian Geography 372 A.H.-982 A.D., trans. Vladimir Minorsky (Cambridge, 21970), p. 73
(written 982-83), says of the Balkh river, 'All of its waters are used up for cultivation.'
Satellite imagery today shows a fan of green spreading out around Balkh until it dissipates
into dry lands.
l6
Hudiid a/-'dam, p. 108.
l7
There were other routes in use between India and China directly over the
Himalayas, on which see Jason Neelis, 'The Vieille Route Reconsidered: Alternative paths
for Early Transmission of Buddhism beyond the Borderlands of South Asia', Bulletin of the
Asia Institute, 16 (2002): pp. 143-64.
'' Even before the majority ofthe new documents came to light, this much was clear:
Sims-Williams 'Bactrian Language', in Elr. One should avoid confusion between Bactrian
and the languages today called 'Tocharian', which are entirely different and constitute
another branch of the Indo-~uropeanlanguage family. The Tocharian languages are
attested in texts mostly from the northern Takalamakan region, not in Tokharistan, but
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~twas written, however, in a local adaptation and development of the Greek script,
a legacy of the Graeco-Bactrian kingdom that had persisted after Alexander's
conquest centuries earlier. Most of the surviving Bactrian texts found so far
were probably preserved in the mountainous highlands of the northern Hindu
Kush. The great majority of these texts have come to light only in the last two
decades, and they have been deciphered by Nicholas Sims-Williams and his
colleagues. Historians have only begun to benefit from these newly available
texts in creating a narrative account of the history of the region." It is apparent
that this language was once the vehicle of a literature now lost.
Tokharistan was a region with a distinctive language, script and culture,
different from those of Persia and India. It had distinctive gods and artistic styles
of its own, and, owing to its position at a major crossroads in the network of
routes between India, Iran and China, it enjoyed material and cultural exchanges
in every direction.20The masters of Balkh could profit from the major conduits of
a lucrative trade in luxury goods that had moved along these roads for centuries.
Some Bactrian goods were definitely involved in this long-distance trade, as
shown by the example of a silver vessel found in Gansu, China, bearing a short
Bactrian inscripti~n.~'
Before the ~ r a conquest,
b
Tokharistan was in the westernmost part of a farflung domain in which ~ u d d h i s mwas cultivated and practised with great energy
and expense, and, through Buddhism, its population shared in social, artistic
and intellectual traditions common to the regions to its south and east. A brief
explanation of the role of ~ u d d h i s min this great area will help to explain how the

--

a number of loan words indicate contact between speakers of Bactrian and Tocharian.
See Sims-Williams, 'Ancient Afghanistan and its Invaders: Linguistic Evidence from
the Bactrian Documents and Inscriptions', in id. (ed.), Indo-Iranian Languages and Peoples
(Oxford, 2002), pp. 225-42, at pp. 229-30, and Georges-Jean Pinault, 'Tocharian and IndoIranian: Relations between Two Linguistic Areas', in Sims-Williams (ed.), Indo-Iranian
Languages and Peoples, pp. 243-84.
l9
Nicholas Sims-Williams, New Light on Ancient Afghanistan: The Decipherment of
Bactrian o on don, 1997) and 'Ancient Afghanistan and its Invaders'. Frantz Grenet, 'Regional
lnteraction in Central Asia and Northwest India in the Kidarite and ~ephthalitePeriods',
in Sims-Williams (ed.), Indo-Iranian Languages and Peoples, pp. 203-24, at pp. 220-21,
provides a timeline of the region up to the eighth century.
20
On the material culture of the region, see B.A. Litvinsky, 'An Outline History of
Buddhism in Central Asia', in Bobodzhan Gafurovich Gafurov et al. (eds), Kushan Studies
in U.S.S.R. (Calcutta, 1970), pp. 53-132; Benjamin Rowland, he Art of Central Asia ( ~ e w
York, 1974), pp. 45-119; B.A. Litvinsky and T.I. Zeimal', rhe Buddhist Monastery of Ajina
Tepa, Tajikistan: History and Art of Buddhism in central Asia (Rome, 2004); Grenet, 'Regional
t
and the bibliographies in these works.
lnteraction in Central Asia and ~ o r t h w e s ~ndia',
"
Nicholas Sims-Williams, 'A Bactrian Inscription on a silver vessel from China',
Bulletin of the Asia Institute, 9 (1995): p. 225.
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society and rulers of Tokharistan were linked with their eastern neighbours.22~~
numerous texts in many languages tell, and material remains show, for centuries
before the arrival of the Arabs in the area, many Buddhist missionaries travelled
long distances between India, Afghanistan, Tibet, the kingdoms of the Tarim
Basin such as Khotan, and China in the pursuit of learning and the propagation
of Buddhism. The first signs of their activity in the Bactrian area dates to the
period of the Kushan Empire (c. first to third centuries), which through its
rule united Bactria and northern India into one domain.23The activity of these
travelling monks, in this area and beyond, had in itself helped to create an
international market for the luxury goods traded over this network of far-flung
routes. Buddhist travellers received the patronage of wealthy rulers and some
Buddhist texts promoted a canonical list of precious commodities, including
such objects as banners of silk from China, jewels from India, and silver and gold,
all required for the endowment of Buddhist monuments. In turn, the patrons
accumulated merit, and, of course, prestige in the eyes of others, through
their generosity and donations, providing for monks, founding monasteries,
and enriching reliquary monuments or stiipas. These stiipas became centres
of pilgrimage, stimulating further travel and the movement and collection of
precious commodities and relics. Many of the dynasties east of Iran shared in
their common lavish support of Buddhist scholarship and practice, for which the
rulers received acclamations, and which in some cases even facilitated flattering
claims that the kings were bodhisattvas. According to this doctrine, Buddhist
kings ruled, in effect, by right, because they owed their rank to the merits of
previous lives. Buddhist literature written in Sanskrit supported this notion, and
these Sanskrit texts were actively sought in translation all over Asia. Since many
social groups stood to gain, especially the powerful, the interregional movement
and exchange f l o u r i ~ h e d . ~ ~
From India to China, an extensive common Buddhist vocabulary and
iconography came into use, derived ultimately from northern India, through the
work of missionaries over several centuries, but nevertheless naturalized and
developed differently in each region. The Buddhist populations of these regions
shared an ideal of a social order distinguishing monastics from lay people,
22

This is not intended to be a general history of Tokharistan, but only to document
and describe the presence of Buddhists there. Xinru Liu, Ancient India and Ancient China:
Trade and Religious Exchanges AD 1-600 elhi hi, 1988) provides an economically-oriented
historical introdl~ction,on which part of the following is based. For a recent overview of
Buddhism, and the evidence for its presence, throughout Inner Asia see Xavier ~remblay,
'The Spread of Buddhism in Serindia - ~ u d d h i s mamong Iranians, Tocharians, and Turks
before the lYhcentury', in Ann Heirman and Stephen Peter Bumbacher (eds), The spread
of Buddhism ( ~ e i d e n2007),
,
pp. 75-129.
23
Tremblay, 'The Spread of Buddhism in Serindia', pp. 82-8.
24
On the trade in precious commodities and its links to Buddhist ideology, see Liu,
Ancient India and Ancient china, pp. 53-123.
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protected by a dharmarija or king in the d h a r m ~ and
. ~ ~ an economy of gifts
given for merit (and prestige).26These dynasties also allied themselves with one
another through the exchange of brides, enhancing their cultural bonds with
personal connections. For evidence of Buddhism in Tokharistan itself, one must
turn to Chinese sources, the Bactrian texts, and to the finds of archaeologists.
Taken together, the evidence shows practices flourishing in the ancestral home
of the Barmakids like those just described in neighbouring regions.
Xuinzing 2% was a Buddhist monk who travelled from 629 to 645 from
China to India. There he learned Sanskrit, collected numerous Buddhist texts,
brought them back to China, and became a famous translator. His description of
countries outside of the control of the Tang dynasty is one of the most important
sources for the historical geography of Asia available for this period. In 630,
while far away the Byzantine emperor Heraclius was reclaiming Jerusalem from
the Sasanians, Xuinzing observed Tokharistan and had quite a bit to say about
the region and about the city of Balkh. All around the valley of Tokharistan
Xuinzhng found Buddhist monks, monasteries and shipas, especially at Balkh,
where he estimated one hundred monasteries and 3,000 monks. He describes
or 'New Monastery', as a place lavishly
the *Nava-sanghirima M,@1@4b~E,~'
decorated with precious materials. Near the monastery was a *stiipa
also
lavishly adorned. He also says that here alone north of the ~ i n d uKush, at this
monastery in Balkh, did scholars continue to make lun 3 (equivalent to Sanskrit
Siistra): that is, commentaries on sitras or philosophical texts. Xuinzang was a
learned scholar and translator who used such terms fairly precisely.28~uddhist
scholarship thus appears to have flourished at ~ a l k in
h the early seventh century.
A century later, around 726, another ~ u d d h i smonk
t
from ~ i l l (what
a
is today
~ o r e a )named
,
H U ~ C ~%@,
~ O travelled in the region. ~ u i c h a o
wrote in ~ h i n e s e
a description of India and Central Asia, including ~okharistan,discovered in
1908 in a unique ninth-century manuscript at Dunhuang, called ~ u i c h i owiing ~
tiinzhtigud zhuizn 3&'4$hX%a@,
'Account of ~ u i c h i o ' sJourney to the Five
Lands of
his neglected historical source gives a view of Iran from the

@%a,

25

The ideal of this dharmic king is described, on the basis of Pali texts, by Uma
Chakravarti, The Social Dimensions of Early Buddhism (Delhi, 1987), pp. 150-76.
26
Of course, market economies also flourished throughout these regions. The point
here is to describe the role of Buddhists in interregional exchange, because it is important
for the following argument. For more on various kinds of exchange between India and
China in this period, see Tansen Sen, Buddhism, Diplomacy, and Trade: The Realignment of
Sino-Indian Relations, 600-1400 (Honolulu, 2003), pp. 1-102.
*' Modern Mandarin nirfo sengjiifldn.
Beal, Si-Yu-Ki, vol. 1, pp. 43-8.
29
Walter Fuchs, 'Huei-ch'ao's
Pilgerreise durch ~ordwest-Indienund ZentralAsien urn 726'. Sitzungsberichte der Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschafien,phi1.-hist. Klasse,
22 (1938): pp. 426-69, and The ye-Ch'o Diary, ed. and trans. Han-Sung Yang, Yiin-Hua Jan,
Shotaro lida and Lawrence W.Preston (Seoul, 1984).
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east after the Arabs had conquered Iran and Khorasan, but before the Abbasid
revolution. while the importance of this work has been recognized by specialists
on the Silk Road, to my knowledge no Arabist has ever used it as a source on the
activities of the ~ r a b or
s the history of this region.
~ f t e coming
r
to India from China by sea, Huichio made his way through
much of ~ndia,and then travelled over the ~ i n d uKush into Tokharistan
before returning to China overland through the Tarim basin. In the time since
Xuinzing's visit, Arab armies had conquered all of the Persian Empire and had
been making war on ~okharistanalready for a long time. Recently, in 725, the
~ r a bgarrison had been moved into Balkh proper, as ~ r a b i csources tell. The
latest edition offers the following text.30

From this land of BZmiyZn I travelled northwards twenty days, and I arrived
in ~okharistan(~3hu61ud-gu6ufA,%El). he home city of the king is called
Balkh. At this time the troops of the Arabs are there and they occupy it. Its king
was forced to flee one month's journey to the east and lives in ~adakhshan.
Now it (Balkh) belongs to the Arabs' domain.
The language (here) is different from that of the other lands; though
somewhat similar to that of KZpiSa, for the most part it is different. For
clothing there is fur and cotton; up to the king and down to the lowly people,
they all wear fur as outerwear. In the land there are plenty of camels, mules,
sheep, horses, cotton, and grape^.^' For food, people like just dry cakes. The
land is very cold, and in winter there is frost and snow.
The king, the nobles, and the people revere the Three Jewels [i.e. practise
~uddhism].There are many monasteries and monks; they practise the Lesser
30

The Hye-Ch'o Diary, ed. and trans. Yang et al., pp. 100-103. Their readings, based on
a fresh examination of the manuscript, differ in several details from those of Fuchs, 'Hueich'ao's 3E Pilgerreise', p. 466. I have followed Fuchs only in a few details. hanks to Sunhee Yoon for help with several Chinese characters. AS for the translation, I have benefited
from both Fuchs, 'Huei-ch'ao's 3E Pilgerreise', p. 449, and The Hye-Ch'o Diary, p. 52.
31
Here 1 follow The Hye-Ch'o Diary, p. 100, 1. 13 in deleting the dittography in the
manuscript: & T&TC 35@S.
32
~ollowingthe readings of Yang et al., The Hye-Ch'o Diary, p. 103,l. 4.
"
Vineyards (pozyo) are mentioned in a number of the Bactrian documents dating
from the fourth to the eighth century. See BD2, p. 260.
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vehicle ( ~ i n a y i n ateachings
)
and eat meat, onion and leeks. No one practises
heretical teachings. The menfolk cut their beard and head hair.The womenfolk,
by contrast, let their hair grow. The land has many mountains.

It is apparent from HuichZo's description that, in his view, the true ruler
of Balkh was still alive, in exile. From his description alone, one might think
it quite possible that the king of Balkh could be restored to his domain in the
course of time, and that the Arabs would be evicted. The Arabs are clearly still
newcomers, foreign occupiers. It is also worth emphasizing that he described all
the inhabitants of the region as Buddhists even while the Arabs rule the region.
While Buddhism was evidently widespread in Tokharistan, other sources
. ~ ~ famous
indicate that different religions were in fact practised by B a ~ t r i a n sThe
Nestorian Christian stele, bearing a bilingual Chinese-Syriac inscription, erected
in 781 at Ching'Zn E%,capital of the Tang empire, was made by churchmen
capital of the
including 'MZr Yazdbezid, priest and Chorepiscopus of KGn~dgn,~~
~ i n g d o m[i.e. of the Tang ~mpire],son of the late ~ i l e spriest
,
of Balkh, capital
of ~ a h w Z r a s t Z n mry
' ~ ~ yzdbwzyd qjri' w-kwr'pysqwp' d-Kwmd'n mdynt mlkwt' brnyh npi' ~ y l y qjri'
s d-mn ~ l mdynt'
h
d-Thwrstn. As it says, his father was a priest
in Balkh, indicating the presence of a Christian community in ~okharistanin
the mid-eighth century, one connected somehow with Christians in China.37
Furthermore, a fragment of Bactrian text written in the ~ a n i c h a e a nscript,
,
that at least some ~actrian-speakersliving abroad
found at ~ u r f a n indicates
were M a n i ~ h a e a n Nevertheless,
.~~
however many of the local population were
Christian or Manichaean, one has the distinct impression from HuichZo that
34

AS Litvinsky, 'An Outline History of Buddhism in Central Asia', p. 119, already said

of Huichao's high estimation of the adherence to Buddhism in Tokharistan, 'We think he
was a little guilty of exaggeration.'
j5
Kumdan is Ching'in.
36
Henning recognized this text, like the Chinese rendering of the name cited above,
as attesting to an older pronunciation of the name Tokharistan alter Henning, 'Argi and
the "Tocharians"', Bulletin of the School oforiental Studies, 9 [1938]: pp. 545-71, at pp. 545-6).
This is now confirmed in the Bactrian documents, where the name appears circa the fifth
century as roxoapaaravo (BD2, p. 270).
37
The name Yazdbszid, meaning 'Saved by God', is evidently Middle Persian (thanks
to Nicholas Sims-Williams for explaining to me why it is probably not a Bactrian name).
Yezid is attested for God in the 'Bactrian bismillah' at the beginning of the Bactrian
document Y (BDI, p. 145) of the mid-eighth century: nt6o vapo t~<t&aao.
(The name is
t~<t6-,
Yezid, with the attached clitic -aao referring to what follows.) One may suppose
that Christians in Balkh had already used this Persian name for God already before
Muslims arrived.
Nicholas Sims-Williams, h he Bactrian Fragment in Manichaean Script (M1224)', in
Desmond Durkin-~eisterernst,Christiane Reck and Dieter Weber (eds), ~iterarischeStofe
und ihre Gestaitung in mitteliranischer Zeit (Wiesbaden, 2009). pp. 245-68. This Manichaean
text, coincidentally or not, 'has a strong Buddhist colouring' (Sims-Williams at p. 255).
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most of people in Tokharistan revered or respected the Buddha, including,
importantly, the rulers. They did not follow 'heretical' doctrines, as he put it. ~t
least it was a country with 'many monasteries and monks', and this corresponds
with the earlier description of XuinzAng and the finds of archaeologists (on
which more below).
It is important to note that Huichiio was describing Tokharistan on the basis
of direct experience. He says that when he was in Tokharistan, he encountered a
Chinese envoy (hiznshi@@) to foreign peoples. On the occasion of their meeting
he composed some verses of poetry expressing his homesickness, which he
cites. He then adds some other verses that he composed on a freezing cold,
snowy day in Tokharistan, addressing the difficulty of crossing the mountains
separating him from his homeland.39~ h e s eanecdotes confirm that his report
on the country is an eyewitness account, apparently in the winter. He is the only
contemporary author to describe the local culture of the region at the time of
the Arab conquest.
Besides these Chinese texts, there are Bactrian texts giving evidence about
the local population. One of the most important of these is a recently published
inscription in Bactrian made on a now-ruined Buddhist stiipa 25 kilometres
It gives its own date for the foundation of the stiipa,
to the west of Biirni~iin.~~
equivalent to the year 714,41not long before Huichio's visit to the region. The
author of the text was the lord of Gazan (i.e. Ghazna) (ya<avoxo66qoo). He says
he established this stiipa (arono) when there was a ~ i i r kruler and an Arab ruler
( ~ a h 6 0~ O ~ Xapo
K O 60 r a < ~ y Xapo
o
ara6o). his is apparently a reference to the
situation described also by Huichiio, when the Arabs held western ~okharistan
and ~ a l k hbut
, the Tiirk ruler, king of ~ a l k hpersisted
,
in the mountains to the
east.42It is striking that this Bactrian speaker, the lord of ~ h a z n afounded
,
a new
stiipa in the midst of the Arab incursions and wars in the region. He dedicates
the merit of the foundation to the success of his family and gives homage to the
Buddhas (vapo po66avo). The text uses a number of Buddhist Sanskrit terms in
somewhat naturalized Bactrian forms.
j9

40

The Hye-Ch'o Diary, pp. 55-6.

Jonathan Lee and Nicholas Sims-Williams, 'The Antiquities and lnscription of
Tang-i Safedak', Silk Road Art and Archaeology, 9 (2003): pp. 159-84.
4'
This date, like the other dates given in this article for the Bactrian texts, assumes
the Bactrian era of 2 October 223 recently proposed by F. de Blois, 'Du nouveau sur la
chronologie bactrienne post-hellbnistique: I'kre de 223-224 ap. J.-C.', in Comptes rendus des
se'ances - Acade'mie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres,juin 2006, pp. 991-7; this is the Sasanian
era, imported to Tokharistan during the earlier period of Sasanian domination of the
region. Previously the era was tentatively identified as beginning in 233 ( ~ i m s - ~ i l l i a m s ,
New Light on Ancient Afghanistan, p. 9).
42
Qutayba ibn Muslim successfully fought and killed a major local ruler, ~ C z a k
Tarkhan, in 709-10. Lee and Sims-Williams, 'The Antiquities and Inscription of Tang-i
~afedak',pp. 167-8, offers several other possible, similar interpretations.
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Some of the Bactrian documents on leather that have come to light also
inadvertently indicate the presence of Buddhist monks in the Hindu ~ ~ s
mountains as late as the mid-eighth century. One partially preserved Bactrian
letter, of uncertain date, is addressed to a monk bearing the Sanskrit name
~ahulabhadraand the title of an eminent scholar, dcdrydrya (puoAopa6po
a a a p ~ a p u o )Two
. ~ ~ dated documents contain an apparently traditional formula
used in the sale of land, stating that the land may be used by the new owner for
any purpose, including for a temple or a Buddhist monastery: that is, a vihiira
(pauapo b pa ha^-/).^^ One document was written in 729 in a place called Rizm, the
other in 747 in Gandar,45both by men serving the lord of Rob (Bactrian popo,
Arabic Rawb), a region in the mountains south and east of Balkh. In both, the
payment in the transaction was in 'Arab silver dirhams'. The exact chronology
of the Arabs' control over the valleys of the Hindu Kush requires further
investigation, but it is noteworthy that the contracts were made 'in the presence
of the god Wakhsh' (nwo payo oaxbo), perhaps meaning they were made at a
temple or shrine of this god. These documents show that a local god continued
to have at least symbolic authority in the area for some years after the Arab
conquest of the region. One of these documents states explicitly that the land
was being sold by its owner in order to make money to pay the Arab poll-tax
or ~ r a b ijizya)
c
levied on non-Muslims. Here the jizya
(Bactrian ralj~ayyoya<~ro,
is paid by a man acknowledging a local god.
Two short, specifically Buddhist, texts in Bactrian have come out of
Afghanistan. One of the recently deciphered Bactrian fragments contains a
formulaic colophon to a Buddhist work, including a dedication of the merit from
copying the text.46This traditional Buddhist expression, common to colophons of
Buddhist texts, must be the last leaf in a once larger manuscript. It is impossible
to think that this is the only Buddhist manuscript ever written in Bactrian; it
must be the trace of a larger body of texts now lost. Another ~ u d d h i s ttext in
Bactrian survives on what appears to be a small cloth pennant. It invokes the
bodhisattvas and is decorated with drawings..17All of these Bactrian texts have
been deciphered and interpreted by ~ i c h o l a Sims-~illiams.
s
Some other legal documents in Bactrian (dated 659-722) originating in
GuzgZn, to the west of ~ a l k h do
, not give any direct indication of ~uddhism.
-.I'

BD2, jil. After the obeisant greeting, the matter of the message is unfortunately
not legible.
44
BD1, V24, W21. The spelling pluapo, closer to the original lndic loan-word, also
occurs in a Bactrian Buddhist amulet full of Bactrianized Sanskrit terms (BDZ.za190, line 19).
45
In the Arabic documents Ghandar; thus not to be interpreted as Gandhira (BD2,
p. 206).
46
BD2, za and zb; see also the small fragment zc. Previously published in Nicholas
Sims-Williams, 'A Bactrian Buddhist Manuscript', in Jens Braarvig (ed.), Buddhist
Manuscripts Volume I, Manuscripts in the Schoyen Collection I (Oslo, 2000), pp. 275-7.
47
BD2, za.
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The god Wakhsh, on the other hand, enjoys great prestige there: Payo oaxbo
Payavo hauo, 'the god wakhsh, king of the g ~ d s ' . ~ W a k h is
s ha witness to legal
transactions in GuzgZn as in the Bactrian documents from the Hindu ~ u s h .
Yet among all the Iranian names in the GuzgZn documents, the appearance of
'Rahul, leader of the people of Lizag', points indirectly to Buddhism: RZhula was
the Buddha's son, his name being therefore not uncommon among B ~ d d h i s t s . ~ ~
Not only Bactrian but pieces of Sanskrit texts have been discovered in
Tokharistan, attesting that this language, too, was studied in the region up until
the Arab conquest. For the most part, Sanskrit texts were brought out of India
into other regions only in association with the propagation of Buddhism. Both
the find-spots of these fragmentary texts, where known, and their contents,
where legible, confirm this in the case of Tokharistan and the neighbouring
regions. Pieces of Sanskrit manuscripts in BrZhmi script dating as late as the
eighth century have been found both in the Hindu Kush, at BZmiyZnSOand
~ l also in the valley of the Oxus, north of the river,
nearby Shahr-i Z ~ h a k , and
. ~ ~ finds, though highly fragmentary, show
at Ajina-Tepa and Z a n g - T e ~ aThese
that Buddhist Sanskrit scholarship was pursued in the area until the advent of
the Arabs and perhaps even afterwards. The Sanskrit manuscripts at Shahr-i
Zohak, a ruined castle 15 kilometres east of BZmiyZn, included medical texts.53
A number of other Buddhist Sanskrit texts, dated on palaeographic grounds
to the first to sixth centuries, have emerged from Afghanistan with no clear
indication of their find-spots, but the BrZhmi scripts used are very close to
those employed at BZmiyZn and GilgiLS4Much earlier Buddhist texts, written on
birch bark scrolls in GZndhZri, in the Kharosthi script, have also come to light in
Afghanistan; despite their great importance for the history of Buddhism, these
are not directly relevant to the present study because these date from the first
centuries of the Common Era.55
48

~ i c h o l a s~ i m s - ~ i l l i a m'Bactrian
s,
~ e g a Documents
l
from 7th- and 8th-Century
Guzgan', Bulletin of the Asia Institute, 15 (2001): pp. 9-29, pp. 14-15 (03').
49
Sims-Williams, 'Bactrian Legal Documents from 7th- and 8th-Century ~uzgan',
pp. 20-21 (uu 4-5).
50
Sylvain Lkvi, 'Note sur des manuscrits sanscrits provenant de Bamiyan
(~fghanistan)et de Gilgit (~achemire)',]ournalAsiatique, 220 (1932): pp. 1-45, at pp. 1-13.
51
Bernard Pauly, 'Fragments sanskrits dlAfghanistan (fouilles de la D.A.F.A.)',]OU~~~
Asiatique, 255 (1967): pp. 273-83.
52
Litvinsky, 'An Outline History of Buddhism in Central Asia', p. 111. One page in
Buddhist Sanskrit at Zang-tepa apparently contains part of a vinaya text: that is, it deals
with the monastic code.
53
Pauly, 'Fragments sanskrits d'Afghanistan'.
54
Braarvig (ed.), Buddhist Manuscripts Volume 1 (see especially the appendix by Lore
sander on the dating of the scripts, pp. 285-300).
55
Richard Salomon, Ancient Buddhist Scrolls fiom Gandhara: The British Library
Kharosthi Fragments (Seattle, 1999); id., h he Senior Manuscripts: Another Collection of
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~ o r t hof the Oxus, in the side of Tokharistan that was formerly part of the
Soviet Union, Russian archaeologists have made additional important discoveries
of ~ u d d h i ssites
t
that have not received sufficient a t t e n t i ~ nAt
. ~Ajina-Tepa,
~
east
,
of a Buddhist vihiira were unearthed containing the remains
of ~ i r m i d hruins
of wall paintings and sculpture dated from the fifth to the eighth centuries.
Among the remains was a giant statue of the Buddha reclining just before his
parinirviina. Though mostly badly damaged, these material finds give an idea of
what must once have been a lively culture of images blending ancient Iranian
and Buddhist visual arts into new, local forms5' Another Buddhist vihira was
discovered north of the Oxus by the same archaeologists at Kala-i ~afirnigan,
on the QubZdhiyZn River, dated by the coins found there to the early seventh to
mid-eighth century.58
In short, both fragmentary texts and material remains attest to the living
presence of Buddhism, and learning both in Sanskrit and probably also in the
local, Bactrian language, in Tokharistan in the eighth century, before, during,
and, for a time, after the settlement of Arabs in the region. By contrast with
this evidence attesting to Buddhist scholarship and practice in the area, Arabic
sources do not relate any information about Buddhism as such in this region;
they speak only vaguely of polytheism and idolatry if they mention the local
inhabitants at all. his in itself shows that they recognized that they were
dealing not with ~hristians,Manichaeans or Jews. ~uichao'saccount around 726
gives a Buddhist point of view, stating simply that in this time both the Persians
and the Arabs 'serve heaven, and do not know the buddhadharma' P%4~%i%ih.59
In retrospect, the eventual ascendancy of ~slarnin Tokharistan and writing
in Arabic may seem to have been inevitable, but to people of the region
during the mid-eighth century, when resistance to the Arabs was ongoing, it
was probably not so clear that the Arabs were there to stay. It seems, indeed,
on the basis of the sources just reviewed, that Buddhism and local polytheism
coexisted with Arab Muslim rule for a period of decades. For now, it is hard to
Gandhiran Buddhist Scrolls',loumal of the American Oriental Society, 123 (2003): pp. 73-92.
Richard Salomon, 'New Manuscript Sources for the Study of Gandhiran Buddhism', in Pia
Brancaccio and Kurt Behrendt (eds), Gandhciran Buddhism (Vancouver, 2006), pp. 135-47
summarizes the significance of the newly discovered early Gindhiri texts.
56
For an overview of the sources and earlier archaeology demonstrating the
presence of Buddhist institutions in this area, see ~itvinsky,'An Outline History of
Buddhism in Central Asia', pp. 110-20.
57
B.A. Litvinsky and T.I. ~eimal', Adiina-Tepa: Arkhitektura, iivopis', Skulptura
(MOSCOW,
1971) and The Buddhist Monastery of ~ j i n aTepa, with numerous photographic
plates, especially in the former. The coin finds at Ajina-Tepa date c.650-750 (The Buddhist
Monastery of Ajina Tepa, pp. 19-20).
B.A. Litvinsky, '~alai-~afirnigan.
Problems in the ~ e l i g i o nand Art of ~ a r l y
Medieval Tokharistan', East and West, 31 (1988): pp. 35-66.
59
The Hye-Ch'o Diary, p. 53, text 7a10 and 7b2-3.
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know about the daily relations between the Arab colonizers and the people of
~okharistan.However, the latest dated Bactrian documents, together with 32
Arabic documents on leather from ~okharistanthat have also recently come
to light, dated 755-77, afford glimpses of the assimilation and accommodation
of the population to their new rulers. These Arabic documents of Bactria have
been edited and studied by Geoffrey Khan.60They are apparently from the same
archive containing many of the Bactrian documents and refer to members of
the same family. Some 23 of these Arabic documents are tax receipts dated 76474. The tax officials commonly have ~ r a b i cnames with Iranian patronymics,
These are evidently local converts to Islam or
such as al-Hasan ibn Wara~iin.~'
the children of converts who gave their sons Arabic
The sons likely
learned Arabic through social intercourse with their Arab Muslim neighbours
and, no doubt, from the study of the Qur'iin in buildings converted to mosques.
Subsequently they became local governors, officials and ~ e c r e t a r i e s . ~ ~
The Bactrian name Mir son of Bek ( ~ i ibn
r Btk) appears a number of times
in the Arabic documents, the same name also appearing in three of the latest
o
which are dated to about 747-72.64This in
Bactrian documents ( p ~ p op q ~ nopo),
itself shows a society with two languages in different official uses for different
legal concerns.65Mir was a landowner who had disputes with his brothers;
they shared lands and three of them were married polyandrously to one wife,
polyandry being an ancient local practice long attested, and noticed most
. ~ ~Arabic and Bactrian documents mention some of the
recently by H ~ i c h i i oThe
same places, such as Madr and Rizm.
60

Geoffrey Khan, Arabic Documents from Early Islamic Khurusan (London, 2007), and
'Newly Discovered Arabic Documents from Early Abbasid Khurasan', in Petra Sijpesteijn
et al. (eds), From al-Andalus to Khurusan ( ~ e i d e n2007)~
,
pp. 201-15.
61
Waraz-, oapaz-, is an element in several attested Bactrian names. See BD2, p. 241b.
62
he latter type would reflect Richard Bulliet's theory (Conversion to Islam in the
~edievalPeriod: An Essay in Quantitative History [cambridge, 19791, pp. 18-19) that the last
non-Arabic name in a Muslim's genealogy indicates the ancestor who converted.
Similarly also Khan, Arabic Documents from Early Islamic Khurasan, p. 19: 'It would
appear that members of Iranian administrative families were incorporated into the
Abbasid administration.'
64
~ h a n~, r a b i cDocuments from ~ a r l ylslamic ~hurasan,pp. 20-22, assembles the data
on this family and constructs a family tree of its known members.
65
~ h a n ,Arabic Documents from ark lslamic ~hurasan,pp. 64-5, compares the
distribution of functions of the Arabic and the Bactrian documents.
66
Huichio: 'In the country of Tokhiristin and those of Kipiia, Bimiy5n, and
Zibulistin, two, three, five, or even ten brothers are jointly married to one wife. They
are not allowed to marry separately as they are afraid that separate marriages would ruin
their livelihood' (The Hye-Ch'o Diary, p. 54). The translators' 'livelihood' rendersjiiiji %Zt,
perhaps better understood as 'household economics' or 'family economy'. It seems that
the point is rather about inheritance laws and ownership rather than livelihood per se.
This is precisely what the disputing brothers in Bactrian Document X,including this Mir,
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b he latest dated Bactrian document, from 771-2, tells us more about this
Mir son of ~ e k . " Mir's brother Bab has apparently now separated from their
fraternally shared estate, and Mir has requested the governor, who bears a Tiirkic
name, that he be freed from any liabilities or debts for which his brother was
responsible. This document, unlike the previous ones, contains no references to
local religion; rather it begins with an expression in Persian: 'in the name of ~ o d '
(71160 vapo I E < I ~This
) . ~ clearly
~
indicates that the formulae, if not the religion, of
the ruling ~ u s l i m shad been adopted. One can only wonder if Bab's departure
reflects a new family pattern brought by the norms of the Arab settlers and Islam,
but it is impossible to say very much on the basis of one document alone.
Al-~ahshiy2ri(d. 942) tells in his history of viziers and secretaries how Arabic
became the official language ofgovernment accounts in the province of ~ h o r a s a n
in 741-42. o he capital, including the offices of administration, had very recently
been shifted eastward to Balkh for a few years (736-38) by Asad ibn '~bdalliih.
Nasr ibn Sayygr, Asad's replacement, apparently had just moved it back to Marw
in 739.69Al-~ahshiygriwrites:70
Most of the secretaries of Khorasan at that time were Magians (majiis). The
accounts were kept in Persian (bill-~iirsiyya).So Yisuf ibn 'Umar [al-~haqafi],
who was then governor of 'lriq, in the year 124 sent a letter to Nasr ibn SayyPr
[governor of ~horasan],...ordering him not to resort to any of the polytheists
have to say, c.760 (ed. and trans. BD1, pp. 136-7): 'Now it has been thus agreed by us, that
it is not necessary for us to quarrel and it is not necessary (for us) to destroy (our) house;
so now .. a mutual agreement has been made by us, and our ditches and .., and our houses
and persons and homes and estates, much and little, good and bad, mountain and rivervalley, slave-girls and slaves, (shall) belong (to us) equally, and we shall live just as it is the
custom (for) brother to live with brother. And we shall possess the woman whose name
(is) Zeran as a three-(some) ..' By 'house' here the Bactrian text refers not only to property
but to the family itself. A Bactrian polyandrous marriage contract survives from as early
as 333 CE (Document A, BD1, pp. 32-5).
67
BD1, document Y.
68
BD1, pp. 144-5.
69
Al-Tabari, TiirTkh al-mu1 wa'l-muliik, ed. Michael Jan de Goeje (15 vols, Leiden,
1879-1901), series 2, part 3, p. 1591, under year 118: wa'ttakhadha Asadun madinata Balkha
diiran fi sanati 118 wa-naqala ilayhii al-dawciwina wa'ttakhadha al-m~iini'athumma ghazci
Tukhiiristiina thumma ardalabghiiya. From this point on, Asad's narrative is centred on
Balkh. when Nasr next took over the government of Khorasan, the first campaign was
from Balkh, but he then returned (qafala) to Marw, which again became the base of ~ r a b
operations in Khorasan, and, presumably, of the administration, too (~abari,Tiinlh alrusul wa'l-muliik, series 2, part 3, p. 1688). ~ f~ .a m i l t o n~lexanderRosskeen Gibb, he Arab
Conquests in Central Asia ondo don, 1923; repr. New ~ o r k1970).
,
pp. 80-81, and ha lid ~ a h y a
Blankinship, The End of thelihiid State (Albany, 1994)~p. 183.
70
Al-Jahshiyiiri, Das Kitiib al-Wuzarii' wa-l-~uttiibdes Abii 'Abdalliih ~uhammadibn
'Abdiis al-6ahjiyiiri, ed. Hans Miik (Leipzig, 1926), pp. 64-5.
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(ili ahad min ah1 al-shirk) in his government and his books. The first one to
c ~ s h a qibn ~ u l a y qthe Scribe.
translate the writing from Persian into ~ r a b i was

his description is quite likely for Marw, a city of the former Sasanian Empire.
One expects that literate Magians would be keeping the records there in Persian.
However, for the recently dominated territory of Tokharistan, I have found
no substantial trace of Magians in this period in the available materials, and
the Bactrian language was in current use for the purposes of record-keeping,''
he capital and its administration had just been moved to and from Balkh.
could the passage then refer not only to Magians but also to Buddhists and
Bactrian polytheists who wrote in Bactrian, not Persian? In that case, it would
not be the only time that later authors in Arabic would conflate the people of
~okharistanand the Persians, or mistake Buddhism for Magianism. For example,
t
at Balkh as a
a contemporary of the Barmakids disparaged the ~ u d d h i s vihira
fire-temple.72In any case, the Arabic sources usually do not distinguish clearly
the people of the former Persian Empire from those of Tokharistan, even though
they had previously lived under separate governments for centuries.

ABU HAFS AL-KIRMANTS AKHBAR AL-BAMMIKA
It is in this background of the Arab occupation of Tokharistan, and contact
between the colonists and the locals, that the Barmakid family became involved
71

Nicholas Sims-Williams, 'Some Reflections on Zoroastrianism in Sogdiana and
Bactria', in David Christian and Craig Benjamin (eds), Realms of the Silk Roads: Ancient
,
pp. 1-12, presents evidence for 'Zoroastrian' words and
and Modem ( ~ u r n h o u t ZOOO),
gods in Bactria. Strictly speaking, these are Bactrian words with cognates in Avestan
and gods shared in common with Sasanian Zoroastrianism, not evidence for a Bactrian
Zoroastrianism, as such, particularly in the confessional sense encountered in western
Iran under the later Sasanids. ~remblay,'The Spread of Buddhism in ~erindia',p. 88,
appears to think that the scribes of the Bactrian documents were in fact ~azdaeans,
albeit 'apathetic as to the choice between Mazdeism and Buddhism' in their terminology.
I think, however, that the legal terms of their documents are formulaic and do not reflect
the scribes' religious preference. Nor do I think it is entirely clear whether references to
gods such as wakhsh are ' ~ a z d a e a n in
' any meaningful sense. The character of eastern
Iranian Mazdaism, clearly different in some respects from the Sasanian type, requires
further research.
'' In a poem by Abii '1- awl al-Himyari (fl. from a l - ~ a h dtoi al-Amin: Fuat Sezgin,
Geschichte des arabischen Schrifiturns [vols 1-9, Leiden, 1967-1984;vols lo-, ~rankfurt,2000- I,
vol. 2 p. 599), mocking al-Fad1 ibn Yahya al-~armakias having suspiciously un-Islamic
roots, the Nawbahar is described as 'a house of polytheism and unbelief in which a fire
is worshipped' wa-baytu shirkin wa-kufiin bihi tu'azzamu niirii (cited by Yaqiit, ~uldiin,see
Jacut's geographisches Whrterbuch, ed. Ferdinand wiistenfeld [6 vols, Leipzig, 1866-731,
vol. 4, p. 820).
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in the politics of the caliphate. There are several excellent modern surveys of the
history of the Barmakids, based on numerous reports gleaned from the extant
medieval sources. However, a large amount of the information available on the
~armakidsderives in fact from just one source, an ~ r a b i cauthor who lived
c.800, Abi Hafs 'Umar ibn al-Azraq al-Kirmini. Al-Kirmini wrote a history of the
~armakids,called Akhbiir al-Bariimika wa-fadii'iluhum (The History and Virtues of the
~armakids).~'
Because some of al-Kirmini's history is related on the authority
of the ~ a r m a k i dMuhammad ibn Yahyi ibn Khilid, the great-grandson of the
Barmak, it must reflect to some extent an account from the Barmakid family
itself. It includes remarkable, personal details not found elsewhere, but its
narrative is motivated by the purpose to glorify the bar ma kid^.^^ Unfortunately,
the work is not extant in its entirety. Only separate passages from it survive,
cited by Ibn al-Faqih (wrote c.903), al-Tabari (d. 923), Yiqfit (d. 1229), Ibn
al-'Adim (d. 1262) and others.75The Persian historian Yazdi used it as the basis
of a short historical romance about the Barmakids, Tiinikh-i AI-i Barmak, written
in 1360.76
One long excerpt surviving from al-Kirmini's work deals with the origins of
their family in the person of the ~ a r m a khimself; it has been known since the
n
geography in 1885. ~ h r e main
e
versions of this text
publication of ~ b al-Faqih's
have been published, all of which are to some extent defective. De Goeje's edition
n
was the first, and it has served as the basis for most scholars
of ~ b al-Faqih
dealing with the Barmak. However, a manuscript in ash had containing the
text of Ibn al-faqih was published in facsimile in 1987;77this was not available
to de Goeje, but here the relevant passage has a substantially better text,
including whole sentences left out by the manuscripts used in de Goeje's edition.
Importantly, the ashh had manuscript includes the citation of al-~irrnlnias
its source for this passage, whereas that citation is lost in de Goeje's edition.78
73

Bosworth, 'AbU ~ a f 'Umar
s
al-Kirmini, p. 268.
74
Ibid., pp. 269-70.
75
Bosworth, ibid., presents all of this information with analyses of several passages.
76
Yazdi, Chrestomathie persane a l'usage des hlkves de I'hcole sphciale des langues onentales
vivantes, ed. Charles Schefer (2 vols, Paris, 1883-85), vol. 2, pp. 2-104 (Persian side).
77
Ibn al-Faqih, Mukhtqar Kitiib al-buldiin, facsimile of ms. 5229 Ridawiya Library,
Mashhad in Collection of Geographical Works by Ibn al-~aqih,lbn Fadliin, Abii Dulaf al-Khuzraji,
Series C Facsimile Editions 43, ed. Fuat Sezgin (Frankfurt, 1987).
78
Bosworth did not recognize that al-KirmZni was also the source of Ibn al-Faqih
on the Barmakids, because the citation by name was not indicated in de Goeje's edition.
It is, however, explicitly stated in the ashh had ms. of ~ b al-~aqih
n
(presented below) and
in YZqit's quotation of the passage. The missing citation led Bosworth ('AbU ~ a f 'Umar
s
al-~irmZni,p. 271) to think that Ibn al-~aqih'saccount was from a different source and
supposed a chronology in conflict with the other reports also derived from al-KirmZni.
In fact, however, he guessed the solution rightly himself, suggesting that there are two
individuals named Barmak under discussion, one the father of the last ~ a r m a kthat
,
is,
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evert he less the ash had text is not without its own problems. Finally, Yijqitps
geographical encyclopaedia Mu'jam al-buldiin contains the same text, and while
it shows the editorial hand of its learned author, it gives a third witness often
corresponding more closely with the ash had manuscript than with de Goeje's
e d i t i ~ n . Here
' ~ 1 present the text following the ash had manuscript, using ~ i j q i t
and de Goeje's edition in the following translation only in the few places marked.
I have standardized the language and eliminated some grammatical mistakes
in the ash had text without note, only indicating a few more important and
necessary alterations to the wording of the passage. Section numbers have been
added to the translation to facilitate the discussion to follow.80
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the grandfather of KhZlid ibn Barmak. This is indeed the case, as clarified below in the
notes to the text.
79
Ibn al-Faqih, Mukhtasar Kitiib al-buldiin, ed. Michael Jan de Goeje ( ~ e i d e n 18851,
,
pp. 322-4. Yiqiit, Geographisches Worterbuch, vol. 4, pp. 817-19.
80
Previous translations appear in English (Assadullah Souren ~elikian-Chirvani,
'The Buddhist Ritual in the Literature of ~ a r l yIslamic Iran', in Bridget Allchin [ed.], South
Asian Archaeology 1981 [cambridge, 19841, pp. 272-9, at p. 275, based on Ibn al-faqih and
Yiqiit, and leaving out the part on the Barmak's life) and ~ r e n c h(Abrigh du Livre des
pays, trans. Henri Mass6 [ ~ a m a s c u s19731,
,
pp. 383-5, based on de Goeje's edition; and
Assadullah Souren Melikian-Chirvani, 'L'Cvocation littkraire du bouddhisme dans 1'Iran
musulman', in Le Monde Iranien et I'Islam: Socihtb et Cultures, vol. 2 [ ~ e n e v a19741,
,
pp. 1-72,
at pp. 12-14 and 21-2).
Mashhad ms., p. 321,l. 18 -YI.
Yad supplied in Yiqiit, Geographisches Worterbuch, vol. 4, p. 818.1. 15.
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[~ollowinga list of the cities founded by Dh6 'I-Qarnayn, i.e. Alexander
the Macedonian, including Balkh:] In Balkh is the Nawbahir, built by the
Barmakids. 'Umar ibn al-Azraq al-Kirmini said:
The Barmakids were a noble people for a long time in Balkh before the
petty kings.88Their religion was idol worship. Then Mecca was described
to them, and the circumstances of the Kaaba therein, and the religious
practice of the Quraysh and the Arabs who supported them. Therefore
they made the house of the Nawbahir in imitation of the sacred house
of God, and erected idols around it, adorned it with silk brocade (a/-daiij)
and silk cloth (al-hark), and attached precious gems to it.

Hadd following Yiqit, Geographisches Worterbuch, vol. 4, p. 818,l. 18, rather than
Mashhad ms., fol. 322,l. 10wihid.
84
Mashhad ms., p. 322, 1. 12 JL d l A2 Jl. Clearly de Goeje's emendation of his
codices ( ~ b al-Faqih,
n
Mukhtgar Kitib al-buldin, p. 323.1.13) from 'Barmak ibn Barmak Abi
Khilid' to 'Barmak Abi Barmak Abi hi lid' is correct, as this alone makes what follows
sensible. 1 follow his emendation here.
Min with daminii emending Mashhad ms., p. 322,l. 12 F a n d Yiqiit, Geographisches
Worterbuch, vol. 4, p. 818,l. 21 'an.
86
The text here is uncertain between rahba and la-arji'u, having different readings in
de Goeje's edition ( ~ b nal-~aqih,~ u k h t g aKitib
r
al-buldiin, p. 323,H. 17-18), the ash had
ms., p. 322, 1. 16 (where the words are written unclearly), and Yiqit (~eographisches
Worterbuch, vol. 4, p. 719,l. 2).
Mashhad ms., p. 322,l. 18 &+I.
This identifies their family origin as supposedly pre-Sasanian. he 'petty kings',
muliik al-tawi'if, refer to the many kings who are supposed to have ruled after the
destruction of Alexander.
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The meaning of NawbahZr is 'the New' (BahZr). Their custom, whenever
they built a fine building and constructed a noble vault, was to festoon
it with fragrant herbs (a/-rayhin) and to crown it withe9the first herbs to
arise in that moment. heref fore, when they built that house, they put the
first fragrant herb to spring up in that time: it was the bahiir [oxeye], so it
was named N a ~ b a h i i r . ~ ~
The Iranians (a/- jam) used to glorify it and make pilgrimage to it, send
gifts to it, drape it in different kinds of cloth, and fix flags on top of its
dome, the name of which among them was a/-Ustup [ ~ a c t r i a narorro, from
Sanskrit stiipa]. The dome was one hundred cubits in its diameter, its
height over one hundred cubits, with circular arcades around it.91Around
the house there were three hundred and sixty compartments in which
dwelt its servants, attendants, and custodians. For each resident in those
cells there was the service of a day; they did not serve again for a year.
It is said that the wind would sometimes carry the silk from the flags on
top of the dome and cast it to Tirmidh; the distance between the two
[from there to ~ i r m i d h ]was twenty-two farsakhs. They used to call its
chief custodian 'Barmak', because they likened the house to Mecca, and
.~~
they said its custodian is 'in charge of Mecca' (abar ~ a k k a )Whoever
among them took the office of custodianship used to be called Barmak.93
The kings of India, China, the Kabul shah and other kings used to practice
that religion (dhiilika a/-din) and make pilgrimage to that house. Their
custom, whenever they arrived at it, was to bow down to the biggest idol
and kiss Barmak's hand. hey had granted the Barmak seven farsakhs in

3.

4.

e9

Everett Rowson informs me of another variant given in the edition of YBqut at
his disposal: wa-tawakhkhaw li-dhilika 'and they had recourse for that to'. This may be
preferable to the reading wa-yutawwijii bi-dhiilika in the texts I have at hand.
90
~elikian-Chirvani'ssuggestion ('The Buddhist Ritual in the Literature of ~ a r l y
Islamic Iran', p. 275), based on Yiqut's text, was that the word was vowelled ~ a w b u h i r ,
supposedly reflecting a Sogdian pronunciation. This must be abandoned now that the
Bactrian word Pauapo has come to light.
91
One hundred Abbasid cubits in the time of al-Ma'min is 48.25 meters, or about
158.3 feet (cf. 'Dhiri" i n ~ l ' ) .XuhnzAng's description says it is two hundred chi l i in height.
One chi in the Tang period was 30.3 cm (Endymion Wilkinson, Chinese History: A ~ a n u a l ,
Revised and Enlarged [cambridge, 20001, p. 238), so he estimates it is as 60.6 meters, or 198.8
feet, in height.
92
Middle Persian abar is preserved only in the Mashhad ms.; it became meaningless
to other copyists who changed the phrase to b i b Makka 'the gate of Mecca' (as in de Goeje's
edition of ~ b al-Faqih,
n
p. 323,l. 6), and Ibn Makka (as in YBqiit, ~eographisches~ o r t e r b u c h ,
vol. 4, p. 818,l. 12).Clearly the latter two phrases are not as apt as folk etymologies as abar
Makka since neither captures the sound of 'Barmak' so well.
93
In this translation, the presence or absence of the definite article before Barmak
follows the Arabic text throughout this passage.
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diameter9' of the lands around the Nawbahir [de Goeje's ed.: and a farm
All
district called Zuwin in Tokharistan, eight farsakhs by four fanakh~].~'
the inhabitants of that district ( r ~ s t i qwere
) ~ ~ slaves of his upon whom
he adjudicated however he wished. The house had many endowments of
property (wuqifl and great estates, beyond the extraordinary gifts that
exceeded all limits, and all its wealth (amwil) was for the expenses of the
Barmak in charge of it.
Barmak after Barmak continued to administer it until Khorasan was
invaded in the days of 'uthmin ibn 'Affin [caliph 644-561, may God be
pleased with him. The office of custodian had gone to Barrnak, father
of Barrnak who was Khilid's father." Barmak went to 'Uthmin together
Then
with dihqinsg8who were guarantors of money for the co~ntry.'~
he was attracted by Islam, so he submitted [i.e. converted to slam] and
was named 'Abdallih. He returned to his children, his household, and his
country, but they disapproved of his slam. They put one of his children
in his place as Barmak.loO~ E z a kTarkhin,lol one of the kings, wrote to
~ a r m a k appalled
,
by his conversion to slam and appealing to him to
return to the religion of his fathers. Then Barmak wrote to him, 'It is only
by choice, and knowing its superiority, without fear or dread, that 1 have
entered this religion. I am not about to return to an obviously flawed

Perhaps rather 'seven square farsakhs'.
Ibn al-Faqih, Mukhtqar Kitcib al-buldcin, ed. de Goeje, p. 323,l. 10, gives this phrase
where the Mashhad ms. does not.
96
Middle Persian r6zdcig (perhaps also a similar word in ~actrian),referring to a
farm district. See 'Rustiik' in ~ f .
97
Here the Mashhad ms. (p. 322,l. 12) shows a haplography, ilci Barmak AbiKhcilid,
where de Goeje's edition (p. 323,l. 13) has a correct emendation ilci Barmak AbiBamak Abi
Khiilid (the codices at de Goeje's disposal had ilci Barmak ibn Bamak Abi Khiilid, with the
easy confusion of ibn and abi).
98
Dihqcins were the traditional aristocratic land-owning class in Iran. Both YHqiit
and de Goeje's edition have instead the similarly spelled rahci'in, 'hostages'.
99
De Goeje, p. 323,ll. 13-14 has a different sentence here: 'Barmak went to 'UthmZn
among hostages given as security (F rahci'in) and went down to Medina'. I cannot tell
whether the sense of the verb daminu is that these were aristocrats liable for the produce
of their land as taxes or whether, as hostages, they were guarantors of a treaty in favour
of the Arabs. See 'Damin' in EP.
loo
Here the Mashhad ms. has an illegible word made clear by Yiqiit, Geographisches
Worterbuch, vol. 4, p. 818, 1. 22. De Goeje's edition, p. 323, 11. 14-15: 'He returned to his
children and the Barmak-hood (al-bamakatu) went to one of his children'.
lo'
NCzak TarkhHn is a name apparently held by several rulers of ~okharistan
(as suggested by Grenet, 'Regional Interaction in Central Asia and Northwest ~ndia',
pp. 214-18). See also 'Tarkhin' and 'Nizak, Tarkhan' in El2. he title rapxavo occurs in
three Bactrian documents, dated about 629-671, and in the Bactrian letter jg.1 ( B D ~
pp. 134-5 and p. 269a), though not with the name ~Czak.
95
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religion, the shame of which has been laid bare'. Nezak became angry
and advanced toward Barmak with a strong troop. The Barmak wrote to
him, 'YOU already know my love of peace. I have asked the kings for help
against you, and they have responded, so turn the reins of your horses
back from me, lest you compel me to meet you'. So he turned back from
him.
hen he [ ~ ~ z ~aakr k h Z n came
]
to him by surprise with a night attack,
and killed him and ten of his sons. He had no successor remaining except
the Barmak, that is, the father of KhZlid, for his mother fled with him, he
being still a child, to the land of Qashmir. He grew up there and studied
astrology, medicine, and the branches ofphilosophy (anwi'anminal-hikma),
while remaining in the religion of his ancestors. A plague and pestilence
befell the people of his country and they took it as a bad omen due to
abandoning their religion and entering slam, so they wrote to Barmak
and he came to them. hey seated him in his father's place and he took
over control of the NawbahZr, and he was called ~ a r m a k .
He married a daughter of the king of taghZniyZn. She bore for him
al-Hasan, for whom he was given the kunya Abi 'I-Hasan, and KhZlid,
'Umar, and u m m KhZlid. SulaymZn ibn Barmak was from another woman
from the people of Bukhara. The lord of Bukhara had given a slave girl to
Barmak as a bride. She bore for him KZl ibn Barmaklo2and Umm al-QZsim.
There are many historical reports about the Barmakids, but it was because
of the building of the NawbahZr that we wanted only [to give] this report
in particular.

6.

7.

8.

Sections 1 and 8 of this translation are ~ b nal-faqih's introduction and
conclusion. Sections 2-7 are part of the al-KirmZni's report written down c.800,
either just before or just after the fall of the Barmakids. Modern scholars have
not addressed the ideological significance of this report, but instead have mined
it for information about Bactrian Buddhism or dismissed it as purely legendary.
' ~ ~ it
It is indeed a very important source about Buddhism in ~ o k h a r i s t a n , but
was preserved only because it conveys special messages about the status of the
Barmakids. The purpose of sections 2-4 of the report is to show that, before
Islam, the Barmakid family enjoyed a prestige among the Iranians and indeed
among all eastern nations like that of Quraysh among the Arabs. This is totally
explicit. All the kings of the entire east bowed down to them and respected
them. The implicit message is that they are the Iranian twins of the ~Zshimite
lo2

Mashhad ms., p. 323, 1. 7: KZk ibn Barmak. KZl or KZk is evidently a Bactrian
name. Cf. perhaps Bactrian letter cq ( B D ~ )designated
,
as from ah, an abbreviation of
yo
in the letter's opening address.
the full name ~ a h o o ~ a p & aappearing
'03
Melikian-Chirvani, 'The Buddhist Ritual in the Literature of Early Islamic Iran',
pp. 275-6. David Alan Scott, 'The Iranian Face of Buddhism', East and West, 40 (1990):
pp. 43-77, at pp. 64-5.
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~ b b a s i dcaliphs, whose viziers they became, and that these Barmakidr by right
of inheritance should continue to receive high honours. ~t is emphasized that
they were extraordinarily wealthy even before their conversion to Islam, and
that everyone bore rich gifts to them. The NawbahHr at Balkh is equivalent to
the Kaaba at Mecca; this is no small assertion about the status of Balkh. The
claim this passage makes about the Barmakids' enduring inheritance is typical of
~ r a b i cliterature around the time of the Barmakids, when massive genealogical
works were compiled to prove whose family had precedence.Io4~tjustifies the
success of the Barmakids under the Abbasids by emphasizing their glorious and
wealthy past. They enjoy their status by right of inheritance.
Despite the tendentious character of the report, there can be no doubt
that much of the information it contains is authentic, since the descriptions of
Buddhist practices and the institution of the NawbahHr exactly match what is
known from neighbouring regions. The religion of the Barmakids was recognized
as a distinct religion (din) followed also by kings of India, China, and mbul.
The monastery and the stiipa received lavish gifts and donations from their
supporters. Stiipas are objects of pilgrimage, and so was the NawbahHr. The stiipa
was richly decorated and silk flags, banners, or pennants, flying from the top of
the dome of the stiipa. here was a large statue before which people prostrated
themselves. Servants of the shrine lived in cells around the stiipa, in a type of
Buddhist architecture perhaps like that known from neighbouring regions.lo5
Contemporary Buddhist monasteries in China and India possessed inalienable
land properties, called in China fing W, or appanage, and so did the ~awbahHr,
called by the Arabic term for religious endowments of this type, waqf.Io6Huichio
says, for example, that in ~ashmir,'whenever a monastery is built, a village
e
and its inhabitants are immediately donated as an offering to the ~ h r e ~ewels.
Building a monastery without making any donation of a village and its folk is not
done.'lo7In China, the workers on these properties were practically owned by the
monasteries. Moreover, monasteries in China sometimes did possess true slaves
for menial tasks and cleaning.lo8Huichio says again of ~ashmir,'Since there are
no slaves [in ~ndia],it is necessary to donate villages and their inhabitants'.'*
Whatever their exact legal status near ~ a l k h the
, ~ a w b a h i rpossessed land
'Nasab' in E f .
Until archaeological investigation around ~ a l k hdiscovers the exact site, it is
s
by cells in reference works such as Pierre
possible to see examples of s ~ p a surrounded
Pichard and Franqois Lagirarde (eds), The Buddhist Monastery: A Cross-Cultural Survey (Paris,
2003), pp. 32-3.
lo6
The monastic codes (vina~as)specified that land properties were held by the
monastic establishment in perpetuity (JacquesGernet, Buddhism in Chinese Society [ ~ e w
York, 19951, pp. 67-8).
lo7
The Hye-Ch'o Diary, p. 47.
'08
Gernet, Buddhism in Chinese Society, pp. 94-141.
'09
The Hye-Ch'o Diary, p. 47.
'04

'05
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endowments populated by what are described as slaves ('abid) by al-Kirminfs
source. All these practices are typical of monasteries and sttipas in neighbollring
countries in the same period.Il0
Specific terminology shows that al-Kirmini's source knew real Bactrian
words, though evidently not the Bactrian language. The name of the Nawbahir
has long been recognized as meaning 'New (Buddhist) Monastery'. The
Bactrian documents show us in fact that the name Nawbahir is a Bactrian
. ~ ~ ~spurious folk
word, naturalizing what would be in Sanskrit n a ~ a v i h i i r a The
etymology, connecting the monastery's name with fragrant herbs, shows that
~ dome
the true meaning was lost within a short time of the Arab c o n q u e ~ t . "The
at the Nawbahir is called a/-Ustup, obviously a rendering of the Bactrian loanword orono, from ~ n d i cfor a reliquary monument, or sttipa.l13As seen above, the
title of the custodian, Barmak, is interpreted in the text by a tendentious folk
etymology to prove that the NawbahZr was a pious and well-intended imitation
of Mecca. More than sixty years ago, however, Harold Bailey recognized the name
Barmak as a Bactrian word derived from Sanskrit pramukha, meaning 'chief' or

"O

See also Melikian-Chirvani, 'Buddhism ii. In Islamic Times', in Elr.
Bactrian Pauapo 'vihiira' is mentioned in BD1, Document V, line 24 and Document
W, 21,19. The adjective for 'new' in Bactrian is written voyo by itself, but in compounds,
v o - is attested, as in PtSStlo-vo-oap60 'Second (month of the) new year' Document T,
line 1. voyooapSo '(first month of the) new year' is transcribed into Arabic script as
nwsrd, apparently indicating that the final -yo had ceased to be pronounced (Nicholas
Sims-Williams and Franqois de Blois, 'The Bactrian Calendar', Bulletin of the Asia Institute,
10 [1996]: pp. 149-65, at pp. 158-9, 161).
As late as the eleventh century, the Khwirizmian polymath al-Biruni could report
the word bahiir in a discussion of the sect we know as Buddhists, whom he knew by
the eastern Iranian name shamaniin, saying 'their monuments, the bahiirs of their idols
(bahiiriit ~niimihim)and their farkhiirs are visible on the borders of Khurisin adjacent
to ~ndia'(Chronologie orientalischer Volker von Albe^n?ni,ed. Eduard Sachau [Leipzig, 18781,
p. 206). This obviously refers to Bactria and its mountains. Farkhiir was the Sogdian (and
~hwarezmian?)word for a Buddhist vihiira (Fry'r, fry'r; see tmile Benveniste, ~tudes
sogdiennes [ ~ i e s b a d e n ,19791, pp. 22-3, and Badr-01 Zaman Gharib, Sogdian Dictionary
[ ~ e h r a n 19951,
,
pp. lO8b and 154a). Al-Biruni knew something of Buddhist cosmology
and belief in reincarnation as well, as he relates. For him, however, Buddhism was only
one survival of the primordial, Sibi'an religion of idol-worship, another manifestation of
which was Hellenic paganism.
"2
Melikian-Chirvani ('L'kvocation littkraire du bouddhisme', p. 15) cites M. Filliozat,
saying that the practice of using fragrant herbs in this way is authentic.
113
It is interesting to note that the originally long vowel of stipa has become short.
Perhaps this reflects either a feature of the Bactrian language or the ambiguity of vowel
length in the Bactrian script, or (less likely) that the vowel was shortened in ~ r a b i cas a
normal result of a sukiin on the final letter.
11'
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'leader'.Il4The title is also attested in Khotanese documents and it appears in the
~ i b e t a n~ i y ulung
l bstan pa as ba~-mag.l'~
Nevertheless, the practical significance
of the title and the nature of the office to which it referred are still unknown and
should form the subject of a future study.
~ l - K i r m i nthen
i relates another tale, in section 5 and the beginning of section
6 , doubtless also fictional, designed to give the Barmakids another kind of glory:
priority in Islam. The father of the Barmak - that is, the second to last man
to bear the title Barmak - allegedly converted to Islam after visiting the early
caliph 'Uthmin in ~ e d i n aIt. is impossible to believe that a Buddhist official from
Tokharistan would have travelled to Arabia to convert to slam when the Arabs
had only begun to raid Khorasan. Upon the Barmak's return to Tokharistan, the
new convert was allegedly threatened by the local Turk ruler, who advanced
with an army, for abandoning his religion. This second-to-last Barmak defied
him, saying he had powerful friends to protect him, and at first this Turk was
held at bay by the threat. The story superficially resembles the tale related by
XuAnzAng about the Tiirk, son of the Yabghu Khan, who recently wanted to
attack the New Vihira there to plunder its riches, but was deterred by the deva
Vaiiravana, protector of the monasteryH6It is conceivable, though unlikely and
i
the threat against
impossible to verify, that the tale related to a l - ~ i r m i nabout
the Barmak reflects a distorted narrative of this early seventh-century event.
In any case, when the second-to-last Barmak and most of his family were
killed by ~Ezak'streachery, his wife fled, bearing his sole surviving son to
Kashmir. It is with this child that we encounter a historical figure, the father of
Khilid. He was raised and educated in Kashmir in his ancestral 'idol-worshipping'
religion, and he would eventually return to become the Barmak who fathered
the viziers of the ~bbasids. here is no reason for his immediate descendants to
have fabricated a story about studies in Kashmir (it cannot have enhanced the
prestige of the Barmakids in any special way) and there is every reason to expect
them to know about their immediate ancestor's upbringing. ~ndeed,while even
the hereditary character of the office of Barmak is subject to doubt without
further information about what a pramukha's status entailed, we can be sure that
the father of hal lid was the last ~ a r m a kand
, that he had studied in ~ashmir.

"4

Harold Walter Bailey, 'Iranica', Bulletin o f the School of Oriental and African Studies,
1111 (1943):pp. 1-5, at p. 2.
Tibetan par-mog, bar-mag, Khotanese prramuha-, Ronald Emmerick, Tibetan Texts
Concerning Khotan (London, 1967), p. 137; ~ a r o l dWalter Bailey, 'Hvatanica IV', Bulletin of
the School of oriental and African Studies, 1014 (1942):pp. 886-924, at p. 921. For resolution
of initial cluster pra- in Bactrian cf. the lndic loanword in Bactrian npapavo / napopavo
/parmin/ 'authoritative' ultimately from ~ a n s k r ipramina
t
(BD2, pp. 251-2). For ~ a r m a k ,

"'

one would expect Bactrian *npapo~o,*rrappo~oor *napopo~o.
116
Beal, Si-Yu-Ki, vol. 1, pp. 44-5. Vihiras normally had protective devas, as seen in
the examples from Khotan in the Li Yul Lung bstan pa, passim.
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The subjects that the Barmak studied there are cited as nujiim, tibb and anwi' min
al-hikma: astrology, medicine and different branches of philosophy.
It is relevant, therefore, to review what is known about Kashmiri scholarship
of the seventh and eighth centuries, to determine why it would make a desirable
destination for the last Barmak and his mother, or what in particular he might
have studied there. Historians of Buddhism have long known that Kashmir was
an important centre of Buddhist scholarship from very early times. It remained
so in the late seventh and early eighth century. Texts on logic, abhidharma,
commentaries on canonical texts, and medical works were composed in Sanskrit
in Kashmir in this period."' It is impossible to know exactly what years the
Barmak spent there, except that it was before he came to the court of Hishim
(reg. 724-43) and probably also before the birth of Khilid in 709.
The twelfth-century Sanskrit history of Kas hmir, Kalhana's Rijatarangini,
based on earlier, lost sources, describes the ascent of the powerful Kirkota
dynasty there in this period, and, among other things, their foundation of a large
number of Buddhist monasteries and stiipas. The eighth-century Kirkotan king
~alitiiditya-~uktapida
receives a lot of attention in this history, because under
his leadership Kashmir is supposed to have conquered surrounding regions and
to have repelled foreign invaders, no doubt enriching the country greatly. Among
their foreign foes was Mummuni, tentatively interpreted by L6vi and Chavannes
as a garbled rendition of a/-mu'minin (Arabic for 'the commander of the
believers', i.e. the Caliph).llBThe Rijataranginialso relates that under ~alitidityaMuktipida, a sage from Tokharistan (~uhkhiradeia)named Cankuna, 'brother
of the alchemist (rasasiddha) Kankanavarsa', was brought to the Kashmiri court,
where he became court minister and allegedly produced a great deal of gold by
magical means. Both he and his wife, as well as his son-in-law, the physician
Tiinacandra, founded vihiras in Ka~hmir."~
Unfortunately, the chronology of these Kashmiri kings is not entirely clear.
Aurel Stein calculated that ~uktiipida'sreign lasted 699-735 based on his reading

Jean Naudou, Buddhists o f K d m i r elhi hi, 1980)~esp. pp. 61-77. Charles Willernen,
Bart Dessein and Collett Cox, Sarviistiviida Buddhist Scholasticism ( ~ e i d e n1998)~
,
pp. 138-254.
Ronald Emmerick, 'Ravigupta's Place in ~ n d i a nMedical Tradition', Indologica Taurensia, 3-4
(1975-76): pp. 209-21, esp. pp. 219-21. See also, in general, Hartmut ~ c h a r f eEducation
,
in
,
Ancient India ( ~ e i d e n2002).
Sylvain Ldvi and fdouard Chavannes, 'L'itindraire d'ou-k'ong (751-790)'. journal
Asiatique, 6 (9' sdrie) (1895): pp. 341-84, p. 354, on Kalhana, Riijatararigini, ed. and trans.
Marc Aurel Stein (3 vols, Delhi, 1892-1900; repr. 1979 and 1987)~1V.167 (where see Stein's
note to his translation of the text). Herrnann Goetz, 'The Conquest of ~ o r t h e r nand
Western India by Lalitzditya-Muktipida of Kashrnir', Journal of the Bombay Branch ~ o y a l
Asiatic Society, 2811 (1952): pp. 43ff.; repr. in id., Studies in the History and Art of Kashmir and
,
pp. 8-22 presents a case arguing that the conquests
the Indian Himalaya ( ~ i e s b a d e n1969),
of ~ a l i t i d i t y a - ~ u k t i p i dreached
a
very far abroad, but the argument is full of speculation.
Kalhana, Riijatararigini, vol. 1, pp. 143-7 (1V.211-12, 215-16 and 246-64).
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of ~ a l h a n a However,
.
as he soon acknowledged, this conflicts with the dates
of envoys to China from the different Kashmiri kings as given in the Chinese
court chronicle Tdngshli TEA; these Chinese reports would require Muktipida's
37-year reign to begin no earlier than 724, if Kalhana's terms of reigns are to be
accepted.lZ0In any case, it is certainly excessive to suppose that this Cankuna
from Tokharistan, or his son-in-law, was the Barmak himself (the chronology
does not seem to permit it), or even a Barmakid, but it does show that scholars
and aristocrats from Tokharistan did visit Kashmir. Then again, if the Barmak
was related to rulers of Tokharistan, a family connection cannot be ruled out.
The Chinese traveller Whkdng fc??! went to Kashmir in 759 and stayed for
four years, taking ordination as a Buddhist monk and learning Sanskrit Wnyii %
$6).lZ1His book on his travels notes the presence of three hundred monasteries
there, at one of which - probably one founded by the king Muktipida himselPZz
- Whkbng studied the ~Glasarviistividavinaya. Just over a century before,
~ u h n z i n greported the existence of one hundred monasteries in Kashmir.lz3
Even if the figures are imprecise, and the number of monasteries did not exactly
triple in this time, one has a strong impression that ~uddhismflourished greatly
there and found lavish support between 650 and 750.lZ4Huichio says as much
around 726: 'The kings, the chiefs, and the common people greatly revere the
'~~
the prominent monasteries that ~ h k d n g
Three Jewels' in ~ a s h m i r . Among
lists are a vihcira founded by Cankuna #Tg,a striking verification of the Sanskrit
report of Kalhana much later, and two other vihiiras, one founded by the
YC-IT *TeginlZ6&9%%,
'son of the king of the Turks', and another founded by
the * ~ a t u n(kZdiinqB), queen of the
This implies political and family
connections between the court of Kashmir and that of the Tiirks, including
aristocratic visitors from Tokharistan, further confirming the impression one
takes from ~ a l h a n aof relations between the rulers of the two regions in the
early eighth century. ~ l ofl this adds verisimilitude to a l - ~ i r m i n i sreport that
the Barmak came from ~ a l k hto study in Kashmir. It was a thriving centre of

lZ0

Naudou, Buddhists of KaSmir, p. 266. Marc Aurel Stein, 'Notes on Ou-k'ong's
Account of Kaqmir', Sitzungsberichte der Kaiserlichen Adademie der Wissenschafien in Wien,
phi1.-hist. cl., 135 ( ~ i e n n a1896):
,
pp. 1-32, at p. 2, n. 2. Cf. Pdouard Chavannes, Documents
sur les Tou-Kiue (~urcs)occidentaux (St.-Petersburg, 1903), pp. 166-7.
121
Lbvi and Chavannes, 'L'itinkraire d'0u-k'ong (751-790)'. pp. 354-6.
122
Stein, 'Notes on Ou-k'ong's Account of Kaqmir', pp. 5-7.
lZ3
Beal, Si-Yu-Ki, vol. 1, p. 148.
lZ4
Stein, 'Notes on Ou-k'ong's Account of Ka~mir',p. 21, has already made this
observation.
The Hye-Ch'o Diary, p. 46.
Chavannes, Documents sur les Tou-Kiue (Turcs) occidentaux, p. 367b. See also Stein,
'Notes on Ou-k'ong's Account of Kaqmir', pp. 19-21.
lZ7
L6vi and Chavannes, 'L'itinkraire d'0u-k'ong (751-DO)',pp. 354-5.
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Buddhist scholarship where members of the ruling elite of Tokharistan invested
considerable resources and enjoyed personal connections.
Melikian-Chirvani suggests that the collapse of the Buddhist kingdoms of
eastern Iran provoked a wave of immigration from there to Kashmir.lZ8Since
so many sources of Tibetan Buddhism were in Kashmir during this very period,
future research should look for signs that Bactrian Buddhism was part of what
the Tibetans received.
To return to al-Kirmini's account: ~ventuallythe Barmak was summoned
back to Balkh to take the role and title of Barmak at the NawbahZr. There he
had a family, the description of which closes al-Kirmini's report as cited by
Ibn al-faqih (Part 7 of the translation above). The continuity of the narrative
afterwards is broken because the other known citations of al-Kirmini are
somewhat disconnected.lZ9We are told that the Barmak was brought later with
a number of other Khorasani hostages to the Umayyad caliph HishZm ibn 'Abd
al-Malik in al-RusZfa in Syria, where he converted to Islam. Hishim's reign (72443) is indeed the period in which Balkh was brought totally under control by the
Arabs, in that the city itself was occupied by the Arab garrison.
By this time, the Barmak already had children by a princess (bint malik) of
Caghiiniyiin, a valley in the north of ~okharistanthat was part of the Bactrian
l ~ ~ of these children was KhZlid, born
language area, as implied by X u i n ~ A n g .One
in 709 according to Ibn 'AsZkir.131As a youth (sabiy) Khiilid accompanied his father
the Barmak to the court of Hishim, but he had already spent his early years in
T0khari~tan.l~~
There can be little doubt that, before arriving in Syria, KhZlid's first
language was Bactrian, the language of both his parents, and that his first religion
,
hereafter, a l - ~ i r m i nrelates,
i
~ h Z l i dgrew
was that of the ~ a w b a h i rBuddhism.
b
asl lama ibn
up in the Umayyad court as a very close friend of the ~ r a prince
Hishim ibn 'Abd al-Malik.133KhZlid developed fluency in Arabic, the subject of a
later report, in which he nevertheless identifies himself as 'Iranian' (minal-'~jam).'~~
~upposedlyhis father, the Barmak, held that the caliphate belonged to the heirs
of the prophet, and this encouraged hil lid to work for the ~ b b a s i dda'wa in Jurjin
already in 742-743, after his family had returned to Kh0ra~an.l'~
~elikian-Chirvani,'L'ivocation littiraire du bouddhisme', p. 22.
Bosworth, 'Abi Hafs 'Umar al-Kirmini', has collected, translated, and masterfully
commented on many of these reports and what follows here is based on his work.
130
Beal, Si-Yu-Ki, pp. 36-9. ~ u i n z A n gfound five Buddhist monasteries in Caghiniyin.
Bosworth, 'Abi Hafs 'Umar al-KirmZni', p. 271.
Ibn al-'Adim, Bughyat al-talabfitiirikh Halab, ed. Suhayl Zakkir (12 vols, Damascus,
1988-89), V O ~7,. p. 3019.
13'
Bosworth, 'Abii Hafs 'Umar al-KirmZni', p, 274. Ibn al-'Adim, Bughyat al-talab,
vol. 7, p. 3019.
Not 'Persian', as rendered by Bosworth, 'Abu Hafs 'Umar al-Kirmini', p. 275. Ibn
al-'Adim, Bughyat al-talab, vol. 7, p. 3021.
Bosworth, 'Abi ~ a f 'Umar
s
al-KirmZnT', pp. 272 and 274-5.
lZ9
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b he ~ a r m a k ' smedical education was useful in HishHm's court. He is said to
have treated asl lama for infertility (and this is, according to al-Kirmlni, on the
authority of Maslama's own son, the product of the p r e s ~ r i p t i o n ) . he
~ ~ last
~ we
Asad
ibn
'Abdallih,
governor
ever hear of the Barmak himself is that in 725-26
, him in charge of rebuilding the city of Balkh, when the Arab
of ~ h o r a s a nput
army camp moved into the city.13' Presumably the Barmak was eventually able to
retire to Balkh, but one cannot say for certain what became of him.
In fewer than twenty years after his arrival at the court of Hishim, the
Barmak's son KhHlid had become politically active back in Khorasan. He became
the chief secretary for the Abbasid revolution and then for the new Abbasid
administration. For these roles he must have been literate, skilled in arithmetic
and knowledgeable in the administration of lands. From the first Abbasid
successes, KhHlid ibn Barmak is said to have been in charge of the diwins of the
'~~
to al-KirmHni, it was ~ h z l i dwho first organized
army and the k h a ~ i i j .According
the records of the diwin of the army in bound books (dafitir) rather than 'loose
As new ~ r a b i cdocuments
documents rolled up in scrolls' (suhuf rn~draja).l~~
from ~okharistanbecome available, it may be possible to discern administrative
innovations of KhHlid ibn Barmak.
Several anecdotes surviving from al-~irmHniemphasize the extraordinarily
close living arrangements that arose between the ~armakidfamily and the Abbasid
family. Already the mutual suckling relationship of the ~ b b a s i dand ~armakid
women has been noted, an ancient Arab practice.140We also have such remarkable
statements attributed to the first ~ b b a s i dcaliph AbG ' I - ' ~ b b as
~ sthis one:]''

Ibn al-Azraq [al-~irm2niIsaid: Abii 'I-'Abbiis said to him [i.e. to ~h2lidibn
~armak]one day, when he went out before the people (of his court) one day

s
al-KirmPn7, p. 274. Ibn al-'Adim, Bughyat al-talab,
Bosworth, 'Abii ~ a f 'Umar
vol. 7, p. 3019.
13'
Tabari, Tirikh al-rwul wa'l-muliik, series 2, part 3, p. 1490, under year 107 (i.e.
725-26).
138
Tabari, Tirikh al-rusul wa'l-muliik,years 132-35 (749-53, end of each year's entry)
lists KhPlid as in charge of the diwin al-kharq, showing that he held this role very early.
See Bosworth, 'Abii ~ a f 'Umar
s
al-KirmPni, pp. 275-6, ~ b aln dim, Bughyat a/-talab,vol. 7,
p. 3022.
13'
Translation of the phrase by ~osworth,' ~ b i Hafs
i
'Umar a l - ~ i r m z n ipp.
, 275-6.
Ibn al-'Adim, Bughyat al-talab, vol. 7, p. 3022. Ibn al-Azraq remarks that the diwin of the
army remained organized as dafitir until his own time.
140
See note 5 above.
141
Ibnal- dim, ~u~h~atal-talab,vol.
7, p. 3022. Bosworth,'~bii~afs'umaral-~irrnHn7,
p. 276.
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and wanted to let them know his relationship to him, '0 Khilid, no one is more
intimate with the Commander of the Believers than you. You are together
with me, your household is together with my household, and your children
are together with my children.'

such close relations between the families eventually led to the promotion
of hal lid's son Yahyl, the Barmak's grandson. Yahya was tutor of the caliph
al-~ahdi'sson Harun and, late in the eighth century, after his student became
the caliph al-Rashid, Yahya became the principal administrator of the entire
empire. ~ a h y aprobably grew up largely away from Tokharistan in a mostly
Muslim, ~rabic-speaking,imperial court. One can only wonder if he ever learned
to speak Bactrian, as his father and, no doubt, many of his less privileged and less
successful relatives in ~okharistancontinued to do.

YAHYA AL-BARMAKT'S
INTEREST IN INDIA AND SANSKRIT SCIENCES
Sources tell that the great vizier Yahya al-Barmaki was a patron of scholars
and poets, and he himself dabbled in the sciences.142He took an interest in
discussions of religion, and, along with his family and some of his associates, he
' ~ ~ contemporary
was suspected of secretly-held heretical views, or ~ a n d a q a .The
al-Asma'i
(d.
828)
composed
mocking
verses
about
the Barmakids on
philologist
the occasion of their fall from power: 'When polytheism (a2-shirk)is mentioned in
a learned session, the Barmakids' faces light up / and if a verse (of the ~ u r ' a n is)
recited among them, they bring stories about M a ~ d a k . "( ~~~a z d a kwas a famous
pre-Islamic Iranian heretic.)145
14'

His own works are lost, including 'The Book of Experiences', ~itiibal-tajiirib
( ~ r a n zRosenthal, 'From Arabic Books and Manuscripts', Journal of the American Oriental
Society, 8314 [1963]: pp. 452-7, at p. 455) and a book on perfume (Fihrist, p. 317). A ] - ~ a d i m
lists Yahyi al-Barmaki as one of many authors on alchemy (~ihrist,p. 353). He wrote a
little poetry (Fihrist, p. 166).
143
Fihrist, p. 338: 'It is said that every one of the Barmakids, except ~ u h a m m a d
ibn KhZlid ibn Barmak, was a zindiq'. On the history of the term zandaqa see 'zindik' in
El2. Muhammad ibn Layth al-Khatib, secretary of Yahyi al-Barmaki, was suspected of
zandaqa (Fihrist, p. 120; he also wrote a book for Yahyi of adab and hikam, Fihrist, p. 3151,
as was Abin al-Lihiqi, their favourite poet bin b. 'Abd al-Hamid al-LZhik7, in ~ 1 ~On) .
the other hand, he supported Hishim ibn a l - ~ a k a ma, contentious Shiite fond of writing
refutations, including a refutation of the zaniidiqa (Fihrist, pp. 175-6).
144
Al-Jahshiy2ri, Kitifb al-Wuzarii', p. 252. El-Hibri (~einte~reting~slamic~istoriography,
p. 45, n. 73) suggests that the accusation of heresy would invalidate Ja'far's marriage to
'AbbZsa, and that the story of their marriage could have arisen 'as a corollary of the
zandaqa charges'.
145
The 'Mazdakite' movement is supposed to have lasted beyond the ninth century
in eastern Iran. Among other things, it is supposed to have entailed 'sharing women',
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Yahyi al-Barmaki had a conspicuous concern for Indian religions and Indian
medicine. Al-Nadim wrote:ld6

The one who was concerned with the subject of India under the Arab dynasty
was Yahy3 ibn Khilid ibn Barmak, as well as the Barmakids in general. This
story is probably true, when we relate to it what we know from the history of
the ~ a r m a k i d s ,their
' ~ ~ interest in the subject of India, and the fact that they
summoned lndian medical scientists and lndian philosophers.

Al-Nadim then records a few excerpts of a report on Indian religion written
for Yahyi al-Barmaki, which he knew in a manuscript copy written by the
philosopher al-Kindi. According to al-Kindi's sources, Yahyi had sent a mission
to India for two purposes: to collect Indian medicinal plants and to learn about
the religions there. The surviving portion of the report mentions the way to
India from Balkh and discusses the giant Buddha statues at Bimiyin (located in
the Bactrian language area), among other things.ld8
Vladimir Minorsky argued that many of the later reports on India circulating
in early Arabic and Persian literature derive in one way or another from this
lost book written originally for Yahyi al-Barmaki. These include the accounts
on India, or portions of them, by Ibn Khurradidhbih, al-Maqdisi, al-Marwazi,
Gardizi, al-Shahrastini and others. If this is correct, the book written for Yahyi
may well have been the most important source on Indian religions available west
ino or sky's theory has found some confirmation in a
of India before al-Bir~ini.'~~

perhaps on the pattern of Bactrian polyandry. Aban al-lihiqi, poet of the Barmakids, is
supposed to have composed a poem of the story of Mazdak. See 'Mazdak' and 'Abin b. 'Abd
al-Hamid al-lihiki in EP.
146
The passage just translated is based on al-Nadim, Kitib al-fihrist,ed. Ridi Tajaddud
(Tehran, 1971),p. 409, which has a more complete and grammatical sentence than Fihrist,
p. 345.
'47
It is possible that the phrase akhbir al-Barimika here refers to the title of alKirmini's book.
14'
Fihrist, p. 345 and the following pages. The passage just translated is based on
Fihrist, ed. Tajaddud, p. 409.
'49
Vladimir Minorsky, Sharaf al-Zamin Tihir Marvazi on china, the ~ u r k sand India
(London, 1942), pp. 6-11 and 125-42; id., ' ~ a r d i zon
i India', Bulletin of the School of Oriental
and African Studies, 12 (1947-48): pp. 625-40, at p. 626. On many of the same texts, see
also Daniel Gimaret, 'Bouddha et les bouddhistes dans la tradition musulmane', loumal
Asiatique, 258 (1969): pp. 273-316.
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study by Bruce Lawrence, but the reconstruction of the report written for Yahyi
al-Barmaki requires further research.150
he Barmakids had a hospital in Baghdad (bimiristin a2-Barimika),151at which
~ a h y aindeed employed Indian physicians who translated Sanskrit medical
l~~
works into Arabic. Two translators who worked there are named: Ibn D a h r ~and
~ a n k aboth
, bearing apparently truncated Indian names.153Among the Sanskrit
medical books they translated were the SuSruta, the Astingahrdaya-samhitii of
Viigbhata and the Siddhusira of Ra~igupta.~~"ccordingto the modern editor
of the Siddhasira, Ronald Emmerick, the latter text was probably composed in
~ a s h m i by
r Ravigupta in about 650 CE.'~' Vagbhata, author of the Astirigahrdaya,
was also apparently a Kashmiri of the mid-seventh century.156That would mean
n
for Yahyi al-Barmaki,
that these two medical works, both translated by ~ b Dahn
were current, fairly new texts in Kashmir when the Barmak studied medicine
there. ~t seems more than fortuitous that the Barmak's grandson in Baghdad
sent for Indian translators and had these two particular Kashmiris' works
t ~ibetan
translated. rans slat ions of some of these same works from ~ a n s k r iinto
were carried out in the late eighth to the eleventh centuries; two of them

Bruce Lawrence, Shahrustinion the Indian Religions sh he Hague, 1976).
lS1 Fihrist, p. 245.
15'
The name usually Romanized as Ibn Dahn probably represents an ~ndianname
beginning with dh-. Ibn Dahn is called master of the hospital (~iihibal-bimifristin) (Fihrist,
p. 303).
153
Fihrist, p. 245, ed. Tajaddud, p. 303. The latter passage lists twelve works
translated from 'the Indian language' (al-~indi,meaning Sanskrit) into Arabic. Three
translators are named, and two, Manka and Ibn Dahn, are explicitly stated to have worked
in the hospital of the Barmakids as their translators; three of the twelve medical works
are explicitly attributed to them. As for the other nine works, whose Sanskrit names are
sometimes distorted beyond recognition, one may suppose that the same translators
were responsible for them. The third translator, '~bdalliihibn 'Ali, is said to have put a
work into Persian (al-~irisi)first, and then into Arabic. It is now perhaps questionable,
however, whether 'Persian' always refers to Middle Persian, and not to Bactrian. The
same doubt perhaps applies to other works reputed to be early translations from al-Firisi.
An anecdote preserved by Ibn Qutayba, Kitiib 'uyiin al-akhbir (4 vols, Cairo, 1925-30), vol. 1,
pp. 24-5, tells how Manka al-~indiservedYahyi ibn hal lid as a physician and consoled the
latter in prison; Manka is characterized as practicing astrology as a part of his medicine.
154
Fihrist, p. 303, Manfred Ullmann, Die Medizin im Islam (Leiden, 1970), pp. 104-6.
Emmerick, 'Ravigupta's Place in Indian Medical Tradition'.
156
Claus Vogel, Vigbhata's Astingahrdayasam hiti: The First Five Chapters of its ~ibetan
Version (wiesbaden, 1965), p. 13: '~udgingby the fact that he (vigbhata) expressly defines
Andhra and Dravida as the names of two southern peoples or kingdoms and repeatedly
mentions Kashmirian terms for particular plants, he is likely to have been a ~ o r t h e r n e r
and a native of Kashmir.' Vogel (p. 18) also suggests that the work gives evidence of
'Buddhistic tendencies'.
150
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subsequently became part of the Tibetan Buddhist canon.157One may suspect
that the coincidence between the works translated into Arabic and Tibetan is
due to widespread use of them in the training of physicians in northern India,
and specifically in Kashmir, from the seventh century onward.
~nArabic, these worksofSanskrit origincouldnot compete with the huge number
of translations of Galen that were to follow in the next several decades. Physicians
in Syria and Mesopotamia were already using Galenic medicine and were probably
unwilling to accept a foreign system that differed in its very principles from that of
their accustomed practice.lS8Consequently, only a few of the Sanskrit translations,
as well as a number of citations from them in Arabic medical compendia, survive.
One of the few Arabic authors to give them special attention was a court physician
of the caliphs, 'Ali ibn Rabban al-Tabari (fl. c.830-50). He included in an appendix to
his compendium, Firdaws a/-hikma, a summary of Indian medicine based on these
translations. In this he cited the work of Caraka, the Sdruta, the Nidina of Midhava
and the Astingahydaya of VZgbhata, fully aware that the Indian system conflicted in
several respects with that of 'the Roman philosophers' (faliisifat a/-Riim),but noting
the interest of Indian medicine nevertheless.159
Traces of the Sanskrit medical translations ordered by Yahyi al-Barmaki
survive in other works. A few decades later, the famous physician al-RZzi became
master of a hospital at Baghdad - perhaps the same hospital attributed earlier
to the Barmakids. His great medical compendium, a / - ~ i w iis, based largely on
the then-predominant Galenic medicine as well as his own research, but it also
includes a number of excerpts from the ~ r a b i ctranslations of Sanskrit works,
h
in
including fragments of the ~iddhasiraand the Astingahydaya.lbO~ u c later,
early thirteenth-century ~ndalusia,Ibn al-BaytZr copied some of the same
citations from the Hiiwi into his encyclopaedia of simple drugs. In these two
works we find fragments of the early Arabic translations of Sanskrit works.lbl
lS7

Ronald Emmerick, 'Sources of the Rgyud-bii', in wolfgang Voigt (ed.), XIX.
Deutscher Orientalistentag, Vortrage (Wiesbaden, 1977), pp. 1135-42; id. (ed.), The Siddhasira
ofRavigupta. Volume 1: The Sanskrit Text (Wiesbaden, 1980), p. 2; for the Tibetan text, see id.
(ed.), The Siddhasiira ofRavigupta. Volume 2: The Tibetan version with Facing English Translation
(Wiesbaden, 1982) (reference to two Sanskrit texts in Tibetan translation on p. VII).
For the Siddhasiira in the Tibetan Tanjur, see Derge vol. 53, 4441#4434, pp. 166-93, (fols.
191b-286b); Narthang vol. 219, pp. 275-472 (fols. 138a-236b); Peking vol. 148, pp. 59-100
(fols. 142a-248b).
lS8
AS remarked much later by al-Biruni in his pharmacopoeia: ~ a k i mMohammed
Said (ed. and trans.), Al-Biruni's Book on Pharmacy and Materia Medica (2 vols, Karachi, 1973),
vol. 1, p. 7.
lS9
'Ali ibn Rabban al-Tabari, Firdausu'l-~ikmat, ed. Muhammad Zubayr ~ i d d i q i
(Berlin, 1928), p. 557. Max Meyerhof, "All at-Tabari's "paradise of wisdom", one of the
Oldest Arabic Compendiums of Medicine', Isis, 16 (1931): pp. 6-54, at p. 43.
lbO
Ullmann, Die Medizin im Islam, p. 105.
16'
Ullmann, Die Medizin im Islam, p. 105. ~ o n a l dEmmerick, 'Ravigupta's ~ i d d h a s a a
in Arabic'. in Hans R. Roemer and Albrecht Noth (eds), ~ t u d i e zur
n ~eschichteund K U des~
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where a Sanskrit work dealt with a special topic, its translation might hold
enough interest to survive entire and independently. Such is the case with
the book on poisons and their antidotes (Kitiib a/-sumlim) attributed to ShPniq
al-~indi:that is, the legendary ~ndiansage ~gnakya. he introduction of the
book explains its origin:162

Manka al-Hindi interpreted it from the Indian language into the Persian
language (al-~irisi).A man known as Abii HHtim of Balkh was the one charged
with translating it (li-naqlihi) into the Persian script. He interpreted it for
Yahyi ibn KhHlid ibn Barmak. Then it was translated (nuqila) for al-Ma'miin by
al-'AbbHs ibn Sa'id al-Jawhari, his client. He was the one charged with reading
it out loud to al-Ma'miin.
Al-'AbbHs ibn Sa'id said: ShHnHq, the great Indian, said at the beginning of his
a
book, after he praised and commended God and swore by the great ~ u d d h163...
h he first chapter follows.)

This introductory notice contains important i n f o r m a t i ~ n . ' ~First,
~ Manka
translated the text from Sanskrit into 'Persian', and a man from Balkh wrote
it in the 'Persian' script. (Presumably this was not merely transliteration of a
Sanskrit text into a Persian script, but actual translation.) The interpretation
Knowing what we know now about the
was made for Yahya al-Bar~naki.'~~
languages around Balkh in the 780s, it seems likely that this Persian language
is really Bactrian (keeping in mind that Bactrian is a modern designation and
vorderen Orients (~eiden,1981), pp. 28-31, pointed to the existence of the Arabic version of
the Siddhdsira and identified the title in Arabic.
16'
Bettina Strauss, 'Das Giftbuch des Siiniiq. Eine literaturgeschichtliche
Untersuchung', Quellen und Studien zur Geschichte der Naturwissenschaften (~erlin),412
(1934): pp. 1-64 + 66 pages of ~ r a b i text,
c
pp. 3-4.
163
Lit. 'the great one of the Buddhas (collective)', parallel to Ciinakya 'the great
Indian', lit. 'the great one of the Indians'.
164
~ l l m a n n ' sscepticism over this passage is unjustified (Die Medizin im Islam,
pp. 324-5). As he himself admits, the work truly contains passages demonstrably translated
from Sanskrit. No other translators or patrons of such translations are evident in the
historical record. YahyH al-Barmaki and al-'Abbiis ibn Sa'id al-Jawhari are not 'hermetic'
figures.
16'
It is, strictly speaking, unclear whether the subject of the second instance of the
verb fdssara is Manka or al-Balkhi. Grammatically, al-Balkhi is more likely, but perhaps the
verb is repeated twice with the same subject intended, i.e. Manka.
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that we do not yet know the contemporary designation for this local language).l*
he Indian translator would perhaps be more likely to know an Iranian language
from the borders of India, such as Bactrian; the man from Balkh would certainly
be expected to know Bactrian, not Persian, in the eighth century; Yahyi al~ a r m a k may
i
well have known Bactrian himself, as his father surely did.167
~f~ a n k translated
a
it into 'Persian' and explained it to Yahyi, presumably only
the second translation mentioned, in the time of al-~a'miin,was the translation
into ~rabic.'~'The passage appears for now to describe a translation from
~anskritinto Bactrian, and then Bactrian into Arabic.
Also crucial is the reference to the Buddha.'" Buddhist Sanskrit works
frequently begin with homage to the Buddha, to a particular bodhisattva, or to
some or all the buddhas and bodhisattvas together.170 Here it says the author
'swore by the greatest Buddha' at the beginning of the work. The Sanskrit
writings ascribed to the legendary sage Ciinakya, however, are not especially
~uddhist,and do not normally begin with homage to the Buddha, but rather,
if anything, to Indian gods. here fore reference to the Buddha here implies
166

It may well have been called just 'Iranian'. Much earlier, in Kaniska's Bactrian
inscription at Rabatak (Baghlan province, Afghanistan) of the second century CE, the
Bactrian language is designated as Aryan (lranian): aplao (See Nicholas Sims-Williams
and Joe Cribb, 'A New Bactrian Inscription of Kanishka the Great', Silk Road Art and
Archaeology, 4 [1996]: pp. 75-142, pp. 78, 83 and 90; again in Nicholas Sims-Williams,
'Further Notes on the Bactrian Inscription of Rabatak, with an Appendix on the Names of
Kujula Kadphises and vima Taktu in Chinese', in id. [ed.], Proceedings of the Third European
Conference of lranian Studies, held in Cambridge, 11th to 15th September 1995, Part 1: Old and
Middle Iranian Studies [ ~ i e s b a d e n19981,
,
pp. 79-92, at p. 81). Similarly Darius I, in the sixth
century BCE, had called Old Persian Ariyii 'Aryan, Iranian' (DB 4.89). This term might apply
to any Iranian language of the period, doubtless causing confusion among Arabic authors,
who knew the lranian peoples uniformly as 'Ajam. Such terms persisted: writing in Arabic
in the mid-tenth century, the lranian chronographer Hamza al-lsfahini calls the Iranians
in general Aryan 'Aryans' (using a NW Iranian, not Persian, form of the word), glossing the
term in Arabic as Furs, 'Persians' (Tiinih sinimultik al-ard wa'l-anbiyi', ed. I.M.E. Gottwaldt
[~eipzig,18441, pp. 3-4, preface to the work). Another possibility is that the language of
Tokharistan was called 'Tokhari', a term not attested in the texts so far, and to be avoided
as likely to cause confusion today with the 'Tocharian' (see note 18 above).
167
If Yahyi did know Bactrian, as the passage might suggest, then who knows what
sort of texts he had at his disposal?
16'
The expression nuqila li'l-Ma'miin 'alii yaday al-'Abbiis ibn Sa'id al-lawhari could
conceivably refer also to the recension of the text made for al-~a'miin,who requested
that at least one passage be removed, as the text says explicitly. his could also be the
stage in which pieces of information lifted from Greek texts were added to the translation
from Sanskrit (see Strauss, 'Das Giftbuch des Siniq', pp. 23-4 and 26-30).
169
This does not refer merely to an 'idol', as Strauss
Giftbuch des h i q ' , pp. 25
and 31) suggested.
om namo buddhiiya and the like; cf. the Bactrian half-calque from ~anskritvapwo
o a p ~ o ~ o 6 ~ a'homage
v0,
to all the ~uddhas'( B D ~document
,
zal).

as
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that the text, as it stands in Arabic, was transmitted by Buddhists, or at least
by a ~ u d d h i s tat some stage, who added a standard Buddhist formula to the
beginning. Perhaps this was done by Manka himself, the translator summoned
from ~ n d i aby the Barmakid vizier.
These ~ndianphysicians knew more of Sanskrit tradition than just medicine.
b he little known early Arabic theologian Ma'mar Abii ' I - A ~ h ' a t htestifies
l~~
to this
in a passage preserved by al-Jahiz (d. 868/9),172describing his personal encounter
with an otherwise unknown Indian physician in the service of Yahya al-Barmaki:
In the days in which Yahyi ibn Khilid imported the physicians of India - like
Manka, B'zykr, ~ l b r q l ,Sindbidh, so-and-so and so-and-so - I said to Bahla
the Indian, 'What is eloquence (al-baligha) in the view of the Indians?' Bahla
said, 'There is with us a
written on that subject, but 1 cannot translate
it for you proficiently, nor have I taken up this art, so that 1 might with selfconfidence undertake (to explain) its special features and summarize its
subtler meanings.'

His modesty notwithstanding, Bahla provided two paragraphs' worth of material
summarizing a Sanskrit text on fine style and its requisites. This was copied
by Ma'mar Abii '1-Ash'ath and, from him, by al-Jahiz. The entire passage, the
authenticity of which there is no reason to doubt, is a remarkable testimony
to several important facts about the Indian scholars in the employ of Yahyi
al-Barmaki. We see from Ma'mar's statement that there were other Indians in the
group, besides Ibn Dahn and Manka, whose names have not been well preserved.
Anyone in the company of the Barmakids might have access to these Indian
scholars. The passage demonstrates that these physicians, while specializing
in medicine, apparently had some knowledge of other branches of Sanskrit
learning, including exposure to Sanskrit literary theory, to which indeed any
learner of Sanskrit, then purely a language of formality and erudition, can be
expected to have been exposed. The physicians apparently had brought some
Sanskrit works on subjects other than medicine along with them to western
Asia, but these were for the most part not translated into Arabic. The brief
epitome of the Sanskrit text on 'eloquence', as copied by Ma'mar Abu '1-~sh'ath,
achieved a peculiar longevity far from its original context since it was adopted
by the widely-read al-~Zhiz;in later centuries, both ~ b nQutayba and ~ b i ~i i l d

17'

On this figure and his name see Josef van Ess, Theologie und ~esellschaftim 2. und 3.
Iahrhundert Hidschra ( 6 vols, Berlin, 1991-7),vol. 2, pp. 37-8.
17'
Al-JZhiz, Kitab al-baycin wa'l-tabyin, ed. 'Abd al-Salim ~ u h a m m a dHirun (4 vols,
Cairo, 1960), vol. 1, pp. 92-3.
It is unclear whether the word sahTfa here refers to a work literally of one sheet
or not.
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al-'~skaricopied it in their well-known literary works, the latter even providing
it with a commentary.17'
~ahy!yHal-~armaki'sinterest in India manifested itself in other ways beyond
ordering direct translations. The private poet of the Barmakids, bin al-~ihiqi
(d. c.815), of eastern Iranian origin, is said to have turned several early works of
pre-Islamic origin into Arabic verse for his patrons. These include the Iranian
version of the life of the Buddha, Kitlib Bilawhar wa-BiidhiTsaf, and the stories of
Sindbad and Mazdak. AbZn also reportedly wrote a book of Wise Sayings ofthe
Indians (Kitib fi hikam ~I-Hind).'~~
An anecdote preserved by al-Jahshiyiri - cited
from the History of the Poets by Muhammad ibn Diwfid ibn al-JarrPh (d. 9 0 8 ) ' ~- ~
says that Yahyi al-Barmaki wanted to memorize the famous Indian book of
political instruction, Kalda wa-Dimna, in the Arabic version (translated from the
Middle Persian version of the Sanskrit original). AbZn turned it into verse to
facilitate the effort and made it a gift to YahyZ's son, Ja'far. In return he was
awarded 100,000 silver dirhams.'77
It is true that ~ a h y Zal-Barmaki was not the only person in western Asia
interested in ~ndianbooks. A few works of Indian origin were already known
in Arabic before his time. ~ h e s e ,however, came into Arabic mostly by way
of Middle Persian intermediaries, as with the case of Kalda wa-Dimna just
mentioned. ~mportantly,astrologers present already in the court of a l - ~ a n s ~ r
(reg. 754-75), no doubt familiar to ~ a h y afrom his youth, were using some
astronomical materials of Indian origin, and a few Indian astrologers may have
been among
here are approximately forty books of ~ndianorigin
,
of which are totally unknown today.179It
listed in the Fihrist of a l - ~ a d i mmost
is difficult to say whether these are forgeries, or translations from Sanskrit
by way of a Middle Iranian language, or direct translations from ~anskrit.In
any case, Yahyi al-Barmaki remains the only important patron of translations
directly from Sanskrit in this period, and Yahyi's order is explicitly given as a

174

Ibn Qutayba, Kitib 'uyiin al-akhbir, vol. 2, p. 173; Abi Hilil al-'Askari, Kitib
al-sini'atayn, ed. 'Ali Muhammad al-Bajiwi and Muhammad Abi 'I-Fad1 1br2him (Cairo,
1971), pp. 25-9.
Fihrist, p. 119. The edition says hilm, 'prudence', but Everett Rowson suggests to
me the emendation to hikam, which is surely correct.
176
Sezgin, Geschichte des arabischen Schrifitums, vol. 1, pp. 374-5.
177
Al-Jahshiyiri, Kitib al-Wuzari', p. 259. In ~ a n s k r iliterature,
t
too, books, including
scientific texts, are ordinarily written in verse to facilitate memorization.
17'
David Pingree, 'Astronomy and Astrology in India and Iran', Isis, 54 (1963):
pp. 229-46, at pp. 242-3; id., From Astral Omens to Astrology: From Babylon to Bikincr
( ~ o m e1997),
,
pp. 51-62 (on Kanka al-~indi); avid King and ~ u l i oSams6, '~stronomical
Handbooks and Tables from the Islamic world (750-1900): An Interim Report', ~ u h a y l2,
(2001): pp. 9-105, pp. 31-3.
179
Fihrist, pp. 270-71, 303, 305 and 312.
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reason for several of these translations. There are, however, a few exceptions to
be discussed presently, two minor and one important.
One minor exception has just been encountered: Ma'mar A b i ' l - ~ s h ' ~ t h
requested and received a snippet in a summary translation on Sanskrit
'eloquence'. The other minor exception involves the translator Manka al-~indi.
Manka served Yahyii al-Barmaki, for whom he translated the Book of Poisons
discussed above, among other works, and worked in the hospital of the
bar ma kid^.'^^ But we are also told that Manka 'used to translate the names
of Indian medicaments in the company (jumla) of Ishiiq ibn SulaymZn ibn 'Ali
al-Hii~hirni',~~~
a figure at the court who was briefly appointed governor of ~ g y p t
by al-Rashid in 793-4.le2The circumstances under which Manka translated these
Indian drug-names for him are unclear, but there can be little doubt that it was
YahyZ al-Barmaki who initially brought Manka to the court. Whether Manka's
association with Ishiiq ibn Sulaymiin was a formal one or not, we cannot know,
but it could have occurred after the fall of the Barmakids in 803, when Manka
must have lost YahyZ al-Barmaki's patronage. In any case, the character of
the anecdote implies that Manka did not translate whole works for Ishiiq ibn
Sulaymiin, but merely provided expertise in Indian materia medica.
The more important exception is in the case of a Sanskrit astronomical
translation. he transmission of astronomical science from Sanskrit into Arabic
is more complicated than the transmission of Indian medical texts, and it does
not so clearly involve the Barmakids. In Sasanian Iran, scholars were apparently
already making use of ~ndianastronomical parameters and astrological methods
As just mentioned, astrologers in al-~ansfir's
in Middle Persian tran~1ation.l'~
employ, such as ~ a ~ h a ' a l l a were
h , still using this information in a tradition
going back to Sasanian times.Ia4 he ~ a r m a k i d sobviously had no role in this
earlier transmission of elements of ~ndianastronomy into Iran.
David Pingree has argued that an astronomical handbook was translated
from Sanskrit into Arabic in Sind, in ~ndia,as early as 'shortly after 735',le5and
See note 153.
Fihrist, pp. 345 and 303.
la2
Muhammad ibn ~ t i s u fa l - ~ i n d i ,The Governors and Judges of Egypt, ed. Rhuvon
Guest (Leiden, 1912), p. 136.
le3
Pingree, 'Astronomy and Astrology in ~ n d i aand Iran', pp. 242-3; id., 'The Persian
"Observation" of the Solar Apogee in ca. A.D. 450', Journal ofNear Eastern Studies, 24 (1965):
pp. 334-6; id., 'The Greek ~nfluenceon Early Islamic ath he ma tical ~ s t r o n o m y ~' , o u r n aofl
the American Oriental Society, 93 (1972): pp. 32-43, at pp. 36-7.
David Pingree, 'Mishi'allih: Some Sasanian and Syriac Sources', in George
Hourani (ed.), Essays on Islamic Philosophy and Science (New York, 1975), pp. 5-14.
avid Pingree, "llm a l - ~ a ~ 'ina 'ElZ,at 1136a. his date is based only on one short
excerpt given by al-Birini (Albemni's India, trans. ~ d u a r dSachau [2 vols, on don, 19101,
vol. 2, pp. 48-9), who says it is from a 'corrupt translation' (naql fisid) of the Zij al-~rkand.
In this passage there is mention of an epoch of 'the dominion of Sind' (mulk al-~ind),cited
18'
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that no fewer than four separate astronomical handbooks were eventually
translated from Sanskrit into Arabic: a/-Arkand, al-Harqan, the Sindhind and the
~ r j a b h a r . ' he
~ ~last of these is supposed to have been translated about 800. More
research on this topic is required to verify these theses, which rest on scanty
and complicated evidence. For now, the only certain and presently indisputable
report of an astronomical translation from Sanskrit into Arabic (before al-BirfinT)
was the influential handbook known in Arabic as Sindhind, translated already
in the time of al-Mansiir (reg. 754-75). Later sources say that an Indian man,
or delegation, came to the court of al-Mansiir bearing an astronomical work,
and 'al-Mansiir ordered that it be translated into the Arabic language'. lE7 One of
the caliph's astrologers, al-Faziiri, was in charge of editing the Arabic version.lBB
The resulting book, called in Arabic Zij al-Sindhind al-kabir, became a model for
astronomical handbooks for the important first generation of astronomers
' ~ ~just related, the reports make this translation work to
writing in ~ r a b i c . AS
be the order of the caliph himself. Since the caliph was employing astrologers
already working in an Indian-Iranian tradition of astrology, the interest in Indian
astronomy must have been pre-existing and requires no further explanation.
It is just a guess to suppose that Barmakid advice also played a role here. The
only suggestion of a connection is a report of al-~arzubiini(d. 994), according
to which ~ a h y i ial-Barmaki considered al-Faziiri, who reworked the Sanskrit
translation, as one of the four scientists unmatched in his special field of study
(in this case, astronomy).190 his does not argue for much. But creating an
astronomical handbook out of materials translated from Sanskrit was al-~aziiri's
main achievement, on which Yahyii's appreciation must have been based. his
fits with his involvement in ~ndiansciences already evident. he Sindhind
system remained influential until what Pingree has called the '~tolemaicisation'
as Safar 117 hijri, i.e. March 735. Pingree thinks that this proves that the Arabic translation
was written in Sind. Of course, it does not prove that, but only that the work became
known in Arabic sometime after that date.
186
Pingree, "Ilm al-Hay'a' in El2, under h he translations from Sanskrit', summarizes
his views on the subject.
187
Different but related reports on this event appear in several sources. Ibn al-iidami
quoted by @'id al-Andalusi, Tabaqit al-umam, ed. Husayn Mu'nis (Cairo, 1998), pp. 68-9,
and Ibn a l - ~ i f i ,Tirikh al-hukamti', ed. Julius Lippert (Leipzig, 1903), pp. 270-71 (following
Si'id verbatim) say that the Sindhind was brought by a man (rajul) from India. AI-BirCni,
Alberuni's India, vol. 2, p. 15, and al-~Zshimi,The Book of the Reasons behind ~stronomical
Tables (Kitib fi 'ilal al-zijit), facsimile and trans. Fuad I. add ad, Edward S. Kennedy and
David Pingree (Delmar, 1981). f. 95v, line 3 (see also commentary on pp. 216-17), say that
it was brought by delegation (wafd) from Sind.
lBB
David Pingree, 'The Fragments of the works of al-~azZr7,]oumal of ear Eastern
Studies, 29 (1970): pp. 103-23 presents the extant information on al-FazPri and his work.
David Pingree, 'Sindhind' in E f .
190
Reported by Yaqut, lrshid al-arib i l i ma'rifat al-adib, or Dictionary of earned Men,
,
vol. 6, p. 268.11.9-12.
ed. David Samuel Margoliouth (7 vols, ~ e i d e n1907-27),
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of Arabic astronomy by al-KhwZrizmT, under al-Ma'min (reg. 813-33).I9l ~twas
during this caliph's reign that the philhellenic taste in Arabic, and the number
of works translated from Greek, grew enough to displace the demand for Indian
and Iranian books.'92Previously, in the court in the time of the Barmakids, Indian
and Iranian astronomy and astrology (both having more distant Greek roots)
predominated.
The best way to explain YahyZ's unusual and broad interest in India and in
Sanskrit works - again, practically unique in Baghdad over a long period - is
to suppose that he knew something of these things from his grandfather, the
Barmak himself, or from his father KhZlid, and perhaps in general from his
farr~ilyconnections in Tokharistan. If al-KirmZnicould report about the Barmak's
education in Kashmir, and his life in Tokharistan where, until recently, Buddhism
flourished and the study of Sanskrit had been cultivated, then YahyZ al-Barmaki
must have known about it, too. It makes sense in this context that he alone, as
far as is known, actively supported research on India, and sent a mission to ~ndia
to collect medicinal plants and information about Indian religions. In particular,
the interest in Indian medicine is striking, since this is the one area in which we
have an anecdote about the Barmak's own activities under HishZm. It seems that
YahyZ al-Barmaki was interested in Sanskrit science and medicine because of his
personal connection with those subjects through his grandfather Barmak, who
studied those very subjects in Kashmir, and perhaps some of the very same texts
later translated into Arabic at YahyZ's order.
Scholarship on the formation of Arabic literature views history from the
perspective of a learned person in Baghdad. Baghdad is the centre and Arabic
is the recipient. However, in this case, one could equally take Kashmir as the
point of reference for a narrative about the diffusion of Sanskrit learning. In the
seventh and eighth centuries, Sanskrit works were actively sought in translation
,
in many languages of Asia, including Chinese, ~ i b e t a n ~, h o t a n e s e'~ocharian'
and so on, and probably also in Bactrian, almost always as part of the propagation
of Buddhism. Arabic is, in this view,just one more of these recipient languages in
the Sanskrit diffusion. Though specifically Buddhist works were not translated
into Arabic under the patronage of the ~ a r m a k i d s(as far as surviving evidence
shows), one may reasonably suppose that ~ a h y i ' sspecial interest in ~anskrit
learning, almost unique among the Muslims of western Asia, was nevertheless
t
in
due to the high prestige attributed to it by his immediate ~ u d d h i s ancestors
~okharistan.he originally ~ a n s k r i materials
t
surviving in early ~ r a b i cmedical
compendia are traces left by a Bactrian Clite in transition from ~ndian-oriented
Buddhist learning to a more westward-looking, increasingly elle en is tic, ~ r a b i c
science supported by ~ u s l i m s . his transition was effected by the ~ r a conquest
b
19' Pingree, 'Sindhind' in El2. Also King and Sams6, 'Astronomical and books and
Tables', pp. 31-5.
192
Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Culture, pp. 75-104, provides the most convincing
analysis yet of the social context for this newly vigorous philhellenic attitude.
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and colonization of ~okharistan.The early reception of Sanskrit works in Arabic,
however short-lived it may have been, reflects the status of Sanskrit as a language
of learning in that country.
It is interesting to note that the first person reported to demand an Arabic
translation of Ptolemy's Almagest was also Yahyyi the Barmakid.I9l This early
translation was probably from Middle Persian or Syriac, and not from Greek,
~ ~ Dimitri Gutas has shown, Greek
although sure evidence is 1 a ~ k i n g . IAs
philosophy, with its utility for the theological debates incipient in the new
capital, was just entering into circulation in Arabic translation in ~ahyyi's
There are hints suggesting that Yahyyi al-Barmaki was involved with these new
Hellenistic currents as well. For example, his associate, the theologian Hishyirn
ibn al-Hakam, wrote a refutation of Aristotle, probably against the eighth book
of his Physi~s."~A translation of the logica vetus of Aristotle, together with
Porphyry's Introduction, was made, perhaps from Middle Persian, for Yahyyi
al-Bar~naki.'~~
It is unclear to what extent his sponsorship of translations of
Greek philosophical works went. evert he less, Yahyyi al-Barmaki does appear
highly educated and among the first patrons of translation at this early stage
in the Abbasid period. How much, then, did Yahyyi's interest in scholarship of
all kinds, including the Greek, owe to his grandfather? To what extent was the
pre-existing interest in lndian learning, and the patronage of translations from
Sanskrit by Asian kings, a factor in creating precedents and models for the later,
more extensive, translations from reek into Arabic? It is impossible to answer
these tantalizing questions.
An adequate chronology of works translated into ~ r a b i cis still wanted.
Nevertheless, one may suppose for now that Sanskrit learning, in ~ r a b i c
translation, together with works translated from ~ i d d l ePersian, was for a
brief time, around the 790s, more important at the court of the caliphs than
were translations from Greek. his was due to Yahyyi ibn ~hyilidthe ~armakid.
In this period, the only subjects for which the Greek tradition appears to
have been uniquely valued were dialectic, and its attendant logic, as used by
193

Fihrist, pp. 267-8. That YahyP al-Barmaki took an interest also in astrology

has already been shown. It is also indicated by the note that the astrologer al-KhayyPt
dedicated a book to him (~ihrist,p. 276).
194
Nallino argued that it was a translation from Syriac. See al-BattPnT, Al-Batthnfsive
Albatenii Opus astronomicurn, ed. carlo A. ~ a l l i n o(3 vols, Milan, 1899-1907). vol. 2, pp. viii,
192, 211. Paul Kunitzsch (Der Almagest: Die Syntaxis ~ a t h e m a t i c ades Claudius Ptolemiius in
arabisch-lateinischer iiberlieferung [ ~ i e s b a d e n19741,
,
pp. 115-25) makes a strong case for
its being a translation from Middle Persian.
195
Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Culture, pp. 61-74.
196
Fihrist, p. 175, Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Culture, p. 73.
19'
Paul Kraus, 'Zu Ibn al-Muqaffa', Rivista degli Studi ~rientali,14 (1933): pp. 1-20,
pp. 10-11. If the translator really was the son of the famed ~ b al-MuqaffaC,
n
then it would
be hard to imagine that the translation was from Greek.
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Christian theologians, and the Greek tradition of pure physical theory (as
opposed to the applications in astrology and medicine).lg8Besides these special
subjects, translations from Sanskrit, supported at that time by the head of the
administration, may well have seemed for a while to represent the future type
of scholarship in both astrology and medicine, not to mention in the applied
' ~ ~ the new capital in
political philosophy represented in 'wisdom l i t e r a t ~ r e ' .With
Mesopotamia, the passing of the Barmakids, and the rise of Christian secretaries
and physicians of Aramaean background, the ninth century became instead
the heyday for translations of Syriac and Greek works on all subjects. Sanskrit
learning almost disappeared in Arabic with the passing of an klite family which
included the sole individuals with both the interest and the means, and also,
importantly, the familiarity, to pursue it.

CONCLUSION

It is perhaps not wise to have emphasized the Barmakids' interest in Sanskrit
texts to the exclusion of others who may have played a part. In fact, so little is
known about the chronology of the earliest Arabic works that discoveries are
likely to emerge requiring the picture painted here to be modified somewhat.
However, evidence stating directly that it was because of his grandfather that
Yahya al-Barmaki esteemed Indian learning highly is unlikely ever to come to
a just
light. One should not expect a specific report on the matter, since ~ a h y was
as much a normal part of his time and society as the Barmak was of his. It did not
require any remark. everth he less, the Bactrian background of the ~armakids
and the status of Sanskrit in the culture of ~okharistanare firmly established.
The correspondence between that culture and the special interests of yahya
al-Barmaki remains quite striking.
19'

There do not appear to have been any translations of Indian logic into ~ r a b i c .
Greek dialectic was surely more appropriate for Muslim use in debates with Christians,
Jews and other Muslims, since the terms of their theology were shaped in combination
with Greek logical tradition. Two of the Syriac letters of the Catholicos patriarch of the
Church of the East Timothy I, written between 78213 and 799, one under a l - ~ a h d i a n one
d
under al-Rashid, illustrate this nicely for the Barmakid period. Timothy had been ordered
by the caliph to obtain a n Arabic translation of Aristotle's Topics, and then he eagerly
sought commentaries on the subject. The Catholicos Timothy's concern is with the
more or less totally Hellenistic science of late antique Christian Syria and Mesopotamia,
steeped in the study of Aristotle and his Christian successors. His society had little to do
with Indian sciences. On the current interests in Greek learning in this period, see also
Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Culture, pp. 61-74.
199
The Indian and Iranian traditions of political wisdom persisted much later
in Arabic, sometimes even in a fabricated Greek garb (Kevin van Bladel, 'The Iranian
Characteristics and Forged Greek Attributions in the Arabic Sin- al-asriir (Secret of secrets)',
Me'langes de I'Universith Saint-Joseph, 57 [2004]:pp. 151-72).
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b he place of ~okharistanin the early Abbasid period clearly requires further
investigation, and the future prospect of more discoveries in the Bactrian
language offers the most hope for this. It is normal for historians to refer to the
'~ersianizing'culture ofthe Abbasid caliphs that arose in ~ h o r a s a n . ~resurgence
he
of the manners, fashions and concerns of Persian elites are commonplaces in
modern descriptions of the Abbasid court. But one must remember that 'Iran' is
a land of many countries. There were other Iranian components of the Abbasid
culture beyond the Sasanian, Persian legacy, such as that of Tokharistan, which
was not Persian, but Bactrian (though the word was never used in ~rabic).
Along similar lines, others have proposed a number of hypotheses suggesting
contacts of different kinds between Muslims and Buddhists in eastern Iran.
Taken individually they do not seem very strong, and they have never been
treated together. Christopher Beckwith argues that the round city of Baghdad
was a 'central Asian' design of KhZlid ibn Barmak.200Richard Bulliet points to
the anti-~bbasidrebellions in the east motivated by an ideology, according to
him ~ u d d h i s in
t origin, that their leaders were reincarnations of ~ b iMuslim.201
i
art hold and ~itvinskyargue that the architectural model of first madrasas,
which, they say, originated in ~okharistan,was actually the ~ u d d h i s vt i h c i ~ a . ~ ~ ~
Stories about two early Sufis from the region, Ibn Adham (born in Balkh,
d. ~.777)~O~
and his disciple Shaqiq al-Balkhi,204strongly suggest some form
of contact with Buddhists or at least Buddhist models in their hagiography,
although this has been disputed.205~ h l o m oPines argues that contact between
Buddhist philosophers and ~ u s l i mdialectical theologians influenced the latter,
but the results he obtained are highly uncertain and speculative.206 he best
200

Christopher Beckwith, 'The Plan of the City of Peace. Central Asian Iranian
Factors in Early 'Abbisid Design', Acta Onentalia Academiae Scientiamm Hungancae, 38
(1984): pp. 143-64, holding (p. 150) that Khilid ibn Barmak was himself a 'Buddhist priest'
with 'much experience in architecture'. Tabari, Tcinih al-mul wal-muliik, series 3, part
1, p. 320, gives a report that hil lid ibn Barmak laid out the city and advised al-Mansir
about it (khatta madinata Abila'far lahii wa-ashiira bihci 'alayhi). Contrary to Beckwith's
view (p. 150), the round city at the Sasanian capital of Ctesiphon, just downstream
from Baghdad, seems likely to have been a model; see Giorgio Gullini, 'Problems of an
Excavation in Northern Babylonia', Mesopotamia: Rivista di Archeologia, 1 (1966): pp. 7-38 +
plate, at pp. l5,22, and the accompanying map plate.
201
Richard Bulliet, 'Naw Bahir and the Survival of Iranian Buddhism', lran:]ournal of
the British Institute of Persian Studies, 4 (1976): pp. 140-45, at p. 145.
'02
Most recently ~itvinskyand zeimal', The Buddhist Monastery of ~ j i n aTepa, p. 189.
See also the contribution by Beckwith in this volume.
203
'Ibrihim b. Adham' in El2;Litvinsky and zeimal', The Buddhist Monastery of Ajina
Tepa, p. 188. See also the contributions by Zarcone and Papas in this volume.
204
Van Ess, Theologie und Gesellschafi im 2. und 3.lahrhundert ~idschra,vol. 2, p. 545.
205
'Ibrihim b. Adham' in Ef for references.
'06
Shlomo Pines, 'A Study of the impact of ~ndian,~ a i n~ lu d~d h i s t~, h o u g hon
t some
Aspects of Kalim Doctrines',]emsalem Studies in ~ r a b i and
c lslam, 17 (1994): pp. 182-203.
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candidate for such contact is in Jahm ibn SafwZn of Bactrian Tirmidh (d. 746),
who is expressly said to have had debates with the Buddhists (Sumaniyya, the
traditional Arabic reading for what should be Shamaniyya) that forced him to
develop his line of reasoning.207Other possible theological contacts have been
cited in modern scholarship.20sOn firmer ground, Melikian-Chirvani has shown
clearly that the material remains of ~uddhism,and particularly the Buddha
image, became common motifs in Persian song.209Those pursuing such theories
have done so with varying degrees of success. In focusing on the Barmakids
here, it was possible to indicate specific historical agents involved in the contact
between two foreign societies, and to show simultaneously that 'influence' is too
simplistic a way to explain the transformation of the culture of Tokharistan into
one in which Islam prevailed as normative and authoritative. We are dealing not
with two ideologies (Buddhism and slam) bouncing off one another like stones,
sending both in different directions, but rather with human populations in daily
contact, one dominating the other, both changing their beliefs and practices as a
response to that contact over several generations, and with those in power most
successfully demanding conformity to their ways.210

207

While the epistemological views attributed to the Buddhists in these discussions
are reported at several removes, and are probably distorted beyond recognition, it
remains that the only early theologian supposed to have such contact was in Khorasan in
the early eighth century.
Gimaret, 'Bouddha et les bouddhistes', pp. 292-3.
209
Melikian-~hirvani,'L16vocation littkraire du bouddhisme' and 'The ~uddhist
Ritual in the Literature of ~ a r l yIslamic Iran'.
'lo
1 would like to draw attention to ftienne de La Vassikre's important study of
the history of Tokharistan's Iranian neighbour to the north, Sogdia ( ~ o g d i a n~raders:A
History [ ~ e i d e n20051).
,
Going into much greater detail than I could here for the much
more limited present subject, this book provides evidence for the social and economic
changes taking place in Sogdia during the same period. he history of the two regions will
need to be integrated in future studies on early Islamic Khorasan in general. parallels in
the social histories of the two regions should be expected.

Chapter 4

Iran t o ~ i b e t
~ssadullahSouren Melikian-Chirvani

The notion that there might be a connection between the Iranian world and
Tibet may seem odd at first glance. Actually, these two areas were not so far
apart. while they were separated by formidable mountain barriers, they were
almost next door neighbours.
~f this geographical reality is easily forgotten, this is in part due to the
changing political and ethnographic map of the area loosely referred to as
Central Asia. Of the present day republics of Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and
Tajikistan, only Tajikistan now rates as part of the Iranian world and has Persian
(in its 'Tajik' guise) as its official language. All three, however, were part of the
first Iranian Empire unified by the Achaemenid dynasty, and in more recent
times they played a major part in the first blossoming of Iranian culture in its
Islamic garb under the Samanid dynasty from the late ninth century on.'
It is therefore no great surprise that the Iran-Tibet connection stretches
as far back as the early first millennium BCE and continued right down to the
seventeenth century. When the Portuguese missionary Ant6nio de Andrade
entered Tibet from northern India, he communicated with Tibetans in Persian,
the international language of all communities in seventeenth-century India.2
Visual evidence alone is at hand to substantiate the connection during a
proto-historic period that may have begun before 1000 BCE, followed by a second
period corresponding to Sasanian rule in Western Iran (224-651 CE),when written
sources tell us a little more, and a third period corresponding with the first six
centuries of the Islamic period.
Unfortunately, it is in the nature of visual evidence to lend itself to various
interpretations when it comes to putting forward a chronology or identifying
the means and ways of transmission of forms and patterns.
In the case of Tibet, it is at present virtually impossible in most cases to
determine whether the Iranian influence revealed by the visual evidence of
artefacts and paintings came in through direct contacts, or was relayed by
cultures thriving in territories adjacent to ~ i b e t - ~ a s h m itor the south, the
various (and changing) ~urkic-speakinggroups to the north which were at
1

Pierre Briant, Histoire de I'Empire Perse (paris, 1996), pp. 44-5. On chronology
problems, see p. 50. On the ~amanids,see the excellent essay by ~ichardFrye, ~ u k h a r a
(Oklahoma, 1965).
2
Hugues Didier, Les Portuguais au Tibet, revised edition (Paris, 2002), p. 9.
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times incorporated with the Tibetan Empire, or China where north-east Iranians
(the ~ o ~ d i a n and
s ) Turkic communities introduced some of their traditions.
he observations submitted here are primarily intended to draw attention to the
considerable period during which Iranian influence, direct or indirect, made
itself felt on Tibetan art and culture.
I. WESTERN IRAN TO TIBET: A PROTO-HISTORIC JOURNEY

Despite the lack of precisely datable material, there seems to be little doubt that
the earliest contacts took place before the Achaemenid dynasty rose to power in
the mid-sixth century BCE.
1. THE PROTO-HISTORIC TlBETAN ARTEFACTS

Attention was drawn long ago in very general terms to the similarities that exist
t other bronzes dug up in the
between small bronze objects found in ~ i b e and
Western Iranian province of Lorestan.
~ e r n a r dGoldman briefly touched, among other things, on the specific case of
a bird pendant that formed part of a 'mixed collection of small bronzes gathered
in Tibet by Giuseppe Tucci', first published in 1935 by the tali an dean of ~ i b e t a n
art history.'
Goldman, observing that 'it is only necessary to point out [for comparison]
a few Luristan bronzes to show the possibility of a non-Tibetan ancestry',
concluded that the Lorestan bronzes must be earlier than their Tibetan
offshoots.' Tucci himself tackled the subject in the vaguest possible fashion
in his overview of Tibetan art published in 1973. Noting that 'Goldman drew
comparisons with Iran', Tucci stated, somewhat hypothetically, that 'such
connections [in French: cowespondances] are also likely, for contacts with Iranian
) doubt go back to very
cultures (more particularly concerning Western ~ i b e tno
early times, and artistic and decorative motifs may well have travelled from Iran
to Tibet via migrations and commercial exchange^'.^
While the objects selected by Tucci in his book on Tibet obviously belong
to different traditions, two of them do reveal a close connection with the art of
Lorestan and two more point to a connection with other West Iranian artefacts
around the late second or early first millennium BCE.

'

Bernard Goldman, 'Some Aspects of the ~ n i m a Deity:
l
Luristan, ~ i b e and
t ltaly',
Ars Orientalis, 4 (1961): pp. 16-35.
Goldman, 'Some Aspects', respectively p. 175 B and p. 176 A.
Giuseppe Tucci, Tibet (Geneva, 1973), p. 16.
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A pendant in the form of a pair of addorsed birds closely resembles some
Lorestan pieces (Plate 4 . 1 ) . ~Goldman did not cite the most obvious parallel, a
type of seal in which two birds back to back rise from a short stump (plate 4.2).'

pendants in which the foreparts of two birds back to back are merged into a
, ~ the pairing of animals was widespread
single bird are common in L o r e ~ t a nand
in the entire Western Iranian region.' The stylistic handling of the twin birds
from Tibet with their globular eyes and their crests, and the Expressionist
mood of the object, clearly point to a Lorestan connection. However, the bronze
discovered by Tucci is not a Lorestan artefact. The deep sinuous grooves across
the body are enough to indicate a different provenance.
A second Tibetan bronze lending itself to a rapprochement with Lorestan is
a harness ring with two stylized feline heads attached to a loop.1° These bear an
unmistakable kinship to some Lorestan feline heads such as the animal topping
a bronze haft holding a crescent moon axe blade published by Andre Godard."
he stylized feline heads on the ~ i b e t a nring also call for comparison with those
e the edge of
seen on artefacts conventionally associated with the site of ~ i v i y on
southern Azarbayjan.12
A connection with the art of the Caspian province of GilHn is suggested
t
which Tucci says almost nothing
by another harness ring from ~ i b e about
(Plate 4.4).13 he twin loops are each topped by an animal motif made up from the
foreparts of two stylized quadrupeds, possibly mountain goats, which are joined
back to back. Both in structure and figural design, the object has a typically West
Iranian look.
Another piece from the Tucci collection points in the same direction. he
single ring with four pierced lugs projecting outside and two stylized bird figures

Tucci, Tibet, pl. 19-21 (three views); mentioned p. 35 regarding its symbolism.
Nicolas Engel et al., Bronzes du Luristan (paris, 2008), p. 131, n. 109 and 110 where
these are given a broad dating 1300-650 BCE. Three more examples in Yolande Maleki,
'Une fouille en Luristan', lranica Antiqua, 611 (1964): pp. 1-35. See pl. V11, 1.
Maleki, 'Une fouille', p. 129, n. 101. Further examples from Lorestan in P.R.S.
Moorey, Ancient Persian Bronzes in the Adam Collection (London, 1974), p. 93, n. 57 and 58.
Eric de Waele, Bronzes du Luristan et dlAmlush:Ancienne collection ~ o d a r d(Louvain-la-Neuve,
1982), p. 171, fig. 141, n. 261, 262 etc.
Ezzatollah Negahban, Marlik: The Complete Excavation Report, vol. 2 Illustrations
(Philadelphia, 1996). pl. 34, n. 77, pl. 44, n. 131.
'O
Tucci, Tibet, pl. 2.
"
Andrd Godard, Les Bronzes du Luristan (Paris, 1931). pl. XXII, fig. 67.
l2
And& Godard, Le trhsor d e ~ i w i y (~urdistan)
e
( ~ a a r l e m1950)~
,
p. 41, fig. 31. De ~ a e l e ,
Bronzes du Luristan et d'Amlash, p. 30, n. 23. The book uncritically accepts attributions to
sites based on dealers' reports. Oscar usc car el la put to rest the Ziviye myth in: "'~iwiye"
and Ziwiye: the Forgery of a provenance', Journal of ~ i e l d~rchaeology,4 (1977): pp. 197-219.
l3
Tucci, Tibet, pl. 7, left-hand piece.
7
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projecting in the intervening space might go unnoticed if seen amidst sundry
items from Iran (Plate 4.3).14
In addition to the harness rings from Tibet that present similarities to horse
equipment devices from Iran which are not later than the early first millennium
BCE, a second group of artefacts belonging to the art of warfare and hunting
independently suggests early contacts with the Iranian world. Tucci, illustrating
some arrowheads in his book, loosely refers to them as 'arrows [sic] with a central
ridge' and states that they are 'too common as a type to allow even approximate
dating'.15
The three specimens illustrated by him represent variants of a specific type
of arrow head of which one is matched by a model excavated at Bard-e B i l in
Lorestan.16 This includes the tang, apparently of lozenge section. It would be
indispensable to handle the objects, only known to this writer from black-andwhite plates, to take the discussion further.
While it would be imprudent to draw sweeping conclusions on the basis of
five samples, the parallels to which these lend themselves are too precise to be
ignored and justify submitting the following working hypothesis. At some point,
the artefacts of horsemanship (the harness rings) and of hunting and warfare
(the arrow heads) of a type known from Western Iran in the late second or early
first millennium BCE, became known to the populations of present-day Tibet. The
objects, which are not of Iranian make, may tentatively be assumed to have been
wrought in ~ i b e t a nlands, offering an early case of influence from the Iranian
world over the Himalayan area.
Was this the result of direct transmission, or did intermediary groups play
a part? Or was there a dual process involving direct and indirect transmission?
~ i s t o r i c a geography
l
from later times suggests that direct transmission is
likely to have taken place. Early Iranian treatises in Arabic and Persian refer to
~ i b eas
t adjacent to Iranian Central Asia, called in ~slamictimes Mii warii' a/-nahr
(Ar.) Miiverii an-Nahr (Ar./~e.),'the lands beyond the river'.
his is the case with the Iranian geographer Estakhri who wrote in ~ r a b i c
and died in 323/920.17 Later, an anonymous geographical treatise written in
Persian in 3721982, The Frontiers of the world fiom East to West [yodud a/-'dam men
l4

TUCC~,
Tibet, pl. 7, right-hand piece.
TUCC~,
Tibet, p. 38.
l6
Compare Tucci, Tibet, pl. 33 far right and Lucien vanden Berghe, '~echerches
archkologiques dans le Pusht-i Kuh, Luristan', Bastan Chenassi va Honar-e Iran, 6 (1971):
pp. 14-43. See p. 29, pl. 31, fourth arrow head from left.
l7
Abij Ishaq Ibriihim ibn Muhammad al-Firisi al-lstakhri a2-ma'riif bi'l-Karkhi
['known as al- arkh hi'], Kitib al-masilik wa'l-mamiilik [The Book of Itineraries and ~ i n ~ d o m s ] ,
ed. Michael Jan de Goeje ( ~ e i d e nj1967),
,
p. 297; Abi Eshiiq Ebrihim Estakhri, ~ a s i i l e kva
Mamilek, ed. Iraj Afshir ( ~ e h r a n1340/1961),
,
p. 233. Arabic text: bayna Wakhin wa-Tubbat
qarib; Persian version: Hadd-e Vakhiin be hoddd-e Tobbat peyvaste-ast, 'the border of ~ a k h a n
is adjacent to the marches of Tibet'.
l5
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a l - ~ a s h r e qe l a l - ~ a g h r e b ]notes
,
that Tibet is bordered to the west by 'part of the

marches of Miveri an-Nahr'.18
he anonymous geographer, who is extremely concise, takes the trouble to
inform the reader that 'all goods from ~ndiacome to Tibet, and from Tibet come
to the cities of the mu slim^'.'^ His statement implies that direct commercial
traffic with India was problematic at the time he (or an earlier informer on
whose work he drew) was writing, and that Tibet was the area through which it
transited towards the Iranian world.
t
All this suggests a continuous flow of commercial traffic between ~ i b eand
historical Iranian lands, particularly the great cities of Samarqand and Bokhara.
The nature of the goods imported from Tibet into Iran is well known
concerning the Islamic period. The anonymous author of 982 says that Tibet
'produces musk in abundance, black fox furs, squirrel furs, sable, ermine, and
rhinoceros horn'.20 How extensive this trade was may be inferred from the
innumerable references to 'the musk of Tibet' and, more broadly to its exquisite
perfumes, that occur in Persian poetry from the earliest times.
~ b f~i a y y e bMos'abi, at one time the Vizir of the Samanid Amir (ruler) Nasr
b. Ahmad, writes in a couplet bemoaning the guiles of the universe, seemingly
seductive but intrinsically ferocious:

You are like the aloe wood of Cambodia and like the musk of Tibet
Like the ambergris nature of yemen and HijZz2'

Out of the thousands of verses mentioning the musk of Tibet, a couplet from
a panegyric written in the early fifthleleventh century by Farrokhi Sistini, a
court poet of Sultan Mahmtid the Ghaznevid, shows best how musk was totally
identified with ~ i b ein
t the earliest Persian tradition:

"

Anon., Hodud al-'Alam men al-Mashreq ela'l-Maghreb, ed. Manuchehr Sotiide
(Tehran, 21362/1983),p. 73. Under the heading 'Discourse on the Tibet area and its cities',
the author says: 'To the east there are parts of Chinestin (China); to the south, Hendustin
(India); the west is partly bordered by M5veri an-Nahr and partly by the ~hallukh
(=QarluqTurks) country; and the north is partly bordered by the Khallukh country and
partly by the Toghuzghuz (= a confederation of Turkish clans).'
l9
Hodiid al-'Alum, p. 73.
20
Hoddd al-'Alum, p. 73.
Cited by Mahmiid Modabberi, Sharh-e Ahviil va Ash'dr Shd'erdn-e Bi-divan az qarnhdye 3,4,5 hejri-e qamari [~iographiesof Poets without a Divdn from the ~ h i r d Forth,
,
and Fibh
Centuries of the Lunar Hijra and their verses] ( ~ e h r a n1370/1991),
,
p. 56. On the poet, ibid.,
p. 55. 1 correct both for the sake of the metre and meaning 'anbar-sereshte-ye to 'anbarseresht.
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As long as ~ a s h m i produces
r
idols and Tibet musk
Just as Egypt produces muslin and ~ a ' i scented
f
leatherz2

Kashmir is one of the lands frequently associated with beautiful Buddhist idols
in early Iranian literaturez3and ~ i b e here
t
is presented as the land of musk par
excellence.
Rare allusions to the presence of Iranians in Tibet crop up in Persian
literature. In the tenth century, Manteqi RZzi, says in a partially preserved ode:

Like an Iranian man in Tibet
A rose blossomed, smiling in the gardenz4

The comparison echoes the myth repeated in the anonymous geographical
treatise of 982 according to which all men start smiling as they step into Tibet.25
That myth must have originated in Iranian travellers' oral accounts of the
smiling images of Buddhist iconography and of the contented expressions of
Tibetan bonzes.
Further evidence of the presence of Iranians in the heart ofTibet is indirectly
provided in his usual terse manner by the author of The Frontiers of the world.
A town with the spelling L-H-A-S-A, faithfully transcribing the name ~ h a s ain
the Arabic-Persian alphabet, is thus briefly described:
Lhasi is a small town. In it there are Buddhist temples [botkhine-hi, 'Buddha
~ o u s e s ' and
] one mosque for the Muslims. There are Muslims in it [ ~ h i s i ]few
,
in numbers.26

It must be left to Tibetologists to check whether this information is corroborated
by Tibetan sources, establishing some form of ~ u s l i mpresence in tenth-century
z2

Divin-e Hakim-e Farrokhi-e Sistini, ed. Mohammad ~abirsiyiqi(Tehran,21349/1970),

p. 245,1. 4872.
"
Assadullah Souren Melikian-Chirvani, 'L'dvocation littdraire du ~ouddhismedans
I'lran musulman', Le Monde Iranien et l'lslam, 2 (1974): pp. 1-72. See pp. 44-5. 1 have since
come across many more mentions of 'the Buddhas of ~ a s h m i r ' .
24
~ o d a b b e r iSharh-e
,
Ahvil, p. 203. On the poet, who died between 367119 August
977 - 8 August 978 and 380131 March 990 - 19 March 991, see p. 199.
25
~ o d i i dal-'Alam, p. 73.
26
Hodiid al-'Alam, p. 74. 'Kirsang' mentioned ibid., p. 76 seems to fit ~ h a s abetter,
judging from the 'many' Buddhist temples that it contains. The anonymous writer may
have had had in mind two different cities and reversed their respective names.
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Tibet. In the absence of contradictory evidence, the mention of a mosque and of
established Muslims may be accepted as an indication of a small Iranian presence
in Tibet - at that point, Islam had barely touched the Indian subcontinent or the
various Turkic groups north of Tibet. The Iranian presence was obviously linked
to commerce, the musk trade particularly.
when Khwii,ieNasir ( ~ a s ial-Din
r
al-~iisi)wrote in the middle of the thirteenth
century his treatise on precious stones, metals and perfumes titled Tansfiq-~imeye Ilkhini, Tibetan musk was still highly rated, coming second for quality after
Khotani
In earlier times, Tibetan musk was the preferred variety. This is
implied by a brief mention in the treatise on gems and metals written in Arabic in
the early fifthleleventh century by the Iranian polymath from Central Asia ~ b i i
Rayhiin Muhammad al-Biriini.28Quoting 'the Accounts of the Ancient Iranians'
[ ~ k h b i a/-furs],
r
KhwijeAbii Reyhiin describes presents made to the Sasanian
emperor [Khosrow I] who reigned from 531 to 579.29After citing those of 'the
master of Ceylon' and 'the King of India', the polymath names 'the Khiqiin',
without any further characterization. The KhiqZn's presents consisted of 'one
hundred cuirasses with gilt and silvered abstract decoration and four thousand
manns of ~ i b e t a nmusk'. The Turkish title '~hiiqiin'evidently refers to the ruler
of the Turkish confederation ruling Iranian Central Asia, Istami Khiiqin whose
daughter Khosrow married according to the ninth-century historian B a l i d h ~ r i . ~ ~
The musk trade alone would be enough to account for the establishment of
a small Iranian merchant community in Tibet, from ~amarqandin particular.
Mas'iidi writing around 930 reports that he 'met in Khorasan several people who
had travelled from ~ o g h to
d Tibet and china via the Sal Ammoniac mountain^'.^'
The Tibetans for their part imported luxury goods from Iran.

''

Mohammad b. Mohammad b. Hasan KhWijeNasir ad-Din Tisi, Tansiiq-Nime-ye
ilkhini, ed. Modarres Raiavi (Tehran, 134811969). p. 249.
Abi Rayhiin Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Birini, [~itcib]al-Jamihir fi'l-~awtihir,ed.
Yisof a l - ~ i i d(Tehran,
i
137411995), p. 145.
29
On mann as a weight unit, see Walter Hinz, lslamische Masse und Gewichte (Leiden,
1970), p. 17. The closest to a Sasanian period mann might be that of highly conservative
Tabarestan, nearly 2 kgs. Arthur Christensen, L'lran sous les Sassanides, revised edition
(Copenhagen, 1944), pp. 361 and 441.
O
'
Christensen, L'lran, p. 380, n. 2, citing Schaeder Iranica, p. 41, remarks that
Khosrow's taking the daughter of ~stamiKhaqan is an historical fact.
' Etienne de la ~aissikre,Histoire des marchands sogdiens (Paris, 2002) cites the passage
p. 318 in the translation given by Marcel Pellat, vol. 1,p. 142, but makes a slight mistake in
equating the name Sughd/~oghdused in the fourthltenth century with ~ogdiana.It then
referred to a much smaller territory: ~stakhri,Kitib al-mascilik wa'l-mamilik, p. 295 where
he sees it as part of the Bokhara district, 'the rest of Soghd being attached to ~amarqand'.
In p. 316, Estakhri, placing Sughd to the East of the ~ o k h a r adistrict, notes that its
'metropolis' [qaSaba] is Samarqand and enumerates its cities: Karminiyya, Rabinjan,
a]-Kushiniya, Istikhiin, Samarqand. These, he says, are 'the heart of ~ughd'.
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~ c c o r d i n gto James Russel Hamilton's translation of a tenth-century
chronicle mentioning the appointment of [ ~ s ' a o ]Yuan-Tchong and his son
[ ~ s ' a o ]Yuan-Kong to imperial military commandments in the prefecture of
Kua under the reign of Che-Tsong (954-60), these officials offered to the court
a tribute of 'sal ammoniac, antelope horns, Iranian ('Persian' [~osseu])brocades
and Ngan-si cotton cloth'. The newly appointed officers were Tibetans from
Kwachu in Gansu.j2
Offering Iranian brocades to the Chinese court was a long-established
tradition. The Annals of the Liang mention 'Persian Brocades' sent in 520 CE as a
tribute to Emperor Wu from the Hwa land: that is, the land of the H e p h t a l i t e ~ , ~ ~
which, at that period, according to Tabari writing in the fourthltenth century,
included the Balkh area (later rating as the easternmost corner of Khorasan),
Tokhirestin along the northern shores of the Oxus and G h a r ~ h e s t i n . ~ ~
Similarly, the route between Tibet and the north-east Iranian areas is staked
out by documents preceding the advent of Islam. A large number of Sogdian
inscriptions were cut on rocks near Tankse in Ladakh, the westernmost area
of historical Tibet. One is of considerable interest concerning Sogdian-Tibetan
relations. According to Etienne de la Vaissihre, the only elements that do not
raise problems of decipherment or interpretation say: 'during the year 210
[...I the Samarqandian [...] Nosh-farn [...I messenger to the Tibetan Khaqai~'.~~
La Vaissi6re believes that the era given is that of Yazdegerd 111, which would
date the inscription to 841-42 CE. What it tells us, the French scholar concludes,
is that a mission from Samarqand headed by a Sogdian was on its way to Tibet.
Western Tibet, the area closest to those travelling from the south-east Iranian
world, was best known to Iranians. In the Frontiers of the World, the first Tibetan
region mentioned by the author is indeed Zhang-zhung.j6

James Russell Hamilton, Les Ouighours ir l'kpoque des cinq dynasties d'aprks les
documents Chinois (Paris, 1955, repr. 1988), p. 57. Berthold ~ a u f e rSino-lranica
,
(Chicago,
1919), p. 488, n. 9 already cited the text translated by Hamilton as an example of 'Persian'
brocades sent from Kwachu in Gansu to the ~ h i n e s court.
e
Hamilton notes in Les Ouighours,
p. 26, n. 9, that the Tibetans took control of Kwachu ('Koua-tcheou') in 776.
j3
~ a u f e r Sino-lranica,
,
p. 488 and n. 5, and Edouard Chavannes, Documents sur les
Tou-kiue occidentaux (Paris, 1904), p. 222.
34
Chavannes, Documents, pp. 223-4, with n. 1 citing Zotenberg's translation of the
Persian version of Tabari's Annals, vol. 2, p. 131.
35
La Vaissikre, Histoire des marchands sogdiens, p. 310. The author briefly discusses
the possibility that the date might be given according to the Muslim era which would be
equivalent to 825-6, but does not retain it: see p. 311.
j6
Hodiid al-'Alum, p. 73. The name appears without the diacritical dots, reading 'r'
instead of 'zh' in the printed edition as in the manuscript, see facsimile 16A of the Kabul
edition with the Persian translation of vladimir Barthold's preface and the commentary
r
by MTr Hosayn Shih in Hodiid a/-'Alum (Kabul, 134211963). ino or sky,
of ~ l a d i m i Minorsky
Hudiid al-'Alum, ed. Clifford Edmund Bosworth, revised edition (London, 1970), p. 257 did
j2
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For the moment, no earlier written documentation is available to map out
, commercial routes tend to be
the route from East lranian lands to ~ i b e tbut
remarkably constant through history. It is not stretching the imagination too far
to posit that the Iran-Tibet route was the same in earlier times. Nor is it wildly
adventurous to presume that the earlier contacts paved the way, so to speak,
for the significant impact that lranian culture had on Tibet from the seventheighth centuries on, resulting in the adoption of a royal ceremonial, the wine
banquet, and of the Sasanian regalia ranging from the royal silk brocades called
i Persian parniyin and parand, to the attributes of the universal
in ~ a h l a v and
royalty traditionally claimed by Iranian rulers.
11. THE INSTRUMENTS OF THE IRANIAN WINE BANQUET IN TIBET
Art proves that silver vessels made in the lranian world reached Tibet not later
than some time around the seventh-eighth centuries CE. These were of a type
used at Iranian courts in the ritualized wine libations which I have described in
several monograph^.^^ Three types of Iranian wine banquet vessels can be shown
to have reached Tibet: wine bowls, wine horns terminated with animal heads,
and animal-headed ewers.38
I. OF WINE BOWLS AND WINE CUPS

The wine bowls are represented by one silver piece of immense importance
that appeared in 1985 at a London auction as the property of Professor David
Snellgrove (Plate 4.5).39The bowl was ascribed to 'Central Asia, probably Bactria'
- - -

---

-

-

not consider the possibility that diacritical dots were omitted, a common occurrence in
early manuscripts, and transliterated the name as 'Rang-Rong'.
37
On the early Iranian royal wine banquet (bazm) see A.S. Melikian-Chirvani,
'The Iranian Bazm in Early Persian Sources', in Res Onentales: Banquets d'orient (Bures-surYvette, 1992), pp. 95-119, one fig.; on the distant sacrificial origins of the wine libations
and their cosmic symbolism, see A.S. ~elikian-Chirvani,'The Wine Bull and the Magian
Master', in Studia Iranica, Cahier 11 Current Patterns in Iranian Religions (Bures-sur-Yvette,
1992), pp. 101-34,3 figs.
38
On the identification of the ancient Pahlavi and Persian names and symbolism
of wine horns see A.S. Melikian-Chirvani, 'The lranian Wine Horn from re-~chaemenid
Antiquity to the Safavid Age', Bulletin of the Asia Institute, N.s., 10 (1996): pp. 85-139 and
28 figs. On animal-headed ewers, their ancient names and symbolism, see A.S. MelikianChirvani, 'Les taureaux A vin et les cornes A boire de 1'Iran islamique', in Paul Bernard and
Frantz Grenet (eds), Histoire et cultes de I'Asie Centrale Prdislarnique (Paris, 1991), pp. 101-38,
17 figs and 2 colour plates.
39
Sotheby's Antiquities ondo don, 9 ~ c t o b e r1985), lot 64, four unnumbered pages.
Denwood's 'Greek Bowl from Tibet', in Iran de on don, 1973). pp. 121-7. does not take into
account the Hellenistic aspects of Iranian art.
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meaning the land known as Bakhtrish in Achaemenid Persian (sixth century B ~ E ) ,
and ~ a l k hin Persian. No qualification is necessary.
he figural scenes executed in repoussi, with individual sections crimped
in according to the Iranian technique used on Sasanian silver wares, clearly
point in that direction. Executed in a style derived from the enduring legacy of
elle en ism which spread with regional variants across the entire Iranian
these scenes are stylistically comparable to others on pieces that have come to
light in the East Iranian domain.
The latter include a shallow footed dish now in the British Museum which
] Badakhshiin until 1829
was preserved in the Treasury of the Amirs [ = ~ u l e r sof
and another silver dish acquired in R a ~ a l p i n d i On
. ~ ~both, characters are clad
in light drapes that do not conceal the naked forms of the body. The handling
of the low relief on the shallow bowl from Tibet is closely comparable to the
dish acquired in Rawalpindi. A similar remark applies to the trees with twisted
trunks and stumps of pruned branches which also carry unreal blossoms at the
top. On the underside of the footed dish from Tibet, six fishes are swimming.
The stylization of the water finds an exact parallel on an eight-lobed elongated
vessel of the type called rekiib in early Persian sources.42This vessel, now in the
Louvre, was tentatively ascribed to Eastern Iran by Franqoise Demange.43
Interpreting the scene featuring the standing characters engaged in wine
drinking on the bowl formerly owned by David Snellgrove is problematic. As on
other Iranian silver bowls that likewise draw on the Hellenistic legacy, the Greek
motifs or themes were probably recast in Iranian terms as happened throughout
the history of Iran whenever literary themes were borrowed from foreign
sources. Given the loss of all Iranian secular literature preceding the advent of
Islam, there is scant hope of ever putting forward an interpretation founded on
textual evidence.
By contrast, the motif of the swimming fish on the underside of the base
clearly renders the motif of the river/sea (in Persian dariyii or, using the Arabic
loan word, bahr), hinting at 'the sea of wine' that each wine cup or wine bowl

40

On the Hellenistic garb of Iranian art and culture, see A.S. ~elikian-Chirvani,
'Rustam and Herakles, a Family Resemblance', Bulletin of the Asia Institute, N.s., 1 2 (1998):
pp. 171-99,s figs.
41
Ormonde Maddock Dalton, The Treasure of the Oxus (London, 31964).~espectively
n. 196, pp. 49-50 and pl. XxvII, n. 208, pp. 62-4, pl. XXXVIII. On the dish n. 208, see latterly
Les Perses Sassanides [sic] Fastes d'un empire oublih 224-642 (Paris, 2006). p. 98, n. 36.
42
A.S. Melikian-Chirvani, 'Rekiib: The ~olylobedWine Boat from Sasanian to Saljuq
Times', Res Orientaies, vol. 8 Au Carrefour des religions: Melanges oferts Li Philippe Gignoux
( ~ u r e s - s u r - ~ v e t t1995),
e , pp. 187-204,9 plates.
43
Franqoise Demange, 'Nouvelles acquisitions', in Revue du Louvre (Paris, 20041,
p. 87, figs 5 and 6. - Les Perses Sassanides, p. 104, n. 42, see colour plate p. 104, central lobe.
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metaphorically contain^.'^ That this is indeed a wine bowl is further confirmed
by the depiction of glass decanters held by two characters.
he significance of this wine bowl concerning the Iranian w o r l d - ~ i b ~ t
connection lies in its provenance. According to Sotheby's catalogue, it was
acquired in Nepal in 1961 'from a member of an aristocratic Tibetan family
which had been resident in Lhasa for many generations. The bowl was regarded
as a family heirloom; its previous provenance was not known."5 The silver piece
would appear to have been kept above ground through time, inasmuch as visual
inspection not verified by laboratory examination can be trusted. his raises
the tantalizing possibility that an East Iranian piece of silver not later than the
seventh century, and possibly earlier, might have been passed on from hand to
hand in Tibet during the last 1300 years or thereabouts. In any case, its verified
t more recent times establishes the import of East Iranian
presence in ~ i b e in
silver vessels for the royal wine banquet.
Evidence that Tibetan artists became familiar with north-east Iranian
precious metal wares is independently supplied by the discovery of a remarkable
gold wine cup with a ring handle that came to light in Paris in September 2008
(Plate 4.6).46
he shallow bowl, about 9.5 cm across, reproduces an age-old type known
in Iranian art since re-~chaemenid times. It rests on a low beaded foot of a
type commonly found in Sogdian silver datable to the eighth century C E The
.~~
ring-handle topped by a five-lobed thumb-rest likewise derives from ~ogdian
silver models of that period.48A Tibetan inscription carefully incised on the
underside has been read by the eminent historian of ~ i b e t a nart, Amy ~ e l l e ras
,
'o rgyad 'phan lod.
whatever interpretation is ultimately retained, the inscription tells us that
the cup was in ~ i b e t a nhands in early times, probably around the eighth century
44

On 'the sea of wine' in Persian poetry when referring to the wine in the drinker's
bowl, see for example, Melikian-Chirvani, 'The Wine Bull and the Magian Master',
pp. 116-17. This is an ancient Middle Eastern theme, like others relating to wine in
Iranian literature. It passed into ancient Greek literature: See Fran~oisLissarrague,
Un flot d'images: Une esthhthique du banquet Grec (Paris, 1996), chapter headed 'La mer
vineuse', pp. 104-18.
45
Sotheby's, Antiquities (see n. 39 above), same entry lot 64 (not paginated) last
paragraph.
46
Unpublished. Displayed on the stand of the renowned dealer in Chinese art
Christian Deydier at the Biennale des Antiquaires, Grand Palais, 2008.
47
Vladislav Petrovich Darkevich, Khudozhes~ennijMetall Vostolk VlIl-Xlllw. [~rtistic
Metal Wares of the ~ a s t ](MOSCOW,
1976). n. 29, pp. 21-2, pl. 8, figs 1-4. For an accessible
illustration of Darkevich n. 29 with outdated regional attribution and date, see Arthur
U. Pope (ed.), A Survey of Persian Art (Ashiya, 1981), vol. 7, pl. 222 or, better, Boris ~lich
Marshak, Sogdiisko Serebro [sogdian silver] (MOSCOW,
1971): see respectively pl. T 28 (line
drawing) and T 42; see also the six-lobed cup with ring handle in T 46.
48
Compare Marshak, Sogdiisko Serebro, handle plate in T 46.
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CE. here is no way of determining whether the inscription was written in Tibet,
in the areas of present-day east Turkistan (now ~ i n j i a n gwhere
)
Sogdians mixed
with a growing Turkic Uyghur population, or even further east in Dunhuang,
originally a Sogdian outpost (Durwanga, hence the Sinicized pronunciation
'~unhuang'),or in China where numerous Sogdian communities settled.49The
material, gold, in conjunction with the high quality of the object, makes it
legitimate to speculate that it had a princely or royal destination.
There is reason to believe that, in addition to silver and gold plate, another
class of rania an royal table ware became known to Tibetan artists: precious metal
vessels studded with gemstones. These formed part of the broader category of
precious metal artefacts studded with gemstones, from wares for the royal table
to the hilts of edged weapons. Called morassa'it, an Arabic loan-word which
replaced various early Persian words such as bar-imiide, these were kept in the
royal
Indirect evidence concerning the transmission from Iran to Tibet of table
wares in gold studded with gemstones is yielded by one of the murals discovered
by Thomas Pritzker 'in the valley of Pu Khar, in the Western Kingdom of Guge'.
On the east wall, Ganapati is seen holding an object that has not attracted
attention5' (Plate 4.7). The profile of the squat bowl rising from a narrow circular
base with slightly curving sides flaring at a very low angle before briefly curving
back over the inside at the top bears an unmistakable resemblance to much
earlier Iranian models (plate 4.8).
A horizontal row of lotus buds pointed downwards reproduces a motif
encountered on scores of Iranian vessels. Judging from the yellow colour of the
reproduction, the painter had in mind a gold bowl studded with alternately red
and green gems. In the Iranian tradition these would have been rubies, or possibly
red spinels, and emeralds.52The gems are cut in the shape of a pointed lotus bud.
Found on gold, silver and bronze vessels form the earliest times, the motif is

49

Etienne de la Vaissikre and Etienne ~ r o m b e r t'Des
,
chinois et des Hu. Migration
et integration des lraniens orientaux durant le haut Moyen-Age', Annales. Histoire, Sciences
Sociales, 5-6 (2004), pp. 931-69, and La Vaissibre, Histoire des marchandssogdiens, particularly
pp. 49-53 and pp. 217ff. One of the so-called 'Ancient Letters' found near ~ u n h u a n gwas
contained in a sealed linen envelope inscribed in Sogdian: 'to be sent to ~amarqand'.See
Histoire des marchands sogdiens, pl. I, n. 111, facing p. 212.
50
A.S. Melikian-Chirvani, 'The Jewelled Objects of Hindustan', Jewellery Studies, l o
(2004): pp. 9-32,22 figs. See p. 9 on Iranian morqsa'it.
51
~ h o m a sPritzker, "The wall Paintings of Nyag ~ h a k h a n g~ h a r p o ' ,Orientations
arch 2008): pp. 102-12. See p. 103, fig. la.
52
A.S. Melikian-Chirvani, 'The Red Stones of Light in lranian Culture I. Spinels',
Bulletin of the Asia Institute, N.s., 15 (2001): pp. 77-110, 2 figs. Red and green stones are
associated in poetry, e.g. pp. 94-5.
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called peykdni ('arrow-head like') in early Persian treatises on gemmology - in
early Persian poetry 'arrow heads' are often compared with buds.53
Was the original model that gave rise to the image in the mural an Iranian
pre-~slamicimport or, as seems more likely, a Tibetan artefact? I f so, did it
precede the execution of the murals in the Pu Khar valley by centuries? These
questions cannot be answered for now. All that is clearly established is the
reproduction of an early Iranian model in an eleventh-century painting in Tibet.
2. AN IRANIAN TYPE WINE SERVICE

It is against this background of apparent imports of precious metal royal vessels
from the Iranian world and closely related Tibetan artefacts that the case of
a set of three parcel gilt silver vessels - a beaker, a wine horn and a decanter
- acquired in 1988 by the Cleveland Museum of Art, must be reconsidered
All three pieces were obviously made in the same centre,
(Plates 4.9-11).~~
perhaps the same workshop, within a short lapse of time, and may be assumed
to have been acquired by their original owner to form part of a wine service. The
stylistic consistency of the repoussk motifs noted by previous commentators is
evident as a glance.
On all three pieces, the figural motifs are enclosed within twin framing
rope-like bands carrying highly stylized blossoms or leaves which curl back.
Whether lions, birds, or dragons, they are handled in a highly expressive style
which may be described as Baroque, but they do not appear to be the work of a
single artist. TO cite but one example, the lion standing on its rear legs depicted
on the beaker is quite different from the lion leaping on the wine horneS5
While the rearing lion and the eagle with spread wings ultimately go back
to the Iranian repertoire, the reptile with a horned head calls to mind Chinese
dragons.
The shapes again betray a dual origin. The wine horn is a typically Iranian
model, with its wide opening at the top and its small tubular outlet projecting
from the mouth which allowed the wine to flow in a straight jet.56

53

The 'arrow-head' cut (peykiini) is described in 'Red Stones of Light', pp. 94-5.
Stan[islaw] Czuma, 'Tibetan Silver Vessels', The Bulletin of the Cleveland Museum of
Art, 8014 (1993): pp. 131-5 with mention of the earlier publication by the same writer.
Stanislaw Czuma, 'Some ~ i b e t a nand ~ibet-RelatedAcquisitions of the Cleveland Museum
of Art', Oriental Art, 3814 (1992-93): pp. 231-42, see p. 231. art ha Carter, 'Three Silver
Vessels from Tibet's Earliest Historical Era: A Preliminary Study', in Cleveland Studies in the
History o f ~ r (The
t
Cleveland Museum of Art, 1999), pp. 22-47, see pp. 22-37.
55
Compare Czuma, 'Tibetan Silver vessels', p. 131, fig. 1 and p. 133, fig. 3 respectively.
56
On the way in which the wine horn was held in the eighth century, see ~ e l i k i a n Chirvani, 'The Iranian Wine Horn', p. 113, fig. 15.
54
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The beaker with its cylindrical body and flat base reproduces a model that
has a long history in Iran, and the ring handle with its polylobed thumb-rest
harks back to Sogdian models of the seventh or eighth century.57
he vase-like container, only 22.9 cm high, has been understood to be a vase
by previous commentators. However, it is rather small for a vase, whereas its size
is right for a decanter in the Iranian tradition, and such a function is consistent
with that of the beaker and the wine horn. All three pieces are evidently part of
a wine service in the Iranian fashion.
he Tibetan make of the pieces has so far been taken for granted. One reason
is the presence of an early Tibetan inscription on the underside of the beaker
and another reason may have been the provenance which would have been
known to the commercial source.
A third argument may now be invoked, the broad epigraphic kinship of the
inscriptions on the underside of the beaker and on the newly discovered gold
In addition, both vessels have ring handles with comparable lobed
wine
thumb-rests. The Tibetan manufacture of the two objects is therefore highly
likely, although it is more difficult to assure with any degree of certainty that
the actual place of execution was Tibet rather than, perhaps, adjacent territories
to the east or north, where Tibetan communities lived and where Tibetan rule
held sway at certain periods.59
The importance of the Cleveland Museum set goes beyond establishing the
existence of a Tibetan workshop creating silver vessels in an original style derived
from Sogdian, that is, north-east Iranian models. It points to the adoption of the
Iranian royal wine banquet.
The inscription on the base of the beaker has been translated as 'personal
possession of the high-born princess', a reading questioned by Hugh Richardson
who observed that the inscription may name a place rather than a person.60
57

On cylindrical vessels from firoft datable to the third millennium

see anon.,
Farhang-e Hcshiye-ye Halil-Riid va lirofi [culture Around Halil-Riid and /irofi] ( ~ e h r a n ,
1384/2005). See p. 44, figs. 13 and 14, p. 45. Metal buckets of cylindrical shape are
represented at Takht-e Jamshid ('Persepolis') in the sixth century BCE : Roman Ghirshman,
Perse: Proto-iraniens. Mhdes. Ache'me'nides (Paris, 1963), p. 206, pl. 205, far right. Compare
Czuma, 'Tibetan Silver Vessels', p. 132, fig. 2.
58
Tibetologists will be the ultimate judges of the degree of kinship.
59
Helmut Hoffman, 'Early and Medieval Tibet', in Denis Sinor (ed.), The cambridge
History of Early Inner Asia (Cambridge, 1990), pp. 385,390. Amy Heller, 'Recent Findings on
Textiles from the Tibetan Empire', in Riggisberger Berichte (Zurich, 2006), pl. 175, notes: 'in
about 666, Tibet occupied first Khotan, then Kucha and the northern oases, which it held
until 692'.
'O
Czuma, 'Tibetan Silver Vessels', p. 131. Carter, 'Three Silver Vessels', p. 23 and
p. 41, n. 2, acknowledging the original reading by Heather Stoddard ( ~ a r m a yas
) phan:shin
g:gong;skyes:sug:byad(or byang), and n. 3 noting Hugh Richardson's comments. See further
p. 41, n. 3. Richardson's remarks on the earliest use of the Tibetan terms suggest that the
wine service might date from the eighth century CE rather than the late seventh century.
BCE
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~t is however clear that the set had a royal destination. 1 have described
the special character of the Iranian royal wine banquet which goes back to the
deepest past of lran when wine libations were substituted to blood libations,
probably at the advent of Zoroastrianism. Loaded with a cosmic symbolism, the
wine libations took place in an atmosphere of great solemnity,61
The utensils used included the wine horn, called pilogh in Pahlavi. Also used
in early Persian, the term soon gave way to the more common shikh, 'horn',
used alone or in conjunction with nouns referring to wine, as in 'shikh-e bide',
literally 'wine horn'.62
From Pre-Achaemenid times down to the seventh century at least, the
extremities of the wine horns were fashioned in the shape of animals which had
once been sacrificial victims: bulls, deer, gazelles, goats and others.63
he wine horn, like the entire wine banquet ceremonial, knew no religious
boundaries. Wine horns have come to light in a Buddhist context in the eastern
Iranian world, at Bagram north of ~ a b u for
l example, and wine horns were still
used at ~slamiccourts across the Iranian world as late as the thirteenth centuryu
3. ON A TIBETAN ANIMAL-HEADED EWER

Evidence that the Iranian wine banquet was adopted in Tibet is provided by
another type of vessel, of which a specimen is preserved in theJokhang in Lhasa
(Plate 4.12).~~
The parcel-gilt silver ewer, worked in a style of its own that does
not lend itself to specific comparison with anything else, has a neck topped by
a camel's head. The wine would be poured into the ewer through an opening in
the head and come out of the circular outlet lodged in the mouth. This structural

61

On the early Iranian royal banquet, see n. 37 above. Its symbolism is dealt with in
several monographs by this writer dealing with wine vessels. On wine boats: 'From the
Royal Boat to the Beggar's Bowl', in Islamic Art ( ~ e w
York, 1990-91), vol. 5, pp. 3-106 with
106 figs. On bird-shaped wine-ewers: 'The Wine Birds of Iran from re-~chaemenid to
Islamic Times', Bulletin of the Asia Institute, N.s., 9 (1995): pp. 41-97, 27 figs. On wine horns
(so-called 'rhyta'): 'The Iranian Wine Horn'. On wine-legs (ewers shaped as feet/legs):
'The Iranian Wine Leg from Prehistory to Mongol Times', Bulletin of the Asia Institute,
N.s., 11 (1997): pp. 65-91. On the distant origins and esoteric connotations of the Wine
Bull (ewer shaped as a bull, or as a vase topped by a bull's head): 'The Wine Bull and the
Magian Master': see n. 38 above.
62
Melikian-~hirvani,'The Iranian Wine Horn'.
63
See n. 61.
64
Joseph Hackin, Recherches archhologiques d Begram (2 vols, Texte and ~lanches,Paris,
1939). See Planches, pl. IX, fig. 20, n. 176 and Texte, p. 33 where the object is mistakenly
described as a 'support d'oeuf d'autruche en forme de rhyton'. On the use of wine horns at
thirteenth-century courts, see ~elikian-Chirvani'The Iranian Wine Horn', p. 95.
65
Heller, Early Himalayan Art, p. 23 where the vessel is called a 'jug'.
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model is Iranian (Plate 4.13),~~
even if the sui generis style of decoration owes
nothing to Iran.
Dating such an object in the absence of stylistically comparable pieces is
hazardous. Commentators have put forward the eighth century. However, the
highly mannered rendition of a dancing character raising his lute above his
shoulder with one hand while holding a plectrum in the other and the formal
motifs almost Baroque in spirit, make it conceivable that the decanter might be
later by a century or two.
what is clear is the connection of the animal-headed ewer to the Iranian
concept of the royal wine banquet. The dancing character plays an Iranian-type
instrument as Iranian tradition required at wine banquets6' and wears a crown
consisting of a ring with a frontal clasp, in which two eagle wings are stuck. This
is the Sasanian crown model.
I am in no position to suggest whether the character represents aruler dancing
or an allegorical figure. The Iranian wine banquet ceremonial was probably
recast in the cultural terms of what Tibet was then. But however the dancing
character may be construed, it will have had some form of royal connotation,
literal or metaphorical, given his crown with eagle wings of Sasanian derivation.
Indeed, the adoption of the Iranian royal wine banquet ceremonial reflects
a broader trend that led early Tibet to borrow Iranian royal custom and
paraphernalia.
111. THE IRANIAN REGALIA IN THE EARLY ART OF TIBET
This has not been realised so far, in part because the nature of the important
brocaded silk decorated with tangent roundels called parniycin and parand in
Persian literature was identified relatively recently by this writer in a publication
It was the most important of all
dealing chiefly with Iran and Central Asiam6"
textiles that travelled along the so-called 'Silk Road'.
1. P A R N I Y ~ N / P A R A N D BROCADED SILKS IN TIBET

In the Persian lexicon of the mid-eleventh century attributed to ~ s a dTusi,
i
parniyiin is said to be 'silk from Eastern Turkistan that has patterns and roundels'

66

Melikian-Chirvani, 'Les taureaux A vin et les cornes ?I boire de 1'Iran islamique',
see pl. XLIX, figs 12, 13; pl. figs 14.15; figs 16, 17.
67
Melikian-Chirvani, 'The Iranian Bazm', pp. 97 and 98 (quoting the tenth-century
Shah-Name). Thousands of verses associate the banquet and music playing.
A.S. Melikian-Chirvani, 'Parand and Pamiyan Identified: The Royal Silks of Iran
from Sasanian to Islamic Times', Bulletin of the Asia Institute, N.s., 5 (1991): pp. 175-9, one fig.
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[harir-e Chini biishad ke naqsh-hii va charkh-hii d ~ i r a d ] .Parand
~~
is characterized
as a monochrome [side] version of the silk while pamiyiin is 'polychrome'
(haftrang, literally 'of seven [primary] colours'), a distinction maintained in

later d i c t i ~ n a r i e sThe
. ~ ~ distinction, which may go back to Pahlavi literature, is
echoed in the opening couplet of an ode written in the early eleventh century
by ~arrokhi:

As the wilderness pulls the deep blue parand over its face
The mountain crest brings over its head the polychrome pamiyiin7'

The border framing the pamiyiinlparand roundels is a stylized rendition of the
sky and its stars. The circle or ring is an age-old symbol of the sky in Iranian
thinking and the beads stand for stars perceived in the Middle East as small
circular spots,7Zas witness many Persian verses. The eleventh-century poet
LZmeCiGorgini writes:

On the face of the arched sky, Canopus and Jupiter scintillate
Like dinars and dirhams strewn on S h ~ s h t a r i p a r a n d ~ ~

Asadi Tiisi, Loghat-e Fors, ed. oh am mad DabirsiyZqi (Tehran, 133711968), p. 144.
Missing in the more recent edition given by FathollZh MojtabHi and ' ~ l i - ~ s h r Sideqi,
af
Abii Mansiir Ahmad b. 'Ah Asadi Tiisi, Loghat-e Fors ( ~ e h r a n136511986).
,
70
Mohammad b. Hendiishih NakhchevZni, Sehiih 01-Fors, ed. 'Abd 01-'Ali Ta'ati
(Tehran, 134111962), p. 75.
71
On the Pahlavi use of the words, see W.B. Henning, 'Two central Asian words',
Transactions of the Philological Society (1945): pp. 150-62, notably p. 153. Henning quotes
Farrokhis couplet (ibid., p. 156) and retains bidgiin ('of weeping willow colour') because
the word is more rarified. Ndgiin is preferable because it fits into the repertoire of Iranian
images. Diviin-e Hakim-e Farrokhi-e Sistiini, p. 175, verse 3711.
72
AbG N a y 'AIi b. ~ h m a dAsadi Tiisi, ~arshisp-Niirne,ed. ~ a b i b~ a g h m i(i~ e h r a n ,
131711938) writes in the mid-eleventh century:
69

when the sun plucked out of the turquoise glazed
Vault all the crystal beads
73

Divan-e Liime'i Gorgiini, ed.
Nakhchev~ni,Sehiih 01-fors, p. 75.

oha am mad Dabirsiyiqi ( ~ e h r a n2535sh/1976),
,
p. 97.
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The mention of dinars, which are gold coins, and dirhams, which are silver coins,
is not random. The seventh-eighth century parand beads are golden or white
when standing out on a deep blue ground, the colour of the sky at night in the
Iranian mental r e ~ e r t 0 i i - e . ~ ~
~videncethat Iranian-type pamiylin illustrated in Plate 4.14 was used for
t early as the seventh century is supplied by Chinese
royal garments in ~ i b e as
painting.
In an important study of Tibetan costume from the seventh to the eleventh
century, Heather (~toddard)Karmay was the first to draw attention to 'the
earliest representation of a Tibetan we have at present'.75This refers to Blonpo mgar, the minister of Srong-btsan sgam-po portrayed in a Chinese scroll
attributed to Yan Liben (627-73). The scroll depicts Blon-po mgar rejecting the
hand of a granddaughter of the Chinese Emperor Taizong. The minister wears a
cloak cut from the silk with roundels enclosing the effigy of a duck.
Heather Karmay pointed out that 'this type of brocade' was 'very widespread
in Asia by the time of the Tang' dynasty. It should simply be added that the model
spread from Iran as far East as Japan via the north-east Iranian areas populated
by Sogdians, and as far west as Arab Spain by the tenth century.76
Miss Karmay, who had the merit of drawing attention to the fabric worn
by the minister and of pointing out its Iranian connotation, mentioned
'the symmetrical pearl bordered "Sasanian" roundels', noting the Sasanian
connection in inverted commas.77
These are justified in so far as a textile from Turfan illustrated by her as a
material example of silk with beaded roundels may have been woven in that city
where a massive Sogdian presence is established by various Chinese manuscripts
of the sixth century CE and thus would qualify as an example of the East ~ u r k i s t a n
pamiyiin silks cited by Asadi Tusi. But textiles with roundels enclosing figural
motifs are already represented on the early seventh-century bas relief at TZq-e
BostZn where the Sasanian emperor Khosrow I1 wears trousers cut from such
a fabric and so are, more precisely, textiles with the effigies of birds framed by
circular bands of beads broken up by square devices.78
74

AS shown, for example, by FarrokhTs couplet quoted above.

eat her Karmay, 'Tibetan Costume, seventh to ~ l e v e n t hCenturies', in Ariane
Macdonald and Yoshiro Imaeda (eds), Essais sur /'art du Tibet (Paris, 1977). pp. 65-81, at
pp. 65-7. Discussed by Amy ~ e l l e r'Two
,
inscribed Fabrics and their ~istoricalContext:
Some Observations on Esthetics and Silk Trade in Tibet, 7thto gth Century', in Riggisberger
Benchte, 6 Entlang der Seidemtrasse (Riggisberg, 1998), pp. 95-118. See pp. 108-9 where the
robe is more clearly reproduced (fig. 47, p. 109) after ~ a l r a ~e e y n o l d s'Luxury
,
Textiles in
Tibet', in ill Tilden (ed.), Asian Art o on don, 1995), pp. 86-97,190-91.
76
See Melikian-Chirvani, The Royal Silks of lran (in preparation).
77
Karmay, 'Tibetan Costume', p. 67.
78
Shinji Fukai and Kiyoharu Horiuchi, Taq-i-Bustan (2 vols, Tokyo, 1969-72). pls XLIV,
XLV, XLVI for a detail of the emperor's trousers with roundels in a repeat pattern but
75
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ater rial proof of the import of Sasanian silk into lands inhabited by Tibetans
is available. At Dulan in Qinghai, a fragment of a Sasanian silk with a Pahlavi
inscription establishing its royal ownership was recovered from a Tibetan tomb.79
~ogdians,that north-east Iranian group of indefatigable traders, played the
lead role in the transmission to Tibet of Sasanian pamiyiin and parand as well as
of their own versions. Whether these were woven in their original homeland,
perhaps in Samarqand, or in their easternmost cities in what is now East
~urkistan,makes no difference to the cultural significance of the use of iraniantype royal silk in Tibet.
How enduring the memory of pamiyiinlparand was can be measured from
the traces it left in Western Tibetan mural painting in Ladakh at Alchi and in
the Spiti region (now part of Himachal Pradesh in ~ndia)at tab^.^ There, on the
north wall of the 'entrance stiipa' in the village of Mangyu, the Amitayus Buddha
is clad in a mantle cut from a Tibetan fabric with a pattern of tangent roundels
each enclosing figures of animals passant (see Plate 4.15)." Robert Linrothe
noting that the paintings are contemporary with those in the Sumtsek temples,
dates them to 'the early twelfth to the early thirteenth century'.
It is impossible to determine whether the north-east Iranian pamiyiinlparand
silks to which the textile depicted in the Mangyu 'entrance stiipa' goes back is
a comparatively early model of the seventh or eighth century, or whether later
examples of ~slamicperiod pamiyiinlparand overlaid that memory. The precise if
t the early
limited evidence of a strain of East Iranian influence reaching ~ i b e in
Guge ~ i n g d o mestablished by the twelfth-century murals at Dungkar warns us of
possible overlayers of different strands of influence from various periods. In any
a
echoes royal Iranian usage.
case, the adoption ofparand mantles for ~ u d d h figures
By the time ~erdowsiwas writing the Book of Kings (~hiih-~iime)
completed
shortly before 1000 CE, the symbolism of royal glory attached to the pamiyiinl
parand silks was still very much alive. Praising sultan p ah mi id the ~haznevid,
Ferdowsi writes:

not yet tangent. For the variant with beaded frames on the tunics of the royal hunter's
retinue standing on flat-bottomed boats, ibid., vol. 1, pl. LVII b.
79
Zhao Feng, 'Weaving ~ e t h o d sfor Western Style Samit from the Silk Road in
Western China', in Riggisberger Berichte, 9 Central Asian Textiles and their Contexts in the Early
Middle Ages (Riggisberg, 2006), pp. 189-210. See p. 199 reproduced fig. 142. Zhao writes
(English text, possibly mistranslated) that 'the Persian language was not used in Persian
territory after the mid-sthcentury', presumably meaning Pahlavi. That is also incorrect.
Robert N. Linrothe, 'The Murals at Mangyu: A ist till at ion of Mature Esoteric
Buddhist Iconography', Orientations (~ovember1994). repr. in Art of Tibet: Selected Articles
ffom orientations 1981-1997 (Hong Kong, 1998),pp. 194-205. On dating see p. 194.
Linrothe, 'The Murals at Mangyu', p. 203, fig. 17.
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In the name of the world ruler ahm mid Shiih
Abo'l-Qisem, that glory [farr] of the crown and the throne
The ~ o r of
d Iran, Turan and India
The world by his glory became like a Rimiparands2

he adjective Rtimi refers to Anatolia, called Rim in Iran before and after Islam
because the Byzantines claimed to be Romaioi, 'Romans'. (Other manuscripts,
however, have Chiniparand, 'East Turkistan parand'.) Ferdowsi says that the world
is made to look like a parand loom by the king's glory, in Persian farr, because
the halo of glory surrounding the king's head is shaped like a ring similar to the
large circular borders framing the parand roundels. Both signify the sky, the halo
of glory being the sky filled with the golden light of the sun at the apex.
The memory of buddhas wearing pamiyiinlparand garments (in Persian bot-e
pamiyiin-piish) which rings in early Persian poetry survived as a literary clichi
into the fourteenth century. KhwijfiKermini thus writes:

Angel-faced cupbearer, moon with a silver body
Parniyin-clad Buddha with a mouth [small as a] pistachios3

It is for its royal significance that the Buddha was clad in pamiyiinlparand attire
as the Lord of the Universe, a concept which almost certainly entered Buddhism
when it was refashioned to a considerable extent in Iranian lands.84That the royal
symbolism attached in Iran to pamiyiinlparand was understood in Buddhist Tibet
may be inferred from its representation on bronze figures of the bodhisattva
Avalokiteshvara and the Amitayus Buddha, the Lord of the Universe.
Amy Heller has drawn attention to the representation of a textile with
roundels that 'recall earlier designs of a single figure in a medallion' on the statue
of a crowned Buddha from Gilgit dated 7151716 by its dedicatory in~cription."~
This, of course, describes a pamiyiinlparand-type brocade.
Shiih-Niime, ed. Jalil ~ h i l e q i - ~ o t l a(9q vols, New York, 136611998-1386/2008),
vol. 5, p. 439,1.8 - p. 440,l. 9. On variant, see p. 440, n. 6.
83
KhWijiKermZnT, Homiiy va Homiiyiin, in Khamse-ye KhWijCyeKermiini, ed. ~ a ' i d e
Niyiz-Kermini ( ~ e h r a n1370/1991),
,
p. 437 1.3780.
e4
The extent to which Buddhism took hold in Iranian lands is reflected, among
others, in the metaphorical evocations of perfect beauty in Persian literature. See
Melikian-Chirvani, 'L'kvocation littkraire du Buddhisme'. On the Iranian origins of
the Buddhist ritual of the adorning of the Buddha, see A.S. ~elikian-Chirvani,'The
Buddhist Ritual in the Early Literature of lslamic Iran', in Bridgit Allchin (ed.), South Asian
Archaeology, 1981 (Cambridge, 1984), pp. 272-9, at pp. 274-6.
85
Heller, 'Recent Findings on Textiles from the Tibetan Empire', p. 181. See fig. 125,
p. 182, fig. 126.
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he roundels in question follow the model prevalent in the late seventh
The beads
to eighth century from Iran to Tang China where it was adoptedOs6
are arranged in four clusters of four beads each, separated from each other by
devices which are not square as on Sasanian silks, but of a more elaborate outline.
These designs may be assumed to be of Tibetan invention like the figures that
the roundels enclose.
In the same article Amy Heller illustrates another bronze figure of the seated
Buddha datable to the eighth century tentatively ascribed to Kashmir, and
cites two more examples, one in the Lahore Museum and the other in Beijing
The
which was presented by the Seventh Dalai Lama to the Qianlong Emper~r.~'
cushions in all three cases are covered with beaded tangent roundels, in other
words with parniyinlparand-type silks.
It was therefore established practice in Kashmir and Tibet to represent the
~ u d d h aas the ~ o r of
d the universe seated on a cushion covered in a parniyinl
parand-type silk. Whether such silks were woven in Tibet, or only imported,
cannot be determined. p it her way, the use of parniycinlparand-type textiles for
this type of Buddhist iconography indicates that the royal connotation of the
Iranian brocaded silk was understood.
This fits with the ~ i b e t a nadoption of another set of highly important royal
symbols in Sasanian and early lslamic Iran.
2. THE TIBETAN ADOPTION OF THE IRANIAN CROWN

A globe set on a crescent moon, mostly associated with two stoles fluttering

down or sideways, is frequently seen on the head of the Buddha or at the top
of the uppermost parasol crowning a stiipa. It was so important that the artists
making seals took care to represent them, however minute the scale, as is shown
by the early clay seal imprints (tsa-tsa) which Tucci collected in Tibet." TO the
best of my belief, no attempt has been made to account for the origin, let alone
86

A different view is taken by Wu Min, 'The Exchange of Weaving Technologies

between China and Central and Western Asia from the Third to the Eighth Century Based
on New Textiles Finds at Xinjiang', in Riggisberger Berichte, 9, pp. 211-41. However, our
learned colleague provides arguments against her own thesis: among others, the order
given by Emperor Wendi to a man called He Chou 'to make silks that imitated Persian
silks': see pp. 239-40. His grandfather came from a town in the greater Samarqand area
called al-~ushiniyyain Arabic texts. The assumption that frames with clusters of beads/
pearls separated by square devices is Chinese ignores the fact that such frames were
widespread in Iranian art. Taking the opposite view to Wu Min's, Zhao Feng ('Weaving
Methods') assures us on the basis of the weaving techniques, that samit textiles cannot
have been woven in China proper (see p. 209).
Heller, 'Recent Findings on ext tiles from the Tibetan Empire', p. 178, n. 6.
Tucci, Tibet, pls 89, 90, 91, 94, 96, 101 (to the left of the bodhisattva's head), 108
and corresponding captions, pp. 221-3. ~ c c o r d i n gto Tucci, all date from the twelfth or
thirteenth century.
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the meaning of the symbols. In Sasanian art, these regalia were carved on rock
bas-reliefs, executed in repoussi on royal silver plate and struck on imperial
coinage.e9
The raison d'2tre of the orb and the crescent moon as part of the Sasanian
regalia has yet to be elucidated. A simple explanation might lie in the formula
' ~ o r dof the Sun and the Moon' (Khodiivand-e khorshid-o miih) used 30 times
in the Shiih-Niime when celebrating God as the Lord of the World.9oWhatever
their exact meaning, their presence in the imperial headdress establishes their
imperial significance. Associated with the Buddha, they would have hailed him
d the Universe', and when crowning a stiipa, the regalia would have
as 'the ~ o r of
retained the same significance, the stiipa symbolizing the cosmic body of the
B~ddha.~'
This set of regalia comes together with the use of yet another Iranian
royal symbol: the parasol. This is an age-old Iranian metaphor for the sky. In a
panegyric on an unnamed ruler, Shams Tabasi thus writes in the early thirteenth
century:

Everyday the Shah of the Orient [= the sun] above that bluish parasol [=thesky]
Raises its ensign in the shadow of your standard
92

The parasol as an imperial symbol goes back to the Achaemenid empire. At
Takht-e Jamshid ('~ersepolis'in Western Orientalist literature), an attendant
holds a parasol over the head of ~ m p e r o Darius
r
I in the bas-relief carved on one
It persisted in Sasanian Iran where it appears on the TZq-e
of the
Bostin imperial relief and in the East Iranian lands won over to Buddhism, as at

Monumental sculpture: Roman Ghirshman, Parthes et Sassanides (Paris, 19621,
p. 192, pl. 235 (at Taq-e Bostan, the emperor standing on the upper tier) and for details
Fukai and Horiuchi, Taq-i-Bustan, vol. 2, pls. V, V1, VII. Royal silver: Parthes et ~assanides,
p. 212, pl. 253; p. 206, pl. 245. Coinage: pp. 250, n. 318; 320.
90
E.g. Shcih-Ncime,ed. ~haleqi-~otlaq,
vol. 1,p. 139,l.817 (1 retain the version given
by Jules Mohl I p. 184,l. 846 which has namiiyam rather than namcinam):
89

h hat] by the might of the ~ o r of
d the Sun and the Moon
[the full power of] my equipment

I will show him
91

Adrian Snodgrass, The Symbolism ofthe Stupa (~thaca,1985), pp. 360ff.
Divan-e Asir ad-Din Akhsikati, ed. Rokn ad-Din Homiyfin ~ a r r o k h (Tehran,
1337/1958), p. 461.
93
Ghirshman, Perse, p. 186, pl. 233.
92
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~iyiihgerdin the Fonduqestiin valley where a mural shows a king behind whom
an attendant holds up a parasol.94
he explicit royal connotation of the parasol still prevailed in Western Tibet
by the time Iranian influence came afresh from the eastern areas of Iran, now
~slamicized,more specifically from Khorasan under Ghaznevid rule in the course
of the eleventh century. This much may be inferred from several murals in the
caves at Alchi which specialists date between the middle of the eleventh and the
first half of the twelfth century.
A mural in the Dukhang cave depicts what Pratapaditya Pal rightly called
without specifying its origin.96 his is an
'a royal drinking scene' (Plate 4.16~~)
Iranian-style royal banquet. The king is seated cross-legged, in the manner of
the Iranian aristocracy. On his left, a wine taster is seated on his heels, in the
respectful posture that behoves members of the court in the presence of the
king. The taster raises to his lips a footed cup of a shape known from Iranian
metalwork of the thirteenth century while the queen holds up another footed
cup of a model known from Iranian glass. On his right, the king's consort is
seated cross-legged like the king himself and holds a footed bowl which, again,
is of an Iranian type.97Together, they form a royal couple such as may be seen in
Iranian polychrome ceramics with figural scenes from the twelfth and thirteenth
cent~ries.~'
The king wears Iranian-style attire. he turban is loosely interpreted, but the
two widening strips coming down are duly depicted.99The long cloak (or qabii)
94

Ghirshman, Parthes et Sassanides, p. 197 showing part of pl. 237 (the imperial boar
hunt). Behind the emperor mounted on his steed, an attendant raises the parasol. See
Joseph Hackin, J. Carl and J. Meunik, Diverses recherches archdologiques en Afghanistan (Paris,
1959), figs 195 and 199. The two characters were mistakenly described as 'dieu solaire et
dieu lunaire'.
95
In a three word caption, in his list 'Illustrations of Dukhang'. See next footnote.
96
Pratapaditya Pal, A Buddhist Paradise: The Murak of Alchi. Western Himalayas ( ~ o n g
Kong, 1982), pl. D.23, text pp. 50-51.
97
Footed bowl with curving sides: A.S. Melikian-Chirvani, Islamic Metalwork from
the Iranian World 8-lathCenturies o on don, 1982), p. 164, pl. 71, text pp. 162-4. For a glass
footed cup of closely related type, see ~ j e l dvon Folsach, Islamic Art: The David Collection
(Copenhagen, 1990), p. 144, n. 222 where it is broadly dated ' 8 t h - l ~century'.
th
By the same
author, Art Fom the world of [slam in the David Collection (Copenhagen, 2001), p. 206, n. 304,
where it is dated '9th-10thcentury'. Footed bowl with inverted truncated conical cups:
several glass examples seen by this writer in the art market.
,
vol. 9,
Arthur Upham Pope (ed.), A Survey of Persian Art (18 vols, New ~ o r k'1981),
pl. 651.
99
E.g. Survey of Persian Art, vol. 9, p. 675, pl. 674, showing the inside of the pottery
plate now in the Freer Gallery of Art, Washington where two horsemen appear with their
turban bands fluttering behind them, and p. 674 showing the outside, where the hero
slaying an ezhdehci (dragon) also has the two bands coming down from his turban. See also
pl. 664, where the bands likewise flutter behind the horsemen's headdresses.
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is cut from a parniyin-like fabric, with the characteristic rows of tangent beaded
roundels which enclose effigies of felines passant. The beads form continuous
rows instead of being arranged in clusters of four separated by devices, thus
pointing to a later type of pamiyin fashionable by the tenth-eleventh centuries
in ~slamicIran.looThe couple is seated under a royal parasol.
TWO couples appearing behind another lobed line are part of the court
inner circle - the two men may be princes for they wear a royal headdress. One
is identified as royal by the fact that his headdress is identical to the turban
worn by the king. The other wears the 'two-horned skull cap', in Persian kolih-e
do shikh, mentioned several times in the chronicle of the eleventh-century
historian Beyhaqi, and reproduced on eleventh-century bronze vessels from
~ h o r a s a n . ' It~ 'still occurs in Persian manuscript painting of the early thirteenth
century in relationship with an eleventh-century text, the romance of Varqe and
GolshZh.lo2
The Tibetan scene and its theme, the Iranian royal wine banquet, therefore,
obviously find their iconographic source in the domain of the Ghaznevid rulers.
The question of transmission is more complex and must be considered in
the light of what the style tells us. While the composition, the perfectly linear
rendition of the characters and even the colour scheme also point to Iranian
models, the conventional stylized faces do not.
These bear some kinship to a couple of well-known Persian manuscripts
executed in Western India around the mid-fifteenth century, according to the
authors who have studied them.lo3However, it is in manuscripts of Hindu or Jain
loo

See Melikian-Chirvani, The Royal Silks of lran (forthcoming). Parniyan silk roundels
are depicted at Bamiyan at a date which this writer believes to be as late as the seventh
or eighth century. In cave D, a roundel encloses two birds clutching a pearl necklace.
The beaded frame encloses four clusters of pearlslbeads separated by square clasp-like
devices: Joseph Hackin in collaboration with J. Carl, Nouvelles recherches archiologiques h
Biimyan (Paris, 1933), p. 9, fig. 1. For an easily accessible plate, Jeanine Auboyer, The Art
of Afghanistan (Paris, 1968), pl. 75, text p. 53. At Siyiihgerd, in the Fonduqestan valley 117
km to the north-west of ~ a b u and
l 120 km to the west of Bamiyan, a painted sculptural
group representing a king and his consort was recovered from the remains of a ~ u d d h i s t
'monastery' (as described by the excavators). The king seated, one leg folded, wears a
tunic covered with roundels that were 'framed by a row of pearls' and enclosed birds and
possibly human masks judging from the faint traces still visible at the time. See Hackin,
Carl and Meunib, Diverses recherches, fig. 192 and p. 56.
lo'
Khwiije Abo'l Fail Mohammad b. Hoseyn-e Beyhaqi Dabir, Tiirikh-e Beyhaqi, ed.
Khalil Khatib-e Rahbar (3 vols, Tehran, 136811989), vol. 1, p. 41,l. 24.
lo2
A.S. Melikian-Chirvani, Le Roman de Varqe et Goljiih: Essai sur les rapports de
l'esthe'tique litthraire et de l'esthhtique plastique duns l'rran prk-mongol, suivi de la traduction du
roman (paris, 1970), 246 pp., 65 figs and four colour plates. See p. 217, pl. 4, far left.
'03
A dispersed manuscript of the Persian 'Quintet' [ ~ h a m s e by
] Amir Khosrow
Dehlavi, discussed by Richard Ettinghausen, Paintings of the Sultans and Emperors of ~ndia
(New Delhi, 1961), pl. 1,dated by Ettinghausen to the second half of the fifteenth century;
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texts that the corner of the eye projecting beyond the face of characters seated
three-quarters such as the king may be seen.lo4
~ l told,
l the handling of the facial types with their brick-red complexion,
and the rendition of the eyes, raises the possibility that the Iranian iconographic
details could have reached Tibet via Indian intermediaries or, alternatively,
that artists of Indian (perhaps ~ashmiri?)stock, familiar with East Iranian art
and attempting to use its formulae, came to Tibet. The presence in Ghaznevid
territory of Indian stone-cutters and even builders, presumably Muslims, some
trained in the tradition of Hindu style architecture, is proven by the existence
of a small twelfth-century monument of purely Indian style and craftsmanship
in central Afghanistan, that is, East Iranian territory, where it is unrelated to the
vernacular style.lo5If Indian masons exercised their talents in the East Iranian
territories under Ghaznevid rule, so could painters.
The mural paintings in the Sumtsek constructions that also form part of the
Alchi monastic complex provide further examples of Iranian royal iconography
handled in a non-Iranian style.
The paintings which cover the left leg of the statue of the bodhisattva
Avalokiteshvara are particularly remarkable.lo6 One detail shows a typical
Iranian royal hunt in Ghaznevid timeslo' (Plate 4.17). A turbaned king charges on
in full gallop. Behind him, that is, at his side according to pictorial convention,
his hawking master (biizdiir) looks at the kestrel which he holds by the legs
with a bare hand unprotected by a leather gauntlet required to prevent it from
being lacerated by the claws of the bird. Perhaps a ~ i b e t a n(or Kashmiri artist
working in ~ i b e t intended
)
to follow the Iranian iconographic model of a royal
hunter hawking without being aware of the precise detail of the indispensable
outfit. Hunting valets of diminutive size (to signify their humble status) wear
protective helmets as if they were soldiers. The frontman running alongside the
hawking master on horseback holds a long bow with his left hand and arrows in
his right hand stretched out behind him.
Both the king and his hawking master wear f rani an-style turbans and
their heads are set off by halos of glory with beaded edges which go back to
Iranian models of the ninth or tenth centuries, as may be seen by comparison

and a S h a h - ~ a m estudied by B.N. Goswamy, AJainesque Sultanate Shahnama and the Context
of Pre-~ughalPainting in India (Zurich, 1988).
104
Goswamy, Jainesque Sultanate ~ h a h n a m a p.
, 17, fig. 20 from a fifteenth-century
manuscript of the Kalpasutra, and p. 21, fig. 30 from a Kalakacharya katha manuscript of
the fifteenth century.
lo'
G. Scarcia and Maurizio ~ a d d e iT
, h e ~ a s g i d - iSangi of ~arvand',East and West,
23 (1973): pp. 89-108. See p. 94 where the structure, probably a mausoleum, is located at
Malekin in the Gh6r mountains bordering ~amindivar.
lo6
Pal, A Buddhist Paradise, detail showing both legs pl. S5.
lo'
Pal, A Buddhist Paradise, pl. S8.
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with metal dishes.lo8They also wear rania an-style armlets. The slight cusps to
the halos point to an interpretation of the Iranian halo perhaps influenced by
greater familiarity with Buddhist mandorlas occasionally cusped. Once more,
this makes one wonder whether the model of the hunting scene became known
to the ~ i b e t a nartist via some non-Iranian (Kashmiri? Nepalese?) intermediary.
A major set of questions to be addressed in the future concerns the purpose
of such Iranian iconography on the legs of the bodhisattva Avalokiteshvara.
hey presumably relate to the life of Prince Siddharta Gautama, the historic
character who would become the Buddha and is depicted in the guise of a ruler
from Islamic Iran. Murals in the main temple at Tabo (Gtsug lag khang) show
that the royal symbolism of the 'parasol of majesty' (chatr-e homiiyiiniin Persian),
perfectly understood, was put to such use in other Tibetan shrines.lo9Attendants
hold it over the head of the mother of the Buddha, princess Mahamaya, as well
as over the head of the Buddha Shakyamuni. The parasol is closer to those of
twelfth-century Iran than to those in Gandharan sculpture borrowed from
Sasanian Iran.
The meaning attached to such loans, unlikely to have been a matter of fashion
or individual taste in this religious context, is as intriguing as the identity of
those who inspired them.
Similar questions arise about other cases of Iranian connections.
Stiipa architecture reveals such contacts, possibly via Kashmir. The 'entrance
stiipa' at Mangyu village not far from Alchi, looks like a direct imitation of the
traditional ~ast- rania an Islamic mausoleum with a square ground plan topped
by a dome.l1° Inside, the ceiling simulates the structure of the cave ceilings at
Bamiyan and in the valley of Foladi near by, in the south-east Iranian domain,
in present-day Afghanistan."' How, and why, this imitation came about is
unknown. There is little point in speculating, however, before much-needed
in-depth monographic studies of Kashmiri Buddhist architecture, early ~ i b e t a n
'08

Josef Orbeli and Camilla Trever, O@vrerie ~asanide/~asandiski
Metall me en in grad,
1935), pls 17 and 18 ( ~ r e n c htext, p. XLI),both 25.8 cm across. Probably originating from
the same workshop, they display stylistic features unlikely to predate the ninth century:
note the ewer held by an attendant in pl. 18 and the trilobate cusped motif extending
from the rectangular carpet.
'09
Peter van Ham and Aglaja Stirn, The Forgotten Gods of Tibet (Paris, 1997), p. 74, 2
and p. 77, 4. On Tabo dates, see Thomas Pritzker, 'The Wall Paintings of Tabo', in Art of
Tibet: Selected Articles from Orientations, pp. 71-3.
"O
Linrothe, 'The Murals at Mangyu', p. 194, fig. 2.
l"
Compare what Linrothe calls 'the lantern ceiling' of the 'entrance stfipa', p. 195,
fig. 4 and the ceiling in a cave from the 'F group' at Bamiyan in J. Hackin with J. c a d ,
Nouvelles recherches archkologiques iz Biimyan, pl. XXXIX, fig. 46 or the 'lantern ceiling' in
a cave of the present-day town near Bamiyan in Auboyer, The Art of ~fghanistan,pi. 97a.
Additional examples including two that are perfectly identical in design to the 'entrance
stiipa' will be found in Bruno Dagens, Marc Le Berre and Daniel Schlumberger, Monuments
Prkislamiques d'~fghanistan(Paris, 1964), pl. XXIX, text p. 46.
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architecture, and, not least, a careful search through written sources, Tibetan,
~ a s h m i r iand Indian, are undertaken. Only then will it be possible to have
some clearer idea of the way in which Iranian objects, forms, iconography and
concepts travelled to Tibet.
A NOTE OF THANKS AND APOLOGY

1 wish to thank colleagues who have helped me: Dr Ariane Macdonald to whom I

owe, in addition to a precious volume, the privilege of having been first intrigued
by the Tibetan world over four decades ago; Dr Amy Heller, who kindly sent
me a bibliography of her impressive work on Tibetan culture; and Etienne de
la vaissi$re, who was kind enough to present me with his exemplary book on
Sogdian merchants. 1 am grateful to the editors for inviting me to contribute
to the theme of this volume from the standpoint of a cultural historian of
Iran. I am aware that many of my remarks will seem unsophisticated and
occasionally mistaken to Tibetologists, but my hope is that they may stimulate
better-qualified researchers to answer the questions raised here. I apologise
for having cut down footnotes drastically due to space reasons. Arabic words/
names are transliterated according to the international system where they
appear in an Arabic context. Persian is transliterated as pronounced in standard
Western Persian according to the system adopted in my ~slamic~etalworkfrom
Iranian Lands ondo don, 1982). Names commonly used (e.g. ~horasan,~amiyan)
have no diacritical signs.

Chapter 5

% reek and ~slamic~edicines'
~istoricalContact with ~ i b e t :
A Reassessment in View of Recently Available but

~elativelyEarly Sources on ~ i b e t a n~ e d i c aEclecticism1
l
Dan Martin

Giuseppe Tucci's Tibetan library was, for several decades in the middle of
the twentieth century, by far the most significant such collection to be found
in all of Europe west of St Petersburg. In 2003 the second tome of a catalogue
of his massive collection was published in Rome. While leafing through the
catalogue pages, I was startled and then a little excited to notice the title of an
early history of Tibetan medicine that I had listed in my bibliography, Tibetan
Histories, published in 1997, where the title appears as Shes-bya Spyi'i Khog-dbub
Rgya2-mtshan Rtser 'Bar. Although not entirely unknown to scholarship, we would

'

1 would like to dedicate this article to my dissertation adviser Christopher 1.

Beckwith, whose 1979 paper entitled 'The Introduction of Greek Medicine into Tibet in
the Seventh and Eighth Centuries' Oournal of the American Oriental Society, 9912 [1979]:
pp. 297-313) is the classic and by far the most important piece of scholarship on the
subject ever written. His paper has stood the test of time and is still to my mind perfect,
or very nearly so. It was also far ahead of its time, if we may judge from the fact that for
two decades its ideas did not receive very much attention from the sluggish realm of
academia: a few brief mentions and little more than that. Its most appreciative reader
by far has been a Tibetan doctor and medical historian, Sman-rams-pa Pa-sangs-yontan, Bod-kyi Gso-ba Rig-pa'i Lo-rgyus-kyi Bang-mdzod G.yu-thog Bla-ma Dran-pa'i Pho-nya
( ~ e h 1988),
,
who cites it frequently. If there is anything to add to it today it is because
the earliest Tibetan-language source on the subject then available to him dates to the
mid-sixteenth century. A number of older sources have surfaced in intervening years,
and I would mainly like to focus on the evidence they provide. The existence of a few asyet unpublished early medical works was announced a few years ago in an unpublished
conference paper by Yangga Trarong, a doctor and scholar from ~ i b e twho
, has worked
on the problem of Greek influence on ~ i b e t a nmedicine in collaboration with a classical
philologist (the conference paper, entitled 'studying Early ~ i b e t a n~ e d i c aManuscripts',
l
was delivered at the Tenth Seminar of the ~nternationalAssociation for ~ i b e t a nstudies
in September 2003). So I see real hope of further progress in this area in the near future,
far above and beyond what 1 will have to say here.
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have to say that it has hardly ever been mentioned in modern Tibetological
literature, and in the last few centuries it seems no one has directly made use of
the information it contains. Of course, I immediately dispatched an electronic
mail to Elena De Rossi Filibeck, who very kindly helped me to obtain a microfilm
of the manuscript, and I went to work on it.2
At the end of his medical history of 1704, the Regent Sangs-rgyas-rgya-mtsho
discusses the sources he used (including the history in question), as well as the
sources that he might have used if only they had been available. He names what
he believed was the earliest medical history under the title Rin-chen Spungs-pa
( ~ e a pof Precious substances). I still have not been able to identify the text the
Regent had in mind.3
In any case, my point for the moment is just to say that the manuscript
preserved in the Tucci collection has as few as two rivals for the honour of being
considered the earliest Tibetan work specifically devoted to medical history. It
is always a danger to speak of 'firsts' in human history, of course, and I will not
push this point further, just to admit that a number of obscure and fairly early
medical history titles have been listed in the literature. If we limit ourselves to
those that are available and known to us at the moment, we may say that three
medical history texts survive from around the year 1200, and the next somehow
available, even if not yet published, history dates about 200 years later. But then
old medical histories continue to surface, including some that, while known
to exist in the past, remained unavailable in recent times. As an example, we
might point to Olaf Czaja's recent article about a previously unavailable and still
unpublished manuscript of a medical history by ~ t s h o - s m a dkhan-chen dated
to the middle of the sixteenth ~ e n t u r y . ~
1 have compiled a listing of 16 medical histories that preceded the Regent's
history, of which to my knowledge only six are, in one form or another, available
today (see Appendix A). I am certain this is not a complete listing5 Still, I think
it gives a fair idea about the wealth of early historical writings that concern
medicine. ~ h e s eearlier works have been largely neglected by ~ i b e t a nauthors
Elena De Rossi Filibeck, Catalogue of the Tucci Tibetan Fund in the Library of IslAO
(Rome, 2003), vol. 2, p. 429, no. 1281. See also Dan Martin and Yael Bentor, Tibetan Histories:
A Bibliography of Tibetan-language Historical Works be on don, 1997), p. 37, no. 36.
' Sde-srid Sangs-rgyas-rgya-mtsho, Dpal-ldan Gso-ba Rig-pa'i Khog-'bugs ~egs-bshad
Bai-diitya'i Me-long Drang-srong Dgyes-pa'i Dgal-ston ( ~ a n z h o u ,1982), pp. 562-9. On the
composition of this medical history, completed in 1703 or 1704, see especially Kurtis
R. Schaeffer, 'Textual Scholarship Medical Tradition, and Mahayha Buddhist ldeals in
Tibet',]oumal of Indian Philosophy, 31 (2003): pp. 621-42, at pp. 623-5.
Olaf Czaja, 'A Hitherto Unknown "Medical History" of m~sho-smadmkhan-chen
(b. 16th cent.)', Tibetloumal, 3014-3111 (2005-06): pp. 153-72. This manuscript was kept in
the library of the former Maharaja of Sikkim, and was made available in microfilm by the
Nepal-German Manuscript Preservation Project ( ~ a t h m a n d u ) .
There are in fact still more titles listed in the passage of the Regent's history just
mentioned.
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in recent centuries in favour of the Regent's history, which was and largely
continues to be the standard reference for both earlier scholars in Tibet and
contemporary Tibetologists.
here are indeed chapters on medical history in broader histories of ~ i b e t a n
~uddhism. here is also a genre for the history of the traditional sciences that
always includes medicine. Still, the usual genre-term for a medical history in
Tibet is khog-dbubs, a word with several different spellings, which makes it
difficult to explain with certainty. I once speculated in print about the meaning
of the word, but now I believe the most likely explanation is one supplied by
Olaf Czaja. According to him it may be etymologized as meaning 'piercing to
the interior cavity', or perhaps 'piercing to the internal parts'. In practice it
sometimes seems to indicate a type of commentary that gets to the heart of the
original text and reveals its basic structure, its general outlines. The reason it
came to be used for the genre of medical histories is still rather mysterious, and
can remain so for the time being6
Going back to the Tucci manuscript, I believe it represents one of the first
two medical history texts of the khog-dbubs genre. Allow me to clarify somewhat
the matters of authorship and dating, but without too many detailed arguments,
since these have recently been published in a separate paper.'
I will just summarize some of my findings. The manuscript actually contains
two titles. We will pay most attention to the first and longer text, in 46 numbered
folios, since the second is nothing but an outline. he outline does at least tell
us that the author had planned to write an extremely detailed and lengthy
iti
on the Heart
commentary on ~agbhata's~ ~ t c i r i ~ a h r d a y a s a m h(Compendium
of the Eight Branches [of ~ e d i c i n e ] ) From
.~
the outline we may also see that the
first text is merely part of the introduction to the projected commentary. The
commentary proper never got beyond commenting on the first lines of the text.
As we know - well, it is a bitter fact of life, and please excuse me for reminding
you of it - for better or worse, people often enter the grave without completing
everything they had wanted to do.
he manuscript is largely written in very clear cursive letters. The ink was
probably mostly silver ink, with some shorter parts in gold ink that are not very
See Czaja, 'Hitherto Unknown', pp. 154-6; Martin and Bentor, Tibetan Histories,
p. 14. There are indeed a few puzzling instances of titles that employ the term khob-dbubs
that have to do with neither history nor the sciences.
' Dan Martin, 'An Early Tibetan History of Indian Medicine', in Mona ~ c h r e m p f
(ed.) Soundings in Tibetan Medicine: Anthropological and Historical Perspectives (~eiden,20071,
pp. 307-25.
' The Tibetan translation has the title Yan-lag Brgyad-pa'i Snying-po Bsdus-pa. The
Astiiriga was, incidentally, one of the works used by al-Tabari in his summary of Indian
medicine composed in about 850 CE. See Max ~ e y e r h o f "Ali
,
at-~abari's"paradise of
Wisdom", One of the Oldest Arabic Compendiums of Medicine', Isis, 1611 (1931): pp. 6-54,
at p. 43 ('Ashtiinqahradi'). he A~tiirigahas been subject of a number of studies and editions
by Claus Vogel, the late Ronald Emmerick and others.
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clear in the black-and-white microfilm at my disposal. The paper was sized with
a dark sizing, probably the dark-blue-sized paper known in Tibetan as mthing
hog.^ Unfortunately the final page of the first text is the least legible one, and it
was not possible to make out the author's name in the colophon. Still, with the
evidence of the title and some further evidence in the interior of the text it has
been possible to establish beyond any doubt who the author was. His full name is
Che-rje zhang-ston Zhig-po Thugs-rje-khri-'od. We will simply call him he-rje.
It is frustrating that very little is known about the life of the author, and
what we do know mainly comes either from the content of the Tucci manuscript
itself, or descends from a brief passage in the just-mentioned medical history by
the Regent Sangs-rgyas-rgya-mtsho.1°The Regent's biographical sketch is not
very enlightening, although it does inform us who his teachers and students
were, and which texts he composed. Of his six compositions, the first is our
medical history, while the second is the outline text. The other four texts I
have been unable to locate. Mention, too, is made of two texts, the Yang-tig and
Zin-tig, written by his student Gtsang-ston Dar-ma-mgon-po. Remarkably
enough, both of these texts are available in reprint editions published in India.
These quite lengthy works by his student are significant in that they preserve
Che-rje's practical medical instructions. For this reason and more, they should
be studied further."
We may know from still other sources, thanks to Roberto Vitali, that the
hereditary lineage of physicians to which Che-rje belonged was closely attached
to the court of the Western Tibetan kings and that they even intermarried
with the royal family.12 Some of the most important information about
Che-rje comes from reading his own medical history. He relates in detail his own
medical lineage, one that descended from none other than the illustrious 'Great
Translator' Rin-chen-bzang-po, who translated the Astiriga into Tibetan in 1015
CE. The information on the date of this translation seems to be unique to Che-rje's
history. The translation was done together with the Kashmiri JanZrdana with
financial support in the form of gold from the Western Tibetan king and others.
We may also know from Che-rje's history that he, like his near-contemporary
G.yu-thog-pa, may be considered a follower of the Nyingma school, since he
It would be good to learn more about the history of this particular type of paper,
but about all I can say at the moment is that it was certainly being made in the late twelfth
century, and was probably used already in late imperial times. Mthing means 'azurite',
most likely employed in its manufacture in earlier centuries.
lo
Sde-srid, Dpal-ldan Gso-ba Rig-pa'i Khog-'bugs, pp. 178-9. This passage has often
been repeated in more recent medical histories without adding any new information.
"
Gtsang-stod Dar-ma-mgon-po, Slob-ma'i Don-du Zin-thig and Bu-la Gdams-pa
Yang-thig (2 vols, Leh, 1975); Gtsang-stod Dar-ma-mgon-po, Slob-ma-la Phan-pa'i Zin-tig:
A Collection of lnstmctions on Tibetan Medicine and Treatment (2 vols, Gangtok, 1976).
l2
Roberto Vitali, 'On Some Disciples of Rinchen Zangpo and Lochung Legpai ~ h e r a b ,
and their Successors, who Brought Teachings Popular in Ngari Korsum to central Tibet',
in Alex McKay (ed.), Tibet and her Neighbors: A History ondo don, 2003), pp. 71-9, at pp. 74-5.
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discusses Buddhism within the framework of the Nine Vehicles.13 I see this as
just another instance of something that may be seen more generally in Tibetan
medical history, which is that medical lineages have little to do with sectarian
boundaries. Well, at least they tend to cross those boundaries with ease.
~t is mainly on the basis of Che-rje's medical lineage that I have ventured to
place the period of his main activities to decades surrounding the year 1200. I
feel rather confident in translating the 60-year cycle date given in the colophon,
a Wood Mouse year, into the Common Era date of 1204. Still, the date 1264 cannot
be entirely excluded. I have done my best to disprove the earlier in favour of the
later date, but with no success so far. He does not seem to mention any figures
who lived much beyond the year 1200. So 1 am satisfied for now that the date
1204 may be accepted as a working hypothesis. A close inspection of the physical
manuscript's colophon page may turn up evidence not visible in my microfilm
that would yield a more confident statement on the dating problem.
Now we will limit ourselves to a few general comments on the contents of the
work. The work as a whole may be considered a 'completed' history of medicine,
even though originally conceived as the historical introduction to a much larger
commentary. The properly historical part ends on folio 33, while the final 14
folios discuss the title, general outline, and chapters of the Astiinga. Generally it
would be accurate to say that it is a history of Indian medicine with a very strong
focus on the biography and writings of viigbhata and his immediate circle. This
generalization holds true regardless of the presence of brief parts that concern
Tibetan or other non-~ndianmedical traditions. This is just what we might
expect in an introduction to a commentary on a work by viigbhata.14
We can say in general about Che-rje's style that he was a very systematic
and logical thinker. He wrote in detail, yet tersely, according to a preconceived
outline, moving from topic to topic. he prose does not exactly 'flow'. Sometimes
one is not sure whether to say that he is following an outline or that he is simply
giving an outline. It is obvious that he must have received some training in
formal, philosophical logic. In his day Gsang-phu Ne'u-thog Monastery was
the main or most influential source of this kind of training.15 But I am not
even certain if he-rje was a monk or not (given the importance of his family
l3

For a historical exploration of the idea of the Nine Vehicles (Theg-pa ~ g u )see
,
David Snellgrove, Indo-Tibetan Buddhism: Indian Buddhists and their Tibetan Successors
(Bangkok, 2004). pp. 405-7.
l4
Che-rje's account of Vigbhata would, five centuries later, form the most
important source for the chapter on Vigbhata in the Regent's medical history. What this
ought to tell us is that the Regent could locate no finer source on Vigbhata in the Tibetan
literature that came before him.
l5
For the early history of Gsang-phu Ne'u-thog, see especially Shunzo ~ n o d a ,
Monastic Debate in Tibet: A Study on the History and Structures of Bsdus-grwa Logic (Vienna,
19921, pp. 13-14; ~ e o n a r dW.J. van der Kuijp, h he Monastery of sang-phu ~e'u-thog
and its Abbatial Succession from ca. 1073 to 1250'. Berliner ~ndologischeStudien, 3 (1987):
pp. 103-27.
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lineage, I doubt he could have been a monk for at least most of his life), and it is
likely only monks would have studied at Gsang-phu Ne'u-thog. I have no way of
knowing what formal education he might have received outside his own family
medical lineage. In any case, he often employs standard scholastic methods for
the ordering of his arguments, starting with the idea that is going to be refuted,
then putting forward the thesis to be defended, and finally clearing up possible
objections.16In general, he is so enamoured with outlining that one of his chief
criticisms directed against certain other near-contemporary Tibetan medical
writers is that they did not know how to outline properly.
Everything said here so far was intended to serve as introduction to a closer
investigation of one of the less typical passages that deals with the world-history
of medicine. Its subject matter is less typical, but its style is very typical indeed:
terse statements and sets of lists rigorously structured by an outline. 1 have
given the outline in Appendix B. Here, too, Vigbhata is at the centre of Che-rje's
interests, and his main aim is to situate Vagbhata and his Astinga within certain
analytical categories. Let us now look at each of the four parts of the general
outline and see how Che-rje situates Viigbhata in each one of them.
Under the first, The Seven Schools: Viigbhata is located at the top of the list
of the 'Scholars of the Five Sciences', in its turn the fifth in his list of the Seven
Schools. This should become clearer from a reading of the Appendices.
Under the second, The Four Cycles: Viigbhata's medical text is classified
under the first: Outer textual items of knowledge.
Under the third, The Four Translations: The Tibetan translation of Vigbhata's
text belongs to the 'highland' (meaning western Tibetan) translations.
Under the fourth, The Two Times of Translation: It was translated in the
period of later translations.
Regarding the listing of the Seven schools in Appendix C, I would like to
suggest that in the content and ordering of this sevenfold outline alone there are
several interesting messages. he list is all about authorship of texts belonging
to various medical systems. he first significant omission in the outline - in any
case, the first thing I personally notice - is the absence of any medical scripture
from the words of the ~uddha." he top of the list is occupied by bodhisattvas,
and 1 would suggest that there is a kind of descending order.

On this particular pattern for ordering arguments, see Christopher 1. ~eckwith,
'The Medieval Scholastic Method in Tibet and the West', in Lawrence Epstein and
Richard F. Sherburne (eds), Reflections on Tibetan Culture: Essays in Memory of Turreii V; Wylie
(Lewiston, 1990), pp. 307-13. See also Beckwith in this volume.
I'
This omission stands out precisely because one of the continuing debates in
Tibetan medical history turns around whether or not the Rgyud-bzhi might be considered
to be scripture, or in other words, the 'word' of the Buddha. For more on this debate,
which did not seem to be of any interest to Che-rje since he did not even know about any
Rgyud-bzhi text, see Olaf Czaja, 'Zurkharwa Lodro Gyalpo (1509-1579) on the Controversy
l6
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he first four have transcendent or enlightened beings as their authors. o f
these, the first two are transcendent beings, both Buddhist and nowBuddhist.
The second pair, nos 3 to 4, are enlightened humans, the 'sages' or rishis of non~uddhistsand the Enlightened humans of the Buddhists. he last three items
are devoted to the schools associated with texts composed by 'ordinary' humans,
humans who are not necessarily enlightened, who may not be Buddhists. No. 5
represents non-Tibetan physicians, although Chinese medicine gets its own
category, no. 6. Certain Tibetan medical authors are named under no. 7.
Now when we turn to Appendix D,we can make several generalizations about
this listing as well. It, too, is all about particular texts by particular authors that
are somehow, along with still other unnamed texts, representative of national or
regional schools of medicine. We could think of them as Vigbhata's peers in the
world outside Tibet and China. Geographically speaking, it 'roughly' (even if not
exactly) moves from the area of the Indian subcontinent in the first half of the
list to areas in the periphery of Tibet in the last half.
In no. 1 we get the two Indic names in Tibetan translation. Nos 2-4 have
transcriptions of Indic names. Nos 5 and 10 are apparently Tibetan transcriptions
from the languages of the areas indicated, while nos 6-9 are given in Tibetan
translation (these names obviously should not be Sanskritized).
One general and, 1 think, quite necessary thing to say is this: what we have
here is a listing of foreign writers on medicine. This is not a listing of foreign
, it is not meant to be. Che-rje ends this list
physicians who visited ~ i b e t and
with the statement that 'The texts, procedures and practical advice of these ten
gradually spread in Tibet'. He does not say that the persons themselves came
to Tibet. There seems to be neither a time frame nor any sense of chronology.
Elsewhere (see ~ p p e n d i xB, third part) he does imply that medical teachings
from all the four main countries surrounding Tibet were translated into Tibetan
in Imperial Times. More on these points later, since 1 think they gain clarity
when looking into the problematic identities of the individual authors.
Of course it has not yet proven possible to provide positive identities for most
of the names listed here. MY impression is that they all - somehow - represent
real names.
No. l a is the most clearly identifiable person, of course. he-rje's history is
probably the ultimate source for the Tibetan belief that Mitrceta, ~Svaghosa,
Aryadeva and viigbhata (among others) are all names for the same person. ~ o d e r n
scholars of ~ndianliterature have long rejected this traditional idea. I believe
that to the Tibetan mind all the stories about Brahmin converts to ~ u d d h i s m
tended to blur and blend together. ~ncidentally,this confusion of identities also
made it possible to conceal the fact that some of them, and particularly for our

of the Indian Origin of the rGyud bzhi', Tibet ~ournal,3014-3111 (2005-06): pp. 131-52,

especially p. 133.
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purposes Vigbhata, were not Buddhists. Che-rje gives Vigbhata a list of 2 1 (or
22) names, a list that is repeated in the Regent's history.I8
The next person in the list, Sthiramati, presents some difficulties. Of course
our immediate tendency is to identify him as the most famous Sthiramati, a sixthcentury disciple of Vasubandhu, who authored several Buddhist commentaries.
But there were a number of Indians and Tibetans by this name. What we need to
find is a Kashmiri Sthiramati who was known to be active in the medical field. For
the moment, I guess, we will have to be satisfied to accept this so-far unavailable
information that there was a Kashmiri Sthiramati who wrote a medical text. He
could have been the disciple of Vasubandhu, I suppose, but there does not seem
to be a way to validate this any further.
Jinamitra is a different story. But with him, too, we surely have an immediate
tendency to identify him with the famous Kashmiri Jinamitra who was active as
a translator in Tibet in the first decades of the ninth century. His name appears
in countless translation colophons in the Tibetan Kanjur. But there were several
Indian Buddhist Jinamitras. Fortunately we have helpful information elsewhere
in medical historical literature. Just a few years ago, a work which must belong
to the eleventh century was published for the first time. It was by an interesting
character known as Bha-ro Lag-rdum or Skyes-bu Me-lha. The book is called the
Snyan-brgyud Be-bum Nag-po. Unfortunately, I have not seen this publication yet,
but 1 do have a long citation from the verse history that forms the first chapter
of this work.19 He was a very learned physician who became the court physician
of the king of Orgyan. His father's name was Jinamitra. The reason for his epithet
Bha-ro Lag-rdum is this. While treating the queen for an illness, it became known
that he had committed the sin of incontinence. He was punished by having his
hands cut off and was then banished. Lag-rdum means 'Arm Stump'. He arrived
in Tibet during the reign of the Western Tibetan king Rtse-lde, therefore in the
last part of the eleventh century, and was mainly active at the capital city of
~ho-ling,although he travelled to central ~ i b e and
t had very many students
there. His medical teachings were primarily those orally transmitted to him by
his father Jinarnitra.20
I think this 'external' source of verification (and there is more to be found
in the later medical histories) is quite important. ~tconfirms that the physician
Jinamitra - who we should emphasize never came to Tibet - lived in Orgyan.
Although there is of course much discussion on this point, I believe that Orgyan

''

Sde-srid, Dpal-ldan Gso-ba Rig-pa'i Khog-'bugs, p. 146.
Byams-pa-phrin-las, Gangs-bongs Gso-rig Bstan-pa'i ~yin-byedRim-byon-gyi Rnamthar Phyogs-bsgrigs (Beijing, 1990), pp. 114-16. The details for the published version ought
to be as follows: Snyan-brgyud Be-bum Nag-po dung Man-ngag Rin-chen ~ter-mdzod(Snyarrnus Snyan-du brgyud-pa Man-ngag Be-bum Nag-po) (Chengdu, 2001). On the title page, two
authors are named: Skyes-bu Me-lha and Tshe-rig-'dzin-pa 0-rgyan-blo-'phel.
'O
For more on Skyes-bu Me-lha, see Vitali, 'On Some Disciples of Rinchen Zangpo',
pp. 75-6.
l9
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means the Swat Valley in present-day northern Pakistan. (Tibetologists generally
have no doubt about this, although Indologists sometimes do.) Since Bha-ro Lagrdum spent much time at Tho-ling in western Tibet, it is all the more likely that
Che-rje, active shortly thereafter in the same general area, would have known
about him and his father. We know from an outline of his work that his diagnostic
methods included both pulse and urine analysis. So it is also interesting to see
that a physician named Jinamitra is said to have composed a text on ~rinalysis.~'
1 still have not procured any information that would shed light on the title Cherje gives for Jinarnitra's composition: 'One Thousand and Ninety-One Healings'.
No. 3: I have spent a great deal of time puzzling over the impossible Sanskrit
name Pra-a-nan-ta, and have been unable to decide how it ought to be fixed.
It could intend something like Prajfiiinanda, JayZnanda, etc. I thought it could
also be a corrupted reading for Bram-ze ('Brahmin') Ananta. A translator active
in Tibet in the mid-eighth century, he originally came to Tibet as a merchant
until his abilities as a translator were required by the Tibetan emperor. He was,
after all, a Kashmiri and not from Magadha.22Note the different reading Shri
A-nanda in the Regent's history. By far the most famous physician in the history
of Magadha was fivaka (or fivakakumara, in Tibetan 'Tsho-byed Gzhon-nu), the
physician of ~ i n ~irnbisira
g
and Gautama Buddha. 1 will say no more since I have
nothing more to say, at least at this moment. One hates to admit defeat.
No. 4, Surnatikirti, would seem fairly simple to identify with a degree of
certainty. He is well known as a pundit who worked on translations, belonging
to the 'later spreading' (phyi-dar) period, which begins in the last decades of the
tenth century. He stayed in the ~ e p avalley,
l
and it is not certain if he ever set
foot in ~ i b e tperhaps
,
not. Given the dates of the ~ i b e t a ntranslators with whom
he worked, he must have been active in the last part of the eleventh century. It is
known that Mar-pa Do-pa ~hos-kyi-dbang-phyug(dates not certain, but perhaps
1042-1136) studied with ~umatikirti,among others, in ~ e p a lRngog
.
LO-ts5-ba
Blo-ldan-shes-rab (1059-1109) also is known to have worked with ~urnatikirti.
It is rather troubling that this pundit does not seem to be credited with the
composition or translation of any medical works. But I do not know of any other

Byams-pa-phrin-las, Gangs-bongs Gso-rig, p. 117. he source of this information is
said to be in the Subsequent Tantra (one of the four tantras that make up the Rgyud-bzhi,
or perhaps rather a commentary on the same), where it is referred to as Dzi-nu-mi-tra'i
Chu-dpyad. 1 have not yet traced this reference in the text of the Subsequent Tantra.
'' On the Brahmin Kashmiri Ananta, personal translator for hntaraksita during
his first trip to Tibet in about 763 CE, see Cristina ~cherrer-Schaub,'Enacting Words:
A Diplomatic Analysis of the lmperial Decrees ( ~ k bcad)
a and their ~pplicationin the Sgra
sbyor barn po griis pa Tradition',]ournal of the international Association of ~uddhiststudies, 25
(2002): pp. 263-340, at pp. 275, 293. Ananta was already in ~ i b e working
t
as a translator
when hntaraksita arrived. ~t is quite remarkable that, even though an 'Indian', he is
consistently called a translator (lo-tsi-ba), and not a pundit.
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South Asian with the name S ~ m a t i k i r t i I. ~am
~ going to neglect no. 5 for the
moment and quickly comment on nos 6-9. No. 6 is rather interesting, since here
Dolpo is obviously regarded as a separate kingdom. It was not a part of ~ e p a(its
l
annexation took place, I believe, only in the late eighteenth century). I have seen
other indications of Dolpo's independent status in early Tibetan literature. of
course, Dolpo language was very closely related to Classical Tibetan, and so the
name Rdo-rje-'bar-ba can probably be taken as the actual name of the author of
the medical works entitled, 'The Shorter and Longer [texts called the] Weapon
of Fearles~ness'.~~
As for nos 7-9, I really cannot offer any positive arguments for
the identity of any of them. Presumably their original names would have been in
Uyghur Turkish, Tangut and Khotanese, and what we have here are the Tibetan
translations of those names. The Ga-gon in the title of the Uyghur medical text is
interesting, since it is sometimes encountered as a place name. ~t could refer to
one or another Khaganate that might have neighboured the Uyghur Kingdom.25
There are a number of old Uyghur medical manuscripts, but I have not looked
into them. Perhaps the most famous episode in early Uyghur medical history
is the visit to China of the Turk, apparently an Uyghur Turk, named Nanto as
known from the records of the Sung D y n a ~ t y . ~ ~
Before dealing with nos 5 and 10, which constitute the Holy Grail of our
quest, I would like to give my present opinions about the locations of Phrom
and Tazig in pre-Mongol Tibetan geographical understanding. These ideas come
from a study of geographical conceptions of the eleventh-thirteenth centuries
as known primarily from Bon histories. To start with Tazig: All early Tibetan
geographies are in agreement that Tazig is a large kingdom to the west of ~ i b e t ,
just as ~ n d i alies to the south and China lies to the east. And obviously, if we
stand in ~ i b eand
t look west, the large country beyond ~ a s h m i (which
r
is not in
question here) would of necessity be Iran or Persia. Michael alter has recently
criticized those who simply translate Tazig as 'Persia', saying that in the time
in question for Bon texts, it must have meant the Abbasid Empire of the early
Middle Ages (which at its height included all of Western Central Asia, present-

23

Of course there have been Tibetans with the ~ibetan-languageequivalent of the
name, Blo-bzang-grags-pa, most famously Tsong-kha-pa Blo-bzang-grags-pa (1357-1419).
renowned as founder of the Dge-lugs school.
24
Remarkably, the Weapon of Fearlessness (~i-jigs-pa'i~tshon-cha)is given by
Sde-srid, Dpal-ldan Gso-ba Rig-pa'i Khog-'bugs, p. 150, as the title of a seven-fascicle text
composed by three foreign doctors in the time of Emperor Srong-btsan-sgam-po (first
half of the seventh century). Notice also Rechung, Tibetan Medicine, p. 15. This book was
in seven fascicles (barn-po), and not seven chapters as Rechung's translation of the title
would have it.
25
This was suggested to me by Christopher I. Beckwith.
26
See, for example, Aydin M. Sayili, 'Turkish Medicine', Isis, 2612 (1937): pp. 403-14,
at p. 406.
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day ~fghanistanand into the Sindh).27I do not wish to spend too much time on
this problem, just to say that in my own study of what Bon sources of the period
have to say about Olmo Lungring and Tazig, I have found that several different
types of geographies: the general country geography, the river geography and
the language geography all point to the area of northern Afghanistan, starting
at the latitude of Kabul, and perhaps including territory north of the oxus or
Amu Darya; in effect, the area of what is now northern ~fghanistan,and perhaps
part of Tadzhiki~tan.~~
Even if Tazig does refer to the entire Abbasid Empire, it
could also be that Tibetans were more likely to intend by it the parts closer to
themselves.
As for Phrom, we ought to pronounce it as 'From'. Middle Iranic languages
(according to Nicholas Sims-~illiams)regularly spell the name 'Rome' with an
initial 'fr-'. Although standard Lhasa-style language of today may pronounce it
T'rom, in Amdo it may still be pronounced From. In early Bon sources, From
Gesar is always a place name, never a name of a person. We could simply say that
From means 'Rome' and therefore the Eastern Roman Empire or Byzantium (in
Greek, called Popavia, R5mani'a). However, we know from numismatic evidence
(and also from the records of the T'ang Dynasty) that Fromo Kesaro, 'Caesar of
Rome', was an epithet used by an eighth-century Turkish ruler in the larger area
of Kabul, an area that probably enlarged to include the Swat valley in northern
Pakistan. He received this laudatory epithet because he, like the Byzantines,
. ~ ~ is much more
was successful at holding back the ~ u s l i mc o n q ~ e r o r sThere
to discuss here, but one thing is clear, that the areas of Tazig and From seem to
fall into the same place in the map. I am satisfied to say, for now, that they were
in close proximity. perhaps, but only perhaps, we could say that for Tibetans in
those times, Tazig denoted the part of this area that had fallen under ~slamicrule
, continued
while From was used for the area to its east, dominated by ~ u r k sthat
to resist invasion. his could also explain why it is that many later ~ i b e t a n
geographies locate the land of Gesar in the north, rather than in the west. he
lines of resistance to the ~slamicconquest, after all, moved in that direction.
Now one of the most interesting of the early Bon sources for the geography
of From is a passage from one of the Rma Family histories which I would date to

''

Michael Walter, 'Jabir, the Buddhist Yogi, Part 111: Considerations on an
International Yoga of Transformation', Lungta, 16 (2003 = special issue on Cosmogony and
: 21-36, at p. 31.
the Origins, ed. Roberto ~ i t a l i )pp.
Dan Martin, "01-mo-lung-ring, the Original Holy Place', in Toni Huber (ed.),
Sacred Spaces and ~owerfwlPlaces in Tibetan Culture: A Collection ofEssays (~haramsala,19991,
pp. 258-301.
29
See Helmut Humbach, 'New Coins of Fromo Kkaro', in Gilbert pollet (ed.), India
and the Ancient world: History, Trade and Culture before A.D. 650 (~euven,19871, pp. 81-5;
Helmut Humbach, 'Phrom Gesar and the Bactrian Rome', in Peter Snoy (ed.), ~thnologie
und Geschichte: Festschrijl f i r Karllettmar (wiesbaden, 1983), pp. 303-9.
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the thirteenth century. It is talking about the reign of the legendary Emperor
Dri-gum-btsan-po:
In about that time, in India there was Dharma [~uddhism],it is said; in
China, gtsug-lag calculation [astro-sciences and divination]; in From, medical
treatments; in Tibet and Zhangzhung countries, apart from practising and
being civilized by Bon there was nothing else. This medical treatment was
practiced at the hand of B o ~ . ~ '

This is at least interesting for closely connecting the area of From with medical
treatments, and for insisting that this medicine was in the Bon religion's
hands.
I would like to look now at the names of the physicians of Tazig and From.
1 can be very brief with Ur-pa-ya, also spelled Ur-ba-ya, and just say that
1 cannot identify him. 1 have had a few different ideas, which I could find no way
to substantiate. Attempts to explain it as an Indic name led to failure, although
we might think it closely resembles ~ a n s k r i tuwaya, an indeclinable meaning
'far off; a close match, perhaps, but all the same it would seem to be far off the
mark. One idea is that it is simply 'arabiyya, Arabic for 'Arabic', 'Arab' or 'Arabian'."
1 also entertained the idea that it might be somehow Oribasios, a fourth-century
successor of Galen at Pergamon and physician to Julian the Apostate, who
produced huge and influential compendia of medical lore. Even if one or another
of these ideas might be correct, 1 have found no method of substantiation, no sure
way to overcome some of the chronological and linguistic problems that would
of necessity be involved. I had thought that the title of his medical work, The Six
Phenomenal Origins, might be a reference to the basic idea of the Six Necessities
( ~ r a b i csitta
: dariiriyya) known to Galenic medicine in general.32I have not been
O'

See G.yung-drung Bon-gyi Rgyud-'bum, as contained in Sources for a History of Bon
(Dolanji, 1972), pp. 1-46, at pp. 22-3: dus de tsam na / rgya gar nu chos yod skad / rgya nag la
gtsug lag rtsis /phrom la sman spyad / bod dung zhang zhung giyul nu bon gyis 'dul zhing spyod
pa las / gzhan gang yang med pa lags so // sman spyad 'di bon gyi lag tu spyod pa lags so. It is
interesting that Beckwith, '~ntroductionof Greek Medicine', p. 306, could cite a slightly
abbreviated version of this quote from Shar-rdza's twentieth-century history, which is
very surely based on the earlier Rma history.
" Ibn al-'Arabi (1165-1240), born in Spain, travelled a great deal, but spent the last
ten years of his life in Damascus. He is after all too late, or very nearly so, to appear in
Che-rje's history. He is not known to have written anything on medicine.
32
References were supplied in Dan Martin, 'An Early Tibetan History of ~ndian
Medicine'. The relevant footnote on the 'six necessities' is no. 15 on p. 317. On the six
'non-naturals' ('necessities') see, for example, Peter E. Pormann and Emilie savage-smith,
Medieval Islamic Medicine dinbu burgh, 2007), pp. 44-5. We might add that these were known
in thirteenth-century England, to Roger Bacon at least, under the name 'Six Causes'. See
the words o f ~ o h nCharles, 'Roger Bacon on the Errors of Physicians', Medical History, 414
(1960), pp. 277-8:
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able to further substantiate this either, so again, I can just say that I have found
no satisfactory solution to the identity of Ur-ba-ya; only a few guesses that may
all prove to be nothing more than that.
For the identity of the physician from From, I believe 1 can come up with
something that is at least more persuasive. First let me say that when Tibetanists
are faced with the syllables Tsan-pa-shi-la-ha they are bound to parse them as
Tsanpa and Shilaha. This is for two reasons: firstly because we are accustomed
to seeing the syllables -pa and -ba as common functional suffixes, and secondly
because the syllables Shi-la look so much like the Sanskrit Sila, 'moral discipline',
which occurs in a number of Indic names like Kamalaiila etc. The 'ha' is simply
puzzling.j3 After much thinking on this problem, I believe that the IndoTibetanist reading leads nowhere. It may take a little imagination to solve this
problem, along with the understanding that we are dealing with a name that is
to be interpreted neither in a Tibetanizing nor a Sanskritizing way. Rather we
ought to be looking for an explanation with the understanding that it represents
a name that would have belonged to either (1) someone from the place known
to Arabs as Rim, or in Middle Iranic language as From, meaning the Byzantine
realm, or (2) someone from a place roughly between northern Afghanistan and
northern Pakistan in an area ruled by Turks.
I recommend taking the syllable Tsan as the 'surname' (perhaps a clan name,
place name or the like) or at least a specifier, and the remainder, Bashilaha, as the
given name. b he Tsan (there are in fact many different spellings) were a people
who inhabited the ~ s a n i kregion in the hills above the port city of Trabizon
) the shores of the Black Sea at the extreme
(modern Turkish spelling: ~ r a b z o non
north-east of Asia Minor. hey lived in close proximity to (and are sometimes
carelessly confused with) the Laz. Both peoples were ~hristianizedin around
the sixth century and remained so until the thirteenth. Behind as hi la ha, I read
the very common name ~asileos.Besides being a popular personal name, it was
also used in the Byzantine Empire as a term for its own rulers. I believe that this
explanation has a certain cogency and conforms to the principle of parsimony,
since it manages to explain three things at once: (1) His place of origin, From,
being the Byzantine Empire, (2) the Tsan is explained as a nationality within the
-

The signs and symptoms of old age (and his [~acon's]catalogue of these is very
extensive) are due to a drying up of the natural juices, with which is unhappily
combined, an invasion of excessive extraneous humours, as exemplified by
his special morbific bug-bear, the phlegm. Seeking for the real causes of this
gradual failure of vital powers, he blames the air we breathe, excesses of food
and drink, lack of sleep, restlessness of the body, and agitation of mind.
Bacon was an avid reader of works by Muslim scientists.
'The final syllable [ha] of his personal name ... is so far inexplicable. However, the
facts that his name is obviously of Sanskrit derivation ...' Beckwith, '~ntroductionof Greek
Medicine', p. 303.
33
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Byzantine Empire, and (3) Bashilaha is explained as Basileos or Basil, a title or
name commonly used by both kings and subjects of the Byzantine Empire.
~ u I thave not exactly dazzled myself, even, with the brilliance of my own
suggestion. I would still hope for more reasons for finding it justifiable, and of
course more ways of substantiating or falsifying it, or if necessary discarding
it altogether. One might, and probably ought to, assume that since this doctor
t
he obtained only local fame, we ought not expect
disappeared into ~ i b ewhere
his existence to be recorded in sources external to Tibet. Of course, most of herje's list of doctors never went to Tibet, as I said, but in the case ofTsan Bashilaha,
we do have the information from an independent thirteenth-century source, the
history by Mkhas-pa Lde'u, that he did enter Tibet and translated medical works
in the time of Mes-ag-tshom, in the middle of the eighth century.34Most but not
all later medical historians agree on this point. In the Lde'u history he uniquely
bears the name Be-ci Btsan Pa-ha-la.35
The term be-ci requires a little discussion. Some later sources (cited by
Beckwith) say that the Bi-ci or Bi-ji in his name is a word from 'his own language'
for 'doctor'. ~ndeed,the Middle Iranian word (as Beckwith pointed out) is pezeshk,
surely related historically speaking to the ~ a n s k r i tbhbaj, and borrowed into
Armenian as b ~ h i s h kIn
. ~the
~ early-fifteenth-century history by Brang-ti, he tells
t married, with his descendants
how Tsan Bashilaha settled down in ~ i b e and
carrying with them the name of the Bi-ci lineage.37
Now among the several reputedly ancient ~ i b e t a nmedical works that have
reached publication in recent years is one entitled Bi-ci'iPu-ti Kha-ser, 'The YellowCovered volume of the Biji'.38It is made from a very badly spelled manuscript.
Christopher I. Beckwith, The Tibetan Empire in Central Asia (Princeton, 1993), p. 227,
gives Emperor Mes-ag-tshom (aka Khri-lde-gtsug-brtsan)the reign dates of 712-55 CE.
Mkhas-pa Lde'u, Rgya Bod-kyi Chos-'byung Rgyas-pa [~xtensiveDharma History of
India and ~ i b e t (~hasa,
]
1987), p. 300: be ci btsan pa ha las sman dpyad bsgyur. For details on
this historical work, see Martin, Tibetan Histories, pp. 43-4, no. 54. Since this is a modern
publication based on a cursive manuscript (proven by the colour plate that serves as the
frontispiece of the book), we might expect imperfect readings, especially in the case of
unfamiliar foreign names.
All these words mean 'physician'. See Louis H. Gray, 'Certain Parallel Developments
in Pali and New Persian Phonology', Journal of the American Oriental Society, 20 (1899):
pp. 229-43, at p. 241.
Beckwith, 'Introduction of Greek Medicine', p. 303. ~ e o n a r dW.J. van der Kuijp,
'The Earliest Indian Reference to Muslims in a Buddhist Philosophical Text of Circa 7001,
journal of Indian Philosophy, 34 (2006): pp. 169-202,at p. 191.
Zur-mkhar Blo-gros-rgyal-po, Sman-pa-rnams-kyis Mi-shes-su ~i-rung-ba'ishes-bya
Spyi'i Khog-dbubs (Chengdu, 2001), p. 294: de nus tsan pa shi la ha rangyul du 'byon khar rang
gi sras la gdams pa be'u bum nag po'i skor jal tshad dang bcas pa dung / tsa ra kas mdzad zer ba'i
34

j5

j6

j7

drang srong snying brgyud mgo byang khogyan lag gi pra khnd skor gsum dang / m g o byang khog
yan lag 'du ba thor bu dang bcas pa'i bcos thabs biji pu ti kha ser du grags pa mums phul ba /as/
phyi ma la rgyal po'i bla yig 'od 'bar du grags. It is interesting that the title Bi-ji Pu-ti Kha-ser
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he content is divided into six chapters. 1 would like to draw attention to the
first three chapters: chapter 1 is on wounds of the head; chapter 2 on wounds of
the trunk; chapter 3 on wounds of the
These chapters on wounds take up
nearly half of the
Chapter 4 very systematically covers first the types and
symptoms of the main diseases associated with the three humours, then types
and symptoms of diseases associated with specific bodily organs and, finally,
types and symptoms of diseases that seem to affect the body in general. hen
the same categories are covered once more, only this time offering methods
of treatment. Chapter 5 is a very brief one on miscellaneous diseases. The last
chapter, chapter 6, starts out with an explanation of various forms of medicines
followed by a number of miscellaneous recommendations for treating specific
diseases divided more according to their treatment methods. Unfortunately the
colophon is not very informative. It does tell us that the volume was made for the
sake of Emperor ~hri-srong-lde-btsan,while it does not tell us it is a translation
of a foreign medical text. There are a few names of doctors, so far unidentifiable.
here are some warnings not to make more than two copies. We can see that
the manuscript is not the 'original' since it says that there were many things in
~ndic(or ~hinese?)script in the exemplar that were not copied out. There are
also warnings not to steal the text, so evidently the theft of medical books was
a problem. All of this tells us what the narratives also suggest, which is that this
was for a long time a zealously guarded text kept as a kind of family heirloom for
the exclusive use of a dynasty of doctors.

is given together with an outline that corresponds to the actual chapter outline of the
published text: Bi-ci'i Pu-ti Kha-ser ( ~ h a s a2005).
,
We have to understand that the 'title' of
this work is merely a description of a physical volume, a 'volume' (pu-ti is more properly
spelled po-ti, which anyway corresponds to ~ndicpothi) with a yellow cover (kha ser), which
belonged to the Bi-ci family lineage of physicians. In this passage by Zur-mkhar we also
learn something interesting, which is that Tsan Bashilaha returned to his own country,
leaving behind at least one son who inherited his books. If it were not for this we might
assume that he lived out his remaining days in Tibet. I have not attempted to analyse the
narratives about Tsan Bashilaha, mainly because the Brang-ti history would seem to be
key to the historical development of some of the narrative elements, and this history is
not yet available to me. See now Frances Garrett, 'Critical Methods in Tibetan Medical
Histories',]ournal of Asian Studies, 6612 (2007): pp. 363-87, where the Brang-ti history is
utilized, with a comparative study of its narratives.
39
See Beckwith, '~ntroductionof b reek ~edicine',p. 303, where the same succession
of head, trunk and limbs appears, but in three different text titles.
" These three kinds of wounds are covered by three chapters in the 'Burn-bzhi, as
well as the Rgyud-bzhi. Generally speaking, the chapter titles of the two texts very closely
correspond. On this point one may consult Tseyang ~hangngoba,~ a m g y aNyima
l
~agkar,
Per Kvaerne, Dondrup ~hagyal,Dan Martin, on at el la Rossi, and Tsering ~ h a rA, ~atalogue
of the Eon Kanjur, volume editor, Dan Martin; project coordinator, Per Kvaerne; series
editor, Yasuhiko Nagano, Bon Studies series no. 8 (Osaka, 20031, p. 192.
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I searched within the pages for some general theory about diseases, and the
only thing 1 found was the statement that there are a total of 404 diseases, of
which only 101can be cured by physicians (p. 91). he text makes use of the

three (not four) humours as the basic causes of disease." The idea that there
are 404 diseases is well known in Indian Mahiiyina Buddhist scriptures (the
vimalakirti Siitra, for example).42It is interesting to note in this connection that a
~ a n s k r itext
t on the 404 diseases was translated into Arabic in Abbasid
1n
general, I think that the 404 diseases is a canonical ~ u d d h i s idea,
t
and probably
not an ~yurvedicone.44

41

A theory of four humours, the fourth one being 'blood', is known in Tibet, even if
rare, and passages demonstrating this have been located in the lengthy Gzi-brjid biography
of Lord Shenrab, founder of the Bon religion. In Sman-rams-pa Pa-sangs-yon-tan, Bod-kyi
Gso-ba Rig-pa'i Lo-rgyus, pp. 12, 76, is a citation from the Gzi-btjid which confirms Tibetan
knowledge of a four-humour system: ma rig nyon mongs dug lnga de / dug gsum rgyu la nad
kyi rgyu bzhi ldang/rlung mkhris bad kan khrag nad 'du ba bzhi. The source of this quotation,
according to the note, is Gzi-brjid vol. JA,fol. 28 'nayside of the page, line 1.Although I could
not locate this exact quotation in the version of the Gzi-brjid at my disposal, I did notice in
Mdo Dri-med Gzi-brjid ( ~ h a s a~, O O Ovol.
) , 7, p. 291, the following: rgyu dung rkyen las gyur pa
yi// rlung 'khris bad kan khrag las sogs // 'du ba rnam bzhi 'khrugs pa dung // nad rigs sum brgya
drug cuyang//skad gcig nyid la zhi bar 'gyur. It is interesting that, besides saying that there
are four humours (here called 'du-ba rather than nyes-pa), it says there are 360 diseases
instead of the more expected number of 404. We know that the three-humour system
was well known in Tibet's Imperial Period, certainly if we may count on the authenticity
of the letter of Buddhaguhya: see, for example, Ronald M. Davidson, Tibetan Renaissance:
York: Columbia University Press,
Tantric Buddhism in the Rebirth of Tibetan Culture ( ~ e w
2005), p. 22. For a critical reconsideration of the appropriateness of 'humour' as a
translation of Tibetan nyes-pa (or ~ a n s k r i tdosa), see Yonten Gyatso, 'Nyes-pa: A Brief
Review of its English Translation', TibetJournal, 3014-3111 (2005-06): pp. 109-18. The term
'du-ba is used to refer to the nyes-pa in view of their action. See the definition of the three
'du-ba, 'aggregators' or '[re]combinersl, in the medical dictionary by 'Go-'jo bang-'dus,
Bod Gangs-can-pa'i Gso-ba Rig-pa'i Dpal-ldan Rgyud-bzhi Sogs-kyi Brda dung ~ka'-gnad'Ga'-zhig
Bkrol-ba Sngon-byon ~khas-pa'iGsung-rgyun G-yu-thog Dgongs-rgyan (Beijing, 1982), p. 265.
Among the most interesting discussions of the humours of ~ i b e t a nmedicine, aside from
the one just mentioned, are those of Marianne winder, ' ~ i b e t a nMedicine compared with
Ancient and Mediaeval Western Medicine', Bulletin of Tibetology, N.s., 1 (1981): pp. 5-22, at
pp. 5-8, and Terry ~lifford,Tibetan Buddhist Medicine and Psychiatry: The ~ i a m o n d~ e a l i n g
( ~ o r Beach,
k
1984), pp. 90-95.
4L
See ~ t i e n n eLamotte, The Teachings of ~imalakirti(vimalakirti ~ i r d e j a ) trans.
,
Sara
Boin (oxford, 1994), p. 36, and references given there. See also ~ o b e r A.F.
t ~ h u r m a nThe
,
Holy ~eachingof ~imalakirti:A Mahiiyana Scripture (university Park, 1976),at pp. 22 and 114.
43
Khaliq Ahmad Nizami, ' ~ a r l y~ r a bContact with south Asia', Journal of lslamic
Studies, 511 (1994): pp. 52-69, at p. 64.
44
The sources cited by Meulenbeld have different disease numbers. he
Suirutasamhita, for example places the number of illnesses at 1,120. he ~ijyapasamhita
states that illnesses are 'innumerable'. See Jan Meulenbeld, A History of Indian ~ e d i c a l
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One person conspicuous by his absence from Che-rje's list is the famous
~a-le-nos.It is of course remarkable that Galenos appears at all in ~ i b e t a nmedical
histories, let alone with a proper Greek ending on his name.45Some histories
of more recent centuries have him entering Tibet, in the flesh, in the first half
of the seventh century. Beckwith has argued convincingly that the coming of
Galenos, together with the Yellow Emperor of Chinese medicine and the rishi
Bharadhvija of India, is little more than a myth, although a myth that may yet
convey the information that these three systems of medicine were influential
in Tibet in those early times. Still, by the time of the Regent's history rather
elaborate stories could be told about his visit. The Regent says he settled down
in Tibet and had three children (I think this part of his biography was taken away
from that of Tsan Bashilaha, and there are still other signs that their biographies
and accomplishments were in some ways c o n f o ~ n d e d ) . ~ ~
Before ending this article, I at least want to mention the list of Nine Foreign
t
the time of Khri-srong-lde-brtsan (see
Physicians who came to ~ i b e during
Appendix E). No trace of this list or any of the individual names contained in it
may be found in the three earliest medical texts. his list begins to appear only
in the fifteenth-century histories.
No. 1, %intigarbha, is best known as one of the consecrators of Samye
Monastery upon its completion in the late eighth century. In the field of
medicine, he is credited with the translation of the main old text on ~ i b e t a n
medical botany.47Only four of his very brief works are preserved in the Tanjur,
Literature (Groningen, 1999), vol. IA, p. 332 and vol. IIA, p. 26.1 would like to thank Ronit

Yoeli-~lalimfor supplying these references.
45
There were mentions of Galenos in earlier English-language Tibetological
literature (arranged in roughly chronological order): Rolf Alfred Stein, Tibetan Civilization
(Stanford, 1972), p. 61 (first published in French in 1962); Yeshey Donden, 'Tibetan
Medicine: A Brief History, translated by Gyatsho Tshering', The Tibet Society Bulletin, 5
(1972): pp. 7-24, at p. 18, mentions 'Persian' scholars ' ~ a l a yNe, ~ e h a n p a~ i l a 'by
, which he
surely means Galenos and Tsan Bashilaha; Rechung, Tibetan Medicine, p. 15, says 'Perhaps
a Persian translator of Galen, or a pen-name adopted by a Persian doctor'; Per Kvaerne,
in his review of Rechung Rinpoche's book in Kailash, 311 (1975): pp. 6-73, at p. 71, said, 'It
is interesting to note that a Persian (or perhaps a Byzantine reek) doctor styled Galenos
is supposed to have settled in ~ h a s aduring the reign of Srori-bcan sgam-po i.e. during
the 7th century.' However, Beckwith, be he ~ntroductionof b reek ~ e d i c i n e ' was
, the very
first to consider critically the narratives as a whole and place them in historical context.
46
Sde-srid, Dpal-ldan Gso-ba Rig-pa'i hog-'bugs, p. 151. ~eckwith,'~ntroduction
of Greek Medicine', p. 301. That there was an exchange of biographical elements was
suggested in Czaja, 'A Hitherto Unknown Medical History', p. 165, n. 27.
47
The authorship of this herbal is credited to the feminine bodhisattva Tlr3. It
survives in at least three published manuscript versions, and no doubt many unpublished
ones. For Slntigarbha1stranslation of the three-chapter herbal entitled Sngo'i '~hrungs-dpe
Rin-chen Sgrol-ma (-~gron-ma?),with authorship attributed to TPr2, see ~de-srid,pal-ldan
Gso-ba Rig-pa'i hog-'bugs, p. 173 (other medical texts he translated are listed on p. 171,
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and he is generally one of the least frequently mentioned of the Indian pundits
,
his name does occur in a Dunhuang
that resided in Imperial ~ i b e t although
m a n u s ~ r i p t None
. ~ ~ of the others in this list of nine would seem to be known
from any other context besides this list and, of course, a biographical work that
I will discuss shortly.
I am not at the moment prepared to sort out all the details and come to an
airtight conclusion on this matter, but I believe this new list of foreign doctors
does not hold the same degree of historical validity as the list in Che-rje's history.
Here are three of my reasons for thinking so:
1.

2.
3.

The lack of sources of verification outside the context of the medical
histories (and the biography to be mentioned presently).
None of the names appears in Che-rje's listing.
Then there is the unconvincing nature of the Chinese, Tazig and Turkish
names. Now it is true that the listing, with somewhat different spellings
for the names, appears in the biography of the Elder G.yu-thog-pa. Note
also that in this particular listing we do find the addition o f ~ s a Bashilaha
n
as no. 10.The biography of the Elder G.yu-thog-pa was written, according
to its colophon, by a member of the G.yu-thog-pa family. It has not been
possible to identify the author, let alone give his dates.49All we can say is
that this biography was made known in the seventeenth century during
h
Lama. We could say it probably dates from that
the time of the ~ i f t Dalai
time. One reason for doubting its authority is because it is very likely that
r
never existed.
the chief subject of this biography, the ~ l d e G.yu-thog-pa,
Che-rje's history knows of his own near-contemporary G.yu-thog-pa, but

where we may notice a 120-chapter herbal, here called Sngo-'bum, pronounced by ~ a r 2 ) .
For a classic study of the history of the herbal, see Charles Singer, 'The Herbal in Antiquity
and its Transmission to Later Ages', TheJournal ofHellenic Studies, 4711 (1927): pp. 1-52. (On
p. 48 we read how the herbal of Dioscorides was translated from Greek directly into Arabic
- some, Singer not being among them, think it was first translated into Syriac, then into
Arabic - in Baghdad in about 854 by Stephanos, son of Basilios..). So far as I know no one
has offered even the briefest historical sketch of the Tibetan genre of herbals known as
'khrungs-dpe. This is a pity.
48
Jacob Dalton, 'The Early Development of the Padmasambhava ~ e g e n din Tibet:
A Study of IOL Tib J 644 and Pelliot tibbtain 307',]ournal of the American Oriental Society,
12414 (2004): pp. 759-72, at p. 768.
49
Ven. Rechung Rinpoche Jampal Kunzang, Tibetan Medicine Illustrated in original
Texts (Berkeley, 1976). The biography of the Elder G.yu-thog-pa is found on pp. 141-327.
The corresponding Tibetan text has been published a number of times. It would appear
unlikely that the biography's author, who we know from the colophon had a claim to
belong to the G.yu-thog family, ought to be identified with the ~hun-grub-bkra-shiswho
founded the monumental stdpa at Grwa Byams-pa-gling in 1472, since the latter belonged
to the Thu-mi family, claiming descent from Thon-mi Sambhota, reputed inventor of
Tibetan script in the seventh century.
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nothing about a G.yu-thog-pa in Imperial Times. Even the historical works
by ~.yu-thog-paand his disciples never mention an 'Elder G.yu-thog-pa'.
what we do find in the histories of the fifteenth and following centuries
is a listing of nine young men of the mid-to-late eighth century chosen
for their intelligence who were made to study medicine. Since this list
includes together with G.yu-thog-pa names such as Che-rje himself, it is
abundantly clear that it was formed by taking names of famous Tibetan
physicians of the eleventh-thirteenth centuries and placing them as
a group back into the eighth century. That this is what happened was
already evident to at least two Tibetan historians in the sixteenth and
. ~should
~
be no surprise to anyone that certain
nineteenth c e n t ~ r i e s~t
Tibetan history writers were often critical of their sources, just as some
of US are today.51
So, at the risk of sounding like a stone-carved philologist of the often detested
kind, I would say that Che-rje's list, given its relative age, needs to be taken most
seriously in its account of the foreign medical figures and their works. I have tried
to show that the medical figures listed by him also need taking seriously, although
I should say again that some of these figures date as late as the late eleventh
century. Of course there is something disappointing in all this, especially since
the idea that there was a kind of international medical conference in Imperial
Tibet would seem to unravel. Surely such international meetings of medical
minds were taking place in such places as third- and sixth-century Gund-i Shipiir
in southwestern Persia,52and ninth-century ~ a g h d a d , to
~ ' give some examples.
Long ago Samten G. Karmay, in his article entitled 'Vairocana and the Rgyudbzhi', Tibetan Medicine, 12 (1989): pp. 19-31, at p. 29, n. 13, expressed his amazement that
the Elder G.yu-thog-pa could be awarded a birthdate of 790 CE, since he is a 'fictitious
character'.
I could point to a partial parallel in the narrative of nine young men chosen for
their intelligence to become translators in the mid-to-late eighth century. Here, too, we
have a thirteenth-century listing of partly unfamiliar names. In yet later histories these
names were displaced by names of translators who were in fact probably active in the
early ninth century. Their translations, unlike those done by the translators in the first
list, still survive. For a critical study of the list of nine medical students, see ~ a n f r e d
Taube, Beitrage zur Geschichte der medizinischen Literatur Tibets (Sankt Augustin, 1981),
pp. 15-16, in addition to references already given in my earlier paper.
52
S.H. Taqizadeh, 'Some chronological Data elating to the Sasanian period', ~ulletin
of the School of Oriental and Afiican studies, 911 (1937): pp. 125-39, at p. 136. ~ a m iJohna,
r
'The Mesopotamian Schools of Edessa and Jundi-Shapur: The Roots of Modern Medical
Schools', The American Surgeon, 6917 (2003): pp. 627-30. For a reassessment of what they
term as 'the myth of Gondgshipiir', see Pormann and savage-Smith, Medieval lslamic
Medicine, pp. 20-21.1 would like to thank the editors for supplying this reference.
53
This means the translations of Greek and other medical works at the ~ a yal-hikma
t
( ' ~ o u s eof Wisdom') under Hunayn ibn ~shiiq(809-77 CE). See, for example, samirlohna,
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why not also in Tibet in the seventh or eighth century? Of the eleven medical
writers in he-rje's list, we may only be relatively sure that Tsan Bashilaha
actually visited Tibet, since we at least have an independent thirteenth-century
source for this, in which we learn for the first time that this visit took place in
the middle of the eighth century. I would like to suggest in closing that perhaps
the study of historical narratives may not be our most sure way to demonstrate
medical influence. A thorough study of some of the earliest medical texts, which
are only now beginning to appear, would reveal some significant clues.
Apart from the question of theriac, studied by Beckwith in a brief note,54here
is just one more example: The Bi-ci'i Pu-ti Kha-ser, which I mentioned before as
the text preserved by the early Tibetan medical school that descended from Tsan
Bashilaha, in its first chapter devoted to head wounds,55describes a method for
detecting invisible skull fractures. It says that when the bone has been exposed,
and you are still unable to see any fracture, you cover the bone with vermillion
or black ink and bandage it. When the ink is later wiped off, there will be a
coagulation of the red or black indicating that there is a fault.56
'Hunayn ibn-lshaq: A Forgotten Legend', The American Surgeon, 6815 (2002): pp. 497-9.
See also Manfred Ullmann, Islamic Medicine dinbu burgh, 1978) and Pormann and SavageSmith, Medieval Islamic Medicine.
54
The Tibetan word dar-ya-kan, clearly of foreign origins, occurs in a title that forms
part of a lengthy list of the works translated by Tsan Bashilaha. See Christopher I. Beckwith,
'Tibetan Treacle: A Note on Theriac in Tibet', The Tibet Society Bulletin, 15 (1980), pp. 49-51.
Beckwith's findings were reviewed, in Tibetan, in Sman-rams-pa Pa-sangs-yon-tan, Bodkyi Gso-ba Rig-pa'i Lo-rgyus, p. 296, n. 76. See as well the long entry on dar-ya-kan in Pasang
Yonten Arya, Dictionary of Tibetan Materia Medica (Delhi, 1998), pp. 97-9. Dar-ya-kan is still
used today as part of the names or epithets of many medicinal simples and preparations. It
means either 'elixir' (bdud-rtsi) or something that can cure disease with a single application.
55
Even though the word rma in the chapter title literally means 'wound(s)', it does
in fact cover head traumas of all kinds, including fractures and contusions. On p. 10 we
even see lists of symptoms that resemble those of concussion or of still more serious
types of brain injuries. For example, among the diagnostic symptoms of damage to the
brain sheath or membrane(s) (klad rgya nyams-pa), we can see listed unclear cognition
(shes-pa mi gsal), constant vomiting (dus rtag-tu skyug bro), forgetfulness (bjed-ngas),
shaking of the feet etc. (rkang-pa la-sogs-pa 'dar), and sleep talking (gnyid log-pa'i dus-su
blab-bcol smra). For a survey article on the history of medical ideas about concussion,
see Paul R. McCrory and Samuel F. Berkovic, 'Concussion: The History of Clinical and
Pathophysiological Concepts and Misconceptions', Neurology, 57 (2001): pp. 2283-9.
This article denies that Asian medical systems had any methods for dealing with head
traumas: 'Although many medical tracts and writings survive from Chinese, Persian,
Indian and Hindu medicine, there are no surviving accounts regarding the management
of head injury or concussion' (p. 2284). As we marvel at their confident command of all
surviving Asian medical literature, we should point out the brief section of the Bi-ci book
(on pp. 19-21) on treatments for brain injuries.
56
On p. 8: byug pa rdzas gyi (-kyi) sgo nas brtag pa ni/rus pa mngon nus gas chug ma rtogs
na /mtshal lam snag [tsha] rus pa g.yog par gdab ste/phyis pas dmar breng (-hreng) ngam gnag
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this method for detecting invisible skull fractures was used in Greek
Hippocratic medicine (~ippocrates'treatise 'On Injuries of the Head'), although
he does not identify the substances used in his 'black ~intment'.~'
Al-~ahriwi,
the famous lslamic surgeon of the tenth century, also employed this technique,
and he is explicit about using ink.58This is quite intriguing, although I have not
yet had the opportunity to look very far into the history and implications. For
one thing, I really have no idea whether this ink procedure was or was not used
in early ~yurvedicor Chinese medicines. An obvious place to look would be
~agbhata'schapters on wounds.
~ e a n w h i l eat, the eleventh seminar ofthe International Association of~ibetan
Studies, held at Winterthur on the Rhine in 2006, Ronit Yoeli-Tlalim showed, with
utter clarity, that the categories used in an early ~ i b e t a nmedical text known
as the So-ma-ra-dza in its treatment of urinalysis very surely have their source
in Graeco-Islamic texts on the subject.591 would say that much concentrated
research remains to be done along these lines. It may actually encourage
these comparative studies if we were to declare a temporary moratorium on
the repetition of traditional stories about one or more international medical
conferences in seventh- or eighth-century Tibet.60 hat might be true regardless
of whether such a conference actually took place, or not. Indeed, the absence of
a conference would be no indication of the absence of exchange. If anything, the
conference stories were developed as a way of accounting for something that
was obvious to the storytellers, which is that international medical exchanges
did happen.
NOW

(-nag) breng (whreng) byung na skyonyod payin. The passage continues. The parenthetical
material represents emendations and insertions by the modern editors of the text.
57
I.G. Panourias et a]., 'Hippocrates: A Pioneer in the Treatment of Head Injuries',
Neurosurgery, 5711 (2005): pp. 181-9, especially p. 185, column B, 'Latent Cranial Injuries'.
See also Guido Majno, The Healing Hand: Man and Wound in the Ancient World (Cambridge,
1975), pp. 166-9 (particularly the illustration on p. 169). For another brief discussion see
McCrory and Berkovic, 'Concussion', p. 2284.
'' 'The hairy fracture is difficult to discover and can be diagnosed by exposing the
skull, and smearing it with ink; the linear fracture thus appears stained.' Ezzat Abbouleish,
'Contributions of Islam to Medicine', http://www.islam-usa.com/im3.html
(accessed 1
Nov. 2006). Al-Zahr2wilived in Islamic Spain from 936 to 1013CE. In European literature he
was called by his Latin name ~lbu[l]casis,and is today a well-known figure in the history
of surgery.
5q
This paper, entitled Ronit ~oeli-Tlalim,'On Urine Analysis and Tibetan Medicine's
Connections with the West', in Sienna Craig et a]. (eds). Studies of Medical Pluralism in
Tibetan History and Society ( ~ a l l e2011),
,
pp. 195-211.
b0
Clifford, Tibetan Buddhist Medicine and Psychiatry, p. 53: 'In particular pursuit
of medical knowledge, King Srongtsan Gampo held the first international medical
conference in Tibet. Doctors came from ~ndia,Persia, and China.' This is just one example
of numerous such statements one may find in the literature.
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APPENDIX A: LIST OF EARLY MEDICAL HISTORIES
l
Tibetan Histories be on don, 19971;
Note: 'TH' means Dan Martin and ~ a e Bentor,
this listing does not include chapters on medical history contained within larger
works. t hose known to be extant are marked with §§§:
circa 1200 (?): G.yu-thog-pa Yon-tan-mgon-po (1127-1203), Khyung-chen
Lding-ba. Published. TH no. 17. §§§
1204 (possibly 1264): Che-rje's history. Che-rje zhang-ston Zhig-po
Thugs-rje-khri-'od, Sman-gyi Byung-tshul Khog-dbubs Rgyal-mtshan
Rtse-mo 'Bar-ba [Blazing Tip of the Victory Banner: The History of Medicine],
a manuscript (still unpublished) in 46 folios preserved in the Giuseppe
Tucci collection in Rome. TH no. 36.555
1200s (?): Anon., G.yu-thog Bla-sgrub-kyi Lo-rgyus: Nges-shes 'Dren-byed
Dge-ba'i Lcags-kyu [A Virtuous Hook for Drawing up Certainty: History of
the Guru Services of ~.yu-thog-pa].TH no. 37. This has been published
(thanks to Gavin Kilty for pointing this out to me): G,yu-thog Snyingthig-las Byin-rlabs Bla-ma Sgrub-pa'i Chos-skor Sdug-bsngal Mun-sel Thugsje'i Nyi-'od ces-pa'i Thog-mar Lo-rgyus Dge-ba'i Lcags-kyu, contained in:
G.yu-thog Snying-thig-gi Yig-cha: The Collected Basic Texts and Ritual Works
of the Medical Teachings Orally Passed from G.yu-thog Yon-tan-mgon-po,
'arranged and largely restructured by Khams-smyon Dharma-sengge', Smanrtsis Shesrig Spendzod series no. 106, D.L. Tashigang (Leh,
1981), pp. 5-21. According to the colophon, it was written by a direct
follower of G.yu-thog-pa named '~znyi-na-dha-ri',which must mean
Ye-shes-gzungs. §§§
Early 1400s:Brang-ti Dpal-ldan-'tsho-byed, Gso-rig Chos- 'byung Shes-bya Rabgsal [Making Knowable Objects Clear: A History ofHealing science]. According
to a review by Kurtis R. Schaeffer (Journal of Asian Studies, 5713 [1998]:
p. 857), the author must be placed at the beginning of the fifteenth
century. He adds that it is extant in a 48-folio cursive manuscript (which
remains unpublished). TH no. 35 (with mistaken dating). 985
circa 1450:stag-tshang LO-tsi-ba Shes-rab-rin-chen (b. 1405), GSO-dpyad
Byung-tshul-gyi Lo-rgyus Sman-gyi Spyi-don dung bcas-pa ~khas-pa'i id
'Phrog. TH no. 105.
Late 1400s: Byang-pa Bkra-shis-dpal-bzang, hog-'bugs 'Dzum Dkar Bzhadpa'i Nyi-ma. TH no. 128.
- Byang-smad-pa [~yang-sman]sod-nams-ye-shes-rgyal-mtshan, Gsorig Chos-'byung Pad-tshal Bzhad-pa'i Nyin-byed. TH no. 129.
- Byar-po Pan-chen Rdo-rje-pha-lam, Khog-'bugs Legs-bshad Gser-gyi Snyema. TH no. 130.
1500s: Ska-ba Shakya-dbang-phyug (= ~ t s h o - s m a dkhan-chen), Khog'bugs Legs-bshad Dngul-dkar ~e-long.Still unpublished, although subject
of a study (with resumd and outline) by Olaf Czaja. TH no. 153.555
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- Blo-bzang-rgya-mtsho in-chen-sdings Sems-dpa'-chen-po', = " ~ s h o byed Blo-gros-brtan-pa), ~hos-'byung Drang-srong Dgongs-rgyan. A
history, primarily of medicine. TH no. 154.
- Mnga'-ris 'Tsho-byed ~hos-skyong-dpal-bzang(b. 1479). Gso-ba Rigpa'i Khog-'bugs Bdud-rtsi Chu-rgyun. A copy exists in Norbu Lingka.
unpublished. TH no. 158.
- Dpa'-bo Gtsug-lag-phreng-ba (1504-66), Sman-gyi Chos-'byung dung 'Barn
Bcos. TH no. 169.
- Zur-mkhar 010-gros-rgyal-po (= Legs-bshad-tshol, b. 1509), hog-'bugs
Gtan-pa Med-pa'i Mchod-sbyin-gyi Sgo 'Phar Yangs-po (= Drang-srong Kundu-dga'-ba'i 210s-gar). Now published. TH no. 172.555
- Mi-pham-bzang-po, Khog-'bugs 'Chi-med Phun-tshogs Lnga-ldan. TH
no. 176.
1588: ~de-chen-chos-'khor-gyiSman-pa Ratna'i-ming-can, Gso-ba Rig-pa'i
Khog-'bugs ~ e g sbsdus.
TH no. 185.
Rgyud-bzhi'i
circa 1700 (?): 'Phan-yul Gro-sa-ba ~shogs-gnyis-rgya-mtsho,
Khog-'bugs Bai-diirya'i Chu-rgyun. TH no. 241.
1704: ~de-srid~angs-rgyas-rgya-mtsho(1653-1705)' Dpa1-ldan Gso-ba Rigpa'i Khog-'bugs Legs-bshad Bai-diirya'i ~e-longDrang-srong Dgyes-pa'i
DgaJ-ston(= Sman-gyi ~ho~-dbub).
Published. TH no. 259. 555

APPENDIX B: GENERAL OUTLINE
The general outline used in Che-rje's passage on the 'Universal' History of
Medicine paraphrased with details [lists of text titles etc.] omitted:
1st - The Seven Schools. ***See Appendix C.
2nd - The Four Cycles. These are: [I] Outer textual items of knowledge. [2]
Inner advice about the meaning [of the text]. [3] Secret procedural
guidance. [4] Super-secret experiential guidance.
3rd - The Four Translations. These are [I] highland [western], [2] lowland
[eastern], [3] southern and [4] northern. Che-rje adds a brief
geography here, about the Five Great Countries: China in the east,
India in the south, stag-[glzig in the west, and Ge-sar in the north,
with Tibet as the fifth Great Country in the centre. He says that India
and China, being fonts of the sciences, were the main sources for
many translations, that the Buddha's compassion manifested medical
treatments in every country, that during the time of the expansion
of the Tibetan kings' domains, they were all translated into ~ i b e t a n .
4th - The Two Times of ~rans/ation.These are, of course, the earlier
translations (Inga gyur being a careless spelling for snga 'gyur), and
the later translations. NO translators and no titles of ~mperialPeriod
translations are given, unfortunately. ~ncludedamong the medicine
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text translators of the later period are not only Rin-chen-bzangpo,
but also Skyes-bu Me-lha, the Red k ~ r y a and
, one named Be-nag
rag-'khar-ba (the latter's translations were from Chinese).
APPENDIX C: THE SEVEN SCHOOLS
( ~ u g Bdun;
s
folios 21r-22v):
1. Rgyal-sras Byang-chub-sems-dpa'i Lugs (~odhisattvaSchool).

]
by Devas).
2. Lhas Mdzad-pa'i Lugs (school [of ~ e x t sComposed
3. Drang-srong-gis Mdzad-pa ([school of ~ e x t sComposed
]
by Sages [rsi]).
The eight sages who taught the Caraka texts (the Tsa-ra-ka Sde Brgyad).
4. 'Phags-pa'i Lugs ('Saint' School). This means primarily NZgZrjuna's
medical texts and commentaries on the same, although a few works
by Sadiiprarudita are also mentioned.
5. ~ k h a s - l d a nMnga' ~ i g [ s gi
] Lugs (School of the 'Scholarly Powerful
Families' [?I, but they are later referred to as Lnga Rig-pa'i Mkhas-pa,
'Scholars of the Five Sciences'). ***See Appendix D.
6. Ha-shong gi Lugs (School of the [~hinese]~oshangs).Names
mentioned here: Ha-shong Ma-ha-yan and Li-ga-zin-ta.
7. Rigs-ldan ~ o d - k y i Lugs (school of Worthy ~ibet[ans]). Names
mentioned here: Yid-'ong-legs-pa'i-rgyan, Zhang Gzi-brjid-'bar,
Gyong-sman Phan-ne, and 'myself' [meaning he-rje].
APPENDIX D: SCHOLARS OF THE FIVE SCIENCES
Source: Che-rje's history of
1204 (1264?).

Mkhas-ldan Mnga' ~ig[s]gi ~ u g (School
s
of the
'Scholarly Powerful ~amilies'
[?I, but they are later
referred to as Lnga Rig-pa'i
Mkhas-pa, 'Scholars of the
Five sciences').
Slob-dpon Dpa'-bo [Ac~rya
Siira, here meaning
~iigbhata]composed four
texts (titles listed).

For comparison, the Regent's
history of 1704, p. 176.
Prefaced only with the
information that the list is
that of some persons of earlier
generations (snga-rubs-pa kha-cig
Itar-nu.).
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[lb] ~ a s h m i r

Brtan-pa'i-blo-gros
[~thiramati]composed
Dn-ma-med-pa'i [xxx], etc.
Kashmiri ha-che) System.

The text[s] by Brtan-pa-blo-gros
[~thiramati]entitled Dri-med
~zi-brjidand others. ~ a s h m i r
System ha-che'i Lugs).

Orgyan

Dzi-na-mi-tra binamitra]
composed Gso-ba Stong-dgubcu-rtsa-gcig, etc. Orgyan
(u-rgyan) System.

The text[s] by Dzi-na-mi-tra
binamitra] entitled Gso Stongdgu-bcu-rtsa-dgu and others.
Orgyan System (U-rgyan-gyi lugs).

Pra-a-nan-ta composed
Gnus- gyur Gsum [Three
Transformations in the
~ituation/~ocation'],
etc.
Magadha (Dbus-'gyur'chang) System.

The text[s] by Shri A-nanda
[5ri Ananda] entitled Gnas-'gyur
Gsum and others. Magadha
System (Yul-dbus-kyi Lugs).

Su-ma-ti-kirti [~umatikirti]
composed Bsdu Sbyor
Gsum [ ' ~ h r e eAbbreviated
Preparations'], etc. Newar
(Bal-po) System.

The text[s] compiled by Su-mati-kirti [~umatikirti]entitled
Bsdus Sbyor Gsum and others.
Newar System (Bal-po'i ~ u g s ) .

[5] Tazig

Ur-pa-ya composed Chos
'byung Drug, etc. AraboPersian (Stag-gzig) System.

The text[s] by Urba-ya entitled
Chos-'byunghug and othen. A r a b
Persian System (~a-zig-giLugs).

[6] Dolpo

Rdo-rje-'bar-ba composed
Mi-jigs-pa'i Mtshon-cha Che
Chung, etc. Dolpo ( ~ o l - p o )
System.

The text[s] by Rdo-rje-'bar-ba
entitled Mi-jigs Mtshon-cha and
others. Dolpo System (Dol-po'i
Lugs).

Legs-pa'i-rgyan composed
Ga-gon-gyi Rdol-thabs ~u[m]bcu-ma-lnga [Thirty-five
Methods for Spontaneous
Emergence of ~a-gon'],etc.
Uyghur o or) System.

The text[s] by Legs-pa-rgyalmtshan entitled Ga-gon-gyi
Brdol-thabs Sum-cu-ma-lnga and
others. Uyghur System or-gyi
Lugs).

Brtson-'grus-snying-po
composed Sum Khugs, etc.
~ a n g u t / ~ i x (i ~a e - n y a g )
System.

The text[s] by Brtson-'grussnying-po entitled Su Khugs and
others. Tangut System (Minyag-gi Lugs).

[2]

[3] Magadha

[8] Tangut
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[9] Khotan

Rgyal-ba'i-rdo-rje Dinavajra
or {~i}jayavajra??]
composed an[-lag] Bdun-pa,
)
etc. Khotanese ( ~ i System.

The text[s] by Rgyal-ba-rdo-rje
entitled Yan-lag Bdun-pa and
others. Khotanese System ( ~ i ' i
~ugs).

[lo] Phrom

Btsan-pa-shing-la-ha
composed the Tshad-pa'i
'Gros 'Ded, etc. ~ h r o m('Brom,
sic!) System.

The text[s] by Tsan-pa-shi-la-ha
entitled Tshad-pa 'Bros 'Ded and
others. Khrom System (~hromgyi Lugs).

APPENDIX E

he nine physicians who came to Tibet at the invitation of Emperor Khri-sronglde-brtsan according to Zur-mkhar-ba's sixteenth-century medical history
(pp. 255-6), evidently based on Brang-ti's early fifteenth-century medical history
(extant, but not available to me):
From India (~gya-gar):
I. Shan-ti-garbha [Sintigarbha].
From Kashmir ha-che):
2. ~uhya-badzra[Guhyavajra].
From China (~gya-nag):
3. Stong-gsum-gang-ba.
4. Bha-la Ha-shang.
5. Ha-ti-pra-ta.
From Tazig (stag-gzig):
6. Sog-po Ha-la-shan-ti.
From 'the Turks' ( ~ r u - g u ) :
7. ~eng-mdo-'od-chen.
From Dolpo (Dol-po):
8. Khyol-ma-ru-rtse.
From Nepal (~al-po):
9. DharmZ-shi-la [~harmaiila].
The comparable passage in the biography of the Elder G.yu-thog-pa composed
by Lhun-grub-bkra-shis is translated into ~ n g l i s hin Rechung Rinpoche ]ampal
Kunzang, Tibetan Medicine Illustrated in Original Texts (Berkeley, 1976)' pp. 202-9.
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he same text in the original Tibetan (based on the 1982 edition, pp. 100-101)
reads as follows:

[I] rgya gar shantim garbha'i lugs la lw spyi gso ba'i yan lag bdud rtsi'i chu
rgyun .
[2] rgya nag ni sman pa stong gsum gang ba'i lugs la byis pa gso ba'i yan lag
chung dpyad nyi ma'i 'od zer.
[3] ma h i de wa'i lugs la mo nad gso ba'iyan lag zla ba'i dkyil 'khor.
[4] dharma buddha'i lugs la gdon nad gso ba'i yan lag rdo rje pha lam.
[5] bal po'i sman pa da nu shila'i lugs la rgas pa gso ba'iyan lag gnad kyi mdmb
tshugs.
[6] kha che'i sman pa khun badzra gyi lugs la dug nad gso ba'iyan lag rus sbal
gyi 'gyur gros.
[7] sog po'i sman pa nu la shun dir pa'i lugs la rgas pa gso ba'iyan lag bcud kyi
rgya mtsho.
[B] do2 po'isman pa khyo ma ru rtse'i lugs la ro rtsa gso ba'iyan lag dga'bde phel
byed.
[9] gru gu'i sman pa seng ge 'od can 'phel byed kyi lugs la btsal ba thig gi yan
lag ro bkra 'phrul gyi me long.
[lo] khrom rgyal mu rtse the khrom gyi sras btsan pa shi la hi'i lugs la khrom
gyi dbye ba drug pa la sogs pa yin no.

Chapter 6

~ i b e t a nMusk and Medieval
Arab perfumery1
Anya King

INTRODUCTION
Early medieval Tibet was an integral part of the Eurasian trading networks known
today as the Silk Road.2Tibet imported goods such as fine silks from China13and
aromatics and materia rnedica from India, while it exported metalwork such as
shields and armour4 as well as musk. Musk, produced by the musk deer, was
, probably the most widely used in
surely the most famous product of ~ i b e tand
the early medieval world.

'

Much of the material in this article is presented more fully in my unpublished
dissertation, 'The Musk Trade and the Near East in the Early Medieval Period' (Indiana
University, 2007). All translations quoted are my own unless explicitly noted otherwise.
Since this article was written in 2006, a new study on musk by Anna Akasoy and Ronit
Yoeli-Tlalim has appeared: 'Along the Musk Routes. Exchanges between Tibet and the
Islamic World', Asian Medicine: Tradition and Modernity, 312 (2007): pp. 217-40.
Christopher I. Beckwith. 'Tibet and the Early Medieval Florissance in Eurasia:
A Preliminary Note on the Economic History of the Tibetan Empire', Central AsiaticJournal,
21 (1977): pp. 89-104.
' See Amy Heller, 'Two Inscribed Fabrics and their Historical Context: Some
Observations on Esthetics and Silk Trade in Tibet, 7th to gth Century', in Karel Otavsky
(ed.), Entlang der Seidenstrape: Friihmittelalterliche Kunst rwischen Persien und China in der
Abegg-Stiflung (Riggisberg, 1998), pp. 95-118, which discusses the history of the silk trade
and the relationship of silk textiles found in Tibet to Chinese and Iranian textiles.
Fine Tibetan armour (kashkhtidah) saved the life of a hag an of the ~ u r g e s h ,
see al-~abari,~ a ' r i k hal-rusul wa'l-muliik, ed. ~ i c h a eJan
l de Goeje et al. (15 vols, ~ e i d e n ,
1879-1901; repr. 1964-65), vol. 2, pp. 1521-2 and ~hristopherI. ~eckwith,The Tibetan
Empire in Central Asia: A History of the Struggle for Great Power among Tibetans, Turks, ~ r a b s
and Chinese during the t arb ~ i d d l eAges (princeton, '1993), p. 109, n. 4. ~ r a b i csources
frequently mention the bucklers (tursltiriis) of ~ i b e te.g.,
, fbn ~ a w q a lKitib
,
siirat al-ard,
ed. Michael Jan de Goeje and rev. ~ o h a n n e s~ e n d r i kKramers (leiden, 1938; repr. 19671,
p. 472, and shields, e.g., fbn al-Faqih, ~ u k h t q a Kitib
r
al-buld6n, ed. ~ i c h a eJan
l de Goeje
(Leiden, 1885; repr. 1967), p. 255, and al-Mas'idi, Muriij al-dhahab wa-ma'cidin al-jawhar,
ed. Charles Barbier de Meynard and ~ b e Pavet
l
de ~ourteille,rev. ~ h a r l e sella at (7 vols,
Beirut, 1966-79), vol. 4, p. 279 (5 2657).
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In tracing Eurasian trade it is often difficult to account for the different
sources of goods. Musk, however, if genuine, was exclusively an import into the
Near East as the musk deer which produced it lives only in the highlands of the
. ~ eponymous musk deer, Moschus moschifems, native
eastern end of E u r a ~ i aThe
to Northern China, Mongolia and Siberia is not the musk deer of the Himalayas,
which is Moschus ~hrysogaster.~
Musk was completely unknown in classical
antiquity in the Near East and Mediterranean; it first begins to appear there
in late antiquity.' The incorporation of musk into medicine, along with some
other familiar Asian substances like camphor and ambergris, occurred in early
Islamic times.
Musk was easily the most important aromatic substance known to the
medieval Arabs. ~ u h a m m a dibn Abi Bakr ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya (d. 75111350)
said of musk in his book al-Tibb al-nabawt 'It is the king of the varieties of
aromatics, their noblest and sweetest [a~yab].It is that about which proverbs are
coined, and other things are compared to, while it is not compared to anything
The importance of musk was
else. It is the sand-dunes [kuthbin] of the GardeneS8
such that all of the works on aromatics commenced with a discussion of musk or
musk perfumes, usually followed by ambergris and then a l o e s w ~ o dAmong
.~
the
different varieties of musk known to the medieval ~ r a b s~, i b e t a nhad a special
place and usually was considered the best musk.
he musk deer, of several species of Moschus, is a small animal standing
about 50-60 cm at the shoulder and weighing from 7 to 17 kg.1° he mature male
produces musk in a vesicle just above the genitals. Hunters would remove the
Scientific literature on the musk deer is dominated by the important works of
Michael J.B. Green. See especially his articles 'The Distribution, Status and Conservation
of the Himalayan Musk Deer Moschus chrysogaster', Biological Conservation, 35 (1986):
pp. 347-75 and 'Musk Production from Musk Deer', in Robert J. Hudson et al. (eds), Wildlife
Production Systems: Economic Utilisation of Wild Ungulates (Cambridge, 1989), pp. 401-9.
The taxonomy of the musk deer is reviewed in Colin P. Groves, Wang Yingxiang
and Peter Grubb, 'Taxonomy of Musk Deer, Genus Moschus, ~ o s c h i d a eMammaha',
,
Acta
Theriologica Sinica, 1513 (1995): pp. 181-97.
' The introduction of musk into the Near East and Mediterranean lands is discussed
in chapter 3 of my dissertation.
Muhammad ibn Abi Bakr ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, Al-Tibb al-nabawi (Cairo, 1978)~
p. 437.
So Ibn Masawayh, Kitiib jawiihir al-tib al-mufiada, ed. Paul Sbath, 'Trait6 sur les
substances simples aromatiques', Bulletin de l'lnstitut d'igypte, 19 (1936-37): pp. 5-27,
Sahlin ibn KaysZn, M u k h t ~ a fi
r 'I-t%, ed. Paul Sbath, 'AbrCg6 sur les arbmes', Bulletin de
l'lnstitut dligypte, 26 (1943-44): pp. 183-213, al-Nuwayri, Nihiiyat al-arab f i h n i i n al-adab
(33 vols, Cairo, 1923-2002), vol. 12, p. 1, and al-Qalqashandi, Subh al-a'shii (14 vols, Cairo,
1913-20; repr. Cairo, 1964), vol. 2, p. 119.
'O
In addition to the works of Green cited above, descriptions of the musk deer are
found in Ronald M. Nowak (ed.), Walker's Mammals of the world (2 vols, Baltimore, 1991),
vol. 2, pp. 1364-5; Vladimir Georgievich Heptner et a]., Mammals of the Soviet Union, V O ~ .1
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entire vesicle filled with about fifteen to thirty grammes of musk.l1The vesicle
containing the musk is called a musk pod; musk still in the pod was the most
desirable. Musk removed from the pod is waxy and granular, and this loose musk
is called grain musk. In modern times musk deer have begun to be farmed by
the Chinese and Indians so that the musk can be extracted without killing the
animal; musk deer adapt poorly to captivity and the quantity of musk produced is
insufficient for the demand.l2Modern perfumery almost entirely uses synthetic
substitutes for musk, but musk is very much in demand for traditional Asian
medicine in East Asia.
The present-day range of the different species of musk deer encompasses
much of the forested highlands of eastern and eastern inner Asia, from Siberia
in the north down into Burma and Vietnam, and from Korea in the east into the
Altai Mountains, and in the Himalayas perhaps as far as Afghanistan. Musk deer
do not live in desert or steppe conditions, so the inner part of Central Eurasia
which is too arid to support forest vegetation is devoid of them. In earlier times
the range of the musk deer may have been greater, but, in general, the medieval
sources on the distribution of the musk deer reveal a picture similar to the
modern understanding of its range.
ARABIC SOURCES ON THE ORIGINS AND TYPES OF MUSK

The medieval Arabs had a fairly detailed concept of the geographical origins
of musk. In pre-~slamictimes musk was attributed to India, through which it
was transported, as well as to the East Arabian port of DHrin through which
it was traded into ~rabia.') he appellations of musk in Arabic poetry include
terms like fa'rat hindiyyin 'Indian mouse' for the musk pod.14 By the mid-ninth
t China. he Christian
century musk was known to have originated from ~ i b eand
physician ~ b ~n a s a w a y h(777-857) wrote of the kinds of musk:
(washington, 1988), pp. 101-24; and Volker Homes, On the Scent: Conserving the Musk Deer.
The Uses of Musk and Europe's Role in its Trade (Brussels, 1999).
l1
Information on musk deer hunting can be found in my dissertation, pp. 17-18.
'' On musk deer farming, see Baoliang Zhang, 'Musk Deer, their Capture,
Domestication and Care according to Chinese Experience and Methods', Unasylva, 35
(1983): pp. 16-24 and Rob Perry-Jones, 'TRAFFIC Examines Musk Deer Farming in China',
www.traffic.org/species-reports/traffic~speciesmammals.pdf(accessed 2 August
2008).
l3
E.g. al-Biriini, Kitiib al-saydanafi'l-tibb, ed. 'Abbis Zarysb ( ~ e h r a n1991),
,
p. 4. ~ u c h
discussion of the musk of Dirin and its appearance in poetry is in King, 'The Musk Trade',
pp. 133-6.
l4
Cf. 'Antara quoted by Abii ~ a n i f aal-Dinawari, Kitiib al-Nabiit: The ~ o o kof Plants:
,
p. 192. he musk pod
Part of the Monograph Section, ed. ern hard Lewin ( ~ i e s b a d e n1974),
was originally denoted by the Arabic term fa'ra, 'mouse', which was later replaced by the
Persian loanword niifija, see King, 'The ~ u s Trade',
k
pp. 40-43.
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The best of them is the Sogdian; it is what arrives in Sogdiana from Tibet, and
then it is carried to the horizons overland (lit. 'by the back', 'alii a/-zahr). Next
is the ~ndian;it is what arrives in India from Tibet, and then to al-Daybul.15~tis
then transported by sea; it is inferior to the first type because of its transport
by sea. Next is the Chinese; it is inferior to the Indian because of the length of
time it is kept at sea. Perhaps, moreover, they differ because of the difference
in grazing land originally because these compete for superiority. The best of
it is musk which was produced from grazing on the plant called al-kand~sa;'~
it is found in either Tibet or Kashmir or in both places. Next is that which
is produced from grazing on the spikenard (sunbul) which is used by the
perfumers, and it is found in ~ i b e t . he inferior is that which is produced from
grazing on the plant whose root (ql) is called bitter (murr), and the scent of
that plant and its root is the scent of musk except that musk is stronger and
more redolent than it.17

Thus Ibn Miisawayh regarded the best musk as the Tibetan, and he noted that
the musks called Sogdian and Indian were really Tibetan musk transported
through either of these lands. The Basran writer al-JZhiz (d. 2551868 or 869) says
in his Kitiib al-hayawin that the musk animal 'is a small animal (duwaybba) which
lives in the region of Tibet.'I8 Elsewhere al-Jiihiz mentions that the musk animal
resembles a small gazelle (khishf).19
The geographer Ibn Khurradiidhbih (2051820 or 2111825-300/911?) gives
some important early information on the musk trade in his book Kitiib al-masiilik
wa'2-mamiilik. Unfortunately, this book survives only in an abridged version. Ibn
Khurradidhbih mentions musk several times, and specifically discusses it as a
product of China. But the abridgement of his work contains no discussion of the
products of Tibet. However, he does mention in his discussion of Alexander the
Great that the king of ~ i b egave
t
Alexander a gift of four thousand donkey loads

l5

The major port of Sind in early medieval times.
Discussed in chapter 6 of my dissertation. This plant is also mentioned by
al-Ya'qibi, quoted by al-Nuwayri, Nihiyat al-arab, vol. 12, p. 7, who also gives the form
k.d.h.m.s apparently from al-Tamiml; De Goeje's glossary merely explains the word as a
plant which grows in Tibet. K.n.d.s or q.n.d.s can mean the white hellebore, and this must be
why Levey, who gives no explanation for his translation of this rare word, has translated
it as hellebore. Another, more usual meaning for Arabic kundus, is the soapwort, Greek
urpodelov, Saponaria officinalis and Gypsophila struthium.
l7
Ibn Misawayh, Kitiib jawihir al-tll, al-mufrada, pp. 9-10. Cf. also the translation by
Martin Levey, 'lbn MZsawaih and his Treatise on Simple Aromatic ~ubstances',/ournalof
the History of ~edicine,16 (1961): pp. 395-410, at p. 399.
In
AbLl 'Uthmin 'Amr ibn Bahr al-~Zhiz, ~ i t i i bal-hayawiin, ed. ' ~ b dal-~alZm
Muhammad H i r i n (8 vols, Cairo, 1966), vol. 5, p. 301.
l9
Al-JZhiz, Kitib al-hayawiin, vol. 5, p. 304.
l6
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of gold and a similar amount of musk. 20 Alexander gave a tenth of the musk to
his wife Roxanne, who was the daughter of Darius, king of Persia, and distributed
the rest among his companions, while he placed the gold into his treasury. This
story, while ahistorical, shows the popular association of musk with Tibet in the
time of Ibn Khurradidhbih. Four thousand donkey loads of musk is an incredible
quantity, as befits the Alexander legends, and it is doubtful that even in a time
when the musk deer was not so endangered such a large quantity of musk could
have been accumulated.
Additional important information on the land which produced musk
appeared in the early tenth century. This information stems from the circle of
Abu Zayd al-Sirifi (active during the first half ofthe tenth century), who collected
information on the eastern trade from his hometown, the trade emporium Siraf
on the Iranian coast of the Persian Gulf. Sirifi included a discussion of musk
in his supplementary chapter to the anonymous text known as the Akhbiir alSin wa'2-Hind of 851.'' SirZfi's account of musk is paralleled by the account of
musk in the Muriij al-dhahab of his acquaintance al-Mas'idi." Mas'idi's version
is not quoted directly from al-Sirifi's text; rather it seems to have been created
from either the source used by al-SirZfi or from information gathered by him in
discussion with al-Sirift; the latter is more probable. This general account was
very influential and often quoted by later writers who dealt with musk. ~l-SirZfi
says of the land from which musk comes: 'The land which has the Chinese musk
gazelles and Tibet is one land with no distinction between them. The people
of China carry off the gazelles which are close to them and the people of ~ i b e t
those which are close to them.'23
During the middle of the tenth century awareness of a new place which
produced musk is attested in Arabic literature. The first attestation of this is
in Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn ~ a ' i dal-~amimi's(d. 3701980) booklayb a/-'ariis
wa-rayhiin a l - n u f i i ~ .This
~ ~ work is apparently lost, but it is quoted extensively by
al-Nuwayri in his encyclopaedia ~ i h i i y aal-arab.
t
Al-~amimiwrites:
Musk has many types and differing kinds. The best and most excellent of them
is the Tibetan which is brought from the place called dhii s.mt; between it and
Tibet is a journey of two months, then it is brought to Tibet and then it is

Ibn KhurradZdhbih, Kitib al-masilik wa'l-mamilik, ed. Michael Jan de Goeje ( ~ e i d e n ,
1889; repr. 1967), p. 263. See Akasoy in this volume.
"
Ed. 'AbdallPh al-~abashi,Rihlat al-sir$ ( ~ b Dhabi,
u
1999), pp. 75-7. ~ falso
. Jean
Sauvaget, Akhbir *-Sin wa I-Hind: Relation de la Chine et de l'lnde (Paris, 1948).
"
Al-Mas'iidi, Muriij al-dhahab, vol. 1, pp. 188-9.
' Rihlat al-~irifi,p. 75.
24
On al-Tamimi's work, see Manfred ~ l l m a n n Die
, ~ e d i z i nim !slam (~eiden,1970).
p. 315.
'O
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transported to Khurisin. He said: The origin of musk is in a four-footed animal
(bahima) whose form resembles a small gazelle.25

The place name Dhii sm.t is a transcription of the old Tibetan mdosmad,
referring to northeast Tibet (modern Amdo), which is given in the ~udiid
al-'iilam as Tii~m.t.'~
The work of the Egyptian Christian physician Sahlin ibn
Kaysin (d. 380/990) includes a discussion of the varieties of musk, and he
includes the p m . ~ . t i , ~which
'
is another independent attempt at reproducing
mdosmad in Arabic, adding an adjective ending (3. Ibn KaysZn ranks it below
the Tibetan in quality, but his work is also unusual in that he advocated Chinese
musk as the best.
It is common in the Arabic literature to give lists of the different products
of the world arranged according to their respective excellences. Musk is no
exception, and several lists of the different types of musk are available. Musk
was classified according to its origin, as well as whether it was still in the pod
or was loose, in the form of grain musk. Apart from Ibn Misawayh's account,
which favoured Tibetan musk under the names of the peoples who traded it,
the Sogdians and the Indians, there are two other notices of musk which discuss
the different varieties from the ninth century. One of these is contained in the
merchant's handbook called the Kitiib al-tabussur bi'l-tijiira which is traditionally
attributed to the polymath al-~ihiz,although this is by no means certain.28
In any case, it seems to be a work of the ninth century and there is nothing
in it to indicate a later date. This book was written to assist the merchant or
would-be merchant to distinguish between different trade goods, and appraise
their qualities. he author writes: he best musk is the dry, light coloured
(al-fiitih) Tibetan; the inferior (ardiihu) is al-b~ddi.'~~
The buddi musk refers to
musk which the ~ r a b believed
s
was plastered upon Buddhist statues in ~ndiaand
subsequently removed and sold after its scent had d e t e r i ~ r a t e d . ~ ~

25

Al-Nuwayri, Nihiiyat al-arab, vol. 12, p. 2.
Hudiid al-'ilam, ed. ~ a n u c h i h rSutudah ( ~ e h r a n 1983),
,
11:9 on p. 75; Vladimir
Minorsky, The Regions of the World: A Persian Geography 372 A.H. -982 A.D. (London, 21970),
pp. lxxii and 257; Luciano Petech, 'Nota su Miibd e Twsmt', Rivista degli Studi Orientali,
25 (1950): pp. 142-4; repr. in his Selected Papers on Asian History (Rome, 1988), pp. 45-7;
Christopher I. Beckwith, 'The Location and Population of Tibet according to Early Islamic
Sources', Acta Orientalia Academiae Scientiarum Hungancae, 43 (1989): pp. 168-9.
2'
Sahlin ibn Kaysin, Mukhtqar fi 'I-tib, p. 188. I have prepared a translation and
study of this important source.
28
Its translator Charles Pellat doubts it: 'Cihiziana, I. Le Kitib al-Tabassur bi-1Tigira attribuk A &hiz', Arabica, 1 (1954): pp. 153-65, at p. 153.
29
Al-JZhiz [attr.], ~ i t i bal-tabqsur bi'l-tijira fi wasf m i yustazraf fi 'I-buldiin min
al-amti'a al-rafa wa'l-a'lciq a/-nafisa wa'l-jawihir al-thamina, ed. Hasan Husni'Abd a l - ~ a h h Z b
a]-Tunisi (Cairo, 1994), p. 17.
30
Cf. King, 'The Musk Trade', pp. 250-51, 265-6, for further references.
26
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he other early source on the different varieties of musk is the geographer
and historian Ahmad ibn Abi Ya'qiib ibn Ja'far al-Ya'qiibi (d. 2841897). One of his
works which is lost discussed aromatics and is known from quotations by the
tenth-century writer Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Sa'id al-Tamimi, whose work
was used by both al-Nuwayri and al-Qalqashandi in their encyclopaedias. While
aware of other varieties of musk, al-Ya'qiibi regarded Tibetan musk as the most
important, as evinced by his discussion of the origins of musk:
Ahmad ibn Abi ~a'qiib,mawli of the Bani al-'AbbPs, said: A group of those well
versed in the source of musk mentioned to me that its sources in the land of
Tibet and other places are well known. The traders set up there structures
resembling a minaret (manir) the length of the arm bone. when this animal
from whose navel musk originates comes, it rubs its navel on that minaret and
the navel falls there. The traders come to it in a time of the year which they
know, and they gather what they are permitted to. When they bring it into
Tibet [proper], one tenth of its value is taken from them."

This account is interesting because it implies that the land where the musk deer
live is not in central Tibet, but rather on the periphery, which is correct, since
musk deer do not live in the arid interior of the Tibetan plateau but rather in the
mountainous areas to the south and east. Al-Ya'qubi further regards Tibet as a
trading centre for musk, where musk was collected for trade, presumably from
those who hunted for the animals.
Al-Ya'qibi's list of the varieties of musk forms the basis of the lists of types
in the chapters on musk in al-Nuwayri's and al-Qalqashandis encyclopaedia^.^^
The two versions give an identical ranking of the varieties of musk except for the
last, which al-~uwayrihas transposed with the next to last.33The list runs thus,
in descending order of excellence: I. Tibetan, 2. Sogdian, 3. Chinese, 4. ~ndian,5.
Qinbir, 6. Tughuzghuzi, 7. QasZri, 8. Khirkhizi, 9. 'IsmZri, 10.Jabali.
The account of musk of ~ b iZayd
i
al-Sirifi, which is paralleled by al-Mas'iidi,
contains the most detailed reasoning for the excellence of Tibetan musk.
Al-Siraft had noted that the land which produced the musk deer was a single land
,
which they both acquired their musk. The
located between china and ~ i b e tfrom
,
he takes for granted, is,
reasoning for the excellence of the musk of ~ i b e twhich
then, not to be sought in a difference of the land which produced it. He says:
Rather, the superiority of Tibetan musk over Chinese musk is for two reasons.
The first is that the musk gazelle which is in the territory of Tibet has grazing
lands of fragrant spikenard (sunbul) while those which lie near the land of
China have grazing land of other herbs. The second reason is that the people

'
33

Al-Nuwayri, Nihciyat a/-arab,vol. 12, p. 4.
Al-Qalqashandi, Subh al-a'shi, vol. 2, pp. 210-11.
See King, 'The Musk Trade', p. 243.
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of Tibet leave the pod in its original condition while the people of China
adulterate the pods which come to them; their routes are also over the ocean
and moisture34clings to them. If the people of China left the musk in the pods
and placed them into pots (barini, i.e. pots with lids) and secured them, it
would arrive in the land of the Arabs like the Tibetan in its goodness. The best
musk of all is that which the gazelle scrapes on the rocks of the mountains; it
is a substance which forms in its navel as fresh blood collects in the manner in
which blood collects when it appears from boils. When it ripens, he rubs it and
it torments him so he flees to the stones until he tears a hole in it, and what is
inside it flows out. When it comes out from him, he dries and heals over and
the substance returns and collects in him as before.
There are men in Tibet who go out in search of this. They have a knowledge
of it and when they find it, they pick it up and collect it and put it inside the
pods and carry it to their kings. his is the best musk when it has ripened in
its pod upon its animal. Its excellence over other musk is like the excellence of
fruit which has ripened on its tree over the other which has been torn from it
before its ripening. Other than this is musk which is hunted with set-up nets
and arrows. he pod might be cut off from the gazelle before the musk has
matured inside it. Although when it is cut from its gazelle it has a bad odour for
a time until it has dried over long days, as it dries it changes until it becomes
musk.35

There are thus three different aspects to the excellence of ~ i b e t a nmusk
according to al-SirZfi: the fodder of the animal, the condition in which the
musk was procured and the condition in which it was transported. The
production of musk by the musk deer was, in the opinion of al-Siriifi and most
other writers, due to the consumption of fragrant herbs by the animal. This
belief is seen as early as Ibn MZsawayh, who was quoted earlier, but in later times
it became almost universally believed that the musk deer grazed on spikenard.
The various plants which are known by the Arabic name sunbul have a distinctly
musky quality which was then supposedly transferred to the musk, and this is
the reason for this belief.36However, not everyone believed in this; for example,
Sahlan ibn KaysZn dismissed it 'because there are gazelles which graze on wheat,
barley, and grasses, and musk comes from them'.37
he second reason for the excellence o f t h e ~ i b e t a musk
n
was that the Tibetans
supposedly allowed the musk to mature naturally, which a l - ~ i r i flikened
i
to the
superiority of tree-ripened fruit to that which was picked prematurely. ~ lofl the

" The text has al-'idhi', but the parallel in Mas'iidi has al-andi'. errand has also
translated this 'celui-ci s'imprhgne d'humiditk', see Gabriel Ferrand, Voyage du marchand
arabe Sulayman en !ride et en Chine rddigden 851 (Paris, 1922), p. 110.
35
Rihlat al-Sirifi, pp. 75-7.
36
See King, 'The Musk Trade', pp. 247-8.
" sahlin ibn Kaysin, Mukhtqarfi'l-tib, p. 190.
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writers examined who discuss the transformation of blood into musk emphasize
that this process takes a long time. Al-Tamimi claims that musk, having been
separated from the animal, was hung in a privy for forty days.38The mention
of the privy must be an attempt to account for the slightly urinous element in
the scent of the musk. The English chemist Robert Boyle noted that the air of
the privy could restore the scent of musk.j9 The forty-day period reflects the
. ~ ~SahlZn
common notion of forty days as a period of waiting and p r e p a r a t i ~ nFor
ibn KaysZn the period is defined as a year (haw/).41
Thirdly, the adulteration and mishandling of musk could detract from its
quality. It was believed that musk was best stored in its own vesicle, and this
can be seen in al-SirZfi's statement that loose musk was stuffed into pods.
Al-Mas'idi's version explicitly states that the Chinese removed the musk from the
pods and adulterated it; while al-SirZfi only states that the Chinese adulterated
it, presumably within the pod. Finally, the conditions of the transportation of
musk could affect it. The dry overland journey from Tibet through Khorasan was
considered more salubrious for musk, which was considered hot and dry, than
the moisture which it encountered on the sea voyage from China. This same
who is
reasoning for the excellence of Tibetan musk is given by al-Ma~'iidi,~~
quoted by later writers such as the pharmacologist Ibn al-BaytZr (d. 64611248) in
his influential]iimif li'/-m~fiadiit.~~
Sahlin ibn KaysZn's account of musk is contained in his short work
Mukhtqar fi 'I-tib, in which he gives information on musk, ambergris, aloeswood
and camphor, as well as formulas for compound perfumes. As mentioned, ~ b n
KaysZn's account is unusual in that he preferred Chinese musk to the Tibetan.
His reasoning for this was that the ~ h i n e s emusk pods were larger, with finer
skin and thus a higher proportion of musk in the weight of the pod overall. He
also says that it is stronger, with a third of a mithqiil of it being equal to two
mithqiils of ~ i b e t a nmusk in compounding. He also describes the colour as more
yellow than the Tibetan, which contained grains which were yellow and black,
although he also noted that there was no difference between the colours in
quality. Evidently the musk available to ~ a h l i nibn Kaysin, who lived in Egypt
and apparently prepared perfumes for the ~atimids,led him to these conclusions.
In the nineteenth century Chinese o on kin' musk was often preferred to the
Tibetan as well, and it was thought to be less adulterated.

''

Al-~uwayri,Nihiyat al-arab, vol. 12, p. 3.
Robert Boyle, 'The Usefulness of Natural ~hilosophy11. Sect. 2', in he works of
Robert Boyle, vol. 6, ed. Michael Hunter and ~ d w a r dB. Davis o on don, 1999), pp. 523-4.
40
Annemarie Schimmel, The Mystery of Numbers (Oxford, 1993), pp. 247-8.
sahlan ibn Kaysin, ~ukht~arft'l-tib,
p. 190.
"
Mas'iidi, M u r i j al-dhahab, vol. 1, pp. 188-9.
"
Ibn al-Baytsr, Al-jiimi' li-mufradiit al-adwiya wa'l-aghdhiya (4 vols, ~ i i l i qn.d.1,
,
vol. 4.
pp. 155-6.
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Be that as it may, in the conclusion of the Latii'ifal-ma'iirif of al-~ha'alibi,which
catalogues the most precious things at the beginning of the eleventh century,
the finest aromatics are given as 'the musk of Tibet, the aloeswood of India, the
ambergris of al-Shihr, the camphor of ~ansiir,the citron ofTabaristan, the orange
of ~ a s r athe
, narcissus o f ~ u r j i nthe
, lotus of Shirwin, the rose of~iir',e t ~ . ~ ~
It was thus well understood in the early medieval Near East that musk
originated from the lands of Eastern Asia, and also that the Tibetan was usually
considered the best variety.

MUSK IN PERFUMERY
Musk was used, first and foremost, for its scent. Genuine musk has an almost
overpowering animal scent far removed from the compounds today described as
'musk' which are synthetic. During the twentieth century, with the introduction
of synthetic musks and the increasing cost of natural musk, the substance
gradually disappeared from European perfumery. The effects of musk on a
perfume are difficult to quantify, but a tiny bit of musk has a strange capacity
for enhancing a perfume, giving it a special lift. In slightly larger quantities the
animal note was more obvious, and some perfumes called for this. It was used
in many European perfumes, and only in certain perfumes would the amount of
musk have been specifically detectable. In fact, the scent of musk was regarded
with suspicion. The nineteenth-century perfumer Piesse wrote: 'It is a fashion
of the present day for people to say that they "do not like musk" ... Those
substances containing it always take the preference in ready sale - so long as the
vendor takes care to assure his customer "that there is no musk in it".'45
Quite different from the perfumes of the nineteenth (and twentieth) century
with their limited use of musk as an enhancer were the perfumes used by the
medieval Near Easterners. These contained very large percentages of musk and
would be extremely strong and probably unbearable to the modern nose.
~ u s was
k sometimes used by itself; Arabic poetry speaks of crumbs (fatit):
that is, grains of musk in the bedding of the beloved.46Most perfumes using musk
were, however, c ~ m p o u n d e d ~. ~h~e s ewere of different categories: unguents,
liquids, incense and scented powders. The most important unguent was ghiiliya,
which was classically prepared from musk and ambergris in ben oil to make a
buttery paste. The liquids included scented waters (nadiihiit), which were what
we would call colognes, and oils (adhiin). None of the early preserved formulas
Al-Tha'BlibT, ~atli'ifal-ma'cirif ( ~ a i r on.d.),
,
pp. 238-9.
George Piesse, Piesse's Art of Perfumery o on don, 31891),pp. 266-7.
46
Imru' al-Qays, Mu'allaqa, 1. 37 in al-Tibrizi,Kitlib shark al-qcyici'id al-'ashr, ed. Charles
Lyall (Calcutta, 1894), p. 17.
47
Compound perfumes are discussed in the first chapter of my dissertation, and in
my forthcoming work on the Mukhtcyiarfi'l-t& of Sahlin ibn KaysBn.
44
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is for alcohol-based perfumes such as most modern perfumes are, and even the
early fourteenth-century encyclopaedia of al-Nuwayri makes no mention of
the use of alcohol in perfumery in its extensive discussion of perfume making.
~ncensewas made to be placed on hot coals and smouldered; self-combusting
incense was well known in China by this time but its manufacture had not yet
travelled west. The most famous of the compound incenses was nadd; many
different forms of nadd existed but most included musk as a basic ingredient.
scented powders were used for sprinkling on clothing; there were also balls of
aromatic material for rubbing.
Compound perfumes were prepared from pure aromatic ingredients or with a
base of inexpensive ingredients. The former were the more expensive and highly
regarded perfumes, while the latter were often prepared to defraud customers.
~ u they
t were probably used by many people who could not afford the pure
perfumes. The Kitiib kimiyii' al-'ip wa'l-ttq'idiit of pseudo-al-Kindi says at the
conclusion of one of its ghiiliya formulas made with a base of ground pistachios:
It is enhanced according to three types: a type with musk, ambergris, and ben
oil with, for every two parts of the foundation, a part of musk and ambergris.
The patrician of the country (batiiriqat al-balad), treasurer, judge and his
associates, and the postmasters are perfumed (ghullifa) with it. The second
level of it has three parts of base and a part of musk, a part of good sukk, and
half a part of ambergris, and it is prepared with ben oil. The officers and those
similar to them are perfumed with it. The third level has five parts of the base
and a part of musk, two parts of sukk, two parts of crushed aloeswood, and a
fourth of a part of ambergris and it is prepared with ben oil like the first. The
soldiers, merchants, and other men are perfumed with it.48

This clearly shows the importance of musk; the more musk and other high
quality aromatics a perfume contained, the more expensive and high class it
was. Any perfume could be enhanced; musk was the usual ingredient for this
process, which was often denoted by the ~ r a b i cverb fataqa, which means to
'break open', and is also used for putting leaven into
Most of the surviving formulas are for the better types and include high
proportions of musk, ambergris, aloeswood and other expensive ingredients.
One of the earliest indications of the composition of a fine ghiiliya comes from
the Tiirikh al-rusul wa'l-muliik of al-Tabari in an anecdote dating to the time of
the caliph Harun al- ashi id (reg. 786-809). In the context of the anecdote, these
ingredients were supposed to represent the most excellent ghiiliya:

Al-Kindi [attr.], Kitiib fimiyii' a l - ' l ~wa-t-~q'idiit:~ u c hiiber die Chemie des Parfhs
und die Destillationen, ed. and trans. Karl Garbers (Leipzig, 19481, #47.
49
See the discussion in King, 'The Musk Trade', pp. 58-9.
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As for its musk, it is from the navels of the well-aged ('atiqa) Tibetan animals
(kilib)," and as for its ambergris, it is from the ambergris of the Gulf of Aden,
and as for its ben oil, it is from a certain al-Madani, well known for the goodness
of his work, and as for its compounding, it is by a man in Basra knowledgeable
in its composition and skilled in compounding it.5'
In his chapter o n ghiiliya a n d nadd al-Nuwayri quoted many formulas from the
lost book of al-Tamimi,]ayb al-'anis, but al-Nuwayri limits his selection t o 'those
made for caliphs, kings, a n d important people ( a k i i b i ~ ) ' . ~he
~ very first ghiiliya
formula he gives from al-Tamimi's book was quoted by him after al-~a'qubi.It
would presumably yield a ghiiliya like t h a t presented t o H i r u n al- ashi id if mixed
with a little ben oil for use:
A type of ghaliya for the caliphs according to Ahmad ibn Abi Ya'qiib: a hundred

mithqils of excellent (nidir) Tibetan musk are taken and pounded after being
cleansed from its membranes and hair. It is sieved after pounding through
thick-weaved Chinese silk, and then the pounding and sieving are resumed,
and this is repeated until it becomes like dust. Then a Meccan bowl (tawr makki)
or a Chinese butter-dish (zibdiyya sini [sic]) is taken, and what is available of
good, rare ben oil in a sufficient quantity is added. Fifty mithqils of fatty, blue
Shihri ambergris is cut up in it, and the dish with the ben oil and ambergris in
it is set on a gentle coal fire without smoke or smell because they would spoil
it. It is stirred with a gold or silver spoon until the ambergris melts. Then it is
removed from the fire, and when it becomes tepid, musk is cast into it, and it
is beaten well with the hand until it has become a single part. Then that is put
up in a gold or silver vessel, but the head must be tightly covered so one may
seal it, or it can be placed in a clean, glass pot (bamiyya) with its head plugged
with a stopper that is Chinese silk filled with cotton, so that its scent will not
arise from it. He said, this is the best ghiiliya of
This recipe calls for t h e most expensive a n d desirable varieties of musk and
ambergris, t h e Tibetan a n d Shihri. Shihr referred t o t h e coast of t h e ~ n d i a nOcean
i n Yemen, a n d this ambergris was considered t h e best by many writers, although
Indian, South Asian, a n d African varieties of ambergris were also regarded as
excellent. The ingredients for this most excellent ghiiliya were properly sieved
only with silk, a detail found in many o t h e r formulas by other writers, and
Lit. 'dogs'. The term probably does not literally mean that musk was believed
originate from dogs, but rather some smallish mammal. The beaver is often called kalb
. m i ' 'dog of the water'. This anecdote, if authentic, is earlier than writers who had a
better idea of the origins of musk, as discussed in chapter 6 of my dissertation.
51
Al-Tabari, Ta'rikh al-rusul wa'l-muliik, vol. 33, pp. 744-5.
52
Al-Nuwayri, Nihiyat al-arab, vol. 12, p. 53.
53
Al-Nuwayri, Nihiiyat al-arab, vol. 12, pp. 53-4.
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prepared in expensive vessels such as imported porcelain and gold and silver.
he entire preparation of this perfume was thus a very expensive process, as
befitted a perfume for the caliphs. This particular formula produced ghiiliya
which was said to have greatly amazed the caliph al-Ma'miin (reg. 813-33).
perhaps the earliest collection of perfume formulas, disregarding the
~itiibkimiyii' al-'ip wa'l-tq'idiit of pseudo-al-Kindi, which is difficult to date, is
contained in the medical encyclopaedia called Firdaws al-hikma of ' A I ~ibn Sahl
~ a b b a nal-~abari,written in 850. This book gives formulas for scented powders,
ghiiliya, oils and other aromatic preparation^.^^ His four different ghiiliya formulas
range from very high quality with pure ingredients, to one made from sukk with
a small bit of musk added. Sukk was an aromatic preparation made mostly from
riimik, which was prepared from oak galls. It was black in colour and often used
to extend musky perfumes.55
he scented powder (dharira) formulas given by al-Tabari also include musk
in smaller quantities than the ghiiliyas; in these powders the musk was used as
an enhancer rather than the dominant note of the compound. Typically he does
not specify the quantity of musk and ambergris to be added, but calls for what
one has available. Here is an example for a scented powder based on sandalwood:
Take two parts Indian aloeswood and two parts sandalwood; they are
pulverized and sieved through silk. They are kneaded with rosewater and
drops of cologne (nadiih) are dripped upon it, and it is crushed also until it has
become mixed. It is censed with fragrant incense and crushed also upon the
perfumer's stone until it has dried, and them what is available of musk and
ambergris is added to it.56

Al-Tabari gives several oil formulas, most of which are based on floral and
woody scents. These do not include musk; but one oil, specified as being useful
for kings, did. ~t was based on wallflower and other floral scent^.^' When mixed,
musk was added 'in a quantity such that its scent would become apparent'.58

54

Al-Tabari, Firdausu'l-Hikmat, or, Paradise of Wisdom, ed. Muhammad Z. Siddiqi
(Berlin, 1928). These formulas appear in the last section of the book, which is largely
devoted to an exposition of Indian medicine. Towards the end (p. 611), he remarks: 'These
chapters are light in medicine, but will be an increase in the usefulness of the book and its
excellence in the science of medicine. For perfume [tib] and medicine [tibb] are analogous,
and the lakhlakhahs, waters, rose water, maysiises are attributed to the drugs [al-adwi'a],
and they are also perfumes' and then gives these formulas. hey are manifestly not
Indian formulas.
55
Sukk is discussed in King, 'The Musk ~ r a d e 'pp.
, 60-61.
56
Al-Tabari, Firdaus, p. 611.
57
Al-Tabari, Firdaus, p. 616. The wallflower (khiri) has a strong scent of cloves with
floral elements.
58
Al-Tabari, Firdaus, p. 616.
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Al-Tabari's formulas do not specify what type of musk was to be used, nor
does he apparently discuss the different kinds of musk available to him elsewhere
in his book. In the formularies of the tenth century, of al-Tamimi and Sahlin ibn
Kaysin, a specific type of musk is sometimes mentioned, and if it is mentioned,
it is always Tibetan. Sahlan ibn KaysZn, who preferred Chinese musk to Tibetan
in his description of the varieties of musk, still called for Tibetan musk in his
recipes when he bothered to specify a type. This indicates that ~ i b e t a nmusk was
standard, even if other varieties were sometimes preferred.
~ a h l i n ' sfirst nadd formula includes much information for the preparation of
the ingredients for making perfumes. It starts with discussion of the preparation
of musk, specified as ~ i b e t a nby
, removing impurities, pounding, and sieving it:
Ten mithqiils of Tibetan musk are taken and pounded into a fine powder, and
then sieved through close textured silk. One must prevent burning (ihtiriiq) of
the musk during the pounding: the sign of its burning is that when the one
making it passes the pestle over the musk with force and heaviness, on lifting
the pestle there are traces like polish (saql) evident upon it; that is the sign of
its burning when the musk is dry. When it is moist and these traces appear
on it, they are not from its burning. ~f there are membranes (akrish) and
remains (luqat),they are removed before pounding, and what appears during
the pounding should be removed. When one reaches the end of the pounding
and it does not get through the bottom of the sieve, there are remains of
membranes in it, and hair remains in it which got into it from the pod. The
one making it must not leave any hair or remains in it because they spoil all
of it and it will stink when it is used. If there are many remains (luqat) and he
cannot remove them, then he breaks the grains (shiyiif) and moistens all of the
musk on the perfumer's stone and leaves it for an hour. Then he sieves it with a
small sieve which is not thickly woven, and what is in it of membranes (akriish)
rise to the top.59

Following this procedure, the musk was ready to use in the formula. his first
nadd formula is made exclusively from musk and ambergris in a one to one ratio;
the mixture was formed into wicks (fatii1iI)and dried.
These uses of musk are all a result of its scent and its powers in perfumery.
But musk was extensively used in medicine as well. Diet and environment
were considered critical factors in health, and aromatics like musk fit into this
system in several ways. hey were valued both for their intrinsic powers when
compounded in a medicine. More importantly, aromatics could help adjust the
air to equalize the balance of elements present in it.6o~ u s khad a purifying
effect and kept food from spoiling6' and was also thought to drive away illness.
59

"
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Sahlin ibn Kaysan, M u k h t ~ a r F ' l - t i bp.
, 198.
Cf. Ibn SinZ, A/-Qiinun ft 'I-tibb ( 3 vols, Biilaq, 1877), vol. 1, p. 182.
Ibn Sini, A/-Qiindn,vol. 1, p. 360.
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In the medieval world the boundaries between modern fields like medicine
and hygiene did not exist; the physician was required to take an interest in
the whole life of his patients, and thus all of the uses of musk as a perfume fell
under the subjects with which a physician would be acquainted, even if he did
not prepare perfumes himself. That job was often left to professional perfumers,
who are attested from early times, although physicians are responsible for
some of our most important works on aromatics and how to prepare aromatic
compounds.
The properties of musk in medieval perfumery were based on the
understanding of how musk fitted into humoral theory. Musk was invariably
considered hot and dry, although the exact degrees varied depending on the
authority. Among aromatic substances it was often considered the opposite
of the cold and dry camphor. Thus musk was a heating substance, suitable for
drawing out moisture and balancing out cold temperaments. These perfumes
were valued for their effect of stimulation. Al-Tabari writes of a sandalwood
powder enhanced with musk: 'Use it in your sleep; 'Abd al-Malik ibn Marwin
used it at the time of sex. It is among the most beneficial of the dhariras for
stimulati~n.'~~
This belief was manifested in the use of camphor to balance out
musk in perfumes used by people with hot temperaments and in hot weather.
Muhammad al-washshi' noted that elegant people 'only use camphor in times
of real heat because of its coldness, or for a serious ailment'.63Camphor was not
as highly regarded as musk; ~ a h l i nibn Kaysin commented that the common
people thought camphor as necessary to a perfume as salt was to a pot, but that
the elegant people did not follow this belief.64For the elegant man, a musk-based
perfume was basic.
To what extent was the use of musk in Near Eastern perfumery influenced by
its use in the lands further to the east? In the area of perfumes, the use of musk in
k
Arabic perfume formulas is quite unlike its use in ~ndianformulas. ~ u s appears
to have come into use in ~ndiaduring the Gupta period (320-c.510); at least,
~ ~earliest aromatic
this is when it is first attested in the poetry of ~ i l i d i s a .he
formulas which include musk are contained in the Brhatsamhitii of ~arihamihira,
dating to the early sixth century.66~arihamihira'sincense pastes are based on
plant ingredients, especially gum guggulu, a resin from a species of myrrh found
in India. he ideal Arabic incense paste for nadd was made with ambergris, musk,
and sometimes aloeswood and other aromatics. Ambergris had a negligible role
Al-Tabari, Firdaus, p. 612.
Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-Washshi', Kitib al-muwashshii, ed. Rudolph E. Briinnow
(Leiden, 1886), p. 183.
64
SahlZn ibn Kayssn, ~ukhtearfi'l-tib,p. 201.
65
E.g. KilidZsa, Meghadiita, ed. Moreshvar Ramchandra ale el hi, 1991), verse 55.
See chapter 2 of my dissertation for information on the history of musk in ~ndia.
"
Varihamihira, Byhatsayhiti, ed. and trans. M. Ramakrishna hat (2 vols, el hi,
1981-82),V O 2,
~ .pp. 704-18.
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in early medieval Indian perfumery, and the spread of its use in India has been
linked to relations with the Arabs.67~ u s was
k used in small quantities in Indian
perfumery, and its role there was to enhance the compound in a way similar
to the use of musk as an enhancer in nineteenth-century European perfumery.
One of ~arihamihira'sincense compounds was made from sixteen different
substances, all derived from plants except for onycha. Before the mixing, each
of the ingredients was separately censed with musk and camphor to enhance it;
this is called bodha in Sanskrit, which literally means 'awakening' or 'arousing'.
In this work and in other Sanskrit works on perfumery the role of musk is more
limited than its role in the strongly musk-based Near Eastern perfumery. Indian
perfumery of the early medieval period used musk for enhancing a perfume, for
its final 'finish', but not as an integral part. Indian perfumery made the same
distinction between the heating of musk and the cooling of camphor as Arabic
perfumery.
This more limited role of musk is true also in a Tibetan incense formula
originally from the Sanskrit published by Berthold Laufer in 1896.68In this
formula, half an ounce of musk figures in its 52 ounces of ingredients (half of
which was gum guggulu), a little less than one per cent! Yet that quantity would
have been sufficient to enhance the incense in a perceptible way. In any case,
it was an incense nothing like the nadd of the Near East which could contain as
much as half of their substance or more of musk.
It is therefore unlikely that the canons of Near Eastern perfume manufacture
were influenced by Indian traditions of perfumery, and so the nadd and ghiliya of
the Arabs were genuinely Near Eastern inventions.
In conclusion, musk was the most important aromatic substance used in the
early medieval Near East. Arabic literature contains much data on the different
varieties of musk, giving information on the lands which exported it. here was
also a fair understanding of the nature of the animal which produced it, even if
this knowledge was surrounded with fanciful elements. Once musk came to be
imported into the Near East it was adopted for use in perfumery in ways which
were completely new. ~ r a b i cperfumery used musk in high percentages in
compounds unlike those prepared in ~ndia,or China, for that matter. he almost
ubiquitous use of musk in Arabic perfume formulas of all types testifies to its
importance as an enhancer in compounds which were not primarily musk based;
the use of musk as an enhancer is widely attested in Asia. he only type of musk
which is specifically mentioned in the perfume formulas is ~ i b e t a nmusk, and
we can assume that it was the standard type of musk used in ~ r a b i c~erfumery.
Most of the perfumes used in the daily life of those outside of the aristocracy

''

Parshuram Krishna Gode, 'History of Ambergris in India between about A.D. 700
and 1900'' in id., Studies in Indian Cultural History, vol. 1 (~oshiarpur,1961), p. 9.
Berthold Laufer, 'Indisches Recept zur Herstellung von ~aucherwerk',
Verhandlungen der Berliner Gesellschafi fur Anthropologie, Ethnologie und Urgeschichte, 18 July
1896, pp. 394-8.
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cannot have contained musk in these vast quantities because of the cost, but
small amounts of musk made it into their perfumes. Those perfumes which
were more affordable were designed to mimic the musk perfumes as closely as
possible, but given the ingredients easily available, these imitations can only
have fallen short of the real thing.

Chapter 7

he ~arv2stivadin~uddhistScholastic
Method in Medieval 1slam and ~ i b e t l
Christopher I. Beckwith

INTRODUCTION
The medieval scholastic method, which is known to the modern academic world
almost exclusively in its Western European
is widely believed to have a
three or four-part structure consisting of 'arguments, [and] counter-arguments,
.~
the main thesis, and criticism of the arguments for the challenged ~ p i n i o n 'The
consensus among Europeanists is that the full scholastic method is an organic,
logical, spontaneous growth out of the European tradition - in particular,
the works of Peter Abelard4 and Anselm of Canterbury5 This view has been

'

This article is an abbreviated and revised version of part of a lecture ('Central Asian
Buddhist Sources of Early Scholasticism in Medieval Tibet, Islam, and Western Europe') in
the Numata Distinguished Guest Speaker Series given at the Oriental Institute of Oxford
University, Faculty of Oriental Studies, in association with the Oxford Centre for Buddhist
Studies, on 12 June 2008. I am grateful to the sponsors, and would like to thank my host,
Robert Mayer, for his amiable hospitality. I am also grateful to Collett Cox for very kindly
sending me a prepublication copy of herjoint translation, with Hiromichi Takeda, of part
of the Abhidharmamahcivibh&&iistra. See Hiromichi Takeda and Collett Cox, 'Existence in
the Three Time Periods *Abhidharma-mahivibh@aSiistra (~.1545pp.393a9-396b23) English
Translation', in Festschrifl Volume for Ronald Nakasone (forthcoming). I am in addition
deeply indebted to Pascale Hugon, Helmut Krasser, Anne MacDonald, Richard Nance and
Karin Preisendanz for their very generous, informative help, which has saved me from
numerous errors. Of course, I alone am responsible for any mistakes that remain.
The classic study is Martin Grabmann, Die Geschichte der scholastischen Methode
(2 vols, Graz, 1957). I know of no specialized studies of the Arabic or Indo-Tibetan
scholastic methods.
George Makdisi, The Rise of Colleges: institutions of Learning in Islam and the West
(Edinburgh, 1981), p. 249; the bracketed addition is mine.
Makdisi, Rise of Colleges, pp. 246-9; ~ r a b m a n n(~eschichteder scholastischen ~ e t h o d e ,
vol. 2, pp. 219-22) considers the full scholastic method to have developed 'indirectly' from
Abelard's Sic et non (plus the supposedly 'missing' solutions) and, especially, the newly
translated Logica nova works of Aristotle.
Grabmann (Geschichte der scholastischen ~ e t h o d evol.
, 1, pp. 318 and 336) considers
the supposed three-part method, which he sees in ~ n s e l mand other pre-thirteenth-
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challenged by George Makdisi, who argues that the Latin scholastic method was
borrowed from the Islamic world along with the ~ o l l e g eUnfortunately,
.~
he does
not support his argument with citations from the Latin translations of Arabic
texts, nor does he cite any Arabic examples.' Considering the great extent of
both bodies of literature, it is reasonable to expect the scholastic method to be
attested in them, so the lack of any citations is a serious problem for his theory.
That problem has now been emended with the discovery that the scholastic
method is indeed used in a very well-known text, Ibn Sini's Metaphysics
(a/-~liihi'it), which was translated into Latin in Spain in the late twelfth c e n t ~ r y . ~
At precisely the same point in time, in 1180, Jocius of on don returned from
Jerusalem and founded the first European college, the Collkge des Dix-huit, in
P a r i ~Because
.~
the college was an unprecedented institution in Europe, it is thus
certain that it was introduced from the Islamic Near East. ~ l t h o u g hthe scholastic
method and the college are not known to have been mutually connected from the
outset in Europe, within medieval ~slamicintellectual civilization they are very
closely connected, as ~ a k d i shas
i shown.10In order for the European scholastic
method to be a European innovation, it would have to be unattested elsewhere
until after its development in Europe. But the scholastic method had appeared
in ~ i b e t a ntexts in the late eighth century," and in the Islamic world in the early
eleventh century, both in versions close to the Latin Western European one. It is
century writers, to be the foundation of the 'high scholastic' method of thirteenthcentury scholasticism.
Makdisi, Rise of Colleges.
' Makdisi (Rise of Colleges, pp. 254-6) notes as an example Ibn 'Aqil (d. 1119) and
contends that the scholastic method was mainly used in law, though he does not quote or
cite actual examples. Makdisi ( ~ i s of
e Colleges, pp. 252-3) follows Ernst Kantorowicz he he
Quaestiones Disputatae of the Glossators', Revue d'histoire du droit, 16 [1938]: pp. 1-67), who
argues that the earliest quaestiones disputatae were in law and specifies that this was a
specifically medieval development with no (classical) literary source he he Quaestiones
Disputatae of the Glossators', pp. 58-9).
Beckwith ('Central Asian Buddhist Sources of Early Scholasticism'); see, e.g., the
following translations of Ibn Sinii's Metaphysics: Avicenna Latinus: Liber De philosophia
prima sive Scientia divina, V-X., ed. Simone van Riet (~ouvain,1980), vol. 2, pp. 326-46; La
Mdtaphysique du Shifi', trans. Georges C. Anawati (2 vols, Paris, 1978-85), vol. 2, pp. 36-47;
The Metaphysics of The Healing, trans. Michael E. Marmura (Provo, 2005), pp. 194,220-34.
Henricus Denifle, Chartularium Universitatis Parisiensis (4 vols, Paris, 1899; repr.
Brussels, 1964), vol. 1, p. 49; cf. Makdisi ( ~ i s eof Colleges, pp. 225-6). It antedates the
University of Paris, as well as the other colleges with which it eventually merged to
become the Sorbonne.
'O
~ a k d i s iRise
, of Colleges and The Rise of ~umanisrnin classical Islam and the ~hristian
West, with Special Reference to Scholasticism (Edinburgh, 1990).
" See below on this method and on the later (quite different) argument discussed
l
~ e t h o din Tibet and the West', in
in Christopher I. Beckwith, be he ~ e d i e v a Scholastic
Lawrence Epstein and ~ i c h a r d~ h e r b u r n e(eds), Reflections on Tibetan Culture: Essays in
Memory of Turrell V; Wylie (Lewiston, NY, 1990), pp. 307-13.
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thus impossible to accept any of the many theories that attempt to explain the
sudden appearance of the scholastic method in medieval Western Europe as an
The same analysis must apply to Tibet and the Islamic
internal devel~pment.'~
world: from whom did the medieval Tibetans and Muslims get the scholastic
method, and how?

THE STRUCTURE, ORIGIN AND TRANSMISSION OF THE SCHOLASTIC METHOD

he reason for Makdisi's failure to discover the scholastic method in the
Arabic texts or their translations into Latin is perhaps his apparent belief that
its essential, salient characteristic is a tripartite or quadripartite argument
structure. Analysis of actual examples of the full Latin scholastic method as used
by its earliest practitioners, Robert of Courqon, Alexander of Hales, Albert the
Great, and others, shows that the number of parts is irrelevant.13The scholastic
method argument also does not bear the slightest resemblance to the traditional
'discursive' treatise argument or the traditional dialogue argument.
Texts written as traditional treatises, such as the works of Aristotle, have
virtually no overt or covert s t r ~ c t u r e : ' ~
Treatise Book and Argument Structure
Title of Book
The author's view begins and proceeds to discuss the topic, in extenso, with
occasional comments on other views. The length of the work is irrelevant; if
it is very long, it is usually broken up into chapters and sections. This is the
structure of Aristotle's works, most of the Muslim Aristotelians' works, and
most medieval works in general. The point is to present information to the
reader. The treatise has no particular internal or external structure other than
that determined by the topics of interest to the author, who can present them
in any order he pleases. Like this paragraph, it just goes on and on until the end.

Texts written in the traditional dialogue or question-and-answer format are
also completely different from the scholastic method. The Socratic dialogue, like

''

Beckwith ('Central Asian Buddhist Sources of Early ~cholasticism').This principle
applies to the college as well.
l3
Grabmann (Geschichte der scholastischen Methode, vol. 2, p. 495) points out that
the full scholastic method is first used by Robert of Courqon (or 'Curzon', etc.) in his
summa (c.1202). citing an argument (Le trait6 "De usura" de Robert de Courqon, ed. and trans.
Georges Lefevre [~ille,19021, pp. 3-7) in which the parts are, in his analysis: 'Fragestellung,
Argumente, Gegenargumente (contra), Losung (corpus articuli). ~ r i t i kder fur die
entgegengesetzte Meinung angenommenen Argumente'.
l4
The basic structure of the treatise may be summarized as: T, w..
(T: topic, A: author's view).
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other such continuous two-voice structures, is actually a covert treatise, because
despite the presence of an overt second voice (or voices), the latter is rarely
presented as a genuine alternative to the view of the authorial voice.I5
A book written according to the scholastic method does not consist of
continuous authorial viewpoint, either overtly as in an Aristotelian treatise or
covertly as in a Socratic dialogue. A scholastic method book is broken up into very
many discrete arguments (topics or quaestiones dispu tatae 'disputed questions')
on specific points. It typically has a general, encyclopedic title such as Summa
... X 'summary of [everything on the subject of] X', or Quaestiones Disputatae ...
Y ('Disputed Questions on [the subject of] Y'). After the usual short preface or
prologue, the text begins with the first argument, the Topic ofwhich (typically its
title) is usually presented as a statement or 'question' about the interpretation of
a quotation from scripture or of other literature relevant to a point of doctrine,
or about a problem in one of the sciences (including metaphysics). It is followed
by a string of subarguments pro and contra the Topic statement. In them many
variant views by other writers, as well as hypothetical arguments that could be
made, are presented. This string of subarguments is followed by a second string
of subarguments about the subarguments in the first list.16 The subarguments
of the second list are presented in the same order as the first," usually refuting
them, but sometimes simply accepting them without comment, e.g., 'As for the
argument Z, it is admitted'. The author's view may be presented at the beginning
(and often is in ~ r a b i cworks), between the objections and the replies to them
(usual in the Latin method, in which the author's view is normally a brief
statement), or at the end of the full argument.I8The author then moves on to the
next topic, which is treated in exactly the same way. He does this topic by topic
(i.e., in one scholastic argument after another) throughout the entire text, which
typically consists of many dozens or hundreds of such Topics, most of which are
treated in full scholastic method arguments:
--

l5

The overt structure of the two-voice argument is thus: T, A(B)A(B)A(B)A(B)A(B)A(B)
A(B)A(B)A(B)A(B)
...,but its covert (actual) structure is T, AAAAAAAAAA...
l6
In modern studies the subarguments in the first list are usually called 'objections',
and those in the second list 'rebuttals' or the like, but both lists of subarguments may
include views with which the author agrees. The argument within a subargument can
follow treatise, dialogue or scholastic method structure. In the latter case, there are thus
scholastic method arguments within scholastic method arguments.
"
The subarguments are typically identified not by number but by brief summary
statements OF their main point, or mention of the author or textual source of the
subargument, and should appear in the exact same order. Although occasionally an
author (e.g., Alexander of Hales) has one or two arguments out of order in the second
list, most repeat the order verbatim. Some authors (e.g., Fakhr al-Din al-~iizi,~ h o m a s
Aquinas) number their subarguments and follow the order of the numbers fairly carefully.
' V o m e authors, such as Vasubandhu, repeat their own view several times. See note
21.

The ~arvistivcidin~uddhistScholastic Method

SCHOLASTIC METHOD BOOK AND ARGUMENT STRUCTURE
Title of Book
1. First Scholastic Method Argument
I. Topic (Title / Question / ~ r g u m e n t ) ' ~
11. List of Subargumentslzopro and contra the Topic in part I
[I] Subargument,Pro or Contra the topic
[z]Subargurnent, Pro or Contra the topic
[3] Subargument, Pro or Contra the topic
[4] Subargument, Pro or Contra the topic
[5] Subargument, Pro or Contra the topic
111. ~ u t h o r ' sViewz1
IV. List of subarguments, about the Subarguments, listed in Part
[I] Subargument, Pro or Contra the Subargument, in 1
[2] Subargurnent, Pro or Contra the Subargurnent, in 2
[3] Subargument, Pro or Contra the Subargurnent, in 3
[4] Subargurnent, Pro or Contra the Subargument, in 4
[5] Subargument, Pro or Contra the Subargument, in 5
2. Second Scho2astic Method Argument
I. Topic
11. List of ~ubarguments,pro and contra the Topic in part I
[I] Subargument, Pro or Contra the topic
[2] Subargument, Pro or Contra the topic
[3] Subargument, Pro or Contra the topic
111. Author's view

he topic of the argument is usually the same as the title or question, which
can simply be a quotation from scripture or another author. In some scholastic method
books the topics are listed in a summary introduction to each chapter and then are only
referred to by number at the beginning of each full argument. Other variations also occur.
20
These are statements for or against the topic, and are by named individuals or
texts, or they are suggested by the author as possible objections that could be made. Part I1
can contain any number of subarguments. It sometimes contains only one subargument,
in which case Part IV will have only one, or even none if the author agrees with it.
The location of the authorial position is unimportant. The author's view, or the
view of his school, can occur before the first list of subarguments, after it, or after the
second list of subarguments, depending on the tradition or the individual author. In the
Latin tradition the usual position of the author's view is in the middle, as shown in the
schematic presentations here. In all traditions it can be repeated, typically in different
words but sometimes almost verbatim. In ~ l b e r the
t Great's usage (e.g., Edward Grant,
A Source Book in Medieval Science [cambridge, 19741, pp. 681-2) it can be found both in the
middle and at the end. Ibn Sin2 often states his view in the beginning and one or more
times later on. Vasubandhu repeats his view in the middle and at the end in Example 1.
The subarguments, corresponding to the view or views accepted by the author
are often omitted (regularly in some authors).
l9
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IV. List of Subarguments, about the Subarguments, listed in part II
[I] ~ubargument~pro
or Contra the Subargument, in 1

~ubargument~pro
or Contra the Subargument, in 2
[3] subargument, Pro or Contra the Subargument, in 3
3. ~ h i r dand following Scholastic Method Arguments: same structure as 1 and 2 above
[2]

he salient feature of the scholastic method is not the number or organization
of whatever parts scholars might divide it up into, but its two lists of arguments
representing many different views, both real or hypothetical, on a problem,
with a rigorous and exhaustive recursive type of analysis. This new, radically
scientific approach must have been exciting for the young intellectuals who first
encountered it in the Middle Ages.
The structure of the scholastic method argument is also strikingly distinctive.
It could not possibly be an independent, simultaneous, purely internal
development in more than one culture, let alone three completely different
linguistic and religious cultures. Because it is now known how the method made
its way into medieval Western Europe, and it is unlikely that either the Muslims
or the Tibetans borrowed the method from one another,23it must be concluded
that the scholars of the latter two cultures borrowed the scholastic method from
still another source.
~t has been known for several decades, from both historical scholarship and
archaeology, that the medieval Islamic college, or madrasa, is an Islamicized form
of the earlier central Asian ~ u d d h i s college,
t
or vihii~a.~"
In fact, the Nawbahir
or Nava ~ihiira('New ~ o l l e g e ' of
) ~ ~~ a l k h ,one
, ~ of the most important Buddhist
vihiiras in pre-~slamicCentral Asia, evidently continued to function for a century
b
as did many other vihiiras. here were hundreds
or more after the ~ r a conquest,

"

The Arab Empire and the Tibetan Empire were in direct contact off and on for
almost two centuries, during which each ruled over part of Buddhist Central Asia, but
this contact ended upon the breakup of the two empires during the collapse of the early
medieval world order in the early-mid-ninth century, See Christopher I. ~eckwith,The
Tibetan Empire in Central Asia: A History of the Struggle for Great Power among Tibetans, Turks,
Arabs, and Chinese during the Early Middle Ages, revised edition (Princeton, 1993) and Empires
of the Silk Road: A History of Central Eurasia from the Bronze Age to the Present (princeton, 2009).
24
V.V. Bartol'd artho hold), C O ~ M H ~ H M11,R 2, (MOSCOW,
1964), p. 30; ~itvinskij,article
'Ajina Tepe' in Elr and the article on madrasa in El2.
25
See Beckwith, Empires of the Silk Road, for emendations to the description of the

Nawbahir in Christopher I. Beckwith, 'The Plan of the City of Peace: Central Asian Iranian
Factors in Early 'Abbisid Design', Acta Orientalia Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae, 38
(1984): pp. 128-47.
26
Balkh was the most important city of ancient and medieval act ria, or~okharistan,
a thoroughly Buddhist country stretching from west of the city east into what is now
Tajikistan.
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of them in the territory of Khuttal (then part of Tokharistan, now part of
~ajikistan)at the time Hui-ch'ao passed through in c.726 CEaZ7
he Nava Vihiira was visited in 628 or 630 by Hsiian-tsang, who stayed
there for over a month and studied with the master Prajfiikara. While there he
acquired a copy of the text of the Abhidharmamahiivibh@diistra, the greatest of
the ~arvastividinsummas, which he brought back to China and translated. This
is a Late Classical period work, an extended commentary on the)iiiinaprasthiina,
one of the canonical texts of the VaibhHsika subsect of SarvistivSda.
A massive text, the Abhidharmamahiivibh@a is a purely scholastic work in which
Sarvastividin sectarian views on points of doctrine are presented and opposing
~
what appears to be the earliest attested use
positions are d i s p ~ t e dIt. ~contains
of the full scholastic
The rhetorical organization of the text and the
form of its arguments are similar to those found in other related texts, such
as the Abhidharmakoiabhiiya, a later Sautrantika work.30Since examples of the
scholastic method apparently do not occur in other, verifiably earlier Buddhist or
non-Buddhist Indian texts, it seems to have developed within the Sarviistiviidin
school. The scholastic method is used in the Abhidharmakoiabhiisya passage
analysed in Appendix 1. The text's quotation of a scholastic method argument
from the AbhidharmamahiivibhiiSa is analysed in Appendix 2.
he first ~ u s l i mwriter to use the scholastic method in Arabic works was the
great Central Asian scientist and philosopher Ibn Sin2 (~vicenna,980-1037), who
. ~ ~Sin2 was educated in Central Asia and
was from Afshana, near ~ u k h a r a Ibn
accordingly must have learned the method there. However, no translation of a
Buddhist scholastic text is known to have been made into Arabic before ~ b Sinii's
n

''

Walter Fuchs, 'Hui-ch'ao's Pilgerreise durch Nordwest-Indien und Zentral-Asien
um 726'. Sitzungsberichte der Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschafien (philosophischhistorisiche ~ l a s s e )30
, (1938): pp. 426-69, at p. 452; cf. Litvinskij, 'Ajina Tepe' in Elr. of the
hundreds of vihiras that once existed in the area of Khuttal (in what is now southern
Tajikistan) archaeologists have excavated the remains of several, including the four-iwin
plan vihira of Adzhina Tepa (Boris A. Litvinskij and Tamara I. Zeimal', AAxu~a-Tena
[MOSCOW,
19711). which was destroyed during the mid-eighth century wars in the region.
It is believed that the original text (now lost) was in Sanskrit.
29
Beckwith ('Central Asian Buddhist Sources of ~ a r l y~cholasticism'). For an
annotated translation of a section of the text see Takeda and Cox, 'Existence in the Three
Time Periods'.
'O
Cf. the Vaibhisika work written to refute it, the Nyciyinusira. See Collett Cox,
Disputed Dharmas: Early Buddhist Theories on Existence. An ~ n n o t a t e dTranslation of the
Section on Factors Dissociated from Thought from Sanghabhadra's Nyiyinusira (Tokyo, 19951,
pp. 189-97.
'I
Of course, many later scholars use it too, including ~ a k halr in al-~azi(1149/11501210) in his Kitib al-arba'in fiuytil al-din (ed. ~ a y y i dZayn al-'Abidin al-Mcsawi [~yderabad,
19341)~wherein he carefully numbers the subarguments; see ~ e c k w i t h('central Asian
Buddhist Sources of Early ~cholasticism').
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time. TO establish the means of transmission of the method in the absence of
Arabic translations, it is necessary to use logic, deduction and historical analysis.
It has been normal for teachers to teach orally, and at least since Antiquity
typically in schools. Some of the ideas of the most famous thinkers of all time,
such as Aristotle, are known only, or mainly, through student notes; the idea
that a literary source is a necessary prerequisite for someone to learn anything
must therefore be d i s m i s ~ e dThe
. ~ ~question, then, is not whether Ibn Sini could
have learned the scholastic method from a teacher or some other oral source;
the question must be whether there were teachers in Central Asian schools who
knew the method and could transmit it to him.
The accepted, traditional view of the early history of the Islamic college or
madrasa is that it developed in what used to be called 'Eastern Islam', usually
meaning Islamic Central Asia.33 During Ibn Sini's lifetime many rnadrasas
appeared in the area of Khuttal - where previously there had been many ~ i h i r a s ~ ~
- and elsewhere in Central Asia. This is certainly evidence of the conversion
of the population to Islam, and along with the people, conversion of their
institutions' religious affiliation - but not their architectural forms, functions or
legal statuses, which remained essentially unchanged. Except for their religious
affiliation, Central Asian vihtiras and madrasas were virtually identical. According
to the principle cited above, this cannot be accidental; it must be due to the
direct transmission of the vihira tradition by live people. Madrasas spread rapidly
throughout Central Asia, from which region they soon spread to the Islamic Near
East. Makdisi's work illuminates the great importance of public oral disputation
in the medieval madrasas and in the medieval European colleges and universities.
The same can be said about the vihiras. As Makdisi shows for medieval Islam and
medieval Latin Europe, oral teaching and disputation were closely connected
to literary teaching and disputation, both of which were very energetically
practiced in the madrasas and colleges.

In addition, the existence of something intelligent or useful in a text does not
mean that its message is accepted by the people into whose language the text has been
translated.
" he 'internal' theory of Pedersen, Makdisi, et al. (article 'Madrasa' in E P ) that
claims the madrasa originated in the mosque (which is a purely Arab Islamic architectural
form and institution) is contradicted by actual archaeological-architectural and historical
evidence that solidly supports the traditional view. On the sharp distinction between
mosque-schools and madrusas, and on the earliest attested madrasas, which for long were
found only in Central Asia, see the same work (article 'Madrasa' in El2), which states that
unlike the mosque-schools, the madrusas 'were especially arranged for study and the
maintenance of students'. R. Hillenbrand notes the purely 'eastern Iranian' (i.e., central
~ s i a n architectural
)
origins of the madrasa, discusses Barthold's theory that the madrasa
was simply an Islamicized vihiira, and mentions the often argued but impossible theory of
origin from 'the typical Khurasini house' (article 'Madrasa' in El2).
34
Litvinsky, 'Ajina Tepe' in Elr.
j2
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he scholastic method was introduced to Tibet during the imperial period
by the ~ndianBuddhist scholar Sintaraksita (c.725-88) and his pupil Kamalagila
(c.740-95). In Kamalagila's Madhyamakiiloka, typically a brief mention of the topic
is followed by the two lists of arguments, which are usually followed by a brief
c o n c l ~ s i o nA. ~similar
~
method is referred to or used in earlier Indian works such
t
as the Vigrahavyiivartani, a Midhyamika work attributed to N i g i r j ~ n a~. ~o~too
surprisingly, Tibetan Buddhist literature also includes a full translation of the
famous AbhidharmakoSabhliSya," in which the Central Asian Buddhist type of
scholastic method is used, as described above. Nevertheless, neither version of
the true scholastic method argument is followed by later Tibetans. Instead, the
argument type usually referred to as dgag gzhag spang gsum - 'the three (-part
argument consisting of) objections (of others, and arguments against them),
establishing (one's own view, and) refutation (of further objections to one's
view)' - was introduced, apparently by the influential teacher Rngog Lotsiba
Blo ldan shes rab (1059-1109). who had studied in ~ a s h m iand
r may have learned
it there.38This structurally quite different
was adopted by one of

35

For examples of his argument form see the study and partial translation of the
Madhyamakiloka by Ryusei Keira, Midhyamika and Epistemology: A Study of Kamalas'da's
Method for Proving the Voidness of all Dhannas ( ~ i e n n a2004).
,
However, not all parts are
given in the translation (the topic of the first argument, for example, is omitted by Keira).
and there is no explicit mention of the two list categories (given by Keira as pl-iwapakg
and uttarapaba) in the part of the Tibetan text he quotes.
36
Kamaleswar Bhattacharya, The Dialectical Method of Niigi juna (Delhi, 1978). It is
certainly later than Nigirjuna's traditional (but doubtful) dates. Cf. the following note.
The Abhidhamakoia itself is usually said to be a highly abbreviated summary
in verse (kiriki) form of the main doctrinal points of the Abhidharmamahivibh&diistra,
the ultimate summa of the Vaibhisika school. Vasubandhu, who is traditionally
believed to be the author both of the Abhidhanakoia and the Abhidharrnakoiabhiisya, is
thought to have wrjtten the Abhidhanakoia first and then rejected its positions in the
Abhidharmakoiabhiisya, either in accordance with a clandestine plan or after converting to
the Yogacira school. This tradition is, however, problematic. Charles Willemen, The Essence
of Scholasticism: Abhidhanahrdaya, T1550, revised edition (Delhi, 2006), p. 20, says, "The
Koiabhijla ... is ultimately based on the Bactrian ~bhidharmahrdaya"(of ~harmairesthin).
He is also said to have written a summary of Kamala$Tla's Madhyamakiloka; see
Keira (Midhyamika and Epistemology, p. 17 n. 41).
It is a tripartite argument, for which reason 1 previously argued (in Beckwith,
'Medieval Scholastic ~ e t h o d ' )that it is directly comparable to the ~ r a b i cand Latin
scholastic methods. However, as shown in this article, the key feature of the scholastic
method is the two recursive lists of arguments, not the number of parts. Moreover, the
first and third parts of this later Tibetan argument do not consist of recursive lists (i.e.,
the arguments in the third part do not refer directly to the arguments in the first part),
among other differences. ~t is not, therefore, a type of scholastic method in the strict
sense. My earlier view must accordingly be rejected.
j9
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the most famous scholars in Tibetan history, Saskya Pandita (11~2-1251),~~
and
became a mainstream tradition in Tibet.41

CONCLUSION

The literary scholastic method originated within the encyclopaedic scholastic
commentary literature of the Sarvastivadin school of Buddhism, which
flourished mainly in the region of Central Asia (especially Gandhara, Bactria
and East ~urkistan)and Northwestern India (especially K a ~ h m i r )Despite
. ~ ~ the
spread of Islam, Sarvastivadin Buddhism apparently continued to be practised
in parts of Central Asia for several centuries after the Arab conquest. The highly
distinctive structure of the scholastic method and the lack of any attested
antecedents in earlier Arabic literature ensures that it must have been borrowed.
The means of borrowing was evidently oral, via formerly Buddhist teachers and
students who had converted to Islam along with the rest of the population and
continued teaching and studying in their vihiras, which also had been converted
to Islam and renamed madrasas. The earliest Arabic writer to use the scholastic
method is Ibn Sina, possibly the single most influential writer of the great age of
Islamic civilization. He lived at the same time that the madrasa - the Islamicized
vihira - was spreading across his Central Asian homeland. About a century and
a half later, an identical, parallel development occurred in Western Europe.
The college - the Christianized madrasa - and the Latin scholastic method both
appeared at exactly the same time, and in fact in the same city, Paris, both
having been introduced from the Islamic world. The colleges and the university
of Paris became the main centres of oral teaching and literary scholastic method
disputation.
In sum, the scholastic method of the Central Asian Sarvastivadin Buddhists
was transmitted to Islam via the institution of the Buddhist college, the vihiira,
which was converted apparently unchanged into the Islamic college, the
m~drasa.~'he teaching and disputation that had been practised in the ~ u d d h i s t
Saskya Pandita was also politically influential. He proffered the submission of
Tibet to the Mongols under ~ g e d eKhan
i
in 1247 (Beckwith, Empires ofthe SilkRoad, p. 191).
41
However, according to Georges B. ~ r e y f u s('what is ~ e b a t efor? he ~ationality
of Tibetan Debates and the Role of Humor', Argumentation, 22 [2008]: pp. 43-58), and pace
R.A. Stein (Tibetan Civi2ization [stanford, 19721, pp. 160-63), it bears no relation to the oral
form of debate used by Tibetan monks today, which actually has the typical Question :
Answer (AB)type of dialogue structure widely found in ancient and medieval literatures
(see above). For another early Indian literary example, see Michael Torsten ~ u c h ,
'Uddyotakaras Kritik der Apoha-Lehre ( ~ y i y a v i r t t i k aad NS 11 2,66), Wiener ~eitschrififiir
die Kunde Sudasiens, 38 [1994]: pp. 351-66.
42
Charles Willemen, Bart Dessein and Collett Cox, Sawiistiviida Buddhist Scholasticism
( ~ e i d e n1998),
,
pp. 138-254.
43
Cf. Litvinskij ('Ajina Tepe' in ~ l r ) .
40
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vihiras continued to be practised there, but with the Islamicization of the vihiira
as the madrasa, the topics focused on were Islamic rather than Buddhist.

APPENDIX 1
An argument from the AbhidhannakoSabhisyaM
[ ~ o p i /c Argument / Question]
whether c o n s t i t ~ e n t exist
s ~ ~ in the three time periods;46do {the kleius," and past
and future objects, really exist?)
[~ubarguments,]
[I] {The VaibhGikas maintain that past and future constituents really exist ...
[argument based on quoted scripture])
[2] {The ~ l e s s e dOne implicitly teaches the same doctrine when he says ...
[argument based on scripture])
[3] {Aconsciousness can arise given an object, but not if the object is not present.
... [argument from reason])
[4] { ~the
f past does not exist, how can good and bad action ... [argument from
reason])
{Therefore, because of the proofs from scripture and reasoning quoted above,
the vaibhasikas affirm the existence of both the past and the future.)48
44

The text is from Pruden (Louis de La VallCe Poussin, Abhidharmakoiabhiyarn,
trans. Leo Pruden [~erkeley,19891, pp. 806-20), which is based on the Chinese translation.
The sources of the text here are: Chinese, Taish6 1558,20: 104a-106b; Tibetan, Derge 140
(h),
476(238 ~ ) . ff.
2
45
Text I have translated is unmarked; text quoted from Pruden's translation is in
{curly brackets); explanatory remarks, including structural elements, which are not
overtly present in the Chinese text (the basis of Louis de la VallCe Poussin's translation,
and thus Pruden's) are in [square brackets]; clarifications of my translation, or Pruden's of
his, are in (parentheses). I have silently converted Pruden's 'dharma(s)' to 'constituent(s)'
throughout, corrected typographical errors, changed his brackets to parentheses or vice
versa to accord with the system of this article, and omitted his section numbers and page
references from my quotations of his translation.
46
The topic is given in ~ n g l i s hby Pruden (~bhidharmakojabhiyarn,p. viii) as
'Discussion: Do the Dharmus Exist in the Three Time Periods?' In fact, the argument occurs
as a digression within the discussion of the anujayas 'latent defilements', in which the
'three time periods' are raised in the text (p. 804): 'We must examine to what object a
person is bound by a past, present, or future anujaya.' The term anujaya is translated as
'latent defilement(s)' (p. 767), but is usually left untranslated.
47
The term kleja is translated as 'defilement' by ~ r u d e n but
, he usually leaves it
untranslated.
48
The commentary here quotes the ~arvistividins'own arguments from the
Abhidharmarnahivibh@diistra about this essential point of their school, though
Vasubandhu's text is somewhat different from the one used by Hsiian Tsang and is thus
evidently based on a different recension. See ~ p p e n d i x2 for this section. For discussion
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h he View of the Author according to the Sautrantika School]
past and the future exist as things ... [TWOpages of argument.]

{ ~ fthe
Consequently, ...)

[~ubarguments,]
[I] he argument [I]... is pure verbiage, for, ...)
[2] {with regard to the argument [2] that the Blessed One taught ... we would
also say ...)
[3] {As for the argument [3] ... Consequently the reason that the Sarvastivadins
gave ... does not hold.)
[4] [ASfor argument [4],] the {Sarviistiviidins also deduce an argument from the
result of action. But the Sautriintikas do not admit that ...)
h he View of the Author according to the Sautrantika school]
{consequently,) sarviistiviida, 'saying that everything exists', (the view) {of
the Sarvastivadins who affirm the real existence of the past and the future, is
not good within Buddhism. It is not in this sense that one should understand
sarviistiviida. Good sarviistiviida consists in affirming the existence of 'all' by
understanding the word 'all' as scripture understands it.49)

APPENDIX 2
The Sarviistividins' Own Argument, based on the
A bhidharmamahii~ibhuJaSiistra~~
[ ~ o p i /c Argument / Question: the Meaning of sarviistivida]
he masters who call themselves Sarviistiviidins,) 'those who say everything
exists,' {maintain that the past and the future exist. ... (How many ways are there
of understanding the doctrine of the existence of all (sarvlistiviida)? Which is the
best?))
[~ubarguments,:the Arguments of the Sarviistiviidin ~ a s t e r s ]
[I] he view of the] Bhadanta Dharmatriita ...
[2] h he view of the] Bhadanta Ghosaka ...
[3] h he view of the] Bhadanta Vasumitra ...
[4] h he view of the] Bhadanta Buddhadeva ...
[~ubarguments,:the SarvHstiviidins' replies to the ~ubargments,]
of the many different recensions that once existed see willemen, Dessein and Cox,

Sarviistivcida Buddhist Scholasticism, pp. 233ff.
Although Vasubandhu, the author of the AbhidhatmakoSabhiisya, belongs to the
Sautrintika 'Scriptural' School (a Sarvistividin subsect), and sometimes essentially
argues that the SawZstivZdin teachings are wrong on the basis of this or that SCitra
quotation, like the later ~ u s l i mtheologian al-Ghazili he often uses logic and dialectical
argumentation skilfully - the book contains other examples of scholastic method
arguments besides the one quoted here.
50
Abhidhatmakoiabhisyam, trans. Pruden, pp. 807-10.
49
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[I] Among them, the first (master, Dharmatrata), {professing ... may be refuted
...)
[2] Again," the second (master, Ghosaka)'~{time periods ... are confounded ...)

Again, the fourth (master, Buddhadeva)'~{three time periods exist at the
same time ...)
[conclusion: the View of the SarvHstiviidins Summarized]
'The third is the best.'52{consequently,the best system) (within the Sarvistivadin
school, according to the Sarvistiviidins themselves) {is that of Vasumitra ...
according to which the time periods and the conditions are established through
the operation of the activity of a constituent: when a constituent does not
accomplish its operation, it is future; when it is accomplishing it, it is present;
and when its operation has come to an end, it is past.)
[4]

The respective equivalents of 'again' or 'furthermore' are used like this in the
Arabic and Latin scholastic methods too. This appears to be a significant detail.
52
This sentence, as well as the omission of a reply to the third subargument (with the
position of which the ~arv~stiviidin
authors agreed), is copied verbatim by ~asubandhu
from the Abhidharrnamahcivibh&&istra.
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Chapter 8

Notes on the Religions in the
~ o n g oEmpire
l
Peter Zieme

INTRODUCTION
The general situation of the religions during the time of the Mongol Empire
is quite well known. The so-called pax mongolica could equally be named the
pax religiosa. Beside Shamanism and Buddhism, Christianity and Islam were
tolerated in general as well as Daoism and Confucianism among the Chinese.'
In this contribution, after some general comments on the different religions
adopted by the Uyghurs from the eighth to fourteenth centuries, I will argue
that Tibetan Buddhism in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries had a
strong influence in the Turfan region even though this was also the period of
Islamization. The Uyghur kingdom became part of the Mongol Empire after
the Uyghur king, the Idukkut, surrendered at the beginning of the thirteenth
century. As a mark of respect a Mongol princess was given to him in marriage
and he was regarded as the fifth son of Genghis Khan.
Once they had become part of the Mongol Empire, ~ y g h u r splayed an
important role as mediators of cultural influence into Mongol society. The Tarim
s the latter half of the seventh century, then
basin was occupied by the ~ i b e t a n in
lost to the Chinese in 692. ~ f t e 751
r ~ i b e t a n sagain held parts of the province
Gansu, but it is unclear to what extent Tibetan hegemony continued in the north
of the Tarim Basin, while in the southern regions, between Khotan and Miran,
Tibetans still had a strong position as well as in Dunhuang, at least until the
beginning of the eleventh century. During these centuries Tibetan Buddhism
had already exercised a direct influence on the area. It reached the ~ u r f a noasis
again at the time of Qubilai, if not earlier, when Tibetan priests were chosen as

'

Paul Demikville, 'La situation religieuse en chine au temps de Marco ~ o l o 'in
, Oriente
Poliano (Rome, 1957), pp. 193-236;~ e a n - ~ a Roux,
u l 'Les religions dans les socibtds turcomongoles', Revue de d'histoire des religions, 201 (1984): pp. 393-420; S. Kitagawa, ~riangular
Structure of the Christians, the Muslims and the ~ o n g o l sin
, qiE%gk-tS 9 -65%
$%% Chukintb bunka senti kenkyii kai hbkoku, 10 (1989): pp. 112-21, 273-86; Jens Peter
Laut, 'Vielfalt tiirkischer Religionen', Spirita, 10 (1996): pp. 24-36; Peter Zieme, '~eligions
of the Turks in the Pre-Islamic period', in avid J. ox burgh (ed.), ~urks:A Journey of a
Thousand Years, 600-1600 o on don, 2005), pp. 32-7.
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advisors at the Mongol court. This time, however, the form this influence took
was rather indirect. Some Uyghur kings or ~dukkuts,for example, had Tibetan
names like ~ o n E o kor Kirashiz. Uyghurs were not only, to put it in Barthold's
words, teachers of the ~ o n g o l s but
, they became influential in many spheres
of ~ o n g osociety:
l
in the sciences, culture, as official translators and in military
affairs. he role of Uyghurs in the Mongol Empire can hardly be exaggerated and
has already been the subject of studies by many scholars such as Chen Yuan, Igor
de Rachewiltz and Thomas Allsen.'

GENERAL STATEMENTS ON RELIGIONS IN UYGHUR TEXTS OF THE YUAN PERIOD
THE CASE OF A MAlTREYA HYMN

One text has to be mentioned in this context which throws some light on the
general situation of religions in the Mongol Empire: a hymn on the veneration
. ~ the character of this text is religious and
of the future Buddha M a i t r e ~ aSince
not historiographical, it has to be treated with the necessary caution. Yet, it
clearly tells us which religious groups were known to the Buddhist author. In
expounding on his expectation that all peoples 'will finally venerate Maitreya'
the poet evokes the titles of representatives of all religions known to him in
addition to Buddhism. He starts with the Christians by referring to the Lord
Messiah and Maryam. The term mad Maryam, 'Mother Mary', is known from the
Creed which is partly preserved in Uyghur,
In second place the Maitreya
C h ' h Yuan, Westem and Central Asians in China under the Mongols: Their Transformation
into Chinese (Los Angeles, 1966); Igor de Rachewiltz, 'Turks in China under the Mongols:
A Preliminary Investigation of Turco-Mongol Relations in the 1 3 and
~ ~ 141h Centuries',
in Morris Rossabi (ed.), China among Equals: The Middle Kingdom and its Neighbours, 1 f l ~ - 1 4 ' ~
Centuries (~erkeley,1983), pp. 281-310; Thomas Allsen, 'The Yuan Dynasty and the ~ i g h u r s
of ~ u r f a nin the 13'~Century', in Rossabi (ed.), China among Equals, pp. 243-80.
' Semih Tezcan, Das uigurische lnsadi-Siitra (Berlin, 1974), pp. 58-76; Peter Zieme,
'Zur Interpretation einer Passage des altturkischen Maitreya-Lobpreises (BT 111, 10141047)', in Nurettin Demir and Erika Taube (eds), Turkologie heute - Tradition und Perspektrve:
ate ria lien der dritten Deutschen Turkologenkonfere~Leipzig 4-7. Oktober 1994 (~iesbaden,
1998),pp. 317-24.
Sencer Divit~ioglu('Nebulous Nestorians in the Turkish Realm (vlllthcentury)',
Central Asiaticloumal, 50 [2006]: pp. 9-15) presents ideas that have to be rejected for the
greater part. For example: on p. 1 2 he refers to Pelliot Tib. 1283 (for a transcript and full
bibliography see http://otdo.aa.tufs.ac.jp) which is an itinerary of an embassy sent to
some tribes in Central Asia in the eighth century. One of the names of the tribes is in
Tibetan script go-kog (line 66). Although the Tibetan text had been studied many times,
no one had offered a solution. Divitqioglu is the first to give an etymology by dividing
the word into gok-og and by concluding that gok is equal to kok 'sky' and og to og 'mother'
(< kok-ana). He translates the term as 'Celestial Mother': 'It is without doubt a place of
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hymn mentions Muslims by evoking the prophet Muhammad. In third place
we find ~ a n i c h a e a n srepresented by the bishop and the magister. In a further
stanza the author mentions Muslims and finally soothsayers.
he inclusion of Manichaeans is more problematic than that of Christians
and ~ u s l i m sIn
. his book on Uyghur Manichaeism, Takao Moriyasu has brought
together arguments for a rapid disappearance of the religion of Light after the
first half of the eleventh century5 Since we have only scarce, if any, evidence
for the existence of Manichaeans in the thirteenth century, the author probably
mentioned them for the sake of completeness. Although this religion was no
longer practised in the Yuan period, people were still aware of its presence in
previous times. As a whole, this Maitreya hymn is an original composition using
the topoi known from Maitreya veneration literature in C h i n e ~ e . ~
One can list further examples in which elements from various religions
were combined. One of them is a Christian booklet written in Syriac and
Uyghur scripts. This prayer book contains a colophon including a passage of
merit transfer typical also for Buddhist manuscripts and print^.^ It would be
an exaggeration though to interpret this feature as a kind of syncretism, since
worship or a temple where a female cult is worshipped. Concerning the house of kok-og
(PM [i.e. the Tibetan text]) the text notes wryly: ' "elle n'a de querelle avec personne"; this
means that they are living peacefully with their neighbours, practising their Heavenly
Mother cult as the Nestorian church prescribes'. My objections are: there is neither a
kok ana in Turk mythology, nor a kok 09. Divitqioglu quotes from Bacot's translation, but
replacing the word 'qui' by 'elle', he manipulates the text and conveys the impression
that go-kog is a female entity. In the Tibetan text itself it is a designation of a tribe or a
geographical name. The nearest equivalent that comes to my mind is the biblical name
of Gog (and ~ a g o g )Divitqioglu
.
then refers to the Ossetians who preserve in their oral
tradition a goddess called Mady Mayram, who may indeed be our Mother Mary, but not
kok ana! The text has been discussed in Jacques Bacot, 'Reconnaissance en Haute Asie
Septentrionale', Journal Asiatique, 244 (1956): pp. 137-53; Gkrard Clauson, 'A propos du
manuscript Pelliot TibCtain 1283', Journal Asiatique, 245 (1957): pp. 11-24; Louis Ligeti,
'A propos du Rapport sur les rois demeurant dans le nord', in Ariane ~ a c d o n a l d(ed.),
~ t u d e sTibe'taines de'die'es iz la me'moire de Marcelle Lalou (Paris, 1971), pp. 166-89. Recently,
Federica Venturi ('An Old Tibetan Document on the Uighurs: A New Translation and
Interpretation', Journal of Asian History, 42 [2008]: pp. 1-35) revisited the whole document
without mentioning Divitqioglu's article or offering a solution for go-kog, see esp. p. 29
n. 89, 'hitherto unidentified'.
Takao Moriyasu, Die Geschichte des uigurischen ~anichaismusan der ~eidenstrape:
Forschungen zu manichaischen Quellen und ihrem geschichtlichen ~intergmnd(~iesbaden,
2004), p. 208.
Peter Zieme, 'Ein altturkischer Maitreya-Hymnus und mogliche parallelen',
in Proceedings of the conference Die Erforschung des ~ocharischenund die alttiirkische
Maitrisimit, Tagung 3. - 4. April 2008 (to be published in 2010).
' Peter Zieme, 'Notes on a Bilingual Prayer ~ o o kfrom ~ulayik',in D. ~ i n k l e and
r
Li Tang (eds), Hidden Treasures and ~nterculturalEncounters. studies on East Syriac Christianiy
in China and Central Asia (Munster et al., 2009), pp. 167-80.
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it concerns only the 'exterior' of the text. On the other hand, it probably does
suggest that Christian Uyghurs lived like their Buddhist 'brethren'.
In the sphere of economy, we find among the several Uyghur documents from
the Yuan period people who acted as sellers or buyers etc. with clear Christian
a,~
Kovargiz (George)," Sargis,I2
names such as Tinha,8 ~ ~ s h a n n Barshaba,l0
Savma,13 ~ i s d i r i z , 'Shilimun15
~
and Matay atth thew).'^ Muslim names such as
~ u h a m m a dor Qiyiisuddin also appear in the documents, but the quantity of
Buddhist names clearly shows that in the economic field Buddhists still were in
the majority.
The rather objective tone of the Maitreya hymn contrasts with at least two
other attitudes.
ATTITUDES TOWARD ISLAM
A clearly hostile attitude to Islam is attested in an anonymous Buddhist text from

the Turfan oasis. This short poem written in Uyghur quotes some fundamental
theses of Islam, presenting them, albeit not expressis verbis, as ridiculous or

Dai Matsui, 'Taxation and Tax-collecting Systems in Uiguristan under Mongol
Rule', in Research on Political and Economic Systems under Mongol Rule (Osaka, 2002), pp. 87127, here text H ( c ~ / u6 3 2 1 ~1.3,
) according to the editor from Syriac denhii 'epiphany'.
Matsui, 'Taxation and Tax-collecting Systems', text D (U 4845~).In 11. 2 and 5 the
name ushaq-a (resp. ushaq) appears. Instead of this reading I propose ushana to be derived
from Syriac ishiinii 'Hosanna' ('a man's name still much used', as Arthur John Maclean
says. See his A Dictionary of the Dialects of Vernacular Syriac, as Spoken by the Eastern Syrians of
Kurdistan, Northwest Persia, and the Plains of Mosui [oxford, 1901],7a).
lo
Matsui, 'Taxation and Tax-collecting Systems', text D (U 4845v), 1. 7 instead of
payispa < Tibetan 'Phags-pa I read barshaba < Syriac Barshabi (~arsabas),cf. Maclean,
Dictionary of the Dialects of Vernacular Syriac, 38a.
"
Matsui, 'Taxation and Tax-collecting Systems', text H (Ch/U 6321v), 1.5, according
to the editor from Syriac giwargk 'George'.
l2
Matsui, 'Taxation and Tax-collecting Systems', text H (Ch/U 6321v), 1.7, according
to the editor from Syriac sergis 'Sergios'; cf. Maclean, Dictionary of the Dialects of ~ernacular
Syriac, p. 230b: 'the latter form [sergis instead of sergiytis] still much used as a man's name'.
l3
Matsui, 'Taxation and ax-collecting Systems', text H (Ch/U 6321v), 1.8, according
to the editor from Syriac sawmi 'fasting', cf. Maclean, Dictionary of the Dialects of vernacular
Syriac, p. 263b: sdrnii 'a fast'.
l4
Matsui, 'Taxation and ax-collecting Systems', text J ( U 5623), 1.3, according to the
editor from Syriac nestiiries (~estorius),cf. Maclean, Dictionary of the Dialects of ~ernacular
Syriac, p. 215b.
l5
Matsui, 'Taxation and~ax-collectingSystems', text J (U 5623), I. 2, according to the
editor from Syriac Shlemtin (Salomon), cf. Maclean, Dictionary of the Dialects of ~ernacular
Syriac, p. 307a: 'a man's name still much used'.
'' U 5267, 1. 2, cf. Simone-Christiane Raschmann, ~lttiirkische~andschrifien,~ e i 13
l
Dokumente Teil 1 (Stuttgart, 2007).
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nonsensical (cf. e.g. line 4 of the cited stanza). This poem starts with the following
verses:
[
I
the many trees and the mountains,
the many living beings fianvar), all these
God has created - thus they (i.e. the Muslims = musurmanlar) say."
A second attitude is presented, always in poetical form, by Uyghur Buddhists

who were threatened by the approaching Muslims. It is somewhat astonishing
that they uttered their reactions usually in very cautious words. The poems did
not contain any formal declarations of war, but are rather vague. One poem
in which such criticism can be seen was edited by K6gi Kudara on the basis of
photographs preserved in the Library of Tokyo University.18The last stanza can
be paraphrased as follows:
When the discipline of the Tathagata Buddha deteriorates,
when the iiryasamgha, the noble community, disappears,
there will be mourning by all living beings,
even if they have something to live on in poverty.

The second example comes from a wooden tablet preserved in the Museum
of Asian Art in Berlin.19Both sides bear a rather long poem in alliterative stanzas.
The third stanza can be rendered as follows:
When the monks who give dharmadiina, have faith,
when they ...go to China,
then your ... has become useful:
will you lean on the dashman?

The word dashman, derived from the New Persian diinishmand ('wise'), indicates
Muslim scholars.

Semih Tezcan and Peter Zieme, 'Antiislamische Polernik in einem alttiirkischen
buddhistischen Gedicht aus Turfan', Altonentalische Forschungen, 17 (1990):pp. 146-51.
Kbgi Kudara, 'Saiiki shogo dankan shti (19.20) chdsa chtikan hbkoku', in T6ky6
daigaku shozii bukkyd kankei kichdsho ten - tenjishiryii mokuroku [precious Buddhist Manuscripts
in the ~ i b r a r yof the University of T6ky6 - Catalogue of the ~xposed~ a t e r i a h (] ~ o k y o2001),
,
pp. 20-24.
" The wooden tablet, apparently a kind of votive table, bears the shelf mark MIK
111 7830: its find mark, T 11, indicates that it was obtained during the second Prussian
expedition.
I'
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This poem ends with the fifteenth stanza:
When you are now negligent,
in this disappearing wild country,
you will contradict
the words of the Exalted.

here is more material which supports the impression offered by these
poems. In a panegyric poem from DunhuangZ0the qualities of the ruler of xining,
~ulaymiinWang (reg. 1339-43),~'are praised as glorious and outstanding. Here is
one example:
Never before there was an extraordinary holy king
who condemns drinking of much wine and beer as poison,
who drinks little to bring welfare to the people
and never neglects the useful things.22

This Sulayman Wang, Wang of X i n i ~ ~was
g , ~a~Muslim, but at least in Xining this
did not prevent Buddhists from composing a eulogy in his honour. This suggests
that he was probably not perceived as offensive by Buddhists.
Linguistically one can observe that the influence of Islam and languages
used in the Muslim world like New Persian and Arabic is very weak, especially
in the lexicon, but some traces can be identified.24The most striking example
is the juncture sadaqa bush1 for 'alms' in an omen text.25The first is a loan word
from the Arabic (via New Persian) sadaqa. A relatively large number of words
of Arabicl~ewPersian origin can be found in a late manuscript (thirteenth or
fourteenth century) of popular songs on Muslim virtues which show ~ u s l i m
influence not only in the lexicon, but also in the contents. This shows that Islam
had already begun to penetrate into the Turfan oasis. From Rashid al-Din we

Preserved in the Beijing University Library under the shelf number 'Beida D 154'.
Abdurishid Yakup, 'Two Alliterative Uighur Poems from Dunhuang', Linguistic
Research, 17-18 (Kyoto, 1999): p. 4.
22
~bdurishidyakup, 'On the ~nterlinear~ y g h u rPoetry in the ~ e w l yunearthed
Nestorian Text', in Mehmet 0lmez and Simone-Christiane Raschmann (eds), Splitter aus
der Gegend von Turfan: ~estschrififur Peter Zieme anlafilich seines 60. ~eburtstages(~stanbul,
2002), pp. 409-17.
23
Cf. Herbert Franke, 'A 1 4 ' ~Century Mongolian Letter Fragment', Asia Major, N.s., 11
(1965): pp. 120-27, at pp. 121-2.
24
Peter Zieme, '~rabischeund neupersische Worter in den altuigurischen Texten von
~ u r f a nund Dunhuang', in Dieter Weber (ed.), Languages of Iran: Past and Present, lranian Studies
in Memoriam David Neil MacKenzie (wiesbaden, 2005), pp. 285-95.
L5
Peter Zieme, 'Tiirkische Zuckungsbiicher', in Ingeborg ~auenschildet al. (eds), Scripta
Ottomanica et Res Altaicae: Festschrifi Barbara Kellner-Heinkele (~iesbaden,2002), pp. 379-95.
20
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know, for example, that in BeZbalik north of the Tianshan Muslim people were
already in high positions strong enough to take over the supremacy.26
here are also a few Mongol texts from Xaraxoto showing Muslim influence
in the lexic~n.~'
We also find among the Mongol texts from ~ u r f a nsimilar cases
of ~ u s l i mnames etc. A booklet of the thirteenth or fourteenth century from
~ u r f a ncontains a mixture of Uyghur and Mongol texts. It includes the Mongol
version of the Alexander romance, in which the Islamic influence is obvious
in the name Sulqamay = Dhti l-Qamayn as Alexander's name. ~ o l k e rRybatzki,
however, has seen Nestorian influence in this text: 'It is, however, interesting
to note that several episodes of the "Cinggis qan romance", showing striking
similarities with some of the themes of the apocalyptic works mentioned before,
were reported by Carpini to have been told to him by Nestorian priests.'28
To summarize: while Islamic influence in the cultures of the Uyghurs can be
seen only exceptionally until the time of Genghis Khan, it increased during the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. During the Mongol period (Yuan Dynasty,
1260-1368) the Muslims thrived and established themselves as an important part
of Chinese society. The records of the Yuan Dynasty include, for example, many
biographies of distinguished Muslims who were employed by the Mongols.
he ~slamizationof the whole region from Kashghar to Dunhuang was
a long process and cannot be treated here. I would, however, like to mention
one point. In his article on the cult of the saints in Kashgharia, ~ o d o n gKim has
mentioned the manuscript ~uzkira-i~oghraKhan, where it is said that 'he [i.e.
Boghra ~ h ~went
n ] for the holy war toward the direction of Khitay and for one
year, by the grace of ~ o dhe
, made (the inhabitants of) ~ u r f a nMuslim. However,
since he became ill, he could not attack the Uighurs of Turfan and came back to
Ka~hghar,'~~
While some scholars believe that this account should not be taken
at face value, Kim has tried to find other sources which support it. First of all
he mentions the Divan lugat-at-turk where struggles between Muslims and the
s mentioned, namely in ~ l g l a qKim
. refers
adjacent territories of the ~ y g h u r are
to Karaev who concluded that these battles took place in the latter half of the
tenth century. The region to which the ~arakhanid,who established in the
tenth century the first ~ u s l i m - ~ u r kstate
i c between ~ a s h g h a and
r ~alasaghun,
Peter Zieme, 'Ordo uluS, Solmi, and BeSbalik', Acta Orientalia Academiae Scientiarum
Hungaricae, 62 (2009): pp. 255-66.
'' Gyorgy Kara, 'Mediaeval Mongol Documents from Khara Khoto and East Turkestan
in the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of oriental Studies', Manuscripts Orientalia,
912 (2003): pp. 3-40.
"
Volker Rybatzki, 'Linguistic Particularities in the Middle Mongol Alexander
Romance', in Desrnond Durkin-Meisterernst (ed.), Turfan Revisited: The First Century of
Research into the Arts and Cultures of the Silk Road (Berlin, 2004). pp. 294-6, p. 295a.
29
Kim Ho-dong, 'The Cult of Saints in Easter ~urkestan. he Case of ~ l Ata
p in
Turfan', in Proceedings of the 3sthPermanent Internationa2 Altaistic Conference (Taipei, 1993),
pp. 199-226, at p. 207.
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came was Jungaria north of the Turfan oasis. Kim writes: 'Therefore, the story
]
be simply regarded as being fabricated
in TBK [i.e. Tazkira-i Boghra ~ h a n cannot
' ~ ~ he examines the person Alp Ata, who was the successor of
or ~ n r e l i a b l e .Then
Satok Bugra Han (apparently a person in Muslim hagiography) and concludes:
' ~ l pAta as a historical figure was a ~ u s l i mwarrior who led Qarakhanid raids
against the Buddhist Uighurs of Turfan in the latter half of the tenth century, but
was killed at a battle and buried at A~tana.'~'
On the other hand, Omeljan Pritsak
had earlier expressed his doubts, because 'Satok Bugra Han' never occurs as a
historical person.32And Akira ~ a n e d followed
a
him.33
NESTORlANISM OR THE CHURCH OF THE EAST

In our context Christianity cannot be left unmentioned, since it reached China
and Tibet via Central Asia. The topic has been explored in many publications
and conferences, but some questions remain. New material has come to light
through investigation into Zayton, that is, Q ~ a n z h o u Xaraxoto's
.~~
treasures
. ~ ~ even in Turfan itself, the Museum of
have not yet been fully i n ~ e s t i g a t e dAnd
Turfan is carrying out new excavations into the Christian settlements nearby:
namely, Bulayik and Kurutka. Thus, we can expect that some new details may
be discovered during this ongoing research in Xinjiang and elsewhere. On the
other hand, much has been well worked on and is well-known, among them the
religious attitudes of the Mongol Khans, their relation to the Pope and to other
Christian representatives who came to China or were sent to the Near East and
the influence of the Christian wives of Mongol Emperors.
A work written in Acemi Turkish reports for 1494 that an embassy reached
the city of Turfan where they found most of the inhabitants to be infidels
worshipping the cross.36 More than two hundred years earlier, European
travellers and merchants had mentioned Christians in many ways. ~ncluded
among these were Piano Carpini in 1245-47, Rubruk in 1254 and Marco Polo in

30

'
32

Kim, 'The Cult of Saints in Easter Turkestan', p. 207.
Kim, 'The Cult of Saints in Easter Turkestan', p. 209.
Omeljan Pritsak, 'Karahanidische Streitfragen 1-4', Oriens, 3 (1950): pp. 209-28, at

p. 217.
Akira Haneda, 'Problems of the Turkicization, Problems of the Islamization', Acta
Asiatica. Bulletin of the Institute of Eastern Culture, 34 (1978):pp. 1-21, at pp. 17-18.
34
Lance Eccles, ~ajellaFranzmann and Samuel Lieu, 'Observations on Select
Christian Inscriptions in the Syriac Script from Zayton', in lain Gardner, ~amuelLieu
and Ken Parry (eds), From Palrnyra to Zayton: Epigraphy and Iconography (Turnhout, 2005),
pp. 247-78.
35
Recently, new results were published in ~oshida~un'ichiand Chimeddorji, Study
on the Mongolian Documents Found a t Qaraqota ( ~ o k y o2008).
,
36
Ildik6 Belldr-Hann, A History of Cathay: A Translation and Linguistic Analysis of a
Fifleenth-Century Turkic Manuscript (Bloomington, 1995).
33
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Marco Polo mentions for all the places he visited on his journey the
religious affinity of their inhabitants: for example in Kashghar Muslims and
Nestorian Christians, in Yarkand mostly Muslims and some Nestorian Christians,
in Khotan, Peyn, Ciracian and Lop only Muslims, in Shazhou Buddhists, some
Nestorian Christians and some Muslims.
~eligioustolerance in the Mongol Empire was maintained by their rulers
due to the imperial theory that power was given as a mandate by Heaven. Thus
all other religions, whatever they are, are only means to maintain this power.
~egardingthe attitudes of Mongol rulers to the related problem of conversion,
Timothy May concludes that one of the reasons against conversion was their
belief that they were ordained 'by the heavens'; another reason was their
t01erance.~~
1271-95."

WGHURS AND TIBET

As Herbert Franke, Jinos Szerb and many others have explored in detail
in their works, the relationship between Tibetan Buddhism and Mongol
Buddhism became very strong when Qubilai ascended the throne and mutual
interest grew. What is of interest here is whether or how far this development
became obvious in Turfan. During the Yuan period, many Buddhist texts were
translated from Tibetan into Uyghur. This was a consequence of the growing
influence of 'Phags pa and other Tibetan priests under Qubilai's rule. While the
known translations and their colophons have already been discussed in other
publications, mention needs to be made of an interesting sheet from Xaraxoto
(G 120 verso), recently edited by Gyorgy Kara. The sheet contains in one corner
a Uyghur colophon stating that a work called Lam-bras = Skt. MCrgaphala
('way and ~ r u i t ' was
) translated from Tibetan into Uyghur by one or two persons
(it is unclear whether the two names in the text refer to the same person) that
bear Tibetan names, Bkra-shis and Rin hen.^^ Bearing a Tibetan name does not
necessarily mean that the person is Tibetan - as mentioned before Uyghur kings,
ldukkuts, also sometimes had Tibetan names.
Furthermore, it should be mentioned that new manuscripts were found in
the Mogao Northern Grottoes, among which there are also some Buddhist works
of Tibetan origin.40One manuscript, albeit badly preserved, contains biographies
of Lamas similar to the Mahasiddhas."

'

Peter Jackson, rhe Mongols and the West: 1221-1410 (Harlow, 2005).
Timothy May, 'Attitudes towards a Conversion among the Elite in the Mongol
Empire, E-ASPAC', The ElectronicJournal o f ~ s i a nStudies on the Pacific Coast (2002-03).
39
Kara, 'Mediaeval Mongol Documents', pp. 30-34.
40
Abdurishid Yakup, 'Uighurica from the ~ o r t h e r nGrottoes of ~unhuang',in
A Festschrifi in Honour ofProfessor Masahiro ShGgaito's Retirement: Studies on Eurasian Languages
(Kyoto, 2006), pp. 1-41.
4'
Mogao B 77:24.
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To render the geographical name Tibet, Uyghur texts always write 'twypwt' =
topot, but in a Mongol text edited recently, the form topun appears. This supports
the theory of Louis Bazin and James Hamilton4' about a relationship between
topo(n) and topot. In colophons to Buddhist works translated from Tibetan, the
expression topot ti2i 'Tibetan language' is used. As already mentioned above, we
have some remains of Tantric Buddhist scriptures that found their way to the
~ y g h u r either
s
directly or sometimes more probably via the Mongol capital.
In the sphere of art or pictorial representation as well, we observe a growing
influence from the Tibetan side starting in the thirteenth century, as mentioned
above. Here, I would like to mention a Tibetan-influenced Buddhist grotto in
Kurutka (near the city of Turfan) which has been described in detail by Albert
Grunwedel. It should be restudied, but this may be difficult or impossible as the
original place seems to have been totally de~troyed.~'
Thus Grunwedel's book
remains the most valuable source. The author identified grotto 9 as the most
interesting one since it shows paintings of tantricists. he ceiling is decorated
h walls are painted in four strips. The strips are divided into
with vajras. ~ o t side
blocks each 40 cm wide. Altogether there are 88 small fields. Small cartouches
contain the names of the painted bakhshis, and Griinwedel was convinced that
. ~ ~give an example: the figure
these are an illustration of the 84 ~ a h i i s i d d h a sTo
( ~ i g160;
. see Figure 8.1 here)45of the 4gth ~ahiisiddhais described as follows:
42

Louis Bazin and James Hamilton, 'L'origine du nom Tibet', in Ernst Steinkellner
(ed.), Tibetan History and Language: Studies Dedicated to Uray Giza on his Seventieth Birthday
(Vienna, 1991), pp. 9-28.
43
In a letter written in Turfan on 17 August 1906 (preserved in MAK, ~ e r l i n )
Griinwedel reports about the cave of the 84 Siddhas he had described already in 1902:
'besuchte ich auch die Hohlen bei Turfan selbst: zwischen den Dorfern Qfirutqa, Bbghrb
und BGlary8q. Die dortige Hohlengruppe ist sehr merkwiirdig: jung, uigurischer
Lamaismus, die Hohle der 84 Siddha's hatte nicht gelitten. Ich liess die besten Bilder
aussagen. Die Namen der Siddha's sind in uigurischer Schrift, aber tibetischer Sprache,
auch sind iiberall Lama's abgebildet.'
44
Albert Griinwedel, Bericht iiber archaologische Arbeiten in Idikutschahri und Urngebung
im Winter 1902-1903( ~ u n i c h1905).
,
45
Griinwedel, Bericht uber archaologische Arbeiten, p. 171 (to Fig. 160): 'Wenn ich den
daneben in uigur. Schrift geschriebenen Namen 'TSiluk-pa bakfi' richtig gelesen habe, ist
er mit dem Siddha Tsi-lu-ki der tibet. Liste identisch.' Griinwedel is thinking of Celukapa;
cf. Masters of Mahiirnudrii: Songs and Histories of the Eighty-Four Buddhist Siddhas, trans. and
comm. Keith Dowman ( ~ e w
York, 1985), pp. 280-85. Unfortunately ~riinwedelhesitated,
as he writes (p. 170), to publish his readings of the Uyghur inscriptions. The new fragment
B77:24 from the Northern Grottoes of Mogao contains a list of ~ a h i s i d d h a smentioning
,
their names, attributes and deeds. The rnahiisiddha *Cilukpa does not appear in this text.
But the whole fragment, although difficult to read, is to be studied and edited to get a
better knowledge of Uyghur Tantric Buddhism, cf. the information in Jinzhang Peng and
Jianjun Wang, Dunhuang Mogaoku beiqu shiku [ ~ o r t h e r Grottoes
n
of Mogaoku, ~ u n b u a n g ]
(3 vols, Beijing, 2000-04), as well as in Yakup, 'Uighurica from the Northern Grottoes of
Dunhuang', p. 4.
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Number 49 is grey-brown. He stands on his right leg almost as if dancing. He
holds up both arms. He points with the index fingers of both hands with palms
upwards to his forehead. His left foot is completely turned upwards and the
knee outwards; the sole also faces upwards and is supported in the elbow of
the left arm.46

Figure 8.1

One of the 84 ~ahasiddhas,after Albert ~riinwedel,Bericht iiber
archaologische Arbeiten in ldikutschahri und Umgebung im Winter 19021903 (Munich, 1905), p. 171, fig. 160.

As Griinwedel has already pointed out, the names and attributes of these
MahZsiddhas may be different from other ~ i b e t a ng r o ~ p s , but
~ ' for the study of
Tibetan Buddhism beyond the ~ i b e t a ncentral areas these remains are of great
value.
What an astonishing phenomenon. In one locality ( ~ u r u t k a )we find
Christian and Buddhist remains side by side and probably even at the same time,
all shortly before the advent of slam.
The aim of my essay is not to give a general survey of all the questions raised
here, but rather to present some insights into historical documents, mainly of
the Uyghurs, discovered or investigated recently. I hope these will be taken into
consideration in future research.
46

"

Griinwedel, Bericht u ber archaologische Arbeiten, p. 169.
Griinwedel, Bericht iiber archaologische Arbeiten, p. 170.

Chapter 9

~ibetans,~ o n g o l and
s the
Fusion of Eurasian Cultures1
Paul D.Buell

BACKGROUND

The establishment of the Mongolian Empire (1206-59) inaugurated an
unprecedented era of new cultural exchanges within Eurasia and considerably
enhanced those already taking place. At one level, this meant the physical
movement of people and cultural goods from one end of Asia to the other and
beyond. This included far-distant places such as the African kingdom of ~ a l i
and its neighbours, featured in detail in the geography of Mongol ChinaezAt
another, the Mongol era (until 1368 in China) was particularly noteworthy for
its many attempts to create culturally mixed institutions that offered something
. ~ generally offered the most for the Mongols themselves who
for e ~ e r y o n eThese
were able to use such mixed institutions to avoid getting too close to any of
the conquered peoples. Willing collaborators in all of this, sometimes playing a
very active role, were representatives of a variety of peoples hailing from almost

'

Sections of this article are based upon my unpublished master's thesis, 'Some
Aspects of the Origin and Development of the Religious Institutions of the Early Yiian
Period' (university of Washington, 1968). 1 would like to thank the National Endowment
for the Humanities for an individual fellowship permitting my continued work on
'Muslim' (huihui M a ) medicine in China and supporting the present research. Thanks
also to Dan Martin and Olaf Czaja for detailed assistance in resolving some of the technical
issues of the article and for bibliographical suggestions, and also to Gene Anderson and
my wife Ngan Le for their more generalized discussion and proofing, and to the late T.V.
Wylie, with whom I read the primary Tibetan source material used in this study, and who
first introduced me to the serious study of Tibetan history, including its Sakya period.
Needless to say, any errors or misconceptions are strictly my own.
On the rich geographical knowledge of the ~ o n g operiod
l
see, as an introduction,
Walter Fuchs, The 'Mongol Atlas' of China by Chu Ssu-Pen, and the Kuang Yii Thu (Peiping,
1946).

HOWthis worked out in terms of the political institutions ofthe central government
where a Chinese outward structure often hid an underlying ~ o n g o l i a nreality is discussed
in detail in my unpublished doctoral dissertation. See Paul D. ~ u e l l ', ~ r i b e ,Qan and
Ulus in Early Mongol China: Some Prolegomena to Yiian History' (doctoral dissertation,
University of washington, 1977).
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anywhere the Mongols touched, even points as far removed as Syria and Nepal.
Among them no groups were as important for the Mongols as the various Turkic
peoples serving them, particularly the Uyghurs and other Turkic-speakers
of China. One of these, Rabban Sauma (fl. late thirteenth century), travelled
as far as Europe in Mongol ~ e r v i c e while
,~
others played important roles as
administrators and cultural intermediaries throughout the Mongolian Empire
and during the times of its successor state^.^ Also key Mongol collaborators,
nearly as widespread as the Turks geographically but far fewer on the ground,
were ti bet an^.^
The Mongols encountered Tibetan missionaries almost as soon as they began
to penetrate outside of Mongolia, and these same missionaries, who had come
at first to convert and serve others, for example Tanguts and others living in
the then Xixia Z Q Kingdom,
~
quickly moved on to a whole new field of religious
conversion, the Mongols themselves, conquerors of Xixia. Their efforts proved
most successful among the Mongols of East Asia, whom they successfully
enlisted, in a process taking several centuries, to the cause of Lamaism, but they
s well, prior to the
were by no means inactive among other groups of ~ o n g o l as
definitive conversion to slam among the Mongols of the West. Iranian sources,
for example, frequently mention ~ i b e t a nbakhshi, a term also meaning hama an.^
~ i b e t a n swere also advisers to ~ o n g o princes
l
and potentates, among them
Prince ~ u b i l a (1215-94)
i
who made a point of collecting the brightest and best
On this interesting personage see Morris Rossabi, Voyager from Xanadu: Rabban
Sauma and the FirstJoumey fiom China to the West (Tokyo, 1992).
For one major figure see Paul D. Buell, 'Chinqai (1169-1252):Architect of Mongolian
Empire', in Edward H. Kaplan and Donald W. Whisenhunt (eds), Opuscula Altaica: Essays
Presented in Honor of Henry Schwarz (Bellingham, 1994), pp. 168-86. On the key Turkic
~ n g g i i dof Inner Mongolia, who, as 1 argue, may have been Chinqai's own people and
who were not only aware of steppe politics but played active roles in it, see Paul D. Buell,
h he Role of the Sino-Mongolian Frontier Zone in the Rise of Cinggis-qan', in Henry G.
Schwarz (ed.), Studies on Mongolia: Proceedings of the First North American Conference on
Mongolian Studies (Bellingham, 1979), pp. 63-76. On early contacts between the Islamic
world, including its Turks, and the early Mongols in general see Morris Rossabi, 'Muslims
in the Yiian Dynasty', in John Langlois (ed.), China under Mongol Rule (Princeton, 1981).
pp. 257-95, and Xiao Qiqing #&B, Xiyuren y u Yuanchu zhengzhi Fi@h5?3?9J@??f?
( ~ a i b e i-$At;, 1966).
For the purposes of this article, 'Tibetans' refers to all Tibetan-speaking peoples,
resident in Tibet and elsewhere and those assimilated to Tibetan culture, including such
persons living in and about Tangut domains.
' here is no full study of this topic, perhaps because the groups and individuals
involved are barely noticed in Tibetan and Western sources, in large part because of the
fact that the mission failed among the western ~ o n g o l of
s the time, by contrast to those
of ~ o n g o l i aand china. See ~ e o n a r dvan der Kuijp, 'Bagsi and Bagsi-s in ~ i b e t a n~istorical,
Biographical and Lexicographical Texts'. Central AsiaticJournal, 3912 (1995): pp. 275-302,
and Nikolaus Pallisen, Die alte Religion des mongolischen Volkes wiihrend der ~ e r r s c h a f tder
Tschingisiden (Posieux, 1953), which has a great deal on Iran and Tibetans there in passing.
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in his personal brain trust. It later stood him in good stead when he sought to
become the supreme Khan of the Mongolian world in succession to this brother
Mongke (reg. 1251-59) in the face of considerable oppositi~n.~
Tibetans even
held government posts. In Mongol China they were most commonly (though not
exclusively) special religious officer^.^
Tibetans were important in the Mongol Empire and in its successor
states for two reasons. One was their religion, a sophisticated Tantraism that
appealed to many. It ultimately became the dominant religion in Mongolia.
Here it closely allied itself with, but ultimately largely replaced, similar native
Mongol shamanic traditions. Scarcely less important was the role of Tibetans
as cultural intermediaries and messengers. This occurred, above all, in the area
t
Artistic conventions were very important in
of specialized ~ u d d h i sknowledge.
China, for example, but the Tibet of the time was also a repository of Indian
and non-Indian knowledge of every sort. This included medical lore.1° Some was
lndian,ll to be sure, but also important among the ~ i b e t a n sof the time were
the Eurasian medical traditions known in China later as ' ~ u s l i m medicine12
'
Among those present in Qubilai's entourage at the time, in addition to several
Tibetans as will be seen below, was the Syrian physician Isa or Jesii (Aixie e@),
the
effective founder of Mongol China's 'Muslim' medicine institutions. See Tu-chien Weng,
'Ai-hsieh: A Study of his Life' (doctoral thesis, Haward University, 1938). I am grateful to
lgor de Rachewiltz for discussing his own research on Isa with me and for supplying me
with a copy of weng's dissertation.
On Tibet's Sakya period, which was roughly equivalent to China's Mongol Yuan
Dynasty, see Luciano Petech, Central Tibet and the Mongols: The Yiian - Sa-Skya Period in
Tibetan History (Rome, 1990), and on Tibetans in Mongol China from the perspective of
Chinese sources see also Herbert Franke, 'Tibetans in Yuan China', in Langlois (ed.), China
under Mongol Rule, pp. 296-328.
lo
On Tibetan medicine see, as an introduction, Fernand Meyer, Gso-ba rig-pa.
Le systtme medical tibhtain (Paris, 1981). For an accessible overview of Tibetan medicine
along with other related Asian systems, see Jan van Alphen and Anthony Aris (eds),
Oriental Medicine: An Illustrated Guide to the Asian Arts of Healing ond don, 1995). See also the
article by Dan Martin in this volume.
"
Strictly speaking,~ibetanmedicine is not purely ~yurvedicand freely mixes native,
Indian, Chinese and Western traditions to produce its own unique practice as reflected
in the recently most important ~ i b e t a nmedical text, the r~yud-bzhi,the 'Four Treatises'.
This text is claimed to be ~ndian,although the ~ndianoriginal has ever been found
and probably never existed. As an introduction to this key text see Yuri ~arfionovitch,
Gyurme Dorje and Fernand Meyer (eds), Tibetan ~ e d i c a Paintings:
l
illustrations to the Blue
Beryl Treatise of Sangye Gyamtso (1653-1705) (London, 1992). For a translation of the first
two tantras, see Barry lark (trans.), he Quintessence Tantras of Tibetan ~ e d i c i n e(~thaca,
1995).On Indian medicine in India see, as an introduction, ~ o m i n i kwujastyk, The Roots of
Ayurveda (London, 1998).
l2
Tibetan medical histories discussed by Martin in this volume mention important
medical works by doctors of a number of nationalities, not just ~ndian,but also Tazig,
or Persian (sTag-gZig or Ta-zig-gi ~ u g s )Uyghur
,
or-gyi L U ~ S Tangut
),
(~i-nyag-gi~ u g s ) ,
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although, strictly speaking, this term is somewhat of a misnomer. The medicine
involved was Greek and came via the Near East, long before the Arabs played
a role in world history. It was actively propagated by non-Muslims as well as
~ u s l i m s By
. Mongol times the primary language of the medical texts involved
was Arabic, the common language. Persian was also important, including in
Mongol China where it was one of the working languages of administration. The
emergence of this literature had followed an unprecedented effort to translate
and adapt other people's medicines, usually from Greek to Syriac and thence to
Arabic and Persian.13
For the Mongolian world of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries this
'Muslim' medicine became the mainstream, both in the Mongol east and in the
west, but particularly in China. There it briefly superseded Chinese medicine
in importance, at least at the court level. Its sources were many, among them
Arabic texts, some Persian, some apparently Turkic, some Syriac. I will suggest
that Tibetans played an important role in interpreting, since their own medicine
involved some of the same mixes as the cosmopolitan 'Muslim' medicine
of Mongol China. This included a Greek and even a Turkic tradition from the
Uyghurs, whose doctors were so important in Mongol China. Greek medicine
and even Turkic tradition was the domain of a special Tibetan lineage, the
Bi-ci, from a word in Persian for doctor, although the originator of the line
was probably a Byzantine (see below and Dan Martin's article in this volume).
Though not spelled out in our sources, ~ i b e t a n smay have been partially
responsible for creating the kind of cultural construct freely mixing traditions
'
became in China. As with other
and amalgamating them that ' ~ u s l i mmedicine
institutions of the period, there was indeed in the final medical product a little
something for everyone. ~ i b e t a n scertainly played a similar role in creating the
mixed religious institutions of the dynasty. Tibetans at the time, in any case,
were good at synthesizing varied, disparate and even seemingly contradictory
traditions.

Khotanese (Li'i Lugs) and Phrom, Romano-Byzantine (~hrom-gyi
Lugs). This is a remarkable
profusion of influences. Among westerners quoted by the Tibetans was Galen, according
to the Greek and not the expected Arabic spelling of his name. See Christopher ~eckwith,
'The Introduction of Greek Medicine into Tibet in the Seventh and ~ i g h t hCenturies',
Journal ofthe American Oriental Society, 99 (1979): pp. 297-313. See also Ronit ~ o e l i - ~ l a l i m ,
'On Urine Analysis and Tibetan Medicine's Connections with the West', in Sienna Craig et
a]. (eds), Studies of~edicalPluralism in Tibetan History and Society (Halle, 2011), pp. 195-211.
On another Greek doctor associated with Tibet, Basileos, see Martin in this volume.
' For a survey of mainstream 'Islamic' medicine see ~ a n f r e dUllmann, Islamic
Medicine u din burgh, 1978), and Peter E. Pormann and Emilie savage-Smith, ~edieval
Islamic Medicine d din burgh, 2007). For its Greek background see, as a brief overview,
'Medicine', in Simon Hornblower and Antony Spawforth (eds), The oxford ~lassical
Dictionary (Oxford, 31996),pp. 945-9.
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PRE-MONGOL TIBET AND ITS EXTERNAL INFLUENCE AND MISSIONARIES

he cultural influence exerted by Tibetans in the Mongol world was uniquely
associated with the character of Tibet of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries,
when they first came into contact with the Mongols in important ways. During
that time, Tibet was involved in a great renaissance of its culture. Late Indian
Buddhism flooded over it. Competing clans seized on aspects of Buddhist
teaching to assert their own independence and carve out political and economic
power.14Knowledge, particularly Buddhist knowledge, was the key. Increasingly
significant were various focuses of purely secular knowledge, including medicine
which became particularly important among the Sakya (Sa-skya), a school of
Tibetan Buddhism, who ultimately took the lead in contacting the Mongols.15As
Dan Martin has shown in his contribution to the present volume, this medicine
was quite complex. It was not just Indian, despite the importance of an ~ndian
base, but uniquely a Tibetan synthesis.
To expand political and cultural influence, in part to shore up positions at
home, some Tibetan groups not only engaged in an internal colonization by
founding subordinate monasteries but also sent missionaries abroad. A particular
target was Buddhist Mi-nyag, a term referring to Tangut settlements situated in
and about the kingdom of Xixia in northwest China.16Here Tibetans and Mongols
first came into direct contact. ~ o n g o relations
l
with Xixia began around 1205
with raids and culminated in 1227 in the complete conquest of the Tangut state.
It never again re-emerged as a political entity, though the Tanguts did survive as
a cultural entity for some time after the conquest. t hey continued to use their
complex written language based upon Chinese but not using characters directly
recognizable as such to any Chinese.
According to dPa'-bo g~sug-lag'Phreng-ba, a sixteenth-century ~ i b e t a n
historian who is unusually well-informed about events in the ~ o n g o l i a nempire,
s
the first ~ i b e t a nmissionary to come into direct contact with the ~ o n g o l was
gTsang-pa Dung-khur (g~sang-pa~ung-khur-bad~ang-phyugb~ra-shis)."He
was from the m~shal-pamonastic domain. his domain, with ~ a k y aand 'Brikhung, was one of the then three dominant temporal and religious authorities
, sect controlling its own mini-state. Sometime during the
in a divided ~ i b e teach
latter part of the reign of Genghis Khan (reg. 1206-27),probably in 1221 or 1222,18
gTsang-pa Dung-khur went to ~ o n g o l i aalong with six of his disciples, where he
was employed as a shepherd by the local ~ o n g o l i a n'yurt dwellers', suggesting
See Ronald M. Davidson, Tibetan Renaissance: Tantric ~ u d d h i s min the ~ e b i r t hof
Tibetan Culture ( ~ e w
York, 2005).
Davidson, Tibetan Renaissance, p. 380.
'' Davidson, Tibetan Renaissance, pp. 323-4,333-4,448-9.
"
1 am indebted to Dan Martin for help with this and other names.
'' Petech, Central Tibet and the ~ o n g o kp., 6 , gives dates of 1209-10, or ~ e r h a p s1215,
but I am not sure on what basis.
l4
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that he may have been a captive. He may have been taken in a Mongolian raid on
the Tangut border zone where he was almost certainly resident prior to contact
with the Mongols.
The lama was able to impress the locals through his apparent control over the
weather after a hail-storm and flash-flood. Other sheep were lost, but his emerged
unscathed. At the time, weather magic was a major focus of native Mongolian
religious figures; the Tibetan no doubt took advantage ofthis useful tradition.19Later
the mTshal-pa lama had to leave Mongolia, after being slandered by representatives
of other religious groups (including ~aoists).This must have been towards the end
of the reign of Genghis Khan when the Mongols began favouring the Taoists of the
north Chinese Quanzhen *3$ sect. The lama took up residence in Xixia, in Tangut
domains, probably for a second time, and there he met Genghis Khan when Mongol
armies conquered the area in 1227. The Tibetan lama impressed Genghis with his
religious power and cured an illness of one of the Khan's ministers, pointing up a
connection between medical treatment and religious influence that was to persist
in Mongol and Tibetan contacts. As a result of the lama's influence with the Mongol
ruling house, the mTshal-pa were able to increase their apparent influence within
the former Tangut domains and help restore its endangered Buddhism. Later
gTsang-pa Dung-khur established a connection with ~ g o d e (reg.
i
1229-43), and a
prince of the rival line descended from Tolui-noyon, Q ~ b i l a i . ~ ~
At this point, Mongol-Tibetan connections were focused on the periphery
of the Tibetan cultural sphere,21primarily in the former Tangut domains, and in
nearby areas of China, but this was to change as ~ o n g o l i a nexpansion continued.
At the time, ~ i b e had
t no central government and none of its various monastic
states and tribal groups had any real supremacy over the other. ~ a c hcompeted
against the other to the extent of its power, even waging war in one well-known
case when 'Bri-khung was destroyed at the end of the thirteenth century. Its
t well off the main trade routes, comparatively remote
anarchy aside, ~ i b e was
and not strategically important. ~twas initially neglected by the ~ o n g o l sChina
.
offered much better pickings than the austere monastic communities and other
: much plunder there and what there was, was
political authorities of ~ i b e tnot
scattered across a geographically enormous expanse.

TIBETAN-MONGOL RELATIONS EXPAND
What changed the situation, and brought ~ o n g o l sand Tibetans into closer
contact was Mongolian penetration of what are now the ~ino-Tibetan

''

See Buell, 'Some Aspects of the Origin and Development', pp. 19-20.
dPal-bo gTsug-lag 'Phreng-ba, rnl(ha.5-pa'i dGa'-ston, ed. Lokesh ~ h a n d r a Shata,
pitaka 9 (1-3) (3 vols, New Delhi, 1959-61), p. 792.
" On what did and did not constitute Tibet at the time see the discussion in ~ r a n k e ,
'Tibetans in Yuan China'.
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borderlands. This came about at first to outflank the Jin 8 Dynasty (1125-1234),
the ~ o n g o l smain
'
enemy in the north, and then to attack Southern Song (11251279), in part through an indirect movement into the mountains of west and
southwest China. In this connection, there seem to have been a series of major
raids on outlying Tibet by Mongolian armies during the years 1238 to 1240, all
limited in geographical extent, but alarming the ti bet an^.^^
In 1244, a ~ o n g oultimatum
l
to Tibet followed. According to Tibetan sources,
this ultimatum was in the form of a summons to the abbot of Sakya, Kun-dga'
r~yal-mtshan(1182-1251), also known as the Sakya Pandita, probably the most
learned and famous lama of his day. The one making the summons was prince
Koten (1205-51), charged by his brother Ogodei with taking charge of Kokonor
and surrounding areas, including Tibet. He is said to have written the following
to the Tibetan prelate:
This is our order. These are words to be transmitted to the fine and glorious
Kun-dga' rGyal-mtshan, the Sakya Pandita. In order to repay the kindness of
my parents, I have need of a chaplain. Having made inquiry, you came into my
mind as suitable. Since you, the honored lord, are desirable of increasing the
happiness and advantage of dharma-beings, you must not be shrinking from
the difficulties of the road. If you say that you are old or sick, then do you not
remember how formerly the Buddha gave himself on behalf of living beings in
innumerable lives? ~fyou do not come, then I will appoint the great hosts of
a powerful army, and if I do harm to many sentient beings, then will you not
be afraid?23

Sakya Pandita came, our sources go on, but took three years on the road.24He
finally arrived in 1247, after a Mongol interregnum had ended and a new Khan,
Giiyiik (reg. 1246-47), the son of Ogodei, had been elected. Once with the ~ o n g o l
prince, Sakya Pandita is said to have cured him of a serious disease, although the

22

See 'Gos lo-tsi-ba gZhon-nu-dpal, The Blue Annah, trans. George Roerich (2 vols,
Calcutta, 1949), vol. 2, p. 577, Ngag-dbang Blo-bzang r~ya-rntsho,rDzogs-ldan gZhon-nu'i
dGal-ston, xylograph, volume dza (19) of the author's complete works, 52b; mKhas-pa'i
dGa'-ston, vol. 3, p. 792. See also ~ u r r e l lVerl Wylie, 'The First Mongol Conquest of Tibet
Reinterpreted', HarvardJournal of Asiatic Studies, 37 (1977): pp. 103-33.
23
'Jigs-med Rig-pa'i rDo-rje, Geschichte des Buddhism in der Mongolei, ed. and trans.
Georg Huth (2 vols, Strassburg, 1892-97). I, pp. 81-2 (~ibetan),11, pp. 130-31 (German); my
translation from the Tibetan. A slightly different Sakya version of the letter from another
source is quoted in T.W.D. Shakabpa, Tibet: A Political History (New Haven, 1967), pp. 61-2.
Quite likely this letter has been piously doctored, but the opening and closing passages
appear genuine and are entirely in accord with the ~ o n g o l i a npractice of the time. See
also Dieter Schuh, Erlasse und Sendschreiben mongolischer ~ e r r s c h efur
r tibetische Geistliche
(St. Augustin, 1977).
"
mTshal-pa Kun-dga' rDo-rje, ~ e b - t h e&far-po
r
( ~ a n g t o k1961),
,
p. 42.
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nature of the disease is not stated and the whole episode may be pious leger~d.~s
TO be sure, Sakya Pandita was celebrated for his medical knowledge, but there is
no evidence that he was actually a practising physician, although he may have
had physicians in his entourage.26On the other hand, if we may credit the Persian
historian Juwayni (1226-83), Koten may have believed that any illness he had was
due more to witchcraft than to any strictly physiological cause.z7Koten was, in
any case, happy with his relationship with the Tibetan prelate. Sakya Pandita
seems to have had the good sense to secure the submission of other Tibetan
powers: for example, 'Bri-khung, while on his way to the prince's court.28AS a
result, according to the Tibetan sources, Koten made Sakya Pandita effectively his
viceroy in Tibet, accepting submission and a local representative as an alternative
to having to mount raids and direct invasion, a pattern that was to persist with
~ i b e never
t
directly occupied by the Mongols, although the paraphernalia of
~ o n g orule,
l even if administered by Tibetans, were still obvious.29
~ h u sbegan more than a century of interaction between the steppe
conquerors and the Sakya, who eventually used their position with the Mongols
h
Koten and Sakya Pandita soon died, the former in
to dominate Tibet. ~ h o u g both
1251, the latter perhaps a year or so later, their basic relationship was continued
by other ~ a k y aprelates and other ~ o n g o l s most
,
notably by ~ a k y aPandita's
nephew '~hags-pa(1235-80) and by Prince Qubilai, to whom the ~ a k y awilling
,

25

dPal-bo gTsug-lag 'Phreng-ba, mKhus-pa'i dGa'-ston, vol. 3, pp. 760-61, says that
Sakya Pandita was specifically summoned to cure the illness of the Mongol prince. See
also pp. 794-5, where a shamanic illness is suggested.
26
1 am indebted to Olaf Czaja for this suggestion. I hope to explore this aspect of the
Tibetan mission to the Mongols in more detail in a future publication.
27
'Ali' al-Din 'Ati-Malik Juwayni, The History of the World Conqueror, trans. John
Andrew Boyle (2 vols, Manchester, 1958), vol. 1, pp. 245 and 251. Juwayni implies in
the first of the two passages that Koten died while Giiyiik was still Khan (i.e., in 1248 or
before) but later has him among those greeting the election of Mongke at the time of his
coronation. See The History of the World Conqueror, vol. 2, p. 568.
'"Pa'-bo
gTsug-lag 'Phreng-ba, mKhas-pa'i dGa'-ston, vol. 3, pp. 761 and 794.
'Bri-khung was located directly north of what is now Lhasa, on the main trade route
leading into central Asia. See also Giuseppe Tucci, Tibetan Painted Scrolls (3 vols, Rome,
1949), vol. 1, pp. 8-9 and 19; Alfonsa Ferrari, Mkjen-brtse's Guide to the Holy Places of central
Tibet, ed. Luciano Petech and Hugh Richardson (Rome, 1958), pp. 111-12.
lq
See the letter attributed to Sakya Pandita quoted by Tucci in Tibetan painted
~crolls,vol. 1, p. 11. his organization included the structuring of ~ i b e into
t chiliarchies
and myriarchies, in the best Mongol style. On the myriarchies see ~ u r r e l lVerl Wylie,
The Geography of Tibet according to the 'Dzam-Gling-Rgyus-Bshad (doctoral thesis, University
of Washington, 1958), p. 147. Within the Mongol empire, Tibet was most similar to Korea
where the king and his court literally constituted the government of the ~ o n g oprovince
l
of Korea. On Mongol governmental practices in general see Buell, 'Tribe, Qan and Ulus in
Early Mongol China'.
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or unwilling, transferred his a l l e g i a n ~ eAt
. ~the
~ time of his death, Sakya Paqdita
assigned his religious authority to 'Phags-pa. His other nephew, Phyag-na (123967), also with him at the court of Prince Koten, received secular authority over
the home monastery. This pattern of split authority was standard for the ruling
'Khon family. It provided for a blood succession while the religious chief of the
monastery, in theory at least, remained celibate.
The subsequent history of 'Phags-pa's relations with Qubilai has been
Qubilai first made 'Phags-pa his princely chaplain. Later,
described el~ewhere.~]
when Qubilai became ruler of the Mongol successor qanate of China, 'Phags-pa
became his official chief of religion. Also described elsewhere are the overall
religious interactions of Tibetans with the Mongols and others during the entire
period in question (the Sakya and mTshal-pa were by no means the only groups
repre~ented).~'
Of more interest, beyond the conversion of the ruling house to
Tibetan Buddhism or the resulting dominance of the Sakya within the religious
establishment of Mongol China, are the contributions of Tibetans to the
remarkable cultural mix of the Mongol era in China. One key part of this were
Mongol China's religious institutions. Another, and the focus of what follows,
was the Tibetan contribution to the medicine of the times. Although this was
in theory 'Islamic', the actual base of practice was a good deal more complex.
Mongol China's 'Islamic' medicine was as much a culturally mixed institution as
were its political institutions and imperial religious structure.
As I have shown in earlier research, the religious institutions of Mongol China
were not purely ~ i b e t a n . hey constituted a response to the need to propagate
and institutionalize Buddhism, but also they met the specific requirements ofthe
Mongols with their strongly shamanic traditions and established conceptions
about what was the religious realm and the religious man. 1 argue, for example,
that the Tibetan lama in many ways replaced and complemented the ~ o n g o l i a n
shaman and that the whole idea of having a chief lama as a religious head for the
whole had old ~ o n g oroots.
l
The idea of a chief shaman, or chief shamans, was
30

According to the Deb-ther dMar-po (p. 43), which suggests force:
Later, when Prince Qubilai was dwelling at lu-pe'i-shan, he was pleased at
meeting Prince Mong-gor of Kokenuur and the lama 'Phags-pa traveling
together. After the prince had sent one circle of one hundred Mongolian riders
to the Kokenuur people, he got the Sakya man.

Mong-gor was the son of Koten. The place is unidentified. The Chinese sources say
nothing of the military escort. See Nianchang 3%,
Fozu lidai tongzai !%$HEjt%@,
Taishb daizbkyb ,k A$&kB, 49,725~.
' See, as an introduction, Franke, 'Tibetans in Yuan China', although this is written
entirely from the Chinese side, and Buell, 'Some Aspects of the Origin and Development'.
" dPa'-bo gTsug-lag 'Phreng-ba notes eleven different groups present at ~ o n g k e ' s
court (m~has-pa'i
dGa'-ston, vol. 3, p. 794). Tibetans were present at princely courts as well
by this time.
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well established among the early Mongols, and Tibetan lamas even participated
in shamanic rituals on occasion.33
But the religious institutions of ~ o n g oChina
l
were not just a reflection of an
accommodation between Tibetan and shamanic traditions. They were also part
and parcel of a Chinese structure of a 'Chinese' dynasty, but one with little that
was actually Chinese about it except for its overall form and nomenclature, and
had a non-Chinese reality behind it. This was true for nearly all of the institutions
of the central government. Governmental structures existed behind other
governmental structures, usually in sets, one Mongolian, the other Chinese, with
the ~ o n g o l i a nd ~ m i n a n t . ' ~

MEDICINE

Mongol-era medicine exhibited a similar pattern, although most of the institutions
involved were informal. Mongol China's 'Islamic' medicine35was a free combination
of Chinese and non-Chinese elements and systems. It was humoral in base. It was
Persian and Arabic in much of its nomenclature, as well as in the majority of
materia medica and dietetica called for. But texts freely mix theoretical systems and
ideas. As might be expected in Chinese-language documents, there is evidence of
a pervasive Sinification of key ideas and approaches to medicine and healing. For
example, the term qi % is often applied in a purely Chinese way and the body is,
more often than not, seen in Chinese terms. The terminology of disease borrows
Chinese ideas freely, even when translating those from another system, in its use of
the Chinese term wind (feng Dl) as a pathological agent, for example. Nonetheless,
there is clearly more than one cosmopolitan tradition at work, not just Middle
Eastern or Chinese, and in the case of the Middle Eastern sides of the texts, there is
a strong likelihood of Syrian Christian transmission of many of the ideas involved.
Certainly the one physician participating in the system whose work is best known
to use, Isa, was a Nestorian and did come from Syria. In fact, the formal '~slamic'
See the detailed discussion in Buell, 'Some Aspects of the Origin and Development',
and its summary of native Mongolian religious institutions and officers.
See Buell, 'Tribe, Qan and Ulus in Early Mongol China'. For another,
non-institutional example, see the mixed court foodways based on similar principles
discussed in Paul D. Buell, Eugene N. Anderson and ~ h a r l e sPerry, A Soup for the Qan:
Chinese Dietary Medicine of the ~ o n g oEra
l as Seen in Hu Szu-hui's in-shun Cheng-yao, second
revised and expanded edition ( ~ e i d e nand Boston, 2010).
35
The formal 'Muslim' medical institutions of ~ o n g o China
l
principally included the
Guanghui si I& 8u l , 'Administration of Broad Compassion', charged with 'preparing and
presenting "Muslim" drugs and preparations to the emperor in order to treat members of
the bodyguard and poor people in the capital' ( ~ u a n s h~i c * ,'History of the Yuan ~ynasty',
Zhonghua shuju lil%-&M, 1976, 88, 2221). This was part of the Xuanhui yuan ';i@E,
'Bureau for Imperial Household Provisions', the new Chinese agency providing a cover for
the old imperial bodyguard. See Buell, Anderson and Perry, Soup for the Qan, ~""d., pp. 24-5.
3J
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medical institutions of Mongol China appear, in many ways, to have started out as
his private family practice under official Mongol patr~nage.'~
But what of possible Tibetan influence? Did Tibetans in any way help transmit
'~slamic'medicine, or their brand of it, to China? Also, what role did Tibetans
play in the reintroduction of Indian, Ayurvedic traditions to China and to the
~ o n g o l s ?Ayurvedic medicine already had a long history in China, particularly
during the period of disunity and Tang times. It was even taught in local medical
schools.37It seems to have gained renewed importance in Mongol times. Tibetans
were the most likely agents of its renewed spread since Tibetans were present
in some numbers in Mongol China and contacts with the Indian world, not
conquered by the Mongols and no longer predominantly Buddhist, were only of
minor importance for East Asia in Mongol times. Thereby the process whereby
a mixed Tibetan medicine became the dominant medicine in Mongolia began.
The influence of Tibetan medicine, in fact, has persisted into the present. he
Mongolian variants of Tibetan medicine are currently undergoing a revival, both
in the Mongolian People's Republic and among the Buriyats of Russian Siberia.'"
Bonding between medical traditions producing the Mongolian medicine of the
present day seems to have already begun in the thirteenth century if we may
judge from the specific mix of medical traditions in the Huihuiyaofang rcillrq@fi,
'Muslims Medicinal Recipes' (HHYF)39to be discussed below, Tibetans may have
been active agents and influences in this development, then as they certainly
were later. The ~uihuiyaofangis one oftwo main sources detailing the medical mix
and establishment of Mongol China, the environment out of which the present
situation has developed with much evolution. It is a manuscript, in its present
form from the early Ming (1368-1644) Dynasty, the surviving fragments (484
pages) of what once was a great encyclopaedia of perhaps 3,200 dense pages.
The other is the imperial dietary manual of Mongol china, the Yinshan zhengyao

See the early life of Isa as described in Weng, Ai-hsieh. Note that Isa returned, as
an ambassador to the Mongolian West under Qubilai and is likely to have been involved
in the physical movement of medical materials from East to West and possibly West to
East. In China. Isa was a major figure of great political influence under two reigns while
enjoying a special position during his time in Iran as Qubilai's envoy.
37
See now Chen Ming mBA, Shufang yiyao, Chutu wenshu yu xiyu yixue %7?B%,
k2 S!%i@a
5!$3
(Beijing, 2005), an excellent survey based upon Dunhuang $!i@
materials.
On Buriyat medicine see Natalia Bolsokhoyeva, 'Tibetan Medical Schools of the
a
Asian Medicine: Tradition and Modernity, 312 (2007): pp. 334-46.
Aga Area ( ~ h i t Region)',
' S.Y. Kong ?l:f4jY et al., Huihuiyaofang IdB%z( ~ o n Kong,
g
1996). On the HKVF
see Paul D. Buell, 'How Did Persian and Other Western Medical now ledge Move East, and
Chinese West? A Look at the Role of ashi id al-Din and Others', Asian Medicine, Tradition
l ~ u e l l 'Medical
,
~lobalizationin
and Modernity, 312 (2007): pp. 279-95. See also ~ a u D.
the Mongol Era', in Ts. lshdorj (ed.), Mongol Sudlalyn ~gulluud:Essays on ~ o n g o studies
l
(Ulaanbaatar, 2007), pp. 138-47 and ~ a uD.l Buell, ' ~ o o d~, e d i c i n and
e the silk ~ o a d : he
Mongol-Era Exchanges', Silk Road, 512 (2007): pp. 22-35.
36
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&BdiFZ,'Proper and Essential Things for the Emperor's Food and Drink' (YSZY),
presented to court in 1330 by Hu sihui ,%!,E!,g,
who may have been a Turk or a
Turkicized Chinese.40The HHYF, as its name implies, is primarily a compendium
of 'Muslim' medicine. The work is in a semi-colloquial but highly technical
Chinese of a type found in other documents from Mongol China. ~t includes
substantial Persian and some Arabic material: for example, titles, terms, names
of medicinals, are given both in Chinese transcription and, to a lesser degree, in
the original Arabic script often in phrases that are grammatically Persian, the
working language of the Middle Eastern side of the text. The HHYF is replete
with quotations from the great 'doctors' of the 'Muslim' tradition (including
) there is a great deal in the theoretical underpinnings of the
many ~ r e e k s and
text as a whole that is typical of the mainstream Arabic medicine of the period.
Nonetheless, it appears also to have at least some Ayurvedic elements. There is
also what may be seen as subtle Tibetan influences on the theoretical discussions
found at various places in the text. In particular, the humoral system of the HHYF
is highly assimilated to Indian tridosa doctrine. Such Ayurvedic influence is best
explained through Tibetan mediation since the age of direct Indian influence on
China was long over by the time that the HHYF was written and Tibetan influence
is certainly the source of such ideas in later Mongolian medicine apparently
already emerging at the time. The second source, the imperial dietary, includes a
number of elements specifically labelled as Tibetan, and at least one Tibetan was
involved in its compilation as a supervising editor and apparently contributor.
~ i b e t a n were
s
known otherwise as dietary physicians in ~ o n g oChina
l
as well.
Also showing possible ~ i b e t a ninfluence, alongside 'Islamic', or better,
'Western', are the veterinary texts of the era. Here the influences may be
somewhat older, dating back to the time when the major source of horses for
~ o r t h e r Song
n
% (960-1125) was ~ i b e t onet
. the less, the surviving texts, including
the first available manifestations of the Bo Le 1A 4% tradition (1384),~'are strongly
associated with the ~ o n g oera
l and the period immediately following, the golden
age of Chinese veterinary medicine. with veterinarian Dave Ramey and Arabist
~ i m o t h yMay, I have examined some of this literature in a separate
See Buell, Anderson and Perry, Soup for the Qan.
The historical Bo Le lived in the seventh century BCE in the state of Qin, and
although legend associates him with horse physiognomy and even hippiatrics, and he
is the reputed author of a number of now lost treatises and diagrams, no actual works
survive until almost two thousand years after his death, namely the Bo Le zhenjing 10 %
k!$, 'Bo Le's Needling Classic', and the very short Bo Le Hualuo tu ge jue 10 % 8 %5 @
3i
'The Song Secrets of the Diagram of Bo Le's Branding'. Both of these works have
strong Western parallels and probably reflect imported ideas, ultimately Western but
possibly transmitted by Tibetans. See the discussion in Paul D. Buell, David Ramey and
s
Timothy May, 'Greek and Chinese Horse Medicine: D6jA vu All Over Again', ~ u d h o f Archiv,
94 ( z o ~ o )1, (~une),31-57.
42
See Buell, Ramey and May, 'Greek and Chinese Horse Medicine', and Paul D. Buell,
Dave Ramey and Timothy May, 'Chinese Horse Medicine: Texts and Illustrations', in
40
4'
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HUIHUJ YAOFANG (HHYF)

he ' ~ u s l i m medicine
'
of the HHYF includes a mix of hundreds of simples and
recipes for various conditions. The text describes procedures for such things
as setting broken bones, including cranial factures with surgical indications,
treating wounds and cauterization. It also contains theoretical discussions,
many of them oriented to dietary therapy. Nearly all the Arabic script entries
explain the original names and terms appearing in Chinese transcription, often
in grammatically Persian phrases. Sometimes a brief commentary is added.
he majority of the simples and recipes and a good deal of the text go back
to reek medical t r a d i t i ~ n . "Greek
~
forms are also at the root of many ~ r a b i c
Vivienne Lo (ed.), Imagining Chinese Medicine (forthcoming).
43
For example, note the following, purporting to be a recipe from Galen himself.
The majority of the ingredients were, in fact, well known to the Greeks. Note that the
subtexts are in smaller characters in the original and include Arabic script entries, as well
as special directions. Texts in brackets are additions of the translator:
Another, an Ointment of Jilinus aleno nos, i.e., ~ a l e n ]([subtext] Ma'jdn-i Jcilintis
['electuary of ~alen'])
It specially treats left paralysis, right numbness, hemiphlegia, and blood vessel bin
%] looseness disease symptoms on account of phlegm, and turbid body weakness.
It clears all kinds of turbid substances associated with wind phlegm [preponderance
of the humor phlegm caused by an attack of 'evil wind' coming from outside the
body] from a turbid body. If the body is feeble, it can open obstruction. ~talso treats
leaking urine. It also treats hemiphlegia brain illness [and] head pain:
[~ngredients:]
[Pe.] Shahm-i hanzal [pulp of the wild gourd, Cucumis colocynthis] ([subtext] [ ~ e . ]
shahm-i hanzal ['pulp of the wild hanzal'])
[Ar.] Ghiriqiin [Agaricus officinalis]([subtext] ghciriqiin)
[Ar.] Ishqrl [Allium cepa] ([subtext] This is 'mountain onion' [Allium victorialis, A.
fistulosum, and various Veratrum spp.]. ~ o a s t )
[Ar.] Ushaq [gum ammoniac] ([subtext] ushaq)
[ ~ r .Saqamiiniyi
]
[scammony, ~onvolvulusscamonia]([subtext] this is the croton bean)
'Black' [Ar.] harbaq [black hellebore] ([subtext] [Pe.] harbaq-isiycih la lack hellebore'])
[Ar.] Firiqiin [st. John's wort, Hypericum perforatum] ([subtext] [Ar.]fciriqiin)
[Ar.] Basbiyij [common polypody, Polypodium vulgare] ([subtext] basbciyij)
[Ar.] ifiimiin [cuscuta epithymum] ([subtext] [Ar.] iifhmdn)
Benzoin
[PI-.]Kamciduriyiis [medicinal germander, Teucrium chamaedtys]
[Ar.] Farcisiyiin [horehound, Marmbium vulgarel ([subtext] his is steppe leek.)
Tree peony skin [rootbark of Paeonia sufiticosa] ([subtext] ~ a c height qian %!
[tenth of a Chinese ounce])
Myrrh
[Ar.] Saghyin [= saghbin, sagapenum, root of ~erulaspp] ([subtext] [Ar.] saghyin)
'Long' [Ar.] Zariwand [Aristolochia longs] ([subtext] [Ar.] zar~iwandtawd)
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$k#31t:I?-, 'Proper and Essential Things for the Emperor's Food and Drink' (YSZY),
presented to court in 1330 by Hu sihui ,'Z!!$A!, who may have been a Turk or a
Turkicized Chinese.40The HHYF, as its name implies, is primarily a compendium
of 'Muslim' medicine. The work is in a semi-colloquial but highly technical
Chinese of a type found in other documents from Mongol China. It includes
substantial Persian and some Arabic material: for example, titles, terms, names
of medicinals, are given both in Chinese transcription and, to a lesser degree, in
the original Arabic script often in phrases that are grammatically Persian, the
working language of the Middle Eastern side of the text. The HHYF is replete
with quotations from the great 'doctors' of the 'Muslim' tradition (including
many Greeks) and there is a great deal in the theoretical underpinnings of the
text as a whole that is typical of the mainstream Arabic medicine of the period.
Nonetheless, it appears also to have at least some Ayurvedic elements. There is
also what may be seen as subtle Tibetan influences on the theoretical discussions
found at various places in the text. In particular, the humoral system of the HHYF
is highly assimilated to Indian tridosa doctrine. Such Ayurvedic influence is best
explained through Tibetan mediation since the age of direct Indian influence on
China was long over by the time that the HHYFwas written and Tibetan influence
is certainly the source of such ideas in later Mongolian medicine apparently
already emerging at the time. The second source, the imperial dietary, includes a
number of elements specifically labelled as Tibetan, and at least one Tibetan was
involved in its compilation as a supervising editor and apparently contributor.
Tibetans were known otherwise as dietary physicians in Mongol China as well.
~ l s oshowing possible ~ i b e t a ninfluence, alongside '~slamic', or better,
'Western', are the veterinary texts of the era. Here the influences may be
somewhat older, dating back to the time when the major source of horses for
~ o r t h e r Song
n
% (960-1125)w a s ~ i b e t .one the less, the surviving texts, including
the first available manifestations of the Bo Le 11'1 % tradition (1384),~'are strongly
l and the period immediately following, the golden
associated with the ~ o n g oera
age of Chinese veterinary medicine. with veterinarian Dave Ramey and ~ r a b i s t
~ i m o t h yMay, I have examined some of this literature in a separate
40

See Buell, Anderson and Perry, Soup for the Qan.
he historical Bo Le lived in the seventh century BCE in the state of Qin, and
although legend associates him with horse physiognomy and even hippiatrics, and he
is the reputed author of a number of now lost treatises and diagrams, no actual works
survive until almost two thousand years after his death, namely the Bo Le zhenjing 111' %
M f!! , 'Bo Le's Needling Classic', and the very short Bo Le Hualuo ~LI ge jue ~ I ' I% ij-1%&
'. l idl
Elk ,;A, h he Song Secrets of the Diagram of Bo Le's Branding'. Both of these works have
strong Western parallels and probably reflect imported ideas, ultimately Western but
possibly transmitted by Tibetans. See the discussion in Paul D. Buell, David Ramey and
o ~
Timothy May, 'Greek and Chinese Horse Medicine: Dkjh vu AII Over Again', ~ u d h Archiv,
94 (2010), 1 (June),31-57.
42
See Buell, Ramey and May, 'Greek and Chinese Horse Medicine', and Paul D. ~ u e l l ,
Dave Ramey and ~ i m o t h yMay, ' ~ h i n e s eHorse ~ e d i c i n e :Texts and illustrations', in
4'
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HUIHUI YAOFANG (HHYF)

he ' ~ u s l i m medicine
'
of the HHYF includes a mix of hundreds of simples and
recipes for various conditions. The text describes procedures for such things
as setting broken bones, including cranial factures with surgical indications,
treating wounds and cauterization. It also contains theoretical discussions,
many of them oriented to dietary therapy. Nearly all the Arabic script entries
explain the original names and terms appearing in Chinese transcription, often
in grammatically Persian phrases. Sometimes a brief commentary is added.
The majority of the simples and recipes and a good deal of the text go back
to reek medical tradition.43Greek forms are also at the root of many Arabic
Vivienne Lo (ed.), Imagining Chinese Medicine (forthcoming).
43
For example, note the following, purporting to be a recipe from Galen himself.
The majority of the ingredients were, in fact, well known to the Greeks. Note that the
subtexts are in smaller characters in the original and include Arabic script entries, as well
as special directions. Texts in brackets are additions of the translator:
Another, an Ointment of JPlinGs aleno nos, i.e., ~ a l e n ]([subtext] Maj'iin-i Jciliniis
['electuary of ~alen'])
It specially treats left paralysis, right numbness, hemiphlegia, and blood vessel bin
$?I]looseness disease symptoms on account of phlegm, and turbid body weakness.
It clears all kinds of turbid substances associated with wind phlegm [preponderance
of the humor phlegm caused by an attack of 'evil wind' coming from outside the
body] from a turbid body.'lf the body is feeble, it can open obstruction. It also treats
leaking urine. It also treats hemiphlegia brain illness [and] head pain:
[~ngredients:]
[ ~ e . Shahm-i
]
hanzal [pulp of the wild gourd, Cucumis colocynthis] ([subtext] [ ~ e . ]
shahm-i hanzal ['pulp of the wild hapal'])
[Ar.] Ghiriqin [~garicusoficinalis] ([subtext] ghciriqin)
[Ar.] Ishqrl [Alliurn cepa] ([subtext] This is 'mountain onion' [Allium victorialis, A.
fistulosum, and various Veratmm spp.]. Roast)
[Ar.] Ushaq [gum ammoniac] ([subtext] ushaq)
[Ar.] Saqaminiyci [scammon~,~onvolvulusscamonia] ([subtext] this is the croton bean)
'Black' [Ar.] harbaq [black hellebore] ([subtext] [ ~ e .harbaq-isiycih
]
la lack hellebore'])
[Ar.] Fliriqin [st. ~ o h n ' swort, Hypencum perforaturn] ([subtext] [Ar.] finqiin)
[Ar.] Basbciyij [common polypody, Polypodium vulgare] ([subtext] basbifyij)
[Ar.] Afiimiin [Cuscuta epithymum] ([subtext] [Ar.] iiftimiin)
Benzoin
[ ~ r .Kamciduriyis
]
[medicinal germander, Teucnum chamaedrys]
[Ar.] Fariisiyin [horehound, Marmbium vulgarel ([subtext] his is steppe leek.)
Tree peony skin [rootbark of Paeonia suffruticosa] ([subtext] ~ a c height qian
[tenth of a Chinese ounce])
Myrrh
[Ar.] Saghyin [= ~aghbin,sagapenum, root of Fernla spp] ([subtext] LAr.1 saghyin)
'Long' [ ~ r .Zarciwand
]
[Aristolochia longs] ([subtext] [Ar.] zarciwand tawill
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forms, although these are not distinguished in the examples given. Others stem
from the ancient Near East. Also present specifically are a number of simples
and recipes labelled as Indian, although much ~ndianmedicine had already been
assimilated to Arabic by the time that the HHYF was written. One example is
given below. Most of the medicinal called for, in any case, are still Indian:
[ ~ e .jawiirish-i
]
Hindi recipe ([~ubtext]This is a pill medicine formed from
decocting various medicinals with black sand sugar.)
It can treat [Ar.] qdlnaj ([~ubtext]this is intestinal wind internal knotting)
symptoms and pain of each bone joint, foot qi % [beriberi] and stomach main
artery weakness.
[~ngredients:]
[Ar.] Shitaraj Hindi [~umitory,Fumaria oficinalis, also pepperwort or rosecolored wort, Lepidium latifolium or Plumbago rosea of ~ndia]([~ubtext][Ar.]
shitaraj Hindi)
[Ar.] Siidhaj Hindi [~ndianmalabathrum, Laum malabathrum] ([~ubtext]m his is
loquat leaf.44Each four qian)
Nutmeg
[Ar.] Niinakhwah [bishop's weed, Ammi copticum] ([~ubtext]niinakhwah)
lack myrobalans ([~ubtext]~ h r e liang
e
Ei [ ~ h i n e s eounce])
Long pepper ([~ubtext]Each five qian)
Dried ginger ([~ubtext]Five liang)
Pepper
[Ar.] Niirmushki ([~ubtext]his is musk or dangmenzi %
[musk]. Two liang)
Cloves ([~ubtext]Five qian)
Nutmeg flowers ([~ubtext]Four qian)

Black pepper
White pepper
Long Pepper
Cinnamon
[re.] jawiishir popan an ax chironium resin] ([subtext] [Pe.]jawiishir)
[Pe.] Khazmiyiin [castoreum] ([subtext] This is castoreum)
Chinese angelica [~ngelicasinensis] ([subtext] Each four qian)
Medicinal aloe
[ ~ r . ]Za'fariin [saffron] ([subtext] This is the pistil of foreign safflower [~ardenia
jasminoides] flower. TWO qian of each)
Make a power of those ingredients that are dry. Use liquor to transform and open
the sticky ones. Combine with refined honey. Each time take four qian. Use a soup
decocted from [Ar.] afithimdn [dodder, Cuscuta epthymum] ([subtext] afithimiin) to
down it.
The editors of the HHYF repeatedly attempted, usually not correctly, to equate
foreign medicinals with better known local herbs, as is the case here.
44
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[ ~ e .~] a n i d h[sugar candy or sweetmeat] sand sugar ([subtext] This is the sand
sugar of the Fanidh land. Ten liang)
Combine the above ingredients according to method. Each dose is two qian.
Take along with fresh grape liquor.45

Note that this recipe calls for musk, the usual origin of which at the time was
~ i b e(see
t Anya King's article in this volume and also her doctoral dissertationd6).
~ l t h o u g hnot labelled as Indian, there are quite a number of specifically
musk recipes that can be studied as a complex in the HHYF; in fact there
are a conspicuous number of musk recipes. There are also other medicinals
and complexes of medicinals that are specifically Indian. Note that, in a very
un-Arabic way, but typically Indian, this recipe calls for washing it down with
grape wine. There are other examples and grape wine is a typical component
of the recipes themselves. Tibet, of course, did know but did not see much wine
since the grape will not grow there and Tibetan texts may simply be repeating old
lore regarding grape wine, although grape wine may have been a rare medicinal
in Tibet in Mongol times, along with many other even more rare products now
moving freely thanks to the Mongols.
Whence such content? In the case of the HHYF the source is uncertain and
Persian medicine, before the Islamic conquest, was already influenced by Indian
and common Arabic medicine had many Indian elements too. Nonetheless, the
recipe in question seems later, is distinctively different in content from most
purely Arabic recipes of the period and may very well have come to be included
,
this cannot be said conclusively pending further
in the HHYF via ~ i b e talthough
research. There is also the question of the specific choice of medicinal in the
other recipes of the text and how this choice compares to other, presumably
unassimilated, ~ r a b i ccollections: for example, the slightly earlier collection of
al-Samarqandi.47To this end detailed statistical analysis of all HHYF medicinals
will be undertaken as part of the final publication of the author's complete
translation. In any case, preliminary examination suggests that frequencies
of occurrence for many medicinals, for example, the various myrobalans, are
closer to the norm for recent ~ i b e t a nor ~ndianmedicine than for Arabic per se.
Myrobalan was certainly used in the Arabic world at the time, but the number of
different varieties of myrobalan called for in the HHYF is conspicuously different.

HHYF, p. 347.
Anya King, unpublished dissertation, T h e Musk Trade and the Near East in the
Early Medieval Period' (~ndianaUniversity, 2007). See also Anna Akasoy and Ronit YoeliTlalim, 'Along the ~ u s Routes.
k
Exchanges between Tibet and the Islamic world', Asian
Medicine: Tradition and Modernity, 312 (2007): pp. 217-40.
47
See Martin Levey and Noury al-~haledi,The ~ e d i c aFormulary
l
of al-~arnarqandiand
the Relation of Early Arabic Simples to Those Found in the ~ndigenous~ e d i c i n eof the Near East
and India (Philadelphia, 1967).
45

46
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~ l s oof possibly Tibetan origin or perhaps intermediation, although this
type of recipe is certainly well known in the Arabic tradition, are a number of
HHYF recipes associated with the designation biisiliqiin, ultimately Greek, from a
proper name, if it does not mean simply 'royal'. Be their Arabic connection what
it may, these simples are closely paralleled in a Tibetan collection of 'Roman',
that is, Byzantine medicine that is discussed by Dan Martin in this volume.48As a
c
for the HHYF's biisiliqiin
consequence, we do not have to postulate an ~ r a b i origin
simples. he tradition was known in Tibet and may have come directly from a
Greek source, although a Syriac intermediary is possible as well. The following
is an example, one of once several such recipes from the text, the others now
lost and known only from table of contents listings. he olive oil does not seem
very ~ i b e t a nbut other oils could be substituted, the practice I am sure in China,
where olive oil was as rare as in ~ i b e t :
A greater [ ~ r . biisiliqiin
]
ointment recipe ([~ubtext][ ~ e . maj'iin-i
]
biisiliqiin)

One can paste on where there is swelling and pain.
[~ngredients:]
[Ar.] Liityanaj [pine resin] ([~ubtext]liityanaj)
[Ar.] Zifi [pitch, bitumen] ([~ubtext]zifi. Each five liang)
[ ~ r .Biirzad
]
[galbanurn, resin of Ferula galbaniflua] ([~ubtext]birzad. Four qian)
Finely powder the ingredients together. Use [Ar.] zayt [olive] oil ([subtext] This
is oil produced from the [Ar.] zaytiin tree [olive tree] of the Sham [ ~ y r i a nland.
]
Eight liang) and together put onto the fire and cook. Stir to form an ointment
and paste on.49

Also possibly from Tibetan intermediation are some of the very sophisticated
broken bone treatments in the last sections of the text (juan % 34). Much of
the material in this chapter, although not without strong parallels in more
mainstream Arabic medicine, is unique in the entire Eurasian tradition in the
degree of its specificity. There is nothing airy and theoretical about it; the
traditions of bone setting and wound treatment in the chapter are immensely
practical and applied and many of the proposed treatments are, with variations,
still used today; those relating to skull fracture, for example. The terminology
seems mixed at best. ~nterestingly,one Tibetan text, the Bi-ci'i pu-ti kha-ser,
'The Yellow-Covered volume of the Bi-ci', does offer a set of extremely similar
materials. he connection will be further investigated. he Bi-ci'i pu-ti kha-ser
The text in question, mentioned in the medical histories, is the Tshad pa'i 'Bros
'ded, expressing the Phrom or Romano-Byzantine system of medicine, composed by
bTsan-pa-shing-la-ha or Tsan-pa-shi-la-ha, which Martin understands as connected with
the Greek name Basil or, as I suspect, the namesake of the bisiliqiin of the HHYF. bTsan or
Tsan, according to Martin's interpretation would be a place name, an affiliation, in this
case one located on the northern coast of Anatolia.
49
HHYF, p. 409.
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purports to contain the secret teachings of the descendants of a Western, that is,
Byzantine doctor who ended up in Tibet (see the detailed discussion of this text
in the contribution by Dan Martin in this volume), although surviving editions
are recent. The least that can be said is that the traditions of bone setting and
surgical intervention of this part of the HHYF have strong Tibetan parallels.
probably a great deal else does too.
ina ally, there is the strongest evidence of possible Tibetan influence of all: the
way in which the HHYF interprets the humours that lie at the basis ofboth Islamic
and ~yurvedicmedicine. While in Islamic medicine, taking over in this respect
from the Greeks, there are four humours, blood, phlegm, yellow bile and black
bile, there are only three in Indian and Tibetan medicine, namely air (also wind),
bile and phlegm. Significantly, the HHYF also seems to function not in terms of
the four traditional Islamic humours, but within an assimilated system of three:
qi, rarely used in the strict Chinese sense; yellow liquid, that is, presumably
yellow bile; and phlegm. Blood is mentioned, but it does not seem to be a humour.
lack bile is not mentioned at all. he text does note 'black blood' but black bile
is never associated with blood in the Graeco-Islamic system.50In this aspect of its
theory, the HHYF does, in any case, seem more ~ndianand Tibetan than ~slamic.
he existence of such a mixed system within the theoretical discussions of the
text does suggest that much in them is assimilated and a cultural construct, i.e.
a carefully determined synthesis of elements from various sources, like other
aspects of the official posture of Mongol China.
YINSHAN ZHENGYAO (YSZY)

By contrast to the HHYF, in the case of the YSZY, the other important text,
Tibetan influences are often directly labelled as such. For example, the following
medicinal food calls for pomegranate under its ~ i b e t a nname, although the
l
tastes. Brackets indicate additions or
recipe is assimilated to ~ o n g o court
explanations by the tran~lator:~'
[ ~ i b .*Selu
]
b d 2 [pomegranate] (This is the name of a West Indian ~ o o d )
It treats deficiency chill of the primordial storehouse, chill pain of the
abdomen, and aching pain along the spinal column.

The theoretical section of the HHYF is lost but humors are frequently referred
to and sometimes defined in the discussions sections of the text which introduce the
simples and recipes. This material will be analysed and cross-compared in detail in the
forthcoming publication of my full translation.
That is to say, this is another variant on the ~ o n g o banquet
l
soup or iiilen. See
Buell, Anderson and Perry, Soup for the Qan.
'' This is reconstructed incorrectly in Buell, ~ n d e r s o nand Perry, Soup for the Qan,
first edition o on don, 2000). See now the discussion in the second edition, pp. 292-3.
50
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Mutton (two legs, the head, and a set of hooves), tsaoko cardamoms (four),
cinnamon (three liang), sprouting ginger (half a jin f i [= 8 liang]), [ ~ e . kasni
]
[asafetida] (big as two chickpeas)
Boil ingredients into a soup using one [TU.]telir of water. Pour into a stone
top cooking pot. Add a jin of pomegranate fruits, two liang of black pepper,
and a little salt. The pomegranate fruits should be baked using one cup of
vegetable oil and a lump of asafetida the size of a garden pea. Roast [i.e., cook
dry ingredients] until a fine yellow in colour, slightly black. Remove debris and
oil in the soup. Strain clean. Use the smoke produced from roastingjiaxiang F
2$ [operculum of Turbo comutus and related Turbo species], Chinese spikenard
[~ardostachyschinensis], kasni, and butter to fumigate a jar. seal up and store
[the Se'u bru soup] as desired.53

In this dish, the major spice is a large, smoky cardamom, a primarily Southeast
Asian spice, although certainly known in India. Also a key spice is kasni or
asafetida, later called for by its Chinese name. Asafetida clearly marks PersianIndian influence in the YSZY, as witnessed by the use of its Persian name. A telir
is a metal basket for boiling. The word is apparently Turkic. The storage method
is without doubt Indian. Dan Martin notes that pomegranate is used in much the
same way in Tibetan medicine as in the recipemS4
Elsewhere, there is a Bal-po Curry, using the ~ i b e t a nname for ~ e p a l It. is
also somewhat assimilated to Mongol tastes but nonetheless provides one of the
earliest known curry recipes, with Tibetan intermediation apparent. The same
recipe, with New World chilies now added, survives in Kashmir today:
[ ~ i b .Bal-po
]
Soup (This is the name of a Western Indian food.)
It supplements the centre, and brings down qi. It extends the diaphragm.
[~ngredients:]
Mutton (leg; bone and cut up), tsaoko cardamoms (five), chickpeas (half a sheng
11.[about 16 cubic inches]; pulverize and remove the skins), Chinese radish.
Boil ingredients together to make a soup. Strain [broth. Cut up meat and
Chinese radish and put aside]. Add to the soup [the] mutton cut up into [TU.]
sashuq [coin]-sized pieces, [the] cooked Chinese radish cut up into sashuq-sized
pieces, 1 qian of za'farcin [saffron], 2 qian of Turmeric, 2 qian of Black ['lranian']
Pepper, half a qian of kasni, coriander leaves. Evenly adjust flavours with a little
salt. Eat over cooked aromatic non-glutinous rice. Add a little vinegar.55

There are also other stray references to things Tibetan, including '~ibetan'
tea, also known from Chinese medicinal handbooks. ~ n the
d origins of these
delightful recipes, intended, as are nearly all in the YSZY, to be medicinal,
5J
54

55

Buell, Anderson and Perry, Soup for the Qan, 2"" ed., pp. 292-3.
Personal communication to the author in an email of March, 2007.
Buell, ~ n d e r s o nand Perry, Soup for the Qan, 2" ed., pp. 272-3.
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were probably Tibetans active at court. More specifically, one of the primary
editor-sponsors of the text, the Dynastic lord Jinjienudoerzhi ;"t#&$5tt!,
probably, Kun-rgya rDo-rje, may have been the source.56
~fnot ~injienudoerzhi,a more distant origin might be in the teachings of the
nokor (a ~ o n g o l i a nterm referring to associates or personal representatives of
some powerful personage, including officials as high as governors) of imperial
preceptor 'Phags-pa. Also influential may have been associates of the bla-ma
known in Persian sources as Damba, that is, Sga A-gnyan Dan-pa (1230-1303), a
most important figure,judging from the many references to him in both ~ i b e t a n
and Chinese sources. Such nokor, with a knowledge of medicine, are specifically
mentioned by Rashid al-Din as managing the meals and dietary balance of ~ e m i i r
~ h a (reg.
n 1294-1307) and possibly of his father Qubilai before him, since 'Phagspa was long dead by the time of Temiir.s7
~ h u we
s have a definite Tibetan trail in the case of the YSZY, although most of
our Tibetan agents seem to have remained anonymous. It was Tibetan religious
figures, often appearing as stereotypes, who were of more interest to the
writers of our sources. This was especially true when they confounded common
morality as in connection with the supposed sexual escapades of the last Mongol
emperor, a well-known story at the time. Cooks and dietary physicians were a
great deal less colourful and it is significant that their existence is mentioned at
all, although by a Persian historian, not a Chinese one.

TIBET, THE POSSIBLE LONG-DISTANCE CONNECTIONS
So Tibetans operating within Yuan China influenced food and apparently
medicine. Tibetan and directly adjacent areas had active connections with the
eastern Mongols. Tibetans intermediated between India and the Mongols in
particular. In short, Tibetans participated in truly international exchanges. We
-- -

Buell, Anderson and Perry, Soup for the Qan, 2"* ed., p. 380. In the introduction
to the YSZY this man is also called, with a Sinified name, Zhang jinjienu
(P. 194). There he is called all of Literature chief officer-in-charge, the ~randee-whobrings affairs to the attention of the Emperor and who-is-relied-upon-to-govern, the
Governor of Daidu
Imperial Steward, Chief Administration Office of the ~eneficent
Administration Office [of the empress] for Controlling craftsmen of Textiles, Dye Stuffs
and Various commodities'. he title suggests some assimilation, but there were many
West and Central Asians who knew Chinese during the era and this was nearly 100 years
,
70 years since the
after the first appearance of ~ i b e t a n samong the ~ o n g o l sincluding
establishment of Mongol China. I cannot explain the nu of the transcription. Dan Martin
(email to the author of March, 2007). has suggested a number of alternative transcriptions,
including gZhon-nu rDo-rje with the first syllable a clan name. his is very possible. with
further research it should be possible to identify this individual.
57
See the discussion in Christopher I. Beckwith, 'Tibetan Science at the Court of the
Great Khans', ~ournalof the Tibet Society, 7 (1987): pp. 5-11, at pp. 6-7.
56
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know, for example, that large numbers ofTibetans were present in the Mongolian
west, Iran in particular, where they have left ruins, and many passing references
in largely antagonistic Islamic sources (see the contribution by Arezou Azad in
this volume). There is even Tibetan on Ilkhanid coins. Tibetans seem to have
gone to what became Chagatay domains and even the Golden Horde. Some
connections do seem to have been maintained with home monasteries, including
the Sakya rival ' B r i - k h ~ n g . ~ ~
In view of the importance of the ran-China connection for the introduction
of 'Islamic' medicine there, most notably in the movement of books from West
to East, and the interest of the Tibetans of the time in a common tradition of
Eurasian medicine, it seems reasonable to conclude that Tibetans were involved
in the knowledge trade at least as much as the Nestorians were. A key Nestorian
figure was Isa, known to have been in close connection with 'Phags-pa as part of
Qubilai's brain trust. Isa the translator, as he was known in Iran, began his career
as a physician. He was in charge of the Muslim medical institutions of Mongol
China. Most importantly, he travelled back to the West at the orders of Qubilai
Khan towards the end of the latter's reign, along with imperial minister B ~ l a d , ~ ~
with a career both in China and in Iran, where he stayed. Isa returned bringing,
we must assume, many of the Persian and Arabic books that served as a basis for
the chapters, including those lost, of what became the HHYF.
The trail is unfortunately a great deal colder for the Tibetans. Did Tibetans
bring back books too, for their own consumption? Did more than religion flow
along the routes of these contacts? Were ~ i b e t a n truly
s
conduits of West-East,
East-West interchange and, if so, what was the content of the interchanges
involved? We may never have a reliable answer, due to the nature of our sources
and the eventual disappearance of ~ i b e t a nreligion in Iran, and surrounding
areas. onet the less, given what we know about the ~ o n g o age,
l it is likely that
more than religion was involved in the cultural goods carried by Tibetans.
his was, after all, the era of Rashid al-Din (1247-1317).~~
We will have more to
say after analysis of the sources, above all the HHYF, now being analysed by my
own team.

Blue Annals, vol. 2, p. 580; dPal-bo gTsug-lag 'Phreng-ba, mKhas-pa'i dGa'-ston,

vol. 3, p. 800. On the Sakya and '~ri-kungwar, in which supporters from eastern and
Central Asian Mongols participated on the respective sides, and the monastery and
presumably many of its records were destroyed, see Buell, 'Some Aspects of the Origin
and Development', pp. 120 and 121.
See the excellent discussion in Thomas T. Allsen, Culture and Conquest in ~ o n g o i
Eurasia (Cambridge, 2001), pp. 63-80.
60
See Buell, 'How Did Persian and Other Western ~ e d i c a lnow ledge Move East, and
Chinese West?'.
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Chapter 10

~ h r e ~ock-Cut
e
Cave Sites in Iran and their
~lkhanidBuddhist Aspects Reconsidered
Arezou Azadl

INTRODUCTION
It is well documented that Mongol rule in the thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries fostered the direct exchange of ideas and practices between diverse
cultures and religions. Three rock-cut sites in the regions of Maragha and
Sultaniyya in Iran have occupied archaeologists, some of whom suggested that
the caves had served as Buddhist temples and/or monasteries imported by the
Mongol dynasty of Ilkhans who ruled in Iran c.1258 to 1335. However, scholars do
not tell us who would have patronized the establishments, and who constituted
the clergy - Mongol or Persian, ilite or commoners. This article will reconsider
the sites, first through the broader geographic environment in which they are
found, the possible references to them in Persian contemporary chronicles, and
their exact locations today. Section 11 of this article outlines our methodological
approach, and Section 111 our assessment of their functions and dating in light
of the features observed and reconsidered. The last section provides conclusions
and ideas for future study.

'

I wish to thank the Barakat Trust, the British Institute of Persian Studies and
Oxford University's Sub-Faculty of Near East and Middle Eastern Studies for their support.
On the ground, the members of the research team, Reza Rohani, Mazdak Mirramezani and
Reza Sadeghi, provided invaluable assistance; the Iranian Cultural Heritage Organisation
on-site guidance; Warwick Ball preparatory advice; Birgiil A~ikyildiz,Teresa Bernheimer,
Edmund Herzig, Dan Martin and Charles Ramble gave useful comments on various
drafts of this article, or parts of it. Any errors contained herein are naturally the authors.
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I. BACKGROUND
1) GEOGRAPHY AND URBAN ENVIRONMENT2

Before discussing the three rock-cut sites, let us locate ourselves within the
broader physical and historical space. Two of the sites are found in Maragha,
and one lies in Sultaniyya. Both provided the chief seasonal residences for
the nomadic Mongol courts on the Iranian p l a t e a ~ Both
. ~ towns are located in
Azerbaijan province to the northwest of the plateau, and benefit from extensive
pasturelands and the water drainage from the mountain slopes.
However, as mediaeval 'urban agglomerations' - to borrow Jean Aubin's
phrase - the two places differ ~ignificantly.~
Marigha has an ancient pre-Islamic
history, and in the early Islamic days became Azerbaijan's capital in the time of
the caliph Hiriin al-Rashid (d. 169/785).~In the Mongol period five centuries
later, Marigha became the focus of scholarly exchanges between Iranian and
Chinese astronomers, after the creation of an observatory commissioned by the
Ilkhan Hiilegii (reg. 65411256-66311265) and supervised by the famous scholar
NZsir al-Din Tiisi (d. 672/1274).~

The political influence of Buddhists in the courts of the Ilkhans based on the
mediaeval primary sources is discussed elsewhere in this volume in the'article by
Paul Buell and introduction by Ronit Yoeli-Tlalim.
' Even the later Mongol courts, like that of the Ilkhan dljeitu, were peripatetic. See
Charles Melville, 'The Itineraries of Sultan ~ l j e i t u 1304-1316',
,
Iran, 28 (1990): pp. 55-70;
for the seasonal residences of the various llkhans see Bertold Spuler, Die Mongolen in Iran
(Berlin, '1955)~pp. 130-31.
Jean Aubin, 'Elements pour ]'etude des AgglomCrations Urbaines dans I'Iran
MCdieval', in Albert Hourani and Samuel Stern (eds), The Islamic City (Oxford, 19701,
pp. 49-75.
On this caliph's relations with the Barmakids of Balkh, and their links to Buddhism,
see the article by Kevin van Blade1 in this volume.
See Vladimir Minorsky, 'Marigha', El2;Hans Daiber and Jamil Rageb, 'Nisir al-Din
Tiisi', ElZ.The observatory headed by Nisir al-Din Tiisi (d. 67211274) is described in ash id
al-Din (d. 718/1318), Jiirni' al-tawiirikh, ed. Muhammad Rawshan and ~ u s t a f Musawi
i
(4 vols, ~ e h r a n1373
,
~ . ~ h . / 1 9 9 4vol.
) , 2, p. 1024. It was still active under the supervision
of Nasir al-Din a]-Tiisi (Nisir a]-Din's son), in the time of dljeitu Khan (reg. 704-171130416). See John A. Boyle, The Cambridge History of Iran, vol. 5 (cambridge, 1968), p. 398. It was
in ruins when Qazwini wrote in 74011340. See Qazwini, The Geographical Part of the Nuzhat
al-qulub, ed. Guy Le Strange ( ~ e i d e n 1919),
,
p. 135. Allsen describes visits by Chinese
astronomers to the observatory, and cites Aydin Sayili as the best source on the ~ a r i g h a
observatory. See Thomas Allsen, Culture and Conquest in Mongol Eurasia (cambridge, 2001),
pp. 161-75,esp. p. 163. For an image of its remains, see David Morgan, The ~ o n g o l (Oxford,
s
'2007), p. 153.
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In this study we are interested in the terms butkhina (i.e. a place of 'buddha'
or idols) and bakhshiin the primary sources.'The term butkhina usually refers to
~uddhistplaces of worship. However, bakhshican denote either a Buddhist cleric
or a shaman, and I shall use it only when it appears in conjunction with the term
butkhana or another marker of Buddhism.
On Maragha, Rashid al-Din, the vizier writing for the Ilkhan Ghizin
(reg. 69411295-703/1304), mentions in passing that AbZqi Khan (reg. 6631
1265-680/1282) had visited a butkhina there, which apparently 'delighted and
excited the bakhshis'. He also mentions that Abaqi's predecessor, Hulegu (reg.
65411256-663/1265), had commissioned butkhinas in Khiiy, immediately to the
west of Mariigha.8The author does not specify what type of ritual the Ilkhans had
performed there, the abbot who presided over the processions, or the identity or
number of Buddhist monks serving in it. Neither does Rashid al-Din provide any
details concerning the locations of the butkhinas, or what they may have looked
like, i.e. whether they were rock-cut, and what statues, paintings or decorations
they may have h o ~ s e d . ~
~ultaniyyais very different from Maragha. A mediaeval city, it was planned
and built by the ~ o n g o l son the fields they called 'Qonqor Olong', previously
known by their Persian name, Shariiyiz. Jacob Lassner observes that a city that
is based on a preconceived plan ('as though it were poured into a mould and
cast', citing ~Zhizon the round city of ~ a g h d a dbuilt 145-91762-6 by the caliph
al-~ansiir)did not develop 'from the inside-out, but rather from the outside-in'.

'

Rashid al-Din (d. 718/1318), Jiimi' al-tawiinih, vol. 2, p. 1114. On the use of but, to
refer to 'idol' or 'buddha', see Harold Bailey, 'The Word "but" in Iranian', Bulletin of the
School of Oriental and Afncan Studies, 6 (1931): pp. 279-83; also Gerhard Doerfer, Tiirkische
und Mongolische Elemente im Neupersischen (5 vols, Wiesbaden, 1963-75), 9716, vol. 2,
pp. 261-2. On AbHqi KhHn's entrusting of prince GhizZn's education and care to the
bakhshis YHriq Khitiyi and Biijii, see Rashid al-Din,Jiimi'al-tawiinih, vol. 2, pp. 1210-11. On
the Persian use of bakhshi to refer to Buddhist teachers or healers, see Doerfer, Tiirkische
und Mongolische Elemente im Neupersischen, § 724, vol. 2, pp. 271-7.
Hiilegii's proclivities for the bakhshis, and his links to his appanage in western
Tibet and to a Buddhist master have been documented by two Tibetologists: David
Snellgrove, 'The Notion of Divine Kingship in Tantric Buddhism', in La Regalith Sacra Contributi al Tema dell' vI11 Congresso lnternazionale di Storia delle Religioni (~eiden,19591,
pp. 204-18; and Luciano Petech, Central Tibet and the ~ongols:The yuan-Sa-skya Period of
t
'~iilegiiand Tibet', Acta ~rientalia
Tibetan History (Rome, 1990). See also ~ l l i o Sperling,
Academiae Hungariae, 44 (1990), pp. 145-57.
Rashid al-Din tells us that GhHzin ~ h i n prior
,
to his conversion to slam, also
built several butkhiinas in ~ h i b i i s h i n near
,
the town of Bayhaq in the eastern province
of KhurHsZn where he had served as governor. See ash id al- in, @mi' al-tawcinih, vol. 2,
p. 1048. On GhizZn KhHn's conversion to lslam in the 690s/1290s, see ash id al- in, ~iimi'
al-tawiirrkh, vol. 2, p. 1254; also ~ h a r l e sMelville, '~Hdshih-ilslim: he Conversion of
Sultan Mahmiid Ghazan Khin', in id. (ed.), History and Literature in Iran: Persian and lslamic
Studies in Honour of P.W. Avery o on don, 1990), pp. 159-77.
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he workers and artisans and other construction-related staff settled and
formed the embryonic social fabric of the city and its quarters.1°
While the contemporary narratives on Sultiniyya are more detailed than on
~ a r i g h awe
, still lack details about the buildings that interest us." According to
Qishini, the panegyrist of the Ilkhan ~ l j e i t i (d.
i 716/1316), the city developed
in the way that Lassner describes for Baghdad six centuries earlier. In Qonqor
Olong, a city, named sultiniyya he ~mperial'),was built by the order (yiirligh)
of ArghLin Khan (reg. 68311284-690/1291), and completed under ~ljeitiiKhan
(reg. 70311304-71611316).12The aim was to build a city as grand as Tabriz (the
former Mongol capital), with, inter alia, a citadel and a palace - decorated with
mirrors, marble, blue tiles, pearls, rubies and turquoises - and other buildings
cut into the mountain rock, a hospital and public recreational spaces. Sultaniyya
was to provide the means for extensive trade, so that as much Chinese silk would
be sold as there was grass. The ilites would come and invest in the city that was
developed by its chief architect, ~hwZjaTZj al-Din 'Alishih Tabrizi.13
According to Rashid al-Din, a place called 'Qonqor Olong' continued to
co-exist with Sultiniyya, the city proper. He explains that Qonqor Olong was a
place where Arghun and other Ilkhans, as well as a certain 'Kashmir Bakhshi',
would go to perform religious services (bandagikardan). The term butkhiina does
not feature in this account, but Kashmir lay within the cultural area of Tibet
where Buddhism was practised widely, and it seems reasonable to expect that
this was a Buddhist monk, and that the site was therefore a place of Buddhist
worship.14 Whether this is in fact the site that we visited remains an open
question to which I shall return below.
lo

Jacob Lassner, 'The Caliph's Personal Domain', in Hourani and Stern, The Islamic

City, pp. 103-5.
"

Today only a few ruins remain above ground, notably the famous octagonal tomb
of ijljeitii. Illustrations in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century manuscripts depict a large
city with a multitude of buildings, gates and walls surrounding it, circumscribed by a
landscape filled with beasts of the hunt. On the monuments, see Sheila Blair, 'Sultiniyya
- 2. Monuments', El2, and plates of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century depictions in her
article 'The Mongol Capital of Sultaniyya, "The Imperial"', Iran, 24 (1986): pp. 139-51.
l2
Shabinkirari (c.69711298-759/1358), who wrote during the last decades of the
llkhanid era from his central Iranian town of ~ h a b i n k i r aconfirms
,
this. He also mentions
that a fortress was built in 'Shahrdiyiz' (orthographically similar to '~haruyiz')that was
called Sunqur (perhaps a misreading of Qonqor/~unqur).See Shabinkira'i, Majma' a/ansiib, ed. Mir Hishim ~ u h a d d i t h(Tehran, 1363 ~ . ~ h . / 1 9 8 4p.) ,288.
l3
For the most detailed account, see Qishini, Tirikh-i Oljiytii, ed. Abii al-QZsim
' ~ b ~d l l i ibn
h ~ u h a m m a da l - ~ i s h i n(i ~ e h r a n1348
,
~ . ~ h . / 1 9 6 9pp.
) , 45-9; also ~ l a d i m i r
Minorsky, 'Sultiniyya - 1. History', El2.
l4
Rashid al-Din (d. 718/1318),]iimi' al-tawiirikh, vol. 2, pp. 1165, 1208, 1245, 1251.
Kashmiri monks came into early contact with the Mongol rulers after the ~ o n g o l s
subdued ~ a s h m iin
r the early 600s/1200s. Kashmiri Buddhist ecclesiastic orders had strong
links with their co-religionists in Tibet after the secondleighth century, particularly
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(If) THE SITES: HOW TO FIND THEM
1. The Rgadkhiina caves (~ariigha)

~ a r i g h atoday is located 150 km southeast of Tabriz, off the Tehran-~abriz
highway. From the roundabout at Maydin-i Gaz in Marigha there are signs
leading to the Rasadkhina observatory up a hill at the north end of town.
currently, the Ministry of Information has closed most of the site to the public.
he caves are on the slope to the left of the road, just twenty metres before
the actual observatory on top. The observatory enjoys an impressive view of
~ a k eUrmiya to the west - the legendary birthplace of the Prophet Zoroaster
according to some - and the Sahind mountains to the east.
The ~ihriTemple/lmiimziidaMa'siim caves (near Mariigha)
Some 6 km southeast of Marigha, the Mihri Temple is reached after passing
the small town of Oliyeh (probably derived from Arabic awliyii' for 'saint, holy
person') at the village (Pe. nrstii) of Warjiiwi, pronounced 'Var-ovi' in the local
Azeri dialect.

2.

3. The Dish Kasan/Qonqor Olong rock-cut site (Sultiiniyya)

The site lies off the old Tikistin-Zanjin highway (which runs parallel to the new
highway). Driving in the direction towards Zanjin, we took the left exit some 15
km before the turn-off for Sultiniyya at Sunbul Abid. A tarmac road running
southwest across a plateau ends at Viyar village after 9 km. From here, we took
a sign-posted dirt road for 5 km to the plateau also known as 'Utiq-i Farhid'.

11. FIELD RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND METHOD

The research team had three broad questions to answer for each site. First, did
the caves have architectural, epigraphic, art-historical or artefactual features
that were indisputably Buddhist, and if so, did they belong to any specific form
t the time? Second,
of Buddhism, such as Vajrayina that was strong in ~ i b e at
based on the features of the sites, what kind of Buddhist establishment did they
, the sites have characteristics
house - a monastery, a shrine or both? ~ h i r ddid
that could be dated to the ~lkhanidperiod (c.1258-1335)?
The team visited each site for three to four days, cross-checked the new
observations against the reports in the literature, notably the floor plans
published for each site (see below). The team noted additions and made
corrections, and took photographs of important features. Back in Oxford, the
authors compared the structures with those of other ~uddhistsites that have
after the persecution of Buddhist institutions by the last ~ a r l u n gemperor, Lang Darma
(Tib. Glang Dar-ma), who was assassinated in 842. See Jean ~ a u d o u ,Les bouddhistes
kasmiriens au moyen age (Paris, 1968).
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been studied, notably in Afghanistan, but also in India where the Buddhist rockcut structures first appeared and often served as models.
Before discussing the findings of the research team, we should consider what
Buddhist rock-cut sites tend to look like. This can serve as a reference point for
our analysis, given that there are no known Buddhist rock-cut sites in modernday Iran.I5
In India, Buddhist rock-cut structures (built from around 50 BCE to 700 CE)
reproduced in stone the forms and style of the old wooden constructions. ~ h e s e
consisted of a temple (caityagrha) and a monastery (vihiira).16 The Buddhist
temples have four main elements: first, a rectangular hall with an apse at one
end and a hemispherical dome used as a funerary monument (sttipa) placed in
its centre. The dome rests on a circular terrace (used as a processional path) that
is reached by a set of stairs; second, a double row of pillars divides the hall into
a central nave and two lateral aisles that converge at the back of the sttipa; third,
a semi-circular vault hovers above the main nave and part of the side aisles; and
fourth, a large horseshoe-shaped opening faces the stiipa and forms its entrance.
The monasteries have three features: first, a veranda excavated in the rock
at the entrance to the cave with a roof supported by a row of sculpted pillars;
second, a central flat-roofed hall which serves as the entrance-hall to numerous
cells (often used as a refectory); and third, the cells surrounding the hall on
three sides which are small and dark, and contain one or two stone beds (used
as personal rooms).
Closer to Iran, the Buddhist caves of ~fghanistan(dated to at least the firstthirdjseventh-ninth centuries), exhibit a similar division and use of space to
that in India. The difference lies in the type of rock and, consequently, their state
of preservation. The Indian caves, cut into hard stone, have retained many of
their original structural, iconographic and stylistic elements, while the Afghan
caves are cut into soft limestone and have lost many structural details. The
Iranian caves are also cut into limestone, and suffer from the same preservation
problem.I7
Iran has many rock-cut sites, but only a few have been studied. The best known
is probably the Karaftti site in northwest Iran which features a Greek inscription to
~ e r a k l e sSee
. Aurel Stein's Old Routes of western Triin ondo don, 1940), pp. 324-46; and ~ o b e r t
Ker Porter's earlier account in Travels in Georgia, Persia, Armenia, Ancient Babylonia, kc. &c.
o on don, 1821-22), vol. 2, p. 544. In the 1980s, Mary Vance drew up several bibliographies
related to cave architecture in dozens of countries, but not Iran. See, for example,
Mary Vance, Cave Temples: A Bibliography (Monticello, Illinois, 1987).
'' See ~ t i e n n eLamotte, History of Indian Buddhism: From the Origins to the Saka Era
(Louvain-la-~euve,1988), pp. 311-13. For floor plans of Buddhist rock-cut temples and
monasteries, such as in Ajanta, Bhima Shankar, Nasik and Kanheri, see ~ i d y aDehejia,
Early Buddhist Rock Temples: A Chronological Study (London, 1972), pp. 72 and 94; also
Sheila Weiner, Ajanta: Its Place in Buddhist Art (Berkeley, 1977), pp. 3 and 57-8.
l7
For recent scholarly works on ~ f g h a nand ~ a j i k~ u d d h i s tcaves, see Giovanni
Verardi and Elio Paparatti, Buddhist Caves of Jcighiiri and Qarabiigh-e Ghazni, Afghanistan
l5
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111. FIELD RESEARCH FINDINGS

(I) FINDINGS: ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES OF THE CAVES VISITED
I. he Rqadkhiina caves ( ~ a r i i g h a )

Robert Ker Porter visited the caves in the second decade of the
nineteenth century and recorded in his diaries the 'local tradition' that they
were Zoroastrian. AndrC Godard described them briefly in the 1930s, suggesting
that the caves were connected to the observatory nearby. John Bowman and
].A. Thompson conducted archaeological investigations of the caves in the 1960s,
and concluded that they were the remains of an Ilkhanid church mentioned in
the contemporary chronicles. Vladimir Minorsky supported their conclusion.
Bowman and Thompson's study served as a basis for Warwick Ball's visit in the
1970s. Ball's experience of Afghan caves led him to identify the Rasadkhina
site as Buddhist, a suggestion that David Morgan endorsed as most plausible on
the grounds that it was in Marigha where the early Ilkhans, who had Buddhist
proclivities, dwelt. No foreign team has since written about the site. The Iranian
d
them in the late 1980s, and emphasized
archaeologist Parviz ~ a r j i v a n described
their ancient ~ i t h r a i elements,
c
bringing us back to where Porter started in the
early nineteenth century: relying on folklore and projecting the date back into
antiquity.I8
Previous studies

(Rome, 2004), pp. 103-4; and Boris A. Litvinskii and Tamara I. Zejmal', The Buddhist
Monastery of Ajina Tepa, Tajikistan: History and Art of Buddhism in Central Asia (Rome, 2004),
figs 23 and 65-6. On Tibetan Buddhist cave sites in Luri, in the Mustang area of Nepal,
see, inter aha, Peter Matthiessen, East of Lo Monthang: In the Land of Mustang (Boston, 1995).
p. 55; Mary Slusser and Lila Bishop, 'Another Luri: A Newly Discovered Cave chorten in
Mustang'. Orientations. 3012 (1999): pp. 18-27; and on sites in Dungkar (Tib. ~ung-dkar);
and in the far west of Tibet, see Helmut Neumann, 'The 1lLh
Century Wall-Paintings of
the Rediscovered Caves of Dun-kar in Western Tibet', in Maurizio Taddei and Giuseppe
de Marco (eds), South Asian Archaeology 1997: Proceedings of the 1 4 ' ~lntemational Conference
of the European Association of South Asian Archaeologists, vol. 3 (Rome, 2000). pp. 1383-1402;
Thomas J. Pritzker, 'A Preliminary Report on Early Cave Paintings of Western Tibet',
Orientations, 2716 (1996): pp. 26-47; and Kimiaki Tanaka, 'The ~sefulnessof Buddhist
Iconography in Analysing Style in Tibetan', TibetJournal, 2112 (1996): pp. 6-9. For other
Tibetan sites, see Huo Wei, 'Newly Discovered ~ a r l yBuddhist Grottoes in Western Tibet',
in Amy Heller and Giacomella Orofino (eds), Discoveries in Western Tibet and the Western
Himalayas (leiden, 2007). pp. 23-39.
'' Porter, Travels in Georgia, Persia, Armenia, pp. 459-60; ~ n d r ~k o d a r d~, e~so n u m e n t s d e
Marigha (Paris, 1934), P. 20; John Bowman and J.A. ~ h o m p s o n'The
,
~onastery-churchof
Bar Hebraeus at Maragheh in West ~zerbaijan',~br- ah rain, 7 (1968): pp. 35-61; ino or sky,
'Marigha', El2. We have accounts that the Jacobite ~ a p h r i a nBar ~ e b r a e u s(d. 1286) had
a strong affinity for astronomy and visited ~ a r i g h at
a a time when ~ u l e g u- whose wife
Doghuz Khatun was a devout Christian - was probably still alive. he Nestorian patriarch
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Obsewations he Rasadkhiina caves have a ground level and an underground
area (see the floor plan in Figure 10.1). At the ground level, a forecourt leads to
what Ball calls an antechamber,lg which has been cut into the western-oriented
limestone hill face. Chiselled on the ceiling is a football-sized rock-cut relief of
concentric circles, and dotting the walls are lamp niches cut at eye-level. cut into
the north wall is a set of four small niches that once held a small, rectangular
wooden door. The antechamber leads through very distinctive upwards-pointed
pentagonal openings20to two slightly elevated adjacent chambers in the east (no.
3) and south (no. 4) respectively. Each encloses a rectangular block of limestone
some 1.2 metres high, standing on a plinth (the block is cut out of the mountain
rock and fixed in), and with a chiselled concave roof (plate 10.1). The southern
chamber (no. 4) also has a stepped niche with a rounded back, looking much like
an eroded mihriib.21
Two sets of corridors lead around and to lower chambers. From the north
wall of the antechamber (no. 2) a corridor winds around the back of chamber
3, and leads through a small round opening only about 1 metre high. Beyond
this is an underground passage ends in a room with blackened walls (marked
'a') situated just underneath chamber 3. A similar trajectory winds from the
southeast corner of the 'antechamber' to a room underneath chamber 4 (marked
'b'), which has a stepped niche much like the one in chamber 4 above it. The
walls of the underground corridors are dotted with lamp niches, as well as larger
concave niches that must have held items.
North ofthe forecourt (no. I) and along the face of the mountain, are numerous
small chambers, with little semi-circular windows, large concave-shaped niches
and small lamp niches. Much of the exterior of these caves has crumbled and
Mar Yaballaha 111 (d. 1317) was based in a monastery at ~ a r a g h a where
,
Ghaziin Khin
visited him twice. Prior to that Arghun Khin (d. 69011291) had visited Mar ~aballaha
111 in Marigha at a church 'tent'. Ghazan built a church in Marigha in which the vessels
of Arghun's tent-church were placed. Bar Hebraeus writes that ~ u l e g i iand his wife
were 'two great lights'. See The Chronography of Gregory Abii'l-Faraj, trans. Ernest A. wallis
Budge wa on don, 1932). vol. 1, pp. xv-lxiii and 444. Yaballaha 111 (d. 1317) also wrote of the
churches built by Hiilegu and/or his wife in Baghdad and Ala Taq. See The Monks ofKiibliii
Khiin, Emperor of China, trans. Ernest A. Wallis Budge ondo don, 1928), pp. 745,223. See also
Warwick Ball, 'Two Aspects of Iranian Buddhism', Bulletin of the Asia Institute of Pahlavi
Universify, 1 (1976): pp. 127-43, as well as 'Some Rock-Cut Monuments in Southern Iran',
Iran, 24 (1986): pp. 95-115; Parviz Varjivand, Kawlsh-i Rqadkhiina-yi Mariigha ( ~ e h r a n1366
,
~.~h./1987-88),
pp. 279-83.
l9
Ball, 'Two Aspects', p. 129, chambers marked nos 1 and 2 respectively.
20
The pentagonal openings are reminiscent of the shape of the ~ o n g o l i a ntents, or
yurts that can be identified in Mongolian a n d ~ i b e t a nstructures. See N. ~ s u l t e m~, o n g o l i a n
Architecture, ed. D. Bayarsaikhan (~lan-Bator,1988), pls 11, 40, 58-61, 67; ~nellgrove,
'The Notion of Divine Kingship', p. 47.
"
A mihriib is the prayer niche in the mosque, and is meant to indicate the direction
of Mecca, or the qibla.
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Figure 10.1

21 7

Floor plan of the RasadkhZna caves at Marigha.

no original decorations or inscriptions remain. South of the forecourt along
the face of the mountain is a shallow cave with three rock-cut tomb chambers
(no. 5) that are now exposed and empty. Over a distance of some 50 metres further
south are five semi-circular cave openings, but these are filled with earth and
. ~seems
~
that these are openings to more
are inaccessible without e x c a v a t i ~ n~t
chambers or burial sites, as was already suggested by Bowman and ~ h o m p s o n . ~ ~
Function and dating The rectangular stone blocks in chambers a and b were
identified as altars, and hence, the chambers as sanctuaries. To all they looked
like the Buddhist circumambulatory pillar-caves of ~fghanistanand central

"
"

These are not depicted in the floor plan (see Figure 10.1).
Bowman and Thompson, 'The Monastery-Church of Bar Hebraeus', p. 56.
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Asia,24and to Bowman and Thompson like the Jacobite style of dual sanctuaries.Z5
I would also note a resemblance to the Sasanian fire altars of Balkh.26~ e Porter
r
wrote: ' ~ h e s esecluded places [i.e. the caves] we are told, were not merely the
habitations of ~ o r o a s t ehimself
r
and his Magi, but were used as temples.'27In the
cave temples of the Mithraists (or mithraea), altars of such dimensions can also
be
An ancient Mithraic use is likely given the similarities with Roman
Mithraic temples, but it is the Ilkhanid period that is of greater interest to us.
he second set of observations revolves around the underground area and
takes us into the ~lkhanidperiod. Andri Godard believed that the site was a
mere extension of the Ilkhanid observatory and that the underground chamber
served as a cold store.29The purpose of the underground spaces according to
Bowman and Thompson was for storing precious items - manuscripts or relicse30
Ball does not venture a guess about the purpose of the underground area. We can
also not rule out the possibility that the underground passages served as escape
routes. The soot along the underground walls may be the legacy of arson."
Caves lend themselves well to seekers of refuge, and the site may indeed have
, ~it~ may have served the followers
served persecuted Christians or B ~ d d h i s t sas
of Babak, the famous rebel of several centuries earlier (201/816-17) described in
the early ~ r a b i sources.j3
c
However, we have no evidence to that effect, and can
therefore not confirm that this area served any religious purpose.
Ball, 'Two Aspects', pp. 137-8.
25
Bowman and Thompson, 'The Monastery-Church of Bar Hebraeus', p. 43.
26
On the Balkh altars, see A.D.H. Bivar, 'Fire-Altars of the Sassanian Period in Balkh',
Journal of Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, 17 (1954): pp. 182-3 and pls 25-6, pl. 25.
'' Porter, Travels in Georgia, Persia, Armenia, vol. 2, p. 496.
z8
See Varjivand, Kawish-i Rgadkhcina-yi Marcigha, pp. 279-83. On the history and
belief system of Mithraism which developed with the conquest of Persia by ~lexander
the Great in 331 BCE, see Franz Cumont, Les Mystkres de Mithra (Brussels, 1913) and ~ a u f i q
wahby, The Remnants of Mithraism in Hatra and Iraqi Kurdistan and its Traces in Yazidism
o on don, 1962).
29
Godard, Les Monuments de Marigha, p. 20.
lo
Bowman and Thompson, 'The Monastery-Church of Bar Hebraeus', p. 53.
I'
Fires may have been lit intentionally or may have been caused by natural
disasters. The Maragha area has been earthquake-prone for centuries, and earthquakes
would have caused fires in places where oil lamps or candles were burning. The
many notches in the walls of the Rcqadkhina caves tell us that this was the case. See
Charles Melville, 'Historical Monuments and Earthquakes in Tabriz', Iran, 19 (1981):
pp. 159, 162-3 and 168. Fires may also, of course, have been used for cooking or heating
the caves in this area that reaches freezing temperatures in the winter.
Iz
On the persecution of ~hristiansduring the ~lkhanate,~aballaha111 states that
'that accursed and damned man, Nawrtiz [i.e. one of the Ilkhanid rebels in ~horasan],the
hater ofjustice, the enemy of the truth and the lover of falsehood' destroyed a number of
Christian churches. See Budge, Monks of Kiibldi Khdn, p. 224.
'I
For a recent description of the rebel, see Dominique Sourdel, 'Babak', ElZ.
z4
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The third set of observations refers to the small chambers further north. Ball
suggests that these are the cells of a rn~nastery.~'
Due to the fact that much of the
hill rock has crumbled away it is difficult to ascertain any structural constellation
of cells that would match the template outlined by Lamotte. Bowman and
~hompsonpropose that these were Christian monastic cells.35
Despite the literary evidence for Ilkhanid monastery-churches in MarHgha,
it is difficult to identify the RasadkhHna caves to be one of them. Godard
convincingly asks why the Ilkhans would not build a free-standing, richly
decorated and imposing church, like the other Ilkhanid churches described in
the contemporary chronicle^.^^
In the absence of any specifically Buddhist epigraphy, iconography or
artefacts, it is difficult to confirm that the RasadkhHna site served as an llkhanid
Buddhist monastery or temple. In fact, some Afghan caves were identified as
Buddhist only on account of the Buddhist themes painted on their walls (see
below), rather than their architecture. It is fair to assume that the RasadkhHna
caves have served different troglodyte groups since prehistoric times, including
~ i t h r a i s t s ,and possibly Buddhists or Christians. Systematic archaeological
reconnaissance and secured excavations of the caves and the surrounding area
could help us to ascertain the Ilkhanid Buddhist use of the site.
2. Mihri ~emple/Imiimziida MaC@m(near ~ a r i i g h a )

Previousstudies The first archaeologist to describe this site was Parviz Va javand
in the early 1970s. Wanvick Ball provided a more accurate overview by factoring
in the inscriptions and decorated stonework in the complex, as well as the
adjacent cemetery, and a more detailed floor plan.37Recent Iranian excavations
highlight further architectural features (see floor plan in Figure 10.2).
Observations In the outskirts of MarHgha lies the site of the Mihri Temple,
also known as the ~mamzadaMa'sum. This site is far less known than the last,
although it is just as mysterious, and therefore deserves more attention. he site
has three accessible areas: a main space surrounded by four domed chambers
(nos 2,4,5, 6,7); a four-domed hall with a full-size pillar in its centre (no. 3); and
a set of three long chambers some 100 metres away.

Ball, 'Two Aspects', p. 131.
Bowman and Thompson, 'The ~onastery-Churchof Bar Hebraeus', pp. 43-5.
36
Godard, Les Monuments de Mariigha, p. 20; on llkhanid churches, see Minorsky,
'Marigha, El2.
"
Parviz Varjivand, 'The 1rnZmzideh Ma'siim Varjovi near MarZgheh', ~ a sand
t West,
2513-4 (1975):pp. 435-8, at p. 436, figs 1 and 2; warwick w all. 'The ~mimzzdehMa'siim at
,
~itteilungena w
Vardjovi. A Rock-Cut Tlkhinid Complex near ~ a r i g h e h ' ~rchiiologische
Iran, 12 (1979): pp. 329-40, at p. 331.
34

35
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Figure 10.2

Floor plan of the Mihri ~ e m p l e / ~ m i m z i dMa'siim,
a
near Marigha.

The main space: An elm tree and a stone stairway lead down to what Ball
calls the antechamber (no. 1). A parallelogram-shaped opening with a rough
semi-circular roof and a single step of masonry blocks crosses into the central
chamber (no. 4). The original roof has collapsed, and is now replaced by a
makeshift modern brick roof. Ball suggests that the roof was originally divided
into three by two shallow semi-circular arches. He notes the four symmetrical
notches along the opening, two on either side, indicating where a rectangular
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wooden door had been fitted. Recent Iranian excavations have revealed direct
access from the central chamber (no. 4) to the largest of the domed chambers
(no. 7) through two corridors; to another domed chamber not previously
recorded (no. 6); and to the square room with a domed roof to the northeast
(no. 2). all had already recorded the access from the middle of the west wall of
chamber 4 through a semi-circular vaulted alcove with a tunnel leading to yet
another domed chamber which is now free of rubble (no. 5). Flanking the vaulted
alcove is a badly eroded east-facing mihriib, a square niche to its south and a band
of ~ur'iinicinscription^.'^
On the south side of the main chamber (no. 4) is a large square-roofed alcove.
Ball observed the deliberate obliteration of frescoes here, but the author could
not confirm that. The roof is blackened by what seems to be smoke, and next to
it is a small wall opening that looks like an airshaft. The alcove leads to a little
cavity that contains two niches. A second access to the largest domed room (no.
7) leads through an opening on the southern end of the east wall of chamber no.
4 via a passageway. The domed chamber no. 7 has a remarkably well-preserved
ceiling faceted in the Ilkhanid stalactite style (Plate 10.3). Each facet is a square
or triangle and only one facet has any decoration left on it. Not remarked on
by Ball are tracings in naskhi script on the walls, which may indicate that the
calligraphic artwork was left incomplete, and possibly brought to an abrupt halt.
The second part: The pillared hall (no. 3) is accessed from the main chamber
(no. 4) via a small roughly square chamber surmounted by a dome with practically
no zone of transition or squinches (no. 2). It has a light shaft in its ceiling and
contains a row of four roughly elliptical niches set at eye-level on its east wall
and two elongated niches on the adjacent walls (Plate 10.4). The pillared hall
itself was largely filled with the rubble of its collapsed ceiling when Ball visited,
but has now been cleared out by the Iranian Cultural Heritage Organisation. It
is a large square, divided into four smaller squares by semi-circular arches, each
surmounted by a (now collapsed) dome, possibly pierced by a light shaft like in
chamber no. 2. Ball guessed rightly that the hall had 'at least two alcoves'39- in
fact, there are three; one cut in the east wall and two in the north wall. what s all
could not see is the abundance of niches cut into the chamber and pillar walls.
The pillar's hexagonal stem (plate 10.5) has 12 finely-carved niches grouped into
four (Plate 10.6). The niches on the chamber walls are largely eroded, but two
o
revealed are carved door notches on the western
are well preserved. ~ l s newly
wall and low-lying rock-cut pegs. he opening in the western wall leading to
the stairway antechamber (no. 1) seems to be recent and was probably not an
original feature of the building.
d 100 metres to the east of the complex is a set of
The third part: ~ o c a t e just
e
largely filled when all
one transversal and two lateral chamberse40~ h e s were

39
40

See also photos in ~ lMatin,
i
~ a s t ~ z e r b a i j (a ~n e h r a n1384
, ~.~h./2005-06),
pp. 72-3.
Ball, 'The Irn5mzsdeh Ma'siim at Vardjovi, p. 333.
The third part of the site is not indicated in the floor plan (Fig. 10.2).
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visited,41but recent excavations reveal an array of large trough-like niches or
basins with pegs carved in the rock (Plate 10.7). Some features include a little
opening in the ground (now covered) and a large elevated rock-cut platform.
Function and dating Our research team found that the site remains an active
Islamic shrine venerated by local pilgrims today. The largest domed chamber
(no. 7) houses the shrine of Ma'sum, presumably the wife of a local dignitary who
created the shrine for her. The smaller domed chamber (no. 5) is said to be the
shrine of the dignitary himself.42
Here again, Ball suggests that this is one of the butkhanas configured as an
Islamic building after the Ilkhan GhZzZn (reg. 69411295-70311304) converted to
Islam. Ball contends that the oldest tombstone at the adjacent cemetery is dated
to the eighthlfourteenth century: we were not able to identify that tombstone.
He supports his Buddhist thesis with two main arguments: that the niches in
chamber no. 2 leading to the pillar-cave (no. 3) may have contained rows of
a BZmiyZn in Afghanistan; and
images such as those in the stiipas of ~ a d d and
that circumarnbulatory pillar-caves are found in Buddhist cave complexes in
other places, such as at BasZwal and filkhana in Afghanistan, and at Qara Tepe
and Turfan further east.43However, here again, Ball does not explain why these
cave establishments would be built so much later than the Afghan or Central
Asian ones. As with the nearby RasadkhZna site, VarjZvand suggests that it
was ~ i t h r a i cseeing
,
(unspecified) parallels with the ~ a s j i d - sangi
i
(the stone
mosque) of DarZbjird and of ij in Iran and with the mithraeum near Azarshahr in
the East Azerbaijan province of Iran.44

Ball, h he Imimzideh Ma'sum at vardjovi', p. 335.
Local residents told us that pilgrims used to make offerings at the shrine for
fertility or good health, but stopped after the shrine was looted some years ago. It is still
where the annual ta'ziya procession is performed; the ta'ziya is the Islamic passion play
that re-enacts the suffering and death of ~ u s a y nibn 'Ah ibn AbiTilib (d. 611680).
43
See Ball, 'The ~mamzidehMa'sum at Vardjovi', pp. 338-9. To take Ball's argument
further, it can be surmised that if there had been a stiipa in this site it would have been
in chamber 7. The domed chamber exhibits the greatest similarities with the Indian or
Tibetan caitya that houses stiipas. On Tibetan chorten and monastery architecture, see
Adrian Snodgrass, The Symbolism of the Stupa (Delhi, 1992); Niels Gutschow and g avid N.
Gellner, The Nepalese Caitya: 1500 Years of Buddhist Votive Architecture in the ~ a t h m a n d uValley
(Stuttgart, 1997).
44
varjivand, 'The lmimzideh Ma'sum Varjovi near Marigheh', pp. 437-8. he
primary name of the site, Mihri, may also be significant. wahby in his study of Mithraic
elements in the Yazidi religion of the Kurds (citing Cumont, MystJres de ~ i t h r a )explains
,
that 'Mithra' - the Indo-Aryan god of light, guardian of the truth and enemy of the lie and
error - became the god of the sun and contracts, in the Iranian context, where his name
was modified to 'Mihr' in the first century CE. Wahby also refers to numerous cave temple
sites in Iraq. See his Remnants ofMithraism, pp. 3 and 12-14.
41

42
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m either Ball nor Varjivand factor into their analyses the third part of the
complex - the three long chambers. It is reasonable to presume that the elevated
platform served as a kitchen space, and that the opening in the ground (now
filled) led to underground cool stores. Furthermore, the trough-like niches and
pegs are reminiscent of stables: the niches would have held fodder for horses or
cattle tethered to rock-cut pegs. Such domestic uses may have served secular
households as well as religious establishment^.'^
As with the ~ a s a d k h i n asite, the MihriTemple lacks evidence that can allow
us to take Ball's argument any further. The epigraphy, the stalactite style of the
mihriibs and the domed roof of the main shrine (chamber 7) point to an Ilkhanid
~ u s l i muse. It does not seem that was a new Ilkhanid construction as Ball
suggests, but rather that the Ilkhans added their own signature to a structure
that already existed.
3. Diish Kasan / Qonqor Olong

Previous studies Gianroberto Scarcia and a team of archaeologists from Venice
visited the site when a significant portion was still under rubble (which has been
cleared today). In a brief article in the mid-1970s he suggested that the figural
representations on it were Buddhist. Wolfram Kleiss describes it briefly with
photos and a rough plan in a 1997 article.46
Observations This site lies in Zanjin province near the late llkhanid capital of
SultHniyya. At the village of Viyar on a plateau the Mongols called Qonqor Olong,
one comes across an imposing Ilkhanid horseshoe-shaped facade that faces
north towards the ~ a f i d~ t i mountains.
h
he name of the village of Viyar might
itself be an indication that a Buddhist building once stood here. The name ~ i y a r /
Viar is common in Iran and Central Asia, and may be a cognate of vih~ira.~'
The
faqade encloses a generous open space of some 30 x 70 metres (Plate l0.8), which
"

Not recorded, and probably unknown to Ball, is another long room, some twenty
metres away from the 'third part' of the site, that features similar trough-like niches. It
now serves as the underground chicken coop of a local resident's house some twenty
metres away. Moreover, recent informal excavations have revealed an extensive site, now
underground, only seven hundred metres southwest of Mihri that spans a wide plain on
a hill known as Pir HHshim. The Iranian Cultural Heritage and Tourism Organisation dug
dozens of holes into the ground, two to three metres in diameter, that reveal an intricate
system of stairs, wells and chambers. To the south of the plain, across a narrow river and
along a low mountain range, another set of cave openings, nichesand built walls can be
seen.
46
See Gianroberto Scarcia, 'The "VihHr" of ~onqor-olong- Preliminary Report',
East and West, 2513-4 (1975): pp. 99-104; and Wolfram Kleiss, 'Bauten und ~iedlungsplatze
in der Umgebung von Soltaniyeh', Archiiologische Mitteilungen aus Iran und Turan, 29 (1997):
pp. 341-91, pls 9 and 42.
47
The name 'Viyar' is reminiscent of Richard Bulliet's study of the place name 'Viar'
and its cognate, bahar, which is common in north-east Iran. See his 'Naw BahHr and the
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opens up to a stunning wide plain. Gianroberto Scarcia provided a floor plan of
the external site, but described only a few structural details, probably because
of the rubble fill.48The site is still peppered with fallen building blocks, but the
Iranian Cultural Heritage Organisation has cleared the blocks to the periphery.
This has laid bare much of the floors and the faqade, which I shall now describe.49
The Qonqor Olong site, also known today as 'Dish Kasan', lies on an elevation
rising on three shallow levels along the slope of the hill. Approaching the site at
its first and lowest level, the open space, though largely dilapidated, gives the
impression of having been a grand entrance. Ruins of staircase-like structures
flank the entrance vertically to its east and west, and horizontal steps appear to
have connected this level to the next. While the high walls of the facade at the
first level have largely crumbled, the remains indicate a chiseled herring-bone
pattern. On the eastern side of the enclosed space lies a rectangular sandpit-like
structure framed by large rectangular rocks.
On the second level, the east and west walls feature cave openings, all of
which are sealed. The light colouring of the damaged faqade indicates that the
rock fall was recent. This is not surprising given the soft consistency of the hill
rock. The walls, albeit spoilt, are finely smoothed, geometrically refined and rich
in decorative detail. They were partly obscured by rubble in Scarcia's time as can
be seen from his photos and incomplete plan.50The recent clearing of the open
space has brought to light the symmetrical juxtaposition of decorative relief on
a vertical plane and of structure on a horizontal axis. Cut into the eastern and
western walls is a pair of large relief carvings of a framed dragon (Plate 10.9). The
dragon on the west wall was not visible when Scarcia visited. As with the minor
cave openings, the dragons are directly opposite one another. Unfortunately, the
structure above the dragons has largely broken off, but one can make out a wide
niche, which may have housed a large statue.
At the third and most-elevated level, another sealed cave opening is now
largely obscured from lower-level view due to the collapse of the weathered
roof of the south-western part of the facade. An unconventional set of adjacent
stalactite mihriibs flank the central cave opening at the outer edges of the south
wall and on either side of the eastern and western walls (plate 10.10). The
mihriibs are facing north, east and west, when according to traditional practice
they should be facing Mecca, which lies in a south-south-westerly direction. An
intricate symmetry of carved pillars is found on the southern wall.

Survival of Iranian Buddhism', [ran, 14 (1976): pp. 140-45. A similar argument has been
made for the etymology of the name Bukhara: see the article on the city in El2.
48
Scarcia, 'The "Vihir" of Qonqor-olong', p. 103.
49
NO floor plan will be given here. he Iranian cultural Heritage and Tourism
Organisation has issued a report on its recent excavations written by Dr ~ i r - ~ a t t ibut
h,
the research team was not able to locate it in time for this article.
Scarcia, 'The "VihHr" of Qonqor-olong', p. 103.
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not her mihrib - only revealed recently - can be seen to the right of the
dragon relief on the western wall. This mihib differs in shape from the others
in that it is long and narrow with some decorative deviations, such as reliefs of
pillars and arches. While the eastern wall directly opposite has broken off, it is
likely that the same mihrib format and symmetrical harmony was executed here.
Function and dating Scarcia suggests that the characteristic features of the
complex - structural, stylistic and iconographic - are markers of Ilkhanid
Buddhism, notably that of Arghun Khan who started the construction of
Sultaniyya. That the building is Ilkhanid may be gleaned from contemporary
literary references to Qonqor Olong discussed above. The confines of Sultiniyya
extended beyond where the famous tomb of Oljeitii is found today, and may well
have included this building51The mihrib carvings may have been added when
the Ilkhan 01jeiti.i embraced Islam.52
Scarcia does not suggest what the function of the building may have been,
and it is indeed difficult to ascertain. Perhaps the Qonqor Olong site was a
hunting lodge for the Ilkhan and his entourage, and it may also have contained
a temple. Unlike MarZgha, this site has the aura of a regal entrance to a palatial
building and boasts the grandeur of a powerful ruler. It does not include any
convincing elements of Lamotte's profiling of a Buddhist monastery or temple,
but then again, too little of it is visible today. Even the facade is too ruined, and
without further excavations, we will not know whether it held any Buddhist
objects of worship. However, as mentioned earlier, Rashid al-Din and QZshZni
provide some evidence that there was a place of worship (bandagi) in Qonqor
Olong attended by the Ilkhans and bakhhis, and it is not impossible that this is
the site to which they are referring.
The table below summarizes the elements that could possibly fall into
Lamotte's description of ~ndianBuddhist rock-cut caves. he ticked boxes are
a crude and approximate indication. We cannot say that these features were
necessarily Buddhist, but they are shared with early ~ndianBuddhist cave
temples and monasteries.

5L

The wall of Sultgniyya at the time of Arghun KhPn reached 12,000 paces
in circumference. His son and successor, bljeitu, began to enlarge the town in 70311305
(up to 30,000 paces in circumference). See Minorsky, 'Sultiniyya', ElZ,citing QPsh2ni.
" Sufi shaykhs, in particular, seem to have found the favour of the llkhan bljeitu.
See Reuven Amitai-Preiss, 'Sufis and Shamans: Some Remarks on the Islamization of the
Mongols in the Tlkh~nate',lournal of the Economic and Social History of the Orient, 42 (1999):
p. 35.
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able 10.1

Features of the Iranian cave sites that are shared with Indian
Buddhist cave temples and monasteries
TEMPLE

MONASTERY

~eatures/
Sites

~ectangular ~ o u b l e
hall, stairs
row of
(for s t i p a )
pillars

vaulted
nave

Rqadkhina

--

.\I

MihriTemple

.\I
d

--

Qonqor Olong

--

--

semi-circular
opening
(to stiipa)

Verandas

Flatroofed
central
hall

Small
cells

?

.\I

?

?
--

--

--

--

--

?
--

(11) FINDINGS: EPlGRAPHY AND IMAGES AT THE ROCK-CUT SlTES

Unfortunately, none of the sites displays any epigraphy that was written in the
languages of Buddhism - Sanskrit, Pali, Tibetan, Chinese, Ghandari etc. In fact,
the only epigraphy visible at all is a finely cut wall inscription at Mihri (plate
10.2) of a Qur'iinic text in the Arabic naskhiscript. Ball transcribed the remnants
of the inscription - more has been lost since - and identified excerpts from the
'Victory' siira 48.53The inscription runs horizontally at eye-level along the walls
of the various chambers of The Mihri Temple.
The plaques that are incised on the faqade of the Qonqor Olong site appear
to have displayed some kind of writing as well. The Viyar village elder told the
research team that in his youth the village children used to chip off carved
writings from the faqade. Apparently, the site was still used as a caravanserai and
local festival hall with a fountain (perhaps the sandpit-like structure mentioned
above) in his lifetime, until it was set alight by a local ruler.54No epigraphy is
visible at the site today.
Similarly, while frescoes with Buddhist iconographic detail are a common
feature in Buddhist art and adorn the Afghan and Central Asian cave sites,55none
Ball, 'The Imimzsdeh Ma'sim at Vardjovi', pp. 332-3.
Interview with HZjji 'Abdul Husayn, at Viyar, 24 September 2006. Writing in the
early eighthlfourteenth century, the Persian chronicler wassaf, a protege of the llkhanid
vizier Rashid al-Din, describes Sultiniyya's magnificent buildings and provides extensive
details of an ornate fountain studded with jewels at ~ljeitii'spalace. Wassif, Tahrir-i
Tiit-ikh-i Wqsiif (completed c.727/1326), ed. 'Abd a l - ~ u h a m m a d'Ayati (Tehran, 19931,
pp. 337-9.
55
See examples of Buddhist wall paintings of Afghanistan in Andre ~ o d a r d~, o s e p h
Hackin and Paul Pelliot, Les Antiquitks Bouddhiques de Bamiyan (Paris, 1928), pls XVIIIXXVIII; Daniel Schlumberger, 'Le palais ghaznkvide de Lashkari Bazar', Syria, 24 (1952):
53
54
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is visible at the Iranian caves today. Ball observed remnants of red and yellow
paint at Mihri.56It cannot be excluded that frescoes adorned the walls at some
point and that they were erased, but whether they were Buddhist may never be
known.
At Qonqor Olong there are figural representations, notably a large pair of
dragons finely carved in rock at an extremely high relief (more than 20 cm
deep) flanking the two vertical walls of the horseshoe-shaped faqade (plate
10.9).Although the dragon is frequently found in pre-Islamic and Islamic artistic
repertories - for example, in depictions of dragon-slaying events that feature in
Persian epics - the wall carving of dragons of such a large size is unusual.57The
dragons have serpent-like bodies, lashing tails and gaping mouths. They resemble
Chinese dragons, and are almost identical to the dragons painted on the tiles
of nearby Takht-i SulaymZn of the same period. This matches the commonly
accepted notion that the prototype for the Islamic dragon is Chinese, possibly
adopted by artists from China or Central Asia. The accurate identification of
Sultaniyya on the ~ h i n e s emap described by Bretschneider and dated to the
mid-fourteenth century only strengthens the argument for interactions
between Iran and the Far East. he dragons reflect an eastern style, but it would
be speculative to cite them as strong evidence for the practice of Buddhism in
Iran.58Other icons, such as images of the Buddha, bodhisattvas or the turning
wheel (cakra) would be far more convincing clues for a ~uddhistpurpose of the
rock-cut site.
Carvings of vegetal reliefs line the arches of the mihriib carvings, and also
flank them. he mihriib carvings are superimposed by rock-cut plaques. A t the
pp. 251-70, pls. XXXI and XXXII; examples of Qizil and Qumtura in Painted Buddhas of
Xinjiang o on don, 2002); Tibetan examples in Ian Alsop, 'The Wall Paintings of Mustang',
in Pratapaditya Pal (ed.), Nepal: Old Images, New Insights ( ~ u m b a i2004),
,
pp. 130-31.
56
Ball, 'Two Aspects', p. 134.
57
For dragon images in Islamic and pre-Islamic art in general, see Giovanni Curatola,
Draghi: La tradizione artistica orientale e i disegni del tesoro del Topkapi'(Venice,1989).pp. 45-81,
f ~ t e f a n oCarboni, rhe Legacy of ~ e n g h i Khan.
s
figs 20-78; on tiles, see ~ i n d a~ o m a r o fand
Courtly Art and Culture in Western Asia, 1256-1353 ( ~ e w
~ o r k2002).
,
figs 59,100,102,106,275;
and Rudolf Naumann, Die Ruinen des Tachte Suleiman and Zendan-e Suleiman und Umgebung
( ~ e r l i n 1977),
,
figs 70, 81; in metalwork, see ~ a p h n eLange Rosenzweig, 'stalking the
Persian Dragon: Chinese Prototypes for the Miniature Representations', Kunst des Orients,
12 (1978-79): pp. 150-76 (metalwork); and in carpets, see Taher ~ a b a h i'The
, ~ a g l and
e the
Serpent, the Phoenix and the Dragon', Oriental Carpet and Textilestudies, 5 (1999): pp. 137-44.
Giovanni Curatola wrote an article on the Viyar dragons, which 1 was not able to read in
time for this article: See his Soltiiniya 11 (Venice, 1979).
In China, the dragon does not necessarily have a Buddhist meaning, as the Taoists
and Confucians accepted it as a secular symbol of benevolence and power. See ~uratola,
Draghi, p. 17; and Rosenzweig, 'stalking the Persian Dragon', pp. 150-51. ~ e r a r d u van
s der
Leeuw explains the dragon found in such a multitude of religions through phenomenology
in his Religion in Essence and Manifestation (London, 1938), pp. 66 and 76.
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third level of the Qonqor Olong site, on the southern wall, directly above and
precisely centred with the apexes of the mihriib arches, are two carvings of what
appear to be 'tree of life' depictions: an image that is common to many religions.59
As Scarcia already pointed out, the artistic style in Viyar seems to fall distinctly
i
into the form found in Sasanian-type stucco reliefs such as those of ~ a q -Bustan
(in Kirminshih, ran) that reappear in mediaeval Islamic monument^.^^ Seen
in this light, the image may have been associated with both Buddhist and neoSasanian stylistic repertoires of the Ilkhanid period.
The only other animate object of note is the carving of what Ball suggests6'
to be two entangled snakes surmounted by two diamond-like bosses on the wall
of the central hall at The Mihri Temple (Plate 10.11). The snake has been an
iconographic symbol of various religions since prehistoric times, and therefore
does not help us to identify the religion(s) practised in this cave.
We encountered no texts or movable artefacts, such as scrolls or statues, and
not even ceramic sherds. Bowman and Thompson, who dug at the Rasadkhana
site in Maragha in the 1960s, recovered what appears to have been a lid fragment
at one of the graves. One of its slabs had a small depression 'such as one finds
in "Assyrian" c e m e t e r i e ~ 'Some
. ~ ~ 25 feet south of the tomb area along traces of
another opening, the researchers excavated bits of human bone and two small
pieces of 'mediaeval glazed Arab pottery' at what may have been another burial
site.63 he village elder of Viyar recalled that the Qonqor Olong site had been rich
in artefacts, including coins and pottery, but that 'gold-diggers' had sold them
off to international art dealers.64Future excavators may retrieve artefacts at the
Maragha and Zanjiin sites, which have sealed entrances and may be connected to
larger networks of chambers.

IV. CONCLUSION: A LEGACY LOST IN TRANSLATION?

This study has not provided convincing evidence that Buddhism imported in the
Mongol period left a significant legacy in Iran. Although we know that some
See van der Leeuw, Religion in Essence and ~anifestation,pp. 56-8, and Roger cook,
The Tree of life: Symbol of the Centre o on don, 1974).
60
Scarcia, sc he "~ihiir"of Qonqor-olong', p. 104. Sasanian tree depictions come
in a variety of floral and vegetal designs, such as strips of beads, chevrons, lotus buds,
arch-shaped rosettes, demi-palmettes, leaf-scrolls and acorns. Examples on stucco from
VarZmin, Ctesiphon and TZq-i BiistZn can be seen in Roman Ghirshman, Iran: Parthians
and Sassanians o on don, 1962). p. 189; and Shinji Fukai and Kiyoharu Horiuchi, Tiq-i Bdstin
( ~ o k y o1969),
,
pls IV-VIII, LVII-LIX. For later usage of this style, see Arthur Pope, A Suwey
ofPersian Art: From Prehistoric Times to the Present (London, 1938), vol. 5, pp. 511-13.
61
Ball, 'The lmamzideh Ma'sCim at Vardjovi', p. 330.
62
Bowman and Thompson, 'The Monastery-Church of Bar Hebraeus', p. 49.
63
Bowman and Thompson, 'The Monastery-Church of Bar Hebraeus', p. 56.
Interview with Hajji 'Abd al-Husayn in Viyar, 24 September 2006.
59

64
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~ o n ~ rulers
o l did practise Buddhism, we are in the dark on whether Iranians
converted to the religion or if there was already a Buddhist minority that would
have provided the ~lkhanidimport with an obvious home. We do not know who
would have patronized the establishments, and who constituted the clergy ~ o n g oor
l Persian, 6lite or commoner.
here is much material for archaeologists and art-historians to explore, and
the cross-cultural and multi-disciplinary aspects of the topic would require
collaborations between Iranian and international researchers with expertise in
Buddhist and Islamic architecture and texts. Work at the Sultiniyya site in Iran's
Zanjan province holds the greatest promise for Ilkhanid Buddhism on account
of its geographic location, and the frequency and detail of textual references.
The Iranian Cultural Heritage Organisation has invested significant resources in
debris removal and maintaining the integrity of the site. The story behind the
monumental milange of Sasanian, Islamic and eastern icons at the site deserves
to be told, and its ideological and aesthetic significance understood.
Further studies of the Sultiniyya site should try to draw on the findings
of the excavations being carried out since 2000 at the early Mongol capital
of Qaraqorum (in modern-day Mongolia). Interesting parallels may also be
contained in the Ilkhan Hiilegii's burial site and castle discovered on the island
of Shahi, near Maragha.
In Maragha itself, further studies ofthe rock-hewn underground passages that
probably connect the ~asadkhanasite to the observatory would inevitably hold
more solid clues. However, the current co-location of governmental information
services at the observatory may prove to be an obstacle to further researches at
this point. At the Mihri~emplesite, on the other hand, the distinctively ~lkhanid
features and its connections to the underground city nearby hold promise for
fruitful archaeological research.
Any further studies on the two Marigha sites, which most probably have preIslamic antecedents, should include expertise in Roman Mithraic architecture,
which has enjoyed significant scholarly attention. he Roman parallels could
supplement the little-studied aspects of Mithraic architecture in Iran. here are
plenty of pre-~slamicparallels of rock-cut architecture in Iran itself, and these
should be catalogued and made available to a general scholarly readership. he
Chihilkhana site in Bushehr, for example, which was studied by all in the 1970s
(and this field research team, as well as a Japanese team in 2008) appears to have
t ~ i n d refuge,
u
possibly for Indian merchants.
served as a pre-~slamic~ u d d h i sor
There are other sites that have received hardly any scholarly attention, notably
the enigmatic 'Bunwii' (also spelled on woo') site in southern Iran, which
features shallow, geometrical fountains and epigraphy in Devanagari script
painted in red on its walls and surrounding rock structures.
~lkhanidIran was a melting pot of religions and cultures; and the ~uddhist
influences on it have melted into its history and become indiscernible. his study
has shown that the practice of '~uddhism'in Iran cannot be studied without
significant financial and material (and possibly, ~olitical)investment, and the
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risks of failure may prove prohibitive. he concept of religiosity is complex, and
understanding it requires data, which in this case are sparse. But, we know that
an exchange of ideas and techniques occurred, and that a plurality of people
coexisted, and so we cannot reject the possibility of a Buddhist legacy.

Chapter 11

he ~ u s l i mQueens of the Himalayas:
Princess ~xchangesin ~altistanand ~ a d a k h
Georgios T. Halkias

INTRODUCTION: MUSLIM QUEENS IN BUDDHIST KINGDOMS1
The practice of exchanging princesses (giving and/or receiving them as brides)
was a prevalent feature of ancient diplomacy that was widely practised in Tibet2
and in the states of the north-western Himalayas. Accounts of bride exchange3
can be found in Ladakhi and Balti histories and in folksongs that commemorate
the birth and accomplishments of Kings (rgyal-po) and Lords (io-bo),' Queens
(rgyal-mo) and Noble Ladies (io-jo) and other important historical figures, such
as ministers, priests and famous artists. In this article, we will look at folksongs
concerning ~adakh's'royal era' (rgyal-dus) that celebrate the extraordinary lives
of ~ u s l i mprincesses who were sent as brides to the court of ~ a d a k hand became
known as Khatuns, Muslim queens of Buddhist kingdoms.

This article would not have been possible without the AHRC providing funding
for two fieldwork trips in Ladakh in the summers of 2007 and 2008. Photographs taken
during these journeys are available on http://warburg.sas.ac.uk/islamtibet/documents.
html (see also Plate 11.1). Special thanks go to the following individuals for their advice,
guidance and assistance: Ladakhi historian Tashi Rabgyas for meeting with me on several
occasions at his son's home in Leh and guiding me through the vast oral and written
sources on the history of Ladakh, and to Abdul Ghani Sheikh for availing his knowledge of
Muslim traditions. I am also grateful to the editors and to Christopher Beckwith, Brandon
Dotson and ~ o h Bray
n for their valuable comments.
2
The union of matrimony and politics had already driven Tibet's foreign relations
during the imperial period; see Brandon Dotson, do he 'Nephew-uncle' elation ship in the
International Diplomacy of the Tibetan Empire (seventh-Ninth centuries)', in id. et a].
(eds), Contemporary Visions in Tibetan Studies (Chicago, 2009).
3
This early and most fundamental exchange between one group and another was
e Strauss in Les structures
first discussed in terms of alliance theory in kinship by ~ l a u d Lbvi
hle'mentaires de la parenth (Paris, 1949) and n. 41 below.
4
While Yabgo (a title from Turkestan) was the proper name of a ruling lineage or
'
dynasty in Baltistan, 'the title of the ruler of ~ h a p a l uwas the ~ i b e t a nword ~ h o(~ib.jo-bo;
lord, master): Richard Emerson, 'charismatic ~ingship:A Study of State-Formation and
Authority in Baltistan', Politics and Society, 1 2 (1983): pp. 413-44, at p. 423.
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cultural historians and social anthropologists of Islam and of Tibet may
wish to re-examine the neglected subject of Buddhist-~uslim marriage
alliances; for by their frequency, such exchanges gave rise to intricate forms of
interdependence between families and lineages that challenge stereotypes of
cultural homogeneity and religious exclusivity and introduce important ways
to evaluate the intricate history of Tibetan-Muslim relations in the Himalayas.
~urthermore,the Muslim queens in Ladakh are important for reconstructing
It is
the Central Asian legacy of Muslim women as symbols of ~overeignty.~
well documented that after the Mongol invasion in Central Asia and Persia the
thrones of Muslim states were 'occupied by an impressive number of women with
the privileges of the khutba and coining of money': that is, the most important
expressions of sovereignty in the Muslim world.6Not unlike the Mongol Khatuns,
the Muslim queens of Ladakh, who bear the same title, are the outcome of the
spread of Islamic civilization in Central Asia and its borderlands.
The Muslim queens of our folksongs witness to a rich cultural heritage, an
old blend of Arab, Persian, Mongol, Indian and Tibetan elements. They inspired
) Ladakh ( ' ~ i d d l e
their own legacies for the people of Baltistan ('~ittle~ i b e t ' and
~ i b e t ' )which
,
shared epic and oral traditions as well as Tibetan Buddhism from
the times of the Tibetan Empire (seventh-ninth ~ e n t u r i e s ) .Ever
~ since the
conversion of the Baltis to Islam in the fourteenth-fifteenth centuries partly by
Sayyid 'Ali Hamadhi of Srinagar and mainly by his principal disciple, the khalifa
Sayyid Muhammad Nfirbakhsh (1392-1464),' the Muslim princess-brides stood
as promises of unity and peace and as means of alleviating conflict between the
warring houses of Baltistan and the Buddhist kingdoms of ~ a d a k h .
This study complements Fatima Mernissi's work on the history of ~ u s l i mwomen
ascending the thrones of Muslim states from the thirteenth to the seventeenth centuries.
Mernissi reports, for example, the marriage of Padishah Khatun to Abaqa Khan, Hulegu's
son who was a Buddhist; see The Forgotten Queens of lslam (Minneapolis, 1993), p. 100.
Mernissi, The Forgotten Queens, p. 99. The Mongols had fewer reservations in regard
to entrusting the governing of states to women than the Abbasid caliphs. The ~ o n g o l
Khatuns appear to have held prominent positions and were honoured both at the court
and in the mosque (ibid., pp. 99-107).
For the position of Ladakhi and Balti in the Tibetan language family see Bettina
Zeisler, 'On the Position of Ladakhi and Balti in the Tibetan Language Family', in ~ o h n
Bray (ed.), Ladakhi Histories: Local and Regional Perspectives ( ~ e i d e n2005),
,
pp. 41-64. For
the Baltis and Baltistan see M.A. Stein, Ancient Geography of Kashmir (Calcutta, 1899).
For Persian references on medieval Ladakh and Baltistan, see Jigar ~ o h a m m e d',~ u g h a l
Sources on Medieval Ladakh, Baltistan and western Tibet', in Recent Research on ~ a d a k h
2007 (Leh, 2007), pp. 35-42.
A.S. Bazmee Ansari, 'Baltistin', ElZ.For the spread of lslam see wolfgang ~ o l z w a r t h ,
'Islam in Baltistan: Problems of Research in the Formative Period', in ~rmtraud~tellrecht
(ed.), The Past in the Present: Horizons of Remembering in the Pakistan Himalaya (Cologne,
1997), pp. 1-40. For the development of the Nurbakhshi order, see n. 31 below and the
contribution of Magnusson in this volume.
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unlike the Buddhist princess-brides received into Muslim harems (of which
we hear little), the Khatuns of Ladakh were politically visible in court and,
when caught in intrigues and public scandals, their notoriety preceded them.
Yet, it is not surprising that Ladakh's seventeenth-century cultural renaissance
coincided with the reigns of the two most famous Balti queens, Gyal Khatun
and Kelsang Drolma. For in the realms of arts, architecture and religion they
are celebrated as builders of mosques and patrons of Islamic culture as well as
promoters of Buddhism and symbols of the Mahiyina faith. Beyond their noted
public contributions, the Khatuns of Ladakh participated in other intimate and
important ways: as close kin with ties to Muslim sovereign houses, partners to
Ladakhi kings and queen-mothers to their son-successors.
Future studies on the oral traditions of the north-western Himalayas
will undoubtedly contribute to our greater understanding of the political,
religious and cultural assumptions that governed matrimonial exchanges among
t
the hierarchies and expectations of the
the ~ u s l i mand ~ u d d h i s sovereigns19
bride-givers vis-a-vis the bride-receivers, and the possibilities for mobility for
junior princesses in ~ u s l i mand ~ u d d h i s tharems respectively.1° Here we will
focus on the folk traditions.

HIMALAYAN FOLK LITERATURE: KHATUN SONGS FROM THE ROYAL ERA

The rich and relatively unexplored traditions of folk literature in Ladakh and
Baltistan are celebrated in festivals, songs and hymns, fables and proverbs,
dances, music and drama." ~ o l kliterature in the Indian Himalayas was greatly
9

It appears that cultural assumptions governing royal marriages did not reflect
those operating on a more general level in the marriages of commoners; see for example
the status of the Argons ('ar-gon) or 'cultural hybrids', a term applied 'to all offspring
of a Ladakhi mother converted to Islam and of a Muslim father, without regard to
ethnic origin ( ~ a s h m i rPunjab,
,
Yarkand, Baltistan, etc) as well as their descendants'; see
Pascale Dollfus, 'The History of Muslims in Central Ladakh', The Tibet journal, 2013 (1995):
pp. 35-58, at p. 42, and Gerhard Emmer, 'The Condition of the Argons in Leh', in Recent
Research on Ladakh 2007, pp. 179-87. Inter-religious marriages have tended to be quite
common in Ladakh, at least until recently.
lo
Polygamy was a custom for BaltT and Buddhist sovereigns alike. commonly,
the Muslim queens were junior wives to the Kings of Ladakh. They had to compete to
secure the succession of their sons in the nobility in Leh or that of the minor Buddhist
kingdoms of zanskar, ~ u b r a ~, u l b e k h Purig
,
and so forth. ~ d o p t i o ncommon
,
among
Tibetan nobles, was not an option for royal succession. For kingship in ~ a d a k hsee Peter
Schwieger, 'Power and Territory in the ~ i n g d o mof Ladakh', in ~ h i e r r y~ o d i nand Heinz
Rather (eds), Recent Research on Ladakh 7 ( ~ l m1997),
,
pp. 427-34.
11
The folk traditions of ~ a d a k hhave, until now, received much less attention
than they justly deserve, especially since they are under threat from modern societies.
The present survey draws from the following collections and studies: Nawang Tsering
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influenced by literary traditions from Tibet and monastic and lay forms of
~ i b e t a nBuddhism. Since the advent of Islam in the area there has been an
arrival of Persian and Arabic literature. Among the Persian and Arabic stories
introduced in some parts of Ladakh, the most influential are the famous Persian
Epic Shihnimeh and Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves.''
he remarkably diverse collection of Ladakhi folk songs (glu) span over
a period of more than a thousand years. They are often accompanied by
instrumental music (dbyangs)13and have been classified on the basis of their
purpose, social function or subject-matter.I4 For example, there are numerous
heroic folksongs (gying-glu) inspired by epic sagas like Gesar of Ling, Druguma
and Api cho;15songs sung by Dard immigrants to the region; religious songs of
the Buddhist (chos-glu) and Muslim hymns (hamd, qasida or manqabat, marsia,
and bahre tawils); songs of love (grogs-glu), teasing (tshig-glu) and songs sung
in marriage (bag-ston gyi glu), dance (shon-glu), drinking (chang-glu) songs and
others, covering a wide range of occasions, topics and moods.
Folksongs are the soul and body of Ladakhi folk literature. For generations
poems celebrated kings as symbols of legitimate sovereignty and guardians of
the common people. Hence, songs about ha tuns belong to the genre of heroic
oral literature, the glorious and romanticized times of the rgyal-dus, the royal
i
the ~aishaCastle (~ai-shapho-brang), among the
era. In a heroic ~ a d a k h song,
blessings of heaven and earth, the presence of queens is a gift to all women:

Shakspo (The Culture of Ladakh through Song and Dance [ ~ e h20081;
,
Songs from the Himalaya:
Ladakhi Folk Songs [ ~ e h 19851);
,
Tashi Rabgyas (poems and Songs -7ig rten kun tu dga' ba'i
glu [ ~ e h 20071);
,
Kacho Sikandar Khan Sikandar ( ~ a d a k hin the Mirror of her Folklore:
,
Abdul Gani Sheikh ('~olksongs
A Comprehensive Survey ofthe Folklore ofLadakh [ ~ a r g i l19971);
and Dances of Ladakh', in Recent Researches on the Himalaya elhi hi, 19981, pp. 56-61);
A.H. Francke ('~adakhiSongs', The Indian Antiquary, 31 [1902]: pp. 87-106; A History of
Western Tibet we on don, 19071; Antiquities of Indian Tibet, part I1 [~alcutta,19261; ~istorical
Songs from Ladakh in the Leipzig Archives, see n. 42 below); and Banat Gul Afridi (Baitistan
in History [~eshawar,19881).
l2
For the influence of Arabic and Persian literature see Khan, Ladakh in the Mirror,
p. 52. For Muslim and Tibetan elements in Ladakhi vocal and instrumental music, see
Mark Trewin, 'A Cross-cultural Study of Instrumental Music in Ladakh', in Gudrun Meier
and Lydia Icke-Schwalbe (eds), Wissenschajbgeschichte und gegenwartige Forschungen in
Nordwest-lndien (Dresden, 1990), pp. 273-6, and Mark Trewin and Susan Stephens, The
Music Culture of Ladakh: City University Ladakh Expedition o on don, 1987).
l3
See Eric Larson, 'Ladakhi Folk Songs and Instrumental Music', in Patrick Kaplanian
(ed.), Ladakh Himalaya Occidental Ethnologie, fcologie (Pau, ~ O O Opp.
) , 73-5.
14
For contemporary classifications and examples, see Khan, Ladakh in the Mirror and
Tsering Shakspo, The Culture ofladakh.
l5
Api Cho was believed to have been one of old Baltistan's popular heroes living
h the Mirror, p. 48) explains that 'according to a tradition, Api
near Shigar. Khan ( ~ a d a k in
] killed at the hands of Kesar:
Tso [ ~ h owas
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On the high horizon of Yaisha Castle
There exist ye twain bodies of Sun and Moon;
~fye twain bodies of sun and moon
Do so exist,
A blessing will it be
For us winged beings.

...
~nside he) High Yaisha Castle
There livest thou The Father King;
1f thou the Father King Dost so live,
A blessing will it be for (the union of) us
King and subjects.
~nsidethe high castle of Yaisha
There livest thou
The Mother Queen;
If thou the Mother Queen
Dost so live,
A blessing will it be for us
The fair sex.I6

FOLKSONGS OF MUSLIM QUEENS FROM LADAKH AND BALTISTAN
I. MUSULU BEKIM, THE CHARM OF A THOUSAND QUEENS

The second half of the fifteenth century witnessed the rise of a new Ladakhi
dynasty descending from King Tri Tsugde (c.1380-1410). His son Drag Burnde
(c.1410-35)'' succeeded his father on the throne and is remembered as a devout
Buddhist ruler with strong ties in Central Tibet. Bumde sponsored many
Buddhist temples, among them Spituk monastery,18 the first establishment of
the reformed school of Buddhism ( ~ e l u g in
) ~adakh.He is famous for his royal
edict abolishing what may have been a widely-held practice of animal sacrifice.

l6

Translation by Khan, Ladakh in the Mirror, p. 202.
Unless otherwise indicated, dating follows Luciano Petech, The Kingdom of Ladakh
(Rome, 1977) and A study on the Chronicles of Ladakh (Indian ~ i b e t (Calcutta,
)
1939). Tashi
Rabgyas provides different regnal dates for the Ladakhi kings in History of ~ a d a k hcalled
the Mirror which Illuminates All (Maryul la dwags kyi sngon rubs kun gsal me long) ( ~ e h2006).
,
l8
An original eleventh-century temple on this site was said to have been erected
,
becoming a monastery of the ad am pa
by the King of Guge (western ~ i b e t )eventually
school of Tibetan Buddhism: Genevieve ~chekhoffand Yvan ~omolli,Buddhist Sanctuaries
ofLadakh (Bangkok, 1987),p. 77.
l7
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~ o fart from Mulbekh lies the village of Pashkum.19 According to tradition,
King ~ u m d ehad a castle built in ~ a s h k u mafter his marriage to Ganga Rani,
a ~ a s h m i r princess
i
known by her Indian name. According to Sikandar Khan,
in the folksong f he Great Pashkurn, the Muslim princess is known as the Queen
.
Mu-su-lu Be-kim).zoBesides her distinguished
Muslim ~ e k i m( ~ i b rGyal-mo
beauty and charm noted by the folk tradition, not much else is known of her
life. ~t is likely that she was requested as a bride by King Drag Bumde to serve as
an ambassador of goodwill, given the immanent threat of Muslim forces led by
i Ka~hmir.~'
Her son with King Bumde received the Tibetan-~uslim
Rai ~ a d a rof
name Drungpa 'A1i.2Z

The Great Pashkum
(~ikandar~ h a n~, a d a k hin the Mirror, pp. 73-4)
Lo! The Royal Palace of Great Pashkum
Having been erected
Is touching the sky!
The Great Palace of Great Pashkum
Having been built is equaling the sky!
The Royal Palace of Great Pashkum
Is all aglow with the light of
Sun and Moon.
Not the light of Sun and moon it is
But the charming complexion of
'Queen Muslim Bekim', The Queen!
Not the glow of the full moon it is
But the charming appearance of
l9

The village of Pashkum (Pashkyum) is located in the Suru valley in Purig.
Khan, Ladakh in the Mirror, p. 73. Be-kim is probably a title derived from begum
(Indo-Persian begum); see Ansari, 'Baltistan'. Musulu Bekim must have been the junior
wife, for a colophon mentions the King and the name of his Ladakhi wife, a Queen Jowo
Kyab Pha (Petech, The Kingdom of Ladakh, p. 22).
The conquering of Baltistan by Rai Madari during the reign of Sikandar (13941416) may have heralded the Islamic conversion of Baltistan (Petech, The Kingdom of
Ladakh, p. 22).
22
Francke, A History of western Tibet, p. 81. For the tradition of granting half-~ibetan
half-Muslim names to princes of Buddhist-Muslim descent, see n. 51. Nawang Tsering
Shakspo reports on a different tradition of ~uslim-Buddhistnames in the village of
Khuksho (120 km from Leh): 'According to village custom the eldest son of the family
receives a Muslim name. Others would have "mixed" names such as Ali Tsering, Musa
Namgyal, Sonam Bibi, Fatima Tsering and so on': 'The Significance of ~ h u k s h oin the
Cultural History of ~adakh',in Henry Osmaston and Philip Denwood (eds), Recent ~esearch
on Ladakh, 4 &5 o on don, 1995), pp. 181-7.
20
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Queen Muslim Bekim!
Verily, Queen Muslim Bekim
Does excel
A hundred queens;
Verily, Queen Muslim Bekim does possess
The grace and charm of
A thousand queens.

11. GYAL KHATUN AND GYAL KELSANG, THE BALTI CHAIN OF QUEENS
'AliMir andlamyang Namgyal
The history of relations between the Ladakhi dynasties and the warrior-clans of
Baltistan was marked by reciprocal territorial invasions and plundering followed
by times of peace sustained between the Balti warrior clansz3and the royal house
of Leh. Earlier Ladakhi incursions into Baltistan met with little resistance up
until the reign of the greatest figure in Balti history, 'A17 shir khin (1580-1624),~~
or 'Ali Mir of the Ladakhi Royal Chronicles (La dwags rgyal
'Ali khan was a man talented in statesmanship and d i p l o m a ~ yIt
. ~appears
~
that he enticed the Ladakhi king, Jamyang Namgyal (c.1575-95), to lead an
army to aid the sultan of Chigtan who was in conflict with the sultan of Kartse.
This move proved disastrous for the people of Ladakh who were left behind
defenceless. Outmanoeuvred and resourceless in enemy territory, King Jamyang
had to surrender himself and his noble prisoners to the powerful sultan of
Skardo. The Baltis seized the opportunity to invade Ladakh, plundering and
ravaging Buddhist temples and religious treasures with memorable vengeance
and iconoclastic fever.27

23

The local title of the Balti rulers was makpon/maqpon (Tib. dmag-dpon, lit. army
leader); see Petech, The Kingdom of Ladakh, p. 33, n. 3. In old folksongs they are known as
Cho 60-bo).
24
Dates provided by Afridi, Baltistan in History, p. 40.
25
The alleged founder of the lines of Balti chiefs, 'AIi shir khZn mentioned by
Alexander Cunningham (Ladhk, Physical, Statistical, and Historical c on don, 18541). ~ h r i d h a r
H.N. Kaul (Ladakh through the Ages: Towards a New Identity e el hi, 19921) and Afridi (Baltistan
in History), can be no other than the 'ATM r who invaded Ladakh and kept captive the
Ladakhi King Jamyang Namgyal and his army; see Petech, A Study on the Chronicles, pp. 134-6;
Francke, A History of Western Tibet, pp. 92-6 and Antiquities of Indian Tibet, pp. 184-7. Rabgyas
(History of Ladakh, p. 168) provides his full title, Ali Mir Sher KhZn.
26
In 1591, he gave 'a daughter in marriage to prince Salim, the heir-apparent of the
Moghul empire; and he appears again in the Moghul texts of 1603': Petech, The Kingdom
of Ladakh, p. 33.
27
For an account of the damage on ~adakh'sreligious heritage see Janet Rizvi,
Ladakh: Crossroads of High Asia (Delhi, 1996), p. 66.
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popular tradition, backed by the Royal Chronicles, recalls that while Jamyang
~ a m g y awas
l in prison, 'Ali Mir's daughter was placed in his attendance. 'In due
course, the princess and the king exchanged vows of marriage and she became
pregnant. Her father having examined her and "seeing the damage that had
been done, he gave his daughter to the king and allowed him to return to Ladakh
together with his noble^.'"'^ Whatever the circumstances may have been, '~1i
Mir released King Jamyang but not before giving his daughter, later known as
Gyal Khatun, as his bridexvwith the stipulation that her son must inherit the
~ a d a k hthrone.
i
Following this mandate, Jamyang's two sons with his first wife,
Queen Tsering, were ips0 facto banned from royal succession and were sent off
to Central Tibet.jo
Muslim-Buddhist marriages
The royal marriage must have been an elaborate and expensive affair for both
parties. The Rajas of Baltistan were known to give very lavish and generous
dowries, which usually came in the shape of both movable and immovable
property. Movable property included 'gold, silver, precious stone, jewellery,
fine and costly clothing, swords, guns and 12 sets of house-hold utensils. As
regards immovable property, village or villages are given in dowry.'" Tradition
recalls that part of Gyal Khatun's movable dowry was 'a bevy of Muslim maids,

"

Petech, The Kingdom of Ladakh, p. 34.
Afridi (Bultistun in History, p. 43) argues that 'it was Sher Gazi, Raja of Saling,
Khaplu, who gave his daughter Rgial Khatoon, in marriage to' Jamyang Namgyal. The
Khaplu ruler had also achieved his release from the Raja of Ladakh who agreed that Gyal
Khatun's children should be given preference in succession to those of the first queen;
see Hashmatullah Khan, History of Baltistan (Islamabad, 1987), pp. 122-3, and Kaul, Ladakh
through the Ages, p. 49. Afridi's contention is not supported by ~ a d a k h historical
i
sources
and the rock inscription at Mulbekh which addresses Gyal Khatun as Mir Khatun, the
daughter of 'Ah Mir Khin; see Prem Jinq Jina, Tibetan Manuscripts and inscriptions (Delhi,
1998 ), pp. 91-2. There seems to be some mix up here, for Hashmatullah Khan (History of
Baltistan, p. 123) reports that 'after her death, a portion of taxes continued to be paid to
the Raja of Khaplu for a long time in the form of 2 maunds of phuli (Tr. note: probably
rice) and 12 maunds of salt.' Sheikh Mohammad Jawad Zubdavi offers a compromise when
he says that 'tradition has it that she was the sister of Salmulday, the Raja of Khapalu in
Baltistan' and not the Raja's daughter ('History of Balti Settlements in the lndus Valley
around Leh' [unpublished paper delivered at Kargil Conference, Kargil, Ladakh 20051).
'O
After their banishment we hear nothing of them (Petech, A Study on the Chronicles,
p. 137).
"
Ibid., p. 200. Evidence of the princess' movable dowry can be seen today at the
Stok Palace Museum which preserves the Queen's necklace or stomacher consisting of
thirteen rows of silver beads.
"
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a host of male servants and a band of Balti musicians' sent to Ladakh with the
marriage party."
here are no actual records of what wealth was exchanged between the two
royal houses. KingJamyang may have had to pay bride-price to his Balti overlords.
his would entail khamital, whereby the parents of the boy send presents to
the parents of the girls3'After kharnital, the parents of the boy ought to follow
the custom of rintho, or onarin, a term signifying the payment of the price of
milk that the girl was fed during the period of her suckling. The payment
consists of 24 tolas of gold and 24 goats, after which the date of marriage is
considered fixed.j4
Apart from exchanging honours and marital gifts, both parties were expected
to respect each other's faith. Foreign queens were allowed to retain their Muslim
faith35and the Ladakhi kings reigned according to the country's Tibetan Buddhist
customs. King Jamyang, even though initially forced to acknowledge Islam,
continued his reign as a generous patron of Buddhism while the Ladakhi lamas,
eager to neutralize what they may have perceived as an unmistakable Islamic
infringement on the royal blood line, welcomed Gyal Khatun as an emanation
of the Buddhist divinity of long life, the white T3rZ. Even though the tribute to
her in Buddhist folklore was flattering, she appears to have remained ~ u s l i m
until her death, while private mosques were built for her and her servants in
Leh and she^.^^
- -

-

''

- -

-

Later, the Muslim musicians who settled in Leh had their status elevated to
'Kharmon' or 'royal musicians'. In 'A Brief History of Muslims in Ladakh', in Recent Research
on Ladakh, 4 & 5 , p. 190, Sheikh further reports that 'several hundred Balti Muslims are
thought to have migrated from Baltistan and Purig to Shey and Chhushot during the
reign of ~ a m y a n gNamgyal. heir descendants' number has now swelled to some 6,000.
According to oral tradition, the King also granted land to Kashmiri ~ u s l i mtraders to
settle permanently in Leh. These traders were called "Kharchongpa" or "palace/royal
traders".'
'' 'Khamital' is a typical ~ a l t term
i
composed of 'kha' ('tongue') and 'mital' ('not
to exceed') meaning that a seal has been fixed on the tongues of the parents of the girl
(Afridi, Baltistun in History, p. 195).
34
Ibid.
J5
Unlike Kashmir that was predominantly Sunni, Balti princesses from the Magpon
houses of Skardo were Shiite, or if they originated from the houses of ~ h a p l uand hig gar,
they may have been Nurbakhshi. he ~urbakhshisare a ~ u f order
i
that combines Shiite
and Sunni elements, named after Sayyid Muhammad ~iirbakhsh(1392-1464). It is still
adhered to in Ladakh and Baltistan; see Andreas Rieck, 'The ~urbakhshisof ~altistan:
Crisis and Revival of a Five Centuries old Community', Die Welt des Islams, N.s., 35 (1995):
pp. 159-88, and Shahzad Bashir, Messianic Hopes and Visions: he ~iirbakshijabetween
Medieval and Modem Islam (Columbia, 2003).
Later Muslim queens of ~ a d a k hused to offer prayer in these mosques; see sheikh,
'A Brief History', p. 190.
jb
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The fame of Gyal Khatun
The Balti princess, daughter of 'Ali shir khan, was destined to be the most
renowned of all ~ u s l i mKhatuns in Ladakh. Praised in the oral traditions for her
personal charisma and beauty, she is famous for giving birth to the 'Lion King'
,
~ a m g y a (c.1616-23);
l
see Plate 11.2. The name of the greatest
of ~ a d a k hSenge
conqueror king of Ladakh" is still heard on the lips of the people. A famous
ballad from ~ a d a k hnarrates the birth of 'Ali Mir's grandson, Senge Namgyal in
the arms of his mother Gyal Khatun, known as Zi-Zi:38
~ o d a ythe old king's name shall resound through the universe, for see the
lovely babe his grandson, born today. See him in the arms of his mother, this
child whose name shall be famous in all the world. See him in the arms of Zi-Zi
the queen, this child whose name shall be famous in all the world.39

After the death of King Jamyang Namgyal, the Balti queen appears to have
carried on the government in the interregnum on behalf of her elder son Senge
r Nubra
Namgyal who was still a minor,40before retiring to the palace of ~ o n d ain
to spend her last days in religious a ~ t i v i t i e sLike
. ~ ~ most Ladakhi Khatuns her real
name is not known. The name Gyal Khatun is a half-Tibetan (rgyal) half-Turkish
(khiitiin) title of ~overeignty.~'
Given her high esteem among the Ladakhi people,
she may be Si-li-ma in the Ladakhi folksong of praise to Silima Khatun.
37

Senge Namgyal's life and exploits are recounted in the Royal Chronicles. The Jesuit
priest, Francisco de Azevedo, described him as 'a man of tall stature, of a brown colour,
with something of the Javanese in his features and of stern appearance ... His hair hung
down to his shoulders, either ear was adorned with turquoise and a large coral, whilst
he wore a string of skull bones round his neck to remind himself of death1; see Petech,
A Study on the Chronicles, p. 149.
3R
Zi-zi was a title given to Muslim queens of Ladakh. Francke (Antiquities of Indian
Tibet, p. 146) defines zi-zi, a duplication of zi, for lady in Urdu (or Persian).
l9
Rizvi, Ladakh, pp. 170-71.
40
Petech, The Kingdom of Ladakh, p. 38.
41
According to Hashmatullah Khan isto tory o f ~ a l t i s t a np., 123), in [ ~ u b r a h'with
]
the
purpose of gaining merit for the soul of her husband, she [ ~ y a l ha tun] had two grand
serais built, which exist to this day. She also built a sacred mosque near the palace and she
is buried near this mosque'.
42
Just as malika, sultcina, al-hurra were titles used for women who ruled in the ~ r a b
world, the title of khatun is most often found in Asian Islam; see Mernissi, The Forgotten
Queens of Islam, p. 21. A junior Queen Khatun (Tib. btsan-mo ga-tun), either a ~ u r k i c
or 'A-zha princess, whose funeral is recorded in the Old Tibetan Annals for the year
708-709, appears to have tried to place her son, Lha Bal-po, on the Tibetan imperial
throne; see Brandon Dotson, Tibet's First History: An Annotated Translation of the Old Tibetan
,
pp. 18-19, 105, and Christopher Beckwith, The Tibetan Empire in
Annals ( ~ i e n n a 2009),
Central Asia (Princeton, 1993), pp. 68-70. The earliest reference to a ~ u d d h i s t - ~ u s l i m
princess exchange in the western Himalayas is that of an Arab lady Tagzig-ma (Tib. sTag-
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The Song of Silima Khatun
MY famous queen is like the rising sun,
The precious Silima Queen is brilliant like a vision of light.
MY famous queen is like the shining full moon
To he lee [utterance to fill the rhythm].
My precious Silima Queen you are brilliant like a vision of light,
Even your royal line is god-like, brilliant like a vision of light.
Silima Khatun your royal line is the line of sugar-cane wood,
Precious Silima Queen your race may flourish like leaves.
Your name and qualities have become known all over the world [ ' d a m , Arabic for
world]
Oh precious Silima Khatun Queen, brilliant like a vision of light.43

Senge Namgyal's Balti queen
If 'AlT shir khan intended to install a ~ u s l i mqueen-mother to the throne as an
expedient to introduce Islam in Ladakh he must have been sorely disappointed.
King Senge Namgyal's devotion to his Buddhist teacher Tagtsang Repa of the
Drukpa School saw the zealous construction of many temples and monasteries
and the granting of donations of landed estates to the Buddhist clergy.44This
period marked by a Buddhist renaissance in Ladakh produced the fortresspalace of Leh, monasteries of the Drukpa school of Buddhism (He-mis, 1Ce-bde,
sTag-sna), ornate temples (Basgo, Shel), and the crafting of the Tibetan Buddhist
canon in gold and silver.
Senge Namgyal was not alone in his religious activities. Being half Balti on
his mother's side he long entertained friendly relations with his Skardo kin and
married probably a cousin, a Balti princess, the famous Muslim Queen Kelsang
(s~al-bzang).Her name recurs in many Buddhist dedications jointly with the
king, and like Gyal Khatun, she was held to be an incarnation of Tiri, 'a title that
is never absent from the inscription^'.^^ A small shrine to Buddha Maitreya near
gzigs-ma, lit. Arab lady), one of the four wives of King Kyide Nyima Gon, the founder of
the first Ladakhi dynasty; see Petech, 'Western Tibet. Historical Introduction', in Deborah
Klimburg-salter (ed.), Tabo: A Lamp for the Kingdom. Early rndo-Tibetan Buddhist Art in the
Western Himalaya (Milan, 1997), pp. 229-55, at p. 232.
43
My translation. he ~ i b e t a ntext is preserved in the Leipzig ~rchives,Germany,
see Michael Hahn, August Hermann Francke und die ~esthimalaya-Missionder ~errnhuter
Briidergemeine: eine Bibliographic mit Standortnachweisen der tibetischen ~ r u c k e(~tuttgart,
19921, Historical Songs from Ladakh (95.1.24).
44
Petech, A Study on the Chronicles, p. 149.
45
Petech, A Study on the ~hronicles,p. 138. Kelsang Drolma (s~al-bzangsgrol-ma) is
a common Tibetan Buddhist name and one to have been easy for the ~adakhisto identify
t
T l r i is reminiscent
with. The identification of foreign queens with the ~ u d d h i s divinity
of the Chinese and Nepalese brides to ~ i b e t ' semperor Srongtsen Gampo (c.605-50); see
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the Serzang Temple in Basgo contains a 1642 inscription dedicated by Kelsang
Tiri.46It would appear to have been constructed as an act of merit for King
Senge N a m g ~ a l . ~ ~
he problem of Senge ~amgyal'ssuccession was not settled at once, and for
some time the dowager queen Kelsang acted as a regent for her three sons.48With
Delden Namgyal the elder son as the successor ruler of Ladakh, the kingdom
was divided among the three brothers with Khatun Kelsang receiving Matro,
Yigu and Purang as her personal estate. Queen Kelsang continued promoting
the construction of Buddhist monuments, and upon her request, in February
1647,Tagtsang Repa laid the foundations of the main temple in the Shey palace.49
A small temple in Shey with an image of Buddha Amitiyus is likely to have been
a benefaction of our Balti princess.50
he old queen was active during her last years. In 1649 she sent to Central
~ i b e at mission on behalf of the court, and in 1650, against the advice of her
revered teacher, she undertook a longjourney, breathing her last in ~anskar.Her
corpse was brought to Shey, were the funeral rites were perf~rmed.~'
111. THE RETURN OF THE BUDDHIST PRINCESS FROM THE HAREM OF 'ALTSHIRKHAN

Receiving Muslim brides was a common practice among the Buddhist rulers ofthe
northern Indian Himalayan kingdoms. There appears to have been a reciprocal
practice whereby Buddhist princesses were given as brides to the Muslim sultans
of Baltistan and Kashmir. During the reign of 'Ali shir khan (1580-1624), noble
brides from Buddhist families were sought after and had a choice in rejecting
marital offers. The following folksong contains an anonymous confession by a
noble lady probably from one of the minor royal houses of Ladakh:

(~fridi,
Baltistan in History, p. 183)
For months and years, the sky has been clear (of clouds) but what a time has come
that despite this no sunrays have appeared on the mountains.
Sarat chandra Das,]ourney to ~ h a s aand central ~ i b e t elh hi, 1988), p. 165. els sang ~ r o l m a
appears in two folkdances which may date to the times of the Balti queen (~rancke,
'Ladakhi Songs', p. 104; Shakspo, The Culture of ladakh, pp. 55-7).
46
David Snellgrove and ~ a d e u s z skorupski, The ~ultural Heritage of ~ a d a k h
(warminister, 1977), p. 97.
47
Petech, The Kingdom of ladakh, pp. 56-7, also mentions the construction of the
main temple of ~ s e d (ice-bde)
e
consecrated by Lama Tagtsang Repa, finished in 1645-46.
48
Petech, The Kingdom of Ladakh.
49
Petech, The Kingdom of ladakh, p. 58.
50
Snellgrove and Skorupski, The Cultural Heritage of ladakh, p. 91.
51
Petech, The Kingdom of ladakh, pp. 58-9. The sources remain silent concerning
which kind of funeral rituals were performed.
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he sky has been cloudy for months and years but what a time has come that no dew
appears on the ground.
Maqpon Ali Sher Khan sends people to sue for my hand,
NO I shall not accede to his request, for, my dearest, I have taken an oath not to do so.
The ~ a l o n 'of~ Ladakh requests me to marry him; no I cannot accept his offer,
because my friend, I have made a promise to you (to marry you).
' ~Kashmir makes an offer marriage; but I cannot accept that offer since
The ~ a l i kof
I have already chosen you as my spouse.

Our knowledge of Buddhist bride-giving to Muslim rulers derives primarily
from Balti histories and folksongs. The Royal Chronicles remain silent on such
exchanges. If the Ladakhi historians did not find them important, two cases
included in Hashmatulla Khan's History ofBaltistanS4are sufficiently embarrassing
to warrant their omission from the ~adakhichronicles. Both incidents took place
during the reign of the Ladakhi King Delden Namgyal (c.1640-75).
The first case involved a bride-request by King Delden. Troubled by the
incursions and attacks of his relative Shir Khan, he sent a messenger to the RZjH
of Shigar with the following message:
Forgive my past mistakes. Sher Khan troubles me greatly and I have never seen
a more quarrelsome person before in my life. I feel a strong repulsion towards
him and I am ashamed of being his relative. The weight of this shame has not
lifted from my heart, though I have severely mauled his army. I wish your son
to marry my daughter to double our unity through such a link. hen we can
together punish this evil character."

The Riijii of Shigar wrote back:
No matter how one treats a piece of sandstone, it can never become a ruby, but
friendship and unity is good for all times and can be strengthened without any
further measures.

52

Kalon is the title referring to a minister of ~ a d a k h .
Ar. 'king'; for its usage see Mernissi, The Forgotten Queens, pp. 12, 13, 72.
54
Maulvi A1 Haj Hashmatullah Khan's text, first published in ~ r d in
u 1968 ahor ore:
Hassan Publishing), remains the most important published source on the history of
Baltistan. He conducted his study while travelling extensively in Baltistan for both
research and in the administrative capacity as wazir-i-wazarat (governor) of ~ a d a k hand
Baltistan for the Dogra government of amm mu-Kashmir. His work is based on records of
the ruling families, oral traditions of the region and the Shaghamama, a Persian chronicle
written in the court of Imam Quli Khan, ruler of the Balti state of Shigar in about 1700; see
Emerson, 'Charismatic Kingship', p. 3.
55
Hashmatullah Khan isto tory of Baltistan, p. 62).
53
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~ashmatullahKhan concludes that Delden Namgyal was deeply disappointed
and, with the intention of giving aid to Hatim Khin, he attacked Khapalu 'giving
the ~ u s u l m a n scause to
A second incident is reported by ~ashmatullah.~'
Shir Khan was apparently
delighted to hear that the Buddhists of ~ a d a k h'did not remain true to their faith
and started making preparations for war'. Seizing upon this opportunity, he sent
the following message to the king of ~ a d a k h :
I am your friend and well-wisher, and will be loyal to you as long as I live; my

only condition is that you give your daughter in marriage for my son. If you
accept this bond, our family is your liege and all of Tibet lies at your feet.

The message reached the king of Ladakh who conferred with his ministers and
advisors and unanimously accepted his proposal. Shir Khin was elated with the
news and proceeded to make preparations for the marriage. He sent his son to
Ladakh in order to consummate the marriage, and along with this, he sent a
request for ten thousand soldiers so that he might destroy his enemies at Skardo
and Shigar. This must have been Khan's plan all along but it came as a surprise
to Delden Namgyal, for Hashmatullah concludes that 'the Raja of Ladakh hid his
head when he received this request'.5e
The Balti song (sba2-glu) Hila/ Bagh, preserves another embarrassing incident.
King Jamyang Namgyal (c.1575-95) is said to have given his daughter as bride to
'Alishir khan (1580-1624)during his turbulent reign. Given the political standstill
between Baltistan and Ladakh with King Jamyang held hostage to the Baltis,
princesses may have been exchanged as part of a reciprocal agreement between
the two rulers. However, since a matrimonial swap has not been recorded in the
Royal Chronicles, it is possible that King Jamyang offered his daughter to 'Ali khan
as a way of negotiating his way out of prison.
l
the ~ a d a k h bride,
i
Queen ~ a n d o kby some
As narrated in the ~ i l a Bagh,
counts,59was sent from ~ e with
h a large marital procession of horses and men.
Upon her arrival in ~ k a r d oshe had a royal reception stepping on turquoise. 1f the
56

Ibid. The folksong The Treasure House Rshingo Rshing, recalls another case of a
marriage requested to settle a family dispute between the king of ~ a d a k hand Tsering
Malik of Chigtan, who bears a half-Tibetan name (Khan, Ladakh in the Mirror of her Folklore,
p. 101).
57
]bid., pa 71.
58
Ibid. Two other cases of Buddhist matrimonial exchange are reported. The first
involves the daughter of the Ladakhi king given to the R Z j i of ~ h a p a l u~, a b g o~ e h r a m
(1494-1550) who bore him Yabgo Sikam, his successor (Hashmatullah Khan, History of
Baltistan, p. 120). Another Ladakhi princess was sent as bride to the son of Sher Gazi, as
reported by Afridi (Baltistan in History, p. 120).
59
Kaul, Ladakh through the Ages, p. 49. Concerning the name of the ~ a d a k hprincess,
i
Gyal-mo (Tib. rgyal-mo; queen) ~ a n d o kAfridi
,
(Ba2tistan in History, p. 44) suggests that
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folksong is accurate in recounting these events. it must have been disappointing
for the ~adakhiking to receive his daughter back divorced from ' ~ lkhZneW
i
The
folksong ~ a r d e nof Hilal narrates the lonely departure of the Ladakhi princess
from ~altistanand celebrates 'Ali shir khin, the Great:
~ i l aBagh
l
( ~ f r i d iBaltistan
,
in History, pp. 44-5)
Behold the red rose blossoming
In the ~ i l aBagh
l
(Hila1 garden)" of the Broq Maqpon.
Oh, it was not the red rose; it was Maqpon Ali Sher Khan.
Behold the 'Halo' flower blossoming, in Broq Maqpon, Hila1 Bagh.
Oh: it was not the 'Halo' flower, it was Anchan6' Ali Sher Khan.
When the queen was brought (to Skardo)
She was accompanied by hundreds of men and horses
When the queen was brought, she was to tread on steps made of turquoise
(as a mark of honour) the steps leading to the palace had been adorned with
turquoise.
when the Queen was sent back, there was not a single person or horse to go with
her.
Despite these (indignities), 0 , ~ n c h a nAli Sher Khan
I may lay down my life for your glory and happiness.

'Hashmatullah erroneously took' Jamyang ~amgyal'sdaughter for the famous queen
Mindoq Gyalmo.
"
Returning a bride may have been construed as an insult and even the cause for
war; as in the case of Senge Namgyal conquering the King of Guge for refusing to receive
his sister as a bride; see Petech, A Study on the Chronicles, p. 140.
"
The hilal bagh were the royal gardens below the ~indoq-kharFlower Palace
(Afridi, Baltistan in History, p. 44). ~ccordingto ash mu tall ah ~ h a nisto tory of Baltisan,
p. 181, when 'A11 Shir Khan left for Gilgit, the ~adakhiQueen wishing not to stay with the
people of Skardo, had a separate palace constructed outside the fort. It was called after
her name the Mindoq-khar.
62
Anchan is used as an epithet for 'A11 Khan meaning 'the great'.
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I\/:THE LONGING OF THE MUSLIM QUEEN OF Z A N S K A R

~t appears that Khri ~ o h a m m e dSultan of K a r t ~ had
e ~ ~no male son to succeed
him.64In a folksong dedicated to the people of Suru Karche, the Sultan's sister
betrothed to the King of ~ a n s k a isr ~haunted
~
by the thought that the ancestral
throne will perish after her brother's death. The anonymous Muslim queen of
~ a n s k a prays
r
for the birth of a successor son for the Sultan, anxious to leave her
foreign husband and return to her native land of Suru Karche.

he People of Suru Karche
( ~ h a nLadakh
,
in the Mirror, pp. 118-20)
If the people of Suru Karche
If the people are truly lucky,
May my, the girl's, Brother
Be blessed with a noble son!
If the people of Suru Karche,
If really lucky the people are,
May King hi Sultan, The King,
Be blessed with a Noble son!
0 King of Zanskar 1 beg of thee,
Do send me, the princess, back
To her native land:
According to ye Buddhists a noble deed
Equal to erecting a M a n P will it be!
0 King of Zanskar I pray thee!
Do send the princess back to Suru Karche;
63

The principality of Kartse or Karche (d~ar-rtse)lies in the fertile valley of Suru.
The relations between Kartse and Ladakh have not been without their share of strife.
During the reign of king Delek Namgyal (c.1675-1705) it is reported that his commanderin-chief Sakya Gyatso lead expeditions in Purig taking prisoner to Ladakh the Khri hi)
Sultan of Kartse (Petech, A Study on the Chronicles, p. 153).
64
Curiously, another folksong preserves a story of King Nyima Namgyal being
adopted as a son and successor to the Sultan of Karche, Cho ( ~ i n gTri
) ( ~ h r i~) o h a m m e d
(Khan, ~adakhin the Mirror, p. 75).
65
Zanskar covers an area of 2,700 square miles. According to the Chronicles ofzanskar,
the area was under Kashmir before it was seized by the Tibetans; Francke, A History of
Western Tibet, p. 136. Since Nyima Gon's (c.tenth century) death, it was an independent
kingdom conquered in the seventeenth century by Senge Namgyal who gave it as an
apanage to his third son Demchok Namgyal. The latter founded a new zanskar dynasty
which lasted until the Dogra conquest in 1841 (Petech, A Study on the Chronicles, p. 155).
66
Referring to a mani-wall: a wall made of stone-blocks loosely stacked one over
another and often inscribed with the six-syllable mantra of the bodhisattva ofcompassion.
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~ccordingto us ~ u s l i m as noble deed
~ q u ato
l erecting a Mosque will it be.
0 turquoise-blue pigeon on the wings!
Lucky do I think [0] pigeon thou art!
Fly on, fly on, to alight on the
Palace roof of this girl's brother.
0 turquoise pigeon flying in the sky!
(HOW)lucky though art 0 turquoise pigeon!
Fly on, to alight on the facade of
King Thi Sultan's Palace!
0 smoothly flowing river, hear!
Lucky thou art 0 river, do I feel!
Flow on, flow on, to touch the palace wall
Of my, this sister's, Brother!
0 swiftly flowing river, hear!
Lucky thou art 0 river, do I feel.
Flow on to flow beneath the palace wall of Thi Sultan, the King!

U GYALMO B1-BI, THE TRAGIC QUEEN OF LADAKH

In the history of Ladakhi Kings, Tsewang Namgyal (c.1753-82) stands out as one
odd e ~ c e p t i o nHe
. ~ earned
~
his notoriety for an obsession for Central Asian horses
(collecting as many as 500) and for surrounding himself by Muslim favourites
and becoming estranged and indifferent to Buddhism. A man eccentric to the
ways of the Buddhist court, he fell under the spell of Bi-bi from Kartse, and was
eventually abandoned by the ~ a n g l alady from Zanskar, his first queen.
With his new Muslim wife Queen Bi-bi or Bhe-mo Gyal, Tsewang Namgyal
i
and officials opposed to their marriage
undertook to crush the ~ a d a k h nobles
by killing Kunkyob his minister and the village headman of Tingmosgang while
chaining some aristocrats in the dungeons. To top that, he increased taxes and
,
Bi-bi's brother. he
appointed as his new minister no other than ~ a s i ~b l iQueen
tyrannical couple did not anticipate that the growing resentment of the people
would turn into an angry and violent protest. From what followed, it appears
that the local population blamed Queen Bi-bi entirely for the political ineptitude
and flawed character of their king. while King Tsewang was not physically
harmed but allowed to continue his reign until he had to abdicate,68Queen Bi-bi
h publicly flogged to
met a horrific end nailed to the door of the bazaar in ~ e and
death by the Buddhist mob.

67

For a detailed description of the events, see ~ e t e c h ,he ~ i n g d o mo f ~ a d a k hp.
, 116.
Tsewang Namgyal abdicated in 1782 but not before marrying another ~ u s l i m
wife ( ~ e t e c h ,he Kingdom of ladakh, p. 135).
68
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~tis fitting for the folk traditions to preserve the Da ltong biru
a song of
self-praise sung by Gyalmo Bi-bi. A narrative, inflated like Queen Bi-bi's reckless
actions in the ~ a d a k hcourt,
i
it reads with a certain irony, given the martyrdom
that followed.
Da ltong biru-ltong

( ~ h a nLadakh
,
in the Mirror, pp. 179-80)
Climb the lofty peak of Da-ltong biru-ltong,
Ascend the Da-ltong biru-ltong Mount of Delight;
The Father land that gave birth
Is just under the nose!
The land of [s]higar70and Skardo71
Is close by!
The fatherland that gave birth
Has three kinds of castles;
Yea, the land of Shigar and Skardu
Possess three kinds of Castles!
One castle is the castle 'The Great Castle'
One castle are the parents who gave birth and
One castle am [I] the girl myself:
One castle am I, Rgyal Bi bi myself!
The like of me, the girl, is
Nowhere on the earth to be found;
The like of Rgyal Bi Bi is
Nowhere in the world to be found;
Thanks to the parents who gave
Rgyal Bi Bi birth;
Thanks to the Mirs and A k h ~ n s ~ ~
Who named Rgyal Bi Bi, Rgyal Bi Bi.
69

In the absence of a Tibetan transcription of the folksong we cannot be certain,
but the title of the song could mean mda'gtong bi ru gtong, literally 'shoot the arrow, shoot
it at Bi-bi'.
70
The little chiefship of Shigar had its own Gyalpo who has been subject to the kings
of Baitistan (Cunningham, Lada'k, p. 32).
71
Balti-yul is often called Skardo by the Tibetans (skar-mdo or skar-ma-mdo, lit.
starry place) (Cunningham, Lada'k, p. 34).
72
Akhon is a Central Asian expression designating scholars of Qur'anic law (mollah)
(Dollfus, 'The History of Muslims', p. 55, n. 24). This reference to Bi-bi's noble descent
is not altogether clear. Our historical Bi-bi Khatun has passed down in history as a
low-caste (Bhegar) Muslim woman. Ruling out historical inaccuracy or altogether a
Queen Bi-bi other than King Jamyang's wife, the folksong may have been popularized by
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CONCLUSION: MUSLIM QUEENS UNTIL THE END OF THE DYNASTY
Songs celebrating the fame of khatuns were composed up until the end of
~adakh'sdynastic era. At times, notoriety served as a reason for being noted in
the official pages of history. The Royal Chronicles preserves the story of Queen
Bi-bi the Martyr who served as a scapegoat for the political and economic ills of
the times. There have been other khatuns who maintained positions of secular
power by promoting their agendas and favouring their kin. Political ingenuity
and manipulation are found in the story of Zi-zi Khatun, wife to King Nyima
~ a m g y a(c.1694-1723).
l
Nyima Namgyal's first queen belonged to a noble family from Central Tibet
but died soon after giving birth to his eldest son and successor Dekyong Namgyal.
His second wife Zi-zi ha tun^^ from Purig, granddaughter of Hatim KhHn and
niece to Daulat ~ h H nof ~ h a p l uappears
,
to have forced her way into the ~adakhi
court. A document from am-le, dating sometime after her giving birth to Tashi
Namgyal and Princess as hi Wangmo, reads like an appeal by Zi-zi Khatun to be
granted authority at the Ladakhi court.
The Warn-le appeal
Thus said Queen Zi-zi:
On the occasion when a prima facie relationship was established at Khaha-phu-loo ha-pa-1~1,~~ my paternal grandfather Ha-da-khan [Haidar-~han]
and my uncle Rdab-lad-khan [ ~ a u l a t - ~ h ~gave
n ] ,Zi-zi
~ ~ [as wife to the Ladakhi
king], [with the stipulation] that should a boy be born, Stet~g-rnkhar~~
will be
given [to him]. However, since Zi-zi's 'power of speech' [kha dbang; authority]

-

-

--

Ladakhi Muslims intent on celebrating their Muslim queen as a symbol of power, glossing
over her humble origins and humbling death.
"
Francke (Antiquities of Indian Tibet, p. 191) claims to have identified her Muslim
burial-ground at Hundar in Nubra valley under the name 'A-yum-khri-rgyal-om. Her
story as recounted can be found in Petech (The Kingdom of Ladakh, pp. 95-8).
74
Khapalu stretched 25 miles further down Shayok river according to cunningham
(Ladak, p. 28). The chiefs of Khapalu have been for generations under the supremacy of the
Balti kings and 'their ancestors most probably had possession of the country for several
centuries before the rise of the Balti dynasty, whose very title Makpon, or "General,"
betrays that they are the descendants of some military chief' (ibid.).
75
A Daolut Khan is listed in cunningham's (~addk,pp. 29-30) index of the ~ y a l p o s
of ~ h a p a l u(Khapolor). Cunningham's dating of the kings must be treated with caution.
76
I have not been able to identify this place or castle ( ~ i bsteng-mkhar,
.
lit. upper
citadel or castle).
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was not established, we have ignored it. ~ e n c e f o r t h Zi-zi
,
has the authority
[maturity of speech] and it is necessary to hear her.77

Actively, she helped her son Prince Tashi Namgyal to take possession of Mulbek
and make it his capital. While Nyima Namgyal was still alive, Muslim Zi-zi came
in direct opposition with Dekyong Namgyal and his ministers over the issue of
~ ~old
marrying her daughter, Tashi Wangmo, to the Muslim Riji of K i s h t ~ a r .he
royal couple succeeded in holding the wedding. Tashi missed the atmosphere
of freedom in Leh and appealed to her kin. Zi-zi Khatun recalled her daughter
back to Leh but the RijZ of Kishtwar would not let her return alone. The khatun,
g
fearing that her son-in-law might eventually compete over the rule of ~ u r i with
her own son Tashi Namgyal, sent a trusted servant to join the party with secret
instructions that the Riji be killed on the way. The servant obeyed, pushing the
young man off a bridge so that he drowned.
Tashi Wangmo did not remain a widow for long but soon married into the
royal house of Khaplu. However, the truth about the murder leaked out, causing
considerable damage to the reputation of the house of Leh. The Queen mother
of Kishtwar entreated the Mughals to send a punitive expedition against the
Ladakhis for the unjust loss of her son. The Ladakhis managed to stop the
expedition by bribing the imperial court. The mother of the victim had no other
recourse than to employ Indian Brahmans to curse the Ladakhi dynasty.79The
action of Zi-zi was openly denounced by the people and cast an ineffaceable slur
on her.
The negative publicity generated by Zi-zi Khatun did not prevent subsequent
Ladakhi kings from taking Balti princesses as brides. On the contrary, marrying
Muslim princesses appears to have been in vogue in the eighteenth-nineteenth
centuries. For after Queen Bi-bi's tragic death by flogging, King Tsewang took
another Muslim wife, a Bhe-kim of Purig who bore him his eldest son and throne
successor Tseten ~ a m g y a l(c.1782-1802). his short-lived prince also acquired
a woman known as Zi-zi Khatun from Pashkyum and when his brother sepal
Namgyal succeeded him to the throne he married his Muslim widow. She bore
him a son, Tsewang Rabten, the last scion of the ~ a d a k hdynasty.
i
In 1835, Prince
Tsewang Rabten took two wives, among them Zo-ra ha tun, the last ~ u s l i m
Queen of ~ a d a k hwho gave birth to his son, Tenrung ~ u l g y a lTsewang
.~~
Rabten
~ a m g y a ldied in exile in 1839 in Bashahar after a personal clash with Dogra
leader Zorawar Singh who had defeated the Ladakhi army in 1835.
77

My translation; the Tibetan text is found in Francke (~ntiquitiesof Indian Tibet,

p. 190).
According to Petech h he Kingdom ofladakh, p. 98), the Kishtwar family converted
to Islam in 1687.
79
'To these curses all the subsequent troubles in the family, early deaths etc., were
attributed' (Petech, The Kingdom of Ladakh, p. 98).
Petech, The Kingdom of Ladakh, pp. 135-7.
78
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he legacy of the Muslim queens ends with the last vestiges of Buddhist
sovereignty in Ladakh. A love-song (grogs-glu) composed in the nineteenth
century, the very end of the rgyal-dus era, is about the famous minister ~ o d r u p
Tenzin and the beautiful Salam Khatun of Skardo?l

Love Song

(~hakspo,The Culture of ladakh, pp. 40-44)
In a colourful silky garden, a lucky lotus flower blossomed,
It was not a lucky lotus flower, but was the beautiful Salam Khatoon h ha tun].
In the capital town of Skardu, a hundred and one streams flow.
Though such streams flow, yet our beloved chief feels it [is] as muddy water.
If our beloved feels the water as muddy, may Salam Khatoon become a mountain
stream,
If dNos-grub bstan-hdsin feels the water as muddy, may I become a mountain
stream.
On the sands of the sandy plain, the feet of dNos-grub bstan-hdsin are burning.
On the sands of the sandy plain, the head of d~os-grubbstan-hdsin is burning.
If the head of my chief is burning, may I become a parasol.
If the head of d~os-grubbstan-hdsin is burning,
may Salam Khatoon become a parasol.

The exchange of foreign princesses was a prevalent form of international
diplomacy between ~ a d a k hand the ~ u s l i mruling houses of Purig, Chigtan,
Shigar, Khaplu, Karche, Skardo and Kishtwar. Matrimonial exchanges were
politically motivated and served as diplomatic means for the exercise of sovereign
choices between states.82~t would appear that marriage alliances were at the
forefront of ~adakh'sforeign policy, preoccupied with its Muslim neighbours
l
By the mid-seventeenth
and the encroaching presence of the ~ u g h a Empire.

''

The Leh minister is also known for composing The King3 Garden at Leh (Francke,
'Ladakhi Songs', p. 89). He served as regent for some time after the deposition of Tsepal
Namgyal by the Dogra overlords (Petech, The Kingdom of Ladakh, p. 142).
82
~ a d a k hand Baltistan would appear to form an exception to Geoffrey Samuel's
characterization of~ibetan-speakingcommunities in the Himalayas as 'stateless societies'
('Tibet as a Stateless Society and Some Islamic Parallels', The~ournalofAsian studies, 4112
[1982]: pp. 215-29). Unlike other stateless societies, the kingdom of Ladakh did not abide
by the Tibetan Buddhist model of shared power (religious and secular) and was clearly
acting as a centralized state in the ~imalayasin competition with another ~ibetanspeaking people formerly organized into small agrarian states. Emerson ('charismatic
Kingship', p. 413) argues that Baltistan, even though composed of small sovereign political
units '(ranging from about forty thousand to one hundred thousand people, as estimated
back from the British census of ~ndia),they clearly met the defining features of a state'.
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century, ~ a d a k hwas closer to speaking the language of diplomacy of the Muslim
sultans in its western frontiers than that of its distant cousins, the central
~ i b e t a n sin the east with their monastic celibates in joint positions of secular
and spiritual
TO conclude, the anonymous Muslim queens of ~ a d a k h known
,
mainly by
their common Tibetan (rgyal-mo) and Persian titles of power ( ~ i - zand
i
ha tun),
were daughters, wives, advisors and lovers to the kings and often mothers to
their successors. hey contributed to an extensive network of horizontal kinship
relations forged through the blood-line.84In other capacities, they served as
cultural and political ambassadors, peace-makers in times of trouble, secret
agents and even dowager queens for their respective courts. Over the centuries,
their legacy shaped the diplomatic relations between Buddhists and Muslims
and enriched the religious and cultural landscape of the ~ndiannorth-western
Himalayas.

able 11.1

Muslim Queens in the Buddhist Court of Leh

Ladakhi kings

Regnal years

Muslim queens and their origins

Kyide Nyima Gon

10th century

Tagzig-ma (Arab)

Drag Bumde

c.1400-44

Be-kim (Kashmir)

Jamyang Namgyal

c. 1595-1616

Gyal Khatun (Skardo)

Senge Namgyal

c.1616-23

Kelsang Khatun (~kardo)

Nyima ~ a m g y a l

c.1694-1723

Zi-zi Khatun ( ~ u r i g )

Tsewang Namgyal

c.1753-82

Bi-bi Khatun a arc he)
Bhe-kim ( ~ u r i g )

Tseten Namgyal

c.1782-1802

Zi-zi Khatun (Purig)

Tsewang Rabten
(prince)

d.1834

Zo-ra ha tun (unknown place)

During the Tibet-~adakh-~ughal
war of 1679-84,Ladakh allied with the Mughals
to repel the Tibetan incursion by Gaden Tsewang. Previous attempts at international
diplomacy prompted two Ladakhi embassies to be sent to Lhasa in 1664 and 1667. These
missions failed at their task, mocked by the government in Lhasa; see ~ahiruddin~ h m a d ,
'New Light on the Tibet-Ladakh-Mughal War of 1679-84', East and West, 1813 (1968):
pp. 340-61, at p. 342.
84
The offspring of Muslim queens and Ladakhi kings gave rise to important relations
of kinship from the side of the mother's family.
83

Chapter 12

he Discovery of the Muslims of ~ i b eby
t
the First Portuguese Missionaries1
Marc ~aborieau

This article is at the crossroads between two paths of research: on the one
hand that of historians dealing with the first Portuguese missionaries in Tibet
and Central Asia, to which I will return later, and on the other hand my own
ethnological studies of Muslims in the Himalayas which I have conducted during
the last forty-five years.
The presence of Muslims in Tibet has been well known in the West since
the end of the eighteenth century when the first English explorers visited the
region. The number of these Muslims was fairly small, but they existed. I have
published some documents pertaining to their presence which 1 had found in
Nepal in my book Ricit d'un voyageur musulman au Tibet. What was not known is
when these Muslims came to Tibet.
The Kashmiri Muslims, who constitute the oldest Muslim community in
Central Tibet, trace their arrival to the region back to the Fifth Dalai Lama, the
'founder' of modern Tibet, who reigned from 1642 until 1682. An oral tradition
recorded at the end of the nineteenth century from Kashmiri ~ u s l i m sin ~ i b e t
tells the story of an Indian ~ u f who
i
came originally from the Indian city of
Patna. After a competition in magic with the Dalai Lama he obtained the right
for the Muslims to settle in ~ i b e t . hey were also granted a land on which to
e traditions, however, are rarely crossbuild a mosque and a cemetery. ~ h e s oral
checked by external sources.
By chance, we have an early cross-check through the first Westerners who
visited Tibet: Portuguese missionaries who reached there at the beginning of
the seventeenth century. I will begin this article with an account of their first
journeys. In the following two parts, based on their testimonies, I will address
two questions. First, how do their reports relate to these oral traditions about the
,
the earliest Portuguese documents
origin of the Muslims of Tibet? ~ n dtaking

'

This article was originally the transcript of an oral presentation in ~ r e n c hat
the international conference held in Paris (11-13 May 1998) on the occasion of the fifth
centenary of the arrival of vasco da Gama in India; it was published in Vasco da Gama e a
India (~isbon,1999), vol. 1, pp. 41-4. For this ~nglishtranslation, I have corrected, updated
and adapted the original text; but I have kept its oral style.
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as a starting-point, what role did Muslims play in the formation of our image of
Tibet in the West?

THE FIRST PORTUGUESE MISSIONARIES IN TIBET
Here is a brief account of the first journeys of Portuguese missionaries to Tibet.
At the beginning of the seventeenth century, Tibet was under the authority
of the Mongols, who had also contributed to installing the theocracy of the
Dalai Lama - the title Dalai Lama is, not by chance, a Mongol expression. At
that time, the country was relatively open to foreign merchants and travellers,
notably to Muslims and Armenians. It was only with the establishment of
Chinese sovereignty over Tibet in 1720 that the land was closed to any foreign
influences other than those of the Chinese. The first Portuguese missions to
Tibet at the beginning of the seventeenth century resulted from the presence
of Jesuit missionaries at the Mughal court in north India. m his mission had
been founded in 1580 at the request of the emperor Akbar (reg. 1556-1605).The
Catholic mission in India continued without interruption, albeit with ups and
downs, until the conquest of Delhi by the British in 1803. It was particularly
active during the reign of Akbar and his son Jahangir (reg. 1605-27). Using north
India as their base, the Jesuits decided during the reign of these two Mughal
emperors to set out in the direction of Central Asia and Tibet in order to spread
Christianity there. These Portuguese missionaries in Central Asia and Tibet have
been studied by several historians of whom I would like to mention here only
the earliest and the latest. The first noteworthy study was a book by Cornelius
Wessels with the title Early]esuit Travellers in Central Asia, published in 1924 in The
Hague. The most recent study was published by Hughes Didier under the title Les
Portugais au Tibet in 1996 in Paris.
Let us then deal with these expeditions. A first expedition, led by Brother
Bento de Goes from 1602 to 1607, crossed Central Asia following the tracks of the
Silk Road. Departing from the north of ~ndia,he travelled as far as the Chinese
border. ~ h r e efurther expeditions, between 1624 and 1635, had Tibet as their
destination. For two of them, which were directed towards Western ~ i b e tthe
,
t
point of departure was elh hi, which was under the control of the ~ e s u iprovince
of Goa. he first one to leave was led by at her Ant6nio de ~ n d r a d ein 1624-25
and limited to Tsaparang, the capital of the ~ i b e t a nkingdom of Guge. he second
expedition was that of at her Francisco de ~ z e v e d oin 1631-32 who went to
Tsaparang and then to ~ e hthe
, capital of ~ a d a k h .he third expedition, however,
. terms of chronology, it
was not directed towards Western, but central ~ i b e tIn
took place between the two journeys just mentioned. unlike the two others, this
third expedition was no longer connected to the province of Goa, but to that of
Cochin. ~ a k i n gplace in 1627-28, it was led by at her EstSvZo Cacela and at her
JoZo Cabral. Having departed from ~ o o g h l yin the eng gal Delta, and passing
r present-day
Dhaka (now the capital of ~angladesh),Assam and ~ o o c h~ e h a (in
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~ndia),and then Bhutan, they reached the Central Tibetan province of Utsang
where they established a short-lived mission. The travellers also visited the
great cities of Gyantse and Shigatse in the vicinity of Lhasa, but they never
entered Lhasa itself. They returned to Hooghly passing Kathmandu in Nepal and
Patna in India, from where they went down the Ganges valley, which led them
back to their original point of departure. It is mainly from the reports and the
correspondence written in the course of these three missionary journeys that
we extract our earliest Western accounts of the Muslims of Tibet.
Before dealing in more detail with the sources related to these missions, I
would like to mention in passing that in the ensuing years, Tibet was explored
sporadically by the Portuguese between 1635 and 1640. After that, they
completely left this field. he Tibetan mission was only resumed much later and
only briefly in 1715 by the Italian ~ e s u i~ppolito
t
Desideri. He had to leave it when
the Vatican decided to withdraw the mission in Tibet and Nepal from the Jesuits
and entrust the Capuchins with it.

WHAT DID THESE MISSIONARIES SAY ABOUT THE PRESENCE OF MUSLIMS IN
TIBET?
Turning now to the testimony of the first Portuguese missionaries, 1 would like
to address the first question: what do they tell us about the presence of Muslims
in Tibet?
The testimonies of these earliest missionaries are important historical
documents: they are the first Western sources which confirm the presence of
Muslims in ~ i b e t In
. 1624, for example, at her de Andrade mentioned Muslim
.
a meeting with
Kashmiri merchants in Tsaparang in Western ~ i b e tDescribing
the king of ~ i b e(i.e.
t the king of ~saparang),he says:
Furthermore, he [i.e. the king] ordered a letter to be written in Persian to use
for the Muslims and had it signed and sealed with his coat of arms. The letter
commanded all the Kashmiris of Agra and Lahore who traded with his lands
to do what they were ordered, either by myself or by any other Father, and
to transport our belongings by their own means to Tibet as if they were the
baggage of the king himself.'

Three years later, in 1627, Father Cacela, who wrote from Bhutan, spoke of
Kashmiri Muslims who came to Tsaparang and extended their business up to
Gyantse and ~ h a s ain central ~ i b e t .

Hughes Didier (ed. and trans.), Les Portugais au Tibet: Les premihres relations jdsuites
(1624-1635) (paris, 1996). p. 53.
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It [i.e. ~ i b e talso
] trades with Kashmir, taking the route via Tsaparang, as well
as with the lands which are neighbours of this kingdom. Many strangers travel
to Gyantse, the court of Demba Cemba ( s ~ pa
e gTsari pa), the most powerful
king of Potente [i.e. ~ i b e t ]It. is eight days away. Many people travel to Lhasa
as

The first Portuguese missionaries thus prove beyond any doubt that Muslims
were well settled in Tibet at that time, that is, from the first quarter of the
seventeenth century onwards: in other words even before the reign of the
Fifth Dalai Lama to whom oral tradition attributes the introduction of Muslims
in Tibet. They were present even in ~ h a s a the
, religious and political capital
which remains the heart of modern Tibet just as it has been in the past. This in
itself is not astonishing. As Rolf Alfred Stein pointed out in his classical study
about ~ i b e t a ncivilization which appeared in 1962, Lhasa as well as the other
great Tibetan cities were in those days cosmopolitan centres which welcomed
numerous curious travellers and foreign merchants.
In this second part, I have emphasized the presence of Muslims in Central
~ i b e as
t evidenced by the documents connected with the mission of Cacela and
Cabral. However, since these travellers did not spend much time in Central Tibet,
we are hardly told any details about the Muslims except for the fact of their
presence there. In order to learn more about their role, we have to turn to the
missions directed towards Western Tibet.

In this third part I will mainly rely both on my own research and on the recent
study by Hughes Didier. In order to answer the second question, that is, What
role did Muslims play in shaping the Western image of ~ i b e t ? I, will first deal
with the Muslims as intermediaries between the West and Tibet, while in the
second section of this third part I will discuss how far they also constituted a
barrier between the West and Tibet.
Muslims had always been indispensable intermediaries. ~tis well known that
the earliest Western knowledge of Tibet - as, essentially, of the rest of the East
before the seventeenth century - was obtained via Muslims. The name 'Tibet'
.~
itself, which is of Turkish origin, came to us through the Persian T i b b ~ t The
same can definitely be said about the Portuguese missionaries at the beginning
of the seventeenth century, since Muslims served them as indispensable
intermediaries. when reading the reports of at her de Andrade one notices just
how significant Muslims were for missionaries who wanted to travel to Tibet.
The missionaries had to use Persian for communication - Persian which they
Didier, Les Portugais au Tibet, p. 249.
See the contribution by Peter Zieme in this volume.
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had learned due to the mission at the Mughal court and which more generally
was the most important language of communication for large parts of the
population of the East. It was also the official language of the Mughal Empire.
e he missionaries even dressed like Muslim merchants, a habit which continued
until the nineteenth century. When at the beginning of the nineteenth century,
the explorer William Moorcroft (1767-1825) went into Western Tibet, he was
still disguised as a Muslim m e r ~ h a n t Furthermore,
.~
with the help of the king
of Tsaparang, the missionaries used the guilds of Muslim merchants in order to
travel through India and Tibet.
~ u s l i m salso served as indispensable cultural intermediaries to shape the
Western understanding of Buddhism. Until the nineteenth century Muslims
had developed an image of Buddhism as a form of degenerate monotheism.
For instance Father de Andrade had decided to travel to Tibet after he had
heard at the Mughal court that this mysterious country was actually Christian.
Once there, he reconsidered his views, but continued to believe, not unlike
the Muslims, that, to put it in Didier's words, this Tibetan sect had features
derived from Christianity. He saw Buddhism as a form of Christiano-pagan
syncretismO6Introducing his travel report, Father de Andrade explains that
'we were in possession of numerous reports, diligently obtained from different
sources, thanks to which we were certain that those kingdoms were inhabited by
Christians, without taking into account that for the last twenty years rumours
confirming this had reached the fathers'.'
~fwe keep to the facts considered up to now, for the missionaries, the ~ u s l i m
was something like an alter ego: the Christians adopted the language, clothes
; even more, they saw ~ i b ewith
t
the eyes of
and techniques of the ~ u s l i m sand
Muslims.
But did this kind of interaction last? Here, I come to the second part of my
second question: that is, whether the ~ u s l i m salso constituted a barrier in the
encounter between missionaries and ~ibetans.~ndeed,the ~ u s l i m at
s a certain
point began to appear like an obstacle for the missionaries, who regarded the
Buddhists as lost brothers, as lost Christians. One should not forget here the
messianic vision in the West, most notably in Portugal until the seventeenth
century, as well as the anti-Muslim aims of the missionaries. The missionaries
still believed in the myth of Prester ~ o h nand the lost Christians who were
to be found somewhere beyond the Muslim world. heir aim was to forge an
alliance with these lost Christians against the ~ u s l i m s . his is what at her de
Andrade aimed at when he sought an alliance with the ~uddhistauthorities
of Tsaparang against the Muslims whom he had previously served. A series of
misunderstandings followed, which I will not discuss in detail here, and which
See the contribution by John Bray in this volume.
See the introduction by ~ i d i e rin Les Portugais au ~ i b e t p.
, 10, and pp. 88-90 for
discussions concerning differences in belief.
' Didier, Les Portugais au Tibet, p. 29. See also p. 49.
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led at the same time to the downfall of Tsaparang, which fell under the control
of ~ a d a k hin 1630, and to the end of the Catholic mission in Tsaparang.
he first Portuguese missionaries in Tibet did not succeed in passing round
the obstacle presented by the Muslims. This only happened with the Italian ~ e s u i t
~ppolito~ e s i d e r iin 1715 he initiated a tradition of understanding Buddhism
independent of the Muslim intermediary who had up to that time served as a
filter. It is with him that modern Tibetology started to develop.

CONCLUSIONS

The Portuguese missionaries in Tibet who gave the earliest Western testimonies
to the existence of Muslims there did not limit themselves to merely noting
that presence; they also engaged with them in complex transactions which
progressed from friendliness, through rivalry to hostility. There was in fact a
curious game in which the Muslim was first seen as an alter ego, and later treated
as an enemy. Muslims were first close to the Christians and translated for them,
thus allowing them to approach the Tibetans and Asians in general. But these
friendly transactions were progressively replaced by hostility, since the ultimate
aim of the missionaries was to eliminate this link in order to find their lost
brothers who lived beyond the Muslims, according to their understanding of the
pagans of Asia. 1 have tried to analyse here the basic principles of this dialectic
which was in many ways a failure.
1 would like to conclude with a telling anecdote which gives evidence of this
failure and at the same time presents the Muslim as the alter ego of the Christian.
~ronically,to the ~ i b e t a n sthis similarity between Christians and Muslims was
more obvious than the Portuguese missionaries would have imagined. when the
mission in Tsaparang closed down in 1635, their few converts who had become
strangers in the Buddhist society, were joined by the ~ i b e t a nauthorities with
the other foreign religious community, that of the ~ u s l i r n s . his shows how
from the point of view of ~ s i a religions
n
- as is still the case for ~ i n d u in
s ~epal
and India - ~ u s l i m and
s ~hristiansbelong to the same category and are almost
interchangeable.
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Chapter 13

So close to Samarkand, ~hasa:
~ u f~agiographies,
i
~ o u n d e~r y t h and
s
sacred Space in ~imalayanslam
Alexandre Papas

A few days 'marchJi-omSamarkand lies the land of Tibet (. . .)

Benjamin of Tudela

INTRODUCTION: PROFANE NARRATIVES, SACRED SPACE
In his famous book Das Heilige und das Profane: Vom Wesen des Religiosen (1954,'
Mircea Eliade gives to understand - though without any clear demonstration that the conception ofa sacred space is intimately linked to the creation of profane
narratives. The religious experience of territory is saturated with signs, symbols,
myths and legends which grant meanings to places. Hence the sacredness of such
and such space is not only marked and named but also, necessarily, narrated. In
Islam, the word haram (sanctuary), also the term himi (sacred land), which both
come from pre-Islamic Arabia, designate the concept of sacred space. Haram is
derived from the Arabic root hrm denoting what is forbidden, not permitted or
taboo; it also produces terms like hum (refuge), hariim (unlawful, illicit), ihriim
(sanctification ritual during the haj) and so forth. Whereas the Qur'in contains
about eighty occurrences of the root hrm, a famous hadith makes a restrictive
.
a/-hariim),~erusalem
list of the ~ u s l i msacred places, that is Mecca ( ~ ral-masjid
(al-masjid al-aqsii) and ~ e d i n aYet,
. ~ besides the sacred Book and the prophetic
sayings, an exceptionally rich literature, hagiographical in particular, provides a
much longer list including mosques, shrines and Sufi buildings.
From a Tibetan perspective, say ~uddhist,shamanic and Bon-po, the notion
of gnas denotes, rather than the interdiction, the abode, the fact of abiding.

' English translation: he sacred and the Profane: he Nature of ~eligion( ~ e w~ o r k ,
1961); French translation: Le Sacrd et le profane (Paris, 1965).
For instance, see Sah$ a l - ~ u k h i rThe
i Translation of the Meanings ofSa@ al-Bukhiri,
ed. Muhammad Muhsin Khan (Medina, n.d.), vol. 2, p. 160, n. 288. ~ a t h e r i n eMayeurJaouen, 'Tombeaux, mosquies et zawiya : la polarit6 des lieux saints musulmans', in
Andrb Vauchez (ed.), Lieux sacrds, lieux de culte, sanctuaires (Rome, 2000), pp. 133-47.
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~t generates various terms such as gnus-skor (pilgrimage), gnus-chen (powerful
Here too, a
places), gnus-yul (sacred lands) and sgrub-gnus (places of reali~ation).~
profusion of profane accounts - pilgrimage guides, legends, hagiographies - give
content and intelligibility to consecrated places.
At the crossroads of Islamic Central Asia and the Himalayan regions,
Xinjiang or Eastern Turkestan presents the edifying case of a sacred space
fully nourished by mystical narratives (tadhkira and maniiqib). Masami Hamada4
has recently discussed the question of Muslim holy places and their power in
the Tarim Basin during the modern and contemporary periods. Analysing the
modes of discovering the tombs of saints, Hamada shows that, at the origin of
a tomb discovery, stands a legendary tale where a saint appears in someone's
dream, points out where his body is buried and enjoins him to build a shrine.
~ h e s narratives
e
are historically governed by political and religious motivations
(gaining charisma, confessional rivalry, organization of the cult). Nevertheless,
beyond politico-religious agendas, at the anthropological level, they define
a sacred space in terms of holy men and saintly activities: saints accomplish
miracles such as creating springs or moving mountains; they complete
marvellous journeys that reach far-distant places or have heroic encounters;
they turn a common place into a sacred one through their auspiciousness, their
.
spiritual influence ( ~ rbaraka).

THE CASE OF THE HIMALAYAN MUSLIMS
Central Asian Muslim saints played an important role in bringing Islam and
Sufism to Western China, Northern India and the mountainous ranges running
between. As early as the sixteenth century, in his chronicle (ch. 83), the historian
Mirzii Muhammad Haydar Dughliit relates that:
In the spring of that year, the Kh6n [sultan Sa'id Khan, reg. 1514-331 resolved to
conduct a holy war against Tibet. Previous to this, [his] Amirs had frequently
invaded and plundered that country, but on account of their ignorance and
folly, Islim had made no progress, and there were still numberless infidels
in Tibet, besides those whom Amirs has subdued. The Kh6n had always been
animated by a desire to carry on holy wars in the path of God, and especially
so now that he hadjust assumed the saintly ways of the Khwli,ias [emphasis mine].
On these notions see Toni Huber (ed.), Sacred Spaces and Powetjil Places in Tibetan
Culture: A Collection of Essays (Dharamsala, 1999).
Masami Hamada, 'Le pouvoir des lieux saints dans le Turkestan oriental', Annales.
Histoire, Sciences Sociales, 5915-6 (2004): pp. 1019-40. The same author provides several
Turkic primary sources containing a large number of saints' biographies related to holy
sites: Hagiographies du Turkestan oriental: Textes tagatay dditds, traduits en japonais et annotis
avec une introduction analytique et historique y yo to, 2006) (mostly in ~apanese).
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He was always ready to devote himself to the cause of the faith, and felt that
the holy war was one to the surest roads to salvation and union with God.
prompted by such pious feelings as these, at the end of the year 938 [1532] he
set out to invade ~ i b e t . ~

This assertion is, actually, one of the first as well as one of the rare historical
- not hagiographical - attestations to Central Asian missions oriented towards

Tibet.6What is interesting in these lines is the allusion to the holy Khwijas and
to the initiation of Sultan Sa'id KhZn: the same source states that the ruler of
i
by,
Kashgaria has been initiated to the Khwijagin-i ~aqshbandiyya~ u f order
successively, two Central Asian Shaykhs, first the Samarqandi Mawliini Qisim,
then the Bukharan KhwZja KhZwand ahm mi id.' Although the conquest attempt
of Sultan Sa'id did not succeed, the KhwZja's proselytizing ambition continued,
as if the dream to convert Tibet to Sunni Islam would have been a religious duty,
similar to the will to convert China. This corresponds to the Naqshbandiyya
ideology which aims to convert non-Muslims to Sunni Islam; though late, the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries correspond also to the last period of the
Islamization of Central Asia. This religious duty could possibly have been shared
by ~imalayanrulers: one knows the case of an anonymous Balti prince who, at the
beginning of the seventeenth century, called 'ularna' from Kashgar to teach the
sunna in the region, to the detriment of Ismaili Shiism. During the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries there occurred a series of conversion waves initialised
by Sufi Shaykhs themselves, coming from Central Asia (~ashgariaand further
west). Quite well documented is the next period when, again, ~amarqandi
Shaykhs initiated ~imalayanMuslims to Sufism.'
These remarks are only meant to provide some first reference points. It is
not the place here to discuss this long and complex religious history in detail,
Haydar MirzZ, A History of the Moghuls in India: Being the Tarikh-i-Rushidi of Mirza
Muhammad Haidar, Dughlat, ed. Ney Elias, trans. ~ d w a r dDenison Ross (London, 1898;
repr. New Delhi, 1986), p. 403. The text edited and translated by Wheeler Mclntosh
Thackston differs here, see Mirza Haydar Dughlat's Tarikh-i Rashidi: A History of the Khans of
Moghulistan (Harvard, 1996), p. 76.
One would expect an earlier attestation, especially in the early medieval period
(c-tenth-thirteenth centuries) given the fact that, after the conversion to Islam of the
Karakhanid ruler Satuq BughrZ KhZn (d. 955), his descendants and later missionaries led
intensive Islamization activities against Buddhism in the Tarim Basin, at the gates of the
Tibetan world. The present-day religious landscape of Southern Xinjiang presents a large
number of mausoleums (accompanied by many legends) where these saints are buried, or
supposed to be buried. See Rahila Davut, Uyghur mazarliri h he ~ a u s o l e u m sof the ~ y g h u r s ]
(Urumchi, 2001).
' Haydar MirzZ, History of the Moghuls in India, pp. 213,395,398.
en Asie centrale chinoise
See my 'Note sur la ~a~shbandiyya-Mujaddidiyya
(x~llle-XIX
si~icles)',
~
Journal of the History of ~ u f i s m ,5 (2007 = special issue on the
Naqshbandiyya-~hblidi~~a
Sufi order): pp. 319-28.
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not least for the reason that such an account remains to be written. As we have
seen and shall see repeatedly, a second reason is that any historicist endeavour
faces a lack of sources or their legendary nature. In a sense, we shall continuously
tread a delicate path between history and legend along collective memory and
representations. Such is the limit, and at the same time the possible benefit, of
the present study: if narratives are not records, if they only spin us stories, it is no
less true that they inform us, better than anything else, about the beliefs, about
the imagination, about faith and piety. All these are elements which might help us
to understand Himalayan Islam based on its main features such as sacred spaces.
In the collective memory of both Central Asian Muslims and Muslim
communities of Himalaya or greater Tibet (that is, Tibet properly but also
Ladakh and the Chinese provinces of Qinghai and Gansu) there remains a
common remembrance of the Central Asian saints' missions. More precisely, one
notices a remarkable historico-geographical coincidence: the assertion of the
Samarqandi origin of Tibetan I ~ l a m Through
.~
popular etymology, conversion
narratives and founder myths related to several Muslim groups, such as Lusar,lo
Huang Fan (yellow Tibetans)," Bonan, Salar or Dongxiang, even Hui, the city of
Samarkand or its region appears as a land from where Muslim population groups
are said to have migrated to Himalaya or from where Muslim proselyte groups
or individuals are said to have came to Islamize Tibet. From the constellation of
versions and variations emerges the general picture of a religious geography,
linking ~ u s l i misolated minorities to the Muslim world (Ar. Dir a2-lslim) across
Central Asia by the symbolic routes of etymology, hagiography and myth.
After having first examined some popular etymologies referring to
Central Asia and Samarkand in particular, I wish to contrast Turkestani Sufi
hagiographical texts with ~ i m a l a y a nlegendary items. Then I shall focus on the
Salar case: this is a ~ u r k i Muslim
c
ethnic group living in the former ~ m d region,
o
who represents an interesting case of religious and cultural contacts. I will
make use of two main types of sources: (I) nineteenth-early twentieth century
expedition reports by Western travellers or missionaries ( ~ r i t i s h ,German,
Russian, ~ r e n c h )such
,
as Douglas ~ o r s y t h(1827-86), ~ o s e ~f r i p p n e (1899-1970),
r
~ i k o l a i~ikhailovichPrzhevalskij (1839-88), Henri d'ollone (1868-1945) and
ern and re nard (1866-95), and (2) central Asian hagiographies preserved in
manuscripts written in Persian or Chaghatay Turkic during the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries.
For ideas concerning the origin of the Tibetans in medieval Arabic literature see
the contribution by Anna Akasoy on Tibet in Islamic geography and cartography in this
volume.
In
Lusars or Losars were Turkic people living in Kumbum (near ~ i n i n g ) .
"
They were Muslim Tibetans according to Louis M.J. Schram, 'The Monguors of the
Kansu-Tibetan Frontier: Part 111. Records ofthe Monguor Clans. History of the Monguors in
Huangchung and the Chronicles of the Lu Family', Transactions of the American ~hilosophical
Society, N.s., 5113 (1961): pp. 1-117, at pp. 18, 26 passim.
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THE QUESTION OF NAMES
Muslim historians such as AbO Ja'far Muhammad al-Tabari(ninth-tenth century)
i 'Abd al-Hayy Gardizi (eleventh century) attributed a Yemenite origin
or ~ b iSa'id
to the ~ i b e t a nkings.Iz It seems that this was a common belief among Muslim
scholars throughout the medieval period. In a more precise way, the traveller
and polygraph Yiiqiit al-Hamawi (twelfth-thirteenth century) presumed that
the Yemenite ruler called Tubba' 'started from Yemen, crossed the JayhOn river
and marched up to Samarkand. Finding the area inhabited, he founded a city
there, rested for a few days and then proceeded towards China.'There he founded
another city that he named Tibet. An anonymous ninth-century Arabian poet
similarly wrote that 'these are the people who first gave Samarkand its name;
Tibet also was founded by them'. Interestingly, these two quotations come from
Abu Bakr Amiruddin Nadwi's book published in 1979, recently translated into
English under the title Tibet and Tibetan Muslirns.13Under the pen of the Tibetan
~usbm
author, this medieval legend becomes a philological etymology, that is to
say historical evidence, about the origin of Tibet; moreover, it associates clearly
the city of Samarkand and Tibet.
Another illustration of such unclear, though widespread, etymologies
associating Himalayan Muslims with Central Asia is the range of ethnic names. As
is well known, Dongxiang is a Mongol Muslim minority in China with a population
of about 370,000 (1990 census), of which the majority lives in Gansu and Qinghai.
Whereas their origin remains unclear (they are supposed to have came with
Genghis Khan's garrisons from Iran and ~fghanistan),they call themselves Santa
or Sarta, that is in fact ~art/Sirt,'~
which refers in ~ u r k i languages
c
to the settled
inhabitants of Central Asia, and particularly the ~ersian-speakingpopulation,
in the same sense as ~ a j i k(see below). he case of Bonan ( ~ h~. a o a nis) no less
l
confusing since they are said to be descended from Muslim ~ o n g o soldiers
mixed with the Central Asian population - stationed in ~ i n g h aduring
i
the Yuan
or Ming dynasties and to have settled in the Gansu province during the reign of
i
he Salars ( ~ h~. a l aare
) ~ u r k i cMuslims
the Qing Emperor ~ o n g z h (1861-75).15
---

"

Vasili Barthol'd, Clifford Edmund Bosworth and Marc Gaborieau, 'L'islam au
Tibet', in Thierry Zarcone (ed.), Musulmans et soufis du Tibet (Milan, 2005), p. 2. The same
article (p. 3) mentions the village of Samarqandiq which would be located, according
to the famous Persian geography Hudiid al-'dam, in present-day Wakhan, between Tibet
and Central Asia. See Hudiid al-'dam: The Regions of the World. A Persian Geography, trans.
Vladimir Minorsky (London, 1937). p. 1 2 1 and commentary p. 309. See also the article by
Akasoy in this volume.
'I
Abu Bakr Amir-uddin ~ a d w i lslam
,
and Tibetan Muslims (~haramsala,20041, p. 6.
See my book review in the ~ibetlournal(forthcoming).
l4
See the article 'SPrt' in EP.
l5
Others consider that they converted to lslam early in the 1800s: James Stuart
Olson, An Ethnohistorical Dictionary of China o on don, 1998), pp. 30-32. ~imalayan~ u s l i m
groups living across the border of xinjiang, Gansu, Qinghai and ~ i b e t remain
,
poorly
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living also in Gansu and Qinghai; they number more than 104,000 people (2000
census). They used to mix with the Tibetan populations through intermarriage
or by the conversion to Islam, as was the case with the Kargan(g) Tibetans
who became ~ u s l i m sunder Salar influence.16Their language itself is 'a mixed
language of Turkic origin with heavy Chinese and Tibetan adstrata'.17 We know
of the existence of manuscripts among the Salars composed in both Persian and
~ i b e t a n ; we
' ~ even find Red Hat Muslims among the Salars mentioned which
may be analogous to Red Hat Buddhists.19 As for the etymology, according to
d'ollone's interviews, the Salars claim their origins from Samarkand,20and they
connect their name to the Turkic Oghuz people living in the Samarkand areamZ1
I will return later to this point and, more extensively, to the Salars.
The Hui are not Tibetan but Chinese Muslims, although several groups
have been acculturated to non-Han communities.22 he so-called ~ i b e t a nHui
( ~ hZang
.
~ u i )for
, example, live in Lhasa and count about 6,000 souls.23Since the
history of the Hui has already attracted a great deal of attention, I shall limit my
remarks to two details:
Firstly, the Turkic name of the Hui - used in Central Asian sources (in Turki,
that is, the ~haghatay~ u r k i clanguage, and in ~ e r s i a n and
) still used today in
Kazakhstan and in Kirghizstan as an ethnic appellation - is Dungan or ~ungan(i).
d his name has no clear etymology. The late Joseph F. Fletcher wrote that

known. Besides some ethnographical publications in Chinese, there are some examples of
Himalayan Muslim groups visited by the Russian explorer Przhevalskij in the 1880s, see
N.M. Przhevalskij, Ot' Kjakhty na istoki Zheltoj Reki: fzsledovanie severnoj okrainy Tibeta i put'
cherez'Lobl-Nor'po Bassejnu Tarima [ ~ r o mKiakhta to the Source of the Yellow River. Explorations
of the Northern Regions of Tibet and Trip along Lop Nor down the Tarim asi in] (St. Petersburg,

1888). pp. 300-316,362-3,368-71,374, etc.
l6
William Woodville Rockhill, 'A Journey in Mongolia and Tibet', The ~eographical
Journal, 315 (1894): pp. 357-84, at p. 362; Josef Trippner, 'Die Salaren, ihre ersten
Glaubensstreitigkeiten, und ihr Aufstand 17811,Central Asiatic Journal, 914 (1964): pp. 24176, at p. 257.
I'
Arienne Dwyer in Ma Wei, Ma Jianzhong and Kevin Stuart, The Folklore of China's
Islamic Salar Nationality (Lewiston, NY, 2001), p. 1.
Henri Marie Gustave d'ollone, 'Recherches sur les musulmans chinois. Mission
d'ollone', Revue du Monde Musulman, 9/12 (1909): pp. 522-98, at p. 583.
l9
D'Ollone, 'Recherches sur les musulmans chinois', p. 540.
Z0
D'Ollone, 'Recherches sur les musulmans chinois', p. 539.
21
Beyond the name and etymology, they perceive themselves as brothers of the
O ~ UTurks:
Z
see the interesting discussion between a Salar muderris and the Tatar traveller
Abdurre~id ibrAhim (in ~ e i j i n g )in Abdurre~id ibriihim, Alem-i isliim ve Japonya'da
isliimiyet'in Yayrlmasl [The World oflslam and the Spreadoffslamity i n ~ a p o n (~stanbul,
]
1910-13;
repr. 2003), vol. 2, pp. 157-61.
22
See the article by Diana Altner in this volume.
23
See notably Dru C. Gladney, Muslim Chinese: Ethnic Nationalism in the People's ~ e p u b l i c
(Cambridge, 1991), pp. 33-4.
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Marshall roomh hall, Islam in China, pp. xvi and 147, has given wide currency to
an etymology derived from the Turkish don- / Chaghatay *tong-, meaning 'to be
converted.' But how early and where is the Chaghatay form attested? The use
of the adjectival Tin the form 'Tungani' would seem to indicate that 'Tungan' is
no longer felt as a participial form from as early as the seventeenth centuty2'

More exactly, the Turkish verb donmek (or the uzbek form diinmoq) means
'to turn, to return', thus 'to turn towards Islam, to convert to' - in the same way
that the Chinese word hui H has the meaning of 'to return, to go back to'. ~t is
worth remarking, as a lead to follow up, that we find in the Ottoman dictionary
Composed
of the Chaghatay language by BukhZri an entry for the verb dfir~rniik.~~
at the end of the nineteenth century, this work is a late lexicon, yet it remains
reliable as it is based on samples from classical Chaghatay literature. while
this kind of attestation does not allow a scientific etymology, it testifies to the
existence of an early Central Asian ethnic designation for the HuLZ6
My second point: even though the Hui are generally believed to be
descendants of the first Arab or Persian people who came to China by sea during
the Tang dynasty, many of them claim that their ancestors come from Central
Asia (~hwarezmand Samarkand in particular). There are historical bases to this
'genealogy': a Chinese record such as the Liaoshi, compiled in 1343-44,lists several
tribes (Ch. dashibu), among them the Huihui, living in the region of Samarkand
More generally, it is well documented in Chinese and Persian
(Ch. ~unsigan).~'
sources that the Mongols who first conquered these Transoxanian areas recruited
) only as soldiers in the campaigns to conquer
the local population ( ~ u i h u inot
China but also as artisans, architects, literate men for the administrative services,
e t ~The
. ~favourable
~
policy of the ~ o n g oemperors
l
towards Muslims in China
contributed to the unprecedented increase of the ~ u s l i mpopulation and also
to their significant social, economic and political role under the Yuan dynasty.
t Central China were thus founded by
The Muslim communities of ~ o r t h w e sand
s
the Mongol period and there is evidence that they
Central Asian ~ u s l i m during
~ ~relevant element
were mainly Muslims from ama ark and and K h ~ a r e z m . he
for us is the exceptional status attributed to the great central Asian oasis.
Joseph F. Fletcher, 'The Naqshbandiyya in Northwest China', in Studies on Chinese
and Islamic Inner Asia o on don, 1995). article XI, p. 12, n. 4.
25
See $eyh Siileym2n Efendi Buhsri, Lugat-i Cagatiiyi ve Turkf-yi Osmiinf [chaghatay
and Ottoman Turkic exi icon] (Istanbul, 1298/1880-81),p. 173.
26
AS a comparable example, the name ~almliq,which designates the ~ u n g a Mongols
r
in Persian and Turki sources, corresponds, in the popular etymology, to a ~ u r k i cverb
meaning 'to stay, to remain'. The Jungars are thus defined as 'those who remained
Infidels', contrary to the Dungans.
27
Quoted by Michael Dillon, China's ~ u s l i mHui Community (~ichmond,1999), p. 13.
See the articles by Azad and Buell in this volume.
29
Dillon, China's Muslim Hui, ch. 2 (pp. 11-26).
24
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A last name that does not refer to ~imalayanMuslims, but remains worth

mentioning in a discussion about the relationship between Samarkand and
Tibet, is the famous '01-mo-lung-ring, part of or identical to Stag-gzig, the
mythical region of origin of Bon-po. Against the former hypothesis on the
identification of this toponym - especially the theory of the late Bronislav I.
Kuznetsov - Dan Martin suggested that 'we may say that all the various sources
we have brought forward point to a location for '01-mo-lung-ring not precisely
in Persia, but in the lands between northern Persia and the (changing) western
borders of Tibet'.30 Notwithstanding the necessarily imprecise geography of
such a location, it refers apparently, once again, to the Persian-speaking part
of Central Asia, that is, the land of the Tajiks according to Islamic sources,31
including present-day Tajikistan and Southern Uzbekistan, more precisely
the Bukhara and the Samarkand areas. Apart from the question of the origin
of Bon-po, one can perceive the name Stag-gzig/Tajik as a memory, in Tibetan
culture, of its Central Asian roots.
To sum up this section, 1 believe that all these names suggest, rather than a
historical background, an anthropological reality. Through popular etymologies,
~ i m a l a y a n~ u s l i m -s some of them at least - express their religious affinity with
~slamiccentral Asia, manifesting a fascination or even devotion for the holy city
of ama ark and which offers a real or an imagined homeland for the scattered
communities.

SUFI HAGIOGRAPHIES AND MUSLIM HIMALAYAN LEGENDS

In addition to these various etymologies, one finds another way to connect Tibet
and Central Asia: hagiographical traditions, more precisely, Sufi conversion
narratives. It is often said, for instance, that Rinchana Bhoti, king of ~ a d a k h
in the fourteenth century, had been converted to Islam by a Turkestani Sufi
the king then had a
belonging to the Suhrawardi order called Sharaf al-Dir~;~'
mausoleum built for a certain Bulbul shah, a Persian, who had taught him
.~~
case is the two vicars ( ~ rkhalrfa)
.
of the aforementioned
the Q ~ r ' a nAnother
Bukharan Naqshbandi Shaykh Khwaja hawa and ~ a h m f i dwho were sent to
~ i t t l eTibet (~altistan)in 1608.34More interesting for us are the ~urkestani
Dan Martin, "01-mo-lung-ring, the Original Holy Place', in Huber (ed.), sacred
Spaces, pp. 258-301, at p. 278.
' About the controversies on the etymology, see the article 'TZdjik' in El2.
Mohammad Ishaq Khan, Kashmir's Transition to Islam: The Role of the ~ u s l i mRishis
ifte tee nth to Eighteenth century) (New Delhi, ]2002), pp. 62-3.
j3
Charles-Eudes Bonin, 'La Conqugte du Petit-Tibet',Revue du ~ o n r fMusulman,
e
1116
(1910):pp. 207-31, at p. 210.
l4
David W. Damrel, 'Forgotten Grace: Khwaja hiw wand ~ a h m Q ~aqshbandi
d
in
Central Asia and Mughal India' ( P ~ Dthesis, Duke University, 1991), pp. 93,169.
lo
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~ u f hagiographies
i
which describe the religious activities of the Naqshbandi
KhwZjas. ~ h e s Sufis
e
are all descendants of the great Samarqandi Shaykh Ahmad
KasZni ~ a h b i d ialso
, called Makhdum-i A'zam, that is, 'the great master' (14641542).~=
For instance, a text like the Tadhkira-yi 'azizin [~ollectionofthe Holy en],^^
written in ~haghatayTurkic by Muhammad Sidiq Kishgari at the beginning of
the nineteenth century, relates the travels of one of these descendants called
~ i d a y aAllah
t
(1626-94), also known under the honorific nickname ( ~ rtakhallus)
.
AfZq KhwZja or Apaq K h ~ j a . ~ '
These two last names require an explanation since they are not commonly
used in the Muslim world: the first one is actually the Arabic plural of the
term ufiq which means 'horizon, heaven, universe'. It refers firstly to Qur'in
(4153): 'We shall show them our signs in the horizons and in themselves, till it
is clear to them that it is true. Suffices it not as to thy Lord, that He is witness
'~~
it refers to the Sufi hagiology according to which
over e ~ e r y t h i n g ?secondly,
the saint rules over the world and human destinies; he is considered the axis
( ~ r qutb)
.
of the world. ~ndeed,Af2q ~ h w i j awas extraordinarily popular
throughout the Tarim Basin. The Turkic appellation apaq, or rather appaq in
,
I. 'pure white' and 2. 'beloved, lovable'. According to
Modern ~ y g h u r means
~ y g h u historians,
r
this name has been given to the ~ u f leader
i
by the Jungar
Mongol Khan G a l d a r ~But
. ~ ~this fact has been recently q u e ~ t i o n e dstill,
. ~ ~ we also
l
including A f ~ qsuch as ~ b a k hKhuja, Qun ~ b a k hand ~ u r l u g h
find ~ o n g onames

On this figure see Bakhtjar Babadjanov, 'Makhdum-i A'zam', in Islam na Tenitorii
byvshej Rossiskoj imperii. Entsiklopedicheskij slovar'l (Moscow, 2006), pp. 262-3.
"
There are several manuscripts of this text, one of the most complete is preserved
in Tashkent: Muhammad Sidiq ~ashghari, Tadhkira-yi 'aziziin (274 fols), Institut
Vostokovedenija Akademii nauk Uzbekistana 4511. A very partial translation in English
has been realized by Robert B. Shaw, 'The History of the Khojas of Eastern Turkestan
Summarised from the ~azkara-i-Khwijaginof Muhammad Sidiq Ksshgari', edited with
introduction and notes by N. Elias, published as Supplement to the Journal of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal, 6611 (1897). I use here the Uyghur edition: Qashqari ~ u h a m m a dSadiq,
Tiizkiriiyi iizizan, ed. Nijat Mukhlis and Shamsidin mat (Kashgar, 1988).
37
I have dealt extensively with this figure in my Soufisme et politique entre Chine, Tibet
et Turkestan (Paris, 2005).
The Koran Interpreted, trans. Arthur J . Arberry o on don, 1955).
39
Haji Nur Haji and Chen Guoguang, ~hinjangislam tarikhi isto tory oflslam in ~ i n j i a n g ]
rumch chi, 1995), pp. 281-2.
40
Dolqun Abdurehim, "'Apaq Khoja" digan namning kelip chiqishi toghrisida
f
about the Appearance of the Name 'Apaq Khoja'],
qisqicha mulahiza' [ ~ r i e ~eflection
Shinjang ljtirnayi Piinliir Tiitqiqati, 2 (2006): pp. 49-52. However, the name Af2q can be
found in few other cases in central Asia (Khans and Begs essentially). See, for instance,
the anonymous Tirikh-i Kiishgar, facsimile edition by 0leg 0 . ~kimushkin,Tiirlx-i Kiishgar:
Anonimnaja tjurskaja khronika vladetelej Vostochnogo Turkestana po konets XVII veka i is tory of
Kashgar: An Anonymous Turkic Chronicle of the Sovereigns of Eastern Turkestan until the ~ n of
d
the Seventeenth century] (st Petersburg, 2001).
j5
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Abakh." All these examples show the widespread reputation of the saint among
~ u r k i cbut also Mongol and Chinese ~ u s l i mpopulations. Last but not least, the
names Afiq (Ofoq in ~ z b e kor
) Apaq are still very popular today in Xinjiang and
the Central Asian republics. The shrine of the Shaykh, located near Kashgar, is
still visited and venerated by Uyghurs and Hui pilgrims who come from Xinjiang
or even farther afield, Gansu and Q i r ~ g h a i . ~ ~
Such use of names may find further motivations in the politico-religious
context of seventeenth-century Inner Asia. Once again, I restrict myself to a
few aspects. The seventeenth century is generally - and rightly - considered as
the Golden Age of Tibet in the sense that important changes took place in the
central region: intense cultural and religious activities; political strength inside
and outside the frontiers of Tibet; reunification of the territory under the rule
of the Fifth Dalai Lama and his successors.43This Mongol-Tibetan titulature of
Dalai Lama, meaning 'oceanic master', appeared in 1562 when the Mongol Altan
Khan gave the title of Dalai Lama to bSod-nams rgya-mtsho (1543-88), hence
officializing a patronage relationship between the Mongol Khan and the Tibetan
lama - cho-yon (mchod-yon) in Tibetan.44This politico-religious system reached its
peak with the Qoshut Mongol Gushri Khan and the Fifth Dalai Lama, Ngag-dbang
blo-bzang rgya-mtsho (1617-82), who founded a Lamaic theocracy in Tibet.
It is not a matter of coincidence that we find such an analogous titulature in
Kashgaria where AfPq KhwPja founded an Islamic theocracy in 1680. Likewise,
the Chinese supreme titulature tianzi - son of heaven - expressed the mysticoreligious essence of power in late post-Mongol Inner Asia. No doubt this analogy
is not only nominal.
Let us return to the ~adhkira-yi'aziziin. he text asserts that during the 1670s,
the ~ a q s h b a n dShaykh
i
Afiiq Khwija travelled - because of a forced exile - in
i also, seemingly, in Tibet properly, and more precisely to
Gansu and ~ i n g h abut
~ h a s acalled
,
Ju or 10in the text.45 his term could originate from 10-khang, the
. read that Afiiq KhwPja arrived at the idol temple
famous temple in ~ h a s a We
(Pe. butkhzna) of ~ u l l i MPni,
i
that is Sikyamuni. The Sufi master, aware of the
i
( ~ yshaykh
.
brahmanlar), engaged in a miracle
magical powers of the ~ a l a Lama
contest with him. he ~ i b e t a n sand the Dalai Lama himself were so impressed
Nizamiddin Hiisayn, '3. Qabahat aqida. (ya'ni bir qatim Appaq Khoja toghrisida)'
[ ' ~ nOdious Belief (once again about Appaq ~hoja)'],Shinjang madaniyati, 2-3 (1989):
pp. 113-54, at p. 127.
42
See my article 'Les tombeaux de saints musulmans au Xinjiang. Culte, rkforme,
histoire', Archives de sciences sociales des religions, 142 (2008): pp. 47-62.
43
Among others, see Franqoise Pommaret (ed.), Lhasa: Lieu du divin. La capitale du
Dalai-Lama au 17' sikcle (Geneva, 1997).
44
This institution existed long time before, in fact since the thirteenth century with
d
Qubilai Khan and 'Phags-pa bla-ma blo-gros rgyal-mtshan. See the articles by ~ z a and
Buell in this volume.
45
Tazkirbjli azizan, pp. 48-50.
41
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by his powers that they decided to help him return to his homeland. Thierry
Zarcone has shown that this account is similar to a legend collected by Marc
Gaborieau about the foundation of the first Muslim community in ~ h a s a . 'An
~
~ndianSufi named Khayr al-Din, endowed with supernatural powers, impressed
the ~ i f t hDalai Lama who then provided a cult place in Lhasa to the Muslims.
There are so many analogies with the case of Afiq Khwija that we can suppose
that the legend of Khayr al-Din originates in the story of Afiq Khwija," although
the lack of other textual evidences prevents us from going further.
Be this as it may, the sequel of the anecdote is intriguing too. The Tadhkira-yi
'aziziin explains that, after the 'victory' of Afiq over the Dalai Lama, the former
was given an official letter by the latter to deliver to the aforementioned Galdan
~ o s h o q t u~ h a (reg.
n 1670-97).This letter stipulated that:
Ey Boshoqtu Khan, Afaq is a great man, he is a perfect master in his religion, he
is a khwaja of Kashgar and Yarkand. Isma'il Khan seized his country, you have
to give him soldiers. ~fyou give him he will recapture it back, if you don't he
won't succeed.48

The following events show that Af2q Khwija and his followers joined the
~
Jungar contingents and conquered Kashgaria with their s ~ p p o r t . 'However,
some historians, like Vladimir Kuznetsov, think that Galdan was not enfeoffed
to the Dalai Lama and that this letter only provided an excuse for the attacke50
But, according to Mulli Musi Siyrimi's Tcinikh-i Hcimidi hi he Chronicle of &imid],
a nineteenth-century ~ u r k i crecord, Afiq came to an agreement with Galdan,
and told him: 'if you give me soldiers, the Altishahrsl is yours; I shall give it to
46

Marc Gaborieau, 'Pouvoirs et autoritk des soufis dans l'Himalayal, in Zarcone
(ed.), Musulrnans et soufis du Tibet, pp. 27-31, and Rhcit d'un voyageur musulman (Paris,
1973), pp. 17, 115-17; Thierry Zarcone, '~oufisd'Asie centrale au Tibet', in Zarcone (ed.),
Musulrnans et soufis du Tibet, pp. 62-8.
47
This kind of transmission of legends is not uncommon. In a comparable context,
see John Brough, 'Legends of Khotan and Nepal', Bulletin of the School of Oriental and Afncan
Studies, 1212 (1948):pp. 333-9.
4 V h a w , 'The History of the Khojas of Eastern ~urkestan',pp. 36-7, n. 15. It seems
that several sources mention this letter. See Jinshin Li, Shinjang otkan islam khanliqlirning
qisqichii tarikhi [A Concise History of the Former Muslim Khanates in ~injiang](Urumchi, 20031,
p. 410.
49
Papas, Soufisrne et politique, pp. 126-30.
50
Viacheslav S. Kuznetsov, 'K voprosu o vladychestve Djungarskogo khanstva
nad Vostochnym Turkestanom' bo bout the Domination of the Jungar Khanate in
Eastern Turkestan'], Matenab po istorii i filologii Central'noj Azii. Trudy Bu jatskogo Institutu
~bshchestvenn~kh
nauk, 13 (1970):pp. 21-8. Many thanks to my colleague Sergei bash in
who brought this article to my attention.
Altishahr means 'the six cities': that is, ash gar, arka and, Yangi Hisar, hot an,
Aqsu, and Ush Turfan.
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YOU.'^^ Siyrimiexplains that, underlying this offer was Afiq Khwija's will to take
hold of the Khanate and depose Ismi'il Khin. From a larger perspective, and in
spite of the difficult relations between Galdan and the Fifth Dalai Lama, one has
to keep in mind that the cho-yon was not a formal institution where the Dalai
Lama played 'merely' a symbolic role; in a time of high piety and strong religious
feelings, his status was sacred and his influence decisive on Mongol Khans.
Whether historical or legendary, this episode refers to a broader tradition
among the Muslims of both Himalaya and Central Asia. It is the tradition of the
secret conversion to Islam of prominent Buddhist figures. Indeed, there is a
version of Khayr al-Din's legend, mentioned by Marc Gaborieau, which claims
that the Fifth Dalai Lama converted secretly to Islam.53Moreover, during the
same period, namely, the seventeenth century, there was a belief that Galdan
Boshoqtu Khan, who was a Lamaist, had converted to Islam under the influence
of Kashgarian Turkic Muslims.54Likewise, in Kashgaria, a popular belief claimed
that the Emperor of China himself had secretly adopted Islam, though he never
dared to show it openly.55The Turkestani hagiographical tradition developed this
topic too. For example, the Hidiiyatniima [~ookof ~uidance]of Mawlini Mir Khil
al-Din al-Yirkandi, written in Persian in 1730, describes at length the encounter
between the aforementioned Afiq ~ h w i j awith the Emperor of China, Kangxi,
at this time.56 he story evokes the miraculous cure of the sick Emperor by the
Sufi saint and ends, not with the Emperor's conversion, but with the official
protection of Muslims by the Emperor,
Another example is the little-known anonymous 'Iqd a/-giihar [string of
~ewels];composed in Persian (the unique manuscript is preserved in the Bodleian
~ibrary),~'
the text explains in detail the proselyte activities of the father of
Afiq ~ h w i j a ~, f i s u f~ h w i j a(1590-1653).~~
This Naqshbandi Shaykh is said to
have travelled to ~ndiaand, on his way back to ~ashgaria,stopped in the diyiir-i
farang. Meaning literally the 'country of f ranks (i.e. ~hristians)',the locution
Mu112 Miis2 SZyrZmi, Tarikhi hamidi, ed. ~ n v a Baytur
r
(~eijing,1986), p. 130.
Gaborieau, Rdcit d'un voyageur musulman, p. 17.
54
According to the Chinese source Qingzheng pingding shuomo fanglue, in Peter C.
Perdue, China Marches West: The Qing Conquest of Central Eurasia (Cambridge, 2005), p. 179.
For a detailed discussion, see the article by Thierry Zarcone in this volume.
55
Charles Henri Auguste Schefer, Notice sur les relations des peuples musulmans avec les
chinois, depuis lhxtension de l'islamismejusqu'~la fin du XVe sihcle (Paris, 1895), p. 30.
56
Papas, Soufisme et politique, pp. 115-21.
57
MS. Indian Institute, Persian 117 (57 fols).
58
Papas, Soufisme et politique, pp. 65-6. A recent article, dealing with ~ i i s u ~f h w s j a ,
has been published in Japanese by Minoru Sawada, 'Oasis wo shihai shita hitobito17seiki yarkand no jirei' ho hose who Dominated the Oasis: The Case of arka and in the
Seventeenth century'], in Masatake Matsubara, Yuki Konagaya and Haiying Yang (eds),
Yiirashia sBgen kara no message-yiboku kenkya no saizensen h he Message from the Eurasian
Steppes: Recent Research in the Study of ~ o m a d i c~ e o ~ l(e~]o k y o2005),
,
pp. 290-315. 1 thank
~ y o k oSekiguchi for having translated this reference.
52
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corresponds in fact to the Himalayan area, and could also - this is a suggestion
by Marc Gaborieau based on the phonological resonance - match with the city
of ~ s a p a r a n gin Western Tibet (Guge kingdom in the mid-seventeenth century).
he inhabitants are what the text calls the millat-i tarsi'z that is, possibly, the
people of the Buddhists. Here again, the expression means literally the 'people
of earfuls (usually Christians)'. There - according to the 'lqd al-gihar - the
Sufi saint visited the area of temples (Pe. mahal-i butkhina), stayed six months,
accomplished numerous miracles and converted many infidels (kiifir). Finally,
the high figure called pidishiih-i farang (lit. 'king of the Franks'), maybe a great
lama, was defeated by the powers of the Muslim saint. The entire lexis seems
to designate Christians, and could actually refer to the Jesuit mission of Guge
founded by the Portuguese Ant6nio de Andrade in 1625.59However, the Central
Asian Islamic sources use often a more precise vocabulary to designate Christians.
Moreover, in Persian the terms tarsi and farang do not exclusively designate
Christians and Westerners but also Buddhists." A final important argument is
the fact that Yisuf KhwZja had effectively led conversion missions to Northwest
China, as appears clearly in the Sayyid Afiq Khwiijam Tazkiralari, a popular and
widespread Turkic hagi~graphy.~'
Today, the Salars (see below) consider Yisuf
Khwiija as one of their main religious heroes. To sum up, the passage in the
'Iqd al-giihar probably describes an encounter between Sufi masters and Lamas,
in which samarqandi and ~ i b e t a nspiritual masters meet face to face.
We see how hagiographies and legends connect Central Asia and ~ i b e t .
Himalayan Muslim communities present traditions which follow a similar
model: a holy Muslim man from central Asia, a samarqandi, makes a long
journey to Tibet, encounters a great holy non-Muslim man, requests divine
help, and in the end founds a Muslim community. In other words, the founder
lppolito Desideri, An Account of Tibet: The Travels of Ippolito Desideri 1712-1727, ed.
Filippo de Filippi with an introduction by Cornelius Wessels (London, 1937; repr. New
Delhi, 1995), pp. 5-19. In his account, which takes place around the 1720%Desideri rarely
alludes to Muslims in Tibet, but includes the following interesting passage (pp. 177-8):
59

They once had a place of burial near Lhasi, this was destroyed and they were
ordered to make a new one farther away from the town. Although because
they are foreigners they are not molested, they are called ~ u t e k b Aor
, infidels.
and are considered low, vile, and despicable people, not so much on account of
their lies and incontinence, as because they kill animals with their own hands, a
thing looked upon as infamous in these countries and only done by the Scemba
or public executioner.
See 'Ali Akbar Dihkhudi, Lughatniima, Digital Version ( ~ e h r a n2006).
,
The Persian
word but (idol) corresponds roba ably to ~uddha:see Daniel Gimaret, ' ~ o u d d h aet les
bouddhistes dans la tradition musulmane',/ournal Asiatique, 257 (1969): pp. 273-316.
6'
Quoted in Fletcher, 'The ~aqshbandiyyain Northwest china', pp. 12-13. In
Southern Xinjiang, recent handwritten copies of this text still circulate.
60
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myths of ~ u s l i mcommunities in Himalaya coincide with the Sufi hagiographies
and reveal a specific religious identity. From this perspective, one of the most
interesting case is, I believe, that of the Salar, since it presents a founder myth
which synthesizes almost all of these characteristics.

THE FOUNDER MYTH OF THE SALARS
The Salars attracted attention when they conducted violent uprisings against
the Qings in the course of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Ever since
the publication of Jonathan N. Lipman's book, Familiar Strangers, we have a clear
idea not only of the political events but of their actors: that is, the Salar Sufi
It appears that all of them trace their spiritual chain of transmission
(Ar. silsila) to Central Asian saints, most particularly AfZq Khwija (sometimes not
directly but by the link of famous Chinese Shaykhs, such as Ma LaichP3and Ma
Mingxin, both spiritual descendants of AfZq KhwZja and Yfisuf KhwZja). What is
remarkable here is again the historical background which pertains to the Eastern
Turkestan KhwZjas: that is, Sufi saints of Samarkand origin. The introduction of
Naqshbandi Sufism among the Salars is indeed the work of the KhwZjas, which
can be dated back perhaps even to the late sixteenth century and the other envoy
~~~
the history of
of Makhdim-i A'zam named ~ s h a q~ h w i j a(d. 1 5 9 9 ) However,
salar Sufism - Naqshbandi or other orders - is far from being entirely clear.
The origin of the Salars remains equally unclear despite the progress of
historical research on this ethnic group. According to the Japanese scholar
Toru Saguchi, 'it may be quite probable that some of the Turkmen-Salors
have migrated from Central Asia to ~ o r t h - w e s tChina in the latter half of the
fourteenth century under the ~ o n g o l i a nEmpire ...'.65 heir namesakes were the
Turkmen Salars in the oasis of Sarakhs in Khwarezm. But another theory claims
Jonathan N. Lipman, Familiar Strangers: A History of Muslims in Northwest China
(Seattle, 1997), pp. 138-61. Previously, Joseph Fletcher has done pioneering work on their
history. Among the first ethnographic studies, we find mainly Russian scholars like Sergej
E. Malov who visited the Salars in Gansu during autumn 1910, then Edham R. ~enishev
who visited them in summer 1957. Later, in spring 1960, Zsuzsa ~ a r k u kled interviews
with Salar speakers in Beijing. These three authors published valuable linguistic and text
materials.
" This Shaykh is reputed to have converted Tibetans and Mongols to Islam: Lipman,
Familiar Strangers, p. 67. Interestingly, Trippner mentions a theological debate between
Ma Laichi and a rimpoche, at the end of which Tibetans converted to Islam: ~oseph
Trippner, 'Islamische Gruppen und Graberkult in Nordwest-China', Die Welt des Islams, 7
(1961): pp. 142-71, at pp. 154-5.
64
Papas, Soufisme et politique, p. 108.
65
T8ru Saguchi, 'On the Origin of the Ch'in-Hai Salars', Tarih ~ r q t ~ n n a l aDergisi,
rl
6110-11 (1968):pp. 225-9, at p. 229. We find the name Salor or Salur in El2, see the article
'Salar'.
62
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that they originated in the sixteenth century when they were driven to the
Himalayas by the ruler of Qomul/Hami (in northern Xinjiang).wAn alternative
thesis asserts that they came to China as early as the Tang period and settled in
~ i n g h a later.67
i
Lastly, Dutreuil de Rhins argues that they simply came from the
~ u r f a nregion in the sixteenth century, but they were converted to Islam by a
companion of the Prophet, Sa'd ibn Abi W a q q i ~who
, ~ ~flew (sic) from Samarkand
to ~ u z h o u(at the border of Xinjiang and Gansu) in 628.69However most traditions
associate the Salars with Samarkand: they may have come to the Yellow River
in the thirteenth century or in the fourteenth century, on the occasion of the
conquest of ~ u r f a nin 1368 by the Chaghatayid Khizr Khoja.
Whatever the exact history of the Salar people, more relevant for us is their
collective memory and their founder myth for what they tell us about the
~imalayanMuslim identity of this minority. Recorded by Ma Jianzhong and
Kevin Stuart, the Salar founder myth tells the story of a people's migration from
a
The legend is as follows:70
Samarkand to the Koko Nor region ( ~ u n h u district).
At a time, there were two brothers in ama ark and, Imam Qariman71and Imim
Ahmad, who were oppressed by the head of the place and could not live there
any longer. a hen leading their people (lit. clan brothers: Sa. kumsin aghini), and
. doye), carrying a bowl of soil and a kettle of water from
a white camel ( ~ aah
Samarkand, also carrying a Qur'Zn, they left, looking for a good place ( ~ ayahxi
.
otkhan or) to live. hey crossed the Tian Shan, passed Suzhou, and after having
rested for a time, went forward again. As their camel was tired, hungry and
thirsty, they stopped on the Fire Mountain ( ~ aotus
. dagh; from Pe. itash) at the
.
At midnight, Qariman woke up and realized that
village of Six Sons ( ~ a~litiuli).
their camel was gone. ~mmediatelyhe called his companions together, looking
for the camel everywhere. hen, feeling thirsty, they went to look for water.
They went and found their camel turned into stone, resting by a spring source
66

Charles-~udesBonin, 'Les Mahometans du Kansou et leur dernikre revolte', Revue
du Monde Musulman, 1012 (1910): pp. 210-33, at p. 213.
67
Louis M.J. Schram, 'The Monguors of the Kansu-Tibetan Frontier. Their Origin,
History, and Social Organization', Transactions ofthe American Philosophical Society, N.s., 4411
(1954): pp. 1-164, at p. 23.
On this figure (that ~ut'reuilde Rhins erroneously considers as a parent of
Muhammad), see the article in Ef.
69
Jules Leon Dutreuil de Rhins, Mission scientifiqueduns la Haute Asie 1890-1895 (3 vols,
Paris, 1897-98), vol. 1, pp. 464-5.
'O
I summarize Ma Wei, Ma Jianzhong and Stuart, The folklore of China's Islamic Salar
Nationality, pp. 7-10. 1 have modified slightly translations and transcriptions. I have also
indicated some etymologies which show the large number of Persian terms.
"
The name QarimanIKhararnang probably comes from the widespread ~ u r k i c
ethnonym Karaman. See the entry '~haramang'in ~ d h a mR. ~enishev,Stroj salarskogo
jazyka h he System of the Salar Language] (MOSCOW,
1976), p. 461. An alternative assumption
is that Qariman corresponds to the Persian name or title qahramiin, meaning 'warrior,
hero'.
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while water ran out of its mouth. So Qariman and his followers (Sa. kharirnangllir)
removed the kettle, the soil and the Qur'an from the camel's back. Thinking of
the camel going through hardships to come here together with them, all wept.
Then Qariman and his followers opened the Qur'in, they prayed (Sa. dovu etmix;
from Ar. du'ii') asking for God's (Sa. huda; from Pe. khuda) blessings. Later, when
they drank the spring water, it was sweet, they compared it with the water they
brought [from ama ark and], and it was the same. Also they compared the soil,
and they were the same as well. Thus believing that God [~lliih]had helped them
find a good place (~a.yahxiyiur),they settled there.
his story represents a fascinating, and still overlooked, overlapping of
Tibetan and Muslim traditions. On the one hand, the myth finds a kind of distant
echo in the ~ i b e t a nlegends related to the Blue Lake (Koko Nor; Xox nuur in
Mongolian; mTsho sngon-po in ~ i b e t a n in
) Amdo: one of the versions evokes
two figures (a father and his son) looking for water, finding a big rock similar
in appearance to a sheep, with water beneath.7zOn the other hand, we find
a closer echo in the Islamic prophetic traditions related to the first mosque
( ~ u b mosque),
a
located nearby the ~ a b r a kal-NZqa hill ('kneeling place of the
she-camel'), on the outskirts of Medina. Upon his arrival in Medina the Prophet
Muhammad let loose his camel named Qaswi' to wander and choose where he
would stay. where the camel knelt, the Prophet himself settled. In al-Bukhari's ,
we find the following report:
Allah's Apostle [ ~ u h a m m a d ]stayed with Bani 'Amr bin 'Awf for ten nights
and established the mosque (mosque of ~ u b a which
)
was founded on piety.
Allah's Apostle prayed in it and then mounted his she-camel and proceeded
on, accompanied by the people till his she-camel knelt down at (the place of)
the Mosque of Allah's Apostle at Medina. Some Muslims used to pray there in
those days, and that place was a yard for drying dates belonging to Suhayl and
Sahl, the orphan boys who were under the guardianship of As'ad bin Zurira.
When his she-camel knelt down, Allah's Apostle said, 'This place, Allah willing,
will be our abiding place.' Allah's Apostle then called the two boys and told
them to suggest a price for that yard so that he might take it as a mosque.
The two boys said, 'No, but we will give it as a gift, 0 Allah's Apostle!' Allah's
Apostle then built a mosque there.73
-.

.

7L

- .- .

Katia Buffetrille, 'The Blue Lake in A-mdo and its Island', in Huber (ed.), sacred
Spaces, pp. 105-24, at p. 111.
73
Sahib a/-Bukhiri, vol. 5, pp. 166-7, n. 245. Prophetic Traditions differ on certain
details, see 'Masdjid' in ElL.Though highly hypothetical, the tale could also refer to the
story of Silih that appears in the Qur'in (26:141-58 passim), in hadith (e.g. Bukhiri, ~ahih,
vol. 4, p. 360 [n. 562]), and in the biographies (sira) and stories (qisa~)of the prophet. The
people of the Thamud were unbelievers who did not listen to the prophet Sdih enjoining
them to convert to Islam. Silih left his people and went to a mountain where he found a
fountain, performed a prayer, entered a cave and fell asleep for 40 years. GO^ then woke
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what is more pertinent for us is that we find in this myth several elements
which correspond to the pattern we have identified: the city of Samarkand, the
holy ~ u s l i mman, the long journey to Tibet and the foundation of a Muslim
community there. Nothing seems to be lacking but the encounter with a Lamaist
or, for that matter, any non-Muslim religious authority. In fact, this last element
is present somewhere else. The Salar founding legend produced a type of play
called doye oyna, that is the 'camel play' which still exists today in Qinghai,
though it is now performed on stage and no longer on threshing grounds or
The play recounts the myth summarized above, but it adds
family co~rtyards.'~
one very interesting element: a third character who is a non-Muslim. He is a
~ o n g o (or
l a ~ i b e t a n and
) he is the interlocutor of the two Imams (Sa. ahong;
from Persian ikhiind), called 'Blind Man' since he represents the one ignorant of
slam. Although I have not found any evidence in the literature, 1 would not be
surprised if some versions of this story recount the conversion of this Mongol
man. At least - but this is very significant - other versions say that the Mongols
happily sold or even gave the land to the Salar migrant^.'^ Thus the Muslim
community is given by the infidels a land to settle in.
To go further than ~a ~ianzhongand Kevin Stuart, I would like to underline
that this story is much more than a play or a folk legend; it is a myth that explains
the foundation of a community in religious terms. The issue at stake is not only
an identity or a minority discourse but the sacralization of its settlement. In
fact, the narrative corresponds to a territorial reality, visible on the ~imalayan
ground itself: in the town called Jiezi (former ~etzekung)in ~ u n h u acounty,
stands what is supposedly the field of the petrified camel where a large mosque
and the (supposedly) fourteenth-century shrine of ~ h m a dand Qariman have
been erected.76This is a major holy place for the pious Salars.

him up and sent him again to the Thamiid who demanded a sign of God's power. Silih
brought a she-camel out of the rock so that the Thamiid could enjoy its abundant milk on
the condition of the animal's exclusive access to their only source of water on alternate
days. When the ThamCid finally killed the camel, God destroyed them and their city
a l - ~ i j rSilih
.
and a few faithful went to the land of Shim. Confronting both legends, the
Salar myth may appear as a completely reserve version of SPlih's story, in the course of
the events as well as in the events themselves: the journey, the forbidden place (bur),
the camel coming out of the mountain, the source and the prayer. For a detailed analysis
of Silih's story see Jaroslav ~tetkevych,Muhammad and the olden ~ o u g h :Reconstructing
Arabian Myth (Bloomington. 1996).
74
Ma Jianzhong and Kevin Stuart, 'Stone camels and clear Springs: he ~ a l a r ' s
Samarkand Origins', Asian Folklore Studies, 5512 (1996): pp. 287-98.
75
Li Yue Wei and Kevin Stuart, 'The Xunhua Sala', Asian ~ o l k o nStudies, 4911 (1990):
pp. 39-52, at p. 42.
'' Abbot Low off at, 'The Salar ~uhammadans',The ~eographicaljournal, 8515
(1935): pp. 525-30. See Plates 13.1-3.
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EPILOGUE: FOLLOWING THE TRACKS, SHAPING A SACRED SPACE
In each etymology, conversion narrative and legend that we have outlined
here, Samarkand and the Himalayan regions, included Lhasa, were joined, even
twinned, maybe doubled, symbolically by the meetings of saints, concretely by
the crossing points in space. Such associations in space are typical of religious
minorities and their representation of the world. Instead of being unique or
exceptional, this pattern is a universal mode of shaping identity for religious
minorities. But the question is not so much the form of representation as its
content, and more precisely its religious signification: in other words, not how
but what does the narrative tell us about the religious consciousness of ~ i b e t a n
Muslim societies?
No doubt, for Muslims ingeneral, the centre ofthe world is locatedat the Kaaba
and Mecca, even for remote minorities like the Tibetan Muslims (as witnessed by
the ubiquitous Kaaba posters stuck on the walls of Muslim houses or mosque^).'^
Yet, in Himalayan Islam, Samarkand or its region appear as a subsidiary and
symbolic holy centre, perhaps more familiar or more relevant to the ~ i b e t a n ,
Mongol and Turko-Mongol believers, due to the historical background of
their Islamization. Apart from the Tibetan and the Indian legacies, the Central
Asian heritage - both historical and legendary - represents a main feature of
Himalayan Islam. 1 have tried elsewhere to shed some light on the history of Sufi
masters and orders (the Naqshbandiyya mainly) which spread from Turkestan
throughout Xinjiang, Gansu and Qinghai during the sixteenth, seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries. In the present article, 1 have focused on the representation
of a sacred space which integrates ama ark and as a holy city through the memory
of itinerant Sufi holy men. MY conclusion is that extraordinary journeys of this
kind, which reduce space and bring communities closer, are a main concern for
~ after all, these words, tales or myths, are spiritual
Inner Asian ~ u s l i m s . 'For,
travelogues, or rather pilgrimage narratives, the purpose of which is to integrate
isolated communities into a larger religious territory, the Diir al-lsliim.
Such oral and written accounts prove to be particularly effective in the
Himalayan context where holy places and sacred spaces have an essential
function, since piety is not only public but also mobile. What do these accounts
"

Central Asia abounds in traditions which claim that the Kaaba has been first
settled by Allih in Turkestan, then has been moved to Arabia. The Oxus (Amu ~ a r y a )
river is believed to have flowed under the Kaaba. See, among others, Armin ~bmbkry,
Voyages d'un faux dewiche d a m 1'Asie centrale de Te'he'ran a Khiva, Bokhara et ama arc and par 2e
grand de'sert turkornan, Nouvelle Cdition revue et corrigke d'aprks celle de 1873 revue par
]'auteur (Paris, 1987), pp. 93,98.
'' A tradition among the Khotan people claims that the famous Persian hero Rustam
travelled from Kashgar to Lhasa: William H.Johnson, 'Report on his Journey to Ilchi, the
Capital of Khotan, in Chinese Tartary',Joumal of the Royal Geographical Society of on don, 37
(1867): pp. 1-47, at p. 11.
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mean for this Ladakhi lama 'who studied medical science as well as theology,
[who] visited the main sacred places, crossed Nepal, Kashmir, parts of India,
stayed for a long time in Turkestan and Mongolia where he was a horse dealer,
[who] travelled as far as China and Eastern Tibet 1;" or for a man such as Hijji
~ u r b i n'a, peasant by birth, who, as a knife-grinder, has traversed the whole of
Asia, has been as far as Constantinople and Mecca, had visited upon occasions
~ i b eand
t Calcutta, and twice the Kirghish Steppe, to Orenburg and Taganrok'?"
Brought and spread along the Inner Asian tracks, profane narratives travel with
pilgrims and pious traders, who, in a sense, repeat their events and episodes;
they relate their own travels and describe their spiritual experience. In the
past world of the Himalayan caravan^,^' while travellers as well as locals were
negotiating, discussing and praying, a communal space materialized between
Islam and Tibet. Over and above this practical aspect, the representation of
space, once experienced by the pilgrimages and their narrations, received a
sacred dimension able to synthesize, even to go beyond, Islamic and Tibetan
conceptions, that is - in short, as we have seen in the Introduction -the forbidden
and the abode, towards, maybe, the transgressing and the crossing.
~ h u sshaping
,
a sacred space is not a simple imaginary creation or a poetic
feeling; it is a system of beliefs where legend and history continuously overlap. At
the extremities of legend and history, within the crossing and the transgressing,
two facts deserve to be merely mentioned, without further comment. The
first one is a folk tradition from the ~ u r k a n ipeople (a bygone ethnic group
in Northwestern china) relating that slam had been brought to China by
Alexander the Great (~skandarin the Islamic tradition):? which means not from
the Prophet and from the Hijaz but, long before, from the reek ruler of central
Asia or the Oxus area. o he second is a historical and somewhat symptomatic
fact: in 1896, during the violent uprisings of Muslims in Gansu and the harsh
repression in response by the Sino-~anchuforces, certain ~ u s l i m ssought to
take refuge in Samarkand,B3as if the famous central Asian oasis, rather than the
canonical Islamic sanctuaries, appeared as a natural land of welcome.
...I

Dutreuil de Rhins, Mission scientifique duns la Haute Asie 1890-1895, vol. 1, pp. 363-4.
Vbmbkry, Voyages d'un faux derviche d a m I'Asie centrale, p. 25.
'' See Janet Rizvi, Trans-Himalayan Caravans: Merchant Princes and Peasant Traders in
Ladakh (New Delhi, 2001).
"
D'Ollone, 'Recherches sur les musulmans chinois', p. 547.
"
Bonin, 'Les MahomCtans du Kansou et leur dernikre rCvoltel, pp. 230-32. More
prosaically, Bonin explains that the leader of these rebels, called ~ieou-se-fou,had his
)
in Semireche, near the uss so-Chinese border. still,
father living in a Dungan ( ~ u ivillage
Samarkand is far from ~emirecheand, therefore, represents a mythical destination.
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Chapter 14

Between ~ e g e n dand History: About the
'Conversion' to 1slam of TWO Prominent
Lamaists in the Seventeenth-~ighteenth
Centuries
Thierry Zarcone

At the end of the seventeenth century, the Northern part of Eastern Turkestan
and Qinghai were dominated by the Mongol Jungghars who recognized the
spiritual jurisdiction of the Dalai Lama. The Jungghars (like the Torgut) belonged
to the nomadic Oirat confederation which was also known as Qalmaq (Kalmuk),or
e Muslims of Kashgaria were politically
Eleuth in Western sources. ~ e a n w h i l the
divided. Although the Mongols were considered infidels and traditional enemies
of Islam, Afiq Khwija (d. 1694), a member of the famous Sufi family of the
Khwijas, both a spiritual and political dynasty, and a pretender to the throne of
a requested the help of the Fifth Dalai Lama (d. 1682)
Kashgaria, went to ~ h a s and
and of the Jungghar Khan Ghaldan (d. 1697) against his Muslim rival. Thanks to
a
the throne of Kashgaria in 1680.'
the Jungghar army, Afiq ~ h w i j recovered
This set of events is recorded in a surprising form in several Persian
hagiographies of the ~ h w i j adynasty (written in the eighteenth century), in
Eastern Turkish poetry and in oral tradition where legends and historical facts
mingle. In these sources, the head of the Lamaist church and the ~ungghar
sovereign were either converted to slam and Sufism or convinced of the
supremacy of Islam after being defeated through magical competitions, and as
a consequence they provided help to Afiq ~hw5ja.In this article, my aim is to
analyse how legends and history intertwine in these competing narratives and
conversion stories.

'

In one historical source of the nineteenth century, a major historian does not
mention any coming of Afiq Khwija to Tibet or mediation by the Dalai Lama, but only the
coming of Afiq to Ili in order to meet ~ h a l d a nand to ask his help against his enemies. See
Mulli MGsi SZyrimi, Tankhi hlimidi, ed. ~ n v a Baytur
r
(Beijing, 1986), p. 130.
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THE ALLEGED SUBMISSION AND/OR CONVERSION OF THE FIFTH DALAI LAMA
(D. 1682)
In an article published in 1995 I have already discussed this encounter between
the Naqshbandi Sufi AfZq KhwZja and the leader of Tibet and I would like to
mention here only the most salient aspects of this event.2My intention here is
not to debate whether or not AfZq KhwZja actually met the Dalai Lama in Lhasa,
but to investigate under what circumstances, in the eyes of the Muslims, this
event occurred.
According to the Tadhkara-yi khwijagin of Muhammad Sadiq KashgZri, a
hagiography preserved in an eighteenth- or nineteenth-century manuscript,
having arrived in Lhasa in around 1671-75,3AfZq KhwZja learned that the priest
of the Tibetans (literally the shaykh-brahman of the infide1s)"was performing
miracles. Therefore, he also performed miracles and impressed the Buddhist
population of the city. Following this event, the KhwZja asked for help against
his ~ u s l i menemies and obtained from the Lama a letter of recommendation
for the ruler of the Mongol Jungghars, Ghaldan (called 'QZmZlqning tfirasi' =
king of the Qalmaq, and 'B~shfirkhZn').~
In another version of this hagi~graphy,~
the Lama is clearly depicted as the Dalai Lama (Diiliyliimiiliir) and the encounter
between the two men turned into a magical competition. Afiq KhwZja defeated
the ~ a l a Lama
i
because his miracles (kirimit) were saintly miracles similar to
prophetic miracles, unlike the magical performance of his opponent which
was described as mere magic. The term used for magic by the hagiographer is
istidrij ('divine deception') which in the Sufi tradition refers to an extraordinary
action performed by a person who neither believes nor performs good deeds.'
Several versions of this hagiography exist; I have used Ms 3357 a astern ~ u r k i s h ,
copied in the nineteenth century), Institut de France, Paris. See Thierry Zarcone, 'Sufism
from Central Asia among the Tibetans in the 16th-17th Centuries', The ~ i b e t ~ o u r n a2013
l,
(1995): pp. 96-114, at pp. 102-5; see also the more extensive version of this article, 'Soufis
d'Asie centrale au Tibet aux XVIe et XVIIe si+cles', in Thierry Zarcone (ed.), lnde-Asie
1996), pp. 325-44; repr. in ~ h i e r r y
centrale: Routes du commerce et des iddes (~ix-en-~rovence,
Zarcone (ed.), Musulmans et Soufi du Tibet (Paris, 2005), pp. 53-76. See also the analysis of
this event by Alexandre Papas, Soufisme et Politique entre Chine, Tibet et Turkestan: ~ t u d esur
s
les khwajas naqshbandis du Turkestan oriental (Paris, 2005), pp. 90-102.
According to Papas, Soufisme et Politique, p. 92.
Kiifirlarning brahman shayhliiri.
Muhammad Sidiq Yirkandi, Tadhkira-i Khwijagiin, ms. Paris, Institut de France,
no. 3357, fols 24'-25'.
Translated by Martin Hartmann, Der lslamische Orient, VI-X, Ein Heiligenstaat im
Islam: Das Ende der Caghataiden und die Herrschaft der Chogas in KaSgarien (Berlin,
1905). The meeting with the Dalai Lama is mentioned on pp. 210-13.
' For this concept see Florian Sobieroj, 'Divine Machinations: A Sufi Tract on the
Gradual Deception (istidr2j) of Sinful People', Journal of the History of Sufism, 5 (2007):
pp. 253-89.
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We should bear in mind here that the ~ i f t hDalai Lama was a mystic more than a
politician, and a practitioner of Tantric magic who authorized several books on
occult and magic rituals.' Finally, after AfZq Khwija defeated him, the Tibetans
were deceived by their lama and, recognizing the superiority of the Sufi, they
submitted to him. We may speculate that the hagiographer intimates that the
head of the Lamaist church and his subjects became Muslims, although this is
not explicitly mentioned in the text.
In another legend of Indian origin, of which there are also several versions,
Khayr al-Din, a Sufi from Patna in India who
analysed by Marc Gab~rieau,~
performs miracles (kiiriimiit), goes to Lhasa and enters a magical competition
with the Fifth Dalai Lama, who is again only credited with producing istidrij, as
in the AfZq KhwZja story. However, at the end of the competition, according to a
later version of this legend, the leader of the Tibetans is supposed to have been
secretly converted to Islam. It is quite certain that the historical background for
this second story is the establishment of the first Muslim community in Lhasa
s
authorized by the Fifth Dalai Lama to settle in this
when Kashmiri ~ u s l i m were
city and open a mosque.1° Because of this parallel I first thought that either the
story of Afiq KhwZja was the origin for the legend of Khayr al-Din, or that Khayr
al-Din's legend inspired the author of the hagiography on Afaq KhwZja. However,
it is in fact equally possible that there is no such direct connection between these
two stories, but that they rather follow the same pattern of conversion stories
(magical competition) which exists throughout the Islamic world."
It should also be mentioned here that the ~ i f t h~ a l aLama
i
was the ruler of
the whole Tibetan-Buddhist world from ~ h a s ato ~ o n g o l i awhile
,
the ~ a l m a q
maintained the military supremacy. This also explains why AfZq ~hwZjashould
have preferred to visit the leader of the Tibetans in ~ h a s abefore reaching the
. fact, in the seventeenth century
camp of the ~unggharsin 11i to meet ~ h a l d a nIn
Lhasa was one of the major places for any political decision-making regarding
Central Asia.12 Furthermore, the Fifth Dalai Lama was a man with a profound
Zahiruddin Ahmad, Sino-Tibetan Relations in the Seventeenth Century (Rome, 1970),
pp. 134-5; Samten Gyaltsen Karmay, Secret Visions of the Fifih Dalai Lama: The Gold Manuscript
in the Foumier Collection (London, 1988), p. 19.
Marc Gaborieau, 'Pouvoirs et autorite des soufis dans l'~imalaya',in Veronique
Bouillier and Gerard offi in (eds), &&rise, pouvoirs et autorith en Himalaya (Paris, 1989).
pp. 215-38.
lo
About the status of this community, see Marc Gaborieau, Rkit d'un voyageur
musulman au Tibet (Paris, 1973), pp. 24-5; Papas, Soufisme et Politique, p. 98.
" See, for example, Simon Digby, 'Encounters with ~ o g f in
s fndian Sufi ~agiography',
unpublished paper presented at the seminar on Aspects of Religion in South Asia.
,
in ~ h i s h t Sufi
i
University of London, January 1970, and ~aziuddin~ q u i l 'Conversion
Literature
centuries)', Indian Historical Review, 2411-2 (1997-98): pp. 70-94.
'' See Elliot Sperling, 'Tibetains, ~ o n g o l set ~ a n c h o u s ' ,in Franqoise Pornmaret
(ed.), Lhasa, lieu du divin: La capitale des Dalai-Lama au 17e siicle (paris, 1997). pp. 147-61,
p. 155; English translation: Lhasa in the seventeenth Century (Boston, 2002).
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appreciation for other cultures. He invited Indian scholars to Tibet and renewed
cultural relations with India, the ~ o n g o l and
s even the ~ a n c h u s . ' "
everth he less, the story did not finish with Afiq Khwija's return to Central
Asia and his meeting with the ~ a l m a qGhaldan who, responding to the letter of
the Dalai Lama, helped him to conquer Kashgharia in 1680. What I was unaware
of in my earlier publication of 1995 is that the encounter between Afiq ~ h w i j a
and the ~unggharruler is also described in the form of a conversion story.14

THE ALLEGED CONVERSION OF GHALDAN TO ISLAM AND SUFISM
Before Ghaldan became the leader of the Mongols, he had taken monastic vows
and studied for ten years in a Buddhist monastery in Tibet, since he had been
recognized as the rebirth of a famous Tibetan lama who had died the year before.
In Tibet, Ghaldan became the disciple of both the first Panchen Lama and the
~ i f t hDalai Lama. From Tibetan sources we know that Ghaldan met the Dalai
Lama for the first time in 1656 when he began to study Buddhism in a monastery.
In 1666, the Dalai Lama bestowed on him a 'benediction of longevity Grub-rgyal
style together with a monk's robe and other many gifts, instructed him to make
his supervision beneficial to Buddhist policies, and when he was about to leave,
handed him a rosary of pearls'.15 Ghaldan then left Tibet in order to become the
leader of the Jungghars, a few years before Afiq Khwija reached Lhasa. In 1671,
Ghaldan was granted the title of Qungtaji (khongtaiji) by the Fifth Dalai Lama
(a political title usually given to the ~ungghar~ h a by
n the Dalai ~ a m a )and
, in
1678 he was bestowed with the religious title of boshiirkhin (as it is transliterated
into ~ u r k i s hfrom the ~ i b e t a n bs~an-'dzin
:
Bo-shog-thu hang), which made him
n all the Oirat tribes and the leader of the Oirat Lamaists. In the ~ u r k i s h
the ~ h a of
sources Ghaldan is often mentioned equally under these two titles: Qungtajiand
boshiirkhin.
l3

W.D. Tsepon Shakabpa, Tibet: A Political History ( ~ e w
Haven, 1967), pp. 114 and
123. According to a manuscript with the title Borqum Avliya, quoted by a Uyghur scholar
(without any references), 8fZq KhwZja never fought against the Dalai Lama but was
very respectful towards him; Ablat Masat and Rishat Ablat, 'Quntayji va ~ b a k hGhoja',
Ili Daryasi, 4 (1996): pp. 77-9, at p. 78.
l4
This fact was also ignored by Masat and Ablat, 'Quntayji va Abakh Ghoja', pp. 77-9.
l5
From the Za hor gyi bande ngag dbang blo bzang rgya mtsho'i 'di snang 'khrul pa'i rol
rtsed rtogs brjod kyi tshul du bkod pa du kii la'i gos bzang quoted in Junko ~ i y a w a k i'The
, Birth
of the Oyirad Khanship', Central Asian]oumal, 4111 (1997): pp. 38-75, at pp. 66 and 69-71;
ead., 'The Dzungars and the Torguts (~almuks),
and the Peoples of Southern Siberia - Part
One: History of the Dzungars: Introductory Survey', in History of Civilizations of central Asia,
vol. 5, Development in Contrast: From the Sixteenth to the Mid-Nineteeth Century, ed. Charyar
Adle and Irfan Habib (Paris, 2003), pp. 147-8. See also Jean Baptiste du ~ a l d eDescription
,
ge'ographique de l'empire de la Chine et de la Tartarie chinoise (4 vols, Paris, 1735), vol. 4, p. 41;
Ahmad, Sino-Tibetan Relations in the Seventeenth Century, p. 232.
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oral tradition preserves a new account of the relations between Afiq Khw5ja
and Ghaldan, and an explanation of why the Jungghar sovereign agreed to
provide Afiq Khwija with military help. This new story was collected in 1885
by a Tatar scholar, Qurbin 'A1T Khilidi (d. 1913), in the Turfan district in Eastern
Turkestan. QurbZn 'Ali Khilidi published a substantial amount of written and
oral material which includes myths and legends regarding the saints and shrines
of the oasis. The name of Afiq Khwija was particularly venerated in the oasis of
Turfan, where two shrines and a mosque commemorate the coming of the Sufi
king to this part of Eastern Turkestan.Ib
One of the legends collected by Qurbin 'Ah Khilidi concerns Ghaldan's
conversion to slam; whether fiction or historic fact, it has been kept alive in the
memory of the inhabitants of the area since the end of the seventeenth century.
In this story, however, the ~ i f t Dalai
h
Lama is not involved in Ghaldan's decision.
This oral tradition was written down by QurbZn ' ~ lKhZlidi
i
as follows:
The famous Sufi Mashrab (Divina-yi Mashrub) was a disciple of Afiq Khwija and
a camel-rider (sirbin/tuwaji) in the service of the Khan Qungtaji [~haldan].
The Khan, having seen several miracles performed by Mashrab, asked him
how he had reached such a degree [of holiness]. Mashrab answered that he
was in the service of Afiq Khwaja. Then Qungtaji adopted the faith of Islam
(imingha kllib) and offered Mashrab to marry his daughter. The Sufi told the
Khan that his adoption of Islam was sufficient and that he was not obliged
to give him his daughter. He expressed his particular wish that none of the
cities [of the Qalmaq ~ m p i r e ]should be deprived of Islam and thrown into
hell (iahannam), and that he was delighted to see, after years of service to
the ~ h a n that
,
- may God be praised - the ~ h a nhad adopted lslam. ~ f t e r
having told this, Mashrab disappeared from human eyes (ghiyib btilmushlir).
~ f t e r w a r d sQungtaji [ ~ h a l d a n ]became the disciple (mufid mukhlb) of Afiq
KhwZja, Thanks to the help of the ~ h a nAfiq
,
Khwija conquered the city of
Khotan and recovered his power over the kingdom [or: government] of the Six
Cities. But, as a consequence, his kingdom was far from being independent,
since he was linked to the Qalmaq Empire. Qungtaji made his subjects convert
to Islam through their fear of him, but his intention was to have them adopt

The first shrine is a 'resting-place' (qadamgih), actually a part of the funerary
complex of the Tuyugh mausoleum or Ashib al-~ahf;see asu us hi Shinmen, 'The History
of the Mausoleum of the Ashib al-Kahf in Turfan', The Memoirs of the Toyo Bunko, 61 (2003):
pp. 83-104, at pp. 86-7 and 92; the second shrine is a mausoleum located in the village
of Sayyid Khin; see ~ a h i l aDavut, Uyghur Mazarliri (ijriimchi, 2001), pp. 213-14; the third
place is a mosque named after Afiq Khwija in the village of Qarakoja; see the picture of
,
~ s i from
a
West to East in 1906-1908 (~elsinki,
this mosque in Carl Gustaf ~ a n n e r h e i mAcross
1940; repr. Oosterhout, 1969), p. 360.
l6
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this religion gradually. However, ~ o did
d not find these impure Magi"
[i.e. the ~ a l m a qpopulation] worthy of entering paradise. After the death of
Afiq Khwija and Qungtaji, they [gave up Islam and] returned to infidelity
(kufi).

Diwiina-yi Mashrab'ka Khwiijam'ning muridlaridin diir Qungtaji'ning siirbiiniya'ni
tuwajisi biiliib Khiin 02 ziitindin nicha kariimiitlar giiriib bii darajayi qiiydin tiibting
dib siirghiinda Hazrat Afaq'ning khizmatidin tiibtim digiinda Qungtaji imiingha
kilib Diwiina'ka qizini berkiinda isliimgha gelkiinning kifiiya qizininggha hiijat
yiiqtiir sizliirni khusiisiin ushbii kul chahra isliimdin bi-bahra qiilmasiin jahanamda
kiiymasiin uchiin miincha yilliir khizmatinda biiliib idim al-Hamdulillah isliima
kelding muridima yettim dib ghayib biilmushliir ba'de muzbiir Qungtaji Hazrat
Khwiijamgha murid mukhlis biiliib Khwiijam iining i'iinati birla Qotan shahrnialmaq
Alta Shahr hukiimatiniyina koli~hwiijam'ghatiiqshiirmish biniibarin Khwqam'ning
hukiimati bilii-istiqliil biilmay tiiriib bir taraft Qiilmiiq khiinlarigha muliizamat wa
muriija'at birla biilmiish diir Qungtaji halqidin khawf bila imiinini ketim itib likin
niyati Qiilmiiq tii'ifasini tadrg birla imiin keltiirmiik maqsad wa mutalabi ikiin Haq
Ta'ali 01 tii'ifa majiis najaslargha jannati liiyiq kiirmiiy Hazrat Afiiq'ning halqida
Qungtajitekhidunyiidin otiib tii'ifa majiis kuft-inde bar qarii[r]qiildilar.le

This new story provides us with another explanation for why the Jungghar
ruler should have helped AfZq KhwZja to recover his power over the Six Cities
kingdom. Oral history here claims that Ghaldan became a Muslim because he
was fascinated by the miracles performed by a disciple of the Naqshbandi Sufi
AfZq. Actually, he converted not only to Islam, but to Sufism. Mashrab (d. 1711),
who is presented as a disciple of Afiq KhwZja and the man who introduced
Ghaldan to his spiritual master, was one of the major figures of Sufi poetry and
popular Sufism in Central Asia, and a famous name in Central Asian folklore.
His poetry was edited in the form of a popular folk work in verse and prose and
published under the titles of 'Diwan of Mashrab' (~iwzna-iMashrub) or 'Story of
~ a s h r a b (~issa-yi
'
Mashrab).19 His verses were sung in Sufi and profane circles
"

The word used for the Buddhist Qalmaq is majiis/magi, i.e. Zoroastrian, and in
another source with the same legend we find the word tarsi (~hristian)used to qualify the
same people (Kissa-i Mashrab, ed. Mamatkul Juraev Sayfiddin Raf'iddin [~ashkent,19921,
p. 52, n. 19). This is, presumably, because of the lack of words to qualify the Buddhists.
I used here the manuscript version of Qurbin 'Ali ~ h i l i d i ' sbook, ~iirikh-i
jaridayi jadida, ms. India Office Library (now British ~ibrary),London, ~ u r k no.
i 2, fols 21"-22'.
With the exception of a few minor changes, this paragraph is virtually the same in the
printed version: Qurbin 'Ali Valid-i Khilid Hijji Ayaghiizi, ~iirikh-i
jarida-yi jadida (Kazan,
1889), p. 22. There is also an edition of this manuscript in modern ~ y g h u r : urban Ali
Khalidi, Kitab tarikhjaridaijadidi (Urumchi, 1989), pp. 58-9.
l9
See Mashrab, Divana-i-Mashrub',trans. N.S. Lykoshin (in Srednjaja Azija ['Tashkent],
7-12 [~ebruary]1910; repr. Tashkent, 1992); Kissa-i Mashrab, pp. 3-4. A selection of his
poetry was translated into German and French: Machrab: Le vagabondflamboyant. ~necdotes
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and are even nowadays very popular.20The conversion story of ~ h a l d a nis partly
corroborated by Mashrab's poetry, and there is no doubt that the story collected
in the ~ u r f a noasis by QurbZn 'Ah Khilidi is a shortened and late version of the
Qissa
. . of ~ a s h r a bHowever,
.
there is an important difference between the two
stories - I will return to this later. For the story collected in the Turfan oasis in
1885 refers to the reconquest by Afiq Khwija in 1680 of the Six Cities kingdom
with the help of Ghaldan's army, whereas the story in Mashrab's poetry points to
the following decade (1687-97) when Ghaldan was engaged in a war with other
Qalmaq tribes, and later with the Chinese Empire. In these years, unlike the first
period, it was Ghaldan who needed the support of the Muslims and who may
have made new political alliances with them.21
Nevertheless, the question of the conversion to Islam of Ghaldan can be
discussed independently from the problem of the historical context of the event
- studied below - to which these two stories refer.
From the Qissa, we learn that Mashrab fell in love with Qungtaji's daughter,
and that, although depicted as a disciple of the Naqshbandi iifiq Khwija, he
was presented as a follower of another Sufi order, the Qalandariyya." Ghaldan's
daughter told him that he must give up slam and adopt Buddhism if he wanted
to be loved. Mashrab did not accept this, but started working for his beloved
as a herdsman looking after her camels. ~ctually,Mashrab's aim was not to be
loved by Qungtaji's daughter, but to 'free her from hell', for she was a pagan
Buddhist. While established in the mountains and looking after the camels of his
b
ascetic exercises (riyiidiit). hen, Qungtaji learned that
beloved, ~ a s h r a started
' lived in his territory, had fallen in love
a Qalandar dervish, a 'lover of ~ o dwho
with his daughter. He ordered this dervish to be brought to him. Qungtaji, who
-

-

-

et poimes soups, trans. Hamid IsmaYlov (Paris, 1993); Martin Hartmann, 'MeSreb, der weise
Narr und fromme Ketzer. Ein zentral-asiatisches Volksbuch', in Der islamische Orient:
Berichte und Forschungen, 1 (Berlin, 1902), pp. 147-93. There is another treatise attributed

to Mashrab in which his mystical doctrine is clearly exposed, see Boborahim Mashrab,
Mabdai Nur, ed. Hoji Ismatulloh Abdulloh (Tashkent, 1994).
'O
See Sigrid Kleinmichel, Halpa in Choresm (fjwcirazm) und Atin Ayi im Ferghanatal: Zur
Geschichte des Lesens in Usbekistan ( 2 vols, Berlin, ZOOO), vol. 2, pp. 267-8. A 'Biography of
Shah Mashrab' (nineteenth century), was bought in 1929 in ~ a s h g h a by
r Gunnar Jarring
(ms. Lund University Library, Jarring Prov. no. 272). ~ a s h r a b ' spoetry is also praised by

Muslim Shamans; see Vladimir N. Basilov, 'Malika-Apa. Peripheral Forms of Shamanism?
An Example from Middle Asia', in Denise Aigle. BCnCdicte Brac de la PerriPre and JeanPierre Chaumeil (eds), La Politique des esprits: Chamanismes et Religions universalistes
( ~ a n t e r r e2000),
,
pp. 361-9, at p. 366.
'' See Peter C. Perdue, China arches West: The Qing Conquest of central Eurasia
(cambridge, 2005), pp. 148ff.
'' The passages in the Kissa-i Mashrub regarding ~ a s h r a b ' srelations with Qungtaj7s
daughter and on the conversion to lslam of the Qalmaq ruler are on pp. 46-60. he pages
concerning this event in the Russian translation by ~ykoshin( ~ i v a n a - i - ~ a s h r a bare
' ) on
pp. 76-93.
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was threatened by several enemies, wanted to pay Mashrab with gold if he agreed
to pray for him:, that is, to bring him victory with his prayers and his magic.
This suggests that, in the eyes of the Qalmaq sovereign, Mashrab had access
to holy and/or magical powers and belonged to a powerful religion. Qungtaji
declared that Mashrab's God was right and his religion true. Mashrab, however,
told Qungtaji that he had to convert to Islam if he wanted him to read prayers.
Finally the Qalmaq ruler adopted Islam and pronounced the Muslim declaration
of faith (shahiida), but under the strict condition that the Muslims should help
him. Later Qungtaji became a disciple of 8fZq KhwZja and recognized him as his
spiritual mentor (pir).
Due to the important place the fighting of the Muslims against the pagan
or Buddhist Mongols (Qalmaq, Qalmuq) received in the history and legends of
Central Asian Muslims, their literature includes various cases of Tibetan priests
or Buddhists who converted to Islam or Sufism. Several Central Asian epics
focus in particular on the war against the Qalmaqs: the Kazakh Qambar-batii-,
the Uzbek epic of Alpamish, the Kirghiz Manas etc. We are told by Karl Reichl,
a specialist on Central Asian epics, that 'the choice of the Kalmuck khan as
Qambar's rival [in the epic of amb bar-batii.] brings the epic poem into line with
other heroic epics of the Turks of Central Asia, in which the Kalmucks are the
~ u r k s enemies
'
par excellen~e'.~~
Besides, as has been shown in detail by Papas,
i
have regarded the Qalmaq as the most dangerous
the ~ a q s h b a n dhagiographies
among the infidels. Qalmaqs were considered by AfZqi Sufis as one of their three
major enemies, the two other being sleep and women.24
I would like to suggest that these epics and especially that of Alpamish may
have, albeit indirectly, played the role of a model in the elaboration of the story of
Ghaldan and Mashrab; for ~lpamish'sepic was well known to the Turkic peoples
of Central Asia in general and of those of Chinese Turkestan in particular. In
the ~ z b e kversion of Alpamish's story, Alpamish converted the ~ a l m a qruler
Qarajan, who was a Lamaist ~uddhist,to slam with the help of saints and djinns
who had lent him magical powers.25Moreover, in the Kirghiz version of the same
epic, as in the Qissa of Mashrab, 'Qalandar' spirits help the hero.
The Qalandariyya ~ u f iorder is generally described as a marginal and
i
represented by unmarried and wandering ~ u f i and
s very
antinomian ~ u f trend
different from the orthodox and rigorist ~aqshbandiyyato which ~ a s h r a balso
belonged.z6 However, in central Asia, many Qalandars respected ~aqshbandi
Karl Reichl, Turkic Oral Epic Poetry ( ~ e w
York, 1992), p. 148.
See Papas, Soufisme et Politique, pp. 100-101.
25
Reichl, Turkic Oral Epic Poetry, p. 166.
2b
For a discussion of the Qalandariyya and Mashrab, see ~ykoshin,Divana-iMashrab', pp. 5-6. On the Qalandriyya in Central Asia, see A.L. ~roitskaja,'Iz proshlogo
kalandarov i maddakhov v Uzbekistane', in Domusulmanskie verovanija i obrjady ve Srednej
Azii (Moscow, 1975). pp. 191-223, and Gunnar Jarring, Dervish and ~ a l a n d a r :Texts from
Kashghar (~tockholm,1987).
24
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teachings: for example, the famous poet Muhammad Sidiq Dhalili (born 1676
or 1680), a contemporary of the events analysed in this article.27 he border
between these two brotherhoods is thus not always easy to determine.28In the
case of Mashrab, it is striking that both traditions, orthodox and heterodox,
are followed, and that Mashrab, although a disciple of A f ~ q~hwZja,appeared
twice at least as a follower of the mysticism of Mansfir HallZj, a Sufi commonly
regarded as one of the major 'heretics' in Islam. He quoted several times in his
poetry the famous formula of HallZj 'I am God (or the True, or: 1 am the ruth)'
(ana al-haqq). No wonder, therefore, that Mashrab was hanged (like ~ a l l i jby
) a
Persian ruler. The resemblance of some Qalandari practices to those of Tibetan
Buddhist beggars (wandering monks?) may have intrigued the Qalmaq and
Ghaldan - particularly their Sufi dance when connected with litanies (dhikr). he
French explorer Fernand Grenard compared these practices at the beginning
of twentieth century when he was in central Tibet coming from Xinjiang. He
noticed that his Muslims servants had watched enthusiastically the dances
of Tibetan beggars wearing masks and accompanied by drums and that they
participated also by chanting their litanies.29The common origin may be here
the shamanistic background of both Qalandariyya and Tibetan Buddhist beggars.
Moreover, as mentioned above, the term '~alandar'was used also for spirits,
as in Alpamish's epic and in popular slam in Central Asia. In the ~ i r g h i z ~ l p a m i s h
epic, the hero is protected by seven ~alandars(iitiqalandar), coming from the
unknown world (world of the spirit). he ~ a l m a qsovereign wonders if ~lpamish
is a saint or a wizard (iiidii kiiy). ~ l t h o u g hhe enjoys the help of saints himself,
the Qalmaq king is defeated by ~ l p a m i s hbecause the seven ~alandarsare too

27

His complete works were published in 1985, Ziilili Diviini (Beijing, 1985). See
also Abdushukur Turd!, 'Zalili ijadiyiti va unung 'Saparnama' dastani' ['~alili'sLiterary
Composition and his Epic "Saparnama" (~ravelogue)'],in Uyghur ~dibiyariTughrisida
(Urumchi, 1982), pp. 202-16, at pp. 202-5.
28
A manuscript on the Qalandariyya in the Biruni ~ i b r a r y(~ashkent)
gives us some
clues for understanding this association, but it is well know that the great majority of the
Naqshbandiyya regard the heterodox practices and doctrines of the ~ a l a n d a r sas alien.
The same association existed also in the Ottoman Empire.
29
Jules Lkon Dutreuil de Rhins, Mission scientifique duns la Haute Asie 1890-1895 (3 vols,
Paris, 1897-98), vol. 2, pp. 236-7:
Chose curieuse! J'ai retrouvk au fond du Tibet la meme danse danske par des
mendiants tibktains, avec les memes gestes, les memes j e w de physionomie
et, sinon la meme chanson, du moins le meme air; seulement les mendiants
tibktains se couvrent la figure d'un masque et s'accompagnent de tambourins.
La ressemblance est telle qu'elle frappa nos domestiques musulmans non moins
que nous et qu'ils se mirent A battre la mesure en criant : Ya Allah : inchih
Allah ! I1 n'est pas probable que cette ressemblance soit fortuite.
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powerful, and he finally converts to Islam.30The description of the Qalandars in
this epic fits the drawing of a Qalandar of Eastern Turkestan as seen by Chinese
eyes in the middle of the eighteenth century31 and with photographs of these
wandering dervishes at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth
century (see Plates 14.1 and 14.2). These Qalandars wear janda ('beggar's
gabardine') with conical hats (kulah) on their heads. These are certainly also the
kind of clothes Mashrab would have worn.32
In the Uzbek version of Alpamish, many other saints and Sufis are called upon
by the hero to help him escape and fight the Qalmaqs: among these saints are
the Naqshbandi Sufis KhwZja Ahrar (d. 1490), Sufi AllZhyZr (d. 1724) and Khwiija
1sh2q (d. 1598), the latter an ancestor of the Khwiija family.33In another popular
hagiography widespread in Central Asia, the well-known Arab saint IbrZhim ibn
Adham al-'Ijli al-Balkhi (d. 777 or 778) converts the daughter of a Qalmaq king
and marries her. Qalandars are present at his wedding as witnesses and to ensure
that the ceremony follows Islamic rules (this event does not appear in the earlier
versions of the hagi~graphy).~'
he conversion story of ~ h a l d a n l ~ u n g t abelongs
ji
thus to a genre well
known in central Asian hagiographical and even profane literature. Whereas
the infidels here are Lamaist Buddhists, in other parts of Western Asia they are
Christians or Zoroastrians.

BETWEEN LEGEND AND HISTORY
To sum up, the legends of the defeat and/or conversion of the Dalai Lama and
of the conversion of Ghaldan constitute a fictional, imaginary background for
two major historical events: namely, unusual alliances between Muslims and
Buddhists, who had been confronting each other for centuries. These alliances
contre nature, both of which occurred at the end of the seventeenth century, were
A1pamys'-Batyr, ed. A.A. Divaev (Tashkent, 1901), pp. 4, 14 and 17. English
translation of this epic: Hasan Bulent Paksoy, Alpamysh: Central Asian Identity under Russian
Rule (Hartford, 1989).
Hui-jiang-zhi, ed. Yong Gui, dated 29th year of Qian-long reign, 1764, University
of Kyoto.
32
For further discussion of the clothes of the Qalandars, see Jarring, Dervish and
Qalandar, pp. 25-6. It is striking that in Henry G. Schwarz's dictionary, janda is defined
as a 'patched outer garment worn by Buddhist monk'. An ~ y g h u r - ~ n g l i sDictionary
h
(Washington, 1992).
' Alpomish, ed. ~ o d ~i a r i and
f Tora Mirzaev (~ashkent,1993), pp. 103-5. See also
Karl Reichl, 'Hero and Saint. Islamic Elements in Uighur Oral Epics',]ournal of the History of
Sufkm, 3 (2001-2002): pp. 7-24, at pp. 18-20.
34
From the Tiirikh-i Uwaysi, trans. Julian Baldick in his imaginary Muslims: The
Uwaysi Sufis of Central Asia ondo don, 1993), pp. 185-6. On IbrHhTm ibn Adham's popular
hagiography in Central Asia, see Kleinmichel, Halpa in Choresm, vol. 2, pp. 256-8.
'O
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formed against the backdrop of the ongoing struggles for political power: first, in
1680, Muslims joined the Qalmaq in order to put an end to internecine quarrels
in their own kingdom; secondly, between 1690 and 1697,the Qalmaqs needed the
~ u s l i m to
s be their allies to fight against other Mongols and to resist the Chinese
Empire. From the Qhsaof Mashrab, we learn, that after Ghaldan converted to
Islam because of Mashrab, he met Afiq Khwija, became his disciple, and, as he
had done with Mashrab, asked his help to defeat his enemies.35
So the question arises: why have Muslim hagiographers turned these
alliances into conversion stories? 1 would like to suggest that they wanted to
give Islam a glorious role and minimize the help provided to them by the Tibetan
Buddhists. That is to say that, in their eyes, Muslims and only Muslims - here
new converts, that is, Tibetan Buddhists - and not infidels gave military support
to Afiq to recover his throne, and only Muslims helped other Muslims (in the
case of Ghaldan after 1690). Anything else would have been disgraceful in the
eyes of the believers. The aim of any Muslim hagiography and legend is in fact
twofold: first, to display historical facts in the form of a story, and, secondly, to
present the miracles and the valour of the hero whose goal is the glorification
of Islam through Sufism. In a sense, a holy war was launched against Tibet by
Central Asia Muslims during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries in order to
Islamicize the roof of the world and all the Tibetan Buddhists of the region, and
this holy war continued in the imagination of the hagiographers.
Regarding the historical veracity of these conversion legends, we must state
that there are no proofs, no documentary evidence, that Afiq ~ h w i j aand the
Dalai Lama did in fact meet in Lhasa or elsewhere in Tibet. However, they certainly
had diplomatic exchanges, since ~ h a s aat this time was a major political centre
in Central and Inner Asia. Hence, the decision by the ~unggharsto help Afiq
KhwZja and to invade the Six Cities kingdom was perhaps taken in ~ i b e tlf. we
~~
turn now to the second event, the sources tell us that Ghaldan invaded ~ o r t h e r n
Mongolia and directed a series of campaigns in the steppe between 1690 and
1697 before he was killed in a battle against the Chinese. surprisingly, the
Chinese Emperor Kangxi suspected him of looking for allies among the ~ u s l i m s
of the area and sending some of them into China as spies. ~urthermore,to quote
Peter Perdue, the emperor stressed that Ghaldan 'had claimed support from the
HU~ZP')
in
princes of Kokonor, the Russians and "China's ~uslims"'(~hongguo
order to launch an attack on China and to set up a Muslim as its ruler'.38Even
more, Kangxi believed that Ghaldan had become a ~ u s l i m . his is confirmed by
a letter sent by the Emperor to Ghaldan, a copy of which was sent to the Sixth
Kissa-i Mashrab, p. 59.
For further discussion of the relationship between the Dalai Lama and the
,
Relations in the
Mongolian Khans as 'protected' and 'protector', see ~ h m a dSino-~ibetan
Seventeenth Century, pp. 79 and 145ff.
"
Here Huizi does not distinguish Turkic and Chinese Muslims.
Perdure, China Marches West, pp. 179 and 191-2.
35
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~ a l aLama
i
in 1694, that states that the ~unggharsovereign has 'destroyed the law
of ~songkhaba',that is, the founder of the Gelugpa order of Tibetan Buddhism,
Does the Qissa of ~ a s h r a b
and converted to the religion of the Muslims (~ui-zi).~'
then reflect a historical fact corroborated by Kangxi's statement? Unfortunately
this question will remain unanswered for lack of more detailed and reliable
documents. In particular, we do not know whether Kangxi's assertion was based
on serious proofs of the conversion of the Qalmaq king or only on a presumption
he used later as a strategy against him.
To conclude, in the oral legend collected by QurbZn 'Ali KhZlidi in the Turfan
oasis in 1885, we are told that after the death of Ghaldan and AfZq KhwZja the
Qalmaq population returned to their first faith: that is, Tibetan Buddhism. On
the other hand, we are told by an ~ y g h u scholar
r
in 1989 that the memory of
AfZq ~ h w Z j aas 'Abakh Khoja', 'Torlug Abakh' or 'Qun Abakh' is still honoured in
contemporary Xinjiang by certain 'Mongols and T a n g ~ t ' . ~Qun
' is a high Mongol
title. So, we may wonder to what extent these Mongols who venerate today the
memory of AfZq KhwZja could be descendants of the Qalmaqs linked to Ghaldan.
We do know that the Qalmaq population was decimated after the fall of the
~unggharEmpire because of smallpox41and that few of them stayed in the Ili
area.42Later, Torgut Mongols (another tribe of the Oirat confederation) left the
~ o l g aregion and established themselves in the 11i area in 1771,43still keeping
their Lamaist faith. ~ u r t h e rresearch in this area and in Qalmaq folklore and
written traditions will help us to understand why and by whom exactly Qun
Abakh is venerated, and whether these Mongols are Muslims, and also if their
veneration of AfZq ~ h w i j has
a any link with the event of the alleged conversion
of Ghaldan to slam and Sufism. his is a question I would like to investigate in
the future.

The Chinese text is 'Huai Zong-Ka-Ba zhi fa, ni hui-zi zhi jiao'; in Qinzheng Pingding
5huomo Fanglue %?fiYW YA?$$17b@, ed. Zhang Yushu,j. 15,3414 gengzi, p. 12. I would like
to thank my colleague Hamada Masami (university of Kyoto) who has read and translated
this text for me.
40
Nizamiiddin ~ i i s a y i n'3.
, Qabahat 'Kqida' ( ~ a nbir
i Qatim ~~~a~ ~hoja~oghrisida)',
Shinjang Madaniyati ( ~ r u m c h i )213
, (1989): pp. 113-54, at p. 127, see Plate 14.3.
41
Miyawaki, 'The Dzungars and the Torguts (~almuks)',p. 150.
42
On the Mongol tribes of contemporary Xinjiang, see Marie-Lise ~ e f f aand
Marie-Dominique Even, 'Les Mongols (Oi'rates) du Xinjiang', La Lettre d'Asie centrule (paris),
3 (1995): pp. 14-16 and 4 (1995): pp. 14-16.
43
Miyawaki, 'The Dzungars and the Torguts (Kalmuks)', pp. 145 and 150-51.
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Chapter 15

~ i t u a~l h e o r yacross the Buddhist-~uslim
~ i v i d in
e Late ~mperialChina
Johan ~lverskog

In the contemporary world the meeting of Buddhism and Islam is most often
imagined as one of confrontation. Indeed, if anything is known about this 'clash
of civilizations' it is that Muslims destroyed the last vestiges of Buddhism in
its homeland of India.' And although this was not really the case histori~ally,~
the idea of Muslim persecution of Buddhism was recently vividly revived in
the popular imagination when the Taliban destroyed the 'idolatrous' statues at
Bamiyan. This wanton act of destruction seemed to readily confirm the narrative
that Buddhist historiography has maintained for centuries, which claims the
demise of Buddhism was solely the fault of Muslims rather than their own
failure to secure imperial support or distinguish Buddhism from the amorphous
category of Hinduism in an age of tantra and bhakti. Moreover, the negative
t
also neatly coincides with
view of Islam that permeates the ~ u d d h i s tradition
contemporary notions about these two traditions. Namely, Islam is bad and
violent, while Buddhism is good and peaceful, a view readily apotheosized in
our media-saturated culture by the iconic images of the scowling and menacing
Osama bin ad en on the one hand, and the jolly and benevolent Dalai Lama
on the other. of course, such views are nothing new.3 As a range of scholars
following in the footsteps of ~ d w a r dSaid have shown, the Western 'construction'
of Buddhism and Islam in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries followed two
distinct paths: while ~uddhismwas held up as a rational, post-enlightenment

'

This is the common view in both popular and academic literature, see, for
example, Lawrence Sutin, All is Change: The Two Thousand-year journey of Buddhism to the
w
2006), pp. 45-6; and Jonathan S. Walters, Finding Buddhists in Global History
West ( ~ e York,
(washington, 1998), pp. 45-6.
See for example Richard M. Eaton, 'Temple Desecration and lndo-Muslim States',
in id. (ed.), Essays on lslam and Indian History (New Delhi, ZOOO), pp. 94-132.
' Tomoko Masuzawa, The Invention of world Religions (chicago, Zoos), pp. 121-46,

179-80.
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phil~sophy,~
Islam was characterized as an inherently violent and irrational
religi~n.~
Although these two discourses continue to have implications in the
contemporary world it also behoves us to recall that such constructions
of 'the other' within structures of power are not solely the preserve of the
imperial West, as many postcolonial scholars would have us believe. Indeed,
as briefly noted above, the 'Orientalist' view of Islam had been a fundamental
theological and historiographical component of the Buddhist tradition for
nearly a millennium. In fact the earliest extant Buddhist response to Islam as
evidenced in the Kiilacakratantra is largely negative. And over time, much as
Hindu nationalists today blame much of India's woes on 500 years of ~slamic
rule, Buddhist historiography came to regard Muslims as the ones who singlehandedly destroyed the Dharma in its homeland and elsewhere. Of course,
as hinted above, there were certainly other factors involved in the demise of
Buddhism in India. Moreover, counter to received wisdom, it is important to
recognize that Buddhists actually worked with Muslims in order to attack
Hindus in the misguided hope of reviving their previous glory days.6 This was
inevitably not to be; however, blaming the Muslims for the destruction of the
famous Nalanda University in later historiography offered not only a scapegoat
for their own failures, but also a powerful narrative of closure. It was also one
that unfortunately continues to resonate today across the Buddhist world in
places such as southern Thailand and Myanmar's Arakan province.
Yet what of ~ u s l i m show
, did they see Buddhism?' On one level they shared
the West's view of 'the East' as a land of riches. In the medieval period China
in particular was seen or remembered in Muslim sources in favourable terms
On the western construction of Buddhism see, for example, Phillip Almond,
The British Discovery of Buddhism (cambridge, 1988); Gregory Schopen, 'Archaeology and
Protestant Suppositions in the Study of Indian Buddhism', History of Religions, 31 (1991):
pp. 1-23; Bernard Faure, The Rhetoric of Immediacy: A Cultural Critique of ~ h a n / ~ Buddhism
en
(Princeton, 1991); Thomas A. Tweed, The American Encounter with Buddhism 1844-1912:
Victorian Culture and the Limits ofDissent (Bloomington, 1992);~ o n a t h a nSilk, 'The Victorian
Creation of Buddhism',]ournal of Indian Philosophy, 22 (1994): pp. 171-96; Donald S. Lopez
(ed.), Curators of the Buddha: The Study of Buddhism under Colonialism (Chicago, 1995);
Stephen Prothero, The White Buddhist: The Asian Odyssey of Henry Steel Olcott (Bloomington,
1996); Donald S. Lopez, Prisoners of Shangri-La: Tibetan Buddhism and the West (Chicago,
1998); Donald S. Lopez (ed.), A Modern Buddhist Bible: Essential Readings fiom East and West
(Boston, 2002).
Although there is a great deal of literature on this topic, a fine overview of this
discourse can be found in Emran Qureshi and Michael A. Sells (eds), The New crusades:
Constructing the Muslim Enemy (New York, 2003).
~iiraniitha's History of Buddhism in India, trans. Lama himp pa and Alaka
Chattopadhyaya (Delhi, 1990), p. 319.
' See Daniel Gimaret, 'Bouddha et les bouddhistes dans la tradition musulmane',
lournale Asiatique, 257 (1969): pp. 273-316.
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and even the Dharma was not a major c o n ~ e r n . ~his sentiment was even
shared by the Arab armies that invaded Afghanistan and first came into contact
with Buddhism. Much as they responded to non-Muslim religions elsewhere,
Buddhism was allowed to continue unmolested.' Moreover, counter to notions
of Muslim aniconism there actually developed a lively trade in Buddhist statues,
and the word for Buddha, but, even became a synonym for beauty in Persian
poetry.I0Moreover, as van Blade1 notes in his study of the Barmakids, during the
early Arab state there was a lively tradition of translating lndic sources, such as
the Paiicatantra (Kalda wa-Dimna) and the Kitiib Bilawhar wa-Yiidiisaf,a compilation
from various sources of the Buddha biography that became the prototype for the
Christian legend of Barlaam and Josaphat.
such ecumenicalism, however, was not always the case, as evidenced by
the hatred and violence in other times and places. One need only travel to the
Buddhist cave sites along the silk Road and see the eyes gouged out of murals to
witness earlier anti-Buddhist fervour, a sentiment well-captured in a folksong
from ~ishgari'stwelfth-century Turkic dictionary:
We came down on them like a flood,
We went out among their cities,
We tore down the idol-temples,
We shat on the Buddha's head!"

Thus, as is the case with all religious encounters, one can easily find the good,
the bad and the ugly. However, we should recall that not all Muslims were bent
on the Dharma's destruction. ~ndeed,as seen in ~kasoy'sarticle on Tibet in
Arabic literature, the most common trope was one of laughter. Yet not all Arabs
saw Tibet or Buddhism as a fantastic funhouse, some tried to make sense of it, or
at least catalogue it as one of the components of the human experience.
,
description of Buddhism in his now
One of the earliest was ~ a y h i n iwhose
lost Kitiib al-masiilik provided material on ~uddhistthought for both Maqdisi and
Gardizi in their brief descriptions of religion in India. More detailed descriptions
of the Dharma, as well as the standard categorization of Indian religions, are
found in al-~adim'sFihrist (987) and Shahrastini's Kitiib al-milal wa'l-nihal (ll25),
works only superseded by Rashid al- in, who had the good fortune to have at

Michal Biran, The Empire of the Qara Khitai in Eurasian History: Between China and the
Islamic World (Cambridge, 2005), pp. 97-101, 209-10.
On early Muslim theory and practices regarding non-Muslims, see Patricia Crone,
God's Rule: Government and Islam (New York, 2004). pp. 358-92; Derryl N. MacLean, Religion
and Society in Arab Sind (~eiden,1989).
'Q.S. Melikian-Chirvani, 'Buddhism in Islamic Times', Elr.
'I
MahmOd el-Kiitgari, Compendium of the h r k i c Languages (Diwan Lugat a t - ~ u r k )ed.
,
and trans. Robert Dankoff and ~ a m e ~s e l l y(3 vols, cambridge, 1982-85),vol. 1, p. 270.
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hand the ~ a s h m i rinformant
i
Kamalashri.12Some Muslims though went beyond
simple description, such as the Chinese Muslim scholar Liu Zhi, who compared
the Daoist concept of wuwei (non-action), the Buddhist concept of emptiness and
the Chinese Islamic concept of Zhenyi, the True and One.I3
Yet what of the Buddhists? Besides the Kilacakratantra and the standard
narrative of Muslim destruction in Buddhist historiography what records do
we have of their critical engagement with Islam? Unfortunately, the sources
are sparse. While we know Buddhists certainly came into contact with Muslims
in both the political and economic spheres (see King in this volume), how they
actually responded to them - as witnessed at the conference where this paper
was originally given - can often only be inferred from small fragments (~ieme's
Uyghur poems), enticing possibilities (Buell's foodways) or various roundabout
ways artin in's medical texts). This is not to say there are no extant Buddhist
voices on Islam. As Newman has shown in his study of the Kiilacakratantra, there
were some later Tibetan scholars who engaged with Islam.14 Yet as with the
scholars he notes, and others such as the Great Fifth Dalai Lama and Rolp6 DorjC,
all consistently follow the same anti-~slamicparadigm stretching back to the
Kiilacakratantra itself. A valid question is therefore whether there are any other
pre-modern Buddhist interpretations of Islam?
his article explores one such voice, that of the nineteenth-century Mongol
nobleman and fiction-writer Injannashi (1837-92). He wrote at a time ofBuddhist~ u s l i mcivil war in Qing Inner Asia, but instead of following the conventional
Buddhist a n t i - ~ u s l i mpolemic, he used a form of ritual theory to argue that
~ u s l i m and
s their rituals were actually just like those of the Buddhists.

THE QUESTION OF HALAL AND THE BUDDHIST-MUSLIM DIVIDE
The main ritual that separated Inner Asian Buddhists and Muslims was that of
preparing halii2 meat. On one level the Buddhist argument against this practice
could have been made on the grounds of vegetarianism; however, although the
latter is much lauded in Tibetan Buddhist literature,15the reality is that Tibetans

'*

Johan Elverskog, 'Islam and Buddhism', in Robert Buswell (ed.), ~ncyclopediaof
York, 2003), pp. 380-82; Karl Jahn, Rashid al-Din's History of India: collected
Buddhism ( ~ e w
Essays with Facsimiles and Indices h he Hague, 1965) and Rashid al-Din, Die ~ndiengeschichte
des Rajid ad-Din, trans. Karl Jahn (vienna, 1980).
l3
James D. Frankel, 'Liu Zhi's Journey through Ritual Law to Allah's Chinese
Name: Conceptual Antecedents and Theological Obstacles to the ~onfucian-lslamic
Harmonization of the Tianfang Dianli' ( P ~ thesis,
D
Columbia University, 2005).
l4
John Newman, 'Islam in the Kalacakra Tantral,]oumal ofthe lntemational Association
of Buddhist Studies, 2112 (1998).
l5
See, for example, Shabkar, The Life of Shabkar: The Autobiography of a Tibetan Yogin,
trans. Matthieu Ricard et al. (Albany, 1994), pp. 195,327, 411, 541-2,582,585.
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and Mongols all eat meat.'' For the Mongols in particular, what was appalling
about the preparation of haliil meat was the slitting of an animal's throat in
order to expel the blood. In the Mongol view this was absolutely monstrous
and went against all norms of civilized society, the reason being that Mongols
believe blood from slaughter should never touch the sacred mother earth and
thus Mongols slaughter animals by cutting open the animal's belly and pinching
the aorta, thereby ensuring that all the blood is retained within the carcass. This
is clearly the antithesis of haliil and it was this foodway that initially generated a
major fault-line between the Mongols and the Islamic world.
On one level this differentiation of foodways may seem trivial, yet one need
only look at the pork belt that is southern Europe, in order to understand that
food and its rituals are a powerful means of drawing boundaries.'' Indeed,
the seriousness of this issue was readily confirmed during the course of this
conference. Namely, the day after this paper was presented in November 2006,
one of the London tabloids had a front-page article about a school that was
planning on serving a 'halal chicken' for the school's Christmas party.lBThe
response was inevitable: not serving a turkey prepared in the 'traditional' way
was tantamount to the end of Britishness and the legitimation of '~urabia'.'~
A similar uproar occurred in the thirteenth century when a group of ~ u s l i m s
refused to eat the meat offered at an imperial Mongol banquet hosted by Qubilai
~ h a nThey,
.
of course, wanted the meat to be haliil instead of the blood-soaked
Mongol affair. Much like the concerned British parents of today, ~ubilai~ h a n
was not pleased. He issued an edict in 1280 prohibiting haliil practices and
imposing the death sentence on violators.20 his was no doubt extreme, yet it
captures well the powerful tensions that existed between these communities.
Moreover, as the Mongols became increasingly more Buddhist during the course
of the Yuan dynasty (1272-1368) and absorbed through osmosis the ingrained
,
two tendencies acted synergistically.
anti-Muslim bent of the ~ h a r m athese
l6

For an exploration of how Tibetans deal with the karmic mandate to not kill and
the reality of meat consumption, see Geoff Childs, Tibetan Diary: From Birth to Death and
Beyond in a Himalayan Valley of Nepal (~erkeley,2004), pp. 125-8.
"
Amongst the extensive scholarship on the importance of foodways in defining
religious, cultural, and ethnic boundaries, one may mention, as particularly relevant,
Claudine Fabre-Vassas, The Singular Beclst:]ews, Christians, and the Plg (New York, 1997);
Uradyn E. Bulag, Nationalism and Hybridity in Mongolia (oxford, 1998), pp. 194-211; Maris
Boyd Gillette, Between Mecca and Beijing:Modernization and Consumption among Urban Chinese
pp. 114-66.
Muslims (Stanford, ZOOO),
'' Paul Jeeves, 'Fury over ~ a l aChristmas
l
Dinner', ~ a i Express,
b
18 ~ o v e m b e 2006.
r
l9
Paul Stokes, 'School U-Turns on ~ a l a lChristmas Menu', Daily Telegraph, 18
November 2006.
20
Morris Rossabi, Khubilai Khan: His ~ i f and
e Times (~erkeley,1988), p. 200. he actual
edict is translated in Francis Woodman cleaves, h he Rescript of ~ u b i l a iProhibiting
the Slaughtering of Animals by Slitting the Throatl,]oumal of Turkish Studies, 16 (1992):
pp. 67-89.
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Indeed, as Newman has shown, the negative Buddhist description of Muslim
foodways goes all the way back to the Kiilacakratantra. It bemoans at some length
Islamic foodways in relation to brahmanical norms:

h he barbarians] kill camels, horses, and cattle, and briefly

cook their flesh
together with blood. They cook beef and amniotic fluid with butter and spice,
rice mixed together with vegetables, and forest fruit, all at once on the fire. Men
eat that, 0 king, and drink bird eggs, in the place of the demon barbarian^].^^

This presentation was no doubt shaped by the historical context of the
Kiilacakratantra's composition, one in which there was increasing conflict
between not only Hindus and Buddhists, but also Muslims, who at this time
were moving into northwest India in ever larger numbers. And it was no doubt
because of this reality and the Buddhists' awareness of their waning influence
that Islam came to occupy a central role in the eschatology of the Kiilacakratantra,
which was not only grossly negative and ultimately violent, but also one that
was to shape Buddhist views of Islam for centuries.22For, as the Shambhala myth
maintains, when Islam has taken over the world, the Buddhist saviour will ride
forth and kill all the infidels.23It was no doubt such conceptualizations that held
aloft the historical narrative that it was Muslims who destroyed the final vestiges
and institutions of Buddhism in India. Yet, by pointing this out I do not want to
minimize the complex and at times violent process of Islamization in Inner Asia
which no doubt helped colour Buddhist views of Muslims as the antithesis of
the civilized Dharma.24As the Fifth Dalai in fact made clear in his History of Tibet:
before the introduction of Buddhism to the Mongols they were 'barbarians1 like
the
I relate this instance of Oriental Orientalism not to reaffirm the fact that
Buddhists have long harboured animosity toward slam, but also to note
l
this anti-Islamic
that, aside from the issue of haliil, in the early ~ o n g o world

"

Quoted in John Newman, 'Islam in the Kalacakra Tantra',]oumal ofthe International
Association ofBuddhist Studies, 2112 (1998): pp. 311-71, at p. 319.
22
See John Newman, 'Eschatology in the Wheel of Time Tantra', in ~ o n a l dS. Lopez
(ed.), Buddhism in Practice (princeton, 1995), pp. 284-9.
23
On the myth of Shambhala see Edwin Bernbaum, The Way to Shambhala: A search
for the Mythical Kingdom Beyond the Himalayas ( ~ a r d e nCity, NY, 1980); and L U ~ O SBslka,
Buddhistickli Eschatologie: Sambhalskq; mjtus (Brno, 2004).
24
On the Buddhist response to [slam, see, for example, Peter Zieme, 'Antiislamische
Polemik in einem alttiirkischen buddhistischen Gedicht aus Turfan', ~ltorientalische
~orschungen,1711 (1990): pp. 146-51. On the larger dynamics of Islamization in Inner
Asia see Devin DeWeese, Islamization and Native Religion in the Golden Horde: Baba Tiikles and
Conversion to Islam in Historical and Epic Tradition (University Park, 1994).
25
A History of Tibet by the Fifih Dalai Lama of Tibet, trans. ~ahiruddinAhmad
(Bloomington, 1995), p. 193.
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discourse was actually
In point of fact, Muslims were signatories to
Moreover, their
the Baljuna Covenant that brought Genghis Khan to poweroZ7
political and economic power was legendary during the Yuan dynasty, and
subsequently infamous in the hands of later Chinese historians who blamed
them, and interestingly Tibetan Buddhist lamas as wellVufor all the dynasty's
woes.29Though more to the point, the map of Islam would not be what it is today
without the Mongol empire and its successor states that adopted Islam as the
state religion. Yet, be that as it may, it is important to recognize that even with all
this ~ongol-Musliminteraction Mongol sources are quiet on the issue of Islam.
Even after the Mongols' reconversion to Buddhism in the sixteenth century they
never mention Islam. In fact, only in the nineteenth century do Mongol authors
start writing about Islam.

THE SHAMBHALA MYTH IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
In the nineteenth century Mongol authors begin discussing not only Islam
for the first time, but also situating Muslims in relation to the Kilacakratantra,
especially its myth of Shambhala. In his 1848 Crystal Mirror (Bolor Toli)Jimbadorji,
for example, points out that 'the Turkestanis, they are a people without the
The 1835 Pearl Rosary (Subud Erike), on the other hand,
pure majestic Dharn~a'.~O
records a prophecy based on the Maiijujrimii/atantra that asserts Genghis Khan
,
he was to crush.)' Moreover, this
was to be born at a time of many ~ u s l i m swhom
26

In Sufi historiography the rise of Genghis Khan and the destruction of the
Muslim world was seen as a positive development. Sufi leaders were even said to have
helped Genghis Khan with his invasions. See Devin DeWeese, "'Stuck in the Throat of
Chingiz Khan": Envisioning the Mongol Conquests in Some Sufi Accounts from the 1 4 ' ~to
17'~Centuries', in Judith Pfeiffer and Sholeh A. Quinn (eds), History and Historiography of
Post-Mongol Central Asia and the Middle East: Studies in Honor of john E. Woods (Wiesbaden,
2006). pp. 23-60.
'' lgor de Rachewiltz, The Secret History of the Mongols: A Mongolian Epic Chronicle of the
Thirteenth Century (Leiden, 2006), pp. 657-8.
Herbert Franke, 'Tibetans in Yiian China', in John Langlois, Jr. (ed.), China under
Mongol Rule (Princeton, 1981), pp. 296-328.
29
Hok-Lam Chan, 'The Demise of Yiian Rule in Mongolian and Chinese Legends',
in Gkza Bethlenfalvy et al. (eds), Altaic Religious Beliej? and Practices: Proceedings of the 33d
Meeting of the Permanent International Altaistic Conference (Budapest, 1992),pp. 65-82.
'O
Jimbadorji, Bolor Toli, ed. Liu Jinsuo (Beijing, 1984). p. 366. erea after BT.
" Johan Elverskog, The Pearl Rosary: ~ o n g oHistoriography
l
in Early ~ineteenth-Century
Ordos (~loomington,2007), pp. 36-7. In the same way as Roerich has pointed out that
Tibetans used this prophecy about ~ e p a from
l
the ~ a f i j ~ r i m a t a n t to
r a explain early
Tibetan Buddhist history ('Gos lo-tsi-ba Gzhon-nu-dpal, The Blue Annals, trans. George
Roerich [2 vols, Delhi, 19761, vol. 1, pp. x-xi), the same appears to have occurred in this
case as well. However, the Mongol prophecy signals the birth of ~ e n g h i ~s h a nthough,
;
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prophecy is put into the mouth of the Panchen Lama, not only whose previous
incarnation was the ruler of Shambhala who had organized the teachings of the
~iflacakratantra,but also whose future incarnation will be Kalkin Raudra Cakrin,
who will ride forth with his Buddhist army, annihilate the Muslim enemies
. ~ ~can therefore see that in the
and usher in a new age of pure B ~ d d h i s mWe
nineteenth century the Mongols for the first time began drawing upon the vast
reservoir of Buddhist anti-Muslim rhetoric and once again the key practice that
confirmed Islamic perfidy was: 'According to those Muslims, they say that you
cannot eat the meat of animals that die naturally. To kill an animal according to
their own wrong view, one will be saved if, while cutting the neck with a knife,
you recite the Lord's Dharani, Bi~millah.'~~
To explain this outburst of anti-Islamic polemic in late imperial China
we need to recall the Muslim revival among the Hui that began in the
mid-eighteenth century.34The Hui had long since transformed their religious
practices and community into a localized Sino-Islamic one, and had for centuries
worked within the shifting political winds emanating out of Beijir~g.~~
In the
1760s, however, there was a revival spearheaded by two Shaykhs, Ma Mingxin
and Ma Laichi, who had returned from studying in Mecca and the Yemen and
thus carried the legitimacy of having studied in the West. And although both
had studied with Muhammad ibn Zayn they developed differing views on the
practice of dhikr, which was to have catastrophic results.36
unlike Bu-ston's History of the Dharma or the fifteenth-century Blue Annals which cite the
prophecy in toto (~vgenijE. Obermiller, History of Buddhism (Chos-'byung) [2 vols, Leipzig,
1931-321, vol. 1, pp. 1 1 1 - ~ l )the
, Pearl Rosary uses only one passage: 'there will be different
kinds of mlecchas (kla-klo)' h he Blue Annals, p. 45).
32
On the development of the connection between the Panchen Lamas and the
Shambhala kings, see Damdinsiiren, ' ~ l g e domgiin
r
jargalant oron Shambal' ['~hambhala
the Happy Land of ~egends'],zentralasiatische Studien, 11 (1977): pp. 351-87, at pp. 373-7,
which is translated in Charles R. Bawden, 'The Wish-Prayer for Shambhala Again',
Monumenta Serica, 36 (1984-85): pp. 453-509, at pp. 454-8.
33
Sambala-yin oron-u teuke orosiba isto tory of the Land of shambhala], MS p. 19
(Zhongguo Menggu wen guji zongmu bianhui, Catalogue of Ancient Mongolian Books and
Documents of China [~eijing,19991, no. 4633). This passage and the condemnation of haliil
meat preparation - 'slit[ting] the throats of animals while saying the mantra of their
demonic deity visavimla, "withered by Poison"; that is, bismillah - "in the name of ~ l l a h " '
- derives from the Kiilacakratantra (see Newman, 'Islam in the Kalacakra Tantra', p. 324).
34
The following interpretation is drawn from Johan Elverskog, Our Great Qing: The
Mongols, Buddhism, and the State in Late Imperial China (Honolulu, 2006), pp. 139-46.
On the development of Sino-Islamic culture, see Zvi Ben-Dor Benite, The Dao of
Muhammad: A Cultural History of Muslims in Late Imperial China (cambridge, 2005).
36
he following historical summary is based on Jonathan N. Lipman, ~ a m i l i a r
Strangers: A History of Muslims in Northwest China ( ~ e a t t l e 1997)~
,
pp. 114-15; the articles
collected in Joseph F. Fletcher, Studies on Chinese and lslamic Inner Asia, ed. Beatrice
Manz (Aldershot, 1995); and Anthony Garnaut, 'Pen of the Jahriyya: A Commentary of
The History of the Soul by Zheng Chengzhi', Inner Asia, 8 (2006): pp. 29-50.
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Ma ~ a i c h ileft Yemen first and upon returning to China he established a
thriving Sufi community in the Hezhou and Xunhua districts of Gansu. when
Ma Mingxin returned he initially joined this community and recognized the
authority of ~a ~ a i c h ihowever,
;
as Ma Mingxin began to advocate the view that
dhikr should be performed aloud (iahri) in opposition to Ma Laichi's practice of
silent (khan ritual prayer, two groups differentiated on the basis of this practice
began to form. In the beginning the two groups were largely cordial, but tensions
between them escalated, especially after the death of Ma Laichi, when issues of
authority and control of resources was brought to the fore. To resolve these issues
the two groups went to court and in their deliberations the Qing authorities sided
with Ma Laichi's son since they deemed the Khafiyya ('silentists') to be orthodox
and Ma ~ i n g x i n 'Jahriyya
s
('Aloudists') to be heterodox. Yet Ma Mingxin was not
to be dissuaded and he continued with his teaching, which invariably resulted in
further legal confrontations with the Khafiyya. In response, the Qing authorities
eventually forbade Ma Mingxin to teach in Xunhua district, and seven years
later in 1769 he was ordered to leave Hezhou and return to his home village.
Ma Mingxin moved instead to Guanchuan from where he travelled and
acquired followers in Xinjiang, Ningxia and Shaanxi. But even though he
no longer went to Xunhua he continued to have followers there, especially
among the Turkic Salars, and tensions between the two groups there remained
high, no doubt since the Qing continued to support the Khafiyya. Ultimately
things came to a head in 1781 when one of Ma Mingxin's followers, nicknamed
'Su Forty-~hree',led a group of Jahriyya in an attack on the ~hafiyyathat left
over a hundred people dead, including the garrison commander of Lanzhou. At
this turn of events Ma Mingxin was arrested as a rebel leader and brought to
e ' his band followed and demanded his release. he
Lanzhou. 'Su ~ o r t y - ~ h r eand
Qing official at the prison rejected their pleas and instead had him executed.
This action resulted in a full-scale rebellion among Ma ~ i n g x i n ' sfollowers
across northwest China. In response the ~ a n c h court
u
sent rand Secretary Agui
r
from Beijing to lead a battalion of troops to suppress the uprising. ~ f t earriving
in the west they thus set about killing all the Jahriyya leaders and exiling the
followers to the frontiers of the Qing Empire. Yet even after these heavy-handed
tactics the ~ahriyyarose up again three years later under the leadership of Ma
Mingxin's disciple, Tian Wu. His revolt was also brutally suppressed by Qing
forces and inevitably the tensions between the court and this particular ~ u s l i m
group continued to fester through the generations, such as when the third leader
of the Jahriyya, Ma Datian, was charged with sedition in 1818 and then died
en route to his place of exile in ~ a n c h u r i aThis
.
cycle of imperial suppression
and Muslim response continued and reached its final apogee during the ~ u i
rebellions of the mid-nineteenth century in both the north and the south."

''

On the Hui rebellions in the south, see David G. Atwill, The Chinese Sultanate: Islam,
Ethnicity, and the Panthay Rebellion in Southwest China, 1856-1873 (Stanford, 2006).
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To make sense of this spiral of violence between local Muslim groups and
the Qing state we need to recall Manchu religious policies. Prior to the 1760s,
although Chinese officials had repeatedly petitioned the court to outlaw Islam
entirely in the empire, the Manchu emperors had maintained that Islam fell
within the bounds of civilization and that Muslims should receive the same
treatment as all imperial subjects. However, as the Qing became involved on one
side of this internal theological dispute, the imperial rhetoric did not necessarily
accord with actions on the ground. This resulted in a spiral of communal and
state violence, and the subsequent or tandem growth of the supposedly 'antiQing'Jahriyya. Moreover, on account of Qing bureaucratic malfeasance the local
economies of these Muslim areas were devastated, and this further spurred the
escalating sense of distrust and alienation. Tensions were further exacerbated
when in violation of Qing universalist theory the court began implementing
laws that discriminated against Muslims based solely on their religion.
The Board of Punishments passed the first of these laws in 1762 in the wake
of the earliest lawsuits filed between the Khafiyya and Jahriyya. It mandated
that all Muslim leaders had to report any inappropriate behaviour within their
community to the authorities, and local officials had to report Muslim criminal
acts to the state authorities. As might have been expected, court records began
to fill with Muslim acts of criminality, and local officials inundated the court
with reports of Muslim bandits and their intrinsic propensity for violence. In
response, the Qing authorities became more suspicious and drafted further
regulations concerning Muslims. Thus Muslims found in groups of three or more
with any weapon were deemed immediately as criminals. In the 1770s, the Qing
court even created a new criminal category, dou'ou 'brawling', that could be used
as a pretence to arrest Muslims specifically. As an inevitable result, Muslims
who might not initially have sided with the Jahriyya teachings joined them in
protesting Qing policy, thus further reinforcing the court's fear of a growing
Islamic anti-Qing movement.
As noted above, this mutual animosity culminated in 1781 when Ma Mingxin
was executed. Yet it was further exacerbated by faulty intelligence. Namely, a Qing
official sent to quell the violence between the ~hafiyyaand Jahriyya informed
one group who he thought were ~hafiyyathat the Qing would exterminate
all followers of the Jahriyya tradition. To his dismay, his audience turned out
to be Jahriyya followers and they summarily executed him. with the death of
another Qing official at the hands of the Jahriyya the Qing court responded with
the 'pacification' campaign led by Grand Secretary Agui. And although it was
successful at first it also bred animosity among the Jahriyya. This anger was
further compounded by local leaders, who, in trying to impress the court, were
overly zealous in killing perceived enemies of the state. As a result the Jahriyya
continued to grow and thus Tian Wu was able to launch another revolt in 1784.
At this turn of events, the ~ i a n l o n gemperor was baffled, and he wrote in a
letter to one of his ministers:
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Why would Muslims from far and near join up and follow them like sheep?
,.. did news of Li Shiyao's investigations of Muslims leak out, so rebels could
start rumors flying of [a government campaign to] 'exterminate Muslims' as
an excuse to incite riots? I have thought of all these things, but none seems to
be the true reason. In the end, why did they rebel? We must get to the bottom
of this!38

whether they got to the bottom of it is unknown. what is clear is that the 1784
rebellion was suppressed, and as an interim solution the Qing instituted a virtual
military occupation of northwest China. While it held the peace for the next half
a century, when Qing forces had to move south in the 1850s to fight the growing
Christian Taiping rebellion, internal and external violence erupted again in
the northwest, culminating in the devastating Muslim rebellions of the 1860
and 1870s.
It was therefore within this course of events - the revival of Sufism and its
internal theological disputes, the official categorization of Muslims as violent
and anti-Qing, and the militarization of northwest China along the border of
Mongol territory -that the appearance ofthe Shambhala myth in Mongol sources
needs to be situated. ~ndeed,at such a time, when tensions were running high
and military conflict was under way, it is perhaps understandable that Mongol
Buddhists began to draw upon the apocalyptic visions of the Killacakratantra's
Shambhala myth. ~ n d as
, noted above, one of these Mongols was ~imbadorji,
who included descriptions of the ~ u s l i mworld in his Crystal Mirror:
Outside their territories there is a stone surrounded with three hundred gates.
Between each two gates there is, according to their reckoning, 360 miles,
according to Chinese reckoning, 720 miles. The King's palace has 24 gates. The
tower of the central palace is constructed of gold, and the palaces in the four
directions are made of porcelain of four colours ...Every one or two years there
is a disastrous wind in that country, and buildings and cities are destroyed.
The people are of 12 tribes, with different languages. Gold and silver coins are
scattered by the King over men who attain felicity. The people make the lips
of their wells, and their water vessels, from gold and silver, and inlay them
with all sorts ofjewels ... To the south of the people of Kiingker is a blue stone
known as Mecca, the shrine of the heretics. It is about a eighty centimetres in
size. It is fixed in the air, and, for four or five spans all around, nothing touches
the ground. Its height is about that of the hand of a man on horseback.
Near it is the temple of the heretics. It is a huge temple, its inner extent being
about five or six bow shots. ~t has not a single pillar or beam, and it is called
the great Rangiung temple. Quite some way from that temple is a shrine of the
heretics, known as Mahasuri-yin Bilaya. It has a white stone with a hole in it

''

Lipman, Familiar Strangers, pp. 114-15.
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like the human genitals, and it touches nothing either. The fact is that this, too,
is fixed in the air by the force of magnetism.39

~ l t h o u g hthis text does have its fantastical elements and residual traces of
the Kilacakratantra, it also reflects the growing awareness of world geography
and international politics ushered in by the eighteenth-century works of ~ u m b a
~ h e n p oand Jikme Linkpa that provide first-hand descriptions not only of
~ughal-Ottomanrelations but also Mecca and I s t a n b ~ l However,
.~~
even with
the growing cosmopolitanism of the mid-Qing period the Mongol view of slam,
especially during the Hui uprisings, still came to be shaped by the anti-Muslim
views of the ~ilacakratantra.As seen again in the work of~imbadorji:
As for what is called the land of Mecca, which is on the bank of the Sita river:
Mecca is a word that means Muslim. Those La Loo41are all Muslims. Now, after
the present period, the false beliefs of those Muslims will be disseminated
more and more, and the majority of the people in this earthly continent will
be Muslim. As for the beliefs of the Muslims: they do not eat the meat of the
beasts which have died of themselves. They kill their beasts to the best of their
ability according to their false belief, saying that if they cut the throats of the
creatures with a razor after having pronounced the dharani of Bismillah their
god, they will be delivered.42

Thus even with all the other historical realities of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries the dividing line between the Buddhist and Muslim world continued
to be the issue of ha2i2. However, in the course of the Qing's 'war on terror' there
was one dissenting view on the nature of Muslims and their foodways.

BT 367, translation based on Bawden, 'The Wish-Prayer for ~hambhalaAgain',
pp. 459-60.
40
See Michael Aris, 'India and the British according to a Tibetan Text of the Later
Eighteenth Century', in Per Kvaerne (ed.), Tibetan Studies: Proceedings of the 6th Seminar
of the IATS, Fagernes 1992 (2 vols, Oslo, 1994), vol. 1, pp. 7-25; and Matthew Kapstein, 'Just
Where on Jambudvipa are We? New Geographical Knowledge and Old ~osmological
Schemes in l a t hCentury Tibet', in Sheldon Pollack (ed.), Forms ofKnowledge in Early ~ o d e r n
South Asia (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, forthcoming).
41
The Mongolian 'La Loo' is a transcription of the Tibetan kla-klo, which is a
translation of the Sanskrit mleccha, meaning 'barbarian' and more specifically in Tibet:
the Muslims.
42
BT 368, translation based on Bawden, 'The Wish-Prayer for ~hambhalaAgain',
p. 465.
39
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INJANNASHI AND THE QUESTION OF ISLAM

Injannashi came from a distinguished noble family that had fallen on hard
times.'l heir businesses, including a coalmine, had collapsed; and in seeking
solace Injannashi turned to writing. As well as two novels, he wrote a massive
fictionalized account of the life of Genghis Khan which, following the tradition
of rewriting the Honglourneng ?1%3, tells the tale of the Chinese gentry
family of Bei Hou. All these works also include fascinating prefaces that lay out
~njannashi'sown ideas, including the question of Islam.
~njannashi'sinitial comments about Muslims are negative. However, his
animosity does not arise from the standard repertoire of ~uddhistanti-~uslim
polemics. Rather, ~njannashiis upset by the fact that Muslims are allowed to take
the civil service examination while ~ o n g o l are
s not:
But then, in this Great Qing Empire, regarding those Muslims who submitted
to the empire later than the Mongols did, and who did not contribute to the
founding of the dynasty as the Mongols did, care is being taken so as not to
let the learned among them be neglected by selecting from among them,
according to their schooling, persons to employ in ministerial positions. Why
are Mongols alone singled out and excluded from this examination system?
Therefore, I tried to reason to myself as follows: Is it because the Mongols are
so uncouth and stupid that they will never be able to pass the examination, so
that no examination system is necessary for them?44

To put this critique into context, we need to recall that the civil service exam
was the engine of social status creation and maintenance in late imperial
China, thus being excluded had grave consequence^.^^ For ~njannashithis was
especially poignant since the central thrust of his work was precisely to advocate
educational reform; or at least education for the nobility so that they could
retain their status in the changing realities of late nineteenth-century China.46
Yet, while he does use Muslims as a whipping post in regard to this particular
issue, he also looks at slam in another light, one that is completely at odds with
the anti-Muslim tenor of the times.
For a bibliography of scholarship on Injannashi see Charles R. Bawden, 'A Chinese
Source for an Episode in Injanasi's Novel Nigen Dabqur Asar', in Karenina Kollmar-Paulenz
and Christian Peter (eds), Tractata Tibetica et Mongolica: Festschrij?fir Klaus Sagaster zum 65.
Geburtstag (wiesbaden, ZOO^), pp. 21-2.
44
John Gombojab Hangin, Koke Sudur (The Blue chronicle): A Study of the First Mongolian
Historical Novel by lnjannasi (Wiesbaden, 1973), p. 63. ere after KS.
45
See Benjamin A. Elman, A Cultural History of Civil Examinations in Late Imperial China
(Berkeley, 2000).
46
See Johan Elverskog, 'Injannashi, the Anti-Cervantes', in id. (ed.), ~iographiesof
Eminent Mongol Buddhists (Sankt Augustin, 2008), pp. 75-98.
43
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~njannashidoes this by means of cross-cultural comparison, in particular
through the study of ritual. To this end Injannashi begins by comparing various
mourning rites, starting with a description from the Wanbaozhuan, a popular
Chinese encyclopaedia, which records the following:
There is a small nation by the name Jinwoguo in the environs of the ancient
Man nation on an island of the Southern Sea. They make their living by hunting
the beasts and birds of their mountains and plains, and sometimes this nation
is also referred to as the Manluowu. At times, when the ships and boats of
China by dint of wind arrive at their shores, the natives come in hordes and
seize those on the ship, kill them and eat their flesh. They make utensils out
of human skulls and marrow bones. hey curse their parents day and night,
hoping they will die sooner. When their parents die, they beat great drums and
summon their neighbours to come to feast on the flesh of the dead.47

This description was no doubt disturbing for a Chinese reader since what
could be worse than actually consuming one's parents?48For those steeped in
the Confucian world of filial piety this was certainly beyond the pale, and the
Wanbaozhuan readily confirms, 'they are a nation who knows not of humanity'.
Of course, representing 'the other' as monstrous is nothing new. Indeed, this
portrayal of the Jinwoguo in the Wanbaozhuan, in particular its fascination with
cannibalism, is in many ways no different from many early European accounts of
South Sea cultures. Moreover, in much the same way as scholars now analyse the
discourses shaping these Victorian anthropological representations in relation
to empire, race and the like,49Injannashi wanted to elucidate why Chinese
scholars presented the Jinwoguo in the way they did?
His rather simple and direct answer was that their prejudices arose out of
ignorance and selfishness. He thus takes Chinese scholars to task for not only
being unfamiliar with the underlying logic and rationale of this particular
mourning rite, but also for operating from a stance of moral superiority.
Thus, much as Orsi has questioned how most scholars view the Christian
47

KS 95.

On the discourses of eating and cannibalism in China see Gang Yue, The Mouth
that Begs: Hunger, Cannibalism, and the Politics of Eating in Modem China (Durham, 1999). The
purported cannibalism practised by South Seas people had a long history in the Chinese
historical tradition. So much so in fact that it was not only repeated in the works of Marco
Polo and Odoric of Pordenone, but plagiarized verbatim in the wildly popular forgery of
John Maundeville ( ~ i n d aL. Barnes, Needles, Herbs, Gods, and Ghosts: China, Healing, and the
West to 1848 [cambridge, 20051, p. 31).
49
On the anthropological fascination with cannibalism see Peggy R. ~andave,Divine
Hunger: Cannibalism as a Cultural System (Cambridge, 1988); Laurence R. Goldman (ed.),
The Anthropology of Cannibalism (Westport, 1999); Francis Parker et al. (eds), ~annibalism
and the Colonial world (cambridge, 2004); Ganananth Obeyesekere, cannibal Talk: The
Man-Eating Myth and Human Sacrifice in the South Seas (Berkeley, 2005).
48
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snakehandlers of the American south,50Injannashi does the same with Chinese
scholars:
Some learned ones believe that only the Middle Kingdom is the kingdom of
heaven, and that it alone possesses humanity. They believe this land alone
receives the major benefits of sun and moon, and this land alone gives birth to
intellects and wise ones, great minds and scholars. They not only explain all
the rest to be strange, alien, perverse and evil, peculiar and queer, they even
believe this to be true in their hearts.51

He then goes on to puncture this image of superiority by humorously pointing
out the absurdity of Chinese scholars, who for 3,000 years claimed to be at the
centre of civilization, and yet for all that time continued to miscalculate solar
and lunar eclipses. A mistake that Injannashi points out with relish was only
rectified with the arrival of the Belgian Jesuit Ferdinand Verbiest at the Kangxi
emperor's court in the seventeenth century.
To drive his point home ~njannashicontinues his critique of misrepresenting
'the other' by discussing Mongol and Tibetan burial rites. He thus imagines
how a Chinese person may misunderstand a Mongolian cremation as an act
of vengeance against one's parents since lamas wave swords and spears over a
burning corpse:
Suppose those Chinese from the interior who inter their parents in gold and
jade should witness a Mongol cremation, since they do not know the reason,
they will likewise say the same thing as about the people of Jinwoguo. They
will say that the Mongols, having cursed their parents to death, not only burn
their dead, but call upon those red and yellow robed, q u e u e - l e s ~ bald
, ~ ~ and
shaven people and make them wield sword and spear over the dead and pour
oils over the dead to inflame the fire, whereby they take vengeance upon their
dead parents. They certainly will not believe that actually it is a rite to offer
the flesh of the dead for the ~ u d d h ato partake of it, thereby making them
B~ddhas.~~

Robert Orsi, Between Heaven and Earth: The Religious Worlds People Make and the
Scholars who Study them (Princeton, 2005), pp. 177-203 ('Snakes Alive: Religious Studies
between Heaven and ~ a r t h ' ) .
5'
KS 96.
"
On the importance of the queue in Qing society, see Phillip Kuhn, Soulstealers: The
Chinese Sorcery Scare of 1768 (Cambridge, 1990); and Weikun Cheng, 'Politics of the Queue:
f
and
Agitation and Resistance in the Beginning and End of Qing China', in ~ l ~iltebeitel
Barbara Miller (eds), Hair: les Power and Meaning in Asian Cultures (Albany, 19981, pp. 123-42.
5'
KS98.
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lnjannashi thus returns to his central theme of needing to understand the
rationale behind the ritual. One cannot simply look at the external practice, one
must elucidate the internal logic.
TO this end lnjannashi turns to the Tibetan sky burial which, much like
cannibalism, has been fetishized in both the East and West. Yet rather than
exoticizing or condemning this practice he explains the reason behind this rite.
He claims that in the Tibetan view vultures are sacred Dharma protectors and by
consuming the flesh of a corpse the sins of the deceased are cleansed and thus
the soul will find a good incarnation. Moreover, he makes the same assertion
about the Jinwoguo and their funeral cannibalism:
Even those people of Jinwoguo, because of their great population and lack of
land and having no domesticated animals, have long since known the taste of
human flesh. Therefore when a parent dies, they will call upon their tribes and
members of their family to have a great feast, thereby obtaining the merit of
making satiated the great hunger of many, and the soul of the dead will go to
heaven. To sum it up, all of them possess a kind of mourning rite.'4

In this way lnjannashi not only explains the rationale behind the seemingly
bizarre ritual of parental cannibalism, but also validates the humanity of the
Jinwoguo. As he declares, 'even those who devour the flesh of their parents
possess justice and goodness. Such being the case, can any teaching be without
just principleY"
This notion is indeed part of Injannashi's central argument: any teaching, or
religion, must by definition be premised on goodness. His argument is clearly
based on Confucian precedent, especially Mencius;"" however, lnjannashi takes
the traditional Confucian view of inherent human goodness and the value of
ritual for instilling and nurturing positive values in a new direction by putting it
in a comparative context. ~t is thus not only Confucian mourning rites that are
proper, but all mourning rites are valid since inherently they too are premised
on human goodness. In injannashi's view the reason for this is that a religion
would not have followers if that were not the case:
I think the founder of a religion cannot profit ... [if he] devises a new evil
doctrine, what would he gain by it'l I think each of these teachings has its good
points and never intended to be evil. Only that we know not the fine details
of thcse teachings and theories and true characters, and we believe them to
bc irnacceptable and wrong. Naturally, the f o ~ ~ n d of
c r a rcligion cannot say

"I

""

KS99.
KS99.

"" For an excellent interpretation of Mcncius, see Edward lingerl land,

~tfortless
Action: Wu-wei as Cor~c-eptuc~l
Metupl~orund Spiritual Ideal i r l hrly ('l~inu (oxford, 2003)~
pp. 131-73.
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'MY religion is no good; my religion is wrong; the other teachings are right;

you all follow them; leave my religion; don't follow my religion; do not study
my religion.' Since it is being called a teaching, it is founded for the purpose of
teaching people. It simply cannot be evil ...%'

~ h u sas any contemporary introductory textbook on world religions will
maintain: all religions have value, we simply need to understand them.5"
Or as lnjannashi writes: 'is it not simply that customs appear to differ in
each place and their concept seems to be strange to each other, but the aims
are all the same?'" Thus all religions and their rites, no matter how difficult
to understand from an outsider's perspective, actually derive out of human
goodness and should therefore be tolerated:
Even the peculiarities of the Muslims, and the customs of the Jinwoguo have
their righteousness and goodness ... Since all of them are for the good of men,
how could there be wrong and malice? I have even talked to some of those
learned among the European and Muslim devils, and found they too speak
of the cultivation of virtues and self-control. Certainly they do not teach the
harming of others with s e l f i s h n e s ~ . ~ ~

Yet it is not only on the phenomenological level that Injannashi's work parallels
the modern study of religion, he also premises his analysis on the ground of
scepticism. As he explains on whether he was to include 'matters of gods and
demons and strange magic and sorcery' in his work he proclaims that 'since I
was born, [I have] never believed in such matters of which there is no proof
nor matters which are not in congruence with logic and laws [of nature]'." Yet
even so, he decided to include them since people believed in them in the past;
however, he hopes that 'future readers of this work will not think of me as they
do of mendacious lamas'.b2
Thus, having established his theoretical paradigm, lnjannashi finally turns to
the volatile issue of Muslim foodways. He writes:
Even those Muslim butchers of sheep and cows, not able to bear simply killing
sheep and cows for meat, perform some kind of ritual to direct the souls of the
slaughtered animals to heaven, and offer prayers and bless their knives before
they proceed to kill. They may not be able to dispatch the slaughtered souls

"' KS 97.
'' On the historical development of the comparative study of religion see, for
example, Eric J. Sharpe, Comparative Religion: A History (London, '1986).
S"'
99.
bo
KS 99, 100.
"
KS 75-6.
"' KS76.
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to heaven, but if you compare the present day Chinese and Mongols who
simply butcher their animals without any kind of ritual, for meat and profit,
those Muslims certainly have good hearts. Those not informed often simply
follow the crowd by custom and defame the Muslims as having an animal
origin, and say that they adhere to evil teaching and false doctrine. Alas, how
unjust this is!63

By means of his sceptical phenomenological approach Injannashi is thus able
to challenge nearly a millennium of ~ u d d h i s polemics
t
against Islam and argue
that haliil practices actually derive out of human goodness.
To confirm this point he concludes by comparing bald butchering practices
with the Tibetan Buddhist practice of praying for rebirth in Buddha AmitZbha's
paradise.64Namely, even though both religious specialists 'are not sure whether
they are able to commit the soul as they hope, they certainly do not believe
that they are committing the soul to hell instead. The intentions are the same
in both cases, except the difference that one [=animal] is killed and the other
~~
thus reaffirms his main thesis based on
[=human] died n a t ~ r a l l y . 'Injannashi
Confucian theories of humanity that all religions and rituals actually derive
out of human goodness. 'They all seek the best according to their own custom.
he outer aspects may differ but the thought behind them are the same'. In
this way ~njannashiis finally able to argue that the intentions of both Muslims
and Buddhists are inherently the same thereby overcoming the problem of
'prejudice'.

CONCLUSION
A final question to ponder is invariably whether Injannashi's intellectual project

actually resolves the problem of prejudice, or whether we should even take his
moral argument seriously? ~ndeed,does ~njannashioffer us any guidance in the
current conflagrations related to a new ~ u s l i mrevival, or how Europe should
grapple with Muslim immigration? To some this suggestion may seem odd,
and that itself reflects a lingering prejudice, yet it is no doubt a valid question,
one that goes to the heart of much recent scholarship related to the issues of

"

KS 96-7.

On the worship of Amitabha in Tibet, see Matthew T. Kapstein, 'Pure and
Buddhism in Tibet?', in Richard Payne and Kenneth Tanaka (eds), ~pproachingthe t and of
Bliss: Religious Praxis in the Cult of AmitZbha ( ~ o n o l u l u2004),
,
pp. 16-41; Georgios Halkias,
'Pure-Lands and Other Visions in Seventeenth-Century Tibet: A ~ n a m - c h o ssHdhana for
the Pure-Land SukhZvatiRevealed in 1658 by Gnam-chos Mi-'gyur-rdo-rje (1645-1667)', in
Bryan J. Cuevas and Kurtis R. Schaeffer (eds), Power, Politics and the Reinvention of ~radition:
Tibet in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Century ( ~ e i d e n2006),
,
pp. 121-51.
65
KS97.
64
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representing the other as well as giving voice to 'the native'. Even so, whether
or not ~njannashi'sargument can begin to address the problems and moral
quandaries of the contemporary world is far beyond the scope of this article.
Another question that can be answered, however, is whether or not
~njannashi'swork had any impact in his own day. The answer is no. u p through
the Republican period Tibetan and Mongol Buddhists continued to draw upon
the deep reservoir of anti-Muslim sentiment, albeit within new theoretical
frameworks such as the nation-state.66 This, however, is not to diminish
Injannashi's work. Rather it is to point out that the value of his work lies precisely
in that he was willing to challenge conventional wisdom. Thus even though his
comparison of mourning rites was nothing new, edicts of the Kangxi emperor
in the seventeenth century had said much the same thing6' but that he did so
at this particular moment in time is what makes it important. Others were not
doing so and that gives ~njannashi'swork value beyond its interesting Confucian
theorizing and his sceptical discourse analysis. while it is therefore important
to situate Injannashi among the increasingly 'modern' and 'secular' intellectuals
of the late Qing period,6Bit is also vital to recall that on the issue of lslam he was
a lone voice, and much like ~ d w a r dsaid a century later, he challenged the very
foundations of imperial Orientalism.

"

Gray Tuttle, Tibetan Buddhists in the Making of Modem China (New ~ o r k 2005).
.
pp. 143-4.
"
According to Saghang ~echen'sPrecious Summary (Erdeni-yin tobci), when the
Kangxi emperor was conducting the funeral rites for his father in 1662 'he handed down
a decree which promulgated mourning to the peoples of whatsoever direction each
according to his own customs'. See Saang Secen. Erdeni-yin Tobci ("~recious~ummary'):
A Mongolian Chronicle of 1662, vol. 1,ed. Minoru Go et al. (Canberra, 1990). 96r.
For the history of the Mongol intelligentsia, see Christopher P. ~ t w o o d .Young
Mongols and Vigilantes in Inner ~ o n ~ o l i ainterregnum
's
~ecades,1911-1931 (~eiden.2002).

Chapter 16

~ r a d e r~, i d d l e m a nor Spy?

John Bray

In September 1814 William Moorcroft (1770-1825), the East India Company
veterinary surgeon and explorer, reported a meeting with Khwajah Ahmed Ali,
the Patna representative of a Kashmiri commercial house with agents and depots
in Dhaka, Kathmandu, Lhasa and Xining as well as Kashmir itself.' The topics
that they discussed were highly sensitive. The Company had recently declared
, Ahmed Ali was a potential source of vital
war on the Gorkha rulers of ~ e p a land
information on the most viable military and transport routes between the Nepal
border and Kathmandu. He seemed willing to share this information in the hope
of future reward, but at the same time was afraid of reprisals from the Nepalis
and even from his fellow Kashmiris.
As it turned out, ~oorcroft'smeeting was the first in a series of encounters
between ~ h m e dAli and ~ r i t i s hofficials. Like a classic three-act play, the story
falls into three distinct episodes, each of which has its own set of files in the
t between ~eptemberand November 1814, Ahmed Ali
British records. In ~ cOne,
offers his services as a source of wartime intelligence. In Act Two, which takes
r
~ o o r c r o fproposes
t
Ahmed Ali
place between ~eptember1815 and ~ c t o b e 1816,
as a potential British commercial agent in Lhasa, but the arrangement ultimately
falls through. The denouement in Act Three begins to unfold in arch 1831
when Brian Houghton ~ o d g s o n(1800-1894, the Acting ~ e s i d e nin
t ~athmandu,

'

Memorandum by ~ o o r c r o f t15
, September 1814. Papers Respecting the Nepaul War,
Printed in conformity to the resolution of the Court of Proprietors of East India Stock
of 3rd March 1824 (London), pp. 85-6. A manuscript version of the same record is to be
, 79-88.
found in the British Library Oriental and India Office Collection (OlOC), ~ 1 6 4 5pp.
On Moorcroft see Garry Alder, Beyond Bokhara: The Life of William Moorcrofi (London, 1985).
In this initial memorandum ~ o o r c r o f refers
t
to his visitor as 'the Cashmeree', but
subsequent archival records - clearly concerning the same person - refer to him by name
and title. There are many variant spellings: I use ' ~ h m e dAli' throughout, but reproduce
the original spellings in the quotations. '~hwajah'is a ~ersian/Urduword literally
meaning 'lord' or 'master', and widely used as a title by ~ a s h m i r~i u s l i m sIt. is also used
as the family name of one of the most prominent Muslim families in ~ a d a k h .
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receives a desperate appeal from ~ h m e dAli who has now been imprisoned in
~ h a s aon charges of being a British spy.
~ h m e d~ l i ' sstory concerns the life and personal dilemmas of a particular
individual. However, it also serves as an illustration of the wider role played by
i
who travelled between northern India, Nepal, Tibet and
the ~ a s h m i rmerchants
western China between the seventeenth and early twentieth centuries. Trade
and a number of specialist crafts provided their prime sources of livelihood.
However, since they were one of the few communities with extensive family
and commercial networks on both sides of the Himalaya, they also served
as important sources of knowledge for all the parties with whom they dealt,
and even as diplomatic go-betweens. In the best case, they became trusted
intermediaries, honoured, respected and rewarded by all sides. In the worst
case, they risked denunciation as untrustworthy outsiders, and even as spies.
The British records show that Ahmed Ali was always acutely conscious of the
risks and opportunities that came with his middleman status, and was forever
calculating how to use his position - and, above all, his sources of information - to
best advantage. his article reviews his calculations as a means of shedding light
on the history of the wider Kashmiri community in the region. Continuing with
the theatrical metaphor, it sets the scene with a 'prologue' reviewing the earlier
history of the ~ a s h m i r imerchants' international network, before embarking
on a more detailed discussion of ~ h m e dAh's personal three-act drama and its
wider implications.

PROLOGUE: A COMMUNITY OF GO-BETWEENS
The Kashmiri Muslim merchant community had begun its expansion into ~adakh,
Central Tibet, Turkestan (now Xinjiang) and as far as north-west China by the
late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, if not earlier.2In all these regions,
representatives of the leading merchant families established permanent bases
and married local women, thus establishing kinship networks that extended
across the entire region. However, despite these strong local connections, they
retained their Muslim identity as well as their affiliation with the wider world of
Islamic learning. The Persian language remained a critically important medium
of communication linking a wide range of cities in or bordering on central Asia
including - in due course - the commercial thoroughfares of British ~ndia.

In the same period merchants from Multan were extending similar networks across
Afghanistan, Iran, Turan and even as far as European Russia. See Stephen Frederic Dale,
Indian Merchants and Eurasian Trade 1600-1750 (Cambridge, 1994). For a broader discussion
of early modern South and South-East Asian trading networks see Denys om bard and
Jean Aubin (eds), Asian Merchants and Businessmen in the Indian Ocean and the China Sea (New
Delhi, 2000). This includes an essay on Kashmiri Muslims by Marc Gaborieau.
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~ c c o r d i n gto oral tradition, the Kashmiri merchant presence in Ladakh dates
back to the turn of the sixteenth and seventeenth century when King Jamyang
~ a m g y a ('Jam-dbyangs
l
rnam-rgyal - reg. c.1595-1616) offered land to a select
group of traders known as mkhar tshong pa or 'palace traders', encouraging them
to settle permanently in Leh.) The mkhar tshong pa enjoyed special privileges in
the wool trade between Western Tibet via Ladakh to Kashmir. Many married
local women: their mixed-race descendants are known as Argons, and are an
important constituent of the local population in Leh to this day.4In addition to
their commercial acumen, many Kashmiri settlers had other specialist skills. For
example, the founder of the Zergar family in Ladakh was invited to Leh to strike
coinsO5Similarly, it is said that the Ladakhi kings invited the Khwajah family to
assist with their Persian-language correspondence with the Mughal governors
of Ka~hmir.~
he origins of the Kha-che or Kashmiri Muslim community in Lhasa appear
to be similar. Prince Peter of Greece and Denmark writes that the first arrivals
were almost certainly traders.' However, he also notes theories suggesting that
the Fifth Dalai Lama applied to the Mugha1 Emperor for advisors, or that he
a a 'purely representative capacity' so that he
caused Muslims to come to ~ h a s in
could show that people from the whole world attended his levkes. he ha-che
traditions cited by Marc ~aborieaulink the foundation stories of the ~ h a s a
community with hair-ud-Din, a Muslim saint who had come from Patna Ahmed Ali's home town - in the mid-seventeenth century and, according to one
version, secretly converted the ~ i f t hDalai Lama to Islam.'
A notable example of the way in which leading Kha-che families combined
commercial and semi-diplomatic roles concerns the triennial lo-phyag mission
,
was set up under the terms of the 1684 Treaty of
from Leh to ~ h a s a which

Abdul Ghani Sheikh, 'A Brief History of Muslims in Ladakh', in Henry Osmaston
and Philip Denwood (eds), Recent Research on ~ a d a k h4 & 5 on don, 1995). pp. 189-92, at
p. 190.
For nineteenth- and early twentieth-century perspectives on the Argons' trading
networks see in particular Janet Rizvi, Trans-Himalayan Caravans: Merchant Princes and
Peasant Traders in Ladakh ( ~ e wel hi, 1999); Jacqueline ~ e w k e sand ~ b d u Nasir
l
~han,
'Social Networks and Transnational Trade in ~ a r l y2oth Century ~adakh',in John Bray
(ed.), Ladakhi Histories: Local and Regional Perspectives (~eiden,2005), pp. 321-34.
Sheikh, 'A Brief History', p. 190. See also Luciano ~ e t e c h The
, ~ingdomof ~adakh
c. 950-1842A.D. (Rome, 1977), p. 117.
Sheikh, 'A Brief History', p. 190.
' Prince Peter of Greece and Denmark, 'The ~ o s l e m of
s central ~ i b e t 'lournal
,
ofthe
Royal Central Asian Society, 39 (1952): pp. 233-40, at p. 238.
Marc Gaborieau, Rdcit d i n voyageur musulman au Tibet (Paris, 1973), pp. 17-18; id.,
'Pouvoirs et autorite des Soufis dans ]'Himalaya', in Thierry Zarcone (ed.), ~ u s u l m a n set
Soufis du Tibet (Milan, 2005), pp. 27-33, and Gaborieau in this volume.
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Temisgang (g~ing-mo-sgang)between ~ a d a k hand Tibet.9The mission combined
trade with the offering of a prescribed set of ceremonial gifts to the Dalai
Lama. The ceremonial head of the mission was always a Buddhist, but by the
early twentieth century - and possibly much earlier - the Khwajah family had
assumed responsibility for organizing and actually managing the mission. ~twas
particularly well placed to do so because of its kinship networks in both Ladakh
and ~ i b eand,
t for that matter, in Turkestan.
he Kashmiris' international connections and bilingual skills in Persian and
~ i b e t a nmeant that they were well equipped to assist pioneer Western travellers
in the region.1° The Italian Capuchin missionaries, who first arrived in Lhasa
in 1707, received welcome assistance initially from Armenian merchants and
subsequently from their Kashmiri counterparts." For example, in the 1720s a
Kashmiri named ~usufhelped transmit funds from Rome on the last stage across
the Himalayas to the Capuchins in Lhasa.12Similarly, when the two Jesuits Ippolito
Desideri and Manoel Freyre travelled from Kashmir via Ladakh to Central Tibet in
1715-16, they took with them a Muslim Persian-speaking interpreter. While still
in Ladakh, they met a Kashmiri coming from Rudok. In an apparent reference to
, told them that he had been to Central Tibet and that
the Capuchins in ~ h a s ahe
he had seen 'certain poor men wearing shaggy woollen capes and felt caps which
hung down in the back, who were distributing many kinds of medicine to the
people, and he knew for certain that they were Europeans'.13
In 1775 George Bogle (1747-81) visited the court of the Third Panchen
Lama in as hi ~ h u n p oas an emissary from the British over nor-general
Warren Hastings. Hastings believed that the capture of the ~ a t h m a n d uvalley
by Gorkha ruler Prithvi Narayan shah had disrupted an important trade route
, he hoped to establish or strengthen new
between northern ~ndiaand ~ i b e tand
commercial connections via Bhutan. ogle found that the ~ a s h m i r i were
s
well
established in the region:
On the lo-phyag mission see in particular Roger ~ l o y dKennion, 'The Lapchak',
in id., Sport and Life in the Further Himalaya (Edinburgh, 1910), pp. 241-61; Abdul Wahid
Radhu, Caravane tibe'taine (paris, 1981);~ o h Bray,
n
'The Lapchak Mission from Leh to Lhasa
in British Indian Foreign Policy', TibetJournal, 1514 (1990): pp. 75-96.
'O
See Marc Gaborieau's article in this volume.
'I
On the Armenian connection see ugh ~ichardson,'~rmeniansin India and Tibet',
Journal of the Tibet Society, 1 (1981): pp. 63-7, repr. in High Peaks: Pure Earth, ed. ~ i c h a eAris
l
(London, 1998), pp. 462-7. Armenian trading activities between northern India and ~ i b e t
paralleled those of the Kashmiris, but appear to have faded by the late eighteenth century.
l2
Adelhelm Jann, 'Zur Kulturarbeit der katholischen Kirche in lnnerasien', in
Leo Helbling (ed.), Studien aus dem Gebiete von Kirche and Kultur: Festschrift Gustav Schniirer
(Paderborn, 1930), pp. 128-207, at p. 147.
" Michael J. Sweet, 'Desperately Seeking Capuchins: Manoel Freyre's Report on the
Tibets and their Routes (Tibetorum ac eorum Relatio viarum) and the Desideri Mission to
Tibet',/ournal ofthe International Association of ~ i b e t a nStudies, 212 (August 2006) [www.thdl.
org?id=~2722]:
pp. 1-33, at p. 17.
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The Kashmiris settled in Tibet are mostly the offspring of Tibetans, a sixth
or eighth part only being natives of Kashrnir. They have been long settled in
this country and from the wealth which they acquire from their extensive
commerce form a very respectable, though not very numerous body."

~pparentlythe Kashmiris and the GosainsI5enjoyed a comparative advantage
in the Trans-Himalayan trade since Tibetan merchants felt unable to travel to
~ndiaon account of the climate:
They [the Tibetan merchants] said that being born in a cold country they were
afraid of going into a hot one; that their people would die in Bengal; that they
had heard from tradition that about eight hundred years ago the people of this
country used to travel into Bengal, but that eight out of ten died before their
return; that the Kashmiris and Gosains travelled into different countries. but
that they could not.16

In addition to their trading activities, the Kashmiris also served in diplomatic
roles. For example, in 1780 Bogle wrote that the Panchen Lama's court in Tashi
Lhunpo included a munshi (secretarylinterpreter), who was able to translate
letters into Persian for onward transmission to the British." Similarly, in 1789 the
o
two Kashmiris, Mohammed Rajeb and Mohammed
Regent in Tashi ~ h u n p chose
a the overn nor-general Lord Cornwalli~.~~
he
Wali, to carry letters to ~ a l c u t t for
Kashmiris performed similar services for the British. For example in November
,
was serving as a British agent in Kathmandu,
1792 Abdul ~ a d i r~ h a n who
recommended that the ~ r i t i s hemploy a Kashmiri named Sulaiman, who knew
Chinese, Tibetan and Nepali, as a Tibetan tran~lator.'~
l4

George Bogle, 'Political and Ethnographical Notes on Tibet and Other Parts of
Asia', in Alastair Lamb (ed.), Bhutan and Tibet: The Travels of George Bogle and Alexander
Hamilton. 1774-1 777 (~ertingfordbury,2002), p. 287.
Is
The Gosains were Indian religious devotees who combined pilgrimage with
trade across northern India and the Himalayan region. Bogle himself received extensive
assistance and guidance from a highly talented Gosain named Purangir. However, their
influence in Tibet seems to have declined in the late eighteenth century, possibly because
they were perceived to be too close to the British. On the wider regional background of
the Gosains see Bernard S. Cohn, 'The Role of the Gosains in the Economy of Eighteenth
and Nineteenth Century Upper India', Indian ~conomicandSocial History Review, 1 (1963-64):
pp. 175-82.
Ih
Lamb, Bhutan and Tibet, p. 260.
I'
Bogle to Hastings, Rangpur, 30 September 1780. In Lamb, Bhutan and Tibet, p. 444.
'' Lamb, Bhutan and Tibet, p. 470.
l9
Abdul Kadir Khan, 17 November 1792. Cited in Isrun ~ngelhardt,'The closing of
d the ~ighteenthcentury', in ~ e n k
the Gates: Tibetan-European Relations at the ~ n of
Blezer (ed.), Tibet: Past and Present (~eiden,ZOO^), p. 238, n. 33. ~ b d u Kadir
l
Khan was a
Shiite Muslim from Benares. On his background see ~hristopher~ l a ~n a y l yEmpire
,
and
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The context of the Tibetan exchanges with the British in 1789 and 1792
was a series of conflicts between Nepal and Tibet.'O The eventual outcome of
these conflicts was the consolidation of Manchu authority over Tibet, exercised
through two Ambans (commissioners) in Lhasa, and this in turn meant that the
country was barred to Europeans even more effectively than before. However,
~ a s h m i r imerchants continued to trade on both sides of the Himalaya, and
therefore remained one of the prime sources of information on Tibet that was
still available to the British in northern India.
An early nineteenth-century illustration of the Kashmiris' role as a source of
British knowledge comes from Walter Hamilton's East India Gazetteer where the
entry on ~ i b edraws
t
heavily on details provided by 'Abdul Russool, a Cashmerian
merchant of Lassa' who had evidently been in contact with Norman MacLeod, a
British official based in Cooch Behar in around 1816. Abdul Russool is cited as a
source of information on gold mines, imports and exports and taxes. Speaking of
his own community, he reported:
The natives of Cashmere established with their families at Lassa are computed
at 150 persons, who carry on a considerable trade between that capital and
their native country, from which they import shawls, numdee, a very thick
woollen cloth, saffron and dried fruit. The exports to Cashmere are silver
bullion, and tea, of which last article to the value of 1,50,000 rupees is annually
exported from Lassa to Cashmere."

One final contemporary illustration ofthe importance of~ashmirand the Persian
language as an entry point for Western studies of Tibet comes from the career of
the Hungarian linguist Alexander Csoma de Koros (1784-1842). Csoma was inspired
to take up the study of Tibetan following a meeting with ~ o o r c r o f tin Ladakh
in 1822. In a letter written in 1825, Csoma reports that he owed his first lessons in
the language to the conversation and instruction of an unnamed 'intelligent person'
in Ladakh - almost certainly a Muslim of Kashmiri origin - 'who was well acquainted
with the Tibetan and Persian lang~ages'.~'hose early lessons culminated in
Csoma's groundbreaking Essay Towards a Dictionary, Tibetan and English (1834)~'~
Information: Intelligence Gathering and Social Communication in India, 1780-1870 (cambridge,
1996), pp. 82-3. It was a reference in Bayly's work (p. 108) that first set me on the trail of
Ahmed Ali, and I gratefully acknowledge this source of inspiration.
20
For a more detailed discussion of these events see Alastair ~ a m bBritish
,
India and
Tibet, 1766-1910 ondo don, '1986); id., Bhutan and Tibet; ~nglehardt,'The Closing of the Gates'.
'I
Walter Hamilton, The East India Gazetteer; Containing Particular Descriptions of ...
Hindostan, and the Adjacent Countries ... (London, '1828), vol. 2, p. 643.
22
Csoma to Captain Kennedy, 28 January 1824. Reproduced in Peter ~ a r c z e l l ,
Alexander Csoma de Koros, vol. 2 British-Indian Source Documents (~olkata,2007)~p. 56.
23
Alexander Csoma de Koros, Essay towards a Dictionary: Tibetan and ~nglish,prepared
with the Assistance of Sangs-rgyas phun-tshogs (Calcutta, 1834). There is now an
extensive literature on Csoma, starting with ~ h e o d o r eDuka, Life and Works of Alexander
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ACT ONE: AN OFFER OF INTELLIGENCE
~t the outbreak of the war with Nepal in 1814, the East India Company found
itself facing a shortage of intelligence in two critical respects:24

he first was local and tactical. Few Westerners had travelled in Nepal
and, as a matter of state security, the Gorkhas had prevented them from
acquiring detailed information on the various alternative routes into the
country, and their military defences.
The second was regional and strategic. Since its military victory over
~ e p ain
l 1792, China regarded Nepal as - at least loosely - a subordinate
state. ~ o r dHastings, the Governor-general, was uncertain of China's
intentions and wished to ensure that the Emperor did not intervene on
~ e p a l ' sbehalf, or take reprisals against emerging British interests in
Canton.
Against this background, the British struggled to muster whatever sources
of intelligence they possessed, and Moorcroft proved an eager volunteer.
Moorcroft's official role was to manage the Company's stud, an important
responsibility in an era when armies were still heavily dependent on horsepower
(and, in India, the odd elephant). However, in 1812 he had already undertaken
a covert journey across Gorkha-ruled Kumaon and Garhwal into Western
Tibet, thus demonstrating a characteristic taste for intrigue combined with an
Now he scoured his extensive
irrepressible enthusiasm for new discoverie~.~~
list of personal contacts for possible intelligence sources. Potential candidates
, son of a ~ r e n c hfather and a Newari mother who had
included Francis ~ e v i l l ethe
been born in the ~ a t h m a n d uvalley; the Gosains ('faqueers'), whom he praises
r
and - as discussed in
for their powers of observation; a ~ i s h u horse-dealer;

Csoma de Koros (London, 1885). See also J6zsef Tkrjek, Alexander Csoma de K6ros 1784-1842:A
Short Biography (~udapest,1984).
24
For the wider political background to the war see Lamb, British India and Tibet,
pp. 26-42; Ludwig Stiller, The Rise of the House of Gorkha (Kathmandu, '1995). pp. 283-90.
Contemporary accounts of the war include Henry Thoby Prinsep, History of the Political
and Military Transactions in India during the Adminis~ationof the Marquess of Hustings 18131823 (London, 1825); and the official publication Papers Respecting the Nepaul War (1824).
John Pemble gives a detailed account of the military conduct of the war in The Invasion of
Nepal:]ohn Company at War (Oxford, 1971). ~hristopherA. Bayly offers a brilliant analysis
of how the British in ~ n d i amanaged - and failed to manage - their various sources of
intelligence in his Empire and Information.
25
Moorcroft gave his own account of the journey in 'A Journey to ~ a k ~Bnasar6vara
e
in ~n-dCs,a Province of Little Tibet', Asiatick ~esearches,1 2 (1816): pp. 375-534. See also
Alder, Beyond Bokhara, pp. 135-78.
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the memorandum of 1 4 September - Ahmed
In introducing him, Moorcroft
himself played the role of a middleman, speaking enthusiastically of Ahmed Ali's
qualities, but at the same time distancing himself in case his information turned
out to be unsatisfactory.
~ o o r c r o f tdescribed Ahmed Ah's background in the opening paragraphs
of the memorandum, which was addressed to John Adam, secretary to the
government's Political and Secret Department. It seems that he belonged to
a Kashmiri commercial house which had been established in Patna some two
centuries previously, and had representatives in Kashmir, Nepal, Lhasa, Xining
and Dhaka.27Its principal business in Patna was to collect otter skins through a
network of agents in Dhaka and its neighbourhood, and to despatch these via
t China in return for gold.2RMoorcroft had long been in contact
Nepal to ~ i b eand
with him because of his own interest in spreading the practice of vaccination in
'Hither China'.
Now Ahmed Ali had approached him bewailing his current misfortunes. The
,
preventing him
war would disrupt communications with Nepal and ~ i b e tthus
from receiving money that he was owed, and causing financial embarrassment
in ~ndia.A further problem, as he explained a week later, was that a 'great body
of furs prepared for the china market remained on his hands', and he feared that
they might be damaged by the delay caused by the conflict.29The war therefore
presented him with a series of dilemmas. As ~ o o r c r o fputs
t
it:
his man balances between the two interests. He fears for his property in
~ e p a u land
; he fears losing his connection there, should the British arms not
be successful, and it were discovered that he had been in any respect active.
Whether it would be worthwhile to secure such a man as this, by the promise
of his property being respected, or by anything else, you are a better judge
than myself."O

Already at the first meeting, ~ h m e d~ l had
i interesting intelligence to
report. According to his agent in ~ i b e tthe
, Raja of Nepal had sent a letter to the
'principal Chinese Tajun [ ~ m b a nresiding
]
at Lassa' a year previously, and asked
him to forward a second letter to the Emperor of China requesting assistance in
l the British. ~ o o r c r o fduly
t
passed on
the likely event of war between ~ e p aand
Moorcroft to john Adam, Hajipur, 11 September and 14 September 1814, Papers
Respecting the Nepaul War, pp. 82-6.

"

Moorcroft memorandum, 14 September 1814, Papers Respecting the ~ e p a u lWar,

p. 85.

'"

To the Silk Route and the Musk Route of contemporary historiography must now
be added the Otter-skin Route.
'' Moorcroft to Adam, 23 September 1814, Papers Respecting the ~ e p a uWar,
l
pp. 86-8.
'O
Memorandum by Moorcroft, 15 September 1814, Papers Respecting the Nepaul War,
p. 85.
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this information, but with the qualification that he had no means of ascertaining
whether it were true or false, since 'the Cashmeereans are convenient agents in
all kinds of chicane'.
At the second meeting a week later, Ahmed Ali made clear - apparently
after some hesitation - that 'he wished for some remuneration for the loss he
contemplated or, in fact to be paid, under some other name, for the information
he might furnish'." He now had two main items of intelligence to offer. The first
was to give more details than the British then possessed on the roads from the
Nepal border to ~ a t h m a n d uand
, he summarized this in an accompanying note.
he second concerned the source of his information on the letter from Nepal to
the Chinese Emperor. In response to ~oorcroft'sobservation that it was unlikely
a commercial purposes should be acquainted
that a foreigner residing in ~ h a s for
with important political events, Ahmed Ali replied that:

... the [commercial] house having been established for near two centuries at
Lassa, its members were considered as domiciliated or naturalized, and were
held in such high respect by the [ ~ a l a iLama,
]
as always to be presented with
tea by the hand of the Pontiff himself when they visited his durbar, to which
they had free access.
Being the channel of much beneficial commerce, and enjoying much
consideration also with the Chinese Tajaas, the resident Cashmeerees have
abundant opportunities of becoming acquainted with every circumstance
which may importantly affect the interest of the neighbouring co~ntries.~'

Moorcroft nevertheless retained his suspicions of Ahmed Ah's honesty and
reported that:
I examined the countenance, gesture, voice, and general demeanour of the

deponent, with great attention, during the whole of our conversation, but
discovered nothing, save what was naturally deducible from a struggle
between hope and fear.33

At a third meeting, ~ h m e dAli produced the letter from Lhasa to which he
had referred.34l'he letter and its contents were of 'such ~itburrooaNepaul paper
as is common both in Nepaul and Tibet' and, at least to outward appearances,
Moorcroft judged it to be authentic. Ahmed Ali refused to allow Moorcroft's
munshi to see any portion of it, but allowed ~ o o r c r o f himself
t
to read the key

''
"

"
l4

Moorcroft to Adam, 23 September 1814, Papers Respecting the Nepaul War, p. 87.
Ibid., p. 88.
Ibid., p. 87.
Moorcroft to Adam, 8 October 1814, Papers Respecting the ~ e p a u War,
l
pp. 91-2.
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extract concerning the Emperor of China, and to make a copy. Translated from
the Persian, the extract read:
Further it has been heard from the Great Tajim of Lassa, that the Rajah of
Nepaul made three requests to the Emperor. 1st. That the mundermullee
[currency] of Nepaul should pass current in Lhasa as f~rmerly.'~
2d. That the
Emperor should permit a passage for the Rajah's troops to Asham. 3d. That
the Emperor should assist him with men and treasure to wage war against the
Feringees.
The Emperor declared that he would assist the Rajah with men and treasure,
to the extent which might be required: he also agreed to the passage of the
Rajah's troops to sham. The Emperor wrote in the most encouraging terms to
the Rajah, but refused to admit of the circulation of the m~nderrnulee.'~

The official correspondence on ~ h m e dAli continued into November 1814.
On 3 November Moorcroft wrote that he had requested Mr H. Douglas, a British
official based in Patna, to ascertain whether Ahmed Ali or his servants might
be able to provide information on the roads leading from the Nepal border to
Kathmandu." Douglas evidently interviewed Ahmed Ali in public and, because
he did not wish his connection with the British to be made known, he had replied
in the negative. As Moorcroft wrote:
It appeared that through fear of his Connection with me being made known
to other Kashmeerean Merchants or to Nepalees Khojah Uhmed Ulee when
interrogated in Court by Mr Douglas, as to having people in his service capable
of acting as interpreters in Nipaul thought himself p m c k h d g obliged to
answer in the negati~e.~'

There had been a longstanding dispute between Nepal and Tibet concerning the
quality of silver in Nepali rupees circulating in Tibet. The Nepali coinage was started by
King Mahendra Malla of Kathmandu (1560-74), and the main silver coin was therefore
known as the mahendramalli. See Schuyler Camman, Trade Through the~imalayas(Westport,
1970 [I" ed. 1950]), pp. 108-11; Vijay Kumar Manandhar, A Comprehensive History of NepalChina Relations up to 1955A.D. ( ~ e w
Delhi, 2004), p. 72. In October 1815, the mint-master was
asked to strike coins for Tibet. See Nicholas G. Rhodes, Karl ~ a b r i s c hand Carlo ~alderetto,
The Coinage of Nepalfiom the Earliest Times until 1911 o on don, 1989), p. 206.
'' Papers Respecting the Nepaul War, p. 92. Subsequent intelligence confirmed that the
Raja of ~ e p ahad
l written to the Emperor, a point that obviously was of crucial importance
to the British. However, contrary to British fears, the Chinese sent neither money nor
troops to support the Nepalis against the Company.
37
Moorcroft to Adam, Gamakhun, 8 November 1814. OIOC. ~ 1 6 4 6pp.
, 623-6.
38
~ o o r c r o f to
t dam, Anah, 22 ~ o v e m b e 1814,
r
OIOC. ~ 1 6 4 7p.. 107. underlining in
the original.
35
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In subsequent negotiations, Ahmed Ali dwelt not only on the prospect of
financial reward bestowed by the British government on persons who had been
politically serviceable, but also 'the rank and credit they enjoyed in society'.39
ultimately, Moorcroft was persuaded that Ahmed Ali did have the 'power to
shew the shortest and best road to Kathmandu' as well as 'the disposition so to
do on the prospect of a proportionate remuneration'.
However, a further setback occurred after Ahmed Ali deputed one of his
servants to provide the information the British were looking for. The servant
was allowed to return home in order to prepare for the journey to the border and
'whilst there was prevailed upon to abandon his intentions to plead ignorance
of the road and to pretend that his master had misunderstood him'.'O In the end,
~ h m e Ali
d himself chose to brave 'the resentment of his countrymen' to proceed
to the camp of the military force led by ~ a j o r - ~ e n e r Bennet
al
Marley in the
hope of discovering a hidden road leading into the Nepal hillse4'
~ f t e weeks
r
of prevarication, ~ h m e dAli had clearly and openly committed
himself to the British cause. In the event ~ a r l e y ' smilitary campaign proved
singularly ineffective, and on 10 ~ebruary1815 he went so far as to abandon
his camp without telling anyone where he was goingd2Against this background
of official incompetence, it is doubtful whether Ahmed ~ l i ' sintelligence
information yielded the ~ r i t i s hany real advantage. everth he less, he naturally
felt that he deserved to be rewarded for the risks that he had taken.

ACT TWO: A COMMERCIAL PROPOSAL
In September 1815, before the Anglo-Nepal war had come to a final conclusion,
s
Moorcroft again approached Adam with a new proposal on Ahmed ~ l i ' behalf.
This time the proposal was more overtly commercial. It was in the British
interest to promote trade with Tibet, and Moorcroft therefore suggested the
government might be interested in sponsoring Ahmed Ali in a trading venture
t
the role of an anxious but enthusiastic
with Lhasa. Once again, ~ o o r c r o fplays
middleman. It is his letter that proposes the trading venture. By contrast Ahmed
Ali's accompanying note is both more cautious and less specific. After outlining
his past services, he proposes - at least ostensibly - to embark on a life of devoted
contemplation:
I therefore humbly hope that your ~ordship[the

overn nor-general] in your

gracious favour will be pleased to grant a provision for my support so that I

"
40

"
42

Ibid., p. 110.
Moorcroft to Adam, Hajipur, 20 December 1814. OIOC. ~ 1 6 5 1pp.
, 37-8.
lbid.
See Pemble, Invasion of ~ e p a lpp.
, 210-28.
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may remain occupied in prayer for your ~ordship'sprosperity and be ready to
manifest my devotion to the British G ~ v e r n m e n t . ~ ~

themes dominate the subsequent correspondence. On the one hand, we
again see Ahmed Ali anxiously weighing up the balance between commercial
opportunity and all manner of personal and financial risks. As Moorcroft
observed, he seemed to 'view difficulties through a magnifying glass'.44On their
side, the ~ r i t i s hauthorities were concerned about the political and diplomatic
risks of working with a local intermediary whom they could not be certain of
controlling.
In presenting Ahmed Ali's case, Moorcroft pointed out that there were special
considerations:
TWO

Uhmed Ulee has drawn upon himself the resentment of the other
Kashmeereean merchants who traffic from Patna to Lassa by his having been
active in the British cause, (although fruitlessly from circumstances not under
his control) and I would willingly hope that on this account as well as from his
former connections with Tibet he may be deemed worthy of the patronage of
the British G~vernment.~'

Bearing in mind the political sensitivities, he suggested that the government's
sponsorship should be covert. The government might offer financial support, but
it would be better for the venture to 'wear the appearance of being conducted by
Uhmud Ulee for his own use to avoid exciting jealousy'.
The Governor-general in Council took a favourable view of the proposal but,
according to Adam's subsequent reply to Moorcroft, expressed reservations
about using a local trader as an intermediary. The main risk was that he might
exceed his authority:
The principal objection to employing native agents of this description is the
fear that they will exceed their powers, and that in pursuit of their own interest
they will by assuming the character of authorized officers of Government
commit its credit with the chiefs and people of the country in which they
are employed and thus both involve the British Government in immediate
embarrassment and ultimately defeat or delay the success of the plans which
they were employed to promote.46

43

Translation ofa petition from ~ h m e ~d l l i16
, November 1816,OIOC. ~/4/552/13385,

p. 7.
44

Moorcroft to Adam, 22 September 1816, OIOC. ~/4/552/13385, pp. 27-33.
45
William Moorcroft to John Adam, Calcutta, 19 September 1815, OIOC.
~/4/552/13385, p. 5.
46
Adam to Moorcroft, Calcutta, 13January 1816, OIOC. ~/4/552/13385, pp. 9-10.
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he council therefore came up with a slightly modified proposal suggesting
that the venture should be 'not merely ostensibly but really' on Ahmed Ali's
account. The government would supply him with goods in the form of a loan
to be repaid at the rate of six per cent per annum. Provided that appearances
~f the plan failed,
were maintained, the loan would not be strictly enf~rced.~'
the government would not insist on repayment. However, if it were successful it
would give favourable consideration to Ahmed Ali's 'claim to further employment
and reward'.
long side his commercial activities, Ahmed Ali would also be encouraged to
collect information both about Sikkim - which was then favoured as a potential
new trade and communications route to Tibet - as well as Tibet itself:
In like manner he should be desired to report largely on the commercial
resources and relations of Lassa &the countries with which that city maintains
a mercantile intercourse, and to procure and bring back with him specimens of
the productions and manufactures of those countries also.48

As will be seen, this suggestion was to take on particular significance in Act
Three of Ahmed Ah's story.
Finally, lest there should be any room for misunderstanding, Adam concluded
his letter by insisting that Ahmed Ali should not see himself as an official
representative of the Company in any sense at all:

... he is to be strictly cautioned not to assume the character of an agent of
the British government and not to engage in any transaction of a political
nature, and he should be distinctly informed that any deviation from this rule
will subject him to the entire forfeiture of the favour and protection of the
g~vernment.~~

The correspondence between the Council and Ahmed Ali continued back
and forth for over a year, with ~ o o r c r o f tas the go-between. On 17 February
,
highlighted
1816, following further consultations with Ahmed ~ l i Moorcroft
the risks involved in a new venture 'in a country wholly unconnected with
British influence'. He therefore suggested first that ~ h m e dAh's brother might
be sent to Lhasa instead of himself.50Secondly, he commented that Ahmed Ah's
funds had been depleted by his losses on the fur trade, and suggested that he
might himself offer him a loan on the understanding that this would be backed
by the government. he Council agreed to the suggestions of a loan as long as

"
"
"

'bid., p. 11.
Ibid., p. 15.
Ibid., pp. 15-16.
Moorcroft to Adam, 17 ~ebruary1816, OIOC. ~/4/552/13385,pp. 21-4.
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it 'assumed the appearance of a private transaction' between Moorcroft and
Ahmed Ah."
On 22 September, Moorcroft came back with a further report.52Ahmed Ali
offered a new explanation of why he could not go to ~ h a s in
a person:
~t appeared that one of his ancestors many years back had established at
Lassa through personal communication with the Lama and his minister a
commercial House and that ever since the business of that house had been
carried on by agents and relations to the principals who have not themselves
visited the concern on account of the large presents which would be expected
on such occasion as inferred from the cost attending the 1st establishment of
the c ~ n n e c t i o n . ~ ~

Furthermore, in order to minimize the risk, he now asked for a monopoly on
the trade in otter skins from Chittagong and Dhaka, which Moorcroft described
as 'a most profitable article of trade with the inhabitants of the China Frontier'.
He would be prepared to send British cloth to Lhasa, but only at the risk of the
government, and he was hoping for a delay in starting the new venture. At the
same time, perhaps hoping to emphasize his usefulness, he offered recently
acquired intelligence concerning a meeting between Nepali officials and a
Chinese general who had just arrived in Tibet.54
By this time the Council had had enough. On 5 October, Adam sent a letter to
Moorcroft stating that, since Ahmed Ali was unwilling to travel to Lhasa in person,
the Governor-general in Council had 'determined to relinquish the scheme of
employing his agency'.55At the same time, responding to the somewhat defensive
tone of Moorcroft's most recent letter, the Council expressed appreciation for:

... the active spirit of public zeal which has uniformly stimulated your
endeavours to promote objects of national interest, whether immediately
connected with your proper department [i.e. the Company stud] or embracing
a wider range...56

Moorcroft's promotion of Ahmed Ali's services had not in the end proved
successful but, from the government's perspective, he was not to be blamed.

Adam to Moorcroft, 2 March 1816, OIOC. ~/4/552/13385, p. 24.
~ o o r c r o fto
t Adam, 22 September 1816, OIOC. ~/4/552/13385, pp. 27-33.
53
[bid., p, 28.
54
On the Chinese general see ~ a m bBritain
,
and ~ i b e tp.
, 35; ~ e m b l eInvasion
,
of~epal,
pp. 342-3. To Hastings' relief, the Chinese accepted the British explanation that their
quarrel was solely with the Gorkhas and that they had no designs on Tibet.
55
Adam to Moorcroft, 5 October 1816, OIOC. ~/4/552/13385, p. 34.
56
]bid.
51

52
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Ahmed Ali approached the government once again in early 1817, having
received invitations to Tibet from two commercial agents in Lhasa, but the
council refused to change its view It now favoured a iaissez-faire approach
and had decided 'to leave to the operation of natural Causes that extension
It was therefore unnecessary to
of the Commercial intercourse in q~estion'.~'
offer Ahmed Ali any financial support. The Council was happy to approve of
~oorcroft'ssupplying Ahmed Ali with cloth and other British manufactures on
his own account. However, he was to explain distinctly to the Kashmiri that: '...
Government took no further interest in the concern and that he was in no wise to
consider himself as employed by the Government as its agent in any c a p a ~ i t y ' . ~ ~
AS far as the ~ r i t i s hauthorities were concerned, this was the end of the
matter. Events were to prove them wrong.

ACT THREE: AN ESPIONAGE CASE IN TIBET
Act Three begins with an urgent plea for assistance received in March 1831 by
Brian Houghton Hodgson, the East India Company's Acting Resident in
Ahmed Ali had been imprisoned in Lhasa on charges of espionage and, in his
capacity as a 'dependent and servant of the British Government', he appealed
for British assistance to secure his release. This time Ahmed Ali's affairs - far
from being a private affair involving a few senior officials - sparked a diplomatic
incident involving the governments of India, Nepal and China.
The immediate crisis passed relatively quickly. On 20 April 1831 Hodgson was
able to report that ~ h m e dAli had already been released, and was winding up
his affairs in ~ h a s abefore leaving the country.60On 2 June Ahmed Ali arrived
in Kathmandu in person, and immediately claimed Hodgson's protection at the
Hodgson was able to persuade him that he was now quite
British Re~idency.~'
safe and could more conveniently stay in the city while preparing for his onward
journey to India.
Hodgson and his colleagues in ~ a l c u t t anow had the task of understanding
Ahmed Ali's previous relationship with the ~ r i t i s hauthorities, while avoiding

''

Note by George Swinton, Chief Secretary, 22 July 1831, Calcutta, OIOC
F/4/1384/55154, pp. 55-9.
'"bid.
59
Urzee (petition) of Khaja Ahmed Ah, a well-wisher of the British Goverrnment
from Lassa. Dated 21 August 1830, received 20 arch 1831,OIOC. ~/4/1384/55154, pp. 25-8.
On Hodgson see in particular: William Wilson Hunter, Life of Brian Houghton Hodgson,
British Resident at the Court of Nepal o on don, 1896); David Waterhouse (ed.), The Origins of
Himalayan Studies: Brian Houghton Hodgson in Nepal and Daieeling 1820-1858 o on don, 2004).
60
Hodgson to H.T. Prinsep, Secretary to the Governor General, ~ a t h m a n d u20
, ~pril
1831, OIOC. ~/4/1384/55154, p. 31.
"
Hodgson to Prinsep, Kathmandu, 5 June 1831, OIOC. ~/4/1384/55154, p. 39.
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antagonizing their counterparts in ~ a t h m a n d u ~, h a s aand Peking. heir task
was made more complicated by the fact that ~ o o r c r o f -t the official who had
known him best - had died in northern Afghanistan in 1825 on his way back from
his epic journey to B~khara.~'John
Adam, who had handled the correspondence
d on behalf of the Governor-general, had died in the same year.
with ~ h m e Ali
~ o d g s o nevidently formed a certain regard for ~ h m e Ali,
d describing him as:

... a man of great respectability, evidently, and of considerable intelligence and
he doubtless possesses general information about Tibet which (especially the
commercial part of it) would be cheaply purchased by the gift of a few hundred
or even thousands of rupees.63

At the same time, he was frustrated by Ahmed Ah's negotiating style: the latter
evidently regarded information as a precious resource, and released it only
slowly, and with apparent reluctance.

AHMED ALI'S QUARREL WITH HIS FAMILY
It emerged that the immediate cause of Ahmed Ali's woes was a quarrel with
his younger brothers Abdullah and Ashraf Ali. All three had been involved in
the family business in Lhasa. However, Ahmed Ali had fallen out both with his
siblings, and with his agent, one 'Fuzuloolah Fukro of the Kashmeerian tribe but
born in B ~ o t a n ' As
. ~ Hodgson
~
later observed, the quarrel was 'of long standing
and involves a world of affairs, the discussion of which belongs properly to a
court of J ~ s t i c e ' . ~ ~
Ahmed Ali had in fact intended to bring a lawsuit against his brothers in
Tibet. However, as a counter-move, they denounced him to the Lhasa authorities,
claiming that he had been employed by the British authorities to construct a
map of the country.66when he was arrested, three Persian-language manuscript
volumes containing a compilation of information on Tibet were found in his
possession, together with 'a document containing 16 paragraphs granted by
On Moorcroft's journey to Bukhara see William Moorcroft and George m re beck,
Travels in the Himalayan Provinces of Hindustan and the Panjab, in Ladakh and Kashmir, in
Peshawar, Kabul, Kunduz and Bokhara, ed. H.H. Wilson (2 vols, London, 1841). On the
circumstances of his death, see Alder, Beyond Bukhara, pp. 344-60.
6'
~ o d g s o nto Prinsep, Kathmandu, 15June 1831, OIOC. ~/4/1384/55154, p. 49.
64
Urzee of Khaja Ahmed Alli, 2 1 August 1830, OIOC. ~/4/1384/55154, pp. 25-8. In
accordance with eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century usage 'Bootan' here almost
certainly refers to Tibet.
65
Hodgson to Prinsep, Kathmandu, 10 February 1832, OIOC. ~/4/1384/55154,p. 111.
" Khajah Fukheeroolla to Secretary to the Governor General, 29 December 1830,
OIOC. ~/4/1384/55154,pp. 23-4.
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government through the medium of the late Mr W. Moorcroft'. The discovery of
these documents lent credence to the charges that Ahmed Ali was a British spy.

CHINESE INVESTIGATIONS AND ACCUSATIONS
Having arrested Ahmed Ali, the Chinese authorities commissioned a translation
of all his papers from Persian into Chinese, an indication of the seriousness
with which they viewed the espionage allegations. With perhaps a touch of
exaggeration, Ahmed Ali later claimed that a group of Kashmiris residing in
~ h a s awere employed on this task day and night for two months.67As Hodgson
observed, the fact that such translators were available is testimony to the
cosmopolitan nature of Lhasa society at the time:
With respect to the means possessed by the Chinese Viceroy [ ~ m b a n ]of
interpreting Persian letters and documents and corresponding in that
language, these means are regularly supplied to him, by the maintenance of
a Persian translator attached to the office of the foreign Secretary at Lhassa.
Bhotiah, Newaree, Parbattiah [~epali],Cashmeeree, Moghal and Tartar
translators are similarly attached to that Office.
Out of the multitude of Mohamadans resorting continually to Lhassa from
the plains of ~ndia,Cashmir, Ladfkh, and Bucharia, and some of whom are
domiciled at Lhassa, there can be seldom a difficulty in selecting a suitable
person for the post of Persian translator to the government, though of course
the qualifications of the successive tenants of the office will be apt to vary."

Having prepared the translation, the Ambans sought instructions from the
Emperor's court in Peking. he Emperor's verdict was conveyed in a letter of
complaint that the Ambans sent via Sikkim to the 'ruler of the city of Calcutta',
alias the Governor-general." The letter was written in Chinese and accompanied
by a Persian translation. It began with a summary of the contents of ~ h m e dAh's
manuscripts:
The different boundaries of this kingdom, the situation of the roads, mountains
and rivers, the nature of the soil, the general outline and face of the country

''

Translation of Ahmed Ah's Reply to the Questions put to him by the acting Resident
at Kathmandoo, in obedience to instructions from Calcutta. n.d. OIOC. ~/4/1384/55154,
p. 102.
' Hodgson to Swinton, Kathmandu, 2 September 1831, OIOC ~/4/1384/55154, p. 89.
69
Translation of a letter from the Chinese Authorities on the frontier of Lepcha
thro' the medium of a Persian translation which accompanied the original. Dated 25 July
1831, OIOC. F/4/1384/55154, pp. 64-8.
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and the distance and vicinities of the public routes are all marked and written
down in these volumes. The stations of the troops of Kathay and China are all
marked and written down in these volumes.70

he letter then summarized the law concerning foreign traders: they were
expected to solicit permission from the border authorities and to return home
once the period assigned to them had expired:
Such is the Rule observed towards the merchants of Cashmeer, the Newar
tribe and others who come to this country for purposes of trade. But for any
other class to come like spies in order to find out the affairs and state of the
kingdom under the garb of merchants is not within the law and statutes of
the empire...'l

Despite this offence, the Emperor had decided to spare Ahmed Ah's life and
to inflict no further punishment other than expelling him from the country. The
Ambans expected the Governor-general to receive this news with appropriate
deference:
You will reflect upon the Imperial generosity and kindness and, occupying
yourself with the exercise of humility within the sphere of your zemindary
[domain], remain in amity and concord with the neighbours on your frontier,
by which you will give pleasure and satisfaction to the Celestial King [the
~ m p e r o r who
]
has shown such mercy to poor strangers notwithstanding such
preposterous proceeding^.^^

The first act of contemplation on the part of the Governor-general's colleagues
was to consult official files in order to work out who exactly Ahmed Ali was, and
whether he had really been acting upon government orders.

THE ORIGINAL DOCUMENTS
The main outlines of the story emerged bit by bit between June and ~eptember
1831. On 15 June, soon after their initial meeting, Hodgson explained to ~ h m e d
Ali that he was 'deceived, no doubt, in fancying he ever had a commission from
the government to furnish information relative to Tibet', but at the same time
On 22 July George Swinton, the
sought further clarification from Cal~utta.'~
Chief Secretary to the Government, prepared a summary of the files concerning
'O

"
72

73

Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Hodgson to Prinsep, Kathmandu, 15 June 1831, OIOC. ~/4/1384/55154, p. 49.
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~ h m e Ali's
d proposed mission to Lhasa in 1815-16."From Calcutta's perspective,
the position was clear: Ahmed Ali's proposals had failed, and the government
therefore had no formal obligations towards him.
~ h m e dAli responded to the Governor-general's disclaimer 'with every
appearance of extreme dejecti~n'.'~
However on 25 July, shortly before leaving
Kathmandu for ~ndia,he changed his tack, admitting that:

... he

had never been authorised or directed by Government to collect
information relative to Bhote [ ~ i b e t ]and that he could not, consequently,
ground any claim of right upon his doings and sufferings there. But he insisted
that he could and did rest such a claim upon his secret services during the
Nepal war, services never yet remunerated notwithstanding promises to that
effect.76

Hodgson upbraided him for confusing matters by 'laying the stress in the wrong
place' by alluding to Tibet instead of Nepal 'as the scene of those acts upon the
merit of which he desired to be base his pretensions to favour or reward'.
Hodgson continued to correspond with Ahmed Ali after his departure for
India and, over the following weeks, a coherent picture emerged of the papers
a
and ofAhmed Ah's relationship with British
confiscated by the ~ h a s authorities,
officialdom. In August Hodgson summarised his findings as follows:
The three volumes confiscated by the Chinese authorities were Ahmed
Ali's manuscript account of what he had seen and heard. No other book
was found upon him.
The Persian-language papers included a sanad (grantldecree) from the
government, and this was most likely a rough draft of the agreement
under which it had been proposed to send Ahmed Ali to Lhasa.
He also had a copy of the peace treaty between the East India Company
and Nepal, which he had obtained from the munshi of Major Bradshaw,
one of the British negotiators.
In addition, he had a 'scrap of paper containing queries relative to the
people and country of Bhote'. This came from 'one ~ a b e e b~ o l l a h a,
d supposed that it came from ~ d w a r d~ a r d n e r ,
fellow merchant'. ~ h m e Ali
the former ~ r i t i s hResident in Kathmandu, although he had nothing to
confirm this."
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Note by the Secretary, Calcutta, 22 July 1831, OIOC. ~/4/1384/55154, pp. 55-9.
Hodgson to Prinsep, Kathmandu, 26 June 1831, OIOC. ~/4/1384/55154, p. 71.
"
Hodgson to Prinsep. ~ a t h m a n d u .26 July 1831, OIOC. ~/4/1384/55154, p. 82.
Underlining in the original.
"
Hodgson to Swinton. ~ a t h m a n d u2, September 1831. OIOC. ~/4/1384/55154. p. 81.
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~ o d g s o ncommented that both Gardner and he himself had used Kashmiri
merchants as a source of information on Tibet and the routes to China. ~ronically
enough, it occurred to him some weeks later that the paper of queries from Nepal
might be the same as one that he had himself - as a private individual - given
to a Kashmiri merchant called ~hmedullahin 1826, and that it might have been
passed on to Ahmed Ali at third or fourth hand.'%e duly sent a copy of his list of
questions to Ahmed Ali who promptly confirmed the questions were indeed the
same as the ones that he had received, although Hodgson commented that he
still had some doubts given that the Kashmiri was always seeking 'to give to his
researches the semblance of acts done by something like official authority
The overall conclusion was that no British official had formally requested
Ahmed Ali to collect information on Tibet, but that he had been given to believe
that he might in due course be rewarded for doing so. This belief was plausible
enough given that both Hodgson and other officials had in the past sought
information from Kashmiris travelling from Tibet. In Hodgson's view, there was
one other personal factor: 'the simple truth appears to be that Mr Moorcroft had
fired him [ ~ h m e ~
d l iwith
] a spark of his own ardent curiosity'." Like his patron,
Ahmed Ali had developed a personal enthusiasm for geographical discovery and
information gathering.
As it happened, Hodgson himselfsubsequently published a report on the route
l ~ i b e to
t China, apparently based on information from another
from ~ e p a via
~ a s h m i r i l ~ i b e t acalled
n
Amir." 'he report contained a shorter version of the
kind of information that Ahmed Ali must himself have collected, including - for
example - information about the 500 troops (musketeers and archers) stationed
at the ~ e ~ a l l ~ i b eborder
t a n town of Kutti, and the fact that the gates of ~ h a s a
are 'cautiously guarded - especially that leading to China - to get through which
costs the traveller a whole day of solicitation, and sundry rupees in presents'."'
It is a matter for regret that ~ h m e d~ l was
i never able to share his own findings.

THE ROLE OF THE NEPAL GOVERNMENT
In the 1830s -as still today - Nepal's sensitive strategic location meant that it was
keen to avoid provoking either China or ~ndia.~ h m e d~ l i ' soriginal letter had
suggested that the British might ask Bhimsen ha pa, the most powerful minister
'"odgson
to Swinton, Kathmandu, 4 October 1831, OIOC. ~/4/1384/55154, pp. 101-2.
'"bid.
" "id,
'' Brian Houghton Hodgson, 'Route from Kathmandu, in Nepal, to ~ a z e d oon
, the
Chinese Frontier, with Some Occasional Allusions to the Manners and Customs of the
Bhotiahs, by Amir, a Cashmiro-~hotiahby Birth, and by Vocation an Interpreter to
the Traders on the Route Described', Asiatic re scar^-hes, 17 (1832): pp. 513-34.
R2
Ibid., pp. 516 and 531.
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in the Nepal government, to help secure his release.81In the event, Bhimsen
ha pa's intervention was not needed, and it is in any case unlikely that he would
have responded to Ahmed Ah's appeal for fear of provoking the Chinese.
When the Chinese authorities expelled Ahmed Ali they requested the Nepalis
to ensure that he proceeded on to British India without delay. At Hodgson's
request the Nepal government wrote to Lhasa proposing that Ahmed Ah's
departure should be delayed until later in the year when there was a reduced
risk of succumbing to malaria in the Terai (the forested lowland area between
the Nepal hills and the Indian border). However, they received an unfavourable
answer. The Ambans pleaded 'the Emperor's Commands as an insuperable reason
for Ahmed Ah's instant departure to the plains'." Hodgson felt that he had no
choice but to comply with the combined requests of the Chinese and the ~ e p a l
governments, but provided Ahmed Ali with 'elephants and doolies for his speedy
and comfortable passage of the malarious tract'.85
he Nepal government's wish to avoid provoking the Chinese authorities
in Lhasa was also reflected in their initial reluctance to forward a letter from
Calcutta to ~ h a s agiving the British response to the Ambans' accusations that
Ahmed Ali had been a spy, although they did eventually agree to do so.

THE BRITISH RESPONSE TO THE CHINESE
The message contained in the British reply was polite but forthright." It began
i no office and had never been employed to collect
by stating that Ahmed ~ lheld
information. Somewhat disingenuously, it claimed that there was no need to do
so since such information was readily available in books published in all parts
of the world, and from the 'gazettes and official records of Pekin, which are
translated into English, and from many other sources'. Merchants were free to
come and go in British dominions, and no one prevented them from gathering
information. he letter therefore asked rhetorically:
Why should you punish Ahmed Ali or any other merchant for taking notes of
roads and countries and writing what they see and hear? Such things have
always been and always will be done, so long as trade is not carried on by the
blind and the deaf and by people who cannot writes8'

-

-

*'
"
"

-

- .

- .-

Urzee of Khaja Ahmed Alli. Lhasa, 2 1 August 1830. OIOC. ~/4/1384/55154, p. 28.
Hodgson to Prinsep, Kathmandu, 16July 1831, OIOC. ~/4/1384/55154, p. 76.
Hodgson to Prinsep, ~ a t h a m a n d u26
, ~ u l y1831. OIOC. ~/4/1384/55154. p. 82.
"
Copy of letter to Lhasa authorities. Prinsep to ~ o d g s o n 7, October 1831. OIOC.
F/4/1384/55154, pp. 91-3.
" 'bid.
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Nevertheless the letter concluded by stating that the government was 'sensible
of the consideration' which led the Chinese authorities to refrain from punishing
him. With that - in the British view - the matter was closed.

THE QUESTION OF COMPENSATION
There was one more piece of unfinished business. Ahmed Ali was a respectable
merchant who - however unwisely - had acted with the best of intentions.
How - if at all - should he be rewarded? The official view was that his services
in the Nepal war had been too far in the past for there to be any question of
compensation now. At the same time, if the government rewarded him for his
unsuccessful information-gathering in Tibet, it would lend credence to the
notion that he had after all been a spy. However, there was one further possibility.
Ahmed Ali had lost almost all of his property in Lhasa, but had managed to take
with him three chests and one large leather bag containing samples of goods
produced and sold in Tibet.88In the hope of winning some form of recompense,
he now offered them for sale to the government.
On Swinton's instructions, Ahmed Ali's Tibetan goods were sent to Horace
Hayman Wilson (1786-1880)~the Secretary of the Asiatic Society, with a request
that he should examine them and report 'whether any of them would be
acceptable as curiosities to be deposited in the Museum of the Asiatic S o ~ i e t y ' . ~ ~
Wilson consulted Csoma de Koros, who was then serving as the Asiatic Society's
librarian. They reported that the principal goods were 'articles of dress worn
in the countries beyond the Himalaya and specimens of woollen cloths and
silks, the latter of Chinese manufacture'. There were also samples of tea and a
few dried fruits. ~ i l s o nsuggested that the perishables should be sold and that
Society might select a few items for its museum.90 he remainder should be
sent back to on don 'either for the Museum at ~ n d i aHouse, or as samples of the
manufactures for which there is a demand in Tibet'.
The final question concerned the amount to be paid to Ahmed Ali. He had
asked for Rs 5,000. ~ i l s o nand Csoma had valued the items at Rs 1618 and
8 annas. he government settled for Rs 2,500, apparently out of consideration
At least from
for his 'respectable character and distressed circum~tances'.~~
the British perspective, honour had now been satisfied. ~ h m e dAli's view is
not recorded.

W.R. Jennings, Collector of Customs Patna to ~ h o m a pakenham,
s
Private Secretary
d
Bentinck, 010C. ~/4/1384/55154,p. 119.
to ~ o r William
89
Swinton to Wilson, Calcutta, 13 August 1832, OIOC. ~/4/1384/55154, p. 153.
90
Wilson to Swinton, Calcutta, 13 August 1832,010C. ~/4/1384/55154, pp. 229-34.
91
Political, 25 March, No. 4 of 1834, OIOC. ~141470.Reprinted in ~ a r c z e l l~lexander
,
Csoma de Koros, vol. 2, p. 395.
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WIDER REPERCUSSIONS

As Moorcroft had made clear in 1814, Ahmed Ali risked the hostility of his
fellow-~ashmiriswhen he openly sided with the British during the A n g l o - ~ ~ ~ ~ l
war. In doing so he put their interests at risk, as well as his own, because of the
possibility of reprisals against Kashmiris in Kathmandu. Similarly in the 1830s,
by appearing to be too close to the British, he ruined his own position in Tibet,
and other Kha-che Muslims in Lhasa must have feared that he would damage the
reputation of the entire community.
In practice this does not seem to have happened, perhaps because there were
Kashmiris on both sides of the affair: his own brothers had denounced him to the
Chinese authorities, and other members of his community helped translate his
Persian manuscripts for the Ambans. No doubt the incident placed the Chinese
even more on their guard and, at the behest of the Manchus as much as the
Tibetans themselves, the official bar on European travellers in Tibet remained
in place until the Younghusband expedition of 1904. However, the Kha-che
community as a whole continued to prosper.
It also continued to serve as a source of information both for the British and
for the Chinese. To cite two illustrative examples, in 1846 Chinese officials in
~ h a s areported back to Beijing that Muslim traders had passed on information
about the 'Senpa' (Sikhs) on Tibet's western borders.92And in ~ u l y1877 Major
~ e n d e r s o n ,a British official in Kashmir, passed on information on Chinese
and Tibetan government policy as reported by Gholam shah, a ~adakhiArgon
when ~hwajah
merchant who had left ~ h a s athree months previo~sly.~~
Ghulam ~ u h a m m a d(1857-1928), a ~ a s h m i r ibased in ~athmandu,travelled
to Lhasa in 1886, he found that the ha-che Muslims were both prosperous and
well-respected by the Tibetan host community.94Western travellers to ~ h a s ain
the twentieth century painted a similar picture.95

As for Ahmed Ali himself, once his affairs had been settled to the Governorgeneral's satisfaction, he disappears from Western records. Or perhaps not quite.

''

Schuyler Cammann, 'New Light on Huc and Gabet: their Expulsion from Lhasa in
1846', The Far Eastern Quarterly, 114 (Aug., 1942):pp. 355-6.
"
Major P.D. Henderson to T.H. horn ton Esq., Secretary to Government of ~ndia
Foreign Department, ~ a s h m i r30
, ~ u l y1877, Ney ~ l i a Papers.
s
~ o y a~eographical
l
Society,
London.
94
Gaborieau, Rhcit d'un Musulrnan.
95
See for example: Austine Waddell, Lhasa and its Mysteries, p. 346; ~ h a r l e sell,
s Tibet
: ~ o l City
y
on don.
Past and Present (Oxford, 1924). p. 243; F. Spencer chapman. ~ h a s aThe
19401, p. 96.
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A decade and a half later, two European travellers in Tibet picked up what may

have been a final echo of the sensation surrounding his arrest.
In 1846 two French priests, R6gis fvariste Huc and Joseph Gabet travelled
from north-east China to Lhasa. The leader of the Lhasa Kha-che community
was deputed to look after them - yet another case of a member of the Lhasa
Muslim community playing a sensitive role as an intermediary between the
Tibetans and Western travellers. Huc reports that the Tibetans were welcoming,
but that pressure from the Chinese authorities - as represented in Tibet by the
two Ambans - meant that they were forced to leave Lhasa after only a few weeks.
However, before doing so, they collected some surprising news concerning the
fate of Ahmed Ah's old patron, William M o ~ r c r o f t . ~ ~
Far from dying in northern Afghanistan, Moorcroft had - according to Huc's
sources - traveiled on to Lhasa in disguise as a Kashmiri Muslim, arriving some
time in 1826. He spoke Persian so fluently that he was able to fool his Kashmiri
'compatriots' into taking him as one of their own. From his Lhasa base he
purchased some herds of goats and yaks, which were entrusted to shepherds
in the surrounding mountains. On the pretext of inspecting his livestock,
'Moorcroft' frequently travelled through the Tibetan countryside, and took
advantage of the opportunity to make drawings and maps. Finally, after a dozen
years in the Tibetan capital, he set out for Ladakh but was attacked and killed by
robbers in the western Tibetan province of Ngari. It was only when the robbers
inspected his baggage and found the maps that 'Moorcroft's' true identity came
to light.
Huc had never heard of Moorcroft before his stay in Lhasa, and he reports
that the story was corroborated by several sources, including 'Moorcroft's'
former Lhasa servant Nisan who had himself been taken in by the disguise.
Nisan had been given a letter of recommendation, apparently written in Roman
characters and to be used in case he ever travelled to Calcutta. However, Nisan
had destroyed it after the discovery of his master's maps and drawings.
Over the years Huc's account has prompted wide speculation. Moorcroft's
journey to ~ i b ein
t 1812 points to his taste for disguise and intrigue. So might his
'after-life' in Lhasa just possibly be true?
Perhaps disappointingly, in a careful review of the evidence, Robert Fazy
argues that the story is implausible because - among other reasons - it is hard
to believe that Moorcroft could have mustered the necessary language skills to
persuade the local Muslim community that he was one of their own.97In a more
recent assessment, philip Denwood makes a similar point, and suggests that
the murdered man could have been a ~ a s h m i r iwho had been commissioned
by Moorcroft to gather information. he discovery of letters or papers bearing
~6~is-fvariste
Huc, Souvenirs d'un voyage d a m la Tartarie et le hi bet (Peking, 1924
[lSt
ed. 1850]),vol. 2, pp. 318-22.
97
Robert Fazy, 'Le cas Moorcroft, un problkme de l'exploration tibktaine', T'oung Pao,
35 (1940): pp. 155-84.
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his name might have led the Tibetans to assume that the victim was Moorcroft
himself.'"
~f enw wood's theory is correct, then Ahmed Ali is certainly a potential
candidate. The Tibetans clearly associated Ahmed Ali with Moorcroft, and the
discovery of hidden maps and documents is a key element of both stories. Ahmed
~ l i ' sstory does not match that of Huc's spy in all respects, because of course he
lived to return safely to British India. Nevertheless, it seems plausible to suggest
that Huc had picked up a garbled version of the Ahmed Ali affair 15 years earlier.
he Calcutta authorities had always been concerned with matters of
representation: how far could they trust Ahmed Ali to identify with - and
speak for - British interests? ultimately, it seems that the Kashmiri trader came
to represent his old spymaster to a degree and in a fashion that no one ever
expected.

'"hilip
Denwood, 'William ~ o o r c r o f -t an Assessment', in Osmaston and enw wood
(eds), Recent Research on ~ a d a k h4&5, pp. 39-53, at p. 53.

Chapter 17

Do ~ lthe
l ~ u s l i m of
s ~ i b eBelong
t
to the
Hui ~ationality?
Diana Altner

The Chinese state currently classifies all Muslims living in Tibetan areas as
belonging to the Muslim minority of the 'Hui'. Tibetans distinguish different
Muslim groups according to the origin of their ancestors. In the present article,
the origin and development of the Chinese term 'Hui' will be discussed as well as
the equivalent terms in the ~ i b e t a nlanguage and the Tibetan terms used for the
individual Muslim groups living in the Tibetan areas.

THE ETHNIC GROUP HUI (HUIZU Bf%)
The Hui or Huihui, who live in China, represent an independent ethnic group
which numbered 9,816,805 people in 2000 according to the official census. The
older name for the Hui, 'Chinese Muslims', reflects the significance of religion
for the ethnic identity of the Hui. he distinct identity of the Hui is often denied
by Han Chinese who argue that the Hui are actually Han who do not eat pork
and practise slam. he cultural differences according to the Han Chinese are
very limited.'
The Hui are, however, recognized by the Chinese government as a separate
nationality. This official acknowledgment of the Hui as an ethnic group suggests
that their identity is indeed more than a religious one. compared to the other
national minorities who profess to slam - the Uyghur (weiwu'erzu %%%fjk),
Khazak (Hasake zu @ F k f & ) ,~ z b e k s( ~ u z i b i e k zu
e -S&XlJkfS), Kirgis (~ehrkezi
zu H% k&f!Z), Tatar (Tata'er zu i$$iE$ fg), Dongxiang (~ongxiangzu % f; %I,
Bonan (Bao'an zu !%Sf%),Tajik (Tajike zu iZS a @ ) and Salar (Sala zu 8%#i!%),
the
Hui are numerically the largest group.
Rather than living exclusively in any particular part of china, the Hui are
scattered throughout the whole country. while they can be found in all provinces
and cities in China, their settlements are concentrated in areas around mosques.
These settlements are most numerous in the Ningxia Hui Autonomous ~ e g i o n
(Ningxia Huizu zizhiqu TBllZI65 $ Zi E) (17.7%). Gansu province (Gansu sheng
Thomas Hoppe, Die ethnischen Gruppen ~injiangs:~ulturunterschiede
und interethnische
Beziehungen a am burg, 1995), pp. 350-51.
I
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M-&fi) (12.7%), Henan province

enan an sheng NE&')(10.1%),~ i n g h aprovince
i

( ~ i ~ ~sheng
h a i S R B ) (7.4%) and the Xinjiang Autonomous Region ( ~ i n j i a n ~
zizhiqu
$ EiE) (7.9%).'

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HUI

The Hui are distinct within their surroundings because of their religion and
the lifestyle it requires: they follow Islamic traditions in dietary habits, funeral
services, marriage ceremonies and holiday celebrations. Most of them specialize
in certain professions such as being traders, farmers, butchers, tanners, or
practising other crafts.
On the other hand, the fact that the Hui generally speak Chinese contributes
to their assimilation. In most parts of China they use the local Chinese dialects
and the languages of other nationalities. At the same time they use a large
number of Arabic and Persian words and Arabic script in decoration and for
religious purposes.' In their daily life, the Hui wear Chinese dress or the dress
of other nationalities and use Chinese names in public. Because of their various
social contexts, Hui communities differ considerably among each other.4 Hui
who abandon the religious community still remain Hui. 'These days Hui atheists
and agnostics abound, and their "Huiness" consists not in what they believe but
in their ancestry and in some of the customs that characterize their daily lives
and commonly accompany their families' births, weddings, and deaths.'5

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE HUI AND THE OTHER MUSLIM MINORITIES OF
CHINA

while the Uyghur, Kazak, Kirgis, Salar, Uzbeks and Tatar can be regarded as
Turkish peoples, the Dongxiang and Bonan belong to the ~ o n g o l i a npeoples and
the Tajik are an Iranian people, the Hui cannot be classified as any of these larger
ethnic and cultural groups. While the other ~ u s l i mminorities speak their own
language with a Turkish, ~ o n g o l i a nor Iranian origin, the Hui are more deeply
assimilated: they do not have their own language. There are words that are only
used among Hui but they cannot be regarded as belonging to a 'Hui language'.
The Hui claim that they originated in the '~slamicworld': Central Asia, Persia
and Arabia. Persians, Arabs, Turkic-speakers and other peoples belong to the
lngo Nentwig, '~uil~unganen,
Huihui, Huizu', in Bertelsmann Lexikon: Die Volker der
Erde. Kulturen und Nationalitaten von A-Z (Giitersloh, 1992), p. 152.
' Michael Dillon, China's Muslim Hui Community: Migration, Settlement and Sects
(~ichmond,1999), pp. 5-6.
Hoppe, Die ethnischen Gruppen Xinjiangs, p. 352.

Ibid., p. 359.
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ancestors of the Hui. ~ h e s egroups arrived in China via different routes and
spread gradually over the whole of China. Compared to the Hui, the other Muslim
minorities of China are concentrated in fewer provinces: 99.7% of the Uyghur,
99.5% of the ~ a z a k98.75%
,
of the Kirgis, 99.9% of the Tajik, 99.6% of the Uzbeks
and 98.9% of the Tatar are settled in the Xinjiang Autonomous Region; 83%of the
Dongxiang and 90.6% of the Bonan live in the Gansu province; 87.8% of the Salar
live in the Qinghai p r ~ v i n c eThe
. ~ wide distribution of the Hui throughout China
can be seen as one reason for the pressure of assimilation. They adapt to Chinese
society to a much higher degree than the other Muslim minorities, but without
losing specific characteristics.
By underlining cultural characteristics, the Hui emphasize the uniqueness of
their way of life which distinguishes them from the ethnic groups settling around
them. compared to the Chinese or the ~ibetans,they emphasize their religious
lifestyle. Compared to other Muslim minorities also practising Islam, they try
to distinguish themselves by other characteristics. In Xinjiang, for instance, the
Hui emphasize their origin from the inner Chinese provinces by decorating their
mosques not with Arabic calligraphy but with Chinese characters.'
he other Muslim minorities regard the Hui as fellow Muslims but ethnically
they rank them among the Han Chinese.

ORIGINS OF THE ETHNIC GROUP HUI

Arab merchants came to China via two routes: overland along the Silk Road and
through Southeast Asia by sea. within one century after Muhammad's death,
d the northwe~t.~
These people were
Muslims came to China via the Silk ~ o a from
mainly interested in establishing economic relations with the Chinese. They did
not travel to China for missionary reasons; religion was simply a part of their
culture. Since these early Muslim visitors to China were exclusively traders
and merchants, slam mainly spread out along the trading routes and Islamic
communities became established in the important trading towns.9 Unlike the
Muslims who came to China by sea, the ~ u s l i m swho came to China via land
spread out more in western China.lo
Muslim merchants came to China by sea also from the seventh century
onwards. when sea traffic to china increased greatly in the eighth century, ~ r a b
and Persian traders came to southern Chinese harbours and soon settled in the
Statistics for the census of 1990 presented by Ingo Nentwig in the seminar he Hui
and Islam in China, summer term 2001, Leipzig University.
' Hoppe, Die ethnischen Gruppen Xinjiangs, p. 352.
Morris Rossabi, 'Muslims in the Yiian Dynasty', in John ~anglois(ed.), china under
Mongol Rule (Princeton, 1981), p. 257.
Werner Eichhorn, Die Religionen Chinas (~tuttgart,19731, p. 261.
'O
Dillon, China's Muslim Hui Community, p. 1.
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towns close to harbours such as Guangzhou T-1'11, Quanzhou %d+l,Hangzhou KfI1
and Yangzhou t%?II.The arrival of Muslims via the coastal areas was important
because it took place in a geographically very limited area. The coastal towns
offered members of foreign cultures the opportunity to develop structures for a
vibrant cultural life and thus to maintain their religious customs as well. ~ h e s e
circumstances facilitated the establishment of a foreign religion in China." In
the thirteenth century these costal areas were the home of more than IOO,OOO
foreigners.12
The first political contacts between Chinese and Arabs by land can be traced
back to the Tang Dynasty (618-907).13The dynasty's expansive foreign policy
left traces in the cultural and religious landscape. As a result of the opening to
the outside world, a number of important foreign embassies visited the Chinese
emperors. In 638, Yazdegerd 111 of Persia, the last Sasanian ruler, stayed at the
Chinese court, and in 651 an embassy of the third Islamic Caliph, 'Uthmin ibn
'Affiin, visited the Tang emperor.I4A new phase began in 749, with the revolution
of the Abbasids, referred to as 'black-robed Arabs' in Chinese historical records.
Under al-Mansfir (reg. 754-75), the first alliance between China and the Abbasids
was built.15 Between 756 and 762 the Chinese emperor Suzong and his son,
the later emperor Daizong, were supported by foreign soldiers from Persia to
suppress the An Lushan rebellion. Muslim sources mention 4,000 soldiers settled
in North China, many of whom stayed and married Chinese women.16
The Song Dynasty (960-1259) also supported trade with foreigners; especially
trade by sea became more and more important. he main reason for this
development was the changed borderline of the Song Dynasty - compared to the
former Tang Dynasty. Important areas in ~ o r t h e r nand Northwestern China that
belonged to the traditional routes of the caravans were not ruled by the Chinese
emperors any longer.
~ h i n e s ehistorical records include many reports about slam in ~slamic
countries, but only a few descriptions of the practice of the slam in Chinese
society. In one report about foreigners living in Guangzhou in the year 1192,
some descriptions of their everyday life and religious practice can be found:

"

~ m k eMees, Die Hui - Eine moslemische Minderheit in China: Assimiliationsprozesse und
,
p. 15-16.
politische Rolle vor 1949 ( ~ u n i c h1984),
l2
Hoppe, Die ethnischen Gruppen Xinjiangs, p. 355.
l3
Marshall Broomhall, lslam in China, a Neglected Problem (London, 1910), p. 11. More
recent studies on lslam in China include Raphael Israeli, Islam in China: Religion, Ethnicity,
Culture, and Politics a an ham, 2002); Donald Daniel Leslie, Yang Daye and ~ h m e d~ o u s s e f ,
Islam in Traditional China: A Bibliographical Guide (Sankt Augustin, 2006).
l4
Dieter ~ u h nStatus
,
und Ritus: Das China der Aristokraten von den Anfingen bis zum lo.
Jahrhundert nach Christus (~eidelberg,1991)~p. 553.
l5
Broomhall, lslam in China, pp. 25-6.
lb
Donald Daniel Leslie, The Integration of Religious Minorities in China: The Case of the
Chinese Muslims (Canberra, 1998), p. 12.
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In the foreign quarter in Guangzhou reside all the people from behind the sea
... The sea barbarians [hailiao] are by nature superstitious (honour devils) and
love cleanliness. Every day they prostrate themselves and pray for blessing.
They have a hall there where they worship, just like the Buddhists in China,
except that they do not set up images ... When they meet in the morning to
eat, they do not use chopsticks or spoon ... All the diners put their right (a
mistake for left) hand under the cushion and do not use it for eating, saying it
is only for use in the privy. All use the left (a mistake for right) hand to pick up
the food, and when the meal is over, they wash with water.I7

The situation for Muslims had hardly changed since the Tang with the exception
that they were clearly settlers, had mosques in most of the big cities and even
special Muslim cemeteries. Donald Daniel Leslie prefers the term 'Muslim
settlers in China' for Muslims living in China during that time rather than
'Chinese mu slim^'.'^
The Muslims started to integrate into Chinese society in the Song period, but
their number remained small. That situation started to change when China was
ruled by the Yuan (1279-1368) and a large number of Persians, Arabs and Turks
were employed as soldiers and civil servants. In addition to that, the number of
merchants increased. The 'Chinese Muslims' - the Hui - are the descendants of
these immigrants, who mixed with the Chinese who later converted to Islam.l9
A large group of immigrants to China were Muslims who were sent by Genghis
~ h a nfrom 1219 onwards as soldiers and civil servants to the East. ~ f t e the
r
military conflicts ended, many of these ~ u s l i m decided
s
to stay in these eastern
areas and became farmers.20
Other kinds of contacts between the Islamic world and china were established
b
could
in the fields of medicine. As ~eckwithhas noted, 'Persian or ~ r a doctors
be found not only in ~h'ang-an,the T'ang capital, but in nearly every port of
China.'21
Another source for the enlargement of the Hui communities was the
conversion of individual people from other ethnic groups such as the Han
Chinese, Mongols and ti bet an^.^^

"

Leslie, Integration of Religious Minorities, p. 18.
Ibid., pp. 17-20.
l9
Ingo Nentwig, 'Religion im heutigen China', in Claudius ~ i i l l e r(ed.), Wege der
Gotter und Menschen: Religionen im traditionellen China (Berlin, 1989), p. 67.
20
Hoppe, Die ethnischen Gruppen Xinjiangs, p. 356.
Christopher Beckwith, 'The ~ntroductionof Greek ~ e d i c i n einto Tibet in the
Seventh and Eighth Centuries',Journalofthe American OrientalSociety,99 (1979): pp. 297-313,
at p. 297. See also the contribution by Paul Buell in this volume for further references.
22
Hoppe, Die ethnischen Gruppen Xinjiangs, p. 356.
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THE ORIGIN OF THE TERM 'HUI'
There was no special term for Muslims in Chinese history until the twelfth
century. In Tang history, where Muslims are mentioned for the first time, they
were called Tashi
'Tashi' was the common name for Arabs during the Sui
und Tang dynasties. It is not clear whether 'Tashi' is derived from the Arabic word
for 'trader' (tiijir) or what Broomhall has referred to as 'a Persian corruption of
an ancient Aramean word, Ta'i for oma ad'^^ (presumably from the root t" = to
wander). Stein argues that the word 'Tashi' goes back to the Iranian people of the
Tajik who are called Stag gzigs in Tibetan.25
The Mongols also did not give the Muslims a special name, but regarded
them generally as foreigners:
By identifying Muslims and several other non-Chinese groups as a separate
] H A, it isolated them from the Han-jen [ ~ a n r e n ]
class, the Se-mujen [ ~ e m u r e n $
2XA (Northern Chinese, Jurchens and hi tans) and the Nan-jen [Nanren] &
A (Southern ~hinese).The Court also lumped all Muslims, be they natives of
Central Asia, the Middle East, or China itself, into one group, ...The Court ... did
not distinguish between the Muslims and other foreigners ...26

The term Huihui BH appears for the first time in the twelfth c e n t ~ r y ,when
~ ' it
is applied generally to all Muslim people. Clear distinctions between the Hui and
other Muslim groups were not established until the time of the People's Republic
of China.28
The historians of the Ming period used the term 'Huihui' as the name for all
Muslims living in China.29Since the middle of the Ming Dynasty, 'Huihui' was
used, by extension, for all Muslims outside of China and Islam was called 'Huihui
religion' (Huihuijiao H11F!@).30During the Qing Dynasty, the term 'Huihui' was
generally shortened to ' H ~ i ' . ~ l
while a definite satisfactory explanation for the terms ' ~ u i h u i 'and 'Hui'
has not yet been achieved, there are currently several competing theories:
According to professor ~ i l e sdictionary,
'
the term hui in daily use means 'to come
Emil Bretschneider, Mediaeval Researches from Eastern Asiatic Sources: Fragments
towards the Knowledge of the Geography and History of Central and Western Asia from the 13"' to
17th Century, 2 vols o on don, 1888), 1, p. 267.
24
Broomhall, Islam in China, p. 13.
25
Rolf Stein, Die Kultur Tibets (Berlin, 1989), p. 57.
23

Rossabi, 'Muslims in the Yiian Dynasty', p. 259.
Broomhall, Islam in China, p. 13.
28
Hoppe, Die ethnischen Gruppen Xinjiangs, p. 357.
29
Bretschneider, Mediaeval Researches, I, p. 274.
lo Jianping Wang, Concord and Conflict: The Hui Communities of Yunnan Sociefy in a
,
p. 19.
Historical Perspective ( ~ u n d1996),
31
Wang, Concord and Conflict, p. 19.
26

27
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or go back to the starting point; to return'. There is a theory that the doubling of
the term hui imitates the Arabic with the meaning of 'to return and to submit'."
~ a b r yde Thiersant defends the idea that the term hui means the return and
complete submission to God.)) Broomhall suggested a similar theory: 'it is quite
possible that the dominant thought of submission and return to God may have
given rise to the name of the Double Return, especially if the invariable custom
of turning towards Mecca in prayer and even returning thence in pilgrimage be
c~nsidered'.)~
Emil Bretschneider supports the idea that the term occurs first in
the Liao shi and that later in the Yuan shi, the term 'Huihui' for Muslims is met
with only in a few instances. They are generally referred to there as 'Hui-ho'
or ' ~ u i - h u ' . Julia
) ~ Ching suggested that 'Muslims became known in Chinese as
~ u i - h u i(literally: return) - we are not sure why. Perhaps the name had to do
with their custom of turning to face Mecca when they prayed; or perhaps it
sounded like "~ighur",since ~ i g h u r had
s converted to ~slarn.')~
~ a f ealso
l refers
to a connection between the term huihui and the Uyghur.)'
During the time of the Chinese ~epublic,all ~ u s l i m sliving in china were
included under the term 'Hui'. ~ f t e the
r foundation of the people's ~epublicof
China, the ethnic groups who professed lslam were divided into ~ y g h u r~, a z a k ,
Uzbeks, ~ a j i kBonan,
,
Dongxiang, Tatar, Salar and H U ~ . ) ~
The religion of the ~ u s l i r n is
s called ~uihuijiao H%!,Qing zhenjiao %&%!
('the pure and true religion') but also Xiaojiao /I\& ('the small sect' in contrast to
Confucianism) by the Chinese.39

a

HUI IN THE TIBETAN AREAS

Muslims living in ~ i b e t a nsettlement areas speak Tibetan or Chinese in daily
life and adopt ~ i b e t a nor Chinese clothing and lifestyle. While the Chinese
government regards all Muslims living in Tibet as Hui, the Tibetans distinguish
between them according to their places of origin.

Broomhall, lslam in China, p. 167.
Claude Philibert Dabry de Thiersant, Le Mahornitisme en Chine et duns le ~ u r k e s t a n
Oriental (Paris, 1878), p. 2.
Broomhall, lslam in China, p. 168.
j5
Bretschneider,Mediaeval Researches, I, p. 267.
36
Julia Ching, Chinese Religions o on don, 1993). p. 180.
Albert Tafel, Meine ~ibetreise(~tuttgart,1914), p. 116.
Wang, Concord and Conflict, p. 19.
39
Broomhall, Islam in China, p. 167.
j3

34
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TIBETAN TERMS FOR HUI

he general ~ i b e t a nterm for ~ u s l i m is
s la ha che'. This term refers to the name
of the land where the ancestors of some of the Muslims living in ~ i b e came
t
from: ha che yul, that is, ~ a s h m i r . ~ ~
~ccordingtothe~ibetan-Chinesedictionary (~odrgyatshigmdzodchenrno/~an~
Han da cidian @tX%$J&)la ha che' is translated as 'Huizu' for the Hui nationality
~ c c o r d i n gto the Chinese-~ibetan
but also as ~eshimi'er%It%/% for Ka~hmiri.~'
dictionary
Zang duizhao cidian RRHw id &/r~ya bod shan sbyar tshig
mdzod), however, the Chinese term 'Huizu' is translated into ~ i b e t a nas 'Hu'i rigs'
(~ui-nationality),but not as l ha he'.^^ The term 'Kha che' is translated as
Muslims but also as K a ~ h m i r i s . ~ ~

an

CHINESE TRANSCRIPTIONS FOR THE TERM KHA CHE
There are different Chinese transcriptions for the Tibetan term 'Kha che': Keshe
%It, Kaji +3% and Kajia @B.
Fang Jianchang %El! S mentions in his article 'Xizang Musilin de laiyuan jiqi
shenghuo' P3B$i3%fim%%E$C%%
('origin and Life of the Muslims in Tibet')
Chinese terms for Muslims used as transcriptions for Tibetan terms in addition
to the term Hui. According to that article, Muslims are generally called Keshe k
It. Muslims with origins in China are calledlia $Rkeshi (iia means an); Muslims
with origins in ~ a d a k hare called Ladukeshe t$iAkIt.44
Keshe seems to be a Chinese
transcription for Kha che which 1 have not been able to find in any dictionary. In
his other article on historical activities of Muslims in Tibet, 'Lishi shang Musilin
zai Xizang de Huodong' IfjPk.@~h$$E@iRP~.i&ritl
('~istoricalActivities of the
,
Jianchang transcribes Kha che as Kaji #T&.45
Muslims in ~ i b e t ' )Fang
Another transcription for Kha che is used by Song Xiaoji %B%% in his article
'Lasa de qingzhensi' t$PH%B%l he Mosques of ~hasa'):Kajia %a,according
to the old Chinese name for Kashmir liushimiluo 3tl%$&??.He translated that
term into Chinese as H u ~ . ~ ~
Prince Peter of Greece and Denmark, h he Moslems of Central ~ibet',/oumalof the
Royal Central Asiatic Society, 39 (1952): pp. 233-40, at p. 234.
" Zhang Yisun, Bod rgya tshig mdzod chen mo/zang Hun da cidian (Beijing,1998), p. 192.
42
Hun Zang duizhao cidian/r~yabod shan sbyar tshig mdzod (Beijing, 1991), p. 450.
43
Melvin Goldstein, The New Tibetan-English Dictionary of Modem Tibetan (Berkeley,
2001), p. 93.
44
Fang Jianchang, 'Xizang Musilin de laiyuan jiqi shenghuo'. Ningxia Shihui Kexue, 3
(1986): pp. 66-8, at p. 68.
45
Fang Jianchang, 'Lishi shang Musilin zai Xizang de Huodong', Sixiang Zhanxian, 4
(1987):pp. 81-3, at p. 83.
46
Song Xiaoji, 'Lasa de qingzhensi', Xueyu Wenhua, 119 (1991): pp. 38-9, at p. 38.
40
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wu Congzhong B M A mentions in his work Xirang jingnei de M e n b m ,
~uobazuhe Huizu EI%%I~
K!I'1E% @
E&#lfll&
i
('The Menba, Lhoba and Hui
within the Borders of ~ i b e t ' )that Hui nationality Bb4; is translated by the
~ i b e t a n sas Jiakaji TI%. Jia means Han (Chinese) and kaji is the phonetic
translation for Ka~hmir.~'
originally the term 'Kha che' was the name for people coming from Kashmir.
During the centuries the term developed into a general term for Muslims. For
the ~ h i n e s eterm jia two different characters are used: hn and T. A phonetic
parallel to the Tibetan word rgya, which refers to China, is clearly to be seen.

KHA CHE IN LHASA

while the ~ u s l i r n sin Tibet generally are called Kha che, in Lhasa they were
traditionally divided into three main groups: the Lhasa kha che, the Gharib and
the Wa bak gling.
At the end of the nineteenth century, most of the Kha che who came to ~ i b e t
as traders lived in the centre of Lhasa. The so-called Lhasa kha che are not a
homogeneous group but can be divided into three subgroup^.^^
The majority of the Lhasa kha che belonged to the group of the Za'Idah." As
descendants of the first immigrant traders from Kashmir they formed the heart
of the community. They often use Muslim names such as Sayyid, Shayk, Kwajah,
A recent article in Tibetan on Lhasa Muslims refers to them both as
Baba et~.~O
Lhasa kha che and as Bar skor kyi kha che. The latter refers to the area where
most of the Kha che still carry out their business: the Bar ~ k o r . ~ '
In addition to the ~Z'idah,two other groups of ~ h a s akha che existed: the La
dwags kha che or La dwags pa,52whose ancestors came from ~adakh,and the
Siring pa or Singhpa kha che, whose ancestors came from India.53 he members
of the last group are said to be the descendants of the soldiers who came to
, later converted
Lhasa during the Dogra wars. originally they were ~ i n d u swho
to Islam under the influence of the ha che in ~ h a s a . he Siring pa or ~inghpa
Kha che were also called 'Dogra Muslims'.54
47

WU Congzhong, Xizang jingnei de Menbazu, L u o b m he Huiru [The Menba, Luoba and
Hui within the Borders of Tibet] (Beijing, 1989), p. 65.
40
Marc Gaborieau, Rhcit d'un voyageur musulman au Tibet (Paris, 1973), p. 22.
49
Persian: 'born' (in Tibet), according to Gaborieau, Rhcit d'un voyageur musulman,
p. 34, n. 65.
50
Gaborieau, Ricit d'un voyageur musulman, p. 22.
"
Tshe rdor, 'Lha sa'i kha che', Bod kyi rtsom rig sgyu rtsal [Tibetan Art and ~iterature],
4 (1992): pp. 112-28, at p. 112.
52
Prince Peter of Greece and Denmark, 'The Moslems of central Tibet', p. 234.
53
Gaborieau, Rkit d'un voyageur musulman, p. 22.
54
Abdul Ghani Sheikh, 'Tibetan Muslims', Tibet~oumal,16 (1991): pp. 86-9, at p. 87.
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The ancestors of the Lhasa kha che came exclusively from India, threequarters of them from K a ~ h r n i r~orneille
.~~
Jest writes that in Tibet the Kha che
were considered Indian citizens, thus having the status of foreigner^.^^
In contrast to the Kashmiris, another group, consisting of 10 to 1 2 families,
were called the Gharib.57The Arabic word gharrb (lit. 'stranger') contrasts with
the words amir or sharifwhich are used for persons with a high political or social
status. In the context of Lhasa, the Gharib are the poor in contrast to the rich
traders from Kashmir on whom they depended.58The Gharib probably belonged
to fringe and banished groups or convicted people.59while they lived as beggars,
they also acted as service personnel for the local police and in prisons.60
Nowadays the Gharib are no longer present in Lhasa since they emigrated to
India during the years 1961 and 1962.61
Wa bak gling (Chinese: Hebalin ?qfJl.1;&)
is the name for Muslims who come
from China, who were also called Hao pa gling, and also Ho pa gling6=Kha che
or ~ u i h u i / ~ uThe
i . ~name
~
Ho pa gling refers to the neighbourhood where this
group of Muslims lives.64The Tibetanised form wa bak is derived from the Chinese
word heba. Heba means 'dam' or 'wall', g2ing means 'garden'. On the northern
shore of the Lhasa river (Lhasa skyid chu) close to the mosque, a wall was built
because of the danger of flooding. Since that time the settlement quarter and
s
have been called 'Wa bak g l i r ~ g 'The
. ~ ~ Tibetans call the
the ~ u s l i m themselves
Muslims who came from China also
kha cheS6'

Prince Peter of Greece and Denmark, 'The Moslems of Central Tibet', p. 234.
Corneille Jest, 'Kha che and Gya-Kha che: Muslim Communities in Lhasa (1990)',
Tibetlournal, 2013 (1995): pp. 8-20, at p. 9.
57
Gaborieau, Re'cit d'un voyageur musulman, pp. 26-7.
Ibid., p. 27.
59
Roland Barraux, Geschichte der Dalai Lamas: Gottliches Mitleid und irdische Politik
(~iisseldorf,1995), p. 57.
60
This kind of double function as beggars and policemen can also be found in
a group known as the riigibah or, in its Tibetanised form, the ra gya pa. This group of
~ i b e t a n swere responsible for removing corpses from ~ h a s and
a cutting them into pieces
for the sky burial. The ra gya pa belonged to the lowest level of the traditional Tibetan
society (together with butchers and beggars), but they were very powerful and did not
beg like beggars. See Gaborieau, Re'cit d'un voyageur musulman, p. 27.
6'
Gaborieau, Re'cit d'un voyageur musulman, p. 29.
62
HOpa gling is the term commonly found in Western literature.
63
Prince Peter of Greece and Denmark, 'The Moslems of Central Tibet', p. 234.
64
Gaborieau, Re'cit d'un voyageur musulman, p. 27.
65
Tshe rdor, 'Lha sa'i kha che', p. 112.
66
rgya - short for: rgya nag, i.e. China.
67
Prince Peter of Greece and Denmark, 'The Moslems of Central Tibet', p. 236.
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he origin of the Wa bak gling is not clear. It is assumed that they came
from Chinese areas where Islam had already been established.* According to
this theory, their ancestors came from the Chinese provinces Gansu, Shanxi,
~ i n g h a i ,Sichuan and Yunnan. At the beginning of the eighteenth century,
during the reign of the Qing emperor Kangxi (reg. 1661-1722 under the Chinese
name ~hengzu)Chinese Muslims began settling in Lhasa. Some of them were the
descendants of soldiers of the Chinese army who fought against the Gurkhas.69
~owadaysthe Wa bak gling form the majority of the Muslims in ~ h a s a .

MUSLIM QUARTERS IN LHASA70
In contrast to the rest of China where the Hui are widely scattered, in the Tibetan
Autonomous Region the Hui are concentrated in single locations. The largest
Muslim communities and most mosques and Muslim cemeteries can be found
in Lhasa.
For centuries Lhasa was the religious, political and economic centre of the
Tibetan world, where people from all Tibetan areas came for various reasons.
Lhasa offered perfect conditions for local and foreign traders. Mosques and
Muslim communities in Lhasa are historically attested since the reign of the
Fifth Dalai Lama. Ladakhi Muslims were already well known in Western Tibet,
and after that Dalai Lama had brought Ladakh within his sphere of religious
influence, a small community of these Muslims began to grow in Lhasa. Most of
them were traders, but there were also some butchers.'l
The Muslim community in ~ h a s is
a divided into two groups distinguished by
the two areas in which they live: ha che gling ga and Wa bak gling ga. ha che
gling ga is situated 3 krn to the west of the Potala. There are residential buildings,
two mosques and a cemetery. ha che gling ga became a settlement area for
Muslims in the eighteenth century.72 he ancestors of the ~ u s l i m swho live
in that area were mainly traders and came from ~ashmir,northern ~ndiaand
Nepal: Kha che gling ga is the home of the ~ h a s akha che. (see plate 17.1 which
shows the new entrance to ha che gling ga.) he ~ h i n e s ename of this area is
Huizu yuanlin El 5% +# ('garden of the ~ u i ' ) .
Ibid., p. 240.
People from Nepal; Tibetan: Gor kha. Gurkha invasion 1788-1792. See Jest, 'Kha che
and Gya-Kha che', p. 11.
'O
During the years 2003 and 2004 1 had the chance to do some fieldwork on Tibetan
Muslims in Lhasa. This research was a by-product of my fieldwork for my PhD thesis on
Tibetan fishermen.
"
David Snellgrove and Hugh Richardson, A Cultural History of Tibet (Boston, 1995).
p. 203.
'* Xizang Lishi Wenhua Cidian [~ictionaryof the History and culture of Tibet] (~angzhou,
1998), p. 40.
68
69
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Wa bak gling ga is situated in the centre of Lhasa around the main mosque
Hebalin qingzhen si PqiRjMr%&% and is inhabited by Muslims whose ancestors
came from china or who came from China themselves: the Hui or Wa bak gling.
here are many Muslim restaurants and butcher shops along the streets (Plate
17.2). he Wa bak gling used to supply meat to the court of the Dalai Lama.73
Next to the main mosque74(Plate 17.3) there are two other little mosques in
Wa ba gling ga. The area also has its own cemetery. Nowadays Wa bak gling ga is
the home of the main Muslim community with a large number of Muslims who
came to ~ h a s from
a
different parts of china.

THE CASE OF THE 'TIBETAN HUI'
The special term for so-called 'Tibetan Hui', zang Hui @H, raises the question:
Who belongs to this group?
In the Hualong Hui Autonomous County (Hualong Huizu zizhixian X&Hfi%$
S G ) in the eastern part of the Qinghai province there is a region called Kaligang.
According to the Chinese sources, Hualong huizu zizhixiang gaikuang Z&Hfi%$
S G R R (Survey of the Hualong Hui Autonomous County) and the Hualong huizu
zizhixian huizu shehui lishi diaocha E&Elfi%
$ SGBf%i.f.&fi 9
W
i 23 (Investigation
of the Society and History of the Hui in the Hualong Hui Autonomous county), there
are Hui, Han, Tibetans, Salar, Tu and Dongxiang living in Hualong. Since the
second half of the twentieth century, the Hui are numerically the largest group,
followed by Han Chinese and Tibetans. The balance between Hui and Tibetans
has shifted more and more in favour of the Hui:
During the census of 1919, 1,681 ~ i b e t a nhouseholds with 6,026 (36.5%)
~ i b e t a n s1,429
,
households with 5,631 (34.1%) Hui, 1,011 households with 4,349
. ~ ~ census of
(26.3%) Han and 137 households with 503 Salar were r e g i ~ t e r e dThe
1982 registered the number of ~ uati86,735 (49.35%), the number of an ~ h i n e s e
at 42,346 (24.09%),the number of ~ i b e t a n at
s 38,313 (21.8%)and the number of
Salar at 7,943 (4.52%).76In 1990, more than 100,000 Hui had settled in H ~ a l o n g . ~ ~

Abdul wahid Radhu, Islam in Tibet: Tibetan Caravans (~ouisville,1997), p. 160.
Also: Lhasa Da Qingzhen Si (Fang Jianchang, 'Xizang Huizu yu qingzhensi yanjiu de
ruogan wenti' ['some Questions Concerning the Research on Hui and their Mosques in
~ i b e t ' ]Huizu
,
Yanjiu, 2 [1992]: pp. 27-30, at p. 28); Tibetan: rGyal lha khang; also: Bara ~ a s j i d ,
'big mosque' Oose Cabezbn, 'Islam in the Tibetan Cultural Sphere', in Abdul ahi id Radhu,
Islam in Tibet, p. 15).
75
Hualong Huizu Zizhixian gaikuang [survey of the Huizu Autonomous county] (Xining,
1984), p. 17.
76
Ibid., p. 19.
"
Qiu Shusen, Zhongguo Huizu da cidian reat at ~ i c t i o n a t yof the ~ u~ationalitiy
i
in china]
(Nanjing, 1992), p. 118.
74
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he so-called Kaligang Hui -F1]RM still settle in the Kaligang region in the
communities Dehelong tHBlJk and Ashilong PllJtYPk; more than 8,000 Hui have
settled in that area. Most of them speak Tibetan and follow Tibetan customs
and traditions. Their houses are built in Tibetan style. Their ancestors were
~ i b e t a n swho converted to slam.^^ The Kaligang Hui are divided intolia-Hui ;~II
(also Hun-Hui a m ) who moved into that area from elsewhere and 0-Hui @[r4
(also Zang-Hui a m ) - the so-called 'Tibetan Hui' - who work as farmers.79
THE STORY OF MA LAICHI 93kR (1681-1766)"
Most Kaligang Hui claim that the visit of Ma Laichi was the beginning of the
~ ' Laichi descended from a rich family
conversion of their ancestors to I ~ l a m . Ma
in Gansu. In 1728 he went on pilgrimage to Mecca, but also visited Baghdad,
Damascus, Cairo and other central places.82 In around 1750 he arrived in
the Kaligang region. According to the legend, Ma Laichi lived in the house of
Tibetans. It is said that the landlord subjected him to an examination. He wanted
to know whether Ma Laichi was a wise man and offered him boiled eggs to eat.
Ma Laichi had to decide which eggs were good or bad. He ate the good ones and
returned the bad ones, and in that way, convinced the landlord that he really
was a wise man.83
Afterwards Ma ~ a i c h converted
i
some Tibetans to Islam.84It is said that he
used special teaching methods and strategieses5~ f t e his
r death, Ma ~ a i c h was
i
Since that time the Tibetans of the ~aligangregion
buried in his home townme6
have converted step by step to

CONCLUSIONS
It is confusing that, in the People's Republic of China, different Muslim groups
with different origins are classified under the ethnonym Hui, such as, for
78

'Hualong Huizu zizhixian gaikuang Huizu lishi diaocha', in ~ i n g h a Sheng
i
Huizu

Saluzu Hasakezu shehui lishi diaocha [A Survey of the Society and History of of ~inghai'sHui, ~ a l a r
and Kazakh peoples] ( ~ i n i n g1995),
,
p. 28.
79
Qiu, Zhongguo Huim da cidian, p. 24.
Ibid., p. 943. See the article by Johan ~lverskogin this volume.
" Li Gengyan and Xu Likui, '~isilanjiaozai Kaligang' ['lslam in Kaligangl], in
Yisilanjiao zai zhonguo (~inchuan,
1982), p. 421.
Qiu, Zhongguo Huizu da cidian, p. 943.
83
Li and Xu, 'Yisilanjiao zai Kaligang', p. 421.
84
Qiu, Zhongguo Huizu da cidian, p. 943.
85
Li and Xu, 'Yisilanjiao zai Kaligang', p. 421.
Qiu, Zhongguo Huizu da cidian, p. 943.
Hualong Huizu Zizhixian gaikuang, p. 194.
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instance, ~ u s l i m swho have completely adopted the lifestyle of Tibetans and
other nationalities. This classification goes hand in hand with a popular tendency
to regard the Hui as ethnically homogeneous. Such an interpretation cannot be
historically sustained because the Hui derive from disparate origins.
I have presented here different groups of Muslims living in ~ i b e t a nareas
who belong nowadays officially to the so-called Hui nationality in China: the
Lhasa kha che, the Wa bak gling and the Zang Hui ( ~ i b e t a nHui). The origins
of these groups are completely different: the ancestors of the Lhasa kha che
come from ~ a d a k h Kashmir
,
and India, the Wa bak gling are descended from
~ u s l i m coming
s
from China (the 'real' ~ u i ? and
) the ancestors of the Zang Hui
were Tibetans who converted to Islam. These different origins of the individual
Muslim groups show that the Hui definitely cannot be regarded as a 'racial
entity'. It seems that all Muslims who do not belong to one of the other Muslim
minorities in China are also subsumed under the ethnonym 'Hui'.
TheTibetan terms for Muslims and the Chinese translations and transcriptions
are confusing. An interesting field for future research that I would like to engage
in is how all these groups of ~ u s l i m sin Tibet identify themselves. I doubt,
for instance, that the ~ h a s kha
a che in the ha che gling ga area regard themselves
as Hui.

Chapter 18

Greater ~ a d a k hand the ~obilizationof
~raditionin the Contemporary
~altistanMovement
Jan Magnusson

FROM LADAKH WAZARAT TO GREATER LADAKH

The Balti are agroup ofpeople living in the western Himalayas.~heyare ethnically
related to Tibetans and speak a Tibetan dialect, but are predominantly Muslims.
Post-colonial geopolitical conflicts between India and Pakistan separated the
Balti in two groups, one living in the areas of Baltistan and Ghanche in Pakistan,
l Ladakh in India. Before Partition
and another living in the areas of ~ a r g i and
in 1947 the Balti and their homeland were part of an administrative domain
called Ladakh Wazarat within the Dogra-ruled princely state of Jammu and
Kashmir established after the ~nglo-Sikhwars in the mid-nineteenth century.'
It extended southeast across the valleys along the Indus and Shyok rivers from
where the Karakoram Highway now cuts north towards Gilgit, over the present
)
districts of ~ a l t i s t a nand ~ h a n c h ein ~akistan,Kargil (including ~ a n s k a r and
Ladakh (including ~ u b r a in
) ~ndia.~ o d a yKargil as well as ~ a d a k hhave been
given 'hill tribe' status2within ~ndiawhile Baltistan is a federally administered

'

The Dogra made Baltistan a so-called kardari (sub-division) and in 1899 it became
part of the Frontier District. Ladakh Wazarat was established in 1901 and incorporated
Skardu (Baltistan), Kargil and Leh. See Ahmad Hasan Dani, History of Northern Areas of
Pakistan (Lahore, ZOOI),p. 314.
After Partition Ladakh and Kargil were part of the state of Jammu and Kashmir
but became separate districts in 1979. The term 'hill tribe' refers to the provision of
the so-called Sixth Schedule in the Indian constitution that allows for self-government
rights to minority groups through the establishment of autonomous district councils
(ADc). he councils have less power than states but more power than local governments.
When India's constitution was promulgated in 1950 the ADC framework was intended
as a strategy to incorporate the populations of northeastern India in the ~ndiannation
state. The same strategy has been used by the Indian state to manage demands for selfgovernance from a number of populations along the ~ndian-~imalayan
borderlands.
Demands for autonomy from Jammu and Kashmir and regional identity movements led
to the creation of Ladakh Autonomous Hill Council in 1995 and Kargil Autonomous Hill
Council in 2003. See David Stuligross, 'Autonomous councils in ~ o r t h e a s ~ndia:
t
Theory
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area within the state of Pakistan.' The Balti in Nubra are living in the part of
the Shyok Valley that was annexed by ~ n d i ain the 1971 war with Pakistan.
he people of Baltistan and Kargil are Muslims, mainly Shiite, Nfirbakhshi
(a Shiite-Sufi sect inspired by messianic ideas) or Sunni groups. The Kargil
district also includes the Tibetan Buddhist community in Zanskar. People in
Ladakh and ~ u b r aare mainly Tibetan Buddhists while the Muslim minority
belongs to the same groups as in Baltistan and Kargil.
Greater Ladakh, a concept to which I will return in detail shortly, is a
contemporary political vision with Balti activists as the driving force that has
emerged in the western Himalayas in the past decades.The imaginedgeographical
boundaries of Greater Ladakh are drawn differently by different local groups.
The most wide-ranging border extends from Chitral in northwestern Pakistan
across Gilgit and Baltistan, into India over Kargil, Zanskar, Nubra and Ladakh, to
Chang Tang, Lahaul and Spiti in the east. Sometimes Kashmir and Azad Kashmir
are included too.
The most common boundary replicates Ladakh Wazarat much as it was before
Partition. On the yellow T-shirts with a map of Greater Ladakh printed on the
front and worn by some young activists in Kargil today, the western boundary of
Greater Ladakh is drawn approximately at the peak Haramosh (7,409 m) that is
located roughly where the Indus bends south and the road to Skardu4from the
Karakoram ~ i g h w a yin Pakistan begins. he northern border is the border with
~ h i n a l ~ i b e the
. southern border is drawn around Zanskar, ~ a h a u and
l
Spiti
while the eastern border runs around Nubra and Chang Tang.
Greater ~ a d a k hclaims to include both Muslim and Buddhist areas but so far it
has not found much of a foothold in the latter. An important reason for the lack
,
the
of positive response is probably the communal conflicts in ~ a d a k hespecially
social boycott against Muslims from 1989 to 1992 and its continuing aftermath.
his alienation seems to have been present in Buddhist-~uslimrelations since
Partition when many ~ u s l i m swanted the entire ~ a d a k hWazarat to accede

and Practice', Alternatives: Social Transformation and Humane Governance, 2414 (1999):
pp. 497-526; el ma K. Sonntag, National Minority Rights in the Himalayas, Heidelberg Papers
in South Asian and Comparative Politics, Working paper no. 21 (Heidelberg: South Asia
Institute, 2004).
BaltistanIGhanche is governed directly by the Federal Minister for Kashmiri
Affairs, Northern Areas, States and Frontier Region. ~ a l t i s t a n l ~ h a n c hhold
e 613 out
of 24 seats in The Northern Areas Legislative Council instituted in 1994 as a part of the
so-called Northern Areas Rule of Business. The council elects a Deputy Chief Executive, an
office that holds the status of a federal minister. But the council can only exercise nominal
power as all of its decisions must be approved by the Federal Minister before they can
be enacted (IUCN Pakistan Programme, NACS Support Project: Northern Areas Strategy for
Sustainable Development. Background Paper on Governance, final draft, October 2002).
Skardu is the main town of Baltistan.
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to ~akistan.' My ~ u d d h i s tinformants in Ladakh are generally sceptical about
Greater ~ a d a k hand seem inclined to link the idea with a threat of Balti and
~ u s l i mdominance over the region. But there are also other legacies involved.
, least around Leh,6Balti have been considered by Buddhists as well
In ~ a d a k hat
as Sunnis to be at the bottom of the social hierarchy. Historically they have
generally been looked down on for their different dialect and for their Shiite
faith. Balti immigrants looking for work have been hired only to do the most
menial jobs.' AS we shall see in the discussion of the revival of language and
script below, some of the current Balti activities also react against Budddhist
cultural politics in Ladakh.8
THE DYNAMICS OF A SOCIAL MOVEMENT
As a student of exile-Tibetan culture and society in India, the Balti cultural
revival caught my attention in the mid-1990s. As a sociologist 1 have approached
it as a social movement. This makes my focus different from an anthropological
study that would probably have a much more ethnographic character or a
political science study that would probably deal more with the political debate
and competition, or the security aspect. The field I am interested in is the
dynamics of social and cultural change as expressed in activities of so-called
Social Movement Organizations (sMO), activists and intellectuals, and the
cultural politics and products that accompany this process.
The Baltistan Movement, as I will call the revival, initially emerged in Baltistan
and soon spread to ~ a r g iand
l ~ u b r awhereas
.
the inclusion of the annexed Balti
villages in ~ u b r amay seem natural, the inclusion of Kargil as a stronghold for
the movement may, at least at first glance, seem odd as the population in Kargil is
officially based on a Purig majority, the so-called Purki (about 70%), whereas the
See Kim Gutschow, 'The Politics of Being Buddhist in Zangskar: Partition and
Today', India Review, 513-4 (2006): pp. 470-98. Van Beek argues that the conflict between
Muslims and Buddhists in Ladakh must be understood as a consequence of the colonial
ordering of the people in the region as communities based on religious affiliation. See
Martijn van Beek, 'Beyond Identity Fetishism: "Communal" Conflict in Ladakh and the
Limits of Autonomy', Cultural Anthropology, 1514 (2001): pp. 525-69. Grist suggests that
the suspension of democratic politics in Jammu and Kashmir between 1990 and 1996
encouraged the religious division. See Nicola Grist, Local Politics in the Suru Valley of
Northern lndia (PhD thesis, Goldsmiths, University of London, 1998). pp. 190-93.
Leh is the main town of ~ a d a k h .
' Pascale Dolfuss, 'The History of Muslims in central ~adakh',~ i b ejournal,
t
2013
(1995): pp. 35-58, at p. 45.
' The communal conflict is an important context in the socio-political dynamics
of the area today. But since the topic of this text is the mobilization of tradition in the
Baltistan Movement it will have to be dealt with another time. For a detailed description
and analysis, see van Beek, 'Beyond Identity Fetishism'.
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Baltis are a minority. But in reality many people in the area look at themselves
as so-called Argons, an ethnic mix that is not officially recognized by the Indian
state as a tribe. When the name first came in use it referred to children with a
Ladakhi mother who had converted to Islam, and with a Muslim father, and did
not specify any particular ethnic affiliation. This is not necessarily the case any
more. The Argon families often had trans-Himalayan bonds and because of this
their community came to be rather influential. They were primarily business
people living in the towns and did not represent a threat to the Balti farmer^.^
Since Argons/Purkis aspire to the same cultural ideas and traditions as the Balti
they are integral in the movement. In oral accounts of local history it is often
stated that Baltistan is the intellectual and religious model for Kargil.
The Baltistan Movement started to emerge in Balti student circles in the 1980s
but it has not yet developed into a full-scale popular movement. The leading
activists are groups of college-educated men and some local literary scholars and
historians. I have chosen to concentrate my attention on three specific Social
Movement Organizations (SMO)and their creative mobilization of tradition and
cultural politics: the Baltistan Culture Foundation (BCF),founded in 1998 and
based in Skardu, the Kargil Social and Cultural Organization (MSCO), founded in
1995 and based in Kargil,l0and the Society for Knowledge and Responsibilities of
Culture, Health, Education and Nature (Skarchen),ll founded in 1997 and based
h . respondents are predominantly intellectuals and
in the Nubra ~ a l l e y / ~ e The
activists who are active in these three organizations and/or in Balti cultural
politics. All three organizations can be described as local NGOs funded mostly
through small government grants and donor grants. So far, both Skarchen
and M S C O have obtained a large proportion of their resources by serving as
so-called PIAs (Project Implementation Agencies) in the large-scale Watershed
Development Project in India.12In 2002, the BCF was taken over by the Aga Khan
Cultural Support Program13 that is now using it as an implementation agency
for its cultural support programme in Baltistan, a development I have dealt

Dolfuss, 'The History of Muslims in Central Ladakh', p. 42.
The Kargil district and its main town share the same name.
'I
The word 'Skarchen' means 'morning star' and is considered to be an auspicious
symbol by the people of the Nubra Valley. It is also the name of a location in the Nubra
Valley.
l2
Land and water resource management for sustainable development of natural
resources and communal empowerment. It was introduced in ~ a d a k hin 1996 (www.dolr.
nic.in/fguidelines.htm, last accessed 2 August 2008).
l3
The Aga Khan Cultural Support Program is an organization within the Aga Khan
Development Network, a large NGO led by the Imam of the Ismailis, Sir Sultan ~ a h o m e d
Shah Aga Khan (www.akdn.org).
lo
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with elsewhere." Data for the study was primarily collected during fieldwork in
Baltistan, ~ a r g i lLadakh
,
and Nubra between 2004 and 2006.15

THE EMERGENCE OF THE BALTISTAN MOVEMENT

he ~ a l t i s t a nMovement emerged in the western Himalayas as a challenge to the
prevailing social orders and the geopolitics of the Pakistani and Indian nation
states. But why did it emerge at this particular point in time? In order to answer
this question I would like to discuss two kinds of causes: present socio-political
conditions, and long-term historical and cultural traditions.
One possible socio-political condition behind the emergence of the
movement is the post-colonial cultural hegemony of modern Pakistan and India
in the region.16 From such a perspective, the movement can be interpreted as
a counter-reaction to the changes brought about by the integration into the
nation states, especially regarding the Kashmir issue and the disadvantages
caused by the undetermined territorial status of the Northern Areas in Pakistan
after Partition. Other socio-political conditions include a lack of development
opportunities, the migration (of men) in order to work and study outside
the region, the significance of ethnic identity in the present world as well as
globalization in terms of increased mobility, access to information and markets
leading to new demands and a new awareness of the world.
Possible long-term historical and cultural traditions include the region's
relatively independent geographical location in a transit zone between Tibet,
South Asia and Central Asia and the cultural interaction it invites. ~ong-lasting
Balti traditions include vernacular ~ i b e t a nand pre-Partition memories but,
most of all, a historical context that during long periods has been different from
that of South Asia.
One can say that the emergence of the Baltistan Movement and later the
vision of Greater ~ a d a k hwere shaped by enduring western ~imalayantraditions
and induced by the post-partition conditions in the region. he movement is a
context in which history and cultural traditions are reinvented to fit the vision
l4

Jan Magnusson, 'The Baltistan Movement: Tibetan History and Identity in the
Northern Areas of Pakistan', in P. Christiaan Klieger (ed.), Tibetan Borderlands: Proceedings
of the Tenth Seminar of the International Association for Tibetan Studies, Oxford, 2003 (~eiden,
20061, pp. 191-207.
l5
I would like to thank oh am mad Hassan, ~ u l z a Hussain
r
~ u n s h iAijas
,
Hussain
Munshi, Sonam Joldan and Dawa Tsering and his family for their friendship, support, and
hospitality, and Tenzin for his safe driving and patience.
'' Cf. Sokefeld's work on the Northern Areas of Pakistan where he talks about
independence as the transition from one mode of domination and subalternity to
another. Martin Siikefeld, 'From Colonialism to ~ostcolonial~olonialism:changing
Modes of Domination in the Northern Areas of ~akistan',]ournal of ~ s i a nstudies, 64/4
(2005): pp. 939-73, at pp. 940 and 963.
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arising from present needs for social and cultural mobilization. Historical and
cultural elements which distinguish Greater ~ a d a k hfrom neighbouring and
contending regions, from Pakistan and ~ndia,and lend it a specific identity
in the world are selected and formatted for this purpose. For instance, even
though it often reaches back to the days of the Tibetan Empire to gain historical
authenticity, the vision tends to bring out a specific Balti history rather than
a common western Himalayan history. That could explain why, for instance,
intellectuals belonging to the movement often emphasize Tibetan and not
Muslim elements of Baltistan's history in order to distinguish the Balti people
from their fellow Muslims of Pakistan, Kashmir and, as we shall see, maybe
also Ladakh.
MOBILIZATION OF TRADITION
In their book about music and social movements, the sociologists Ron Eyerman
and Andrew Jamison investigate how traditions are mobilized by social
movements.17 The mobilization of tradition, according to the authors, includes a
selective reworking of cultural materials (poetry, music, performance) and leads
to a renewed collective identity, creating political consciousness among people
on an emotional rather than intellectual level.
Traditionsle do not have to be old to serve this purpose. Nor do they have to
be historically accurate. For our present aim, tradition may be best understood
as a tool for legitimizing cultural practice and identity.19In his influential work
The Invention of Tradition, Hobsbawm refers to tradition as a set of practices
meant to establish continuity with a suitable past.'O At the heart of his argument
is the assertion that traditions are selected and used as a response to a present
situation. It is a creative use, in Eyerman and Jamison's vocabulary, of selected
cultural and historic elements picked out of the past and mixed with various
novel and contemporary elements.
In the case of Greater Ladakh and the Baltistan movement I would like to
suggest that tradition is mobilized as a strategy in the reassertion of a cultural,
political and regional identity that is different from that of the two dominant

l7

R. Eyerman and A. Jamison, Music and Social Movements: Mobilizing Tradition in the

Twentieth Century (Cambridge, 1998).
In this context the term 'tradition' does not mean 'anti-modern', 'conservative' or
'reactionary', nor does it mean a 'custom' that is less articulated and more easily altered,
and not a 'habit' which is an individualized form of behaviour.
l9
Frank J. Korom, Hosay Trinidad: Muharram Performances in an lndo-Caribbean Diaspora
(Philadelphia, 2003), p. 211.
20
Eric Hobsbawm, 'Introduction: Inventing Traditions', in Eric Hobsbawm and
Terence Ranger (eds), The Invention of Tradition (Cambridge, 1983).
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nation states, and transcends the border between them.=' Elements of tradition
and history become 'weapons of the weak', as Scott has put it," in a political
project to navigate away from an unfortunate situation and find a road to a new
awareness of cultural identity. For instance, as I will discuss below, the reworking
of traditional poetry by mixing it with pop music in Kargil has made it more
accessible to people and has provided an emotive popular context for a collective
vision of Greater Ladakh.
In the following sections I will look at the Baltistan Movement's mobilization
r
and then
of tradition first by discussing the historic narratives of ~ r e a t e Ladakh
by focusing on two particular examples: 1. The attempts to reintroduce Tibetan
, 2. he production of so called pop ghazals
script in Baltistan and ~ a r g i l and
in Kargil.
HISTORICAL VISION OF GREATER LADAKH
Historical narratives within the Baltistan movement are based on a reworking
of elements from a conventional western Himalayan historic context to support
the visions of Greater Ladakh. The purpose seems clear enough: to distinguish
and demarcate Greater Ladakh as an independent geographical and cultural
entity in the world today.
Talking about their history, my informants from Baltistan, Kargil and Nubra
often conjure up n olden Ages when the region was either under Tibetan influence
or an independent kingdom. In a promotional leaflet in ~nglishdirected at
outsiders and foreign donor agencies, Skarchen presents the following vision of
Balti history and language. similar visions are propagated by most intellectuals
affiliated with the movement in Skardu and Kargil:
Indian historian have name [Baltistan] Little Tibet, as the majority of
population being ethnically and linguistically of Tibetan origin and the area
is geographically located on the Tibetan plateau and for centuries remained
a part of the Tibetan Empire. The local people themselves referred and for
centuries remained a part of the Tibetan Empire. The local people themselves
referred to their homeland as 'BALTIYUL' a and of Baltis). he population
of Baltistan is a heterogeneous mixture of ethnic groups and Tibetan is
the principal ethnic group in this area. he language spoken by the entire
Korom, Hosay Trinidad, p. 208.
James C. Scott, Weapons ofthe Weak: Everyday Forms ofpeasant Resistance ( ~ e w
Haven,
1985). In this study of a Malaysian village, Scot explores everyday forms of resistance that
are not framed as open organized political activity. ~t is a kind of resistance that avoids
direct symbolic confrontation in the 'struggle over the appropriation of symbols, how
the past and present should be labelled, a struggle to identify causes and assess blame, a
contentious effort to give partisan meaning to local history' (p. xvii).
2Z
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population is called BALTI, which is an archaic dialect of Tibetan language.
Presently Balti has been heavily influenced by ~urushaski,Turkish and Urdu
and affected by Muslim literature in Persian. With the result it has deviated
from the original Tibetan language."

When 1 discussed with a Skarchen informant why the organization has chosen
to focus on pre-~slamicTibetan history he pulled out a pack of well-thumbed
photocopies from an unidentified book. It proved to be a chronological list of
rulers in Baltistan from 1190 to 1915. He pointed to the Tibetan names which
appeared in the list before the first Muslim ruler, Ibriihim shah in the thirteenth
century, who is said to be the founder of the Maqpon dynasty that ruled Baltistan
for 24 generations. He went on to describe the Tibetans as the authentic lineage
of Balti kings, and the Muslim kings as representatives of a foreign political
force. He blamed the recent erosion of Balti culture on modernization forces in
general but more importantly he claimed that Islam was the prime reason for
the oppression of authentic expressions of Balti culture even up until today, an
issue I will return to below.
The views about Balti history and culture circulating among intellectuals
and activists of the movement are far from clear-cut, and they are increasingly
re-formatted to fit the changing political visions of Greater Ladakh. For instance,
in a paper written by the Balti activist Ismail Khan and circulated in Pakistan and
India the author speaks of a 'highjacked history' where an independent historical
Greater Ladakh was appropriated and subsumed under the history ofJammu and
Kashmir. In reality, the author argues, for 900 years starting from the middle
of the tenth century Greater Ladakh had been an independent kingdom ruled
by dynasties descending from the kings of 'old Tibet'. Some activists in Kargil,
however, flatly deny that Greater ~ a d a k was
h ever under Tibetan influence. hey
hold that the original inhabitants of the region were Dards but that a massive
migration of Tibetans 'more than a thousand years ago overwhelmed the culture
of the Dards and moped up their racial character^'.^^ In the same text the region
is described as a battleground between Tibet and China in the seventh century. In
the eighth century, the author(s) argue(s), the Arabs 'jumped in' and conquered
ash gar in order to gain control over Central Asia and introduce Islam. However,
by that time a ruler from Kashmir called Laltadita had conquered Ladakh which
became a buffer state between Tibet and China. The result was that the original
Greater Ladakh was split, the text concludes.
a
do not make any historical claims. They stress the point
The ~ u b r activists
that is, that they are of a Tibetan race (genetically
that they are ethnic
Tibetan) and direct descendants of Tibetan nomads who migrated south to find
Skarchen, undated flyer in English, faithfully reproduced.
Undated flyer in English called Greater Ladakh produced by KASCO.
25
The same view is held by some intellectuals in Baltistan, for example Abbas
Kazmi and Syed Muhammad, 'The Balti Language', in P.N. Pushp and K. Warikoo (eds),
23
24
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pastures for their livestock a long time ago. As evidence of their origin they
bring up their customs in food and clothing and their 'system of livingv which
they claim to be genuinely Tibetan. However, this claim is discarded by most
Balti activists elsewhere.
In academic studies of the regional history it is often stated that the Tibetans
occupied the region while attempting to gain control over Turkistan (~injiang)
during the seventh and eighth centuries, and that Tibetan u-chen (dbu can) scripts
as well as Buddhist doctrine were introduced during this time. As eminent
historians of the Western Tibetan Empirez6have established, there are not that
many sources to draw on.
The Pakistani historian Ahmad Hasan Dani distinguishes two periods of
Buddhism in the history of Baltistan: the period between the first and second
centuries CE when Buddhism was introduced either from Kashmir or Gilgit, and
the time of the Tibetan conquest of Baltistan in the eighth century2' According
to Dani, the Tibetan interest in Baltistan was a result of the consolidation of
At the end of the ninth century, Dani continues, a new
dynastic rule in TibetOz8
state power started to develop and Baltistan remained independent until the
time of the Mughals. his account supports the way history is promoted in the
Baltistan Movement.
However, according to ~olfuss,external influence in the area began as early
as the fourteenth century when ~ u s l i m conquered
s
K a ~ h m i r .his
~ ~ was followed
by sporadic frontier raids as well as attempts to gain permanent control.30At the
beginning of the fifteenth century ~ a d a k hwas temporarily occupied by sultan
Zayn al-'Abidin and in 1483 Baltistan was invaded by Sayyid H a ~ a . ~Dolfuss
'
emphasizes opportunities for trade rather than religious zeal as a primary cause
of change, and mentions, for instance, how Mirzi ~ a y d a Dughlit
r
seized both
Baltistan and Ladakh in 1548 in order to ensure access to trade routes to central
Asia, not in order to convert people to the ~slamicfaith. ~ccordingto ~olfuss,it
was in fact trade and the resulting influx of ~ u s l i mtrading communities and

lammu, Kashmir and Ladakh: Linguistic Predicament (New Delhi, 2005). KASCO seems to be
ambiguous on the issue.
'' Christopher I. ~eckwith,The Tibetan Empire in Central Asia: A ist tory ofthe struggle for
Great Power among Tibetans, Turks, Arabs, and Chinese during the Early Middle Ages (Princeton,
1987); Helmut Hoffman, 'Early and Medieval Tibet', in Denis Sinor (ed.), The Cambridge
History of Early Inner Asia (Cambridge, 19901, pp. 371-99.
'' Dani, History of Northern Areas of Pakistan, p. 213.
Ibid., p.214.
29
Dolfuss, 'The History of Muslims in central ~adakh'.
' Wolfgang Holzwarth, 'Change in pre-colonial Times: An valuation of Sources
on the Karakorum and Eastern ~ i n d u k u s hRegions (from 1500 to 1800)'. in ~rmtraud
Stellrecht (ed.), Karakorum - ~ i n d u k u s h- ~ i m a l a y a Dynamics
:
of change, Part 2 (cologne,
1998), pp. 297-336, at p. 302.
' Dolfuss, 'The History of Muslims in central ~adakh'.
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their religious authorities in the area that led to the spread of Islam.32Holzwarth
also points out that Baltistan served as a refuge for exiled Nirbakhshi leaders
from Ka~hmir.~'
One of the most notable of these leaders was Mir Diniyil who,
according to Rieck, used his time there to win converts to his sect.34
Independent or not, at the time of the rule of the Mughals the region
was in economic recession as a result of rerouted trade caravans, and in 1679
the king of Ladakh had to approach the Mughals for protection against a
Mongolo-Tibetan military e~pansion.'~
Many historians have particularly paid attention to Islamization in the
area and expressed various views as to when it took place. Francke has argued
local rulers tended to ignore their Tibetan origin and fabricated new pedigrees
including as many Muslim names as possible.36 He concludes that since the
oldest of the recorded pedigrees he could find starts with Sultan Sikandar
in the late fourteenth century, it is likely that Islam was introduced at that
time. Dani, however, argues that ~ u d d h i s mwas practised until 'the advent of
Amir-i-Kabir Sayyid Ali Hamadani himself'37who is locally known to have won
a debate against a Buddhist monk, leading to the construction of the famous
Kashmiri-style Chakchan mosque in ~ h a p l uFrom
.
the evidence ofHashmatullih's
Tiirikh-ilammu, another Pakistani historian argues that Hamadini never visited
B a l t i ~ t a n It
. ~was
~ really his nephew and disciple Muhammad Nirbakhsh who
converted the people in Baltistan from Buddhism, he suggests. In fact, several
modern studies suggest that not even Nirbakhsh reached B a l t i ~ t a n Sufis,
. ~ ~ on
the other hand, tend to hold that it was an Iraqi preacher called Mir Shams alDin 'Iraqi (a.k.a. Shaykh Shams al-Din ~ u h a m m a dal-~sfahini)who, after being
expelled from Kashmir, came to Baltistan and converted people to Shiism in the
late fifteenth century.40Quoting Tiirikh-i Firishta, Holzwarth mentions a certain
'Ali Ray as the first Muslim ruler of Baltistan (1570-78).~~
Compare this with Stellrecht's view of conflicts in the Himalayas as generally
being over road control and how the transit potential is at the core of the relationship with
the lowland powers. Irmtraud Stellrecht, 'Economic and Political Relationships between
Northern Pakistan and Central as well as South Asia in the Nineteenth and ~wentieth
Century', in Stellrecht (ed.),Karakorum, pp. 3-20.
33
Holzwarth, 'Change in Pre-Colonial Times'.
34
Andreas Rieck, 'The Nurbakhshis of Baltistan: Crisis and Revival of a Five Centuries
Old Community', Die Welt des Islams, 3512 (1995):pp. 159-88, at p. 161.
35
Dolfuss, 'The History of Muslims in Central Ladakh'.
36
August Hermann Francke, A History of Western Tibet, One of the Unknown Empires
32

we on don, 1907), p. 90.
37
Dani, History ofNorthern Areas ofPakistan, p. 232, most likely referring to the Persian
Sufi 'A17 ibn Shihib al-Din HamadZni (1314-84).
Banat Gul Afridi, Baltistan in History (Peshawar, 1988), p. 26.
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Rieck, 'The Nurbakhshis of Baltistan', p. 161.
Rieck, 'The Nurbakhshis of Baltistan'.
Holzwarth, 'Change in Pre-Colonial Times', p. 302.
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Grist, on the other hand, rejects the image of Islam 'sweeping in' and a
mass-conversion of the people in the region.42Institutional religion could not be
found here until the seventeenth century, she argues, and goes on to state that
both lslam and Buddhism should be perceived as integral parts of the Himalayan
world and that the structural change from one religion to the other is perhaps
not as dramatic as it might seem. This view is supported by Srinivas's emphasis
on the historical integration rather than division between Muslim and Buddhist
~
cautions us not to overrate the presence of
communities in ~ a d a k h . 'Rieck
religious authorities and suggests that Islam may only have been a 'thin layer
over a plethora of pre-Islamic beliefs and superstitions until the late nineteenth
century'.44
As Eaton has noted, historians do not always distinguish between conversion
to the Islamic faith and the rule of Muslims, since people often submitted to
the military arm of the Muslim state and not to the Islamic faith.45The issue is
further complicated by the fact that people may display the official religious
faith of their ruler in order to receive favours and pr~tection.'~
One should bear in mind that the conversion to Islam in this region was taking
place on the periphery of the ~ u s l i msphere of influence. Baltistan and Ladakh
were far away from the centres of ~ u s l i mpower. what is more, they were far
away from the centres of ~ u d d h i sand
t ~ i n d power
u
too. As Grist suggests, people
in this region were hardly fully integrated into any mass-religious system.''
To this one might add that the polarization of religious communities
parallels Hobsbawn's 'invention of tradition' with 'tradition' as a product of the
colonial era which facilitates a historical narrative based on a struggle between
the communities. In practice, religions, especially their local practice on
geographical margins, are much less closed, self-contained or mutually exclusive
than such a narrative may presume.
he results of my fieldwork support both Grist's view and Eaton's thesis: the
blurred line between slam and ~uddhismseems to be innate in the revival of
42

Nicola Grist, 'Muslims in Western Ladakh', Tibetlournal, 2013 (1995): pp. 59-70.
Smriti Srinivas, 'Conjunction, Parallelism and Cross-Cutting Ties among the
Muslims of Ladakh', Tibetlournal, 2013 (1995): pp. 71-95.
44
Rieck, 'The Nurbakhshis of Baltistan', p. 165. The observations are similar to
those of the British anthropologist Charles Ramble, who found that for the Tepa people
in present-day Mustang, Buddhism as a system is used more as a 'raw material, divisible
stuff which they have broken up and employed in the construction or elaboration of
a local tradition'. See Charles Ramble, 'How Buddhist are Buddhist Communities? The
Construction of Tradition in Two Lamaist ~illages',]ournalof the ~nthropologicalSociety of
Oxford, 2112 (1990): pp. 185-97, at p. 194.
45
The 'religion of the sword thesis' as Eaton puts it. See Richard Eaton, The Rise of
Islam and the Bengal Frontier 1204-1760 (Berkeley, 1993), p. 113.
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The 'religion of patronage thesis' according to Eaton. Rise of lslam and the en gal
Frontier, p. 116.
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Grist. 'Muslims in Western ~adakh'.
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Balti cultural expressions, and Islamic and Buddhist symbols are freely mixed
in cultural products of Balti activists. At times the display of religious faith even
seems to be used as a strategy to secure various political ends and patronage and
to negotiate contemporary Balti culture with Islam.
Something that caught my attention in Skarchen's discourse of Balti culture
as 'disappearing' and 'diminishing' so that 'necessary steps' have to be taken in
order to preserve it, was the argument that Islam has been suppressing Balti
culture. The 'domination of Islam' has 'muffled' Balti culture as one informant
put it.
The separation of religion and culture into two separate spheres struck me as
a rather pragmatic attitude. It is significant that the informants often described
Muslims in the third person plural, and the practice of Islam as something to be
upheld or put aside depending on the practical circumstances of the situation.
This observation seems to find support in Rieck's theory of Islam as a 'thin layer'
and Grist's conclusion regarding the rather late institutionalization of religion
in this part of the Himalayas.
The Nubra Balti informants' views about Islam were also different from
those of my informants in Baltistan and Kargil who seemed to be able place
their religious belief at the heart of their cultural identity. They did not, as did
the Nubra Balti, describe Islam to be in opposition to their cultural traditions.
On the contrary, Balti religious teachers and their books were seen by the Balti
and Kargili informants as an advanced and prestigious form of Islamic practice
and scholarship, and as a central part of contemporary Balti culture. On the
other hand, their views probably suggest that Grist's observation concerning a
structural similarity and Eaton's above-mentioned conclusions regarding Islam
in Indian history can be applied to the Nubra Balti.
In comparison to the Nubra Baltis, the activists in Baltistan and Kargil have
been careful to negotiate every project with local religious leaders to obtain
their approval and convince them of the necessity to revitalize and preserve
local history and traditions. Their common interest is the recognition of the
region and its people by the central government in order to attract development
resources to the area. This 'unholy alliance' rests fully on the separation of
culture and religion principle and also confirms Grist's theory.
Here, the activists in Kargil have an advantage over their friends across the
border. In the Baltistan Movement intellectuals and activists do not generally
occupy any influential positions in society and are thus at the mercy of those who
are. In ~ a r g i many
l
of their fellow activists are leading citizens in government
offices and school boards. his may in fact partly explain why contemporary
Balti cultural life is more active in Kargil than in Skardu.
From the mid-nineteenth century until Partition, Baltistan, ~ a r g i land
Ladakh were ruled by the Dogra, a ~ a s h m i rdynasty.
i
It was backed by the ~ r i t i s h
who sought to protect the northwest frontier from Russian influence. The
business-oriented Dogra revamped the regional economy and constructed a large
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new bazaar in Leh.48But by the time India was preparing itself for independence
the number of large caravans passing through the region had started to decrease
and the region once again found itself in economic recession.
During the days of the Ladakh Wazarat public administration, economic
relationships (trade and property) and family bonds reached across the region.
~t Partition, despite the fact that the large majority of people in the region
were ~ u s l i m the
, ~ i n d uruler decided to incorporate Jammu and Kashmir in
the ~ndianstate. But strong Muslim forces in the Northern Areas (then called
the Gilgit ~ g e n c y wanted
)
to be part of the new Islamic State of Pakistan and a
rebellion broke out. Pakistan's new government was supportive of the rebels'
claim. As a result Kashmir was split into two parts and Baltistan came under
the control of P a k i ~ t a nNeither
.~~
Ladakh nor Kargil took an active part in this
turmoil. Contacts were subsequently reduced to a minimum with Kargil and
Ladakh on the Indian side of the border (or Line of Control [LOC]as it is most
often referred to) and Baltistan on the Pakistani side.
In his work on the history of Kashmir, Mridu Rai has pointed out the lack of
legitimacy for the Hindu Dogra among Jammu and Kashmir's Muslim citizens,
and how it gave rise to the Kashmiriyat, a specific Kashmiri cultural identity, and
This lack of legitimacy probably explains part of the rebels'
its pan-Islarni~m.~~
incentives. When they joined the Islamic state of Pakistan, Muslims in the Gilgit
Agency relied on the Pakistani government to provide them with full citizenship
as well as the material and cultural rights they felt deprived of under the Dogra.
However, because of the disputed status of the territory and the ~ a s h m i r
conflict, their expectations were not fulfilled, and the vision of a Greater ~ a d a k h
has partly emerged as a response to this.
he aim of my analysis of the ~altistanMovement's use of history and
academic literature on this history was to highlight the different historical
narratives rather than to harmonize them and arrive at one version. he
main reason is, of course, that no such a master narrative can exist. ~istorical
narratives are always contested and mobilized to support different communities'
claims of identity and right^.^'
In post-colonial south Asia the enterprise of writing history has been
closely related to the crafting of a top-down nation-building master narrative.
Contending narratives of communities like the people of ~altistan,~ a r ~ i l
and Ladakh, on the margins of nation-states and far away from mainstream
events, were often 'wrenched' from them, as the ~ndianhistorian shahid Amin
argues in his study of the infamous ~ h a u d ichaura incident in 1922 when
Dolfuss, 'The History of ~ u s l i m in
s Central ~adakh',p. 41.
Alistair Lamb, Kashmir: A Disputed Legacy 1846-1990 (~arachi,1991).
Mridu Rai, Hindu Rulers, Muslim Subjects: Islam, Rights, and the History of Kashrnir
(London, 2004).
I'
This has been put forward by the 'history from below', 'subaltern studies' and
'minority history' paradigms.
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villagers attacked and burned down a local police station in Uttar Pradesh in
what they believed to be an act of Gandhian civil di~obedience.~~
Contending
narratives are appropriated into the logic of the master narrative, omitting the
communities' own agency, logic and beliefs. The narrative of Greater Ladakh is,
from this perspective, 'what seeps through the gaps, fissures, intersticeP3 of
the Indian and Pakistani master narratives as competing narratives of neglected
communities reasserting their identity and demands for social justice.54
My own argument in this context is that the vision of Greater Ladakh finds its
meaning primarily against the backdrop of present day geopolitical boundaries
and socio-economic conditions. Before Partition Baltistan, Kargil and Ladakh
were geographically and politically remote areas on the transit zones between
the British, Russian and Chinese empires and formally held together as parts
of a princely Indian state. After Partition, they were divided and pulled into
the dynamics of the Kashmir conflict, and this condition has continued to
determine the development of the region.55In my view, the emergence of the
Baltistan Movement and the visions of Greater Ladakh should be understood as
a counter-reaction to this situation.
As for the interest in supporting this vision with Tibetan historic elements,
it should be taken into account that the region was and continues to be in the
borderlands of Tibet and has been constantly subjected to Tibetan cultural
influence, especially when the Tibetan Empire was at its peak. At the same
time it is interesting to note that, in general, the affinity and loyalty to Tibet
among the people living in the Himalayan borderlands seems to be waning as a
result of the economic and political advantages of belonging to a comparatively
well-developed state like India. This is the case even in a religious context where,
for instance, many of the leading centres of learning of Tibetan Buddhism are
now placed outside Tibetes6But, however dominant this trend might be, it is not
evident in the Baltistan Movement's vision. Here, a return to Tibetan cultural
elements is key to the claim for independence from post-colonial India and
Pakistan. However, this seeming contradiction might be a result of the way
academic research is structured. As ~ g g a r w a has
l pointed out, research on the
~ i m a l a y a shas tended to follow the geopolitics of the modern nation states.
his is also obvious in area studies where south Asian and East Asian studies
or, one may add, Central Asian studies, South Asian studies and ~ i b e t a nstudies
52

Shahid Amin, Chaudi Chaura 1922-1992: Metaphor, Memory (~erkeley,1995).
Gyan Prakash, 'Subaltern Studies as Post-Colonial Criticism', The American
Historical Review, 9915 (1994): pp. 1475-90, at p. 1482.
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Dipesh Chakrabarty, 'Minority Histories, Subaltern Pasts', Postcolonial Studies, 111
(1998): pp. 15-29.
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Cf. Meredith Weiss, TheJammu and Kushmir Conflict, Yale Working Paper CAR/CSO~,
The MacMillan Centre, 2002. http://128.36.236.77/workpaper (last accessed 3 August
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5 V l i e g e r (ed.), Tibetan Borderlands.
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are insufficiently connected.17 Transnational perspectives situating Baltistan,
~ a r g i and
l ~ a d a k hin a wider Himalayan context with Tibet have thus largely
been missing.58

THE BATTLE OVER TIBETAN SCRIPT
under the rule of the Mughals the common language spoken in the empire
was called ~industani.Its name was later changed to Urdu. It is written in a
perso-~rabicscript called nusta'liq. Urdu was also used as the language of
administration in British India. At the time of Partition language had come
to be associated with religious communities (Muslims/~indus),and Urdu/
nasta'liq was claimed as a Muslim language as well as the national language of
Pakistan while the Hindu language and national language of India was to be
Hindi (written in devanagin script). In some northern Indian states like Jammu
and Kashmir, ~rdu/nasta'liqwas later instituted as the official state language/
script. As Anderson has shown, national languages, especially in printed form,
have been crucial in the creation of the modern nation state, and in many cases
communities living in the margins of nation states or across their borders
were, often forcibly, pulled into the national community by the structure of the
educational system, requirements for employment and so on.59
The dominant vernacular language of Baltistan, Kargil and Ladakh was,
and continues to be, a western Tibetan dialect. unlike the dialects of central
Tibet, many words reflect older pronunciation. That is, they are pronounced
more or less as they are spelled, and the dialect is perhaps closer to the one
spoken in ham, a region located in the eastern part of Tibet. Even though it is
difficult, if not impossible, to adapt nasta'liq to the Tibetan phonetics, the u-chen
(dbu-can) Tibetan script was replaced by nasta'liq already under the Mughals.
Urdu/nasta'liq was upheld after ~ndependenceas the official state language on
both sides of the LOC. u p until today the medium of instruction in schools in
Baltistan and Kargil continue to be urdu/nustaCliq(and ~nglish),and it is also
u the administrative language in
used in courts, offices, media and so on. ~ r d is
Ladakh although ~ i b e t a nis taught in schools.
The reintroduction of u-chen is an activity that has engaged and inspired
intellectuals and activists in the ~altistanmovement. he fight for the right to
use an indigenous language and the resistance against the dominance of the
Ravina Aggamral, Beyond Lines of Control: Performance and Politics on the Disputed
Borders of Ladakh, India (Durham, 2004).
For more on this debate see ~eoffreysatnuel, 'Tibet and the Southeast Asian
Highlands', in Per K v ~ r n e(ed.), Tibetan Studies: Proceedings of the Seminar ofthe international
Association for Tibetan Studies, Fagernes 1992 (Oslo, 1994), pp. 679-710.
'' Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Rejections on the Origin and Spread of
Nationalism ond don, 1991).
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language of the hegemonic state has been common among communities that feel
marginalized in post-colonial nation states. But for the Baltistan Movement's
intellectuals the issue has an additional twist as it has evolved into a conflict
with Buddhist groups in Ladakh that claim that the vernacular Tibetan spoken
in Baltistan, Kargil and Ladakh, bodhic, and u-chenshould be used exclusively by
Buddhists. In fact, the terms bodhic and 2adakhi are used interchangeably in the
debate over language. In the following section I will use only bodhic.
But before 1 move into a more detailed description of this interesting conflict
1 would like to present two examples of the counter-hegemonic strategies of the
Baltistan Movement related to the introduction of Tibetan language and script
in elementary education. An attempt to do this was made by the BCF in Baltistan
starting in 1999. A similar project has been initiated by KASCO in Kargil.
With funding from the UK-based Tibet Foundation which maintains close
ties with the Tibetan community in exile, the BCF launched a twofold strategy:
the erection of store signs in u-chen in local bazaars, and the production of
Tibetan textbooks for elementary schools. The purpose was not only to revive
the use of u-chen script but also to increase people's awareness of their 'unique
Balti heritage'. About 100 store-boards were put up (see Plate 18.1). But the
1000 textbooks that were printed never reached an elementary school. One of
the most important reasons for the failure of the project was most likely the
publication of a competing textbook written by a person propagating the use of
nusta'liq for Balti in response to the BCF's initiative. In the public debate u-chen
was branded as 'unislamic' by its opponents and local (public) support for the
project quickly faded away. However, the store-boards have not yet been taken
downm60
what is interesting is that although the majority of people passing them
cannot read u-chen, the script has assumed a symbolic value as an expression and
reconfirmation of Balti identity.
KASCO's strategy has been somewhat shrewder. ~nsteadof approaching
already existing elementary schools the organization has set up its own private
English medium school, the Munshi Habib-Ullah Mission Scho01,~' funded
primarily by fees paid by the parents. heir plan is to begin with a pre-nursery,
nursery and so-called LKG (lower kindergarten) school and then expand while
letting the school slowly build a solid local reputation. Language teaching
will then be introduced softly, voluntarily and in dialogue with the parents.
he founders of the school are careful to avoid using the label bodhic for the
script and opt for the more neutral ~ibetan,alternatively ngati skad ('our
language'), instead.
The reintroduction of u-chen has several religious connotations. In Baltistan
some groups perceive the use of the script as a challenge to slam. At first
glance this is perhaps less surprising than the resistance from some ~ u d d h i s t
Magnusson, 'The Baltistan Movement'.
Mission school in this case has nothing to do with Christianity but signifies the
social involvement of the founders.
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intellectuals in Ladakh towards recognition of u-chen as the script of Muslim
~ibetan-speakinggroups in Kargil and Nubra. But the history of the battle over
language and script in Ladakh and Kargil reaches back at least to the nineteenth
century and the Moravian missionary A.H. Francke's attempts to introduce a
combination of colloquial and classical bodhic." Even before that, the rise of the
Dogra dynasty had ended the patronage of bodhic and the script was replaced by
nasta'liq. At the same time English was finding its way into the school syllabuses.
and
After Partition Urdu became the officially recognized language of
Kashmir (to which Ladakh then belonged). Although bodhic was not recognized
it was still taught in schools, and became symbolic for Ladakhi nationalism. In
1952 the prominent Ladakhi political leader Kusho Bakula, then a member of the
Jammu and Kashmir Assembly, distributed flyers in the assembly making a case
for the official recognition of u-chen as a script for bodhic, linking it exclusively
with Buddhism and Buddhist culture. The trend intensified during the cultural
revival in ~ a d a k hin the 1970s when language took on a symbolic significance,
guarding cultural b ~ u n d a r i e s . ~ ~
~ e e d l e s sto say, the language issue has been politicized. For instance, in a
case similar to the BCF's schoolbook project in Baltistan, the ~adakhileader
Tshetan Phuntsog's suggestion to simplify the spelling system by eliminating
the letter a-chen was denounced as being anti-~uddhistsince this letter is used in
the sacred mantra Om Mani Padme
Aggarwal distinguishes three positions
in the political debate over bodhic in L a d a k l ~ : ~ ~

am mu

1.

2.

3.
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Buddhist Ladakh is threatened by modern life. To protect it, knowledge
of classical Buddhist texts is necessary and the religious context of the
language should be preserved. This view is held by a group of Buddhist
scholars working at the Central Institute for Buddhist Studies near Leh.
Bodhic should be standardized and secularized but fused with Tibetan
phrases and grammar so as to keep its compatibility with the Buddhist
canon and with other ~imalayanlanguages such as Tibetan, Bhutanese
and Sikkinese. This view is held by a group at the Jammu and Kashmir
Academy of Art, Culture, and Languages in Leh.
Bodhic should be able to represent ~adakh'scontemporary social realities.
It should lose its religious context and be simplified so that it can be used
to discuss modern, secular topics of public life. This view is held by a
group of socially involved intellectuals who frequently take part in the
public debate.
Ravina Aggarwal, 'Introduction', in Abdul Ghani Sheikh, Forsaking Paradise: Stories

Fom Ladakh ( ~ e w
Delhi, 2001), pp. 7-37.

Ibid., pp. 12-13.
Ibid.. p. 14. Tshetan Phuntsog held that the letter a-chung is more efficient for
everyday use.
65
Ibid., pp. 13-16.
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with the emergence of the Baltistan Movement the language issue has become
more prominent and activists and intellectuals of the movement tend to support
the third position. Over the years several seminars and meetings have been held
to bridge the differences and reach a solution.66More recently local NGOs have
made various petitions both to the central and the state government to recognize
the language in the constitution as bhoti, thus losing the religious component of
bodhic and the political component of ladakhi.
But the battle between these groups is still far from over. My informants
among intellectuals and activists in Kargil dub this issue as perhaps the most
important of them all, rhetorically begging the proponents of bodhiclBuddhism
to 'release the script' to Tibetan-speaking Muslims. For them the access to
language and script is intimately linked to their active production of Balti
cultural products such as music, poetry and novels. The script is also a helpful
tool when drawing the cultural boundary of Greater Ladakh. In their view,
u-chen should be perceived as the script of Greater Ladakh without any religious
implications.
POP GHAZALS
In the following section I intend to focus more on the Baltistan Movement's
reinvention of Balti culture taking place in Kargil. Looking more specifically at
the cultural construction of Greater Ladakh a single activity seems to dominate
recent public discourse, namely the production, promotion and recording of
so-called popghazals. Related to traditional Arabic poetry as well as contemporary
Indian pop music it is perhaps the most significant Balti cultural activity that has
taken place in Kargil in the 2000s.
Even though the production of Balti pop ghazals is a new development in this
region, the pop ghazal is one of the most well-established genres in contemporary
South Asian pop music. As 1 will discuss in more detail below, this development
has been facilitated by the small-scale cassette production industry that has
been established all over South Asia since the 1970s.
The musicologist Peter Manuel distinguishes pop ghazals as one of two
general approaches to modern ghazal singing, the other being the light-classical
ghazal song6' The former is fixed and pre-composed and frequently backed by a
modern band consisting of a mix of Western and Indian instruments while the
latter is characterized by improvisation and elaboration of the text.
The ghazal is primarily a poetic form and a literary genre in Arabic verse
going back to the seventh century. In the thirteenth century it had become the
After the Kargil war in 1999 the commanding Indian General Arjun Ray even
intervened to moderate between the contending groups, but without success.
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Peter Manuel, 'A Historical Survey of the Urdu Ghazal-Song in ~ndia',Asian Music,
2011 (1988-89): pp. 93-113.
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dominant poetic form in Persian literature. As Persian was the literary language
of the ~ u s l i mparts of South and Central Asia the g h m l spread and was adapted
,
and Turkish. By the end of the eighteenth century the
into ~ r d u pushto
urdu ghazal came to dominate the Indian scene. As Manuel points out, 'While
retaining the stock imagery, metaphors, and formal elements of the Persian
ghazal, the Urdu ghazal developed its own character and has flourished until this
day, enjoyed and cultivated by Hindus as well as Muslims, and by lower-class and
even illiterate aficionados as well as aristocrat^.'^^
A ghazal is structured as rhymed couplets that do not need to be thematically
related. Each couplet can be self-sufficient and the format thus requires skilful
linguistic condensation by means of a conventional symbolic and metaphorical
vocabulary. The challenge for the poet is to fashion finely-created, ingenious
couplets, while usually restricting himself only to the relatively fixed and
stereotypical imagery, but also to the themes conventionally explored in the
ghazal. These latter include mysticism, philosophy, ridicule of lslamic orthodoxy,
celebration of madness and inebration, and, above all, unrequited love.b9
Although it is the ghazal songs that are popular in South Asia today, the g h m l
was intended to be read or chanted (tarannum) at a poetry recital (mushii'ira).
Twentieth- and twenty-first-century South Asian ghazal songs have a simple
structural form but also allow for a little improvisation. The improvisation 'lends
a degree of suspense in anticipation of the return of the pre-composed melody
such that the completion of the couplet with the end-rhyme may be a dramatic,
even climactic moment, eliciting cries of approbation from listeners'."
when records became mass-produced in ~ndiaat the beginning of the
twentieth century, ghazals dominated a large part of the market. By the
mid-twentieth century cinema had emerged as the predominant medium for
popular music in south Asia, creating a new platform for the modern ghazal. he
format was even more simplified and fixed and resembled a regular geet, a catchy
tune that the listener could easily pick up and hum."
In the 1970s, however, the dominance of the film industry was challenged
by the emergence of a so-called cassette-culture where small-scale independent
producers were recording and marketing pop versions of regional folk music
for local audiences. In the late 1980s ~ndianswere buying 2.5 million cassette
players annually and cassettes constituted 95% of the recorded music market.
In 1991 alone, around 217 million cassettes were circulated in ~ndia.'~he advent
of this 'cassette culture' led to a revival of regional folk music. he technology was
comparatively cheap and producers could aim for specialized regional markets
"
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ibid., p. 94.
Ibid., p. 95.
]bid.,p. 99.
Ibid.,, p. 106.

Peter Manuel, Cassette Culture: Popular Music and ~echnologyin ~ o r t h~ndia(chicago,
19931, pp. 62-3.
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and still make a profit. Manuel comments that a profit could be made on as little
as 100 cassettes although big hits, like the Punjabi-Pushto folksong ~ u t u ~k u t u k
Tutiyan sold an unimaginable 500,000 copies in 1989.73The emergence of the
cassette culture also elevated the modern ghazal to new levels of popularity and
eventually ghazals started to appear in regional languages like Punjabi, Marathi,
Bengali, Pushto, Hindi and, more recently, Tibetan.
Cassettes provided a new vehicle for the cultural expression of marginalized
~ ~already mentioned at
communities and their socio-political m ~ b i l i z a t i o n .As
the beginning of this article, popular music, social identity and mobilization,
and social movements go hand in hand. Music has the power to express or
transmit ideologies, opinions and values to ordinary people and those who do
not take an interest in
The cassette culture, Manuel suggests in his
study of popular music and technology in north India, contributes 'to the ability
of diverse Indian communities to affirm, in language, style, and text content,
their own social identities on the mass media in an unprecedented manner'.76
The production of cassettes is carried out locally and is not controlled by
the central state or by big commercial production companies. Nor does a
person have to be literate to get the message. Cassettes are also inexpensive to
produce and affordable not only for rich consumers and thus easily available for
extensive duplication and d i ~ s e m i n a t i o nThis
. ~ ~ is very clear in the case of the
pop ghazals produced in Kargil. For instance, it would be more or less impossible
to market these cassettes by conventional means in Pakistan today. But by using
transnational networks between Kargil and Baltistan including common meeting
places such as Shiite pilgrim sites in the Middle East and religious schools in
Iran, the cassettes have been brought to ~ a l t i s t a nwhere they are duplicated and
redistributed.
At the creative musical centre of the Balti ghazal is the dynamic Riyaz Munshi,
a young ~ a r g i l composer
i
who has written the music for virtually all of the
songs that have been recorded so far. Riyaz is also the director of the ~ u n s h i
Habib-Ullah Mission school mentioned above. He has very consciously added
what he calls a musical modern touch to the ghazals and edited the original
poems to fit the modern pop song format. His purpose has been both to attract
the interest of young people and to make the product commercially viable.
His ghazals have a conventional ~ i n d film/pop
i
sound with driving drumbeats

bid., p. 73.
Cassettes were also used to spread Ayatollah Khomeini's speeches during the
Iranian revolution, to circulate separatist songs in ~ a s h m i rand
, to spread the speeches of
Hindu nationalists in ~ndia,to mention some examples.
75
Compare with Dick Hebdige's studies of Caribbean music. Dick ~ e b d i g eCut
, 'n'
Mix: Culture, Identity a n d Caribbean Music id on don, 1987).
76
Manuel, Cassette Culture, p. 194.
77
Ibid., p. 99.
73
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and so-called laggi sections between the verses.'qhe cassettes are recorded
by an ~ndianproducer in a commercial sound studio in New Delhi, and feature
Indian session musicians. Most of the vocals are performed by three singers
one of whom, Meena, is a professional Indian session singer. She does not speak
~ i b e t a nand just imitates the words phonetically. Another singer is Feyaz who
was described to me as 'a guy with a British, serious look'. The most popular of
the trio is ha dim the Pang, a mechanical engineer from Kargil nick-named after
his booming voice and 'tough dude' image.
he combination of a cultural awareness program with business has been
a big success with 10 albums and a VCD (video Compact Disc), Hai-Lay Hrgamo
( ' H ~ JOY'),
Y
released in the last three years by Skarchen Production and Balti
universal Music Zone, and circulated widely both in India and Pakistan. The
album zoom (2005) became a hit, selling around 5,000 copies. The title is a pun
on the vernacular word zooms, meaning 'companion', and the English word zoom
('making a success'). With a wholesale price of Rs 40 and a production cost of
around Rs 70,000 per cassette the producers made enough money to finance
new albums. Other albums have titles like Rgazoom ('Admiring the Beauty', 2004),
Niyamtsar (a name for a friend you grow up with and then marry, 2003), Strogi
Totee ('Pigeon of Life', 2006), Sning Tam ('Talk of the Heart', 2005) and Chakbu
('Bunch of Flowers', 2005). The success of Zoom is specifically attributed to the hit
song Sham Sham, 'Your name Sham [a common Urdu female name] is like light'. It
differs from the other songs through its mix of Urdu and Balti lyrics.
As has been the fashion among modern ghazal vocalists in general, the
producers have mixed old ghazals with new ghazals written by established Balti
i
from Kargil, and ghazals written by up and
poets like ustad ~ a d i q~ l Sadiq
coming poets like Bashir ~ a f on
a the same cassette, serving the double purpose
of reintroducing old material and providing a public platform for contemporary
poetry. The album, Tsarang Hasni's Special (2006), contains some new ghazals
written by Hassan Hasni, a Balti poet from ~akistanwho linked up with Riyaz
Munshi and KASCO during his visit to Kargil in 2005.
he cassettes have made a tremendous impact on the general awareness of
Balti culture compared to the situation as it was before they were first released.
Many of these songs are now widely known and sung by people in ~ a r g i lNubra
,
and Baltistan. he VCD mobilizes and reworks elements of ~ a l t traditions
i
to
paint a utopian image of Greater ~ a d a k hAlthough
.
the ~ollywoodinfluence is
strong, the videos are very clearly made with an intention to expose the viewer
to Balti clothes, customs, dancing, poetry and values. he videos in the VCD are
shot and cut in the ~ollywoodmusical number style and are a mix between the
symbolic visual language of modern ~ i n dmovies
i
and reconstructed traditional
Balti symbols.
The producer of the VCD told me that the title (~eyloy)signifies happiness
in order to 'create a positive market image*. On a deeper level, however, the
The laggi consists of fast tempo music orjust drums.
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theme of the VCD can also be seen as a kind of dream of a happy Balti land that
provides a leitmotif for the videos. For instance, in common with most of the
other songs on the VCD, the song Rjait Pa Mait Yang ('I Can't Forget', lyrics: Sadiq
~ l Sadiq,
i
music: Riyaz Munshi) is an idealized version of Balti lovers played out
by two actors dressed in more or less traditional Balti garments, moving in a
scenic Himalayan landscape. In this particular song a cool modern man also
walks through a village showing off his good looks in a parallel plot. The context
implies that he is a Balti who has left his homeland to become 'modern' and
now returns to lament his loss of 'tradition'. The singer, The Pang, stands by a
jeep that seems to be parked in the vicinity. At the end of the song he is shown
together with a group of happy, young Buddhist monks.
To another song, Na Thong Mi Resi ('whenever I See You', Wahid Baltistanil
Riyaz Munshi), a group of men and women is shown dancing in traditional clothes.
Even if the dance initially appears to be traditional it is new and choreographed
entirely by Hussain Sagar, a young man in his twenties and a student in
economics. About half way through the video the men suddenly change to
modern, Western-style clothes and red baseball caps, and start doing Bollywood
dance moves. The mix of selected traditional Balti cultural elements with
contemporary elements selected from Indian popular culture is consciously
intended by the producer to catch the attention and interest of an audience that
might not show so much enthusiasm for regular folklore (although pop ghazals
could perhaps be called folklore too), classical music or spoken poetry. In this
way, the production of pop ghazal cassettes takes advantage of the benefits of
th
popular culture in general, and the audiences'
the genre in ~ n d i a n / ~ o u Asian
familiarity with it. ~t thus works well as a tool in the creation of cultural
awareness. he VCD adds another dimension to this process by providing an
opportunity to add visual cultural material to Greater ~ a d a k has a historical and
cultural concept making it a more accessible backdrop to Greater ~ a d a k has a
political idea.

DECOUPLE AND RECONNECT

Mobilization of tradition is clearly a strategy deployed by the three social
movement organizations in the cultural politics of Greater ~ a d a k hunder
investigation here. I have dealt with three empirical examples: the construction
of a common regional historical narrative, the struggle for ~ i b e t a nlanguage
and script, and the construction of a common regional culture. The concept of
Greater Ladakh decouples Baltistan, Kargil and ~ a d a k hfrom the master narrative
of the nation-state and reconnects them with a western Himalayan historical
narrative and Tibet. In this narrative the six decades of being part of the nationstates of India and Pakistan are depicted as a historical parenthesis.
However, in an ironic twist, the rift between ~ u s l i m sand Buddhists, with
its legacy from the colonial era, and the recent conflicts between Muslims
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and ~uddhistsin Ladakh in their struggle for 'hill tribe' status, have made the
regional Buddhist communities reluctant to join in. The fight for recognition as
an independent political and ethnic group within the respective nation-states
has made the Balti Muslims and the Ladakhi Buddhists point to their present
differences rather than a common past.

~ndexof Proper Names
This index includes personal names (other than modern authors), and some places, races,
languages and key terms. Books are listed under their authors, but under their titles if the
authors are unknown. Regnal dates are given whenever possible. All dates are CE unless
otherwise mentioned. A small number of significant terms have also been included.
~ i b e t a nnames appear either in their Wylie transliteration, or in their simplified form,
usually cross-referenced. Arabic names are usually given in the form in which they are
found in the Encyclopedia of Islam, zndedition, with a modification of their orthography;
'al-' is ignored in alphabetical order. When a reference occurs in a footnote, an 'n' follows
the page number.
Abin al-Lihiqi, poet 74n, 75n,8lCAbd
a l - ~ a l i kibn Marwin 159
Abiqi, Ilkhan (1265-1282) 10,211
al-'Abbis ibn Sa'id al-Jawhari, see
al-Jawhari
'Abdallih ibn 'Ali, translator from Sanskrit
76n
'Abdallih ibn Tihir, Abii '1-'~bbas,
governor of Tokharistan 47
Abdul Kadir Khan 317
Abhidhannakoiabhiiya, see Vasubandhu
Abhidharmamahiivibh@diistra 169,174
Abii '1-'Abbis 'Abdallih ibn Tihir, see
'Abdallah ibn Tihir
Abii '1-'Abbis, caliph (750-754) 45n,73
Abii ']-Haw1 al-Himyari, poet 60n
Abii Dulaf, travel writer 26
Abii Hafs 'Umar ibn al-Azraq al-Kirmlni,
historian 60-1,68-9
Abii Himid al-Gharniti 32
Abii Hanifa al-Dinawari, see al-Dinawari
Abii Hitim of Balkh, translator 78
Abii Hi121 al-'Askari, see al-'Askari
Abii ~ a ' f a ~r u h a m m a dal-Tabari, see
al-Tabari
Abii Muslim 87
Abii Sa'id 'Abd al-Hayy Gardizi, see
Gardizi
Abii Tayyeb Mos'abi, vizier 93
Abii Zayd a l - ~ i r i f21,
i 149,151-2
Adam, ~ o h 320,323n,324n,
n
32511,326
Adzhina Tepa 169n

Afiq Khwija, Naqshbandi Shaykh 269-72,
274,281-9; Plate 14.3
Agui, Grand Secretary 301-2
Ahmad ibn al-Rashid, see Ibn al-Zubayr
Ahmad Kisini Dahbidi, see Makhdiim-i
A'zam
Ahmed Ali 320-7.313-37
Ahrar, see Khwija Ahrar
Aixie, see Isa
Akbar, Mughal emperor (1556-1605) 254
Akhbir al-Sin wal-Hind 21,149
Akhon, scholar in Qur'anic law 248n
Albert the Great 165,167n
alchemy 12,74n
Alchi 107,111,113
Alexander of Hales 165,166n
Alexander Romance 31,183
Alexander the Great 25,31-2,34,49,63,
148-9,218n1279
'Ali Akbar Dihkhudi273n
Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves 234
'Ali Mir, see 'Ali shir khin
'Ali Rsy, ruler of Baltistan (1570-78) 362
'Ali shir khin, 'Ah Mir 237-43,244-5~lp
Ata 184
Allihyir, ~ a q s h b a n dSufi
i 290
~ l p a m i s h289-90
Altan Khan, Mongol emperor (1547-82)
270
Amban, title of Chinese Viceroy 329-30
ambergris 155-6
~ m d (Dhii
o s.mt) 127,149-50,264,276
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Amin RBzi 26
Amir Khosrow Dehlavi 112n
Amir-i-Kabir Sayyid Ali Hamadani 362
Amitibha Buddha 310; see also Buddha,
Amitiyus
Amii Darya, see Oxus
Ananta, translator from Sanskrit 125n
Andrade, Ant6nio de, Jesuit missionary 89,
254-5,257,273
Annak of the Liang 96
Anselm of Canterbury 163
'Antara, poet 147n
Apaq Khoja, see HidHyat AllHh
Api Cho 234
al-'AqHba, kings of 30n
ArH, tribe 36
Arabic translation from Sanskrit 132
Arghiin, llkhan (1284-91) 212,21611,225
Argon (= mixed race) 23311,315,356
Aristotle 85, 165, 170
A jabhar 83
al-Arkand 83
armour, Tibetan, see kashkhiidah
Aryadeva 123
Aryan 79n
Asad ibn 'AbdallHh, governor of Khorasan
59,73
Asadi Tiisi, Persian lexicographer 104-6
al-'Askari, Abii HilBl 80-81
al-Asma'i, philologist 74
Astarigahrdaya samhiti, see Vigbhata
ASvaghosa 123
AvalokiteSvara, bodhisattva 108, 113-4;
Plates 4.16-17
Ayurvedic tradition 199-200
Azevedo, Francisco de, Jesuit missionary
24011,254
Bibak, rebel 218
Bactria 43-88, 168n, 171n. 172
Bactrian language 46-9, 51, 53-60,64,65n,
661-1,68, 6911, 72, 74-5, 76n,78-9,
84,87
BadakhshHn 98
Baghdad 7, 17-18,43,76,84,103,135,
211-12,351
Baghdad, city plan 87n
Bagram 103

Bahla the Indian 80
BBijii, bakhshi211n
bakhshi 8,11,186,190,211-12,225
Bakhtrish 98
al-Bakri, geographer 23,25,32,35
Balidhuri, historian 95
Baljuna Covenant 299
Balkh 47-9,51-5,59-60,63,67,71-3,75,
78-9,87,96,98,168,218; see also
Bakhtrish
al-Balkhi, Abii Zayd Ahmad ibn Sahl,
geographer 39-41,293
Balti 353-75
Baltistan 1,12-13,231-50,353-75
BHmiyiin 47,52,54,56,58n, 75,112n,114,
Biimiyin, stiipa 222
Bani 'Amr bin 'Awf 276
Bar Hebraeus 215n, 216n
Bar skor kyi kha che 347
Barmak 45,64-73
Barmakids 43-88
BasHwal, Buddhist cave 222
Basileos 129
biisiliqiin, medical recipe 204
al-Battini, astronomer 28n
al-Bayhaqi, Abii 'I- Fadl, historian 112
Bde chen chos 'khor gyi sman pa ratna'i
ming can, medical writer 139
Bde mchog rnam rgyal, see Demchok
Namgyal
Bde ldan rnam rgyal, see Delden Namgyal
Bde legs rnam rgyal, see Delek Namgyal
Bde skyong rnam rgyal, see Dekyong
Namgyal
Be ci btsan pa ha la, see Tsan pa shi la ha
Be nag brag 'khar ba, translator from
Chinese 140
Beyhaqi, see al-Bayhaqi
Bha la ha shang, physician 142
Bha ro lag rdum (Skyes bu me Iha),
physician and translator from
Sanskrit 124-5,140
Bhimsen Thapa, Nepalese minister 332-3
Bi bi Khatun, see Gyal mo Bi bi
Bi ci, bi ji, biji 6, 130-1, 192
Bi ci'i pu ti kha ser 130,13ln,136,204
Bimbisiira, king of Magadha (543-491 BC)
125

Index of Proper Names
Binyamin of Tudela 7
al-Birfini 17,21n, 22,38n, 68n, 75,7711,
82n,83,95,147n
ismi ill ah, as a divine name 300,304
Blo bzang rgya mtsho, medical writer 139
Blon po mgar, Tibetan minister 106
Blue Annals, see 'Gos lo t s i ba gzhon nu
dpal
Bo Le, horse medicine 200
bodhic, vernacular Tibetan 368-9
Boghra Khin 183-4
Bogle, George 316-17
~okhara/Bukhara26,66,93,95n,169,224n,
263,268,328
Bolad, imperial minister 208
Bon 126-8,13ln,132n, 261,268
Bon Kanjur 131n
Bonan 264-5,339-41,345
Book of Curiosities 7, 26
Bootan, Bhote (= ~ i b e t32811,331
)
Boyle, Robert 153
Brang ti dpal ldan 'tsho byed, medical
writer 130,13ln,138,142
'Bri khung/'~rigung (Drigung school)
193-4,196,208
Brtan pa blo gros/Brtan pa'i blo gros
(Sthiramati) 124,141
Bsod nams rgya mtsho (Third Dalai Lama,
1543-88) 270
Btsan pa shing la ha, see Tsan pa shi la ha
'Bum bzhi 131n
bucklers, Tibetan, see tursltiriis
Buddhal~uddhas54,78-9,94,108-10,
122,139,181,195,211,226n, 273n,
294n, 295,307; see also Amitibha,
Maitreya, S~kyamuni
Buddha, Amitsyus 107; Plate 4.15
Buddha, life of lo, 81
Buddha image, Buddha statue 13,27,57,
75,88, 108-9, 150,227
Buddhaguhya 132n
Buddhist names 56,180
Bukhara, see Bokhara
Bulbul shah 268
Bunwii, rock-cut site 229
Buriyats 199
but (= idol) 211n
butkhcina (= Buddhist temple) 211,270
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Byang pa bkra shis dpal bzang, medical
writer 138
Byang smad pa bsod nams ye shes rgyal
mtshan, medical writer 138
Byar po pan chen rdo rje pha lam, medical
writer 138
Byzantium 3
~'zykr,~ndianphysician 80
~ a b r a lJOHO,
,
Jesuit missionary 254,256
Cacela, Estevio, Jesuit missionary 254-6
caityagrha (= ~uddhisttemple) 214
Cinakya, Indian sage 78-9
Calikuna, sage 70-71
cannibalism 306-8
Caraka, medical writer 77,140
Chagatay language 267
Chakchan, mosque in Khaplu 362
Che rje, author of Spyi'i khog dbub rgyal
rntshan rtser 'bar 117-42
Che Tsong, Chinese emperor (954-60) 96
Chihilkhha, rock-cut site 229
~hingizKhan, see Genghis Khan
Chinqai, founder of ~ o n g oempire
l
190n
Christian 17,53, 57,86, 178, 184,215n.
218-19,254,257-8.272-3.28611,

290,295,303,306.338n
Christian names 180
City of Brass 34
Cochin 254
Csoma de KGros, Alexander 318,334
~tesiphon87n
Daizong, Chinese emperor (1449-57) 342
Dalai Lama, see Third, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh
Dalai Lama
Damba, see Sga a gnyan dan pa
Daoism 177,296
~ a r d 360
s
Darin. Arabian port 147
Darius I, Persian emperor 31,79n,110,
149
Dish Kasan (Qonqor 0long) 213,223-6;
Plates 10.8-10
Daulat Khan 249
Daybul, trading post 26,148
dbyangs, Ladakhi instrumental music 234
dbu can, see Tibetan script
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Deb ther dmar po, see Red Annals
Dekyong Namgyall~deskyong rnam
rgyal, king of Ladakh (c.1734-50)
249-50
Delden Namgyall~deldan rnam rgyal,
king of Ladakh (c.1640-75) 242-4
Delek ~amgyal/Bdelegs rnam rgyal, king
of Ladakh (c.1675-1705) 246n
Demba ~ e m b a / ~ dpae gtang pa, king of
Tsaparang 256
Demchok NamgyallBde mchog rnam
rgyal, founder of Zanskar dynasty
246n
Desideri, Ippolito, Jesuit missionary 255,
258,273n. 316
De'u dmar bstan 'dzin phun tshogs 6
devanagari script 367
Dge lugs (Gelukpa) school of Buddhism
126n, 292
dharira, scented powder 157
dharma 296,299
Dharm2 shi la, physician 142
D h i s.mt, see Amdo
Di'bil ibn 'Ali al-KhuzHi, poet 23-4, 26
al-Dinawari, Abii Hanifa 147n
diyiir-i farang, country of the Franks 272
Doghuz Khatun 215n,216n
Dogra dynasty 353,364-5
Dolpo, kingdom 126,141
Dongxiang 264,265,339-41
Dpa' bo gtsug lag phreng ('phreng) ba,
historian 139,193, 197n
Drag BumdeI'Grags 'bum lde, king of
Ladakh (c.1400-44) 235-6
dragon 30,19n, 101, l l l n , 224-5,227
Dri gum btsan po, legendary emperor 128
Druguma 234
Drukpa School 241
Drungpa 'Ali 236
Dukhang cave 111
Dulan 107
Dungan (= ~ u i 266-7
)
Dunhuang 3-5, 51,100,134,177,182-3,
19911; see also Mogao caves
Estakhri, see Istakhri
al-~adlibn Yahyi al-~armaki27, 60n

Fakhr al-Din al-RHzi 166n,169n
faliisifat a/-Rim 77
Farrokhi SistHni, poet 93, 105
a]-FazHrT, astronomer 83
Ferdowsi, Shahnameh 107-8.234
Fifth Dalai Lama (Ngag dbang blo bzang
rgya mtsho, 1617-82) 14-15,134,
253-4, 270-2, 281-5, 296, 298,315,
349
filkhina, Buddhist cave 222
Francke, August Hermann, Moravian
missionary 362,369
Freyre, Manoel 316
From, see Phrom
Fromo Kesaro, royal title 127
Ga gon 126,141
Ga le nos 6,133
Gabet, Joseph, Catholic missionary 336
Gaden Tsewang 252n
Galdan ( ~ h a l d a n )Jungar
,
Mongol
Boshoqtu Khan, Qungtaji (1670-97)
269, 271-2, 281-90
Galen 5,77,128,19211, 201n
Ganga Rani, Ladakhi queen 236
Gansu, Tibetan region 96,265-6
Gardizi, geographer 24,31n,33n,75,265,
295
Gardner, ~ d w a r d331-2
Gate of China 26
Gate of the two Tibets 36
Geikhatu, Ilkhan (1291-95) 9
Gelugpa, see Dge lugs
Genghis Khan, supreme khan (1206-27) 9,
177,183,193-4,265,299,305,343

Ge sar 127,139,234
Ghaldan Khan, Qungtaji, see Galdan Khan
ghiliya, a musky perfume 155-7
Gharib 347-8
ghazal370-4
GhizZn, Ilkhan (1295-1304) 10-11,211,
216n, 222
Ghazna 7
Ghazna, Lord of 54
Ghaznevid rulers 111-13
Gholam Shah, ~ a d a k hArgon
i
merchant
335
Gilin 91

~ n d e xof Proper Names
Gilgit 108
Giovanni de Piano Carpini 183-4
glu, ~ a d a k hfolk
i
song 234,244,251
Go go c h u / ~ o k o c h u9
Goa 254
Goes, Bento de, Jesuit missionary 254
Gog and Magog 178n,179n
gold 8,30-31,37,50,70,99-102, 106,108,
119-20,149,156-7,238-9,241,288,

303,307,318,320
Gorgini, see Lime'i Gorgini
Gorkhas 313,316,319,326n
Gosains 317,319
'Gos lo t s i ba gzhon nu dpal, The Blue
Annals 9n, 195n,208n
'Grags 'bum lde, see Drag Bumde
Greater Ladakh 354
Greek 17, 19,32,37-8,43,46,79n, 84-6,
97-8,99n
Greek medicine 117-143,192,200-1,205
Greek script 49
Grwa byams pa gling, sMpa 134n
Gsang phu ne'u thog, monastery 121-2
Gting mo sgang, see Temisgang
Gtsang pa dung khur, missionary 193-4
Gtsang ston dar ma mgon po, medical
writer 120
Guge, Western Tibet 100,107,235n,245n,
254, 273; Plate 4.7
Guhya badzra, physician 142
Gund-i Shipiir 135
Gushri Khan, ruler of the Qoshut Mongols
270
Guyiik, supreme khan (1246-7) 195,196n
Gyal Kelsang, see Kelsang
Gyal Khatun 233,237-40
Gyalmo Bi bi (Queen Bi bi) 247-50,252
Gyantse 255-6
Gyong sman phan ne 140
G.yu thog bla sgrub kyi lo rgyus 138
G.yu thog pa yon tan 120,134-5,138,142
Gzi bjid 132n
Ha shong ( ~ shang)
a
gi lugs, school 140,
142
Ha ti pra ta, physician 142
Hadda, stiipa 222
Hajji Qurbin 279

halil meat 297
al-Hallij, Sufi mystic 289
Hamza al-lsfahini, chronographer 79n
a / - ~ a r q a 83
n
Hiriin al- ashi id, caliph (786-809) 19.45-6,
74,82,86n, 155-6,210
al-Hishimi, astronomer 83n
Hashmatullih 362
Hatim Khan 244,249
hawks 22
Haydar Dughlit, Mirzi Muhammad 262,
361
Hebalin qingzhen si, mosque 350; Plate
17.3
Hebrew 7n
Henderson, P.D. 335
Heraclius, Byzantine emperor (610-41) 51
Herakles 214n
Hidiyat Allih, see Afiq Khwija
Hinayina Buddhism 53
Hippocrates 137
Hishim ibn 'Abd al-Malik, caliph (724-43)
72,84
Hishim ibn al-Hakam, Shiite theologian
74n, 85
Ho pa gling, see Wa bak gling
Hodgson, Brian Houghton 313,327,328.
32911, 331-3
horse medicine 200
Hsuan-tsang, see Xuinzhng
Huang Fan (yellow ~ i b e t a n s264
)
Huc, Regis Evariste, Catholic missionary
336-7
Hudiid al-'iilam (~rontiersof the world) 36,
48,92-3,94n,96, 150, 265n
Hui ( ~ u i h u i189n,
)
264,266-7,270,279n.
300-1,304,339-52
Huichao, travel writer 51-4,57-8,67,71,
169
Huihuiyaofang 199,201-5
Huihuilifa, astronomical tables 12
Hulegii, Ilkhan (1256-65) 9,210-11,215n.
216n. 229,232
humours 129n. 131-2,205
Hunayn ibn 1shiq 135n
Ibn 'Abd Rabbih, poet 39
Ibn al-Wdami 83n
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Ibn Adham, see Ibrihim ibn Adham
Ibn al-'Adim 61
Ibn 'Aqil 164n
Ibn al-'Arabi, Sufi 12811
Ibn 'Asikir 72
Ibn al-Baytir 77,153
Ibn Dahn, translator from Sanskrit 76
Ibn Diwiid ibn al-Jarrih, Muhammad 81
Ibn al-Faqih 21n, 23, 27n, 30n, 39,61,64n,
65n,66,72,145n
Ibn Hawqal25,39,145n
Ibn Khaldiin 25
Ibn Khurradadhbih 21n, 30-2,47n,75,
148-9
Ibn Layth al-Khatib, Muhammad 74n
Ibn Misawayh, physician 146n,147-8,150,
152
Ibn al-Muqaffa' 85n
Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, Muhammad ibn
Abi Bakr 146
Ibn al-Qiffi,bibliographer 83n
Ibn al-Wardi 21n, 40; Plate 2.3
Ibn Qutayba, adab writer 76n,80
Ibn Rusta 21n,35n
Ibn Sa'id al-Maghribi, geographer 27, 38,
40
Ibn Sina 158n, 164,167n, 169,172
Ibn al-Zubayr 30n
Ibrahim ibn Adham al-'~jlial-Balkhi, Arab
saint 87,290
Ibrihim Shah, founder of the Maqpon
dynasty 360
iddukut, title of Uyghur kings 177-8
al-ldrisi, geographer 21n, 33,39-40; Plate
2.4

Ilkhans 8-12,208-230
Imim Ahmad, Salar founder 275-6
Imam Qariman, Salar founder 275-6
Imru' al-Qays 154n
Injannashi, Mongol writer 296,305-11
l s a / ~ e s u / ~ i x i Nestorian
e,
physician 19111,
198,19911,208
iiinacandra, physician 70
Ishiq, Naqshbandi Sufi, see Khwija Ishaq
Ishaq ibn Sulaymin ibn 'Ah al-Hishimi,
court dignitary 82
Ishaq ibn Tulayq, translator from Persian
into Arabic 60

Ishiq ~ h w i j asee
, Khwija Ishiq
Ismi'il ~ h i 271-2
n
Istakhri, Abii Ishiq Ibrihim, geographer
25,39-40,92,95n
Istami ~ h i q i 95
n
1stanbul304
lusuf, ~ a s h m i rtrader
i
316
Jibir ibn Hayyin, alchemist 1 2
Ja'far ibn Yahyi al-Barmaki 45n, 81
~ahangir,Mughal emperor (1605-27) 254
al-Jihiz, adab writer 23n, 28-9,80, 148,
150,211
Jahm ibn Safwin 88
Jahriyya, Sufi order 301-2
al-Jahshiyiri, historian 59,741, 81
'Jam dbyangs rnam rgyal, see Jamyang
Namgyal
Jarnil al-Din al-Bukhiri, see Zhamaluding
Jamyang ~amgyal/'Jamdbyangs rnam
rgyal, king of Ladakh (c.1595-1616)
237-40, 244, 248n, 315
Janardana of Kashmir, translator from
Sanskrit 120
Jarrih ibn 'Abdallih, governor of
Khorasan 27
al-Jawhari, al-'Abbis ibn Sa'id, translator
from Persian 78
al-Jayhini 23n, 357,295
Jayhun, see Oxus
Jerusalem 261
Jesu, see Isa
Jesus Christ 30n
Jews 7,18,57,86n
Jiezi, see Ketzekung
Jikme Linkpa 304
Jimbadorji 299,303-4
Jinamitra, medical author 124-5,141
Jinjienudoerzhi, dynastic lord 207
Jinwoguo, legendary nation 306-9
Jiroft 102n
~ i v a k a(Tlvakakumira), physican to king
Bimbisira 125
]filinaprasthina 169
Jocius of London 164
John ~ a u n d e v i l l e306n
~ o k h a n g / ~khang,
o
temple 103, 270; plate
4.12
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Jowo Kyab Pha, Ladakhi queen 236n
Jungaria 184
~ungars/~unggars
26711,271,281,291-2
al-Juwayni, 'Ali' al-Din, historian 196
~ a a b 63,67,278
a
Kadampa school 235n
~ i ibn
1 Barmak 66

~iilacakratantra/~iilacakratantraxiii, 3n,
13-14,294,296,298-300,303-4
~alakacharyakatha 113n
~ a l h a n ahistorian
,
70-71
KHlidisa, poet 159
Kalila wa-Dimna 81, 295
Kalingang Hui 351
Kalkin Raudra Cakrin 300; see also rigs ldan
Kalpasiitra 113n
KamalaSri IKamalashri, Kashmiri
informant 10,296
Kamalaiila 171
Kangxi, Chinese emperor (1661-1722) 291,
307,311n
Kaniska, Kushan king 79n
~ a n j u r l ~ k'gyur,
a'
Buddhist canon 10,124,
13111,241; see also Bon Kanjur
Kankanavarsa, alchemist 10, 70
KipiSa 47n,52,58n
Karaftii, rock-cut site 214n
Karchel~artse237,246-7,251-2
Kargan(g) Tibetans 266
Kargil353,364,367,372
Kirkota dynasty 70
Kirsang 94n
Kartse, see Karche
Kashgar, Kashgaria 263,270-1
kashkhiidah, Tibetan armour 145n
Kashmir 466-7, 69-70,76,84,94,109,
113-14, 141, 148, 171-2,242-3,
24611,252-3,255-6,279,346-9,
352-4, 3551,357-8,360-2,365-7,
369, 372n; see also Kha che
Kashmiri Muslims 253, 255, 283,313-37; see
also Kha che
Kashmiriyat 365
K3yapasamhita 132n
Kelsang Drolma, Ladakhi Queen 233,241-2,
252
keshvir, climate 38-9; Plate 2.1
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Ketzekung 227; Plates 13.1-3
ha che, 3-5,141-3,315,335-6,346-9,352
Kha che gling ga 349,352; Plate 17.1
Khafiyya, Sufi order 301-2
Khair-ud- in, see Khayr al-Din 315
hil lid ibn Barmak 18-19,45,72-3,84,8711
Khallukh 93n
hams smyon dharma seng ge, medical
writer 138
Khaplu 238n,239nI 249,250-51,362
KhHqPn, title of king of Tibet 22-3, 25,
36-7,95
Khiwand Mahrniid, see Khwija Khiwand
ha tun 232-4; see also Qatun
Khayr al-Din, Sufi 271-2,283,315
al-KhayyHt, astrologer 85n
Khazak 339-41
Khizr Khoja 275
Khog dbu bs/khog dbub/khog 'bugs, medical
history 117, 119,138-9
Khomeini, Ayatollah 372n
Khorasan 23,39,87
Khosrow I, Sasanian emperor (531-79) 95
Khosrow 11, Sasanian emperor (590-628) 106
hot an 33,38,50,69n, 95,10211,142,185,
27111,27811,285
Khotanese 126,192n
Khri gtsug Ide, see Tri Tsugde
Khri Ide gtsug b(r)tsan, see Mes ag tshom
Khri Mohammed, sultan of arc he 246
Khri srong Ide btsan, emperor of ~ i b e t
(755-97) 131,133,142
Khrom, see Phrom
khwcija 262-3
Khwija Ahrar, ~ a q s h b a n d~i u f 290
i
Khwija Ishiq, ~ a q s h b a n d~i u f 274,290
i
Khwija hiw wand ah mi id 263,268
Khwija Tij al-Din, see Tij al-Din 'Alishih
~ h w i j a g i n - Naqshbandiyya
i
Sufi order
263
KhwiijeNasir, see Nasir al-Din al-Tiisi
Khwarezm 267
al-KhwPrizmi 28-9,38,84
Khyol ma ru rtse, physician 142
a l - ~ i n d75,155n,
i
157
Kirgis 339-41
al-KirmHni, see Abii ~ a f 'Umar
s
ibn
al-Azraq a]-KirmPni
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Kishtwar 250

Kitib Bilawhar wa-~iidhiisaf/~iidiisaf81,295
Kitibfihikam al-Hind 81
~ o k ~o o r / ~ o k o n o r / ~ o k e n u lake
u r , and
region 22, 195, 275-6
Kokochu, see Go go chu
Korea 196n
Koten, Mongol prince 195-7
Kucha 102n
Kun dga' rdo rje, author of Red Annals 9,
195n
Kun dga' rgyal mtshan, see Sakya Pandita
Kun rgya rdo rje, see Jinjienudoerzhi
Kurutka, Buddhist grotto 186-7
Kushan Empire 50
i d nyi ma mgon,
Kyide Nyima ~ o n / ~ k y lde
king of Ladakh (lothcent.) 241n,
246n
Ladakh 1,231-50,231-52,353-75

~alitiditya/~altadita-~uktipida,
king of
Kashmir (c.724-61) 70, 360
Lama, Lamaism 8, 10,185,194-5,197-8,
239, 272-3, 277-8, 281-9,307,309;
see also Dalai Lama and Panchen
Lama
Lime'i Gorgini, poet 105
g ma, Yarlung
Lang ~ a r m a / ~ l a ndar
( ~ i b e t a nemperor
)
(838-42) 213n
Legs bshad tshol, see Zur mkhar blo gros
rgyal PO
Legs pa'i rgyan, medical writer 141
Leh 233n,237,239,241,244,247,250-2,
254,315,355-6,365,369; Plates
11.1-2
Lha bal po 240n
Lhas mdzad pa'i lugs, school 140
Lhasa 37,94,133n, 196n, 252n, 255-6,266,
270-1, 273n, 278, 281-4, 291,313-6,
318,320-3,325-9,331-6, 346
Lhasa kha che (Kashmiri Muslims of
~ h a s a315,335-6,346-9,352
)
Lhun grub bkra shis, biographer 134n, 142
Li Shiyao 303
Liyul lung bstan pa 4, 69
Liao shi 345
Lieou se fou, rebel leader 279n
Liu Zhi 296

Ljang tsha lha dbon, Tibetan prince 6
Lobsang ~ y a t s o l ~ g dbang
ag
blo bzang
rgya mtsho, see Fifth Dalai Lama
Lorestan 90-2; Plate 4.2
lotus eaters 34
t
Lower ~ i b e 22
Lusar, Turkic group 264
Ma Datian, Sufi 301
Ma Laichi, Sufi 274,300-301,351
Ma Mingxin, Sufi 300-302
Mabrak al-Niqa hill 276
Midbud, mythical land 21-2
Midhava, medical writer 77
madrasa 87,168n, 170,172-3
Magi, Magians 59-60, 218,286
Mahasuri-yin Bilaya, shrine 303
al-Mahdi, caliph (775-785) 27,86n
Mahendra ~ a l l aking
,
of Kathmandu
(1560-74) 322n
Mahmiid Shih Abii '1-Qisim, Ghaznevid
sultan (998-1030) 17,107-8
Maitreya Buddha 178,241
Makhdiim-i A'zam (Ahmad Kisini
Dahbidi) 269,274
Malekin 113n
Mali 189
Ma'mar Abii '1-Ash'ath 80, 82
a ] - ~ a ' m i i ncaliph
,
(813-33) 13, 27-30,78-9,
84,157
Manasoravar, lake Plate 4.3
Manchu 279,284,301-302,318,335
Mandok, Ladakhi queen 244-5
Mangyu 107,114; Plate 4.15
Manichaeans 179
Manka al-Hindi, translator from Sanskrit
76, 78-80.82
Mansiir Hallij, see a]-Hallij
al-Mansiir, caliph (754-75) 18-19,81,83,
87n, 211,342
Manteqi Rizi, poet 94
a l - ~ a q d i s22,
i 38,75, 295
Maqpon dynasty, Baltistan 360
Mar pa do pa chos kyi dbang phyug 125
Mar ~ a b a l l a h aI11 216n. 218n
Mar yazdbfizid, priest and chorepiscopus
of Kfimd2n 53
Marigha 209-11,213,215-17,229
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Marco Polo 40,184-5,306n
~ a r l e yBennet,
,
major general 323
~ a r w / ~ e r24,59-60
w
al-Marwazi 21n, 36, 75
Maryam, the Virgin Mary 178
al-Marzubini 83
~ i s h i ' a l l a hastrologer
,
18,82
~ a s h r a b~, u f 285-9,291
i
Maslama ibn Hishim ibn 'Abd al-Malik
72-3
al-Mas'iidi 21n,23,32,145n, 149, 152n, 153
Ma'siim, shrine of 222
Mitrceta 123
~ a w l i nMir
i Khil al-Din al-Yirkandi 272
Mawlini Qisim, Sufi 263
Mazdaeans 60n
Mazdak 74,81
Mecca 14,63-4,67-8,156,216n, 224,261,
278-9,300,303-4,345,351
Medina 65n,69,261,276
Mencius 308
Merw, see Marw
Mes ag tshom (Khri lde gtsug b(r)tsan),
emperor of Tibet (d. 755) 6,130
Messiah 178
Mi n y a g / ~ enyag 141,193; see ako Tangut;
Xixia kingdom
Mi pham bzang po, medical writer 139
Middle Persian 3,48,53n, 64n. 65n,76,81-2,
85; see ako Persian language
Mihri ~ e m p l (e~ m i m z i d aMa'siim caves)
213, 219-23, 226; Plates 10.2-7,11
Mir Diniyal362
Mir Shams al-Din 'Iriqi (Shaykh Shams
al-Din Muhammad al-~sfahani)362
Mir son of Bek, Bactrian dignitary 58-9
Mirzi Haydar Dughlit, see Haydar Dughlit
Mithraism, Mithraists, Mithraic 215,
218-19,222,229
Mkhas ldan mnga' rig[s] gi lugs, school
140
Mkhas pa lde'u, historian 130
mleccha/mlecca/kla klo, barbarian 13-14,
300n, 304n
Mnga' ris 'tsho byed chos skyong dpal
bzang, medical writer 139
Mogao caves ( ~ u n h u a n g3n,
) 185,18611; see
also Dunhuang
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Mong gor, Mongol prince 197n
~ o n g k ellkhan
,
(1251-9) 191,196n
Mongols, Mongolian 10-13, 177-212,216n,
223,228-9,232,254,265-7,269-70,
272,274,276-9,281-4,29ln,292,
296,299-307,311,340,344,366

Mongol language 10,183,186,211,223,
254,276,292,304n
Moorcroft, William 257,313-37
morqsa'iit 100
mouse, Indian 147
mthing shog, Tibetan paper 120
Mtshal, monastic domain 193-4, 197
Mtsho smad mkhan chen, see Ska ba
shikya dbang phyug
Mughal court 257
Muhammad, prophet 14,179,27511,276,
341
~ u h a m m a dibn Abi Bakr ibn Qayyim, see
Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya 146
Muhammad ibn Diwiid, see Ibn Diwiid
Muhammad ibn hil lid ibn Barmak 74n
~ u h a m m a dibn ~ a y t hsee
, ~ b ~n a y t h
~ u h a m m a dibn Yahyi ibn Khilid ibn
Barmak 61
~ u h a m m a d~iirbakhsh,see ~iirbakhsh
Muhammad ~ i d i Dhalili
q
289
~ u h a m m a dSidiq Kishgari 269
Muhammad al-Washshi' 159
Miija, mythical land 21-2
~ u k t a p i d asee
, Lalitiditya 71
Mulli Mini (= Sikyamuni) 270
~ ~ 1 Miisi
1 2 S i y r h i , historian 271
music and collective identity 358-9
musk 7-8,21-2,31,34,93-5,145-61,203
Musk Route 8
musk-mouse 29
Muslim names 180
~ u s u l u~ekim/~uslim
Bekim 235-7
al-~u'tamid,caliph (870-92) 30,47n
myrobalan 203
nadd, incense 158

al-Nadim 74n, 75,81,295
Nigirjuna 140,171
Nalanda University 294
~ a q s h b a n d i h a )Sufi
, order 269,274,288
Nasir al-Din al-Tasi, see a]-Tiisi
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Nasr ibn Ahmad, samanid ruler 93
Nasr ibn SayyZr, governor of Khorasan 59
nasta'liq script 367
Nava VihPra, see Nawbahar
NawbahZr 6011.63-8,72,168
Nawbakht, astrologer 18
Nepal 99,114,125-6,141-2,190,206,299n,
313-14,317-49
Nestorian, Nestorianism 53,179n,183-5,
198,208,215n
Neville, Francis 319
Nezak Tarkhin, Bactrian ruler 54n,65-6,
69
Ngag dbang blo bzang rgya mtsho, see
~ i f t Dalai
h
Lama
NizZmi, poet 34
nokor, imperial adviser 207
Nodrup Tenzin 251
Nubra 354,360,364
Ntirbakhsh, Sayyid Muhammad 232,239r-1,
362
Niirbakhshi, Shiite Sufi sect 239n,354,362
al-Nuwayri 146n, 148n,149,151,154,156
Nyima ~ a m g y a l / ~ ma
y i rnam rgyal, king
of Ladakh (c.1694-1723) 246n,249
~ y i n g m a / ~ n y i nma,
g school 120
Odoric of Pordenone 306n
Ogodei, supreme khan (1229-43) 194
Oirat tribes 284
Oljeitu, Ilkhan (1304-16) 210n, 212,225n,
226n
'01 mo lung ring, mythical place 127,268
Onggud, Turkic tribe 190n
0rgyanl~
rgyan 124,141
Oribasios 128
Ossetians 179n
Otter-skin Route, otter skins 320,326
Oxus river 47, 56-7,96,127,278n
Oxus, sources of 35
Paficatantra, see Kalda wa-Dimna
Panchen Lama 284,300; see also Third
Panchen Lama
Par sig 1,3
parand, Persian silk 96-7,104-5,107-8,109n
Paris, University 164n, 172
parniycin, silk 97, 104-8,112; Plate 4.14

Pashkum (Pashkyum) castle 236,250
Pearl Rosary 299
perfume 154-61
Persepolis 110
Persians 3,57,60, 87, 267-8, 27811, 289,
340-1,343
Persian Empire 52,60
Persian language 8,4-15,59-60,76,78-9,
89,98,100, 103,107,112,114-5,
147,181-2,192, 200-201, 211,23611,
240, 252, 255-6, 264-8, 272-3,275,
277,313-18, 322,328-9,331,335-6,
340,344,347,360,371; see also
~ i d d l Persian,
e
Persian sources
Persian medicine 5-6,133n,136n, 141,
191n,198,200,203,206,208,343
Persian silk, see parand
Persian sources 10,12, 17-41,48,61, 75,88,
92-4,96n, 98,99n, 101,104-5,107-8,
ll2,196,207,226n,227,232,234,
264-5, 267,272,281,295,335,360,
371; see also Persian language
Peter Abelard 163
Phag mo gru 9
'Phags p a / ' ~ h a g spa bla ma blo gros rgyal
mtshan 185,196-7, 207-8, 270
'Phags pa'i lugs, school 140
'Phan yul gro sa ba tshogs gnyis rgya
mtsho, medical writer 139
Phrom 1,3,5-6,126-9,142,192n,204n
Poison Hill ( ~ t i h
~ a m m33,35
)
Porphyry 85
Potala, palace 350
Potente, a name for Tibet 256
Pra a nan ta, medical writer 125,141
Prajiiakara 169
Prester John 257
Prinsep, H.T. 327n, 328n,330n, 331n, 333n
Prithvi Narayan, Gorkha ruler 316
Ptolemy 85
Pu khar 100-1
Purangir 317n
Purig 233n, 236n1239n,246n,249-252,355
Purki 355-6
Pushto language 371-2
Qalandariyya, ~ u f order
i
287-90; plates
14.1-2
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Qalmaq 267n. 282,284,290-1
al-~alqashandi14611,151
Qara Tepe, Buddhist cave 222
~arakhanids183-4
Qarluq Turks, see Khallukh
Qishini, panegyrist 212,225
Qisim, Sufi, see Mawlini Qisim
Qatun, queen of the Tiirks 71; see also
Khatun
Qazvini 32-3
Qazwin 35
al-Qazwini, Zakariyyi' ibn Muhammad
21n, 30,3311,210
Qianlong, Chinese emperor (1736-95) 109
Qlbrql, ~ n d i a nphysician 80
Qonqor Olong 211-2,227-8
quaestiones disputatae 16411,166
Qubilai, supreme khan (1260-94) 9,12,177,
185,190,194,196-7,208,270t1,

297
Qungtaji, see Galdan
Qur'in 275-6
Quraysh 66
Qurbin 'A17 Khilidi, Tatar scholar 285
al-Queiibi 25n
Qutayba ibn Muslim, Muslim general 54n
ra gya pa 348n
Rabban Sauma, traveller 190
Rahulabhadra, monk 55
al-Ri'id, Yemeni king 31n
Rangjung, temple 303
Rasadkhina, caves 213,215-9,229; Plate
10.1
Rashid al-Din 8,10,182,207-8,21On,211-12,
225,295
Ravigupta, medical writer 4, 76
al-Rizi, Abii Bakr ~ u h a m m a dibn
Zakariyyi', physician 77
al-Rizi, Fakhr al-Din, see ~ a k h al-Din
r
al-Rizi
Rdo rje 'bar ba, medical writer 126,141
Red Acirya, translator from Sanskrit 140
Red Annals, see Kun dga' rdo rje
Red Hat Muslims 266
Rgyal ba rin po che grags pa brtson 'grus,
abbot 9
Rgyal ba'i rdo rje, medical writer 142
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Rgyal mo mu su lu be kim, see Musulu
Bekim
Rgyal sras byang chub sems dpa'i lugs,
school 140
Rgyud bzhi @our Tantras), medical treatise
122n,125n,131n, 139,191n
rigs ldan 13
Rigs ldan bod kyi lugs, school 140
Rinchana Bhoti, king of Ladakh (c.132050) 268
Rin chen spungs pa 118
Rin chen bzang po, translator from
Sanskrit 120,140
Rngog lo t s i ba blo ldan shes rab 125,171
Robert of Cour~on165
Roger Bacon 128n
Rolpe Dorje 296
Rome 3; see also Khrom, Phrom
Roxanne, wife of ~ l e x a n d e the
r Great 149
Rtse lde, king of western ~ i b e(1078-88)
t
124

ruby 8,243
Rushank, daughter of Darius 31
Rustam 278n
Sa skya Pandita, see Sakya Pandita
Sibi'ans 68n
Sa'd ibn Abi Waqqis, companion of the
Prophet 275
Sadiprarudita 140
saffron 8,34, 202, 206,318
Safi al-Din, geographer 23
Sahlin ibn Kaysin, physician 146n, 150,
153,158-9
Si'id al-Andalusi 83n
Sakya Gyatso 246n
Sakya Paqdita ( ~ u dga'
n rgyal mtshan),
abbot of Sakya 9,172,195-7,208
sakya/sa skya school and domain 193-7,
208
Sikyamuni/~hakyamuni( ~ a u t a m aIon,
)
114,270; see also Buddha
Salam Khatun 251
Salars 264, 265-6, 274-7,339-41
~ i l i hQur'inic
,
figure 276n
samarkand/samarqand 7,24,93,107,
261-79
samarqandik 265n
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al-Samarqandi 203
Samye/Bsam yas, monastery 133
Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho, the Regent 118-20,
12111, 124-5, 126n. 139, 133,139-40
al-Sanjufini, astronomer 1 2
Sannija, mythical creature 30
Sanskrit 3, 56,84, 125, 128-30, 132, 160,
169n,226,304n
Sanskrit learning 85
Sanskrit literary theory 80
Sanskrit, translation from 43,45-6,51,
76-7,81,83
Sintaraksita, pundit 125n, 171
Sintigarbha, translator from Sanskrit 133
Sarvistividin 163-75
Saskya Pandita, see Sakya Pandita
Satok Bugra Han, see Boghra Khin
Sautrintika school 169,174
Sayf al-Dawla, ~ a m d a n i dSultan 39n
Sayyid 'Ah ~ a m a d i n iMuslim
,
missionary
232,362
Sayyid Hasa 361
Sayyid ~ u h a m m a d~ i i r b a k h s hsee
,
Niirbakhsh, Sayyid Muhammad
Sde srid sangs rgyas rgya mtsho, see Sangs
rgyas rgya mtsho
Seljuks 27
Seng mdo 'od chen, physician 142
Senge ~ a m g y a l / ~ e ngeg rnam rgyal, king
of Ladakh (c.1616-23) 240-2,246n
Serzang temple 242
Seventh Dalai Lama 109
Seyh Siileym i n Efendi Buhiri,
lexicographer 267n
Sga a gnyan dan pa/Damba 207
Shabinkira'i 212n
Shiihnimeh, see ~erdowsi
al-Shahrastini 75, 295
Shaman, Shamanism 190-1, 196n, 197-8,
211,261,287n,289
Shamaniyya 88
Shambhala 13,298-300,303
Shams Tabasi, poet 110
Shiniq al-Hindi (Cinakya) 78
Shangrila 34
Shan ti garbha, physician 142
shaqiq al-Balkhi, Sufi 87
Sharaf al-Din, ~ u f 268
i

Shenrab, founder of Bon religion 132n
Sher Gasi, raja of Saling 238n
Shes bya spyi'i khog dbub rgyal mtshan rtser
'bar, see Che-rje
Shigar 243-4,248,251
Shigatse 255; Plate 4.1
shihr 154,156
Shir Khin 244
Shiraz 7
Shri a-nanda, medical writer 125
Siddharta Gautama 114,125; see also
Sikyamuni; Buddha
Siddhascira, see Ravigupta
Silima Khatun 240-1
silk 4, 50.63-4,67,97,104-7, 109, 112, 145,
156-8,212,334; see also parand
Silk Road, Silk Routes 52,104, 107r1,145,
254,295,320n,341
Sindbad 81
Sindbidh, Indian physician 80
Sindhind 83
Sirif, trade emporium 149
Sixth Dalai Lama 291-2
Siyihgerd 111,112n
Ska ba shikya dbang phyug (Mtsho smad
mkhan chen), medical writer 118,
138
Skarchen, organisation 356,359-60,373
~ k a r d o l ~ k a r d237,23911,241,244-5,248,
u
251-2,353n, 354,356,359,364;
Plate 18.1
Skyes bu me Iha, see Bha ro lag rdum
Skyid lde nyi ma mgon. see Kyide Nyima
Gon
Smad bod, Lower Tibet 22
Sne'u gdong, 9
Socratic dialogue 165
~ o g d i a nlanguage 3,48,64n, 68n, 96, lOOn
Sogdian silver 99
~ o g d i a n a / ~ o g d47,88n,95n,
ia
148n
~ogdians$90, 96,100,102, 106-7.148,
150
So-ma-ra-dza,see Zla ba'i rgyal po
Sonam Gyatso, see Bsod nams rgya mtsho
Spituk monastery 235
Srong btsan sgam po/~rongtsenGampo.
Tibetan emperor (c.617-49) 6, 106,
126n, 133n,137,241
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stag gzig/Stag gzigsl~ajik1,3,6,139,
141-2, 191n,240,268,344;see also
Ta zig, Par sig
Stag tshang lo t s i ba shes rab rin chen,
medical writer 138
Stephanos, translator of Dioscorides 134n
Sthiramati, see Brtan pa'i blo gros
Stong gsum gang ba, physician 142
sttipa 64, 67-8, 70,110,114, 214
'Su ~orty-Three',Sufi leader 301
~ u f historiography
i
299n
Sufis 23911,268,301,362
~ u g h d / ~ o g h95n;
d see also Sogdiana
Suhrawardi order 268
Sulaymin Wang, king of Xining (1339-43)
182
Sulaymin, merchant 21-2,26
Sultin Sa'id Khin (1514-33) 262
Sultan Sikandar 362
Sultan Zayn al-'Abidin 361
Sultiniyya 209-13,223
Sumatikirti, pundit 125-6, 141
Sumba Khenpo 304
Sumtsek, temples 107,113
sunbu1153
SuSruta(samhita), medical text 4, 76-7,
132n
Suzong, Chinese emperor (756-62) 342
Swinton, George 327n,329n, 330,33ln,
332n, 334n
Syriac 5,8,53, 85-6, 134n, 179,18On, 192,
204
Ta zig/~azig3.5, 126-8,141,191n; see also
Stag gzig, Par sig
r u h a m m a dhistorian
,
al-Tabari, Abi ~ a ' f a ~
28.31, 59n,61, 87n, 96,11911, 14511,
155,156n. 265
al-~abari,' A h ibn ~ a h~l a b b a nphysician
,
77, 157-9
Tabo 107,114
Tagtsang Repa, Buddhist teacher 241-2
Tagzig ma 240n. 252
Taizong, ~ h i n e s eemperor (599-649) 106
Tij al-Din 'Ahshih Tabrizi, architect 212
Tajik 3,89, 214n, 265, 268,339-41,344-5;
see also Tajikistan
al-Tamimi 148n. 149,151,153,156,158

389

Tangut 126,141,190,191n, 193-4,292; see
also Mi nyag; Xixia kingdom
Tankse 96
THq-e Bostin/THq-i Bistin, stucco reliefs
106,110,228
TirH, bodhisattva 133n. 239,241
Tiranitha 14,294n
Tarim Basin 262
Tarkhan, Tibetan king 3 1
Tashi (= Arabs) 344
Tashi Namgyal250
Tashi Wangmo 250
Tatar 339-41
Temisgang/~ingmosgang/~ting
mo
sgang, 247,315-6
Temiir, supreme khan (1294-1307) 207
Tenrung Yulgyal250
al-Tha'ilibi 154
ThHbit, legendary king of Tibet 24-5,31n
theriac 136
Third Dalai Lama, see Bsod nams rgya
mtsho
Third Panchen Lama 316-17
Thomas Aquinas 166n
Thon mi Sambhota, reputed inventor of
Tibetan script 134n
Tian Wu, Sufi leader 301
Tibet, lake of 40
Tibet, laughter in 29,32-4
Tibet, sea of 40
Tibetan Empire 1-2,7,38,40,90,168n,
231n, 232,358-9,361,366
Tibetan Khaqan 96
Tibetan script 13411,359,361,367-70
Tibetan, translations from ~ a n s k r i 76,
t
13511; see also bodhic
Tibets, two 36
~ i m o t h y11, patriarch 86n
~oghuzghuz22.93n
Tokharistan 45-88,79n,84,87
~ o n g z h iChinese
,
emperor (1861-75) 265
o on kin' musk 153
~rabzon/Trabizon129
Tri ~ s u g d (Khri
e
gtsug Ide), king of Ladakh
(c.1375-1400) 235
~ s a pa
n shi la h a / ~ s a n as hi la ha, medical
writer 6, 129-30, 133-4,136,142-3,
204n

390
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Tsaparang 254-8,273
Tsepal Namgyall~shedpal rnam rgyal,
king of ~ a d a k h(c.1802-37) 250,
251n
Tseten Namgyall~shebrtan rnam rgyal,
king of Ladakh (c.i782-i8oz) 250
Tsewang Narngyal/~shedbang rnam
rgyal, king of Ladakh (c.1753-82)
247,250
he
rab brtan,
Tsewang ~ a b t e n l ~ s dbang
Ladakhi prince 250
Tshe brtan rnam rgyal, see Tseten
Namgyal
Tshe dbang rnam rgyal, see Tsewang
Namgyal
Tshe dpal rnam rgyal, see Tsepal Namgyal
Tshetan Phuntsog, Ladakhi leader 369
'Tsho byed gzhon nu, seeflvakakumira
Tsong kha pa blo bzang grags pa 126n
Tubba' 20,24-6,37-9
Tubba' al-Aqran, Himyarite ruler 39
Tubbat (= ~ i b e t 20,22,31n,
)
35, 38-40, 92n
~ u r f a n53,106,177-87, 222, 27111, 275,279,
285,287,292
Turkish, Turkic languages 3n, 59,89,95,
126, 129, 134, 184, 190, 192, 206,
240,256,262n,265-7,269,271,274,
275n,282n, 284,286n,295,340,
360,371
~ u r k i s t a n / ~ u r k e s t a1,38,100,104,106-8,
n
172, 231, 262, 264, 268, 272, 274,
278-9, 281, 285, 288,290,314,316,
361
Turks, Turkic peoples 9, 22-8,36,47n, 48,
54, 69, 71,90, 95, 100, 126-7, 129,
142, 183, 190, 200, 264-6, 270, 272,
274,288,291n, 299,301,340,343
turs/tiris 145n
a]-TIisi, Nasir al-Din 95, 210
U, U tsang/Dbus gtsang, central Tibet 9,
255
u-chen, see Tibetan script
'Umar 11, Umayyad caliph (717-20) 27
Umm a]-Qisim 66
Upper Tibet 22
Ur pa ya/Ur ba ya medical writer 128-9,141
Urdu 369,371

'Uthmin ibn 'Affin, caliph (644-56) 65,69,
342
Uyghur 10,100,126,141,177-8,18211,183,
185-7,190, 191n, 192, 269-70,284n,
286n, 292,296,339-41,345
~zbek
267,270,288,290,339-41
~ i g b h a t amedical
,
author 4, 76-7, 119-24,
137,140
Vaibhisika, school 169,17ln, 173
Vajrayina 213
Varihamihira 159-60
Varqe and Golshih 112
Vasubandhu, author of
Abhidharrnakoiabhiisya 124,16611,
167n. 169,17ln,173n, 17411,1791
Verbiest, Ferdinand, Jesuit 307
223
vihiira 57, 60,67,70-71,168,170,172,
Vimalakirti Siitra 132
Vimalaprabhii 3n
Wa bak gling (HO pa gling) 348-50,352
Wakhsh, Bactrian god 55-6
Wassif, palace 226n
Wendi, Chinese emperor (581-604) 109n
William of Rubruk 184
Wilson, Horace Hayman 334
Wu, emperor of Hwa 96
WhkGng, travel writer 71
Xaraxoto 183-5
Xixia kingdom 190,193-4; see also Mi nyag;
Tangut
XuinzAng/Hsiian-tsang, Buddhist monk,
traveler and scholar 47n,51-2,54,
64n, 69, 71-2,169,173n
Yaballaha 111, see Mar Yaballaha 111
Yabghu Khan (1618-28) 69
~ a h yibn
i Khilid ibn Barmak 45, 74-6,78,
80-82,84-5
Yai sha pho brang, Yaisha Castle 234-5
Yan Liben, artist 106
al-Ya'qiibi, historian 13, 27, 148n, 156,
151
YiqM a l - ~ a m a w ihistorian
,
23-4, 31n, 32n,
33n, 61-2,64n, 265
Yiriq Khitiyi, bakhshi 211n

lndex of Proper Names

al-~Prkandi,see MawlPnH Mir KhPl al-Din
al-YPrkandi
~azdbbzid,see MPr YazdbBzid
~azdegerd111 (632) 96,342
Yazdi, Persian historian 61
Y5-li Tegin, son of the king of the Tiirks
71
Yemen 24-5
Y id 'ong legs pa'i rgyan 140
~inshanzhengya 199,205-7
YogPcPra school 171n
Yuan shi 19811,345
Yuan-Kong, Kua general 96
yuan-Tchong, Kua general 96
Yiisuf ibn 'Umar al-Thaqafi, governor of
'IrPq 59
~ i i s u KhwPja,
f
Naqshbandi Shaykh 272-4

391

ZakariyyP' ibn Muhammad al-Qazwini, see
al-~azwini
zandaqa 74
Zang Hui 350,352
Zanskar 242,246,354
Zayn al-Din al-Dimyiti 28n
Zergar family 315
Zhamaluding, astronomer 12
Zhang gzi bj i d 'bar 140
Zhing zhung 96,128
Ziviye 91
Zi zi Khatun 24940,252
Zla ba'i rgyal po, medical text 6-7, 137
Zo ra Khatun 250,252
Zoroaster 213,218
Zoroastrians, Zoroastrianism 60n. 103,
215,28611,290
Zur mkhar blo gros rgyal po, medical
writer 130n. 131n. 139,142

Plates

2.1

The six keshviirs according to al-Biriini (3621973-after 442/1050), as in
Biruni's Picture of the world, ed. A. zeki Validi Togan (Delhi, 1937), p. 61.
By permission of the Archaeological Survey of ~ n d i a .

M

Qiblamap according to al-Qazwini (d. 682/1283), Atluir al-bilid, ms. on don,
British Library. Or 3623, fol. 33a. By permission ofthe British Library.= -

World map of pseudo-~bna l - ~ a r d iKharidat
,
a2-'ajd'ib wa-faridat a2-ghard'ib,
ms. Gotha, Forschungs- und Landesbibliothek, Ms. orient A 1514, fols lb-2a
(ms. copied inc.1700).By permission ofthe ~orschungs-und~andesbibliothek
Gotha.
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world map of Idrisi (twelfth century),ms. Oxford, Bodleian Library, Pococke
375, fols 3v-4r.

4.1

Bronze pendant said to have been dug up at Shigatse. Photo: Tucci.

4.2

Bronze seal, Bard-e Bal type, Lorestan. Photo: Tucci.

I

Bronze hameas ring, with addorsed goat p r ~ t m e said
s ~ to have been dug
t

Silver wine bowl formerly owned for generations by an aristocratic family in Lhasa. Eastern Iranian world, possibly Balkh
area, late Parthian or Sasanian period. Photo: Sotheby's.

The elephant headed Ganapati holding a gem-studded gold cup of Iranian
design. Detail of a mural in the Nyag Lhakhang ~ h a r p ocave, Guge Kingdom,
Western Tibet. Photo: ~ h o m aJ.s Pritzker. Courtesy Orientations.
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4.8

4.9-11

Silver bowl, Western Iran, probably seventh century BCE, private collection,
unpublished. Photo: S. Melikian. Compare lower portion with Plate 4.7.

Three silver vessels from an Iranian-type wine service. Tibet, probably
eighth centurv CE. Cleveland Museum of Art.

4.12

Mercury gilt silver wine ewer in the Jokhang,Lhasa. Tibet, probably ninthtenth century CE, photo: Ulrich von Schroeder, courtesy Amy HeUer.

Pottery wine ewer, Iraq ninth century CE. Photo: 5. Melikian.
-

4.15

The Amitayus Buddha painted on the north wall of the 'entrance stfipa' at
Mangyu. Photo: Robert Linrothe, courtesy Orientations,
.y.-,Lq--.

Detail of an Iranian-style banquet painted on the leg of the bodhisattva Avalokiteshvara in the Sumtsek at Alchi. Note the
courtier wearing a kolah-e doshakh ('two-homed cap'). Photo: Lionel Fournier, courtesy Ravi Kurnar.
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10.1

Rasadkhiina caves' chamber no. 3 with 'altar' and pentagonal opening,
Photo: A. Azad.

10.3

Mihri Temple/lmlmzlda Ma'sGm's domed chamber no. 7 with ilkhanidstyle stalactite decoration on its ceiling. Photo: A, Azad.

10.4

Mihri ~emple/~miimziida
Ma'sfim's square chamber no. 2 with elliptical
niches in its wall, surmounted by a dome, and pierced by a light shaft.
Photo: A. Azad.

10.5

Mihri Temple/~miimziidaMa'sfim: pillar of chamber no. 3 seen through
one of its four collapsed domes. Photo: A. Azad.
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10.6
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Mihri Ternple/1mBrnz2ida Macsiim:detail of niches cut into the p f f h of
chamber no. 3. Photo: A. Azad.

10.7

Mihri ~emple/~mHmzBda
Ma'sfim: trough-like niches east of the cornpier
Photo: A. Azad.
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10.10 Dash Kasan (Qonqor Olong): set of adjacent rnihrzbs in the south-western
corner of the faqade. Photo: A. Azad.

10.11 Relief of intertwined snakes at Mihri ~emple/1rniimz2daMa'siim. Photo:
A. Azad.

11.2

The nine-storied Palace of Leh. initiated by the founder of the Namgyal dynasty and completed by the Lion King. Senge
~ m g y a lPhoto:
.
Georgios T. ~ a k a s .

13.1

The mosque at ~etzekung. From Abbot Low Moffa, The S d m
~uhammadans'.Tlu Gwgmphiurl]oumal,85/5 (1935): pp. 525-30, at p. 556.
Reproduced with permission of JohnWlkq & Som ~ t d

13,2

Field of the White Camel Stone at Ketzekung. From Abbot Low Moffiat,
'The Sdar M-s,'
%G e o ~ h ~ ~ u m65/5
a l (1935):
,
pp. 52530, at
p, 5 2 6 lbg~dumd
witla permimion ofJohn
& 5- Lt;dr
--

WW

-

-

Fourteenth-century tomb at Ketzekung. From Abbot Low Moffat, 'The Salar
Muhammadans', The Geographica2]ourna2, 8515 (1935): pp. 525-30, at p. 530.
Reproduced with permission ofJohn Wiley & Sons ~ t d .

14.1

A dancing Qalandar; from Hui-jiang-zhi, edited by Yong Gui, dated 29th year
of Qian-long reign, 1764 (university of yo to). The Chinese ideogramms are

'~ai-lian-da'for 'Qalandar' (document and translation provided by ~ a m a d a
Masami, Kyoto university).

14.2

Qalandars at the end of the nineteenth century; from T.D. Forsyth, Report of
a Mission to Yarkund in 1873 (~alcutta,1875).

14.3

The mausoleum of i4faq Khwiija; from Henry Hugh Peter Deasy, Tibet and
Chinese Turkestan: being the Record of Three Years' Exploration ondo don, 1901).
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17.3

Entrance to a Muslim restaurant with the title hud [hu'i?] rigs za khang and
the Islamic formula 'In the name of God, the Compassionate, the ~erciful'
in Arabic. Photo: Diana Altner, 2004.

18.1

Store sign with u-chen script in Skardu's New Bazaar. Photo: Jan Magnusson,
2004.

